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I. INTRODUCTION 

On January 16, 2009, U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) filed its Answer to the Petition 

to Intervene as a Full Party filed by the State of Nevada (Nevada).  DOE’s Answer, filed on the 

last business day of the outgoing Administration, is nearly beyond belief.  In an effort to prevent 

the Host State from having any meaningful role in the licensing of the repository, DOE’s answer 

not only recycles old and previously rejected arguments about Nevada’s LSN compliance, but it 

also argues that not one of Nevada’s 228 technical or legal contentions may be admitted in the 

licensing hearing.  To support its argument that all of Nevada’s contentions must be rejected, 

DOE comes up with some legal arguments that are not merely wrong, but are deplorable.   

 For example, consider the following DOE arguments: 

• A contention that a DOE TSPA model is incorrect is an impermissible 
challenge to Part 63 because insisting that DOE use only correct models is 
advocating stricter requirements than NRC's regulations require (Answer 
at 251).  Therefore, DOE must be saying that Part 63 contemplates the use 
of incorrect models. 

• 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a), which requires the application to be "as complete as 
possible in light of information that is reasonable available at the time of 
docketing," trumps every other information requirement in Part 63 (see, 
e.g., Answer at 1351).  Under DOE’s legal theory, DOE’s selection of the 
application filing date controls what Part 63 requires, and DOE could have 
filed an acceptable one-sentence application decades ago, stating that 
Yucca Mountain looked suitable from a brief fly-over by the Secretary and 
no other safety information was available. 

• It is never material to contend that DOE has underestimated uncertainties 
because 10 C.F.R. § 63.113 recognizes that uncertainties will exist and 
DOE is not required to provide absolute assurance (see, e.g., Answer at 
225, 312).  Apparently, no amount of uncertainty can be too much.  
Whatever DOE gives us must be accepted, and if Nevada disagrees, then 
Nevada has the burden to prove that NRC’s "reasonable expectation" 
standard is violated.   

• Contentions demonstrating that the application does not comply with 
applicable requirements in Part 63 are not material unless Nevada further 
demonstrates that non-compliance would make a difference in the 
outcome of the proceeding (see, e.g., Answer at 1250, 1257, 1264).  Thus, 
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according to DOE, violations of Part 63 have no bearing on whether its 
application should be granted or denied.  

 
Nevada’s Reply will proceed in three steps.  First, in II below, Nevada will address 

DOE’s specious argument that Nevada has not satisfied LSN compliance requirements in its 

Petition.  Second, in III below, Nevada addresses fourteen "generic" DOE legal arguments that, 

cancer-like, metastasized throughout DOE’s Answer, including some of the four mentioned 

above.  Third, in IV, Nevada addresses DOE’s arguments with respect to individual contentions, 

often referring back to the generic rebuttals in III. 

Nevada's replies are aimed at addressing "points that have been raised in answers," as 

prescribed by the Board's June 20, 2008 Case Management Order.  DOE's comment (Answer at 

5) that it "reserves the right to file motions to strike" Nevada's contention replies is a thinly 

veiled proposal to file unauthorized surreplies to Nevada's replies and should not be allowed 

absent prior receipt of permission from the Board for good cause shown.  Any such initiative 

would compel a Nevada rejoinder, and all such steps would serve only to delay the proceeding. 

II. DOE'S ALLEGATIONS REGARDING THE LSN ARE MERITLESS 

DOE's attack against Nevada premised on Nevada's LSN compliance is misguided and 

groundless for several reasons and should be rejected.  First, Nevada's good-faith effort to ensure 

LSN compliance is beyond reproach; it went well beyond what was required, included 

adjustment to accommodate suggestions by a PAPO Dissent, and exceeds that of any other party.   

Second, DOE attempts to apply an erroneous legal standard with respect to what is 

required by the NRC's regulations – an interpretation which is not only incorrect, but which DOE 

applies in a disturbingly inconsistent manner among and between the 14 Petitioners seeking to 

become parties in this licensing proceeding.   
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Third, with respect to its particularized attack on Nevada's LSN database, DOE again errs 

in relying on the regurgitation of its past unsuccessful Motion to Strike Nevada's LSN 

Certification and in relying almost entirely on the PAPO Dissent, rejected by the PAPO Board.  

Delivering to a new audience an encore of its erroneous speculation from its earlier motion, DOE 

assumes the same incorrect "facts" exist, assumes without ever inquiring of counsel whether 

Nevada updated its instructions to its licensing team or reviewed its documents since the time of 

DOE's earlier motion (both have been done), and once again, relies on statistical conjecture to 

argue that DOE somehow intuitively believes that Nevada's LSN database should be larger.   

Fourth, DOE claims all the Petitioners in this proceeding are subject to a "heightened 

obligation" to compose superlative contentions, based on the DOE LSN database, which Nevada 

will show was hidden for years, deficient at initial certification, and is fraught with inadequacies.   

Unlike its conduct in relation to some other Petitioners, such as Clark County and the 

State of California, with whom DOE negotiated their alleged LSN shortcomings and reached 

stipulations for their improvement in recent months, DOE never discussed with Nevada any 

alleged shortcoming in its LSN database before it filed its Petition, and has not to this day, 

preferring to engage in unfounded and wrongful speculation regarding Nevada's good-faith effort 

to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 2 with respect to its LSN database.  Nevada 

will address each of these issues below after generally recounting the efforts that were taken to 

comply with these requirements. 

While Nevada believes its LSN database is entirely compliant with the regulations, it 

stands, as the host state, in a position different from other parties in this proceeding, and even if 

its LSN compliance were inadequate (which it is not), the remedy suggested by DOE is 

inappropriate.  Directly on point is the following statement from the minutes of the HLW 
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Licensing Support System Advisory Meeting (May 18-19, 1988), which addresses the 

compliance provisions of 10 C.F.R. 2.1012:  "EEI’s representative asked what would happen if a 

necessary party, such as the State of Nevada, was not in compliance with the LSS rule.  It was 

agreed that the sanctions specified in paragraph (b), ineligibility for party status, was not 

applicable to entities such as the State of Nevada which are necessary parties to the proceeding" 

(LSN# NRC000002336 at 15). 

A. Nevada's Regulatory LSN Compliance  

Last year, when Nevada's initial LSN certification was subject to a DOE Motion to Strike 

and a lengthy hearing and analysis by the PAPO Board, the Board fairly stated Nevada's 

position:   

[I]t implemented procedures and made a good faith effort to make documentary 
material available in its LSN Collection.  It insists that the call memos, as 
supplemented by less formal communications, reached all of the members of its 
project team and provided them with the necessary instructions regarding the 
evaluation and retention of the documentary material that must be included in the 
LSN collection.  Nevada’s response details numerous "summits," weekly 
telephone conferences, and written communications discussing LSN procedures 
and compliance among team members.  Second, Nevada maintains that these 
instructions were carried out with the consequence that its LSN collection 
includes all of its extant documentary material.  Nevada notes that the collection 
contains each of the only three specifically identified documents that DOE 
claimed were missing. 

 
4/23/2008 Order at 5. 

 
The Board's decision denying DOE's Motion to Strike, which was subsequently affirmed 

by the Commission (CLI-08-22) provides appropriate treatment of an LSN attack based on 

speculation.  The Board held (4/23/2008 Order at 7):  "In short, what we have before us is little 

more than rank speculation and conjecture.  Indeed, to the extent that DOE saw fit to identify 

particular documents that assertedly had unjustifiably been omitted from the Nevada collection, 

it has turned out that all three of those documents were, in actuality, already to be found on the 
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LSN."  The Board went on to analyze the declaration of Nevada's Susan Lynch (Administrator of 

Technical Programs in Nevada's Agency for Nuclear Projects) submitted in support of Nevada's 

response and concluded:  "In the course of the declaration, Ms. Lynch sets forth the measures 

that were taken to ensure that the database was both accurate and complete.  We need not freight 

this decision with a detailed rehearsal of her representations in that regard.  Suffice to say, we 

find in them adequate support for Nevada's rejoinder to the DOE attack upon the Nevada 

certification."  Id. at 8. 

Nevada was cognizant of its duty to continue, after the time of its initial certification, to 

update its LSN database with newly acquired or identified Documentary Material, to do so on a 

rolling basis, and to supplement its certification on a monthly basis.  Given the PAPO Board's 

rejection of DOE's Motion to Strike Nevada's initial certification, Nevada could have simply 

continued updating its LSN with little other change.  Nevada did not do so.  Instead, Nevada 

gave careful consideration to every issue raised by the Board including specifically those raised 

by the Dissent and modified and upgraded its LSN instructions and efforts to ensure compliance.  

Examples of the steps taken by Nevada to improve its already adequate compliance include the 

following:   

In the 12 months between Nevada's initial certification and DOE's Answer herein, 

Nevada sent numerous call memos, written instructions, explanations, definitions, and demands 

to the members of its licensing team in a good-faith effort to ensure compliance with the NRC's 

LSN requirements.  While this distribution of information included the text of regulations, such 

as 10 C.F.R. 2.1003, 10 C.F.R. 2.1009, the regulatory definitions of each type of Documentary 

Material, Reg. Guide 3.69, and the DOE License Application, it also included detailed 

explanations of specific requirements with respect to which Nevada had gained additional 
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insights as a consequence of the PAPO hearing and order on DOE's Motion to Strike Nevada's 

initial certification.  Declaration of Charles J. Fitzpatrick ¶ 4 (Attachment 1 to Nevada's Reply). 

Some of Nevada's effort to collect Documentary Material and to instruct its team after 

that time specifically included an effort to adhere to the suggestions of the Dissent in that PAPO 

proceeding, whether or not they were matters raised by DOE, and whether or not they were 

shared by the Board.  Some of Nevada's instructions and requirements included:   

(1)  A re-review of all documents in the possession of team members.  Team members 

had previously been instructed to retain all documents relating in any way to their 

work on Yucca Mountain, for potential later discovery.  They were now instructed 

to re-review that documentation in light of the information with which they were 

being provided regarding the definition of Documentary Material, the identity of 

what materials were relevant, the matter of placing duplicate documents on the 

LSN, and the focus to be placed during the review on a search for non-supporting 

(DM-2) documentation.  Id. at ¶ 5(a). 

(2)  When initial reviews had been conducted, the identity of supporting and non-

supporting material may have been uncertain due to the non-existence of a 

License Application; accordingly, the instruction was provided:  "To the extent 

we were uncertain about our position on a variety of issues pending DOE's filing 

of the LA and the completion of critical LA support documents, they are now 

available, since DOE filed its License Application on June 3 and recertified its 

LSN as complete to include the documents supporting the LA."  Id. at ¶ 5(b). 

(3)   Instructions were given reminding the Nevada licensing team of the monthly LSN 

supplementation requirement, including both Nevada's duty to monthly 
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supplement its LSN certification, and the duty of each team member "on an 

ongoing (rolling) requirement, day by day and week by week" to provide to Susan 

Lynch for inclusion on the LSN "every bit of Documentary Material which you 

create or acquire or newly identify."  Id. at ¶ 5(c). 

(4)  Instructions were given reminding the licensing team members that, even though 

during the time they were working on draft contentions, those drafts may not be 

LSN worthy, still the information which underlies those draft contentions, and 

information which does not support the draft contentions may well be DM-1 and 

DM-2 Documentary Material which would need to go on the LSN immediately.  

Instructions were given stating: 

Despite the good-faith effort made in the past, by each member of the 
team, to identify, accumulate, and include on LSN all Documentary 
Material, yet, in an abundance of caution, it is necessary that we ask all 
members of the team to review their complete document collections again 
(and not merely focus on current and future created, acquired, or identified 
documentation).   
 
Id. at ¶ 5(d). 

 
(5)  One of the stated reasons for this re-review was also provided to the team: 

We do not believe (and DOE failed to persuade the PAPO Board) that 
Nevada failed to place in its LSN database any existing Documentary 
Material.  However, we must double check to ensure that our collection is 
correct, that the Board's ruling was correct, and that DOE's speculative 
accusation (based simply on the number of documents in our LSN) was 
inaccurate. 
 
Id. at ¶ 5(e). 

 
(6)  Specific instructions were given with respect to the need to retain all information 

relating to the Yucca Mountain project for potential future derivative discovery 
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pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.1019, and the laundry list of document types specified in 

that regulation was provided.  Id. at ¶ 5(f). 

(7)  Instructions were given with respect to duplicate documents which, if acquired by 

Nevada from some other source, need not be put on the LSN if some other party 

had already done so; but which must be put on the LSN, even if it created a 

duplicate situation, if generated by Nevada.  Id. at ¶ 5(g). 

(8)  Instructions were given repeatedly with respect to the focus to be placed on 

identifying and making available all three types of Documentary Material, with 

particular focus on non-supporting (DM-2) material.  Specifically:   

In fact, one of the judges, in his Dissent, accused Nevada of 
"categorically" excluding DM-2.  We believe that conclusion was 
incorrect and unjustified, but it was instructive in that we must not only in 
practice identify, gather, and make available all three types of 
Documentary Material, but in all of our guidance and instructions, we 
must make clear to our team members, emphatically, that the 
identification, accumulation, and production of all three types of 
Documentary Material is equally important. 
 
Id. at ¶ 5(h). 

 
(9)  Instructions were given that, in conducting the required re-review of documents 

in possession of the team which already been previously reviewed, one of the 

reasons this was necessary was the potential for the characterization of a 

particular document to change:   

If there is Documentary Material in your possession, whether generated or 
acquired by you or someone else, at an earlier time, and your judgment 
has changed (for instance, now based upon DOE's recently filed License 
Application or other new information) and the prior generated or acquired 
information is something you are now likely to rely on, or something 
which now does not support our probable position in the licensing 
proceeding or the information supporting our position, then put it on the 
LSN at this time (even if you did not consider it to be Documentary 
Material until now). 
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Id. at ¶ 5(i). 

 
(10)  Instructions were disseminated regarding the so-called "push-down" requirement 

under which, if any member of the Nevada licensing team at any time employed 

the assistance of any other person or persons to assist with some analysis, 

experiment, or assessment, then in the course of identifying, accumulating, and 

producing Documentary Material the team members are likewise responsible for 

ensuring that production includes Documentary Material in the hands of any such 

assistant or helper.  Id. at ¶ 5(j). 

(11)  Instructions were provided to the team regarding the issue of "relevance" of 

information to be searched for, identified, accumulated, and delivered for 

inclusion on the LSN.  It was noted that in the definitions contained in 2.1001, 

DM-3 specifically includes in its definition of relevance matters relevant to the 

License Application and the topics set out in NRC's Reg. Guide 3.69, while no 

such specific definition of relevance was provided for materials falling into the 

categories DM-1 or DM-2.  To avoid potential exclusion of relevant material, the 

team was instructed to consider relevance for purposes of identifying all three 

categories of Documentary Material to include a more expansive group of 

references including Reg. Guide 3.69, DOE's License Application, 10 C.F.R. 63 

and NUREG-1804, Rev. 2.  Id. at ¶ 5(k). 

(12) Instructions were given with respect to the categories of Documentary Material 

detailed in 10 C.F.R. 2.1003(a)(2) and the complete list of all included materials 

(such as calibration procedures, logs, guidelines, data logs, text data sheets, etc.) 

were detailed for emphasis for the team.  Id. at ¶ 5(l). 
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(13)  As the date drew closer for the submission of Nevada's Petition and contentions, 

further reminders were sent to ensure that while drafting contentions and focusing 

on supporting information, the team members must still place equal focus on 

identifying all Documentary Material:  "It is equally imperative that you 

continuously monitor your files for the other two types of Documentary Material, 

generally information which does not support Nevada's position or contentions or 

information it intends to rely on (DM-2) and reports or studies prepared for 

Nevada (DM-3)."  Id. at ¶ 5(m). 

(14)  Repetitious instructions were provided to ensure that no aspect of Documentary 

Material was neglected:   

We have emphasized before, and must again, the importance of every 
member of our team sending to Susan Lynch all LSN Documentary 
Material in their possession.  Documents which may be cited and relied 
on (DM-1), and reports and studies prepared for or on behalf of Nevada 
(DM-3) are the easier types to identify.  We have asked before, and ask 
again, that you scour all your Yucca project files again for any DM-2 - i.e., 
documentary information which does not support your or Nevada's 
position in the licensing proceeding, nor support the information in the 
DM-1 category. 
 
Id. at ¶ 5(n). 

 
(15)  Instructions were sent to the team shortly before Nevada filed its Petition 

reminding the members to recheck all the documents in their possession for 

Documentary Material and again explaining the three different types to be given 

equal focus.  They were also advised that they would be provided with a 

certification to be executed confirming their compliance with the requirements of 

their provision of Documentary Material for inclusion in the LSN.  Id. at ¶ 5(o). 
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(16)  Further instructions were sent reminding the team that their upcoming LSN 

certification would specifically confirm their compliance if applicable to the so-

called "push-down" requirement and again the reminder cautioned:  "Let me again 

emphasize the importance of 'DM-2' Documentary Material which does not 

support (or contradicts) Nevada's position in the licensing proceeding, or the 

documents Nevada intends to rely on.  Now that we have many draft contentions 

in hand, and much of our position in the licensing proceeding is known, it is 

important that you each reconsider and re-review your files as necessary to 

identify any 'DM-2' as well as 'DM-1' and 'DM-3.'"  Id. at ¶ 5(p). 

(17)  Before Nevada filed its Petition, the team was instructed to broadly search its 

complete collection of all Yucca related documents one final time "to ensure that 

you identify and forward to Susan Lynch any Documentary Material (whether 

DM-1, DM-2, or DM-3)."  Id. at ¶ 5(q). 

(18)  Just prior to filing Nevada's Petition, further instructions were sent to the entire 

Nevada team reminding them of their LSN compliance responsibilities and 

providing each with a form required to be signed and returned if accurate to 

confirm their certification of compliance with LSN document requirements.  The 

certification confirms the certifier's compliance, including the receipt by each of 

training instructions, procedures, and guidance on LSN compliance requirements, 

restates the definition of each of the types of Documentary Material searched for, 

confirms the review and re-review by each of relevant files to search for 

Documentary Material of all categories, incorporates understanding and 

compliance with the "push-down" requirement, and finally affirms placing 
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"particular attention on identifying any DM-2 in my possession."  All members of 

the licensing team signed and returned this certification.  Id. at ¶ 5(r). 

(19)  Shortly after Nevada filed its Petition and contentions, members of the Nevada 

team were provided with yet another instruction in order to avoid the possible 

omission of Documentary Material.  Specifically, some members of the team had 

not seen the final contentions prior to the Petition/contentions being filed and 

prior to their certification of LSN compliance.  Therefore, in order to avoid the 

possibility that team members had in their possession documents which could 

newly be characterized as Documentary Material based on some final contention 

(which they had not seen), the team members were provided with the final 

contentions and required to re-review the documents in their possession one more 

time "and then determine whether any documents in your files have 'become' 

Documentary Material, even if they were not before."  Id. at ¶ 5(s). 

Nevada respectfully submits that its good-faith effort to identify and make available on 

its LSN database all relevant Documentary Material in its possession has met and exceeded 

every requirement of the NRC regulations.   

As a final point, it is worth recalling that absolute perfection is not likely possible in this 

pursuit, a fact made clear by DOE itself when it said:  "No participant's production will obtain 

the unreachable goal of perfection, and no participant judgment call will be free from good-faith 

disagreements.  Such disputes, however, do not make a participant's certification unlawful or 

invalid, nor do they provide any basis to strike DOE's certification" (2/28/2008 Hearing Tr. 

1496).   
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B. DOE's Erroneous and Inconsistent Legal Standard 

One would look in vain to find any consistent benchmark or legal principle employed by 

DOE in its LSN challenges and non-challenges, respectively, to the 14 petitions filed by 14 

parties seeking to participate in this licensing proceeding.   

In the opening sentence of its LSN discussion in its response to Nevada, as in a number 

of its other responses to other parties, DOE makes the incorrect assertion that "a petitioner 

seeking to participate in the licensing proceeding must demonstrate that it is in compliance with 

the NRC's LSN requirements" (Answer at 14).  DOE then goes on to argue (despite the fact that 

Nevada articulated in its Petition the steps it took to assure its good-faith compliance with the 

requirements of the LSN regulations in greater detail than did any other petitioner) that Nevada 

ought to have submitted affidavits or documents to prove its compliance.  DOE misstates the 

regulation, which actually requires that a petitioner be able to demonstrate LSN compliance, 

presumably if some aspect of that compliance is challenged by the Board or by another party.  In 

fact, the regulation provides that a party is deficient only "if it cannot demonstrate substantial 

and timely compliance."  10 C.F.R. § 2.1012(b)(1).  The distinction is significant.   

Obviously, all 14 Petitioners read the regulation to require only that they be able, if 

credibly challenged, to demonstrate compliance, rather than the "must demonstrate" formulation 

which is proposed by DOE and which is inconsistent with the wording of the regulation.  NRC 

Staff's recently filed Answer agrees with the Petitioner's interpretation.  If DOE's version were 

required, then none of the 14 Petitioners "demonstrated" (or submitted affidavits or documents in 

an effort to do so) their LSN compliance; and 13 of them should be excluded from the 

proceeding, save Nevada, a necessary party.  While that result would provide DOE with nearly 

the unimpeded and unexamined path to a license it hopes for, it would run counter to DOE's 
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years of assurances that the licensing proceeding was calculated to, and would, provide every 

stakeholder, state, local government, and Native American tribe who wished to do so a full 

opportunity to scrutinize and challenge the DOE LA and be heard in a public adversarial hearing.   

DOE's misconception is aggravated by its misapplication of the very principles it 

sometimes (i.e., in some cases, but not others) espouses.  Out of 14 Petitioners, none of whom 

made the "demonstration" of compliance which DOE says is required, DOE challenged the 

participation of 7 on this ground, but did not challenge the other 7.  Of the 14, 8 filed petitions 

which were silent on the LSN issue, not even "asserting" compliance:  DOE opposed the 

petitions of 4 of those 8, but had no opposition to the other 4.  Of the 14, the other 6, including 

Nevada, asserted or explained their LSN compliance:  DOE opposes the participation of 3 of 

those on this basis, but not the other 3.  The chart below illustrates DOE's utter inconsistency: 

Entity Demonstration Explanation DOE Opposition 
Nevada No Yes Yes 
Caliente HSR No Silent Yes 
California No Yes No 
Clark Co. No Silent Yes 
Eureka Co. No Yes No 
Four Counties No Silent No 
Inyo Co. No Silent Yes 
Lincoln Co. No Yes No 
NCAC No Yes Yes 
NEI No Silent No 
Nye Co. No Silent No 
Timbisha No Silent Yes 
TOP No Yes Yes 
White Pine Co. No Silent No 

 
It is not merely the arbitrary and capricious attempt at "enforcement" of a non-existent 

requirement by DOE which is confounding; rather, it is the contradictory and inconsistent 

versions of the legal requirements which DOE applies, which defeat its credibility and render its 

conduct close to sanctionable.   
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DOE's incorrect, dishonest, and disparate interpretation of LSN compliance requirements 

with respect to the 14 Petitioners must be rejected and given no weight.  If DOE truly believed 

its "must demonstrate" argument, it would have opposed all 14 of the Petitioners, and not just 7.  

If DOE believed the silence of 8 Petitioners regarding their LSN compliance was an automatic 

disqualifying factor, it would have opposed all eight of those Petitioners, not just four.  If DOE 

believes its own argument, then its conduct is hypocritical and false, in stating with respect to 

seven non-opposed Petitioners that it has no reason to believe they are not in substantial and 

timely compliance.   

C. DOE's Speculation and Its Reliance on PAPO Dissent 
 

1. Misplaced Reliance on Dissent 
 
Prior to addressing Nevada's compliance with 10 C.F.R. Part 2 LSN requirements during 

the period between its initial certification (January 17, 2008) and the time it filed its Petition 

(December 19, 2008), DOE attempts to re-argue that Nevada's initial certification was 

inadequate and noncompliant, so that prerequisite to a finding of current compliance would be 

the complete revision by Nevada of the errors and shortcomings alleged by DOE regarding its 

initial certification, and a complete recanvassing of all historic potential Documentary Material.  

The problem with this approach is obvious:  DOE lost its Motion to Strike Nevada's initial 

certification.  The shortcomings which DOE claims were suggested in that contest were 

suggested by the Dissent and rejected by the PAPO Board, which was affirmed by the 

Commission on appeal.  Nonetheless, DOE repeatedly cites and quotes the legally ineffective 

holdings of the Dissent as though they were the holding of the PAPO Board.  Because of DOE's 

improper reliance on that Dissent, a brief review of the PAPO's April 23, 2008 decision is 

warranted. 
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In that opinion, the Dissenter had before him a small fraction of the training and 

instructions provided to the Nevada licensing team, but nonetheless characterized a single 

memorandum as "clearly the centerpiece of Nevada's document collection and production 

effort" (4/23/2008 Order at 24), and "the key instructions that Nevada employed."  Id. at 17.   

Because this characterization was inaccurate, counsel explained (2/28/2008 PAPO Tr. 

1442) that this focus on one memo was inappropriate since "there must have been many, many of 

those . . . many other examples . . . just as serious, just as intended to be relied upon."  The 

Dissent's mischaracterization was focused upon by the Board in its opinion (4/23/2008 Order fn. 

32 at 10):  "The Dissent makes an unsupported finding of fact that the call memo was the key 

instruction Nevada used in identifying documentary material.  Neither party before us has 

claimed the call memo to be the "key instructions" or "centerpiece" document used by Nevada.  

In fact, Nevada has presented extensive evidence detailing the other documents and memos used 

as guidance for identifying documentary material."  In spite of this, DOE nonetheless (Answer at 

19) quotes the Dissent, calls the memorandum in question Nevada's "centerpiece," and attacks 

the adequacy of Nevada's LSN database based on this discredited theory.   

Another example of DOE's improper reliance on the Dissent relates to the content of 

Nevada's declarations filed in support of its position at the February 28, 2008 hearing.  The focus 

of DOE's motion on that occasion, and Nevada's response and declarations, was on DM-1 

(Documentary Material intended by a party to be cited or relied upon in support of its position in 

the licensing proceeding).  The subject of DOE's motion was not the presence or absence of DM-

2 (non-supporting information).  Accordingly, the Nevada declaration of counsel which 

articulated Nevada's effort to accumulate DM-1, did not address DM-2; nevertheless, the Dissent 

made this a point of attack:  "I’m struck by the fact that your declaration only focuses on urging 
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your experts to provide information that they might rely upon [DM-1].  Where do you say in 

your affidavit declaration that you urge them to provide information [DM-2] that might not 

support Nevada's position?"  Tr. 1452.  Counsel responded:  "I don't think that is in there.  This 

was not the point of the affidavit. . . .  The point was specifically to respond to DOE's motion and 

specifically to DOE's accusation that in some global way, there must be documentary material 

these experts have generated and tend to rely on for their contentions and it's all missing.  So that 

was the focus of the motion. That was the focus of the response and the focus of this paragraph 

and this affidavit."  Tr. 1452-53.   

In spite of this clear explanation, the Dissent opined:  "Conspicuously absent from 

Nevada’s Response and declarations is any suggestion that it gathered and produced Non-

supporting DM.  Nevada’s counsel acknowledged that his declaration did not address Non-

supporting DM" (4/23/2008 Order at 34).  The Board again corrected the Dissent, concluding (id. 

at 9), "it is patent on analysis that the Dissent is off the mark and provides no justification for the 

rejection of the Nevada certification"; continuing (fn. 31 at 10) "The Dissent’s bald assertion that 

'DOE’s Motion clearly challenged Nevada’s failure to produce Non-Supporting DM' [DM-2] is 

clearly not supported."  In spite of that clear Board holding, DOE again disingenuously (Answer 

at 20) quotes the Dissent's "conspicuously absent" hypothesis and suggests that this was a 

"concession" extracted from Nevada.   

The Board found other problems with the Dissent, such as:   

• The Dissent raises a host of factual and legal issues that are not encompassed to 
any extent in the DOE motion.  4/23/2008 Order at 9-11, fn. 32 at 10. 

• There is absolutely nothing in that passing cursory reference to the call memo that 
might possibly be taken as constituting a specific claim that the memo was 
deficient for the reasons that are now assigned it such length by our dissenting 
colleague.  Id. at 9-10. 
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• It would appear that the source of the Dissent's faulty premise is to be found in the 
failure to give effect to the regulatory definition of both DM-1 and DM-2 
Documentary Material.  Id. at 11. 

 
Despite losing its Motion to Strike Nevada's LSN Certification a year ago, and despite the 

Board's candid rejection of the Dissent, DOE nonetheless "conspicuously" makes that Dissent 

the "centerpiece" of its Answer to Nevada.  Even though DOE lost the motion it now seeks to 

regurgitate, DOE’s Response repeats its tactic at that time of assuming and speculating LSN 

noncompliance by Nevada while ignoring or not even seeking to learn the true facts regarding its 

compliance.  For example, with respect to the instructional training materials issued by Nevada 

in the time since DOE's January 2008 Motion to Strike, DOE has not seen or even asked to see 

this information, simply assuming it does not exist and instead proffering erroneous speculation, 

based solely on the numbers of documents in Nevada's database.   

2. Speculation and Erroneous Analysis of Nevada's LSN Database 
 
Arguing that Nevada's current LSN database is insufficient, DOE makes three errors:  

first, it relies on the incorrect assessment of that database made in a Dissent a year ago (discussed 

supra); second, it assumes that Nevada has not updated or upgraded either the content or the 

instructions associated with its LSN database; and third, DOE speculates about the content of 

Nevada's LSN database based on a numbers game which is even less credible than DOE's 

previous conjecture.  Nevada has, both prior to its initial certification, and also in the interim 

since its initial certification, made a concerted, good-faith effort to ensure its continuing 

compliance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 2 regarding the LSN and to make available 

on its LSN database all three categories of its Documentary Material:  supporting Documentary 

Material (DM-1), non-supporting Documentary Material (DM-2), and reports and studies done 

by or on behalf of Nevada (DM-3).   
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At all times during this proceeding, including in its Petition, Nevada has repeatedly 

expressed that if any party identified any way in which it believed Nevada's LSN database was 

incomplete, Nevada would promptly make available any missing documentation so identified.  

Asked by the PAPO Board if this Nevada claim were true, DOE admitted, "They said multiple 

times, give us any specific example you can identify of a document we didn't make available, 

and we will make it available" (2/28/2008 PAPO Tr. 1357).  Nevada could not conceivably 

demonstrate greater good faith in its effort to provide relevant information.   

Even though Nevada expressed this attitude at the time of its initial certification, DOE 

nonetheless challenged Nevada's database, identifying three specific documents it claimed were 

missing.  DOE did not identify those documents prior to filing its challenge, nor even in the 

required "meet and confer" before the filing.  Rather, DOE did not reveal the three allegedly 

missing documents until it filed its motion.  As Nevada demonstrated and the PAPO Board found 

(4/23/2008 Order at 7), all three documents were, in fact, on Nevada's LSN database and were 

overlooked by DOE.  Similarly, in the interim leading up to Nevada's filing its Petition to 

Intervene and contentions, DOE did not suggest to Nevada any problem with missing 

documentation in any documentary category.   

While DOE had issues about the sufficiency of other Petitioners' databases in recent 

months (State of California and Clark County), it discussed those alleged shortcomings, 

negotiated stipulations, and filed them with the Commission.  Attempting no such good-faith 

approach with Nevada, DOE instead waited until filing its Answer to the Nevada Petition, and 

now (again in error), speculates about alleged shortcomings.  While Nevada will demonstrate the 

inaccuracy of DOE's position, it reiterates its continuing position that it will gladly and promptly 

fill any gap or provide any documents shown to be missing from its LSN database.  
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a. Supporting Documentary Material 

Surprised by the DOE assertion that Nevada had "omitted" from its LSN database some 

of its "Supporting Documentary Material," Nevada has reviewed the alleged specific examples of 

this phenomenon cited by DOE in its Answer and in its specific contention responses.  What 

emerged was a realization that DOE's criticism was not criticism of the content of Nevada's LSN 

database at all, but rather, it was an attempt to attack the content of some of its experts' opinions.  

Based on DOE's assertions, Nevada expected to see in DOE's examples Nevada expert citations 

of particular documents or references which references had been left off the LSN.  What Nevada 

found, and what DOE asserts, is nothing of the sort.  Instead, DOE pored through Nevada's 

expert opinions to locate some basic general principle, and then argues (step one) that the 

particular observation should have been accompanied by a citation to some reference, and then 

(step two) that such a reference, when cited, should have been included on Nevada's LSN.  In 

other words, DOE's contention is not that a document is cited but not made available.  This 

might have been the allegation of something missing from the LSN, and if true, Nevada would 

have promptly agreed to provide it.  Instead, DOE is complaining about the alleged failure to cite 

a reference, not the unavailability of cited references.  Nevada's licensing team of consulting 

experts, by anyone's measuring stick, possesses some of the world's foremost experts in their 

respective disciplines.  Based on their extensive academic credentials and decades of experience, 

their opinions may contain general observations as well as specific analyses of conditions found 

at the Yucca Mountain project.  While the latter would typically reference specific source 

documents – usually documents prepared by DOE – it is not necessary for such an expert to 

document every sentence of their discussion.  They are experienced authors of technical papers 

and are frequently required to exercise their expert judgment as to when citations are required.  
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Thus, statements of a general nature referring to "numerous tests made by laboratories engaged 

in testing of titanium" or "it is known that" or "that commonly occur" are based upon the general 

knowledge, education, and background of the individual expert, and not drawn from some 

specific reference work, as are the hundreds of other specific statements by those experts, each 

of which is fully documented, and each of which reference is contained in the LSN.  DOE's 

criticisms simply second guess the experts' judgment as to what statements need supporting 

references, rather than criticize the LSN for omitting cited references.   

b. Non-Supporting Documentary Material 

In alleging the paucity of Non-Supporting Information (DM-2) on Nevada's LSN 

database, DOE first sets up a false "straw man" and then incorrectly assumes it is true in making 

its analysis.  Specifically, DOE says (Answer at 18) that "Nevada is not required to make its 

non-supporting information available at that time [initial certification]" and that "Nevada had no 

obligation to identify non-supporting information when it made its initial LSN certification."  

Based on this predicate, DOE then assumes that Nevada's initial certification contained no DM-2 

(or DM-1 for that matter), and asserts that, because of Nevada's failure (falsely assumed) to 

include DM-2 in its initial certification, Nevada had the duty to go back and review all of its 

relevant potential Documentary Material from the time before its initial certification, as well as 

the time after its initial certification (i.e., for the past year) in order to complete its database.  

DOE finally conjectures that Nevada apparently could not have conducted such a review (and re-

review) during 2008 or it would have added far more than the 573 documents it did add to its 

database since the time of its initial certification.  DOE is again wrong on two counts:   

First, whether it was required to or not, Nevada did made a good-faith effort to identify 

and include on its LSN database at the time of its initial certification all of its "reliance" 
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information, both supporting and non-supporting.  DOE's argument to the contrary is made 

incredible on its face by the fact that Nevada had over 4,700 documents on its LSN database at 

the time of initial certification:  if Nevada did not look for or include its DM-1 and DM-2 at that 

time, where does DOE think those documents came from?    

Second, DOE's assumption that Nevada did not review and re-review both its "old" (pre-

initial certification) and "new" documentation over the past year is false and another example of 

rank speculation.  Details of Nevada's review and re-review of its documentation were discussed, 

supra, and in the attached Declaration of Charles J. Fitzpatrick.  In view of the fact that this work 

was done, it makes DOE's statement (Answer at 20-21) giving three reasons why it assumes that 

Nevada did not conduct such a review, totally specious.  DOE first argues that "Nevada's call 

memos do not provide for any such review."  The problem with this statement is that the most 

recent Nevada call memo DOE discusses was distributed in 2007; DOE does not have, and has 

not asked for, more current Nevada instructions to its team which do require such a re-review 

(and there was no reason a 2007 Nevada call memo would instruct team members with respect to 

document review to be conducted after DOE's filing of its LA (an event far in the future at the 

time of a 2007 call memo)).   

DOE's second assumption as to why it did not think Nevada reviewed its documents after 

DOE filed its LA is that "Nevada did not state in its Petition that it performed such a review" 

(Answer at 21).  Nevada articulated in its Petition its compliance with the requirements of the 

NRC LSN regulations (Petition at 4).  Among other things, Nevada specifically discussed its 

ongoing monthly updates of its LSN documentation, the last of which, before its Petition was 

filed, was through November 2008, its sixth monthly update since DOE's LA filing.  Id.  Again, 

DOE never inquired of Nevada with respect to its 2008 instructions to its team or document 
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reviews before engaging in this false speculation.  As is clear from Nevada's discussion, supra, 

and Declaration, it did require its licensing team to re-review their complete historical files in 

2008, as well as requiring them to continuously review newly acquired or identified 

Documentary Material.   

DOE's third reason for assuming that Nevada did not review its documents and update its 

LSN is reminiscent of its predicate for its year-old unsuccessful Motion to Strike:  based purely 

on the number of documents, DOE speculates there should be more (Answer at 22).  This 

particular conjecture is even less than credible now than its similar version a year ago.  

Conceding that Nevada has added approximately 573 documents to its LSN collection since its 

initial certification (Answer at 21), DOE then characterizes this as "an extraordinarily small 

number of documents" (Answer at 22).  On the one hand, Nevada believes the mere recitation of 

numbers is irrelevant, in that Nevada's good-faith ongoing review of its documentation and 

inclusion of that which is "Documentary Material" on its LSN database was not based on some 

"quota" of numbers to please DOE, and it is irrelevant.  At the same time, it is noteworthy to 

observe how few documents the other parties to this proceeding have added (with no criticism 

by DOE) between January and December 2008, the period during which DOE seems to think 

573 is an extraordinarily small additional number.  Thus, NEI (the advocate for the nuclear 

industry and ally of DOE in almost every filing in this proceeding) added only 106 documents to 

its LSN database during that period, and yet DOE concluded with respect to NEI that it had no 

reason to believe that NEI's LSN compliance was not substantial and timely.  The NRC itself, the 

federal agency with the most interest in this proceeding other than DOE, added only 396 

documents during that period.  Amounts added by other parties were tiny by comparison.  

Churchill County added 5 documents, Eureka County added 1, Lander County added 1, Lincoln 
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County added none, Nye County added 15, White Pine added 2, etc., and yet, DOE saw fit only 

to predicate an "insufficiency" argument, based on allegedly "extraordinarily small" numbers of 

documents added, with respect to Nevada.  These current LSN document populations are shown 

on NRC's LSN home page under "Announcements."   

DOE attempts to "dissect" the 573 documents Nevada did add to its database in recent 

months in order to reach the conclusion that those documents contain little or no non-supporting 

information.  DOE, for example, in arguing that Nevada's "supplemental production consists 

largely of documents with information that Nevada believes supports its contentions" counted 

some 193 of the 573 documents as "reports" which DOE simply and erroneously assumes only 

contain information supporting Nevada's contentions.  Again, DOE is wrong.  Both before its 

initial certification and between the time of its initial certification and its Petition, Nevada did 

include in its LSN database information which it found did not support its position in the 

licensing proceeding.   

A small sampling of the non-supporting information placed on its own LSN database by 

Nevada prior to its initial certification includes the following:   

1. LSN# NEV000004176 (at 1036-37):  "The natural and engineered barriers are 

complementary systems serving to both reduce the overall dose and delay arrival 

of radionuclides to the RMEI."   

2. LSN# NEV000003700 (at 3):  "Drift collapse under normal (static) loading 

conditions will not have a significant effect on long-term performance of the 

repository." 

3. LSN# NEV000003972 (at 28):  "This report demonstrates that the design 

methodology can be applied successfully to the drip shield and emplacement 
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pallet configurations and supports the License Application for construction of the 

repository." 

4. LSN# NEV000004119 (at 2):  "Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) 

located in Berkeley, CA, is satisfactorily and effectively implementing the 

applicable portions of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Civilian 

Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) QA program." 

5. LSN# NEV000004102 (at 6):  "A combination of the inhospitable repository 

environment and the inherent stability of the passive films make microbially 

influenced corrosion of the drip shield and waste package in the Yucca Mountain 

repository unlikely." 

6. LSN# NEV000004153 (at 1):  "In the 37 years that government and private 

industry has transported nuclear waste, there have been only 4 rail accidents and 4 

highway accidents.  That represents a 99.7 percent success rate." 

A few examples of non-supporting information added by Nevada to its own LSN 

database in the interim between its initial certification and its Petition include:   

1. LSN# NEV000003676 (at 7):  "DOE launched an internal initiative to improve 

safety and awareness of good practices throughout all aspects of the department's 

work." 

2. LSN# NEV000005420 (at 16):  "Departmental initiatives in the areas of contract 

reform, asset management, strategic planning, information systems management, 

and financial planning should strengthen DOE's ability to manage large projects." 

3. LSN# NEV000003693 (at 41):  "The comprehension, and therefore the 

confidence, that such a repository will be both viable and acceptable in a policy 
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sense will continue to increase throughout the investigation, licensing, and the 

construction phases of the repository." 

4. LSN# NEV000005413 (at 19-20):  "DOE has revised the Corrective Action 

Program in an effort to change organizational behaviors and provide increased 

management attention. . . .  The goal of these changes is to . . . ensure that 

problems are resolved in a timely and efficient manner." 

5. LSN# NEV000003778 (at 1):  "DOE has also established a quality assurance 

program . . . the program established procedures that require scientific, design, 

engineering, procurement, records keeping, and other work to be performed under 

controlled conditions that ensure quality and enable the work to be verified by 

others." 

6. LSN# NEV000003795 (at 5):  "DOE's recent efforts to better manage quality 

assurance problems include its Management Improvement Initiatives (Initiatives), 

which began in 2002 and were reported completed in April 2004." 

7. LSN# NEV000004130 (at 3):  "DOE completed a management reorganization 

and issued new policy statements to clarify roles and responsibilities, revised the 

primary quality assurance implementing document, reviewed and revised program 

procedures, revised the system to correct quality problems, and provided new 

training for employees to encourage them to raise concerns about quality." 

8. LSN# NEV000003720 (at 4):  "DOE issued a management plan in 1999 that 

prescribed remedies.  Following implementation of this plan, DOE considered the 

issues resolved." 
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9. LSN# NEV000005434 (at 3):  "Recognizing the need to change, DOE has several 

efforts underway to strengthen its capacity to manage." 

Information contained in the foregoing documents, which were placed in its LSN 

database by Nevada, is non-supportive of its position in this licensing proceeding, as articulated 

in its contentions (particularly those relating to DOE's poor management and inadequate Quality 

Assurance Program).  There exists no basis for the DOE assertions that, before and since the time 

of its initial certification, Nevada has failed to place any non-supporting information on its LSN 

database.  DOE also fails to note that, because it is the proponent of a repository at Yucca 

Mountain, the majority of its 3.5 million LSN documents are non-supporting DM-2 information, 

from Nevada's point of view, and need not be duplicated by Nevada in its LSN database.   

c. Reports and Studies 

Attempting to question Nevada's production in this category (DM-3), DOE makes three 

unavailing points.  DOE complains (Answer at 25) that four of Nevada's experts were not even 

listed in the distribution of the 2007 Nevada call memo.  This inane observation is another 

consequence of DOE's failure to make a good-faith inquiry.  The fact is, all four of the experts 

cited by DOE (Hambley, McMaster, Cottis, and Chandler) were not even engaged by Nevada 

until 2008 and could not have been "copied" on a 2007 call memo.   

With respect to reports and studies, DOE first complains that a number of very old 

reports have been added to the LSN and that:  "Most of these documents are several years old, 

many dating back into the 1980s" (Answer at 26), and were not previously identified by Nevada 

and made available.  DOE apparently wants to have its cake and eat it, too.  It erroneously 

complains that Nevada should have, but did not, re-review all available historical documents for 

Documentary Material to supplement its database; but finding an example where Nevada did 
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precisely that, DOE still complains.  Nevada believes that its duty is to continually endeavor to 

ensure the completeness of its database and to add documents which are newly created or newly 

identified.  It makes no apology for so doing.  

Finally, DOE questions whether Nevada's inclusion of reports by Dr. Gene Smith and Dr. 

Terry Plank is complete.  First, DOE complains that only one Smith report since 2005 is on the 

LSN, but that there ought to be more because Dr. Smith continues to work for (among others) the 

State of Nevada and because his curriculum vitae states that he has prepared hundreds of reports 

since 1985 for a variety of agencies (including the State of Nevada).  Even DOE does not 

speculate as to how many reports were done for each of the various named agencies, nor when, 

over the 23-year period mentioned in the CV.  Nonetheless, DOE's crystal ball conjecture 

suggests to it that somehow Dr. Smith's final reports (DM-3) for Nevada are being hidden.  This 

is untrue.  As required by NRC regulations, Nevada has included on its LSN database the DM-3 

attributable to Dr. Smith.  Dr. Smith has also composed a number of contentions in the area of 

volcanism, which have been provided to DOE and which are likewise found on the LSN.  DOE 

may wish to characterize his opinions in those contentions as final studies or reports, but 

regardless of DOE's characterization, Dr. Smith's reports and studies are on the LSN.   

In addition to Nevada's ongoing effort to review documents to ensure a complete LSN 

database, Nevada has conducted a careful specific review for any other materials received from 

Dr. Smith or Dr. Plank, because of the question raised by DOE.  It has found no other material 

from Dr. Plank (other than the three items cited by DOE, already on the LSN).  With respect to 

Dr. Smith, some additional activity reports were found, which Nevada does not believe are 

studies or reports (DM-3) or Documentary Material of any type.  Nevada nonetheless determined 
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to add these documents to its LSN and make them available to DOE, consistent with its 

philosophy of erring in the direction of inclusion.   

In the course of its updated searches, Nevada noted some additional materials from other 

experts not mentioned by DOE in its answer.  While concluding that none of these materials 

were reports or studies, Nevada nevertheless determined to add them to its LSN.  (The 

Commission itself has defined "reports and studies" as "documents that collect and analyze 

information or data, reach conclusions regarding that information or data, and present it in an 

accessible format" (02/02/2006 NRC Order CLI-06-05 at 14.) 

Its recent re-review of material received from its expert consultants has only lead Nevada 

to identify a single document which could be considered a report or study.  It is a short piece by 

Dr. Shettel which it appears may be a supplement to a 2005 report done by Dr. Shettel.  The 

2005 report was already on Nevada's LSN (LSN# NEV000003472), and Nevada has determined 

to add the supplemental information and make it available to DOE. 

D. There is No "Heightened Obligation" Based on DOE's LSN Database 
 
With respect to Nevada, and at least some of the other Petitioners, DOE makes the 

argument that Petitioners in this particular proceeding somehow have a "heightened obligation" 

to observe strict compliance with contention pleading requirements and to produce superlative 

contentions.  Nevada is well aware of its responsibilities and has made a sincere good-faith effort 

to draft clear, concise, single-issue contentions and to provide substantial factual and expert 

opinion support for them.  That having been said, DOE's formulation regarding a "heightened 

obligation" is based on DOE's LSN database and is groundless, and its spurious arguments in 

support of such a proposition are, at a minimum, disingenuous for the following reasons: 
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1. DOE Hid Its LA Documentation 
 

Nevada agrees with DOE's statement that, in developing the LSN, the NRC sought both 

to streamline the discovery process and to facilitate the submittal of well-pled contentions.  The 

remainder of DOE's argument for a "heightened obligation" based upon its "early production of 

documents on the LSN" is a compendium of half-truths aimed at concealing the fact that DOE's 

pre-license application document strategy was based on concealment, rather than full disclosure, 

particularly of key documents.   

DOE first quotes a portion of a sentence from the 2004 NRC rulemaking regarding the 

LSN, citing the "Commission's expectation that the LSN, among other things, would provide 

potential participants with the opportunity to frame focused and meaningful contentions" 

(Answer at 30).  DOE intentionally omits the remainder of the same sentence in which the 

Commission goes on to state ." . . by requiring parties and potential parties to the proceeding to 

make all their Subpart J-defined documentary material available through the LSN prior to the 

submission of the DOE application."  69 Fed. Reg. 32,836, 32,843 (June 14, 2004).   

DOE brags (Answer at 30) that it fulfilled the LSN objectives by making 1.3 million 

documents available in June 2004 and another 2.1 million documents available in April 2007.  

DOE, ignoring its failure to make its most important documents available until after its LSN 

certification, nonetheless asserts that "because of DOE’s early production of documentary 

material on the LSN" potential parties have had an excellent opportunity to develop superlative 

contentions. 

While DOE made some documents available in June 2004, it is obvious that they were 

largely obsolete by the time DOE filed its LA four years later.  Then, documents generated by 

DOE after June 2004 were intentionally hidden from Nevada and the other parties for years, 
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before finally being disclosed April 30, 2007.  Significantly, at a DOE/NRC Quarterly 

Management Meeting on September 15, 2005, DOE reported that "approximately 99 percent of 

the required documents have been loaded on the Licensing Support Network" and that DOE's 

LSN document collection had now reached approximately 3.3 million documents (LSN# 

NRC000028111 at 3).  In other words, barely a year after its initial June 2004 disclosure, DOE 

had increased its collection by 2.2 million documents, but pursuant to DOE's instructions to 

NRC, none of these new documents were permitted to be publicly revealed until much later by 

DOE.  Finally, almost two years after its report to the NRC, DOE permitted NRC to release the 

documents publicly, accompanied by a self-serving press release (LSN# NEV000005515 at 1). 

DOE pretends that this concealment of the majority of its documents never happened, 

arguing that Nevada hired a large group of experts beginning in 2001 to prepare for the 

proceeding (Answer at 32) and suggesting that DOE's documents facilitated their non-stop work 

from that point on.  DOE's hypothesis, which is the predicate for DOE's speculation about the 

"extraordinarily small" size of Nevada's LSN database, vastly overstates the Nevada resources 

and consultant work.  In fact, in the three-year period prior to the filings of Nevada's Petition and 

contentions, the consultants on its expert team spent less than 20 percent of their time working 

for Nevada.  They are not Nevada employees; all of them have other clients; and some of them 

are academicians with full-time university employment.  See Declaration of Charles J. 

Fitzpatrick, ¶ 6.  DOE relies on Nevada's "Report and Recommendations of the Nevada 

Commission on Nuclear Projects" (Dec. 2006) (LSN# NEV000005514 at 25) to suggest that 

Nevada and its experts have been monitoring and analyzing DOE's documents for years.  But 

DOE omits the critical portion of that very report, which addresses the degree to which that 

Nevada effort was stymied by DOE's concealment of documents:   
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One of the most important – and frustrating – areas of the State's pre-licensing 
activities has been gaining access to current information and technical materials 
on the Yucca Mountain repository facility and system design being proposed for 
licensing and on DOE's key performance models and related information essential 
for licensing.  DOE has, to date, refused to provide information on the current 
repository design and models used to assess repository system performance (i.e., 
waste isolation capabilities) and has rebuffed State efforts to obtain a copy of the 
draft License Application, even though that document has been shared with 
others.   
 

Id. at 32. 

It is not merely DOE's concealment of large amounts of relevant information for years, 

but its focused concealment of the few most important documents which contradict its current 

argument that its early disclosure of Documentary Material warrants some "heightened 

obligation" on the part of the various Petitioners.  Three critical documents meeting this 

description are DOE's TSPA-LA, its TSPA-LA AMR (Analysis and Model Report), and its Draft 

License Application ("Draft LA"), all of whose secrecy DOE guarded very aggressively and 

intentionally.   

First, in response to an inquiry from its "lead lab," DOE cautioned that "the draft TSPA-

LA AMR and drafts of any technical input documents are not required to be released under 

FOIA.  Nor are they required to be made available on the LSN.  The withholding of these 

documents from non-Yucca Mountain personnel . . . would be consistent with the protected 

status of these documents" (LSN# DN2002431184 single page).   

Second, memorializing the concealment of its TSPA, DOE prepared a summary on 

March 12, 2007, in which it acknowledged "all TSPA work since 2002 is unpublished, and all is 

categorized by the DOE General Counsel as privileged, in anticipation of future litigation.  No 

results have been presented in public since 2002" (LSN# DN2002440331 at 1).  In asserting 

some "heightened obligation," DOE ignores this five years of concealment.   
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Third, DOE went to extraordinary lengths to conceal from Nevada and the public any 

drafts of its LA, despite their obvious value in anticipating and preparing for the final product.  

DOE's refusal to accede to a Nevada request to see the Draft LA led to a protracted contest 

before the PAPO Board, ultimately decided by the Commission on appeal.  On a parallel track, 

Nevada's Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") request for a version of DOE's Draft LA was 

refused by DOE and further resisted in a federal court suit to compel its production. 

DOE's argument for a "heightened standard" for the Petitioners in this proceeding, which 

is based upon the demonstrably false premise that DOE has been openhanded in its making 

available the documents relating to its pending LA, is hypocritical and without merit.    

2. DOE Committed to, Then Abandoned, a Six-Month Rule of LSN 
Compliance Before LA 

 
DOE early on in the pre-license application phase of this proceeding made a commitment 

whose subsequent withdrawal profoundly impacted the quality of DOE's LSN at initial 

certification and the availability to potential parties of the critical documents supporting DOE's 

LA, and which defeats any suggestion that the early availability of DOE documents creates a 

"heightened obligation."   

Early on, DOE took seriously the principle that it should have all its Documentary 

Material supporting its LA on its LSN at the time of its initial certification.  In a 2002 "Technical 

Guidance for Waste Acceptance Planning" (LSN# DN2001291649 at 15), DOE stated that 

documentation supporting the LA should be completed in time to support the initial LSN 

certification and that "[t]his means technical products should be completed eight months prior to 

the scheduled LA date, to allow two months for entry into LSN."   

The following year, 2003, Acting OCRWM Director Joe Ziegler made a presentation to 

the NRC (LSN# DN2001111727 at 5) in which he explained a schedule, reflecting, prior to 
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LSN certification, DOE's completion of the TSPA-LA model, the TSPA-LA, and TSPA AMRs.  

In 2004, DOE continued to predict the completion of the same critical LA supporting documents 

before its LSN certification, both in a presentation to the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board 

("NWTRB") by OCRWM Deputy Director John Arthur (LSN# DN2001714735 at 2) and in a 

draft a "Performance Assessment and Modeling Assumptions and Work Sequence" which 

specified that "Documentation supporting the license application will be 'frozen' at the time of 

LSN certification" (LSN# DN2001603966 at 10).   

Other entities understood and embraced the DOE interpretation that all its Documentary 

Material must be on its LSN at the time of its initial certification.  A representative of the NRC, 

meeting with the public on May 23, 2001, explained:  "for compliance with our licensing support 

network, DOE has to certify – they put all of their documents online, the licensing support 

network, at least six months before they file an application with the agency.  So six months 

before they can send in an application, all their documents have to be up and available to the 

public, all the parties, and potential parties" (LSN# NRC000012598 at 81).  The NRC itself in its 

2001 rulemaking (66 Fed. Reg. 29,453, 29,459) stated:  "DOE is required to make its 

documentary material available, and to provide initial certification of compliance, no later than 

six months before DOE submits (tenders) the license application."  The Commission stated that 

its decision was based on DOE's own recommendation in which DOE said it is "committed to 

ensuring that interested members of the public have a full six months in advance of its 

submission of the license application to review the Department's documentary material."  Id. 

The NRC's PAPO Board expressed the same understanding of the six-month requirement 

in its August 31, 2004 opinion striking DOE's first effort at an initial LSN certification 

(8/31/2004 Order, 60 NRC 300, at 17-18]: 
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The purpose and importance of DOE's obligation to produce all documents are 
also factors in applying the good faith standard.  The Yucca Mountain licensing 
proceeding is of critical importance. . . .  A full and fair six-month document 
discovery period, where all of DOE's documents are to be available to the 
potential parties and the public, is a necessary precondition to the development of 
well-articulated contentions and to the Commission's ability to meet the statutory 
mandate to issue a final decision within three years.   
 
The PAPO Board explained "DOE's failure to make all of its documentary material 

available on June 30, 2004, is not excused by its indicated intent to supplement its initial 

production at a later time."  Id. at 35. 

As DOE drew closer to its revised LA filing target of June 2008, and its deadline for 

recertifying its LSN loomed, DOE made the strategic decision to abandon its commitment to 

have all of its LA-supportive Documentary Material on its LSN at the time of initial certification.  

In its November 9, 2007 Response to Nevada's Motion to Strike DOE's October 19, 2007 LSN 

Recertification (filed due to the absence of critical documents supporting the License 

Application), DOE responded:  "The LSN regulations impose no requirement that DOE complete 

a particular document or amount of work before its initial certification," id. at 5, and that the 

NRC's regulations contain "no requirement that DOE additionally attest as part of its initial 

certification that it has completed its supporting documentary material."  Id. at 6. 

DOE persuaded the PAPO Board to lower the bar, and to permit DOE to proceed so long 

as it had its completed "extant" documents on its LSN, whether that happened to be 10 percent 

or 90 percent of all the documents that would support its LA.  The point here is not to re-argue 

the validity of DOE's new position or the reasoning of the PAPO, but to simply point out the fact 

that DOE did radically change its position, a change which fundamentally altered the 

concomitant ability of potential parties to access, review, analyze, and assimilate the 

Documentary Material which would actually support the License Application, much of which, 
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and the most important of which, would not become available for many months after DOE's 

premature LSN certification.  DOE continues to generate new analyses and new documents; its 

conduct scarcely warrants a "heightened obligation" on the part of the other parties. 

3. DOE's LSN is Fraught with Inadequacies 
 
In view of DOE's attempt to "fly speck" and attack Nevada's LSN compliance, based on 

incorrect assumptions and speculation, it is particularly ironic that DOE's own LSN compliance 

is demonstrably inadequate and certainly does not constrain a "heightened obligation" by others. 

On November 3, 2006, DOE circulated its final "call memo" prescribing to a limited 

number of recipients DOE's LSN compliance requirements (LSN# NEV000004126).  The 

certification form attached to the memorandum did not require each employee of DOE and its 

contractors to certify that they had complied with the NRC's requirements and delivered all 

Documentary Material to a designated recipient for inclusion in the LSN.  Rather, it simply 

required that the limited recipients "distribute a copy of this guidance to each person in your 

organization" and "a copy to all contractors of your organization who work on matters 

concerning the Yucca Mountain project" and that they provide verification that such 

distribution had taken place.  Id. at 1.  There is no indication that DOE guaranteed in any way 

that its employees and its contractors' employees in fact complied with the requirements set out 

in the call memo.  By contrast, Nevada required such a certification from each member of its 

team in conjunction with its preparation of its Petition to Intervene and contentions in this 

proceeding (see supra).   

Significantly, the definition promulgated in its 2006 call memo by DOE OGC for non-

supporting Documentary Material (DM-2) was utterly incorrect.  The regulatory definition of 

DM-2 is:  "Any information that is known to, and in the possession of, or developed by the party 
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that is relevant to, but does not support, that information or that party's position."  10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.1001.  "That information" refers to the information in the category DM-1, i.e., information a 

party intends to cite or rely in support of its position in the licensing proceeding.  DOE and the 

PAPO Dissenter in DOE's earlier LSN challenge of Nevada made much of a tiny departure in 

Nevada's paraphrase of the DM-2 definition in its instructions (4/23/2008 Order at 28).  While 

Nevada did not entirely agree, believing its description to be equivalent to the regulation, it 

nevertheless corrected that deficiency in subsequent instructions to the members of its team 

during 2008, and before its submission of contentions and the certifications by those individuals.   

By comparison, the definition given by DOE for DM-2 in its November 2006 OGC call 

memo was materially incorrect, in a manner calculated to prejudice the integrity of its LSN 

database.  Specifically, DOE told its and its contractor personnel that non-supporting meant "it 

contains information that is adverse to, contradictory of, or inconsistent with the information 

in the first category."  Id.  Attachment at 1, emphasis added.  This definition was wrong in two 

ways:  first, it did not address at all information not supporting DOE's position in the licensing 

proceeding; second, and more importantly, it redefined the term non-supporting and did not use 

the regulation's wording in its instructions to the field.  Moreover, DOE OGC has apparently still 

not corrected this imprecise information, a year after the PAPO hearing, as has Nevada. 

The DOE call memo cited above did explain the almost universal exclusion of draft 

documents being placed on the LSN.  The presence of drafts, especially in multiples, in addition 

to the final version of a document, can lead to confusion and certainly clutter and excess "hits" 

when searching for a particular subject matter in the LSN database.  Nevada has accordingly 

endeavored to avoid inclusion of drafts as not required.  To the contrary, in DOE's effort to "bulk 

up" the headcount of documents in its LSN (to advertise how it was "assisting" the other parties 
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by making 3.5 million documents available), it intentionally set out to overload the LSN with 

drafts.  In comments to the PAPO Board on July 12, 2005 (Tr. 544-45), DOE's counsel was 

asked about DOE's identifying a unique and limited category, "circulated drafts," the only type of 

draft which is required on the LSN.  Counsel replied "All these documents go through a lot of 

drafting iterations, as you might imagine.  And we could have gone through and said this one is 

not a circulated draft, this one is not, this is not, this one is not.  We also recognized though that 

was, in part, going to be a very time-consuming and expensive process, and we said well, we 

have these drafts in our record compilation system.  We're not culling them out because they do 

or do not meet the definition of circulated draft, so we are voluntarily producing many, many 

drafts of these technical underlying documents."  Id. (emphasis added).  

Confusion among employees of DOE and its contractors regarding LSN compliance 

requirements may not be surprising, given the departure of DOE instructions from the words of 

the regulations.  That confusion was made evident when a self-assessment in May 2007, shortly 

before DOE's LSN recertification (LSN# DN2002458539 Attachment at 1) disclosed:  "most 

interviewees were aware that there are 3 classes of documentary material, few could define the 3 

classes."  Id. Attachment at 1, emphasis added.   

The absence of LSN compliance by DOE employees at the grassroots level is illustrated 

by a June 2006 admission (LSN# DN2002293995 at 18) by an employee asked to search for a 

particular document.  "I have exhaustively researched all possible avenues of finding the 

document . . . and came up with nothing.  Once again, I would like to go through my office files, 

but my hopes of finding a copy are low – I remember tossing all those files away in preparation 

for the LSN inventory two years ago."  Despite the confusion and noncompliance evidenced by 

members of its staff, DOE's Director of Quality Assurance reported to the OCRWM Director less 
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than two months before DOE certified its LSN in October 17, 2007, that "Surveillance LA-04, to 

evaluate the status and processes for the LSN submittal was cancelled, due to LSN time 

constraints to complete the LSN submittal on schedule" (LSN# DN2002460725, Attachment 

at 1).   

In view of DOE's own inadequate LSN collection, its intentional concealment of relevant 

documents for years, and the commitment on which it reneged to make all its Documentary 

Material available at the time of its Initial Certification, it is disingenuous in the extreme for 

DOE to argue for a "heightened obligation" on the part of others, based on DOE's LSN database. 

III. GENERIC LEGAL ISSUES 

A. Nevada Does Not Need to Demonstrate that a TSPA Contention Would 
Prevent a Finding of Reasonable Expectation of Safety 

 
DOE argues that a contention asserting that a specific component of DOE’s TSPA is 

wrong, fundamentally flawed, or not adequately supported is immaterial, and cannot be admitted, 

without a further demonstrations that the contention, if proven, would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation that the materials can be disposed of without unreasonable risk to the 

health and safety of the public (Answer at 40, as applied at, e.g., pg. 337).   DOE misreads Part 

63 and the finding it requests is completely superfluous, and therefore, absolutely unnecessary.  

According to 10 C.F.R. § 63.102 (j), "compliance with the post-closure performance 

objectives requires a performance assessment."  See also 10 C.F.R. § 63.113.  DOE endeavors to 

satisfy this performance assessment requirement through its TSPA.  The TSPA is like a 

collection of linked chains, with each chain composed of several model components or sub-

models.  Taken together, this collection of model components and sub-models is used to estimate 

the radiation dose to the RMEI.  See Safety Analysis Report at 2.4-526, 528-31.  However, if one 

link in the chain (a model component or sub-model) cannot support its own weight, the links 
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below it that depend on it will bear no weight, no matter how strong they are, and all of the 

chains and links must bear weight in order for there to be a valid dose calculation  Thus, for 

example, if DOE’s infiltration model is wrong, fundamentally flawed or not adequately 

supported, all of DOE’s efforts to model things further down the chain like corrosion, movement 

in the saturated zone, and dose to the RMEI cannot compensate for this deficiency.  In essence, if 

a necessary model component or sub-model is wrong, fundamentally flawed, or not adequately 

supported, then the calculation of compliance with the EPA dose standards cannot bear any 

weight and lacks any ultimate probative value, just as if there were no TSPA at all.  And as 

noted, without a complete and reliable TSPA, DOE cannot prove compliance with EPA’s dose 

standards. 

Compliance with the EPA dose standards is a necessary (but not sufficient) prerequisite 

to any finding of reasonable expectation of safety.  10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(2)(ii) and 63.113; 66 

Fed. Reg. 55,739 (Nov. 2, 2001) ("Confidence that DOE has, or has not, demonstrated 

compliance with EPA’s standards is the essence of the NRC’s licensing process"); 64 Fed. Reg. 

8,650 (Feb. 22, 1999) ("In order to find that issuance of a license will not constitute an 

unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public, the Commission must have reasonable 

assurance that the required performance assessment has demonstrated that . . . expected annual 

exposures . . . will not exceed the annual dose limit. . . .").  Therefore, if some specific model 

component or sub-model of DOE’s TSPA is wrong, fundamentally flawed, or not adequately 

supported, and therefore cannot be used, then it follows both that DOE has not demonstrated 

compliance with EPA’s standards and that there is no proof of reasonable expectation of safety.  

Accordingly, the finding DOE insists be made is completely superfluous and absolutely 

unnecessary. 
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B. Nevada Does Not Need to Demonstrate that Uncertainties in the TSPA are 
Unacceptable 

 
DOE argues that a contention asserting that DOE's TSPA does not properly account for 

uncertainty cannot be admitted without a demonstration that the contention, if proven, would 

show that the range of acceptable uncertainties is exceeded (Answer at 42, summarizing an 

analysis at 39-42, repeated at 56-57, as applied at, e.g., 227).  This argument fundamentally 

misconstrues Part 63.  

When NRC promulgated Part 63, it decided not to include the subsystem performance 

requirements in Part 60, and replaced them with a single total systems performance assessment.  

In defending its elimination of subsystem performance requirements, and its reliance on a total 

systems performance assessment, the Commission emphasized again and again the importance of 

accounting for uncertainty in the assessment.  Under 10 C.F.R. § 63.114, DOE has the burden to 

"account for uncertainties and variabilities in parameter values," to "provide for the technical 

basis for parameter ranges, probability distributions, or bounding values," and to "consider 

alternative conceptual models of features and processes that are consistent with available data 

current scientific understanding."  As the Commission put it in promulgating Part 63, DOE must 

show that "uncertainties inherent in any performance assessment are thoroughly articulated and 

analyzed or addressed."  66 Fed. Reg. 55,747 (Nov. 2, 2001). 

While DOE makes much of the definition of "reasonable expectation," seeming to 

suggest that any amount of uncertainty is acceptable, nothing in the definition of reasonable 

expectation states or suggests that there is no limit on the amount or types of uncertainty.  

Indeed, the Commission is clear that "uncertainties in performance estimates cannot be so large 

that the Commission cannot find a reasonable expectation that the post-closure assurance 

performance objectives will be met."  66 Fed. Reg. 55,748 (Nov. 2, 2001).  Unfortunately for 
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DOE’s contention argument, the Commission specifically refused to specify what level of 

uncertainty would be unacceptable. 66 Fed. Reg. 55,747 (Nov. 2, 2001).  Thus, whether a 

particular level of uncertainty is acceptable or unacceptable is a pure judgment call, to be made 

on the basis of the full record.  This makes a full and accurate description and accounting of 

uncertainty extremely important by itself, just as 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 suggests, for without any 

definition of what level of uncertainty is unacceptable, it must be assumed that any DOE mistake 

in articulating or analyzing uncertainty may be critical to the ultimate licensing decision.   

An analogy would be asking Nevada to demonstrate that a difference of one centimeter is 

"significant" or "too much."  This question is impossible to answer.  A difference of one 

centimeter is significant and may be too much if one is measuring the distance between atoms in 

a molecule, but not at all significant and probably not too much if one is measuring the distance 

between earth and the nearest star.  Until more context or specification is provided, the most one 

could say is that a difference of one centimeter cannot be dismissed as insignificant and may 

easily be too much.  

The Commission emphasized that the full record of decision would include "many factors 

in addition to whether the site and design comply with the performance objectives," 66 Fed. Reg. 

55,740 (Nov. 2, 2001), and the Commission focused specifically on the importance to a full 

record of articulating and analyzing uncertainty when it stated that while Part 63 required a 

"performance assessment," it would also rely on "other" requirements, including a separate 

requirement "for consideration and treatment of uncertainty," in making a decision.  66 Fed. Reg. 

55,746 (Nov. 2, 2001).  See also 73 Fed. Reg. 61,271 (Oct. 15, 2008) (EPA’s final dose standard 

for the post-10,000 year performance assessment period) ("Regardless of whether the mean of 

projected doses is well below the dose standard or not, NRC will examine the assumptions, data, 
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models, and other aspects of DOE’s projections to ensure that it has an understanding of those 

projections sufficient to reach a ‘reasonable expectation’ as to their compliance. . . .").  

Therefore, a contention asserting that DOE's TSPA does not properly account for 

uncertainty is material per se because it asserts a violation of the important but separate 

requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 to thoroughly articulate and analyze or address uncertainty, to 

the end that an ultimate decision on whether the level and types of uncertainty are acceptable can 

be made on the basis of a full and complete record. 

C. DOE's Argument that TSPA Contentions Must be Rejected Because 
Complete Assurance is Not Required and Uncertainty Cannot be Eliminated, 
is Ridiculous, Unlawful, and Irresponsible 

  
DOE argues repeatedly that TSPA contentions must be rejected because Part 63 does not 

require complete or absolute assurance and recognizes that uncertainty cannot be eliminated 

(e.g., Petition at 225, 249, 310 ).  A small variant of this argument is DOE’s occasional claim 

that contentions alleging errors in DOE’s TSPA are immaterial because no performance 

assessment is perfect (e.g., Answer at 253, 307, 309).  These arguments are ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible.  

These arguments are ridiculous and contrary to law for the following reasons.  While all 

uncertainty cannot be eliminated from the TSPA, it does not even remotely follow from this that 

any amount of uncertainty in the TSPA is acceptable.  And just because Part 63 provides that 

"absolute proof," "proof . . . in the ordinary sense of the word," and a "high degree of 

confidence" are not required in this proceeding, it does even remotely follow that little or no 

proof or confidence is necessary and that all errors are immaterial.  Proof and confidence are not 

all-or-nothing propositions-there are numerous levels of proof between none and absolute, and 

numerous levels of confidence between no confidence at all and "high’ confidence, and some of 
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these in-between levels of proof or confidence would be sufficient and acceptable and some 

would be insufficient and unacceptable. Likewise, there is such a thing as a fatal error.  

10 C.F.R. § 63.32 (a)(2) generally requires a reasonable expectation of safety, and 10 

C.F.R. § 63.101 (a)((2) requires a reasonable expectation that EPA’s post-closure dose 

requirements are met.  The Commission is clear that "uncertainties in performance estimates 

cannot be so large that the Commission cannot find a reasonable expectation that the post-closure 

assurance performance objectives will be met."  66 Fed. Reg. 55,748 (Nov. 2, 2001). Thus, 

contrary to DOE’s apparent opinion, there are levels of uncertainty and kinds of errors that are 

not acceptable, and nothing in the concept of "reasonable expectation" is to the contrary.  And if 

this is so, it follows that allegations of increased uncertainty or errors in the TSPA cannot be 

immaterial per se, because too much uncertainty or error would doom DOE’s post-closure safety 

case.  This is fully consistent both with an informal written opinion by the NRC General Counsel 

and the Commission’s representation to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 

Columbia Circuit that there is "no meaningful difference" between "reasonable expectation" (the 

quantum of proof used in art 60) and "reasonable assurance’ (the quantum of proof used in other 

parts of the Commission’s regulations. See letter from Karen D. Cyr to Martin G. Malsch, dated 

May 18, 2007 (LSN# DEN001601566). 

The arguments are irresponsible because DOE is telling the NRC that it must grant the 

Yucca Mountain application even if it is wrong and it is highly uncertain whether the public 

health and safety is adequately protected.  No applicant in the history of the NRC has advanced 

such a proposition. 
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D. Nevada Does Not Need to Demonstrate that TSPA Contentions Would 
Violate EPA Dose Standards and a Contention Alleging that DOE’s TSPA 
Does Not Comply with One or More of NRC’s Requirements for a 
Performance Assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 63.305 
(c) is Material Per Se 

 
DOE argues that all TSPA contentions must show a violation of the post-closure dose 

standards (Answer at 44 and 55, summarizing an analysis at 49-55).  This is fundamentally 

wrong for several reasons.   

First, DOE misreads Part 63.  Part 63 requires that compliance with the dose standards be 

established by a "performance assessment." 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.102(j) and 63.113.  However, to be 

used for this purpose, a performance assessment must comply with specific and separately 

articulated requirements, including requirements in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114, and 

63.005(c).  10 C.F.R. § 63.101 provides that "important parameters" must be included in the 

performance assessment even if "they are difficult to precisely quantify to a degree of 

confidence," that the performance assessment must focus on "the full range of defensible and 

reasonable parameter distributions," and that consideration must be given to "the degree of 

diversity among the multiple barriers as a measure of the resiliency of the geologic repository."  

10 C.F.R. § 63.102 (h) requires, among other things, that the performance assessment be based 

on "credible models and parameters," and 10 C.F.R. § 63.102 (j) requires, among other things, 

that the performance assessment include "features, events and processes" that "represent a wide 

range of both beneficial and potentially adverse effects on performance."  10 C.F.R. § 63.114 

requires that the performance assessment  "account for uncertainties and variabilities in 

parameter values," "provide for the technical basis for parameter ranges, probability 

distributions, or bounding values," and "consider alternative conceptual models of features and 

processes that are consistent with available data current scientific understanding."  10 C.F.R. § 
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63.305(c) requires that the performance assessment vary factors related to geology, hydrology, 

and climate in a specified manner. 

These separate requirements cannot be ignored, as if the only post-closure requirement in 

Part 63 were to perform some kind of calculation to demonstrate compliance with EPA’s dose 

standard.  In promulgating Part 63, the Commission made it very clear that these requirements 

are separate from, and in addition to, the requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.311 to comply with dose 

standards.  It said that "[i]n summary, any determination that the post-closure performance 

objectives will be met will be based on a comprehensive set of regulatory requirements" and a 

"range of considerations," including "requirements for addressing uncertainty, providing 

technical basis for models, and additional requirements, beyond expected performance."  66 Fed. 

Reg. 55,747 (Nov. 2, 2001).  See also 73 Fed. Reg. 61,271 (Oct. 15, 2008) (EPA’s final dose 

standard for the post-10,000 year performance assessment period) ("Regardless of whether the 

mean of projected doses is well below the dose standard or not, NRC will examine the 

assumptions, data, models, and other aspects of DOE’s projections to ensure that it has an 

understanding of those projections sufficient to reach a ‘reasonable expectation’ as to their 

compliance. . . .").  

Accordingly, Nevada’s contentions to the effect that DOE’s TSPA omits "the full range 

of defensible and reasonable parameter distributions," is not based on "credible models and 

parameters," omits "features, events and processes" that should have been included, fails to 

"account for uncertainties and variabilities in parameter values," fails to "provide for the 

technical basis for parameter ranges, probability distributions, or bounding values," or fails to 

"consider alternative conceptual models of features and processes that are consistent with 

available data current scientific understanding," are all material without a separate dose 
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calculation, because they state a separate and specific violation of Part 63.  Indeed, any of 

Nevada’s contentions alleging a violation of these requirements in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 102, and 

114, taken as true, would disqualify the performance assessment and obliterate DOE’s case for 

compliance with the dose standards. 

Second, DOE’s argument relies on the factual premise that it would have been possible, 

in the time available, for Nevada to provide qualitative and quantitative assessments of the 

effects of its identified errors and deficiencies on DOE’s TSPA models, modify those models to 

include the effects of Nevada’s identified errors and deficiencies, and then perform calculations 

to project the ultimate dose consequences of the errors and deficiencies (Answer at 49-53).   

There are two fundamental flaws in this DOE’s premise.  

First, many of Nevada’s contentions assert that one of the necessary models or sub-

models in DOE’s TSPA is wrong, invalid, fundamentally flawed, or not adequately supported.  

The TSPA is like a collection of linked chains, with each chain composed of several model 

components or sub-models.  Taken together, this collection of model components and sub-

models is used to calculate the radiation dose to the RMEI.  See Safety Analysis Report at 2.4-

526, 528-31.  However, if one link in the chain (a model component or sub-model) cannot 

support the necessary weight, the links below it that depend on it will bear no weight, no matter 

how strong they are, and all of the chains and links must bear weight in order for there to be a 

valid dose calculation  Thus, for example, if DOE’s infiltration model is not adequately 

supported, all of DOE’s efforts to model things further down the chain like corrosion, movement 

in the saturated zone, and dose to the RMEI cannot compensate for this deficiency.  In essence, if 

a necessary model component or sub-model is wrong, invalid, fundamentally flawed, or not 

supported, then the calculation of compliance with the EPA dose standards cannot bear any 
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weight and lacks any ultimate probative value, just as if there were no TSPA at all. Without a 

TSPA with probative value, there is no proof of compliance with EPA’s dose standards because 

10 C.F.R. §§ 63.102 (j) and 63.113 require that such proof be in the form of a total system 

performance assessment.    

Thus, contentions asserting that a necessary model component or sub-model in DOE’s 

TSPA is wrong, invalid, fundamentally flawed, or not adequately supported are material per se 

because, if true, they would destroy DOE’s case for compliance and require denial of the 

application. Moreover, for these contentions DOE asks for the impossible, because a defective 

model cannot be used, and a TSPA that has been modified to include the contention would have 

a missing model or sub-model that would prevent a dose calculation from being made.        

However, some of Nevada’s TSPA contentions would leave a kind of TSPA model still 

in place.  For example, a contention that an alternative conceptual model should have been 

included in the TSPA in order to accurately capture uncertainty would, if true, still leave an 

intact TSPA model, albeit a fatally flawed and non-compliant one.  To continue the analogy, the 

links in the chains would be intact, but the links would be different from the kind NRC requires.  

These specific TSPA contentions are listed in Nevada’s Petition to Intervene in Attachment C to 

the expert affidavit of Dr. Thorne, included as Attachment 3 of Nevada’s Petition.  For each 

these TSPA contentions, Nevada offered the expert opinion of Dr. Thorne as follows: 

Because the TSPA is a complex non-linear model, and changes in the approach 
adopted are likely to result in changes in the results obtained that vary both as a 
function of time post-closure and from realization to realization within a modeling 
case, a determination whether acceptance of this contention would necessarily 
lead to calculated doses in excess of EPA’s dose standards would require DOE to 
perform a substantial number of additional modeling cases that are not included in 
the LA and that are beyond the practical ability of anyone else to perform. 
 
Moreover, there are more than 100 Nevada TSPA contentions with characteristics like 
this one. These relate to a total of 19 different broad aspects of the TSPA. Therefore, 
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there are many thousands of possible changes that would need to be made to DOE’s 
TSPA approach to include the effects of accepting this one contention along with all 
possible combinations of Nevada’s other contentions relating to different aspects of the 
TSPA, even if all contentions relating to each broad aspect of the TSPA were considered 
together in defining the variant cases. This vastly increases the burden and complexity of 
showing the dose effects of acceptance of Nevada’s contentions. 
 

In short, DOE asks for the impossible, and requiring the impossible would deny Nevada its 

hearing rights.1 

To counter Dr. Thorne’s expert opinion, DOE offered the affidavit of Dr. Swift 

(Attachment 2 at the end of DOE’s Answer).  Dr. Swift’s key conclusion is that Nevada 

theoretically had "the ability to evaluate the significance of alleged errors and deficiencies 

qualitatively, and in many cases, to perform supplemental analyses or assessments [using TSPA 

computer files] that would quantify the effects of the alleged error or deficiency, in general 

without undertaking a complete re-run of the TSPA-LA"  [Emphasis added].  Dr. Swift does not 

say how much time would be required to perform these qualitative or quantitative evaluations, a 

critical omission given Dr. Thorne’s opinion that there are many thousands of possible changes 

that would need to be made to DOE’s TSPA.  Further, each TSPA computer evaluation (or run) 

with each change might need to be run many times, perhaps hundreds of times, because 

compliance with EPA’s annual dose standard is based on the "mean" of the realizations (or 

computer runs), not just one calculation or realization, and it must be shown that the "mean" 

annual dose, so calculated, is statistically valid or stable.  See Safety Analysis Report at 2.4-76 

("The statistical and numerical stability of the TSPA model results is important to validation and 

                                                 
1 The Answer at 50-52 explains that Nevada has the necessary performance assessment expertise, has obtained and 
implemented the TSPA model on order to carry out variant calculations, and has an expert (Dr. Thorne) who opined 
that GoldSim will be a convenient system within which to modify the DOE model.  Nevada does not dispute that it 
could run a limited number of partial or limited realizations using some small modifications to the TSPA model.  
What is in dispute is whether, in the time available, Nevada could do the thousands of modifications and millions of 
computer runs that DOE’s argument would require.  Moreover, GoldSim is not the whole TSPA model.  Indeed, 
none of Nevada’s TSPA contentions attack GoldSim, which is applicable to a wide class of applications, within and 
outside of the nuclear field, but rather attack aspects of DOE’s TSPA which seek to represent performance of Yucca 
Mountain and that are implemented within GoldSim.   
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confidence building").  There should be no doubt that, had Nevada performed only one or a few 

realizations for each TSPA model as modified to include one or more of Nevada’s contentions, 

DOE would have attacked the results as inconclusive and insufficient to demonstrate materiality. 

Moreover, because Dr. Swift used the phrases "in many cases" and "in general," we are 

left to guess which of Nevada’s TSPA contentions are actually susceptible to a quantitative 

evaluation, with the necessary result that Dr. Swift’s affidavit does not support the proposition 

that a quantitative evaluation is possible for any particular Nevada TSPA contention.     

Finally, Dr. Swift does not tell us whether his concept of a "qualitative" evaluation of a 

contention’s significance would include any opinions about compliance with EPA’s dose 

standard, another critical omission given DOE’s repeated argument, supposedly supported by Dr. 

Swift’s affidavit, that a TSPA contention cannot be admitted because it "failed to demonstrate an 

increase in the mean dose above regulatory limits." See, e.g., Answer at 157.  

In sum, DOE’s argument with respect to this subset of Nevada’s TSPA contentions is 

lacking in evidentiary support, while Nevada’s argument to the contrary is fully supported.  Even 

if Dr. Swift had said more, and fully supported what DOE argues, the result would be a contested 

issue of fact and opinion.  This constitutes a dispute over the merits of Nevada’s contention that 

cannot be resolved at the contention admissibility stage.  Duke Energy Corporation (McGuire 

Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-02-17, 56 NRC 1, 

9-10 (2002); Crow Butte Reserves, Inc. (License Renewal for the In Situ Leach Facility, 

Crawford, Nebraska), LBP-08-24 at 63, __ NRC __ (2008); 54 Fed. Reg. 33,170 (Aug. 11, 

1989) ("The [contention] requirement does not call upon the intervenor to make his case at this 

stage of the proceeding. . . ."). 
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E. 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) Cannot Possibly Mean that DOE is Excused From 
Supplying Information or Analyses Otherwise Required Merely Because the 
Information or Analyses was Not Available When DOE Chose to File Its 
Application  

 
When Nevada contends that NRC’s regulations require that specific kinds of information 

or analyses be included in the application, DOE often excuses their absence by arguing that 10 

C.F.R. § 63.21(a) only requires that the application be "as complete as possible in light of 

information that is reasonable available at the time of docketing" (e.g. Answer at 1351, 1500). 

This argument grossly misconstrues Section 63.21(a) for two reasons. 

 First, DOE’s construction of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) cannot be correct because it proves too 

much.  If Section 63.21(a) means that DOE’s application is always sufficient as long as it 

includes all information that is reasonably available at the time of docketing, then there is 

nothing left of the rest of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21, which describes specific kinds of information that 

must be included in the application.  No matter what Sections 63.21(b)-(c) seemed to require (for 

example, a post-closure performance assessment), DOE would be excused from providing it 

simply because it chose to file its application before the relevant information or analyses became 

available.  Indeed, DOE could have filed a one-paragraph application decades ago, stating that 

Yucca Mountain looked suitable from a brief fly-over by the Secretary and no other safety 

information was available.  

 Second, the Commission has already rejected DOE’s interpretation of 10 C.F.R. § 

63.21(a). 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) was copied from 10 C.F.R. § 60.24 (a).  In responding to a 

Nevada complaint about the "’reasonably available’ standard of Section 60.24 (a)," the 

Commission held that "[w]hile information may be sufficient to meet the requirements of Section 

60.24, this in no way implies that such information will prove to be sufficient to meet the 

applicant’s burden of persuasion under Section 60.31 [which parallels Section 63.31]."  54 Fed. 
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Reg. 27,864, 27,865 at n.1 (July 3, 1989).  And in promulgating Part 63, the Commission said 

that "[a]t each [licensing] stage, DOE must provide sufficient information to support that stage," 

that " NRC expects to receive a reasonably complete application at the time of construction 

authorization to  allow the Commission to make a construction authorization decision," and that 

"this is reflected in the requirement at § 63.24 a) that the application "be as complete as possible 

in light of information that is reasonably available at the time of docketing."  66 Fed. Reg. 

55,732, 55,739 (Nov. 2, 2001).  

Therefore, in promulgating Section 63.21(a), the Commission recognized that the 

quantum of information or analyses available an any particular time could prove to be 

insufficient, and not satisfy DOE’s burden to file a reasonably complete application and prove 

compliance with Commission requirements.  10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) does not create a monster 

capable of swallowing up everything else in 10 C.F.R. § 63.21.  If, in preparing its application, 

DOE has some question whether some available and relevant information should be included, 

Section 63.21 answers that question by instructing DOE to err on the side of inclusion.   Selected 

statements from NRC Staff or the Chairman of the Commission cited by DOE (e.g., Answer at 

1352) do not establish Commission policy or precedent to the contrary. 

F. Nevada has No Obligation to Identify Alternative TSPA Models to Replace 
Flawed DOE Models 

 
DOE argues repeatedly that Nevada has an obligation to identify alternatives to DOE’s 

TSPA models or sub-models that would be more accurate (e.g., Answer at 163).  However, if a 

necessary model component or sub-model in the TSPA is wrong, invalid, fundamentally flawed, 

or not adequately supported, then the calculation of compliance with the EPA dose standards 

cannot bear any weight and lacks any ultimate probative value, just as if there were no TSPA at 

all.  And without a complete and reliable TSPA, DOE cannot prove compliance with EPA’s dose 
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standards because 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.102 (j) and 63.113 require that such proof be in the form of a 

total system performance assessment. Thus, contentions asserting that a necessary model or sub-

model in DOE’s TSPA is wrong, invalid, fundamentally flawed, or not adequately supported are 

material per se because, if true, they would destroy DOE’s case for compliance and require 

denial of the application. To argue in these circumstances that Nevada has some further 

obligation to identify a more accurate model or sub-model and perform some further calculations 

is to shift the burden of proof away from DOE.  This is unlawful, for DOE has this burden to 

prove compliance and safety.  5 U.S.C. § 556 (d); Director, OWCP v. Greenwich Collieries, 512 

U.S. 267 (1994); 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.311 ("DOE must demonstrate . . .), 63.321 ("DOE must 

demonstrate . . ."), 63.331 ("DOE must demonstrate . . .). 

G. DOE's Argument that Nevada’s TSPA Contentions Must be Rejected 
Because Its TSPA Complies with NRC Requirements is a Frivolous Effort to 
Inject Merits Considerations into the Contention Stage 

 
DOE argues repeatedly that its TSPA methods are consistent with what NRC 

contemplates in 10 C.F.R. § 63.304, which recognizes certain attributes of "reasonable 

expectation" (e.g., Answer at 217).  This is an argument on the merits, and does not speak to the 

admissibility of any Nevada contention.  Duke Energy Corporation (McGuire Nuclear Station, 

Units 1 and 2, Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-02-17, 56 NRC 1, 9-10 (2002); 

Crow Butte Reserves, Inc. (License Renewal for the In Situ Leach Facility, Crawford, Nebraska), 

LBP-08-24 at 63, __ NRC __ (2008). 

H. Nevada's Contention Bases Far Exceed NRC Requirements  
 
DOE complains repeatedly about the specificity and quality of the facts and opinions 

Nevada offers in support of its contentions (e.g., Answer at  170-72). DOE’s complaints grossly 

exaggerate NRC’s contention requirements.   The Commission is very clear that, at the 
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contention stage, a petitioner only needs to make "a minimal showing that material facts are in 

dispute," and that the support offered for a contention "need not be in affidavit or formal 

evidentiary form and need not be of the quality necessary to withstand a summary disposition 

motion."  54 Fed. Reg. 33,168, 33,171 (Aug. 11, 1989).  

DOE’s argument that Nevada bears a "particularly heightened burden" to proffer well 

pled and adequately supported contentions (Answer at 29-34) has no legal support.  The most 

that can be said, based on what DOE cited, is that because Nevada has access to millions of 

documents and has retained experts and experienced counsel, there should be no excuse for 

poorly drafted contentions.  Nevada has no poorly drafted contentions.       

Nevada’s contentions meet and in fact far exceed the "minimal" requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f).  Nevada’s contention bases in fact and opinion are far superior to the vague 

and general bases rejected in the case cited by DOE, USEC, Inc. (American Centrifuge Plant), 

CLI-06-10, 63 NRC 451, 472 (2006), and they offer sufficient detail to enable a Licensing Board 

to make the necessary judgment about contention admissibility.  Nevada submits that its 

contentions are vastly superior, in both substance and support, to the conclusory contentions  

offered by NIRS/PC in the National Enrichment Facility case, whose admission without 

admissible evidentiary support (on bases B and C) by the Licensing Board was specifically 

affirmed by the Commission.  Louisiana Energy Services (National Enrichment Facility), CLI-

04-25, 60 NRC 223 at 226-227 (2004), reconsideration denied, CLI-04-35, 60 NRC 619 (2004), 

affirming LBP-04-14, 60 NRC 40, 67 (2004). The admitted contentions are found in NIRS/PC’s 

April 6, 2004 Petition to Intervene at ML041110645 at 25-27 (Attachment 2 to Nevada's 
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Reply).2  "[T]he support for a contention may be viewed in a light that is favorable to the 

petitioner and inferences that can be drawn from evidence may be construed in favor of the 

petitioner."  Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee et al (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), 

LBP-06-20, 64 NRC 131, 150  (2006), citing Arizona Public Service Company (Palo Verde 

Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3), CLI-91-12, 34 NRC at 355 (1991). 

I. Reasonable and Supportable Alternative Conceptual Models Must be 
Included in the TSPA Itself, Not Merely Considered for Inclusion 

 
DOE argues that Part 63 does not require DOE to use alternative conceptual models in its 

TSPA, but merely to consider them (e.g., Answer at 224).  This misreads Part 63.  10 C.F.R. § 

63.114 (c) requires that "any performance assessment used to demonstrate compliance with § 

63.63.113 must. . .consider alternative conceptual models. . . ." 10 C.F.R. § 63.102 (j) defines a 

"performance assessment" as a "systematic analysis" that "quantitatively estimate radiological 

exposures."  Putting the two regulations together, it is clear on the face of regulations that 

alternative conceptual models must be "considered" in the "systematic analysis" in the TSPA that 

"quantitatively estimates radiological exposures." This must mean that alternative conceptual 

models must be included in the quantitative estimates in the TSPA itself.  DOE’s interpretation 

would be correct only if the requirement were for DOE, not the TSPA, to consider alternative 

conceptual models. 

This is supported by the regulatory history of Part 63.   In proposing Part 63, the 

Commission defended its proposal to rely on a total system performance assessment by 

describing a collection of requirements designed, among other things, to make the assessment 

"scientifically defensible and transparent."  These included a requirement that "[i]nclusion of 

                                                 
2 This April 6, 2004 NIRS/PC Contention 2.1 was subsequently redesignated as NIRS/PC-EC-5-9/TC-1-5 in their 
May 27, 2004 supplement, and then by the Licensing Board as NIRS/PC-EC-3/PC-1 in its decision on admissibility 
of contentions.  
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alternative conceptual models should be based . . . on reasonable interpretation of available 

information, and should not be driven by open-ended speculation." 64 Fed. Reg. 8,650 (Feb. 22, 

1999).  Thus, the Commission was proposing that appropriate alternative conceptual models be 

"included" in the assessment itself, not considered separately. And proposed 10 C.F.R. § 63.114, 

which included the requirement to "consider" alternative conceptual models, is described as 

specifying "requirements for the performance assessment."  64 Fed. Reg. 8,658 (Feb. 22, 1999).  

Again, the requirement that alternative conceptual models be considered is a requirement placed 

directly on the quantitative performance assessment itself. 

The requirement on DOE is that its performance assessment must consider alternative 

conceptual models of features and processes that are consistent with available data and current 

scientific understanding and evaluate the effects that alternative conceptual models have on the 

performance of the geologic repository.  That performance is evaluated in large part by a 

comparison of mean annual dose estimates from the TSPA with EPA dose standards.  Thus, 

evaluation of the effects of alternative conceptual models, including both their mathematical 

implementation and their parameterization, requires that those effects should be determined in 

terms of their influence on the results from the TSPA that are used for demonstrating 

compliance.  Although giving consideration to a model outside of the TSPA might require only a 

review of its characteristics, the requirement to evaluate its effects implies some degree of 

quantification of those effects so that they can be evaluated against regulatory standards that are 

themselves expressed in quantitative terms.  This requires at least some inclusion of the 

alternative conceptual model in the TSPA itself. 
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J. Nevada's Reference to the Phrase "and Similar Subsections" in Its 
Contentions is Fully in Accord with the Specificity Requirement of 10 C.F.R. 
§ 2.309(F)(1)(i) 

 
DOE asserts that reference to the phrase "and similar subsections" found in many of 

Nevada’s contentions does not comply with the pleading requirements set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1) because the phrase lacks the specificity required to constitute a valid statement of the 

issue of law or fact to be raised or controverted (Answer at 37).  "Accordingly, Nevada may not 

rely . . . on these unspecified subsections to support admission or litigation of its contentions."  

Id.  However, none of the cases cited by DOE support such an argument, see id. at 36, and 

neither does the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, see U.S. Dep’t of Energy (High-

Level Waste Repository: Pre-Application Matters, Advisory PAPO Board), LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 

450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. at 6-7.  

Rather, each and every contention proffered by Nevada identifies one or more specific 

subsections of DOE’s 2008 Safety Analysis Report (SAR), DOE’s 2004 Environmental Impact 

Statement (EIS), and/or DOE’s 2008 Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS).  As 

such, each and every contention proffered by Nevada raises or controverts specific issues of law 

or fact in accordance with the regulatory requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).  

Upon review of the SAR, EIS and SEIS, it becomes clear that virtually every subsection has 

implications on numerous other related or similar subsections.  Often within any one particular 

subsection DOE cross-references numerous other subsections containing related or similar 

discussions.  Rather than attempting to identify, by string citation, each of the related or similar 

subsections, and then suffering a challenge for failure to identify "all" the related or similar 

subsections, when drafting its contentions Nevada opted to identify the principle subsection, and 

often several subsections, and then included the phrase "and similar subsections" to account for 
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such cross-references.  Similarly, by specifically including the phrase "and similar subsections" 

where appropriate, Nevada wanted to ensure that if its contentions were proven any implications 

from mere citation to only a single SAR or EIS/SEIS subsection were not ignored.  In sum, 

Nevada has satisfied the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i). 

K. Nevada's Alleging, with Adequate Support in Fact or Opinion, a Violation of 
an Applicable NRC Regulation Always Raises a Material Issue 

 
In responding to the various contentions proffered by Nevada in its Petition, DOE 

repeatedly asserts that with regard to satisfying the pleading requirements contained within 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), Nevada cannot cite to NRC regulations and then conclude "this 

contention alleges noncompliance with these regulatory provisions and therefore raises a 

material issue."  See, e.g., Answer at 1250, 1257, and 1264.  Instead, DOE asserts that the PAPO 

Board’s direction that petitioners "provide a citation to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or 

implicitly, has not been satisfied" "cannot be read to dispense with the well-recognized 

requirement that a petitioner must demonstrate that resolution of the contention would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding," citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear 

Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 333-34 (1999)  (Answer at 1264).  Nevada 

responded separately to DOE’s argument along these lines as applied to TSPA contentions.  

However, DOE frequently applies the argument to other kinds of contentions. 

All that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires when pleading a contention is to 

"[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material to the findings the NRC must 

make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The Case Management Order of 

June 20, 2008, adds the following detail:  

[Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv)] requires citation to a statute or regulation that, explicitly 
or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue raised in the contention. 
Citation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement is preferable to citation 
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to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement.  Potential parties shall cite 
the principal statutory or regulatory requirement or requirements on which they 
rely. 

 
LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, slip op. at 7.  Indeed, paragraph 4 in each of Nevada’s safety 

contentions meets this requirement by citing to multiple NRC regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 63 

that articulate the specific requirements that DOE is required to satisfy but did not.  Nevada 

routinely identified the applicable requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c), which 

identifies what information DOE is required to include within its SAR.  In addition, Nevada 

routinely identified the detailed technical criteria contained in 10 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart E that 

DOE must address, often specifying either the pre-closure or post-closure performance 

objectives (Sections 63.111 or 63.113) and the pre-closure safety analysis or post-closure 

performance assessment (Sections 63.112 or 63.114).  Paragraph 4 of each contention essentially 

provides a "regulatory roadmap" that walks the reader through each NRC regulation that DOE 

has failed to satisfy for the reasons articulated in exacting detail in paragraph 5. 

With regard to materiality, paragraph 4 of each safety contention in the Nevada Petition 

makes clear that as a result of DOE’s noncompliance with the cited regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 

63, NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  The same 

conclusion re-appears in paragraph 6 of each contention, where Nevada applies the factual 

deficiencies reviewed in detail in paragraph 5 to the legal standards identified in paragraph 4 and 

concludes, again, that as a result of DOE’s noncompliance with the cited regulations in 10 C.F.R. 

Part 63, NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  These 

conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in Oconee because they show that the resolution of 

the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding – 

i.e., they would preclude licensure. 
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L. An Expert Opinion Affidavit May Properly Incorporate Language from a 
Contention and Doing So Does Not Turn the Opinion into an Unsworn 
Argument of Counsel 

 
DOE asserts that: 

Nevada’s bases for numerous contentions are unsubstantiated arguments of 
counsel that lack an adequate factual basis or rely upon expert opinions that, in 
fact, do not exist in affidavits submitted for the very purpose. . . .  Furthermore, 
for all but two of its experts, Nevada merely proffers an empty affidavit in which 
the expert adopts the entirety of statements and arguments contained of paragraph 
5 of the designated contention.  The affidavits of these experts consistently 
provided no additional factual information or analysis to support the legal 
argument reflected in the referenced paragraph 5 of the contention. 
 

Answer at 47 (citations to footnotes omitted).  DOE is in error. 

In drafting its contentions, 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) directed Nevada to "[p]rovide a 

concise statement of the alleged facts or expert opinions which support [Nevada’s] position on 

the issue . . . together with references to the specific sources and documents on which [Nevada] 

intends to rely to support its position on the issue."  Given this requirement, clearly Nevada 

could support its contentions by reliance upon "facts or expert opinions," and Nevada has done 

so in paragraph 5 of each contention submitted as discussed below.  The Case Management 

Order of June 20, 2008 explains that with regard to "specific sources and documents," Nevada 

had to be "as specific as reasonably possible."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, slip op. at 7.  The 

documents identified in paragraph 5 of each contention are quite specific, with detailed 

quotations and pin-point page citations along with specific references to the LSN or other readily 

identifiable sources.  In a limited number of contentions an entire document is referenced in 

paragraph 5, but this was done only when the entire document supported a specific technical 

point and citing to portions of the document would have been inappropriate or even possibly 

misleading. 
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Contrary to the assertions by DOE, the factual and expert opinion support contained in 

paragraph 5 of each safety and environmental contention (other than a legal contentions, or a 

contentions considered to be supported adequately by references to DOE or other official 

government documents), was identified by expert witnesses, not legal counsel, who then 

executed an affidavit specifically adopting that paragraph 5.  In some instances, more than one 

expert assisted in the development of a particular contention, and therefore they both adopted 

paragraph 5 in its entirety in their affidavits.  All documents cited in each such paragraph 5 were 

identified by the experts, and they took the effort necessary to analyze and explain the 

significance of the factual information contained within those documents.  In addition, with the 

limited exceptions noted above, the experts physically drafted all of the statements made in 

paragraph 5 (and for the most part the statements contained in paragraphs 1 and 6), which 

included reasoned bases and explanations, the conclusions reached, and the specific challenges to 

corresponding analyses in DOE’s License Application.  Therefore, statements of opinion in each 

paragraph 5 are the opinions of the expert that adopted that particular paragraph.  Nevada 

adopted the approach of incorporating contention language by reference in the expert affidavits 

solely to avoid burdening its Petition with hundreds of separate affidavits, each associated with 

only one contention. 

Moreover, even if counsel had played a role in drafting the paragraphs in question, this 

would not have diminished the status or weight of the affidavits.  As the Appeal Board stated 

years ago:  

The key factor is not who originated the words that comprise the testimony, but 
rather whether the witness can truthfully attest that the statement is complete and 
accurate to the best of his or her knowledge. Thus, we have no quarrel with the 
Licensing Board's general statement that "the situation should never arise. . . 
where one could question whether in fact the testimony is uttered by the witness 
or negotiated by the attorneys. 
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Consumers Power Company (Midland Plant, Unite 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897, 918 

(1982). 

In sum, for DOE to claim that "Nevada’s Petition falls well short of [the] standards" 

applicable to drafting contentions (Answer at 47) is appalling.  Perhaps at no other time in the 

history of NRC adjudication has an intervenor drafted contentions as detailed and specific as 

Nevada has done.  If the contentions proffered by Nevada are not admitted for failure to plead 

with the specificity required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), then the bar will be set so high as to 

effectively end public participation in NRC licensing hearings.  To the contrary, Nevada has 

provided detailed facts and extensively supported expert opinion for each contention and has 

identified with great specificity those sources and documents that Nevada will rely upon to 

support its position on each contention.  The mere fact that an expert’s statements and opinions 

are found in paragraph 5 of each contention and the accompanying affidavit adopts those 

statements does not diminish the significance of the information and supporting detail provided. 

M. Nevada's Environmental Contentions Satisfy 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.109 and 2.326; 
in Ruling on NEPA Contentions, the Commission May Substitute Its 
Judgment for DOE on Whether NEPA and CEQ Regulations are Satisfied, 
as Opposed to Functioning Like a Reviewing Court and Applying an 
Arbitrary and Capricious or Similar Deferential Review Standard 

 
DOE alleges that any environmental contention proffered by Nevada must demonstrate 

compliance with not only 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f), but also the requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 51.109(c)(2), 2.326(a)(2), 2.326(a)(3), and 2.326(c) (Answer at 57-58).  With regard to 

Section 2.326, DOE would also require Nevada to "present ‘a seriously different picture of the 

environmental landscape’ such that it would ‘be likely to change the outcome of the proceeding 

or affect the licensing decision in a material way’" (Answer at 64 (citing case law on judicial 

review NEPA statements).  In order for any Nevada environmental contention to be deemed 
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admissible, DOE would require Nevada to make a showing "that the contention, if true, would 

severely impact the EIS such that it could not be adopted unless formally supplemented by NRC 

or DOE (Answer at 63).   DOE is wrong. 

An analysis regarding the admissibility of environmental contentions in this proceeding 

begins with the NRC Hearing Notice, which states in relevant part: 

In addition to meeting NRC’s regular contention admissibility requirements in 10 
C.F.R. 2.309(f), environmental contentions addressing any DOE environmental 
impact statement or supplement must also conform to the requirements and 
address the applicable factors outlined in 10 C.F.R. 51.109 governing NRC’s 
adoption of DOE’s environmental impact statements.  The requirements of 
section 51.109 should be applied consistent with Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. 
EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 1313-14 (D.C. Cir. 2004), a court decision discussing 
section 51.109, and consistent with the Commission’s denial of the State of 
Nevada’s petition to amend section 51.109 (73 Fed. Reg. 5,762 (Jan. 31, 2008)), 
and the Office of the General Counsel’s subsequent letter clarifying the 
Commission’s denial (Letter from Bradley W. Jones, Assistant General Counsel 
to Martin G. Malsch, dated March 20, 2008, ADAMS accession number 
ML080810175).  Under 10 C.F.R. 51.109(c), the presiding officer should treat as 
a cognizable "new consideration" an attack on the Yucca Mountain environmental 
impact statements based on significant and substantial information that, if true, 
would render the statements inadequate.  Under 10 C.F.R. 51.109(a)(2), a 
presiding officer considering environmental contentions should apply NRC 
"reopening" procedures and standards in 10 C.F.R. 2.326 "to the extent possible. 
  

73 Fed. Reg. 63,029, 63,031 (Oct. 22, 2008), Section III.B.   

Therefore, with regard to judging the admissibility of environmental contentions against 

the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 51.109, NRC acknowledges that the regulation should be applied 

consistent with Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251 (D.C. Cir. 2004), rehearing 

and rehearing en banc denied, 2004 U.S. App. Lexis 18780, motion to stay mandate denied, 

2004 U.S. App. Lexis 22663, wherein Nevada was promised the right to raise "substantive 

claims" involving the EIS and/or SEIS. 

[T]he effect of the FEIS will not be felt in a concrete way by Nevada until it is 
used to support some other final decision of DOE or NRC.  Nevada may raise its 
substantive claims against the FEIS if and when NRC or DOE makes such a final 
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decision. . . .  NRC has acknowledged that it would not be practicable to adopt 
[DOE’s] FEIS unless it meets the standards for an ‘adequate statement’ under the 
NEPA and the Council for Environmental Quality’s NEPA regulations.  See 53 
Fed. Reg. at 16,142. We agree. . . .  When questioned at oral argument about the 
meaning of [10 C.F.R. § 51.109(c)], Government counsel assured the court that 
NRC will not construe the "new information or new consideration" requirement 
[of Section 51.109(c)(2)] to preclude Nevada from raising substantive claims 
against the FEIS in administrative hearings. . . .  Government counsel’s 
unequivocal representation to the court during oral argument that Nevada will not 
be foreclosed from raising substantive claims against the FEIS in administrative 
proceedings comports with the terms of the regulation and reflects a reasonable 
and compelling interpretation.  Therefore, on the record at hand, there is no reason 
to assume that the regulation will bar consideration of Nevada’s substantive 
claims in the relevant NRC administrative proceedings. 

 
373 F.3d at 1313-14.  See also 73 Fed. Reg. 5,762, 5,765 (Jan. 31, 2008) ("NRC will treat 

Nevada's substantive claims against the FEIS as ‘new considerations’ within the framework of § 

51.109(c).").   

Accordingly, in ruling on NEPA contentions, the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied, as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious or similar deferential 

review standard.  Otherwise, the Court’s holding that a DOE NEPA statement cannot be adopted 

"unless it meets the standards for an ‘adequate statement’ under the NEPA and the Council for 

Environmental Quality’s NEPA regulations" and that "Nevada will not be foreclosed from 

raising substantive claims against the FEIS in administrative proceedings" will be disregarded.   

This does not challenge 10 C.F.R. § 51.109.  While the Commission did say in 1988 that 

Section 51.109 meant that it could adopt DOE’s EIS even if it did not agree with it on every 

significant issue of fact or policy (Answer at 60), that was before NEI v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251 

(D.C. Cir. 2004), and the Commission’s decision in the Notice of Hearing that Section 51.109 

must be applied consistent with that decision.  Doing so cannot contravene Section 51.109 

because the Commission, in directing that NEI v. EPA be followed without also amending 
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Section 51.109, must have meant that the language of it Section 51.109 was fully compatible 

with the Court’s decision.  

It is true that, according to the Commission, a NEPA contention must raise a significant 

and substantial consideration.  But, as was shown in its Petition and as will be addressed in the 

Reply below, for each of its environmental contentions Nevada has presented significant and 

substantial information in sufficient detail to properly frame an appropriate challenge to DOE’s 

EIS and/or SEIS and has made clear that such information if proven true renders DOE’s EIS 

and/or SEIS inadequate.  Since an essential purpose of an EIS completed under NEPA is to 

ensure a full disclosure of environmental impacts, see Columbia Basin Land Protection 

Association v. Schlesinger, 643 F.2d 585, 594 (9th Cir. 1981); Limerick Ecology Action v. NRC, 

869 F.2d 719, 745 (3rd Cir. 1989), where the disclosure of environmental impacts in DOE’s EIS 

and/or SEIS are significantly incomplete or inaccurate, NRC cannot adopt those analyses even if 

the outcome of this proceeding would be to grant DOE the requested construction authorization 

without any NEPA conditions.  Therefore, with regard to the admissibility standards for 

environmental contentions set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 51.109, Nevada has more than met its 

required burden. 

With regard to the requirement in the NRC Hearing Notice that the standards for re-

opening proceedings contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.326 should also be applied to environmental 

contentions to the extent possible, that regulation requires the contention to "address a significant 

safety or environmental issue" and to "demonstrate that a materially different result would be or 

would have been likely had the newly proffered evidence been considered initially."  10 C.F.R. 

§§ 2.326(a)(2) and (a)(3) (subsection (a)(1) requires the contention to be timely filed, which is 

not applicable here).  To the degree that Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the 
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requirement in Section 51.109 to address "significant and substantial information," they would 

already address the requirement in Section 2.326(a)(2) to address a "significant . . . 

environmental issue."  The "materially different result" requirement in Section 2.326(a)(3) is also 

addressed in each environmental contention presented in Nevada’s Petition.  In particular, where 

DOE has failed to adequately address a significant environmental issue, Nevada has pled that the 

disclosure of environmental impacts as required under the National Environmental Policy Act 

(NEPA) is per se inadequate.  See California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753, 761 (9th Cir. 1982) ("[t]he 

adequacy of an EIS depends upon whether it was prepared in observation of the procedure 

required by law"), and Oregon Environmental Council v. Kunzman, 817 F.2d 484, 492 (9th Cir. 

1987) ("agency action may be set aside if undertaken without observation of procedure required 

by law").  As a result, the impacts would have been materially different and the EIS and SEIS as 

currently presented by DOE cannot be adopted by NRC.  DOE would add the proviso that 

Nevada must also show its environmental contentions, if proven true, would "likely . . . change 

the outcome of the proceeding," or would so "severely impact the EIS such that it could not be 

adopted. . . ."  (DOE Answer at 64 and 63).  Not only does Section 2.326 not require such a 

showing, but DOE’s assertion flies directly in the face of the NRC admonition that Section 2.326 

should only be applied "to the extent possible."   Apparently DOE fails to recognize that the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.326 cannot be applied so strictly or rigorously as to wholly 

undercut statements made by government counsel to the court in Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. 

EPA, i.e., "that Nevada will not be foreclosed from raising substantive claims against the FEIS in 

[these] administrative proceedings. . . ."  373 F.3d at 1314. 

Finally, DOE claims that "Nevada does not, in its experts’ affidavits or anywhere in its 

Petition, separately address the criteria for §§ 51.109 and 2.326(a)" (Answer at 1869) (which is 
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typical of DOE’s response for each of Nevada’s environmental contentions).  However, nowhere 

in the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008 is there found any discussion of either 10 

C.F.R. § 51.109 or 10 C.F.R. § 2.326 much less a requirement that a petition in intervention must 

separately address the particular criteria contained in either regulation.  Nevada’s Petition clearly 

articulated in paragraph 5 of each environmental contention the significant and substantial 

information that renders DOE’s EIS and/or SEIS inadequate, and then identifies the materially 

different result that would ensue if the contention were proven true.  For each such 

environmental contention, Nevada has also identified an expert witness (or witnesses) that 

drafted those statements and then adopts them in their respective affidavits, supra.  Therefore, 

Nevada has more than satisfied the heightened pleading requirements for all of its environmental 

contentions. 

N. Nevada's Transportation Contentions are Proper for NRC Adjudication 
 
DOE asserts that NRC lacks statutory authority over most aspects of  DOE’s 

transportation of spent nuclear fuel and high level radioactive waste, and therefore contentions 

relating to the same are beyond the scope of this proceeding (Answer at 64-65).  However, 

DOE’s point misses the mark.  Nevada’s Petition is not requesting NRC to regulate DOE’s 

transportation activities, but instead to admit environmental contentions involving the 

transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste  because the 

licensing of Yucca Mountain will be the proximate cause of these impacts (Petition at 1043-

1114).  The fact that NRC may lack regulatory jurisdiction over certain DOE transportation 

activities under the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) does 

not mean that all transportation impacts related to DOE’s activities at Yucca Mountain are 

outside of the reach of NEPA, any more than the fact NRC has no jurisdiction over non-
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radiological effects under the AEA means that non-radiological effects are not to be discussed in 

an EIS.  

Longstanding NRC case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental 

impacts associated with related transportation activities away from the licensed premise. 

There can be no serious dispute that in connection with a ruling on an application 
for a license (a limited work authorization, construction permit, or operating 
license), [NRC] may consider the environmental impacts of related offsite 
construction projects – such as connecting roads and railroad spurs. . . . 
 

Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 

NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy 

Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974) (where the Licensing Board assessed the 

environmental impacts of transmission line routes extending 90 miles beyond the boundary of 

the nuclear facility).  The environmental impact of transportation activities related to DOE’s 

activities at Yucca Mountain, even though those impacts may occur outside the geologic 

repository operations area, are similar to the impacts of connecting roads and railroad spurs 

considered in Wolf Creek and the impacts of transmission lines considered in Greenwood,  and 

therefore Nevada’s environmental contentions involving transportation impacts are proper for 

adjudication in conjunction with DOE’s request for a construction authorization at Yucca 

Mountain.  NEPA requires an examination into "a wide range of possible impacts of a nuclear 

facility," Florida Power and Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No. 2), ALAB-435, 

6 NRC 541, 543-44 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 45, *5, and in making such an examination, 

Licensing Boards "must place in the balance, in addition to all the usual economic and 

technological considerations, the consequences their actions will entail for the people and places 

they affect" and in doing so "must evaluate the ‘reasonably foreseeable environmental impact’ of 

its proposed actions."  Greenwood, 8 AEC at 938. 
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A Licensing Board’s authority under NEPA to review offsite impacts "goes beyond 

merely factoring them into a final cost-benefit balance. . . ." Public Service Co. of New 

Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-422, 6 NRC 33 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 

72, *112 (citing Greenwood), review denied, CLI-77-22, 6 NRC 451 (1977), affirmed sub. nom., 

Public Service Co. v. NRC, 582 F.2d 77 (1st Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 1046, 99 S. Ct. 

721 (1978).  Therefore, for this proceeding the Licensing Boards should: 

heed the rule generally applicable for major Federal action in which two (or more) 
agencies are involved.  That rule is not that one of them must yield up its NEPA 
duties to the other.  Rather, it is the converse: both must evaluate the 
environmental consequences of the entire project and both must determine 
independently whether NEPA has been satisfied. 

 
Tennessee Valley Authority (Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 

(1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 18, *28 (emphasis in original).    

DOE also asserts that NWPA Section 119 requires NRC to defer to the jurisdiction of the 

U.S. Courts of Appeals on any challenges to DOE’s transportation decisions, and therefore 

Nevada’s environmental contentions addressing the transportation of materials to Yucca 

Mountain are outside the scope of this proceeding (Answer at 66).  However, NWPA Section 

119 says nothing about NRC’s jurisdiction to address environmental contentions.  Section 119 

merely establishes the judicial forum to hear civil actions reviewing, among other things, 

specified final decisions or action of the Secretary, the President, or the Commission, and 

specified environmental impact statements.  42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Nothing in section 119 

purports to amend section 189a of the AEA granting Nevada a right to a hearing.  Indeed, if 

DOE’s interpretation of this statutory requirement were correct, the Hobbs Act, 42 U.S.C. § 

2239, which gives the U.S. Courts of Appeals exclusive jurisdiction to review final orders issued 
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by the NRC, would eliminate any adjudicatory hearings, which of course is contrary to AEA 

Section 189.   

DOE attempts to bolster its argument for judicial deference by relying on Nuclear Energy 

Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (Answer at  66-67, and its statement that 

"[t]o the extent NRC adopts the FEIS, NRC’s responsibilities under the National Environmental 

Policy Act shall be deemed satisfied and ‘no further consideration shall be required’").  

However, DOE conveniently overlooks the Court’s conclusions, just one-page later, based in 

large part on representations by DOE counsel to the exact opposite of what is now being pled.  

"[W]e conclude that withholding consideration of Nevada’s substantive claims at 
this time imposes no hardship on Nevada. . . .  [T]he effect of the FEIS will not be 
felt in a concrete way by Nevada until it is used to support some other final 
decision of DOE or NRC.  Nevada may raise its substantive claims against the 
FEIS if and when NRC or DOE makes such a final decision. . . . In reaching this 
conclusion as to hardship, we rely on the assurances of counsel for both NRC and 
DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise its substantive 
challenges to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the 
FEIS and in any DOE proceeding to select a transportation alternative. 

 
 Id. at 1313 (emphasis added).  Equally overlooked in DOE’s argument is the fact that this 

proceeding is not focused on DOE’s transportation decisions as documented in its Record of 

Decision dated April 8, 2004, and its Record of Decision dated October 10, 2008,  but instead, 

this proceeding focuses on the pending NRC decision of whether or not to grant DOE a 

construction authorization under 10 C.F.R. Part 63 for Yucca Mountain and whether to adopt the 

underlying DOE environmental documents supportive of its request for such authorization. 

 Also inapposite is DOE’s reliance on State of Nevada v. DOE, 457 F.3d 78 (D.C. Cir. 

2006) (where the Court denied Nevada’s challenge to DOE’s Record of Decision dated April 8, 

2004).  DOE asserts that the Court’s "decision is res judicata as to Nevada, and the preclusive 

effect of this decision applies not only to those NEPA claims decided by the court of appeals but 
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also to those which could have been raised" (Answer at 67-68).  However, Nevada is not 

challenging DOE’s Record of Decision dated April 8, 2004, before the NRC in this adjudicatory 

proceeding, but instead seeking to introduce environmental contentions regarding transportation 

impacts associated with DOE’s application for a construction authorization at Yucca Mountain.  

Moreover, the Court in Nevada v. DOE specifically acknowledged its prior holding in Nuclear 

Energy Institute v. EPA that Nevada would be permitted to "raise its substantive claims against 

the FEIS if and when NRC or DOE makes such a final decision."  457 F.3d at 87 (citing 373 

F.3d at 1313).  That is just what Nevada is now doing – raising substantive environmental 

challenges against DOE’s EIS and SEIS in an NRC adjudicatory proceeding.  And of course, res 

judicata does not apply to issues that were not decided on the merits, such as whether new 

information set forth in an environmental contention proffered by Nevada prevents NRC from 

adopting DOE’s EIS and/or SEIS. 

Finally, DOE asserts that with regard to environmental contentions that address 

transportation impacts, the Licensing Board’s role is limited to merely adopting the findings 

identified by DOE in the EIS and SEIS without looking behind those determinations (Answer at 

69-70).   To be sure, NRC is required under NWPA Section 114(f)(4), 42 U.S.C. § 10134(f)(4), 

to adopt DOE’s EIS and SEIS to the extent practicable; however, that presumes that each 

document "meets the standards for an ‘adequate statement’ under the NEPA and the Council for 

Environmental Quality’s NEPA regulations."  Nuclear Energy Institute v. EPA, 373 F.3d at 

1314.  This is yet to be determined, and can only be determined after a full hearing. 

In sum, Nevada’s contentions must be heard.  The regulations and case law compel this 

result. 
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IV. REPLIES TO DOE'S RESPONSES TO NEVADA'S CONTENTIONS 

In its Answer, DOE frequently conflates the requirements of the separate sections in 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1), especially (iv), (v), and (vi).  Thus, one frequently sees arguments with 

respect to compliance with (iv) repeated under (v) or (vi) and arguments with respect to 

compliance with (v) repeated under (vi).  Moreover, DOE’s argument under (vi) typically  

resemble a argument under (v).  Nevada responds below in Section IV of this Reply to every 

DOE argument under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) for each contention, but to avoid duplication and 

shorten the Reply, Nevada does not always respond separately to a DOE argument under (v) or 

(vi) if it has responded previously under (iv) or (v) to that same argument.  This should not be 

understood as a concession that any DOE argument is valid, and it should be understood that a 

Nevada response to a specific DOE argument under one section is equally applicable to an 

identical DOE argument under a later section.  

A. Replies Regarding Safety-Related Contentions 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-01 – DOE INTEGRITY 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE argues that this contention is outside of the scope of the hearing.  This argument 

lacks merit.  DOE says that the "character" requirements of section 182a of the Atomic Energy 

Act ("AEA"), 42 U.S.C. § 2232 (a), do not apply to DOE.  It first tries to support this with an 

argument that section 182a of the AEA, which specifically authorizes the NRC to consider the 

"character" of a license applicant, does not apply to government agencies like DOE.  This is said 

to follow from a tidbit of legislative history to the effect that the general purpose of the AEA, as 

originally enacted in 1954, was to facilitate the licensing of private industry.  This may be true, 

but it cannot be the only purpose because the AEA specifically provides for the licensing of 

public entities, including almost all federal agencies.  AEA section 11s, 42 U.S.C. § 2014 (s) 

(which defines a "person" to include a "Government agency other than the Commission" as well 

as a state or foreign government) and AEA sections 57a, 62, 81, and 101, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2078 (a), 

2092, 2111, and 2131 (which generally require all "persons" to be licensed when they seek to 

conduct nuclear activities).   

Next DOE argues that the "character" requirements in the Atomic Energy Act were 

intended solely to implement provisions in the AEA to protect restricted data.  DOE offers no 

support whatsoever for this proposition, and it is flatly contradicted by NRC case law which 

interprets the character provision more broadly to include the considerations cited in Nevada’s 
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contention.  Metropolitan Edison Company (There Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1), 

CLI-85-9, 21 NRC 1118, 1136-37 (1985).   

DOE then argues that character is beyond scope because "character" is not in the license 

application and therefore section 121 (b) of the Nuclear waste Policy Act ("NWPA"), 42 U.S.C. 

§ 10141 (b), which authorizes the NRC to promulgate technical requirements and criteria that it 

will apply to repository "applications," does not apply.  This argument assumes that character 

cannot be the subject of the application.  DOE offers no reason why this should be the case and 

NRC’s regulations provide otherwise.  To be sure, character is about the applicant itself, but 

parts of an application must address the applicant itself.  For example, the repository application 

must address DOE’s organizational structure, key positions, and personnel qualifications and 

training requirements.  10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(22)(i)-(iii).  There is no reason why the Commission 

could not require DOE to say at least something about its safety culture in the application, and 

surely the scope of the Commission’s authority over DOE is not limited by what DOE chooses to 

include in its application when it is first tendered and docketed.   

Furthermore, Congress provided in section 114 (d) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. § 10134 (d),  

that the Commission must judge DOE’s application "in accordance with the laws applicable to 

such applications," thereby sweeping in the full plethora of NRC case law making licensee 

character an important consideration in reviewing the application and in a licensing hearing.  

E.g., Metropolitan Edison Company (There Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-85-9, 

21 NRC 1118, 1136-37 (1985); Georgia Power Company (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, 

Units 1 and 2), CLI-93-16, 38 NRC 25 (1993); Louisiana Power and Light Company (Waterford 

Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB-812, 22 NRC 5, 48-51 (1985).   
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Finally, DOE argues that Congress eliminated character from the scope of NRC’s 

authority over DOE when it designated DOE as the applicant.  Designating DOE as the applicant 

is manifestly not the same as designating DOE as a fully qualified licensee, and DOE offers 

nothing to support its assertion (Answer at 78) that, in designating DOE as the applicant, 

Congress also "concluded that DOE. . .possesses the requisite attributes of an applicant."  DOE 

here ignores section 114 (f)(5) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. § 10134 (f)(5), which provides that 

"[n]othing in this chapter shall be construed to amend or otherwise detract from the licensing 

requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission," and which was specifically re-enacted 

when Congress amended the NWPA in 1987 to designate DOE as the applicant for the Yucca 

Mountain repository.  Section 5011(l) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987.  

As indicated above, adequate character and safety culture are "licensing requirements of the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission," imposed pursuant to section 182a of the AEA, and in enacting 

the original NWPA in 1982, and in amending it in 1987, Congress specifically preserved NRC’s 

authority under this subsection to impose such character and safety culture requirements on 

DOE.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE argues that Nevada does not raise a material issue because of the same reasons that 

Nevada’s contention is outside of the scope of the proceeding.  DOE is wrong for the reasons 

given above in beyond in 3.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE refers here to its argument with respect to the need to establish a genuine dispute.  

Accordingly, Nevada will respond in 6 below.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE’s argument here has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) 

because the contention, on its face, raises a material dispute with DOE.  However, Nevada will 

address DOE’s arguments as if they were on-point.   

DOE begins with a discussion of NRC case law on "character," which it only sometimes 

accurately describes, and which it fails to apply correctly.  DOE then continues with an incorrect 

argument that Nevada has an elevated burden, and ends with a long argument that goes to the 

merits of Nevada’s contention, which is an improper argument at the contention stage.   

At the outset, Nevada emphasizes that it does not allege that every employee of DOE, or 

every employee of OCRWM, or every employee of a DOE’s Yucca Mountain contractor lacks 

character.  Nor does Nevada allege that DOE or OCRWM, as institutions, are lacking in 

character in the broadest sense, as would be the case if DOE and OCRWM were fundamentally 

evil.  Rather, Nevada’s contention focuses specifically on one aspect of character that is of 

special relevance to NRC – that aspect of character that embodies organizational safety culture.  

While DOE quibbles over the non-binding effect of the NRC Staff documents on safety culture 

Nevada cites and their precise application to DOE, these arguments are beside the point for DOE 

does (and cannot) dispute Nevada’s essential points that a healthy safety culture is relevant and 

important in determining a potential licensee’s character, and that a culture whereby schedule 

considerations are elevated over safety and compliance is an unhealthy one.  The only remaining 

question is whether Nevada establishes the requisite basis for its contention that DOE’s 

continuing and past actions related to Yucca Mountain reveal a pattern of behavior whereby 

schedule considerations were elevated over safety, suggesting that such behavior would 

continue.   
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Nevada does not dispute that, under NRC case law, contentions addressed to integrity and 

safety culture cannot be premised on some general fear, that historical actions must be related to 

the licensing action in dispute, that isolated events that occurred six or more years ago are not 

enough, that there must be a link to current personnel or practices, and that an ongoing pattern 

must be presented.  These NRC contention requirements are clearly satisfied.  Nevada cites to a 

series of DOE documents prepared with regard to this application, some as recent as last year, 

prepared by personnel and organizations still associated with the project, and Nevada does not 

rely exclusively on ancient documents or cite general fears.   

However, DOE also argues that allegations of historical deficiencies and improprieties 

cannot support an integrity contention.  If by this DOE means to argue that mere allegations are 

not enough, Nevada would agree, but that is not relevant here because Nevada cites to 

documentary materials.  If by this DOE means documented examples of past deficiencies and 

improprieties cannot be used, no matter how numerous, serious, or recent, then DOE is being 

ridiculous because any documentary materials offered to support an integrity and safety culture 

contention, even those made available the day before a contention is due, will be historical by 

definition, and if DOE were correct no integrity and safety culture contention could ever be 

admitted.  No NRC case law supports such a ridiculous proposition.  For example, how could a 

contention present an ongoing pattern without reference to historical documents?  And while 

DOE also argues that multiple errors or violations alone are not sufficient, the cases it cites say 

no such thing.  USEC, Inc. (American Centrifuge Plant), CLI-06-10, 63 NRC at 465 (2006), 

rejected a contention because the bulk of the cited violations occurred five to eight years ago and 

spanned two different facilities, and the petitioner failed to tie the violations to the application 

being contested.  USEC does not hold that multiple violations are always insufficient.  Nevada’s 
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multiple violations are recent and involve the very application being contested, and would not 

flunk the test in USEC.  Union Electric Company (Calloway Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-740, 18 NRC 

343, 346 (1983), addresses quality assurance contentions, and says nothing about integrity 

contentions.  In any event, Union Electric is a decision on the merits, not a decision on the 

admissibility of a contention.   

DOE argues that evaluations of character must include evaluations of corrective actions, 

and that corrective actions are evidence of good character.  But, again, the two cases it cites, 

Houston Lighting & Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-799, 21 NRC 360, 

373-74 (1985) and Houston Lighting & Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), LBP-

84-13, 19 NRC 659, 688 (1984), affirmed, ALAB-799, 21 NRC 360 (1985), are decisions on the 

merits, not decisions on admissibility of contentions.  Neither case stands for the proposition that 

a petitioner has an obligation to evaluate corrective actions at the contention stage and such an 

evaluation is more properly a part of a merits case.   

DOE also argues that Nevada has an elevated burden because there is a presumption of 

regularity and it is presumed that government officers will properly discharge official duties.  

But the cases it cites do not establish criteria for admission of contentions.  U.S. Postal Service v. 

Gregory, 534 U.S. 1, 10 (2001) addressed review procedures of the Merit Systems Protection 

Board in an appeal from a merits decision of the Federal Circuit upholding the Board, and U.S. 

Department of Energy (High-Level Waste Repository, Pre-Application matters), CLI-08-11, 68 

NRC __ (2008), addressed the merits of a disqualification motion.  More fundamentally, 

applying a presumption that DOE officers will always "do their duty" to an otherwise legitimate 

safety issue would eviscerate the NRC review process by shifting the burden of proof to the 

Commission.  This would be contrary to section 114 (f)((5) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. § 10134 
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(f)(5), which provides that nothing in the NWPA, including its designation of DOE as the 

applicant, "shall be construed to amend or otherwise detract from the licensing requirements of 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission," and 10 C.F.R. § 2.325, which states that DOE has the 

burden of proof.   

The rest of DOE’s argument is an improper effort to address the merits.  In response to 

Nevada’s use of the 2004 PAPO Board decision, DOE cannot overcome what the Board clearly 

found – that, to met an artificial schedule, DOE consciously certified an incomplete LSN 

collection in violation of NRC rules.  DOE’s argument that the LSN deficiencies have been 

remedied is beside the point, for all that shows is that DOE has not repeated the violation.   

Nevada cites to Yucca Mountain Project documents indicating that "delays in schedule can no 

longer be tolerated," that "slips in schedule will be recovered by cutting scope," that there is "no 

allowance for not meeting schedule," that "schedule" is a higher priority than "defensibility and 

credibility" of the LA, and that was proper to file the application with "residual vulnerabilities."  

DOE says these are isolated events and taken out of context, and that when these documents are 

reviewed as a whole it will be seen that DOE has taken a "balanced approach to safety, quality 

and schedule" (Answer at 86).  But this is an astonishing concession that supports Nevada’s 

contention.  A "balanced approach to safety, quality and schedule" means that safety or quality 

may, if necessary, suffer in the balance and come out second.   

Nevada offers the earlier e-mail messages to show that the later ones are not unusual and 

that there is a pattern.  They do just that.  The fact that they do not support the contention by 

themselves is irrelevant.  Moreover, that one particular individual is involved in all of the e-mails 

is also irrelevant because they are clear evidence of the attitudes and culture within the Yucca 

Mountain Project.  The toxic silica materials are offered for the same purpose.  The fact that the 
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documents involve non-radiological hazards is irrelevant because they involve safety at Yucca 

Mountain and indicate an overall culture of elevating schedule over safety.  If hypothetically, 

Nevada established a pattern of DOE management crimes against Yucca Mountain workers in 

order to maintain schedule, the pattern could hardly be dismissed as irrelevant just because no 

radiological materials were involved.   

DOE’s discussion of the ORISE document actually supports Nevada’s contention.  DOE 

concedes that the ORISE study demonstrated a "technical disagreement" with DOE safety 

conclusions in the application (Answer at 95).  This is precisely Nevada’s point.  DOE knew one 

of its National Laboratories disagreed with some important technical conclusions in its 

application yet, to meet schedule, omitted any mention of  this disagreement in its application, 

contrary to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.10 and 63.11.  The fact that DOE placed the study on the LSN is 

irrelevant, for the cited regulations are clear that DOE has a duty to file a complete and accurate 

application and may not deliberately submit an incomplete application.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-02 – DOE MANAGEMENT  
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE asserts that the issue of whether it possesses or lacks the requisite management 

ability to construct and operate a safe repository is outside the scope of this proceeding, and it 

tries to somehow separate the application from the applicant.  By DOE's formulation, an utterly 

incompetent applicant could nonetheless secure a repository construction license from the NRC 

as long as it could craft an attractive application.  In so asserting, DOE ignores its burden of 

proving (before the Commission may authorize construction of a GROA at the Yucca Mountain 

site) that there is reasonable assurance that the types and amounts of radioactive materials 

described in the application can be received and possessed in a GROA of the design proposed 

without unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public and that there is a reasonable 

expectation that the materials can be disposed of without unreasonable risk to the health and 

safety of the public.  10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2).  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada 

alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation 

always raises a material issue.  

Those issues are the essence of the scope of the proceeding.  As Nevada has shown, 

settled NRC case law establishes the proposition that an applicant's management competence is a 

proper consideration in the licensing proceeding to determine entitlement to an NRC license 

(Petition at 28).  Nevada establishes that the pattern of an applicant's management performance 
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in prior large projects is a cognizant fact to be considered in determining the likelihood of 

management competence on the project for which an NRC license is sought (Petition at 29).  

Indeed, the prior pattern of management competence of a license applicant is relevant to its 

license entitlement in a new unrelated licensing proceeding (Petition at 29).  This is a principle 

which can work both ways, since an excellent record of performance at other facilities also 

creates a reasonable expectation that good performance will continue (Petition at 30).   

DOE argues that, by virtue of its adoption of the NWPA, Congress has already 

considered and resolved the issue of DOE's technical and management competence as a matter of 

law (Answer at 97).  DOE also argues that nothing in NRC's regulation 10 C.F.R. Part 63 

requires technical or management competence on the part of an applicant for a repository license 

(Answer at 100).   

DOE also insists that, even if NRC regulations in other contexts may require a showing 

of technical or management competence, no such requirement exists with respect to nuclear 

waste repositories.  DOE even urges that, because one senator stated 26 years ago, in 1982, that 

DOE had the capability "to deal with the administration of this program" (Answer at 99), that 

translates into "that Congress selected DOE as the only applicant for this license because of its 

unique technical and management qualifications."  DOE's leap of faith is unjustified by the 

history it cites and ignores decades of demonstrated incapacity to manage.   

Congress did not preordain DOE as the licensee to build and operate a repository, or else 

this licensing proceeding would be utterly unnecessary.  Rather, the purpose of this proceeding is 

to test every credential of DOE as a fit licensee to prevent "unreasonable risk to the health and 

safety of the public."  DOE here ignores Section 114(f)(5) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. § 

10134(f)(5), which provides:  "Nothing in this Act shall be construed to amend or otherwise 
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detract from the licensing requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission" and which was 

specifically reenacted when Congress amended the NWPA in 1987 to designate DOE as the 

applicant for the Yucca Mountain repository.   

Congress provided in Section 114(d) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. § 10134(d), that the 

Commission must judge DOE's application "in accordance with the laws applicable to such 

applications," thereby including the full scope of NRC case law making licensee character and 

competence an important consideration in reviewing the application and in a licensing hearing 

See, e.g. Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three-Mile Island Nuclear Sta., Unit 1), CLI-85-9, 21 NRC 

1118, 1136-37 (1985); Georgia Power Co. (Vogtle Elec. Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2, CLI-

93-16, 38 NRC 25 (1993); Louisiana Power & Light Co. (Waterford Steam Elec. Sta., Unit 3), 

ALAB-812, 22 NRC 5, 48-51 (1985).   

DOE concedes that, under 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(22), the LA must include a description of 

Yucca Mountain project's organizational structure, and its key positions with responsibility for 

safety, personnel qualifications, and other programmatic items (Answer at 101).  Yet, DOE 

would preclude NRC from any inquiry into the technical and management competence of an 

agency which has not demonstrated management competence as an agency, either in the past or 

in the present.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE argues that Nevada does not raise an issue material to the findings NRC must make 

because of the same reasons that Nevada's contention is outside the scope of the proceeding.  

Nevada would show DOE is wrong, likewise for the reasons given above in the prior section of 

this reply.  If DOE, as the applicant, does not possess the technical and management competence 

to construct and operate a nuclear waste repository which avoids unreasonable risks to the health 
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and safety of the public, then NRC cannot make those determinations which it must, under 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2), which are prerequisite to its issuing a license.  As indicated in 

III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada is required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) to provide a concise statement of 

alleged facts stating its position, and in addition (in accordance with the June 20, 2008 Case 

Management Order), reference to specific documents on which the Petitioner intends to rely in 

support of its position.  Nevada has complied with these requirements, articulating a vast amount 

of factual material, and citing a long list of reference materials from which the information was 

drawn.  DOE's criticism that Nevada does not also provide expert opinion is meritless, in that 

expert opinion is not required, particularly where, as here, the contention is predicated upon 

factual information drawn from documents, all of which are provided, referenced, and on the 

LSN.  The Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, specifically recognizes that contentions 

can be filed that raise pure legal issues, and that any contention may cite to facts contained in 

appropriate portions of the SAR and any applicable DOE reference documents.  See U.S. Dep't of 

Energy (High-Level Waste Repository:  Pre-Application Matters, Advisory PAPO Board), LBP-

08-10, 67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. at 6 and 7-8.  Nevada has done so in this contention 

by identifying the appropriate SAR subsections and portions of referenced DOE documents 

(citing to the LSN) as well as the reasoning for its conclusions.  See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) 

(requiring "references to specific portions of the application (including the applicant's 

environmental report and safety report) that the petitioner disputes and the supporting reasons for 

each dispute").  Moreover, Nevada is free to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, 
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see Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 

1982 NRC Lexis 92, *43, which must in fact be the case for contentions that raise pure legal 

issues. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   

While a debate on the merits of voluminous documents and their meaning is premature at 

this point in the proceeding, suffice it to say that DOE's initial response clearly establishes a 

genuine dispute on a material issue of law or fact, as DOE says (Answer at 103) that Nevada's 

voluminous evidence is "not symptomatic of an ongoing pattern of management incompetence."  

While DOE may be uncomfortable with many of the facts cited, either from DOE documents or 

GAO reports reporting the outcome of investigations of DOE, that discomfort confirms Nevada's 

position and establishes rather than gainsays the existence of a genuine dispute on a material 

issue.  DOE's argument accordingly has nothing to do with any shortage of compliance with 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  DOE spends this section of its response in a lengthy argument going to 

the merits of Nevada's contention, which is improper at this stage of the proceeding.  DOE's 

arguments about the meaning and weight of various documents do not detract from Nevada's 

essential point that technical and management competence is a relevant and important inquiry in 

determining a licensee's ability to proceed to construct a nuclear waste repository "without 

unreasonable risk of health and safety of the public."  10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2).  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  Should Nevada's evidence 
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establish a pattern of DOE mismanagement, this suggests that such behavior would continue and 

undermines DOE's burden of proving the contrary.   

The document trail laid out by Nevada includes myriad separate subjects demonstrating 

DOE technical or management ineptitude, in the early, middle, and present stages of its Yucca 

Mountain project efforts.  The Commission is entitled to consider the track record of DOE in this 

regard as a barometer of its reasonable assurance or reasonable expectation (DOE's burden) that 

DOE will prevent unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.  Accordingly, Nevada 

is not merely expressing some general fear that historical actions predict future behavior, but 

rather that a pattern or continuum of behavior places the burden on the applicant to demonstrate a 

different outcome can be expected in the future.  DOE's criticism of "historical" events is not 

even logical, since obviously anything which DOE has done or failed to do in the past, even the 

recent past, is by definition "historical."  If by this DOE means documented examples of past 

deficiencies and improprieties cannot be used, no matter how numerous, serious, or recent, then 

DOE is being irrational because any Documentary Materials relied upon, even those made 

available the day before a contention is due, are obviously historical; under DOE's formulation, 

then, no question of its technical and management capability could ever be raised. 

DOE attempts (Answer at 107) to ridicule Nevada's criticism of its mismanagement, 

suggesting that it is self-contradictory in that NEV-SAFETY-01 criticizes DOE for cutting 

corners and ignoring safety to make its schedule; while NEV-SAFETY-02 criticizes DOE for 

delaying its schedule.  There is no contradiction.  As shown by NEV-SAFETY-01, DOE's 

current management team did cut corners and did place schedule above safety in a desperate 

effort to make its June 2008 LA commitment.  In a nuclear safety context, that constitutes 

mismanagement.  It is not inconsistent for Nevada to point out in NEV-SAFETY-02 that DOE's 
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mismanagement of the project has nevertheless led to multiple lengthy delays, including the most 

recent one which delayed for almost four years a long-promised December 2004 LA filing, 

which promises were only foregone less than a month before the promised date.   

In the larger picture, DOE has focused on only Yucca Mountain as a potential repository 

site since the NWPA amendments of 1987, and yet, it has missed (now by ten years and 

counting) the deadline of January 1998 set out by Congress for DOE to make available to 

utilities the repository for their nuclear waste.  (In asserting that Congress endorsed the 

management competence of DOE by selecting it for this role in 1982, DOE conveniently ignores 

its abject inability to even approach the deadlines set by the same Congress.)   

DOE addresses the Nevada mismanagement allegations relating to contract oversight 

(Answer at 108) by essentially admitting the Nevada premise, but contending that the major 

problems resulting therefrom have been (at great expense) remedied by DOE.  DOE's focus on 

getting "credit" for fixing problems in no way erases the propensity of its mismanagement to 

generate those problems in the first place.  These assertions, and DOE's assertions that Nevada's 

litany of examples are merely isolated incidents go to the merits of this contention, and therefore 

illustrate, rather than contradict, the notion that they establish material disputed issues.   

DOE argues that the (Answer at 110) that the toxic silica allegations are remote in time 

and not relevant to this proceeding.  These allegations are, again, part of a continuum 

demonstrating a pattern of DOE technical and management incompetence.  The fact that the 

information involves, according to DOE "non-radiological health and safety issues" (id.) is 

irrelevant:  they involve risk to the health and safety of the public, a matter of concern in this 

proceeding.  10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2). 
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DOE's response to this contention argues every point made by Nevada in this contention, 

presenting factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by Nevada, but all of 

which constitute a merits challenge, prematurely made.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-03 – QUALITY ASSURANCE IMPLEMENTATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE sets the tone for its response to this contention by arguing in response to the initial 

paragraph that Nevada's contention is a mere compendium of historic information and 

speculation and fails to specify any issue.  On the contrary, Nevada specifies a clear and singular 

issue in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) as well as the requirements of the June 20, 

2008 Case Management Order (suggesting that such issue statement should rarely require more 

than a sentence or two).  Nevada alleges that DOE has been and continues to be unable to 

implement an adequate QA program and that there exists no basis for a reasonable assurance that 

DOE will do so in the future.  Nevada assumes that DOE is capable of cutting and pasting the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. 63 Subpart G, into its QARD, but asserts that DOE has the burden of 

proving (not merely promising in the future) that it has a QA program compliant with Subpart 

G.  10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3)(iii).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

Nevada's explanation of the basis of its contention (again, "rarely should this require 

more than a sentence or two" in accordance with the June 20, 2008 Case Management Order) 

sets out the dichotomy between the requirements of Subpart G and their recitation by DOE on 

the one hand, and DOE's past and present failure to implement those requirements, compelling 

the conclusion that its future implementation will be woefully deficient.  DOE argues that the 

historic record that DOE's QA program "has identified areas needing improvement" (Answer at 

115), and that it is therefore totally successful, is wrong for two reasons.  First, while it may be 

the role of the QA program to find performance deficiencies and correct them, the focus of 

Nevada's contention is not those performance deficiencies; rather, the focus of Nevada's 
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contention is the inept DOE QA program itself, particularly the failure of QA's Corrective 

Action Program (CAP) to do its job.  Second, DOE is attempting to argue the merits of the 

contention, by insisting its QA program is a good one:  such a merits argument, which will be the 

subject of substantial disputation, is not a fit response where, as here, the issue is sufficiency of 

the contention pleadings.  DOE cannot be heard to say there is no basis for the contention simply 

because DOE claims its QA program is a good one.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's 

contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada makes clear the rationale why the QA issue it raises is within the scope of the 

hearing in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).  DOE has the burden of proof on all 

aspects of its compliance with 10 C.F.R. 63.  10 C.F.R. 63.31(a)(3)(iii) requires that before the 

Commission may grant DOE a license, it must first determine that "DOE's quality assurance 

program complies with the requirements of Subpart G of this Part."  Nevada's stated position in 

this contention is that DOE's QA program has not complied with the requirements of Subpart G, 

does not comply, and that there exists no basis for a reasonable assurance that DOE's QA 

program will comply in the future.  That places the issue in this contention squarely within the 

scope of this proceeding.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support 

in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  

DOE incorrectly argues that Nevada seeks a "broad, vague, and ultimately impermissible 

inquiry into the past practices and character of DOE" (Answer at 116).  DOE argues that "the 

adequacy of DOE's QA program in the past is outside the scope of this proceeding" (id.).  DOE 

intentionally misses the point, since Nevada's documentation of the consistent failure of DOE's 

QA program in the past is not the primary focus of the contention, but rather forms its predicate:  
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if DOE's QA program has never been successful, and more importantly, in the interim even now, 

after its filing of its License Application, remains unsuccessful, then there is no basis upon which 

the Commission can find a "compliant" QA program except for DOE's promises of something 

different in the future, which promises ring hollow.   

DOE inadvertently frames the issue well at one point in its answer (at 117) when it 

asserts Nevada is "claiming that DOE is unable to implement a QA program in the future" and 

goes on to state "this challenge, however, is outside the scope of this proceeding."  Nevada 

disagrees.  If Nevada shows that DOE's QA program has not in the past, and is not presently, 

compliant with Subpart G, and if, as DOE claims, even its capability to conduct a satisfactory 

QA program "is outside the scope of this proceeding," then DOE has not and cannot carry its 

burden of proving that which it is responsible to prove as a prerequisite to the Commission 

granting its license.  DOE misses the mark suggesting (id.) that conditions may not be premised 

on a "general fear that a licensee cannot be trusted to follow regulations."  Rather than a general 

fear that DOE cannot be trusted to follow regulations, Nevada instead demonstrates the past and 

present inability of DOE to comply, and the concomitant frailty of its representations of future 

compliance which can scarcely form the basis for a reasonable assurance or reasonable 

expectation on the part of the Commission of DOE's future success in this area, as required to 

satisfy 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a) and (b). 

DOE references 66 Fed. Reg. 55,732 (Nov. 2, 2001), in which publication NRC explains 

the necessity of evaluating "whether the DOE QA program will continue to be effectively 

implemented."  Id. at 55,765.  Accordingly, the issue of whether DOE's QA program can be 

expected to be effectively implemented, and whether DOE has shown it is compliant and is 

likely in the future to be compliant, is a legitimate issue in this proceeding.  
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
For the same reasons that Nevada's contention is within the scope of the hearing, it is 

material to the findings NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain, primarily because of its 

focus on DOE's ability to adhere to the NRC regulatory requirement (prerequisite to the granting 

of a license) that it demonstrate that it has a compliant QA program (10 C.F.R. § 

63.31(a)(3)(iii)).  In its response here, DOE falsely states "Nevada does not challenge DOE's 

compliance with applicable NRC regulations" (Answer at 118).  DOE continues to intentionally 

miss the point, contending that its inability in the past to implement a QA program is not material 

to this proceeding, ignoring Nevada's focus on present and future ability to implement a 

successful QA program.   

DOE's focus on only its past QA failures hits the mark, since Nevada in its contention 

spends an equal amount of time presenting a litany of current (post-LA) QA deficiencies.  DOE's 

misplaced focus on only its past deficiencies also leads it to cite the holdings of two cases which 

actually support Nevada's position herein.  Specifically, two cases cited by DOE (Answer at 118) 

caution that deficiencies "must be of more than historical interest."  Dominion Nuclear Conn. 

(Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3), 54 NRC 349, 366 (2001) (quoting Ga. Inst. of 

Tech. (Georgia Tech Research Reactor), 42 NRC 111, 120 (1995)); and cautioning against 

merely litigating "historic allegations or past events with no direct bearing on the challenged 

licensing action." See id. (quoting Georgia Power Co. (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units 1 

and 2), 38 NRC 25, 36 n.22 (1993)).  Unlike the Petitioners in those cases, Nevada draws a clear 

line connecting the dots between DOE's deficient past QA program, its deficient current QA 

program, and its inability to carry its burden of establishing with any reasonable predictability 
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that its QA implementation will be compliant in the future, thus falling short of the showings 

required to entitle it to receive a license.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE's response in this section is a simple conclusory assertion that Nevada's contention 

is made up entirely of unsupported assertions and lacks expert opinion.  10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(v) suggests the need for a statement of "alleged facts or expert opinions which 

support the requestor's/petitioner's position on the issue."  The June 20, 2008 Case Management 

Order clarifies that requirement by providing that a potential party provide references to the 

specific sources and documents on which the Petitioner relies.  Expert opinion is not a 

requirement.  This is particularly true where, as here, the rationale for Nevada's contention is 

entirely predicated upon the factual record created by DOE as evidenced in documents DOE 

itself created.   

The Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, specifically recognizes that contentions 

can be filed that raise pure legal issues, and that any contention may cite to facts contained in 

appropriate portions of the SAR and any applicable DOE reference documents.  See U.S. Dep't of 

Energy (High-Level Waste Repository:  Pre-Application Matters, Advisory PAPO Board), LBP-

08-10, 67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. at 6 and 7-8.  Nevada has done so in this contention 

by identifying the appropriate SAR subsections and portions of referenced DOE documents 

(citing to the LSN) as well as the reasoning for its conclusions.  See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) 

(requiring "references to specific portions of the application (including the applicant's 

environmental report and safety report) that the petitioner disputes and the supporting reasons for 

each dispute").  Moreover, Nevada is free to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, 

see Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 
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1982 NRC Lexis 92, *43, which must in fact be the case for contentions that raise pure legal 

issues.  Given some 26 pages of detailed factual allegations supported by references to (and 

literally dozens of quotations from) DOE's own documents, the suggestion that Nevada's 

contention is made up of "unsupported" assertions is ludicrous.  Nevada amply satisfies the 

requirements for stating the facts in support of its position and identifying the specific sources 

and documents on which it intends to rely to support its position in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(v).   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   

Having already unsuccessfully urged that the issue raised by Nevada is outside the scope 

of this proceeding, and that its decision is not material to the findings which the Commission 

must make in order to grant a license, DOE concludes by contending that there somehow exists a 

dichotomy between the past and present, under which DOE's past poor QA performance 

becomes irrelevant.  Nevada's contention shows, on the contrary, that the record established by 

DOE of an inadequate QA program, has been a continuum which has lasted some 20 years, and 

which, in all reasonable probability, will continue in the future, absent some showing which 

DOE has failed to make to carry its burden of proof herein.  Nevada specifies the LA provisions 

and NRC regulatory provisions at issue in its contention, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(vi). 

DOE again suggests that it is the job of a QA program to point out deficiencies in the 

field (ignoring the point that the contention is not aimed at the existence of deficiencies in the 

field, but in DOE's QA program itself).  For example, two particular areas in which numerous 
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reference materials are cited by Nevada involve the failure of DOE's QA program to competently 

oversee third-party suppliers and its legendary inability to administer a successful CAP 

(Corrective Action Program).  As indicated by a number of the sources referenced by Nevada, 

DOE was sometimes successful at writing CRs (Condition Reports) reflecting adverse findings, 

but was often incapable of managing months or years of backlogs of such CRs to ensure 

completion of corrective action.   

Again attempting to argue prematurely on the merits of the issue, DOE (Answer at 120) 

makes much of the September 2008 "independent" QA assessment which praised the DOE QA 

program.  The weight to be given any one QA inspection is questionable, especially when the 

"independent" panel was made up of the Nuclear Energy Institute and several nuclear utilities, all 

proponents of opening a repository at Yucca Mountain as quickly as possible.  QA assessments 

predating and postdating this single example touted by DOE find some praise and some 

criticism, but DOE can scarcely carry its burden in this proceeding on the thin reed of a single 

friendly "independent" assessment.   

DOE itself observes (Answer at 120) that QA reports and assessments cited by Nevada 

contain "issues self-identified by DOE as examples of a broken QA program," but also contain 

statements about a "healthy and effective QA program."  These are the indicia of dispute on 

material issues, and is certainly not the basis for exclusion of a contention from consideration. 

DOE's response to this contention argues every point made by Nevada in this contention, 

presenting factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by Nevada, but all of 

which constitute a merits challenge, prematurely made.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-04 – CONTENT OF QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Section 5 (Petition at 

74-75) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Section 4 (Petition at 73-74).  

Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Section 6 (Petition at 75) that because of the factual 

allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Those pleadings are more than 

adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this hearing as required by 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).   

DOE’s Answer (at 123-124) claims that the issues raised by Nevada in this contention are 

outside the scope of this proceeding because an NRC guidance document does not specifically 

enumerate them for inclusion in the QA program.  Significantly, the referenced NRC guidance 

document does not state that the DOE’s Quality Assurance (QA) program need not address 

repository operations, permanent closure, and decontamination and dismantling of surface 

facilities.  More importantly, however, the governing NRC regulation – 10 C.F.R. § 63.142(a) – 

specifically requires DOE to include in its SAR a description of those particular QA activities.  

In fact, there is nothing in Section 63.142(a) that speaks to timing or a delay in submitting certain 

information or even any mention of a staged-based QA program.  Perhaps it is wise to repeat 

exactly what this regulation requires: 

The pertinent requirements of this subpart [i.e., Subpart G (Quality Assurance) of 
10 C.F.R. Part 63] apply to all activities that are important to waste isolation and 
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important to safety functions of those structures, systems and components.  These 
activities include designing, purchasing, fabricating, handling, shipping, storing, 
cleaning, erecting, installing, inspecting, testing, operating, maintaining, 
repairing, modifying, site characterization, performing confirmation, permanent 
closure, decontamination, and dismantling of surface facilities. 

 
10 C.F.R. § 63.142(a) (emphasis added).  If DOE’s theory were correct then there would be no 

need for it to evaluate repository operations through the performance of a pre-closure assessment 

or to evaluate permanent closure through the performance of the TSPA at this time because DOE 

only now seeks a license to construct a repository.  See, e.g., DOE’s Answer at 124-25 (wherein 

DOE asserts that this hearing is only about a construction authorization for a high-level waste 

geologic repository) (emphasis supplied by DOE).  In addition, it is absurd for DOE to argue that 

it need not prepare a QA program to satisfy Section 63.142(a) because there are certain 

"activities that DOE is not yet performing or allowed to perform" (Answer at 125), because that 

argument would swallow the requirement to prepare any portion of the QA program at this stage 

since DOE is not now performing or allowed to perform any construction activity at Yucca 

Mountain.  Finally, it is disingenuous for DOE to argue that Nevada seeks "to advocate for 

stricter requirements than NRC rules require at this stage" (Answer at 125), when as illustrated in 

the citation above it is clear on its face what is required by 10 C.F.R. § 63.142(d).   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  See also the response to Section 3 above for a clear and unequivocal identification 

of the specific facts at issue and the exact wording of the relevant regulation.  Although DOE 

asserts that it has the right under 10 C.F.R. § 63.144 to change its QA program following the 

submittal of the license application (Answer at 125), that fact does not alter need for DOE to 
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submit a description of a QA program as part of its license application that conforms to the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.142(d).  Similarly, DOE asserts because the Statements of 

Consideration underlying Part 63 allows for phased licensing process it need not now submit a 

QA program that addresses repository operations, permanent closure, and decontamination and 

dismantling of surface facilities (Answer at 126-27).  In addition to the fact that the quoted 

portion of the Statement of Considerations does not address what needs to be included in DOE’s 

QA Program, it is a fundamental principle of administrative law that an agency’s commentary 

regarding a regulation cannot be read to alter the specific language in a regulation.  See U.S. 

Dep’t of Energy (High Level Waste Repository, Pre-Application Matters), LBP-04-20, 60 NRC 

300, 331, n.50 (2004) ("guidance found in . . . Statements of Considerations that conflict with or 

are inconsistent with a regulation cannot of course trump the plain meaning of the regulation").  

Here, 10 C.F.R. § 63.142(d) clearly requires DOE to submit a QA program that addresses, 

among many other elements, repository operations, permanent closure, and decontamination and 

dismantling of surface facilities.  In sum, by raising an issue that is material to the findings that 

the NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain, in this contention Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
With regard to DOE’s assertion regarding the "legal requirement" for what needs to be 

addressed in the QA program, and DOE’s assertion its ability to "amend its QA program" (DOE 

Answer at 127), see the response provided in Sections 3 and 4 above.  To the degree that DOE 
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debates what SAR Subsection 5.1.2 and QARD Subsection 2.2.2 state or do not state, those 

documents speak for themselves, and as pled in Petition (at 74-75) clearly support Nevada’s 

contention.  To the degree that DOE is challenging the meaning or intent of the words contained 

within those documents (which Nevada argues is plain on its face), such an argument is clearly 

directed to the merits of this contention and therefore not an appropriate response to the 

admissibility of this contention.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-05 – EMERGENCY PLAN 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE and Nevada agree that a description of an Emergency Plan needs to be provided as 

part of the application for a construction authorization (Petition at 77; Answer at 130).  However, 

DOE and Nevada have a legal dispute with regard to NRC’s regulation that specifies what that 

description is to contain.  Specifically, Nevada reads the regulatory requirement contained in 10 

C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(21) literally, requiring DOE to include a "description of the plan for 

responding to, and recovering from, radiological emergencies . . . ." (Petition at 77).  DOE is of 

the opinion that the requirement in the regulation for a "description of the plan" can be satisfied 

with "commitments to include the items [identified by Nevada] when the emergency plan is 

complete . . . ."  (Petition at 133).  It is no excuse that DOE had not prepared the required 

information when it filed its LA.  As indicated in III.E. above, 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) cannot 

possibly mean that DOE is excused from supplying information or analyses otherwise required 

merely because the information or analyses was not available when DOE chose to file its 

application.  Unlike Nevada’s reliance on Section 63.21(c)(21) for its position, DOE’s Answer 

fails to articulate any bases for its position (Answer at 129-34). 
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DOE attempts to deflect attention away from this legal issue by arguing that Nevada 

"offers no evidence that the 'missing' information actually is available, let alone that it was 

reasonably available at the time of docketing."  Id. at 130.  However, Nevada’s Petition (at 76 

and 77-78) clearly identified what was missing – e.g., "a general map that identifies primary 

routes for emergency response equipment access or evacuation," "the locations of hospitals, fire 

and police stations," and "the off-site location of the emergency operations facility and the joint 

information center" – which surely is information reasonably available, even to DOE.  In fact, 

presumably DOE would be the best source of information as to where its own emergency 

operations facility will be located – not Nevada.   

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Section 5 (Petition at 

77-78) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Section 4 (Petition at 77).  Moreover, 

Nevada has made clear in Section 6 of its Petition (at 78-79) that because of the factual 

allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  In sum, this legal dispute is 

material to this proceeding and ripe for adjudication because compliance with Section 

63.21(c)(21) is a prerequisite to the issuance of a construction authorization under 10 C.F.R. § 

63.31(a)(3).  Moreover, whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material 

issue.  See Section III.K., supra.   

DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 130).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 
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to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 

noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(21), 63.161 and 72.32(b) 

(see Petition at 77, 78, and 78), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3), (id. at 78 and 79).  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE is correct that Nevada has not offered an expert affidavit to support this contention 

(Answer at 131).  Nevada is not offering an expert opinion because this is a legal contention 

(Petition at 76).  NEV-SAFETY-05 presents for consideration whether DOE’s commitments to 

develop descriptions of seven items for inclusion in an emergency plan, as contained within the 

enumerated SAR subsections, complies with the regulatory requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. 

§ 63.21(c)(21).  Id. at 77-78.  Nevada has clearly identified what was missing – e.g., "a general 

map that identifies primary routes for emergency response equipment access or evacuation," "the 

locations of hospitals, fire and police stations," and "the off-site location of the emergency 

operations facility and the joint information center" (Petition at 76 and 77-78) – which surely is 

information reasonably available, even to DOE.  For DOE to now claim (Answer at 130) that 
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there is "no evidence that the 'missing' information actually is available" is disingenuous to say 

the least.  Surely judicial notice can be given with regard to where hospitals, fire stations and 

police stations are located (particularly in an area as remote as Yucca Mountain), and 

presumably DOE would be the best source of information as to where its own emergency 

operations facility will be located.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Notwithstanding all of the foregoing, DOE claims that Nevada "fails to raise a genuine 

dispute on a material issue of law or fact" (DOE Answer at 131).  Nevada has clearly identified a 

genuine legal dispute – i.e., whether commitments to provide information regarding the 

emergency plan satisfies the regulatory requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(21) to provide a 

"description of the plan."  In addition, the resolution of that issue is material because compliance 

with Section 63.21(c)(21) is a prerequisite to the issuance of a construction authorization under 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3) (Petition at 79). 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-06 – PART 21 COMPLIANCE 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 136).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 

noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 21.1, 21.2(a)(2), and 63.73 (see 

Petition at 81, 82, and 83), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s noncompliance 

with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 

63.31(a)(3) (id. at 83).  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in Oconee because 
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they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a difference in 

the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.  In sum, whenever Nevada 

alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC regulation, 

Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE is correct that Nevada has not offered an expert affidavit to support this contention 

(Answer at 137).  Nevada is not offering an expert opinion because this is a legal contention 

(Petition at 80).  NEV-SAFETY-06 presents for consideration whether DOE’s commitment to 

comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 21 and 10 C.F.R. § 63.73 suffices to demonstrate 

compliance with the specific requirements in 10 C.F.R. §§ 21.1 and 21.2(a)(2) to have in place 

such a program.  Id. at 80-81. 

DOE claims that Nevada has overlooked various portions of its Quality Assurance 

Requirements Documents (QARD) wherein it addresses the various program elements required 

by 10 C.F.R. Part 21 (Answer at 137-38).  While the QARD is incorporated by reference in SAR 

Subsection 5.1 at 5.1-1, the incorporation statement lacks sufficient specificity to ensure that any 

commitments contained in the QARD, including those associated with the Part 21 program, 

remain in place unchanged from that which appears in the current version of the QARD – i.e., 

Revision 20.  In other words, DOE is free to revise the QARD and delete or modify the 

provisions to which it cites (Answer at 138, citing to QARD pages 52, 72, 92, and 95) because 

the SAR neither cites to a particular revision of the QARD nor commits not to make any changes 

that reduce the effectiveness of the QARD.  This point is particularly relevant here since QARD, 

Revision 20 was issued with an effective date of October 1, 2008, i.e., almost 4 months after 

DOE submitted it License Application, which illustrates that the document is not static but 
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clearly subject to regular change.  In addition, DOE fails to point out that QARD, Revision 20 

does not address posting requirements (i.e., 10 C.F.R. § 21.6), the requirement to evaluate and 

report failures to comply and defects (i.e., 10 C.F.R. § 21.21), or the requirement to prepare and 

maintain records (10 C.F.R. § 21.51).  Furthermore, Revision 20 of the QARD lacks clarity in 

two areas:  (i) it fails to define the term "nonconformances" (Answer at 138, citing to QARD 

page 92); and (ii) it fails to define the phrase "conditions adverse to quality" (id, citing to QARD 

page 95) – both omissions being of particular significance since neither term/phrase is used in 

either 10 C.F.R. Part 21 or 10 C.F.R. § 63.73.  Notwithstanding all of the foregoing, DOE’s 

reliance on the QARD to demonstrate compliance with Part 21 wholly fails to address the 

inconsistency of that position with the contention at issue here, namely statements contained in 

the SAR (i.e., the principal document in this proceeding that sets forth DOE’s position 

particularly with regard to regulatory compliance) that DOE "will comply" with Part 21.   

DOE also claims that Nevada has overlooked two procedures that allegedly demonstrate 

that DOE has already complied with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 21 (Answer at 138).  

However, neither of the two procedures to which DOE cites is incorporated by reference within 

the SAR, or even the QARD.  In order for DOE to demonstrate compliance with Part 21 by 

referencing a document other than the SAR, DOE must incorporate that document by reference 

in the SAR – and in these two instances DOE has not made the requisite incorporation-by-

reference statement.  Compare DOE Answer at 137-38 (noting that the QARD "is incorporated 

by reference in the Application at SAR Section 5.1 at 5.1-1) with DOE Answer at 138 

(identifying Procedures AP-15.5Q and AP-16.1Q without any mention of their incorporation by 

reference in the SAR).  As in the case of the QARD discussed above, DOE is free to revise either 

procedure and delete or modify its commitments to comply with Part 21.  This point is 
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particularly relevant here since Revision 12 to Procedure AP-16.1Q was issued with an effective 

date of October 1, 2008, i.e., almost 4 months after DOE submitted the License Application, 

which illustrates that the document is not static but clearly subject to regular change.  

Notwithstanding all of the foregoing, DOE’s reliance on the two referenced procedures to 

demonstrate compliance with Part 21 wholly fails to address the inconsistency of that position 

with the contention at issue here, namely statements contained in the SAR (i.e., the principal 

document in this proceeding that sets forth DOE’s position particularly with regard to regulatory 

compliance) that DOE "will comply" with Part 21. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
See the responses to Sections 4 and 5 above. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-07 – RETRIEVAL PLANS AND QA 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE claims that this contention lacks specificity.  DOE’s Answer indicates that DOE 

knows precisely what this contention is about, for that Answer states (correctly) that the 

contention claims "that certain SSCs were improperly classified, which resulted in certain SSCs 

falling outside of the QA program" (Answer at 143).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE here makes the remarkable statement that "[r]egardless of whether this contention 

ultimately relates to the sufficiency of DOE’s QA program or the description of its retrieval 

plans, Nevada fails to present a material issue" (Answer at 143).  But an adequate QA program 

and an adequate description of the retrieval plan are both required by Part 63, specifically 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(7) and 63.31(a)(3)(iii).  Therefore this contention, on its face, presents a 

material issue of compliance with applicable NRC regulations.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE complains that Nevada offers no support except references to the application and to 

the NRC’s regulations.  Nevada submits that these are all that is necessary here.    

Nevada concedes that it is immaterial whether an SSC is classified as ITS or ITWI, as 

long as it is classified as one or the other, and is thereby brought within the full ambit of DOE’s 

QA program, as described in its QARD.  However, the point of the contention is that by applying 
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narrow criteria for ITS classification to SSCs necessary for retrieval, and not considering SSCs 

necessary for retrieval as possibly ITWI, important SSCs necessary for retrieval are omitted from 

the QARD.  Specifically, if an SSCs necessary for retrieval is only subject to QA if it affects 

doses to workers or to the public from category 1 or 2 event sequences, as is the case under 

criteria for classification as ITS, then some SSCs necessary for retrieval that profoundly affect 

ability to actually retrieve wastes, but do not affect doses to workers or to the public from 

category 1 or 2 event sequences, are excluded.   

DOE believes that "[t]he function of an ITWI/SSC is to assist with isolating waste, 

whereas the function of retrieval equipment is to remove waste from isolation" (Answer at 144).  

This crisply defines Nevada’s issue—whether equipment necessary for retrieval should be ITWI 

because waste isolation safety, in its broad and proper sense, depends in important part on a 

viable and safe retrieval plan, just as safe operation of a nuclear power plant depends in 

important part on the ability to safely shut the plant down.  If Nevada is correct that waste 

isolation safety, in its broad and proper sense, depends on a viable and safe retrieval plan, then 

SSCs necessary for retrieval are within the scope of 10 CFR § 142 (a) because that subsection 

includes "all activities that are important to waste isolation". 

DOE does not state categorically that all SSCs necessary for retrieval are covered 

completely by the QARD.  Instead, DOE states (Answer at 143) that the QARD applies "using a 

graded approach," but the cited reference to the QARD, Rev, 20, at 19 offers no explanation 

what this means. 

 DOE believes that "[t]he function of an ITWI/SSC is to assist with isolating waste, 

whereas the function of retrieval equipment is to remove waste from isolation" (Answer at 144).  

This crisply defines Nevada’s issue—whether equipment necessary for retrieval should be ITWI 
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because waste isolation safety, in its broad and proper sense, depends on a viable and safe 

retrieval plan. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE repeats or summarizes its previous arguments.  They are incorrect for the reasons 

given above.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-08 – ALARA AND THE AGING FACILITY 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

This contention alleges violations of NRC regulations, most proximately 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.112 (e)(2), 63.112 (e)(5) and 20.1101 (b), all of which are related.  It is material on its face 

unless DOE is arguing that a license may be issued notwithstanding non-compliance.  However, 

such an argument would impermissibly challenge Part 63 because it would mean that the cited 

sections could have no effect on licensing.   

The SAR does not explicitly consider, as required by 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.112 (e)(2) and 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.112 (e)(5) "means to limit the time required to perform work in the vicinity of 

radioactive materials" and "means to control access to high radiation areas . . . ."  Instead, in the 

case of worker tasks, it defers any consideration to an unspecified later time.  SAR 1.10.2.11.1 at 

1.10-20.  And in the case of access limitation, no explanation is provided for the considerations 

that resulted in the security fence around the aging facility but not surrounding the entire R2 

radiation zone associated with the aging facility, as shown in SAR Figure 1.10-16 at 1.10-121.  It 

is the lack of consideration of means to comply with the requirements that results in a defective 

SAR and an incomplete license application upon which a license decision can not be made.  The 

license application is also incomplete with respect to the aging facility ALARA considerations in 
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the SAR because of the use of simplifying assumptions, which will be revised later, for the 

modeling of radiation sources and worker exposure pathways to compensate for uncertainties in 

configuration of facilities and equipment, including TAD canisters.  SAR 1.10.2.11.1 at 1.10-20.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.   

DOE (Answer at 148, 149, and 151) recites locations in the SAR that provide information 

on overpack shielding design, aging facility layout, and loading plans and ALARA.  It is this 

information with its uncertainties that is embedded in the SAR statements about simplifying 

assumptions and their later revision to allow for more realistic ALARA analyses.  While SAR 

1.2.7.6.3 at 1.2.7-12 is titled "Shielding Design," is written in a manner that suggests the aging 

overpack design exists, there is no reference to such a design in the SAR.  That is because the 

aging overpack and the TAD are currently being designed for DOE use by contracted vendors, 

based on DOE developed performance specifications.   

The "Hazard Analysis Report: Aging Facility" (04/2008) LSN# DEN001591110 at 45 

identifies "[r]outinely exceeding the ALARA dose goal" as a concern and notes under 

"Consequence/Result" that "[r]outine placement and retrieval operations and routine inspection 

operations will require occupancy exceeding the defined time and can result in personnel 

radiation dose exceeding the PDC design goal and not in keeping with the ALARA of 10 C.F.R. 

20 . . . ."  DOE (Answer at 150) accurately repeats the report’s overall conclusion that "overall 

the safety of the [Aging Facility], and the associated systems and design processes, is acceptable 
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at this stage of design.  Adequate design mitigation for pertinent hazards is incorporated in 

design requirements, or is in process.  Id. at 14."  But, the issue relative to the license application 

review and decision is that the design is not sufficiently complete to support a realistic ALARA 

analysis, and the Hazard Analysis Report, issued just two months before the license application 

illustrates this point.   

DOE (Answer at 150-51) cites "a more recent DOE ALARA review" that shows worker 

doses at the aging facility to be within the 500 mrem/yr DOE dose goal ("Repository ALARA 

Goal Compliance – Informal Study" (02/05/2008), LSN# DEN001574948, Table 1.0 at 7).  And 

DOE (Answer at 151) says, "[i]n short, the DOE report is part of the process for complying with 

the ALARA requirements and does not provide support for a contention that the design does not 

meet those requirements."  This 11-page report (DEN001574948), inconsistent with the Hazard 

Analysis Report, with no supporting dose analysis, predates the Hazard Analysis Report by two 

months, and furthermore, is not relevant to the Answer to this proceeding because it is not part of 

the application.  Moreover, it was not developed under any QA procedure.  It is labeled QA: 

N/A.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

For reasons discussed above this contention is material and shows that a genuine dispute 

exists with DOE over whether the license application contains sufficient aging facility 

information to permit NRC review and license decision.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-09 – INCREASING CO2 LEVELS ON FUTURE CLIMATE 
PROJECTIONS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE argues that contentions urging consideration of human induced climate changes 

(global warming) must be rejected as a challenge to 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 and proposed 10 C.F.R. 

§ 63.342 (c)(2).  DOE argues further that there is no requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 that this 

kind of climate change be considered.  This misreads the Commission’s rules and ignores the 

Notice of Hearing.   

Not all factors potentially influenced by human behavior were to be held constant, as 

DOE’s argument assumes.  10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (b) provides that certain factors, specifically 

"society, the biosphere (other than climate), human biology, or increases or decreases of human 

knowledge or technology" must remain constant "as they are at the time of submission of the 

license application."  Climate is specifically excluded from this injunction to hold certain factors 

constant.  Accordingly, 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (c) provides specifically that "DOE must vary factors 

related to . . . climate based upon cautious, but reasonable assumptions consistent with present 

knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain disposal system over the next 10,000 

years."  Nevada’s contentions about climate change use "cautious, but reasonable assumptions" 

and are based specifically on "present knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain 

disposal system over the next 10,000 years."   
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While it is true that NRC case law indicates that contentions which are the subject of 

pending NRC rulemaking should not be admitted, this case law is inapplicable here because the 

proposed NRC rulemaking cited by DOE addresses climate change over the period from 10,000 

years to 1,000,000 years, and does not affect any of Nevada’s climate contentions which focus 

on the period up to and including 10,000 years.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible.  

Moreover, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does 

not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 or 63.305 (c) is material per se.  This contention would, if true, 

invalidate DOE’s climate change model, and constitute a violation of 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (c).   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of  

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.   

DOE complains (Answer at 158) that the two references cited in support of the statement 

that insolation and greenhouse gas concentrations are fundamental forcing factors of climate 

change are non-specific, in the sense that the whole document is cited in each case.  However, 
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this is misleading.  A specific scientific understanding is being supported.  The two documents 

are an overall review from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) that 

discusses these issues throughout and a European Union study that addresses the implications of 

these forcing factors over the long timescales involved in assessing the safety of geological 

disposal of radioactive wastes (BIOCLIM, 2004).  Effectively, Nevada has pointed to two 

standard works of reference that support the statement both in a general sense and in the 

particular context of the long timescales of relevance in the geological disposal of radioactive 

wastes.  Therefore, this is not a case where one has to hunt through a massive document to 

determine what point a petitioner is trying to make.  DOE’s argument would, if accepted, 

produces the absurd result that specific scientific propositions are allowed to be supported only 

by tiny studies.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

Much of DOE’s argument improperly addresses the merits (Answer at 161) (Nevada’s 

contention is "speculation" and has no "reasoned basis"), and 162 ("futility of any type of 

predictions based on increased production of greenhouse gases by future human activity.")   

DOE (Answer at 159) challenges the role of Forester, et al. as a primary basis document.  

However, reference to SAR Subsection 2.3.1.2.1.2 shows that this is the report in which the 

Owens Lake data are analyzed and reported (SAR 2.3.1-17) and SAR Subsection 2.3.1.2.2.1 at 

SAR 2.3.1-19 states that "[t]he microfossil record from cores drilled at Owens Lake 

(Figure 2.3.1-6), along with the Devils Hole data, are the primary sources of paleoclimate data 

used to reconstruct the climate history in the Yucca Mountain area for the last long earth-orbital 

cycle that has occurred over the last 400,000 years."  Thus, Forester, et al. is clearly a primary 

basis document, irrespective of the number of other citations in these SAR Subsections.   
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DOE (Answer at 159) misrepresents the Nevada contention where it states that Nevada 

claims that the USGS report does not consider greenhouse gas concentration to be a climate 

change forcing function.  Rather, Nevada states (Petition at 94) that Forester, et al. use "as their 

central hypothesis that future insolation-correlated climate patterns may resemble those of past 

periods with similar insolation.  However, Forester, et al. do not address the consideration that 

both insolation and greenhouse gas concentrations are fundamental forcing factors of climate 

change."  This extended citation makes it clear that Nevada’s criticism is that Forester, et al. did 

not address greenhouse gas forcing in its modeling, as opposed to simply mentioning it as a 

consideration.   

DOE (Answer at 161) criticizes Nevada for speculating that carbon dioxide 

concentrations "will increase at a rate of 1 to 2 ppmv per year indefinitely into the future."  

Nevada makes no such claim.  Rather, the Petition (at 95) states that "atmospheric CO2 

concentrations are increasing at a rate of 1 to 2 ppmv per year."  This is the current rate and was 

considered to be such a well-known fact as not to require support by citation.  DOE seems not to 

understand that this current rate, even if only maintained for a few decades has the potential to 

affect climate for tens of thousands of years into the future.  This is a matter that is addressed in 

detail in the BIOCLIM (2004) reference that is cited.   

Nevada does not dispute that the magnitude of future climate forcing by greenhouse 

gases is subject to considerable uncertainty (Answer at 161) nor that insolation changes can be 

predicted for millions of years in the future (Answer at 161-62).  However, this does not address 

the issue that the effect of greenhouse gases is likely to be much greater than the effects of 

insolation changes for the next 10,000 years or more, as discussed in BIOCLIM (2004).   
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In its Answer (at 162), DOE cites the BIOCLIM (2004) study as projecting future drier 

conditions.  This is highly misleading, as the statement cited relates to Europe and not the 

Western United States.  Greenhouse warming is projected to result in regionally distinct changes 

in climate, e.g. due to changes in atmospheric circulation patterns.  A change in the pattern of 

storm tracks could result in much wetter conditions in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, implying 

increased infiltration.   

DOE complains (Answer at 164) that the reference in the contention to the two USGS 

memoranda is entirely immaterial.  However, the Petition (at 95) makes it clear that the reason 

for citing these memoranda is to show that Forester, et al. cannot be relied upon as a primary 

basis document because it "has received inadequate peer review."   

Finally, DOE arguments (Answer at 163) are incorrect.  As indicated in III.C. above, 

DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is not 

required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate 

that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-10 – CONSIDERATION OF FORCING FUNCTIONS ON  
FUTURE CLIMATE PROJECTIONS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE complains here that the contention does not state what DOE conclusions are 

inaccurate and incomplete.  The contention is specific in targeting DOE’s long-term climate 

projections for a specific reason – they ignored basis aspects of climate forcing.  Moreover, it is 

clear from the remainder of DOE’s argument that DOE knows precisely what this contention 

alleges.  See e.g., Answer at 173 ("forcing functions noted by Nevada, could result in a dryer 

climate, and less potential for infiltration").  DOE’s complaint about the SAR citation is perhaps 

relevant to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi), but has no bearing on specificity.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE argues that contentions urging consideration of human induced climate changes 

(global warming) must be rejected as a challenge to 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 and proposed 10 C.F.R. 

§ 63.342 (c)(2).  DOE argues further that there is no requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 that this 

kind of climate change be considered.  This misreads the Commission’s rules and ignores the 

Notice of Hearing.   

Not all factors potentially influenced by human behavior were to be held constant, as 

DOE’s argument assumes.  10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (b) provides that certain factors, specifically 

"society, the biosphere (other than climate), human biology, or increases or decreases of human 

knowledge or technology" must "remain constant as they are the time of submission of the 

license application."  Climate is specifically excluded from this injunction to hold certain factors 

constant.  Accordingly, 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (c) provides specifically that "DOE must vary factors 
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related to . . . climate based upon cautious, but reasonable assumptions consistent with present 

knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain disposal system over the next 10,000 

years."  Nevada’s contentions about climate change use "cautious, but reasonable assumptions" 

and are based specifically on "present knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain 

disposal system over the next 10,000 years."   

While it is true that NRC case law indicates that contentions which are the subject of 

pending NRC rulemaking should not be admitted, this case law is inapplicable here because the 

proposed NRC rulemaking cited by DOE addresses climate change over the period from 10,000 

years to 1,000,000 years, and does not affect any of Nevada’s climate contentions which focus 

on the period up to and including 10,000 years.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible.  

Moreover, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does 

not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 or 63.305 (c) is material per se.  This contention would, if true, 

invalidate DOE’s climate change model, and constitute a violation of 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (c).   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 
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counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.   

DOE (Answer at 171) claims that the citation of three references made in the Nevada 

Petition is vague and not permissible.  However, these three references are cited in support of a 

very specific criticism of the DOE climate-change methodology as being "flawed in that it 

ignores basic aspects of climate forcing and change relevant to the prediction of climate change 

over the next 10,000 years" (Petition at 98).  The three references are major international and US 

studies that address these issues throughout and are therefore properly cited in this way.  The 

specific flaws in the DOE methodology are set out in the Petition (at 99-100).  Therefore, this is 

not a case where one has to hunt through a massive document to determine what point a 

petitioner is trying to make.  DOE’s argument would, if accepted, produces the absurd result that 

specific scientific propositions are allowed to be supported only by tiny studies.   

DOE claims that various aspects of the Nevada contention are speculative (Answer at 

171-72).  These claims improperly address the merits but are examined below in any event.   

In the Answer (at 171), the proposition that increasing atmospheric greenhouse gas 

concentrations, unless abated, could result in major changes in ice sheets and ocean circulation, 

that could, in turn, create future climates even more distinct from past climates and those 

assumed for the future by DOE is described as speculative.  Nevada emphasizes that the broad 

body of scientific opinion, e.g., as recorded in IPCC (2007) cited in the Petition (at 98), is that 

the future changes in ice sheets and ocean circulation will occur.  Evaluating the climatic 

consequences of those changes at a regional or local scale continues to be explored in climate 

modeling studies and substantial uncertainties remain (see IPCC, 2007).  Therefore, Nevada does 

not contend that future climates will necessarily be more extreme than those addressed by DOE.  
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However, Nevada does contend that by neglecting to consider all the relevant factors, DOE has 

misleadingly grossly understated the range of uncertainty in future climatic conditions and that in 

consequence its "conclusions regarding long-term climate projections are inaccurate and 

incomplete" (Petition at 100).  As indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have 

been mischaracterized or underestimated is material and important to compliance with Part 63.   

Similar comments apply to the statements described as speculative in the DOE Answer 

(at 172).  There is complete agreement in the scientific community that decadal- to millennial-

scale variability and abrupt climate change have occurred in the past and it is perverse of DOE to 

ignore the possibility that they will occur in the future.  As to the issue that future climates at 

Yucca Mountain could be different from those assumed by DOE and could be without modern 

analog, the discussion follows that above, i.e., that DOE has misleadingly grossly understated the 

range of uncertainty in future climatic conditions and that in consequence its "conclusions 

regarding long-term climate projections are inaccurate and incomplete."  Furthermore, the 

possibility that those climates could be without modern analog means that their potential 

characteristics need to be explored using projective climate modeling techniques.  This has not 

been done by DOE, as it has relied entirely on the unfounded assumption that the range of future 

climate conditions at Yucca Mountain is bounded by the range of past conditions.  This arises 

because "[t]he methodology DOE uses to assess how climate could change in the next 10,000 

years assumes that future climate can be constrained using orbital-scale climate forcing, along 

with modern-day analog meteorological stations . . . " (emphasis added, and note that the range 

of future orbital forcing will be no larger than that over the Quaternary) (Petition at 98).   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

The existence of a material dispute with DOE is apparent from the face of DOE’s 

Answer.  (See e.g., Answer at 173, "forcing functions noted by Nevada, could result in a dryer 

climate, and less potential for infiltration.") 

DOE's Answer (at 173) notes a drier period of climate at 780 ka BP.  This is not disputed.  

However, this and subsequent comments are taken from a report addressing past and future 

climate changes in Europe and not in the Western United States.  Greenhouse warming is 

projected to result in regionally distinct changes in climate, e.g., due to changes in atmospheric 

circulation patterns.  A change in the pattern of storm tracks could result in much wetter 

conditions in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, implying increased infiltration.   

Overall, the DOE Answer does not address the issue that DOE has substantially 

underestimated uncertainties in future climate and hence in infiltration.  Furthermore, these 

uncertainties arise from greenhouse gas emissions and intrinsic variabilities in the climate system 

at sub-orbital time scales.  Indeed, because of the significance of greenhouse-gas emissions, 

these uncertainties are considered to be greatest on a timescale of hundreds to thousands of years.   

Finally, in response to DOE’s remaining complaints (Answer at 174-75), as indicated in 

III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete 

assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and 

irresponsible; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA 

models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-11 – HUMAN-INDUCED CLIMATE CHANGES ON 
PREDICTION OF THE NEXT GLACIAL PERIOD 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

SAR Subsection 5.2.5.4 stated in the Petition is an error.  The reference should be to SAR 

Subsections 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.2.1.2.3.  An overview statement relating to the cooling trend in the 

next 10,000 years is provided in Subsection 2.3.1.1 at SAR 2.3.1-6 and reference to the 

occurrence of a glacial climate at 30,000 years After Present (AP) is provided in SAR Subsection 

2.3.1.2.1.2.3 at SAR 2.3.1-16.  However, as there is no requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) 

to cite to a specific part of the application, and the contention is very specific in every other 

respect, specific Nevada’s mistake is not relevant here.  Moreover, the Answer on its face is clear 

that DOE understands precisely what Nevada is contending.  (See e.g., Answer at 177, "This 

contention states that DOE should have considered certain predictions regarding the future 

impact of human activities on climate change.") 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE argues that contentions urging consideration of human induced climate changes 

(global warming) must be rejected as a challenge to 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 and proposed 10 C.F.R. 

§ 63.342 (c)(2).  DOE argues further that there is no requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 that this 

kind of climate change be considered.  This misreads the Commission’s rules and ignores the 

Notice of Hearing.   

Not all factors potentially influenced by human behavior were to be held constant, as 

DOE’s argument assumes.  10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (b) provides that certain factors, specifically 

"society, the biosphere (other than climate), human biology, or increases or decreases of human 
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knowledge or technology" must remain constant as of "the time of submission of the license 

application."  Climate is specifically excluded from this injunction to hold certain factors 

constant.  Moreover, 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (c) provides specifically that "DOE must vary factors 

related to . . .climate based upon cautious, but reasonable assumptions consistent with present 

knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain disposal system over the next 10,000 

years."  Nevada’s contentions about climate change use "cautious, but reasonable assumptions" 

and are based specifically on "present knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain 

disposal system over the next 10,000 years."   

While it is true that NRC case law indicates that contentions which are the subject of 

pending NRC rulemaking should not be admitted, this case law is inapplicable here.  The 

Commission indicated in the Notice of Hearing that TSPA contentions addressed to the post-

10,000 year period may focus on compliance with the EPA final rule, notwithstanding the 

pendency of the NRC rulemaking.  73 Fed. Reg. 63,029, 63,032 (Oct. 22, 2008).  That rule, 

published in the Federal Register on October 15, 2008 (73 Fed. Reg. 61,256), provides at 40 

C.F.R. § 197.36 (c) that, for the post-10,000 year period, "DOE’s performance assessments shall 

project the continued effects of the features, events, and processes included in paragraph (a) of 

this section . . . ."  73 Fed. Reg. 61,288 (Oct. 15, 2008).  Paragraph (a) addresses performance 

assessments for the period up to and including 10,000 years, so the effect of paragraph (c) is that 

if a feature, event or process (like human induced climate change) is included in the performance 

assessment for the first 10,000 years, it must be included in the performance assessment for the 

later period as well.  (40 C.F.R. § 197.36 (c)(2) confines post-10,000 year contentions to effects 

of increased water flow through the repository, and Nevada’s climate change contentions are 

consistent with this restriction.)  Accordingly, to the extent Nevada’s climate contentions include 
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the post-10,000 year period (the only kind of climate contentions addressed in NRC’s proposed 

rule), they are questioning DOE’s compliance with 40 C.F.R. § 197.36 (c), and raise a material 

issue within the scope of the proceeding in accordance with the Notice of Hearing.   

DOE’s other arguments impermissibly address the merits (Answer at 178-79).   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE repeats its earlier arguments discussed above.  It also impermissibly argues the 

merits (Answer at 182-83). (Nevada’s contention does not make reasonable assumptions).  As to 

DOE’s remaining arguments, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate 

that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated 

in III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete 

assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and 

irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does 

not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 or 63.305 (c) is material per se.  This contention would, if true, 

invalidate DOE’s climate change model, and constitute a violation of 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (c).   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of  

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.  Nevada’s failure to refer to the correct subsections of the application does not 

pertain to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), but is relevant if at all to compliance with 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  However, DOE does not mention Nevada’s mistake (which was 
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easily corrected in 1 above) in any of its argument with respect to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(vi).   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE repeats some of its early arguments and complains further that Nevada fails to raise 

a genuine dispute with DOE regarding whether a delay in the next full glacial period would lead 

to greater infiltration than that which is predicted by the present DOE climate forecast.  DOE 

argues that in its climate model the full glacial climate is characterized by cooler temperatures 

and wetter conditions, and hence increased infiltration, than during either the glacial-transition or 

present climates that precede it (Answer at 185).  However, as discussed in the replies to the 

DOE Answer on NEV-SAFETY-09 and NEV-SAFETY-10, the DOE climate model for the next 

10,000 years is unrealistic.  When greenhouse-gas induced warming is taken into account, the 

future climate at Yucca Mountain could be considerably wetter than at the present day due to a 

change in the pattern of storm tracks at a regional scale.  This contention argues that greenhouse-

warmed wetter local to regional climatic conditions that are beyond the envelope of conditions 

adopted by DOE in its climate model could persist for tens of thousands of years because, at a 

global scale, the overall effect of greenhouse warming would be to defer the next transition to a 

glacial state (a state in which continental-scale ice-sheets renucleate and expand).  Thus, "[t]his 

difference in the trend in climate characteristics over time has the potential to affect the 

characteristics of precipitation at Yucca Mountain both within the next 10,000 years and 

thereafter, with implications for infiltration, EBS performance and radionuclide transport" 

(Petition at 104).   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-12 – PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE WETTER CLIMATE 
CONDITIONS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE argues that contentions urging consideration of human induced climate changes 

(global warming) must be rejected as a challenge to 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 and proposed 10 C.F.R. 

§ 63.342 (c)(2).  DOE argues further that there is no requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 that this 

kind of climate change be considered.  This misreads the Commission’s rules.   

Not all factors potentially influenced by human behavior were to be held constant, as 

DOE’s argument assumes.  10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (b) provides that certain factors, specifically 

"society, the biosphere (other than climate), human biology, or increases or decreases of human 

knowledge or technology" must "remain constant as they are at the time of submission of the 

license application."  Climate is specifically excluded from this injunction to hold certain factors 

constant.  Moreover, 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (c) provides specifically that "DOE must vary factors 

related to . . .climate based upon cautious, but reasonable assumptions consistent with present 

knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain disposal system over the next 10,000 

years."  Nevada’s contentions about climate change use "cautious, but reasonable assumptions" 

and are based specifically on "present knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain 

disposal system over the next 10,000 years."   
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety;  as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC contention 

requirements.   

DOE’s assertion that questions raised in this contention "have no scientific or technical 

answer" (Answer at 189) impermissibly addresses the merits, but DOE is wrong in any event.   

It is implicit in the Nevada contention – based on both expert opinion and the scientific 

literature, that it is possible to use "cautious, but reasonable assumptions" to place bounds on 

future greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions due to human activities.  The peer-reviewed scientific 

literature, including the IPCC report, make it clear that there are indeed scientific ways to bound 

possible future GHG emissions due to humans, as well as the climate change that may – 

depending on the actual trajectory these emissions take – result from the emissions.   

In its Answer (at 192), DOE asserts "for the most part, the contention does not reference 

any documents, other than the license application and DOE’s supporting documents."  This 
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assertion is untrue.  Nevada cites seven documents from the peer-reviewed literature and two of 

DOE’s supporting documents.   

In its Answer (at 194), DOE focuses on the use of "could" and "probably" in the Petition 

when stating that reasonable assumptions should include the possibility of future human-caused 

climate change.  Just as DOE cannot make the assertion that future climate change will occur 

exactly as it specifies, Nevada cannot – it is the nature of climate science to only be able to 

characterize the spectrum of future possible changes that could take place.  In the science of 

climate change, and climate projection (or prediction, or assessment), it is impossible to predict 

or project future climate change with certainty.  Thus, it is reasonable to establish bounds on the 

potential range of changes, and to assert that a particular type of change "could" happen, or that it 

"probably" will.  One thing that is known with very little uncertainty is that future climate 

change will include the effects of human GHG forcing.  The future changes that Nevada is 

asserting could happen in its contention are within the bounds of what is plausible, and indeed 

are within the bounds of what is more likely than not to occur in the future with continued human 

emissions of GHGs.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

In its Answer (at 195), DOE responds in a surprisingly naïve way that it did take human-

induced climate change explicitly into account when it (their quotes) "include[d] effects of 

modern society over the duration of the historical record."  This response neglects the fact that 

the effects of human society in releasing greenhouse gases will be expressed over very long 

periods into the future.  Thus, the effects of human society due to past releases of greenhouse 

gases can only be taken into account by considering both the associated past and future changes 

in climate into account.  Furthermore, it neglects the need to take current trends, e.g., in 
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greenhouse gas emissions, into account when projecting future climates.  Overall, the DOE 

approach to predicting future climate fails to use widely accepted – and used – methods for 

incorporating the possible effects of both past and projected future human-caused GHG 

emissions on future climate.   

Regarding the attempts by DOE to divert attention from the true focus of the contention 

(Answer at 195), Nevada does not contend that DOE ignored paleoclimate evidence, but rather 

that DOE’s assumptions are flawed because it did not acknowledge that human-caused climate 

change renders its reliance on paleoclimatic evidence alone as inappropriate and misleading.   

In the Answer (at 196), DOE essentially states (ironically, since it contradicts its earlier 

response regarding Nevada’s use of "could" and "probably") why it is important to acknowledge  

that uncertainty exists, and that the bounds of future possible precipitation change at Yucca 

Mountain are broader than the bounds for future temperature change at the same site.  It is not 

relevant to the Nevada contention that the IPCC found that confidence in estimates of future 

precipitation change is less than confidence in future temperature change.  Indeed, this highlights 

why the failure to use the full range of future possible precipitation change makes DOE’s 

assumptions so flawed.  Also in the Answer (at 196), DOE asserts that the scientific value of the 

IPCC report is less for the bulk of the report that was not approved in as much detail as the 

Summary for Policy Makers.  The process of line-by-line approval that was used in the 

acceptance of the IPCC Summary for Policy Makers was not carried out to peer review the 

science, but rather to ensure that the language of the Summary was appropriate for use by the 

world’s policy makers.  The IPCC process also included – for the entire main report – two 

rounds of government review, as well as several rounds of scientific peer review in which the 

governments also made comments.  Thus, the DOE assertion made in the Answer (at 196) does 
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not lessen the scientific credibility of the IPCC documents in any way.  Instead, the IPCC 

represents the state-of-the-art when it was published.   

In the Answer (at 196-197), DOE challenges that Nevada only cites one of the 22 models 

used in an IPCC 2007 assessment.  As already highlighted, it is not known which of the 22 

models is the most correct, so prudent use of climate science would take into account that at least 

1 of 22 models indicates that monsoonal precipitation could increase in the future.  It is also the 

opinion of the Nevada experts, based on climate theory and climate characteristics in the 

Southwest, that this could be the most likely outcome for the future.  Also in the Answer (at 

197), DOE goes on to state: "In fact, in contradiction to this contention’s argument that DOE 

failed to properly account for possible future wetter climate conditions, the IPCC report 

concludes that '[a]nnual precipitation is very likely to increase in Canada and the northeast USA, 

and likely to decrease in the southwest USA.'  Id. at 887."  This is an improper reading of the 

IPCC report.  In Figure 10.9 at 767 of the report, it is clear that, whereas models tend to agree the 

winters may be drier on average in the southwest US, they do not agree that the summers 

(including the monsoon) will get drier.  Moreover, the report also highlights (Fig. 10.18 at 785) 

that precipitation intensity is likely to go up globally, but also in the region that includes Yucca 

Mountain, but again, it should be noted that the models do not agree on sign or magnitude of the 

change.  Note also that GHG emissions could go up faster than even the A2 scenario used in 

these figures (as they have done in the first part of the current century), thus, the IPCC figures do 

not represent the full range of possible precipitation change that could occur in the future at 

Yucca Mountain due to human-caused climate change.   

Finally, as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models ands, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not 
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need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards and a contention 

alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a 

performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 63.305 (c) is material per 

se.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-13 – FUTURE CLIMATE PROJECTIONS NEED TO 
INCLUDE EXTREME PRECIPITATION EVENTS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s contention is sufficiently specific.  It focuses on one specific issue – DOE’s 

inadequate prediction of rainfall at Yucca Mountain for the next 10,000 years.  The fact that two 

reasons for the contention are given does not make it unnecessarily vague; the contention would 

have been sufficiently specific had Nevada given the reasons only in responding to 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(v).  Most of DOE’s argument is relevant, if at all, to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(v).   

DOE claims (Answer at 200) that the contention shifts from subject to subject 

throughout.  However, the Petition (at 113) is clear that the contention relates to the frequency 

and intensity of large rainfall events under greenhouse-warmed conditions.  The reference to 

analog sites in the Petition (at 116) occurs in the context of a discussion that points out that 

wetter conditions than are projected by DOE have occurred under different climatic boundary 

conditions in the past.  This implies that under the changed boundary conditions that will arise in 

the future due to greenhouse warming, the potential for wetter conditions than are represented by 

DOE using present-day analog sites needs to be addressed.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Most of DOE’s argument impermissibly addresses the merits.  But DOE also argues that 

contentions urging consideration of human induced climate changes (global warming) must be 

rejected as a challenge to 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 and proposed 10 C.F.R. § 63.342 (c)(2).  DOE 
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argues further that there is no requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 that this kind of climate change 

be considered (Answer at 201-02).  This misreads the Commission’s rules.   

Not all factors potentially influenced by human behavior were to be held constant, as 

DOE’s argument assumes.  10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (b) provides that certain factors, specifically 

"society, the biosphere (other than climate), human biology, or increases or decreases of human 

knowledge or technology" must remain constant "as they are at the time of submission of the 

license application."  Climate is specifically excluded from this injunction to hold certain factors 

constant.  Moreover, 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (c) provides specifically that "DOE must vary factors 

related to . . .climate based upon cautious, but reasonable assumptions consistent with present 

knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain disposal system over the next 10,000 

years."  Nevada’s contentions about climate change use "cautious, but reasonable assumptions" 

and are based specifically on "present knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain 

disposal system over the next 10,000 years."   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE repeats it earlier arguments, or make irrelevant arguments about the basis for the 

contention, but adds a few more about reasonable expectation and uncertainty.  As indicated in 

III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a 

finding of reasonable expectation of safety, and as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument 

that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is not required and 

uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible.   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  

DOE is correct in noting (Answer at 208-09) that the Nevada Petition should state 5,000 years 

rather than 7,000 years.  However, this makes no difference to the overall contention argument.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE argues (Answer at 211) that the contention does not show that the LA climate and 

infiltration models are unreasonable, and therefore, fails to establish a genuine dispute.  

However, the focus of the contention is not on the infiltration model, and the Petition makes it 

clear that the assumptions behind the model for projecting future climate are flawed, i.e., that the 

assumptions made by DOE are not reasonable.   

In the DOE Answer (at 212), it is stated that "[a]t no point in the contention does Nevada 

acknowledge that DOE’s climate analysis in SAR Section 2.3.1 assumes that the present day 

climate will be followed by a much warmer and wetter monsoon climate for approximately 600-

2,000 years from present (with approximately 60% greater average annual precipitation) . . . ."  

This is irrelevant to the Nevada argument that the basis of the DOE analysis is flawed, because 

DOE failed to include the possible impacts of human-caused climate change.  At best, DOE is 

here claiming to have obtained the right answer for the wrong reason, but even that claim does 

not survive scrutiny, as the 60% greater precipitation that DOE asserts here is not more than 

what Nevada is contending should be considered possible in the future.  Furthermore, as pointed 

out above, the contention relates to the frequency and intensity of extreme events and not 

average precipitation.   

In its Answer (at 213), DOE states that "[t]his contention also fails to define or quantify 

the 'greater rainfall intensity' or 'extreme events (e.g., wet)' that it alleges 'could' occur."  The 
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Nevada Petition (at 115) states that "[r]ainfall events lasting up to a week (e.g., when a tropical 

storm collides with a frontal storm) and exceeding 50 cm are possible.  Such events could occur 

several times per year."  It is not clear in what way this statement is deficient in quantitative 

content.   

Finally, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards and contention alleging that a DOE TSPA model 

does not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 63.305 (c) raises a material issue, and the overall thrust of 

DOE’s Answer here is that there is clearly a material dispute with DOE.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-14 – PRECIPITATION MODEL 
 

1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
The contention is material on its face.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada’s alleging, 

with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always 

raises a material issue; as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a 

TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in 

III.C. above, DOE’s argument that, because uncertainty cannot be eliminated, TSPA contentions 

alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected, is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; and 

as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 

Often DOE mischaracterizes parts of the contention.  The most important are that Nevada 

failed (i) to allege that the effect will be to underestimate net infiltration (ii) to provide a 

qualitative analysis of the impacts on dose (Answer at 217-18).  However, the contention states 

(Petition at 123) "[t]he effect of the mischaracterization of precipitation will be to induce a 

downward bias in estimates of net infiltration.  In consequence, seepage at the repository level 

would be altered with potentially significant changes to corrosion, radionuclide release and 

transport, and radiological impacts on the RMEI."  It is clear from this that, because of the 
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deficiencies in the precipitation model, the estimated infiltration is likely to be too low and hence 

that the estimates of seepage, corrosion and radionuclide release will also be too low.   

With regard to the specific issue of the effect of extreme precipitation on infiltration, the 

DOE Answer directly contradicts the findings of the 1997 Unsaturated Zone Flow Modeling 

Expert Elicitation Panel ("CRWMS Management & Operating Contractor Unsaturated Zone 

Flow Model Expert Elicitation Project" (05/30/1997), LSN# NRC000010491 at 3-7 and 3-8) that 

"significant infiltration was likely to arise only from episodic events which occurred with 

frequencies ranging from annual to decadal" (Petition at 121).   

The remainder of DOE’s argument improperly addresses the merits.   

To summarize, resolution of the issues raised in the contention would increase the 

estimates of radiological dose, and there is a reasonable expectation that in this case the overall 

objective would not be met.  The contention therefore is material to the NRC findings.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel.   

DOE maintains (Answer at 219) that the statement of facts and expert opinions in the 

contention "makes indefinite claims that amount to mere unfocused speculation, and therefore, 

does not provide adequate support for the contention."  In support of this, DOE cites a paragraph 

from the contention that refers to the omission of "important physical phenomena that may have 

a substantial impact on net infiltration estimates, whence their omission may significantly change 

estimates of radiological exposure."  Id. (emphasis in original).  The emphasis added by DOE is 

disingenuous.  As noted above, there is little doubt that incorporating the omitted phenomena 
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into the model will increase the estimates of net infiltration and radiological exposure.  The 

qualifiers in the contention related to the magnitudes of these effects.  It is the view of the 

Nevada experts that the increases may be substantial: this is not certain, of course, but there is a 

reasonable expectation that it will be the case. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE makes several incorrect assertions in its responses here.  Some of them duplicate 

material that has already been covered above.  Dealing with the others in turn: 

• DOE states (Answer at 219-20) that "[t]he contention argues that the 
precipitation model is flawed because it relies on an erroneous 
representation of the rainfall-elevation relationship to generate spatial 
rainfall for input into the net infiltration model.  This is not correct.  SAR 
Subsection 2.3.1.3.2.1.1 at 2.3.1-38 provides that '[t]he climate behavior at 
each site is strongly correlated with elevation, and each of the four 
probabilistic parameters for each site was adjusted for elevation using a 
linear lapse rate correction.'"  DOE has failed to understand the point at 
issue here, which is that elevation-precipitation relationships are used in 
mutually inconsistent ways at different points in the procedure.  The first 
is the scaling of the four probabilistic parameters referred to in the DOE 
Answer (at 220), obtained by regressing the parameter values at 10 sites 
against the corresponding site elevations.  The second is the linear scaling 
of generated precipitation sequences to obtain precipitation inputs at every 
cell of the MASSIF model (see "Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-
Day and Potential Future Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 REV01" 
(05/24/2007), LSN# DN2002482668 at 6-47), obtained by regressing 
expected mean annual precipitation on site elevation.  The point raised in 
the contention was that if the four probabilistic parameters vary linearly 
with elevation then the expected MAP, which is a nonlinear function of 
these parameters (see DN2002482668, Eq F-41 and F-42 at F-11) cannot 
vary linearly with elevation.  The DOE methodology is thus internally 
inconsistent and the DOE response is incorrect.   

• DOE states (id. at 220) that "[w]ith regard to Nevada’s position that the 
precipitation model’s assumptions could result in logical impossibilities 
such as probabilities outside the range (0,1) . . . DOE addressed and 
accounted for this by placing constraints on the magnitude of the first-
order term."  Again, this is not the point at issue: the point is that the 
introduction of constraints causes complications in the uncertainty 
analysis, where the constraints have been accommodated in an arbitrary 
manner (see, e.g., DN2002482668 at F-32).   
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• DOE states (id. at 220-221) that "[e]ven if Nevada’s allegations were 
accepted as true . . ., Nevada simply alleges that DOE’s infiltration results 
are incorrect – it does not allege that the results are not consistent with the 
reasonable expectation standards. . ." and "[b]ecause Nevada has not 
demonstrated that model assumptions used are not conservative, or that 
another set of assumptions will result in increased infiltration, it has not 
established a genuine issue of material fact."  As explained under (4) 
above, the contention does in fact allege that the results are inconsistent 
with standards of reasonable expectation.  The contention itself set out a 
variety of arguments to support this, based on the hydrological processes 
involved.  At a more fundamental level, many of the deficiencies of the 
precipitation model (such as the inability to characterize seasonal 
structure, which DOE has not contested) are such that variability in the 
input precipitation sequences is likely to be underestimated.  In any 
situation where an output (here, net infiltration) is a nonlinear function of 
an input (precipitation), then the classical "propagation of errors" law 
makes it clear that in settings where the input-output relationship is 
convex, the mean output increases with the variance of the input.  Here, 
the precipitation-infiltration relationship is likely to be convex for majority 
of precipitation values that are experienced, and hence it is reasonable to 
expect that the consequence of underestimating precipitation variability 
will be to underestimate net infiltration on average.   

• DOE states (id. at 221-222) that "[t]his contention also argues that the 
precipitation model is flawed because no attempt was made to evaluate 
important aspects of performance such as extremes.  However, it is readily 
apparent that DOE in fact took extremes into consideration.  SAR 
Subsection 2.3.1.3.2.1.1, at 2.3.1-37, provides [that the use of long 
synthetic datasets allows low probability extreme events to be generated]" 
and "[f]urthermore, in contrast to the contention’s assertion that extreme 
events are not evaluated, . . . DOE’s model does include extreme 
precipitation events, characterized by daily precipitation amounts as high 
as 983 mm . . . a mischaracterization of the application does not establish a 
genuine issue of material fact."  The contention alleges that no attempt has 
been made to ensure that the extremal properties of the long synthetic 
datasets were realistic.  The ability to generate a daily amount of 983 mm 
does not constitute evidence of this: it is necessary to demonstrate that the 
model generates extremes of varying magnitudes with the correct 
frequencies.  Since precipitation models of the type used here often 
perform poorly in this respect (see NEV-SAFETY-15), in the absence of 
any evidence to the contrary it is reasonable to expect that extremes are 
not well represented by the DOE model.  DOE has not provided any 
evidence to the contrary, and the allegation stands.   

• DOE states (id. at 222) that "[a]s discussed in more detail in DOE's 
response to NEV-SAFETY-34, DOE did not use an average duration for 
rainfall but instead varied the duration and amount of the rainfall."  This 
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answer is not clear.  The Nevada contention made no mention of the use of 
average rainfall durations.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-15 – ALTERNATIVE PRECIPITATION MODELS AND 
WEATHER VARIABLES 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

As indicated in III.I. above, Nevada’s reasonable and supportable alternative conceptual 

models must be included in the TSPA Itself, not merely considered for inclusion; as indicated in 

III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or underestimated is 

material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the TSPA are 

unacceptable.   

Moreover, DOE’s Answer is based on an inaccurate reading of the Nevada contention.  

At no point does the contention allege that DOE is required to use alternative conceptual models.  

The specific allegation is that alternative conceptual models of the precipitation and weather 

components of the net infiltration model have not been considered and that the effects of this 

have not been evaluated (emphasis added), in direct contravention of 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(c).  The 

DOE claim (Answer at 230) to have considered alternative conceptual models for net infiltration 

is irrelevant here: this claim relates to the MASSIF component of the net infiltration model 

(although it is argued in NEV-SAFETY-20 that the alternatives considered were inadequate), 

whereas NEV-SAFETY-15 relates to the precipitation and weather components.  In this context, 

precipitation and evapotranspiration are listed among the FEPs to be included in the performance 

assessment in the SAR (Table 2-2-1 at 2.2-146).  At page 2.2-5 of the SAR, it is explicitly stated 

that the inclusion relates to "the performance assessments that are conducted to demonstrate 
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compliance with proposed 10 C.F.R. 63.311(a)(1), proposed 10 C.F.R. 63.321(b)(1), and 

10 C.F.R. 63.331."  Since precipitation and evapotranspiration are identified as FEPs in the 

performance assessment, it is therefore necessary to consider alternative conceptual models for 

them.  The DOE response does not acknowledge this.   

DOE also claims (id. at 225) that Nevada does not define what is meant by "substantial 

underestimation" of the uncertainty in the results of the performance assessment, and that 

Nevada does not provide any data to demonstrate that the precipitation and weather components 

used in the DOE net infiltration model are not conservative.  Regarding the latter point: it is 

argued elsewhere (see NEV-SAFETY-14; see also paragraph 6 below) that the deficiencies of 

the precipitation model are likely to result in underestimation of net infiltration and hence, 

ultimately, of radiological dose.  The specific allegation that Nevada has failed to define 

"substantially underestimated" is irrelevant.  Rather, 10 C.F.R. 63.303 requires DOE to 

demonstrate that there is a reasonable expectation of compliance with the regulatory standards.  

If DOE wishes to challenge this contention therefore, it must consider alternative conceptual 

models of precipitation and weather variables that are consistent with current scientific 

understanding, and must explain why they would be unlikely to deliver substantially different 

results.  It has not done this, and therefore the contention remains within the scope of the hearing.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized 

or underestimated is material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the 

TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada's contention 

must be rejected because complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be 

eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does 
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not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable 

expectation of safety; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   

The final assertion here is incorrect.  After detailing some of the limitations and 

oversimplifications in the precipitation and weather components of the net infiltration model, the 

contention states (Petition at 128) that "[s]ince net infiltration is a nonlinear function of the 

weather inputs, any failure to account for variability in these inputs would potentially affect the 

estimates of average infiltration and hence, ultimately, radiological exposure."  As detailed in the 

contention, the limitations of the chosen models are so many and so fundamental that it is 

reasonable to expect that quite different results would be obtained using alternative models that 

are consistent with current scientific understanding.  Thus, the precise choice of models 

potentially represents a significant source of uncertainty that has not been considered by DOE.  

Without considering this source of uncertainty, DOE cannot demonstrate that there is a 

reasonable expectation of compliance with the regulatory requirements.  The contention is 

therefore material to the findings that NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel.   

In the contention (Petition at 126-127), Nevada cites the reference Wilks, D.S. and 

Wilby, R.L., "The Weather Generation Game: A Review of Stochastic Weather Models," 

PROGRESS IN PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY, 23(3):329-357 (1999) to support its allegation that the DOE 

precipitation model is inadequate.  DOE claims (Answer at 229) that this is inadmissible because 
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Nevada does not cite any particular paragraph or page of the reference, and also claims that 

"Nevada does not identify what particular 'hydrologically important features' the DOE model 

supposedly fails to model well, or whether those features exist or are relevant to the Yucca 

Mountain repository."  The latter assertion is incorrect: the contention states (at 127), 

"[a]dvanced models have been developed over the last 30 years that perform much better with 

respect to features such as extremes and inter-annual variability."  It is acknowledged in the SAR 

(at 2.3.1-37) that "[i]n order to capture the full range of infiltration uncertainty, the performance 

assessment must assure that low probability extreme precipitation years have been considered"; 

this makes clear that both extremes and inter-annual variability are considered relevant.  

Regarding the lack of specificity of the reference: the relevant material is on page 342: in 

addition, the paper’s abstract states "conventional weather generator techniques often fail to 

capture wholly interannual variability."   

The Nevada contention details several aspects of the chosen precipitation and weather 

models that are oversimplified or unrealistic.  DOE does not challenge these specifically, instead 

dismissing them as "mere unfocused speculation" (Answer at 229).  This is inaccurate: the 

specific issues identified in the contention are incontrovertible (for example "even if uniform 

spatial coverage [of precipitation] were observed at the daily time-step . . . the non-linear 

hydrological response to sub-daily sequences of spatially localized precipitation would not be 

represented correctly by this assumption" (at 127); and "there are several places . . . where a 

quantity of interest is treated as a deterministic function of some other quantities, but where the 

data show considerable scatter about the fitted relationships" (at 128)).  To support its position, 

DOE quotes (at 229) from the contention at paragraph 5 "[s]ince net infiltration is a nonlinear 

function of weather inputs, any failure to account for variability in the inputs would potentially 
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affect the estimates of average infiltration . . . [emphasis in original Answer]."  However, as 

noted above, DOE is required to demonstrate that there is a reasonable expectation of 

compliance with the regulatory standards.  Therefore, unless DOE can argue convincingly that 

the potential effect is likely to be small, it cannot claim that there is a reasonable expectation of 

compliance.  DOE has made no such argument, and therefore the contention stands.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE makes several incorrect or irrelevant assertions in its responses here.  Some 

duplicate material that has already been covered above. Dealing with the others in turn: 

• DOE states (Answer at 230) that it "did assess various alternative 
conceptual models related to infiltration. . .  an alternative set of 
simulations assuming wetter initial water content conditions for soil 
moisture content. . . an alternative model study using variations in soil 
saturated hydraulic conductivities. . ." and "compared its model of 
precipitation with other models of precipitation."  The work on soil 
moisture and hydraulic conductivities is irrelevant to this contention, 
which focuses on precipitation and weather variables.  The "other models 
of precipitation" mentioned in the DOE Answer are in fact obtained 
simply by adding an extra Fourier component to the existing model (SAR 
at 2.3.1-76): this is acknowledged to provide a significant improvement to 
the representation of seasonality at some sites, but is not pursued further 
for reasons that are incorrect as explained in contention NEV-SAFETY-14 
(Petition at 121).  Moreover, as a simple extension of the existing model, 
the DOE "alternative" is still likely to suffer from deficiencies with respect 
to features such as extremes and inter-annual variability – hence it cannot 
be considered to be consistent with current scientific understanding as 
required by 10 C.F.R. 63.114(c).  Finally, DOE still does not claim to have 
considered alternative conceptual models for the other weather variables.   

• DOE states (id. at 231) that Nevada asserts that "[a]dvanced precipitation 
models are available. . . [y]et Nevada does not specifically mention one 
model. . . or what constitutes 'much better' performance."  It is true that 
Nevada does not mention specific alternative models.  However, DOE 
does not contradict the claim that alternatives are available, and the main 
thrust of the contention is that DOE has not considered alternative 
conceptual models that are consistent with current scientific 
understanding.  For the record, alternative modeling frameworks that 
could have been considered include (but are not restricted to) those based 
on generalized linear models, generalized additive models, resampling 
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techniques, and hidden Markov models.  In its answer,  DOE cites (at 231-
232) selected parts of "The Weather Generation Game" (used by Nevada 
to support its assertion that the type of model used by DOE is inadequate) 
and argues that they are irrelevant to the infiltration calculations.  This is 
entirely correct:  DOE has selected irrelevant material from "The Weather 
Generation Game."  The main purpose of the citation was to demonstrate 
that the type of model used by DOE is unable to reproduce inter-annual 
variability.   

• DOE states (id. at 232) that "Nevada’s allegation that 'the use of annual 
relationships masks the variability that can be expected for daily 
precipitation." . . mischaracterizes DOE’s model."  DOE appears to have 
misunderstood the contention here.  The point is that DOE uses a rainfall-
elevation relationship derived from annual totals to scale the generated 
daily precipitation sequences.  During any individual rain event, the 
rainfall totals at different locations on the mountain cannot be expected to 
follow this relationship at all closely: there will be considerable variability 
about this average relationship that is essentially unsystematic.  Hence the 
DOE approach will tend to underestimate spatial variability, as outlined in 
the contention (Petition at 127).   

• DOE states (id. at 232-233) that by making a "simplifying assumption that 
conservatively assumes that when precipitation occurs, it 'is assumed to 
occur at the same time in all parts of the domain' . . ." (citing 
DN2002482668, Table 5-1), DOE will obtain conservative estimates of 
net infiltration.  DOE argues that "given a precipitation event, a more 
'complicated' or 'sophisticated' model might actually result in less 
precipitation across the model domain, as there would be 'dry spots' where 
no precipitation has occurred."  Therefore, DOE argues that the 
simplifying approach adopted results in more precipitation available 
across the entire model domain for infiltration and is therefore 
conservative.  This response is completely incorrect: it assumes the use of 
an even less realistic model.  To have any credibility, a more sophisticated 
model would need to generate realistic annual rainfall totals at all 
locations on the mountain.  This would be achieved via more frequent 
rainfall events, each of which would affect a part of the mountain (as is the 
case in reality).  Indeed, there is a reasonable expectation that the use of 
such a model would lead to higher estimates of net infiltration since less of 
the precipitation would be converted to runoff.  Under the DOE model, the 
soil will become saturated everywhere on the mountain once the 
magnitude of a precipitation event exceeds some threshold; at this point no 
further infiltration can occur and all of the excess precipitation is lost to 
runoff.  Under a more realistic model, the soil will become locally 
saturated in response to heavy precipitation events and runoff will be 
generated; but some of this runoff will flow to parts of the mountain where 
the soil is not saturated, and some further infiltration will occur.  Hence, 
the DOE assumption is likely to lead to underestimates of net infiltration.   
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• DOE states (id. at 233) that "Nevada fails to acknowledge that the purpose 
of the precipitation model is not to represent 'complicated seasonal 
patterns' of precipitation, but rather to bound the range and uncertainty of 
'steady-state' net infiltration rates . . . [a]t the time-scales of interest for 
these three climate states . . . inter-annual or seasonal variability in 
precipitation is not a significant contributing factor."  This response again 
is incorrect, and demonstrates a lack of understanding of the processes 
involved at the most fundamental level.  The reason that it is necessary to 
represent "complicated seasonal patterns" is set out in contention NEV-
SAFETY-14 (Petition at 121): "the effect [of not representing such 
patterns] is to smooth out the seasonal variation. . . and hence to under-
represent the occurrence of the types of precipitation events that will result 
in infiltration."  The DOE Answer suggests that variation in precipitation 
is irrelevant as far as steady-state infiltration is concerned.  If this were 
correct, one could use steady-state precipitation to obtain an estimate of 
steady-state net infiltration.  However, in a semi-arid climate such as that 
of Yucca Mountain, steady-state precipitation is so low, and the losses to 
evapotranspiration so high, that almost no infiltration would result.  To 
estimate steady-state infiltration therefore, it is necessary to consider the 
variability in precipitation, and any underestimation of this variability is 
likely to lead to a corresponding underestimation in steady-state 
infiltration rates.   

• DOE states (id. at 233-234) that "Nevada does not allege that DOE’s 
infiltration results are not consistent with the reasonable expectation 
standard. . ." and "Nevada also fails to identify alternatives. . .  or to 
specifically state [their] radiological impact."  As noted above, given the 
inadequacies of the DOE precipitation and weather models, the precise 
choice of models potentially represents a significant source of uncertainty 
that has not been considered.  Therefore, DOE is not in a position to 
demonstrate that the results are consistent with the reasonable expectation 
standard.   

• DOE states (id. at 234) that Nevada offers no tangible evidence to support 
the claims that "(1) 'there are several places. . .where a quantity of interest 
is treated as a deterministic function of some other quantities, but where 
data show considerable scatter about the fitted relationships' and (2) 
'simplifying assumptions are made for several other weather variables.'"  
This is incorrect: examples are given relating to the scatter of observed 
temperatures about their assumed deterministic cycles, as well as 
simplifying assumptions for solar radiation and wind speed (Petition at 
128).  These examples cite specific portions of the supporting 
documentation and hence constitute tangible evidence.   
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Finally, as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models, and as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not 

need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-16 – QUALIFICATION OF CLIMATE AND INFILTRATION 
MODELS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
The contention raises a material issue because it alleges a violation of cited NRC 

regulations, most proximately 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(21) and 63.142 (a).  Whether, as DOE 

claims (Answer at 237), it did what Nevada sought has no bearing on compliance with 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.309(f)(1)(iv). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
It may be true that there is no legal requirement for peer reviews, but NUREG-1804 may 

properly be cited for the proposition that the absence of a peer review affects the weight to be 

given to the model and data in question.  Moreover, NEV-SAFETY-16 states a material dispute 
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with DOE at least with respect to qualification procedures for data collected before the QARD 

and DOE’s implementation of a compliant quality assurance program.  This is because NUREG -

1298 offers dramatically different alternative methods to qualify unqualified data and the 

documents DOE cites provide no information about which method was used to qualify climate 

and infiltration data.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-17 – CALIBRATION AND SIMULATION OF 
PRECIPITATION MODEL 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE argues (Answer at 243) that this contention is outside the scope of the hearing 

because "[n]o regulation DOE must meet imposes the requirement that it consider any particular 

procedure or methodology to calibrate and simulate a precipitation or infiltration model."  This is 

irrelevant because the Nevada contention does not impose any such requirement: it merely 

asserts that the methodology adopted is nonstandard.  DOE has therefore not provided any valid 

argument that the contention is outside the scope of the hearing.  Moreover, Nevada cites to 

specific regulations, and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in 

fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue within 

the scope of the hearing.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada's contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 
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Moreover, as far as this particular contention is concerned, it is not possible to evaluate 

the impact on the estimated dose.  As explained in the contention (Petition at 135), as far as the 

TSPA is concerned the main consequence of the chosen calibration methodology is that it offers 

no objective basis for the assessment of parameter uncertainty; in the net infiltration model, DOE 

has therefore used uncertainty distributions that are ad hoc with incorrect or no justification (see 

NEV-SAFETY-40, Petition at 232-233).  Similarly, it is not possible to evaluate the impact of 

using inaccurate methods for simulating from a lognormal distribution.  Given this, NRC cannot 

reasonably rule out the possibility that the impact of the DOE methodology would be to 

underestimate net infiltration rates and hence, ultimately, radiological dose.  One of the 

characteristics of "reasonable expectation," as defined in 10 C.F.R. § 63.304(4), is that it 

"[f]ocuses performance assessments and analyses on the full range of defensible and reasonable 

parameter distributions."  The DOE calibration methodology does not provide any mechanism 

for the construction of defensible and reasonable parameter distributions, whence DOE cannot 

demonstrate that there is a reasonable expectation of compliance with the regulatory 

requirements.  The contention is therefore material to the findings that NRC must make to 

license Yucca Mountain.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel; as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   

DOE also claims (Answer at 246) that Nevada fails to identify the specific portion of the 

document "Statistical Models" upon which it relies for support.  This is incorrect: the Nevada 

contention (Petition at 135) identifies Section 3.3 of this document.  Subsequently, DOE claims 
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(id. at 247) that "whether or not the methods DOE chose to use in its model 'rely on the 

relationship between the lognormal and normal distributions, and the availability of efficient and 

exact methods for sampling from the latter' is not at all material to this proceeding."  This is 

incorrect because it fails to address the main point at issue, which is the potential for inaccuracy 

in the tails of the distribution (Petition at 135).  This in turn will lead to inaccurate simulation of 

extreme precipitation events, which were considered by the 1997 Unsaturated Zone Flow 

Modeling Expert Elicitation Panel ("CRWMS Management & Operating Contractor Unsaturated 

Zone Flow Model Expert Elicitation Project" (05/30/1997), LSN# NRC000010491 at 3-7 and 3-

8) to be the primary sources of significant infiltration.   

Finally, DOE claims (id. at 247) that many of Nevada’s supporting statements in this 

contention "provide no objective information, and rely on vague, subjective terms."  In support 

of this, DOE cites the statements "more widely accepted superior procedures are available and in 

common use," "[t]he method [for simulating from a lognormal distribution] is not generally 

accepted" and that DOE’s simulation methodology "could be relatively inaccurate."  The first of 

these statements is neither vague nor subjective: DOE is calibrating a statistical model, and the 

classical theory of statistical inference (i.e., calibration, in this context) sets out clear criteria for 

comparing inference methods.  The Nevada statement will be understood perfectly by anybody 

familiar with this theory (which is necessary if one is to choose appropriate methods for the 

calibration of statistical models): Nevada cannot be held responsible if DOE is not aware of this.  

A similar comment applies to the second DOE example above. The claim that the simulation 

methodology "could be relatively inaccurate" reflects the fact that each lognormal random 

number requires the inversion of the lognormal distribution function (see "Simulation of Net 

Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 REV01" 
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(05/24/2007), LSN# DN2002482668, at Equation F-50).  Numerical methods are required to 

carry out this inversion, and the accuracy of such methods can be poor, being particularly limited 

in the tails of the distribution.   

In sum, the DOE responses here are all incorrect and the contention stands.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE makes several incorrect assertions in its answers here.  Most of them duplicate 

material that has already been covered above.  The only remaining one (Answer at 248) is that 

Nevada does not "explain how DOE's approach violates the principle [sic] regulatory provisions 

that it cites, 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(9) and (c)(15)."  The provision that is violated is (c)(15), which 

deals with the information required to support (c)(9).  Specifically, (c)(15) requires that 

"[a]nalyses and models that will be used to assess performance of the geologic repository must 

be supported by using an appropriate combination of [methods]" (emphasis added).  The 

Nevada contention asserts that the DOE methodology used here is not appropriate.   

DOE also clarifies (id. at 248-249) that it does not use the same pseudo-random number 

to determine both the occurrence and amount of rainfall.  This is accepted, although the DOE 

assertion that Nevada’s claim was based upon "a failure to read . . . the application" is wrong: the 

algorithm is described incorrectly on Page F-36 of DN2002482668.  DOE claims that the use of 

two pseudo-random numbers "is made clear by repetition of the phrase 'select a random 

number.'"  However, it has failed to read its own documentation correctly here: the phrase is used 

in two separate branches of the algorithm (one for when the preceding day was dry, the other for 

when the preceding day was wet). 

Finally, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; and as indicated in III.C. 
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above, DOE's argument that Nevada's contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-18 – USE OF CLIMATE DATA FROM THE ANALOG SITES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE claims (Answer at 251) that this contention is not within the scope of the hearing 

because "[n]o NRC regulation . . . mandate [sic] that the DOE performance assessment allow the 

parameters to vary within the simulation in order to represent variance in a 1,000-year climate 

simulation."  This is deliberately perverse.  10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(15) states that the analyses and 

models in the SAR "must be supported by using an appropriate combination of [methods] . . . 

that are representative of field conditions, monitoring data, and natural analog studies."  The 

Nevada contention asserts that the use of climate data fails to meet this requirement because the 

climate scenarios derived from the analog sites are not representative of the climate at any 

individual location (Petition at 138-139).  As such, the regulatory requirement is not met and the 

contention is within the scope of the hearing.  It is beyond belief to make the bizarre argument 

that alleging the use of an incorrect model challenges a regulation because it seeks to impose 

stricter requirements than the regulations require.  Is DOE arguing that NRC regulations 

specifically approve of the use of incorrect models?   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, the fact that a model may not provide a completely accurate result and uncertainties may 
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exist is no basis for rejecting the contention; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need 

to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.K. 

above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation always raises a material issue within the scope of the hearing.   

In its Answer (at 251-252), DOE argues that "a contention is material only if its 

resolution would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding," and cites 10 C.F.R. § 

63.31(a)(2) in noting that "Nevada must demonstrate that the resolution of the issue would 

prevent the NRC from finding that there is a "reasonable expectation" that the radioactive 

materials can be disposed of without unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public."   

According to 10 C.F.R. § 63.304(d), a characteristic of reasonable expectation is that it 

"[f]ocuses performance assessments and analyses on the full range of defensible and reasonable 

parameter distributions."  To demonstrate a reasonable expectation of compliance with the 

regulatory standard therefore, DOE must use defensible and reasonable parameter distributions.  

The Nevada contention asserts (Petition at 138-139) that the parameter distributions arising from 

the treatment are neither defensible nor reasonable because, for example, the distributions 

assigned to precipitation parameters under a monsoon climate are such that the expected seasonal 

cycle is close to zero (because it is an average of seasonal cycles that are out of phase with each 

other).  The net effect in this case is to smooth out seasonality in precipitation under the monsoon 

climate.  As argued elsewhere (e.g., contention NEV-SAFETY-14, Petition at 121), the effect of 

smoothing out seasonal variation will be to under-represent the types of precipitation event that 

are likely to result in net infiltration and hence, ultimately, radiological dose.  This being the 

case, NRC cannot determine that there is a reasonable expectation of compliance on the basis of 
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the information provided by DOE, and the contention is material to the findings NRC must 

make.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s contention is fully supported.  Indeed, as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's 

contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  Moreover, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert 

opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not 

turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.   

DOE also claims (Answer at 254-55) that the contention is devoid of support for its claim 

that differences between stations representing the same climate state should be accommodated by 

allowing the parameters to vary over time within that state "so as to reflect the actual process that 

is expected to occur" (Petition at 139), because "the contention does not reference any 

documentation other than DOE’s own description of its infiltration model."  This is incorrect.  As 

noted above, 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(15) requires that methods used by DOE must be 

"representative of field conditions. . . and natural analog studies."  To comply with this 

requirement, DOE must generate climate sequences that are representative of those to be 

expected in field conditions i.e. that reflect the process that is expected to occur.   

DOE argues (id. at 255) that "Nevada also provides no explanation for its conclusory 

assertion that its proposed method is 'the correct way,' or any reference or further explanation for 

its claim that 'the parameter values derived do not comply with the requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 

63.114(b), in that the technical basis for the parameter ranges used to describe future climatic 

conditions is flawed.'"  The latter claim is explained in more detail under (4) above.  The former 

is irrelevant: the NRC is not required to decide on the correctness of the proposed Nevada 

methodology, but rather on the appropriateness of the DOE methodology that was implemented.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE makes four points here in its answer, as follows:  

• Nevada’s claim that DOE’s use of analog sites to represent future climate 
states "is inappropriate" because the sites have "quite different 
climatologies" is simply wrong.  Id. at 256.  This is irrelevant.  DOE has 
misread the Nevada contention, which relates not to the use of analog sites 
with different climatologies, but rather to the way in which the 
information from different analog sites has been combined.   

• Nevada erroneously asserts in this contention that "DOE makes an attempt 
to justify the pooling for the monsoon climate. . . [t]he quoted statement is 
not a justification; it is a description of past monsoon climate."  Id. at 257.  
This is accepted. In this case DOE has made no attempt to justify the 
pooling for the monsoon climate.  This strengthens the case made in the 
contention.   

• Contentions expressing only generalized "uncertainties" in DOE models or 
analysis represent an improper challenge to 10 C.F.R. Part 63.  Id. at 258.  
This contention suffers from this deficiency.  The contention does not 
express any generalized "uncertainty": it highlights a specific failure of the 
DOE methodology.   

• Nevada also fails to identify alternatives that Nevada believes would more 
accurately characterize the climate analysis properties at the proposed 
repository site or to specifically state the radiological impact of those new 
properties.  Id. at 258.  The first part of this claim is incorrect.  Nevada 
does identify an alternative that it believes would more accurately 
characterize the climate analysis properties – indeed, DOE quotes this in 
its Answer (at 139) ("The correct way to represent this. . .").  As explained 
under (4) above, it is reasonable to expect that if such alternatives were 
adopted, the effect would be to increase the estimates of radiological dose.  
In any event, as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to 
identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-19 – FUTURE INFILTRATION PROJECTIONS NEED TO 
INCLUDE REDUCED VEGETATION COVER 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s argument is not relevant to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i). 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

We have seen these ridiculous arguments before.  DOE argues that contentions urging 

consideration of human induced climate changes (global warming) must be rejected as a 

challenge to 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 and proposed 10 C.F.R. § 63.342 (c)(2).  DOE argues further 

that there is no requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 that this kind of climate change be considered.  

This misreads the Commission’s rules and ignores the Notice of Hearing. 

Not all factors potentially influenced by human behavior were to be held constant, as 

DOE’s argument assumes.  10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (b) provides that certain factors, specifically 

"society, the biosphere (other than climate), human biology, or increases or decreases of human 

knowledge or technology" must "remain constant as they are at the time of submission of the 

license application."  Climate is specifically excluded from this injunction to hold certain factors 

constant.  Moreover, 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (c) provides specifically that "DOE must vary factors 

related to . . . climate based on cautious, but reasonable assumptions consistent with present 

knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca Mountain disposal system over the next 10,000 

years."  Nevada’s contention here relies on assumptions about climate change that are "cautious 

but reasonable" and are based specifically on "present knowledge of factors that could affect the 

Yucca Mountain disposal system over the next 10,000 years."   
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While it is true that NRC case law indicates that contentions which are the subject of 

pending NRC rulemaking should not be admitted, this case law is inapplicable here.  The 

proposed rule applies only to the post 10,000 year assessment period.   

Finally, if as explained above, nothing in NRC’s or EPA’s regulations, or NRC case law, 

removes human induced climate change from the scope of the hearing, it follows that meaningful 

consideration of the effects of human induced climate change on vegetation must also be within 

scope, for otherwise the consideration would be meaningless and NRC would be "giving with 

one hand only to take away with the other."   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, and  as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible.  

Moreover, DOE’s claim that the contention does not assert that DOE has underestimated 

infiltration is wrong.  The contention states (Petition at 144) that "by assuming a particular 

vegetation cover at Yucca Mountain, DOE has underestimated the potential for infiltration."  

Finally, DOE’s claim that Nevada has not shown that its climate assumptions are reasonable 

impermissibly argues the merits.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of  

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.  
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DOE (Answer at 265) claims that the citation of two references made in the Nevada 

Petition is vague and not permissible.  However, these two references are cited in support of a 

very specific criticism of the DOE methodology.  The two references are major international and 

US studies that address these issues throughout and are therefore properly cited in this way.  This 

is not a case where one has to hunt through a massive document to determine what point a 

petitioner is trying to make.  DOE’s argument would, if accepted, produces the absurd result that 

specific scientific propositions are allowed to be supported only by tiny studies.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The Answer is clear on its face that there is a material dispute with DOE.   

DOE complains that the Nevada Petition claims (at 145) that the DOE has 

underestimated infiltration by not taking into account the climatic impact of evapotranspiration 

rates (presumably impact ‘on’ was intended, since the DOE goes on to state that 

evapotranspiration rates are controlled by a combination of soil and vegetation properties, and 

the vegetation properties are highly dependent on climate) (Answer at 265).  Nevada does not 

dispute that the DOE has taken account of some aspects of climate change in assessing 

evapotranspiration rates.  The specific contention is that "the nature of vegetation cover predicted 

for the future at Yucca Mountain, fail[s] to account accurately for the possible impact of reduced 

vegetation cover that could result in increased rates of infiltration" (Petition at 145). 

The DOE also complains (Answer at 266) of a failure to quantify "reduced vegetation 

cover," "increased rates of infiltration" or "possible impact."  Such quantification would require 

both climatological and infiltration modeling that should have been undertaken by DOE.  As is 

emphasized in the Petition (at 144), the key issue is the effect of "precipitation regimes that are 

both drier on average during the winter, with episodic, likely more intense, rainfall at irregular 
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intervals, particularly in the summer or during increasingly infrequent wet winters."  The 

implications of spatial and temporal variations in precipitation and heterogeneities of the 

vegetation, soil and rock systems on infiltration are raised in many of the Nevada contentions.  

Such quantification would require wholesale modification of the DOE approach, which it is not 

appropriate for Nevada to undertake.  Development of an appropriate quantitative approach to 

infiltration modeling is a clear requirement on the DOE in order to provide a defensible 

performance assessment. 

DOE proposes (Answer at 266) that "a decrease in vegetation results from a decrease in 

annual precipitation, not an increase in temperature.  The precipitation decrease would likewise 

decrease mean net infiltration over the site."  This statement makes the unwarranted assumption 

that the mean net infiltration is determined only by annual precipitation.  However, infiltration is 

determined by the spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation.  Thus, a decrease in mean 

annual precipitation with an increase in the intensity of individual storm events has the potential 

to increase infiltration even with constant vegetation cover.  If the vegetation cover is reduced, 

the increase in infiltration may be even larger, since evapotranspirative losses will be reduced.  

Furthermore, the spatial pattern of infiltration may also be modified, with changes in the amount 

and routing of local runoff that is subsequently available for infiltration.   

Finally, in response to DOE’s argument (at 266-267), Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, as indicated in III.D. 

above.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-20 – NET INFILTRATION ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTUAL 
MODEL 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 

Also, DOE misrepresents Nevada’s contention, claiming that Nevada is simply arguing 

that alternative model codes be used, and then uses this misrepresentation to suggest that Nevada 

is seeking to impose additional requirements beyond the applicable NRC regulations.  This is 

incorrect.  DOE argues (Answer at 271-72), that simple changes to the initial conditions of the 

MASSIF model and to one set of parameters (soil saturated hydraulic conductivity) constitute 

evaluation of alternative conceptual models.  In fact, the changes in initial conditions were made 

in an attempt to justify a fundamental flaw in the MASSIF simulations, which re-set the initial 

conditions at the beginning of each year (this issue is addressed more fully in NEV-SAFETY-
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32).  And the changes in soil saturated hydraulic conductivities were also made in response to 

model deficiencies ("the MASSIF model likely underestimates the actual spatial variability in net 

infiltration" (SAR, at 2.3.1-70)), and criticisms of the 1997 Expert Elicitation Panel on 

Unsaturated Flow Model Issues that the spatial distribution of response was incorrect (SAR, at 

2.3.1-70).  These minor sensitivity analyses do not provide an adequate evaluation of alternative 

conceptual models, when, as Nevada has argued elsewhere (e.g. NEV-SAFETY-31), the 

MASSIF model, with the data available for calibration, is an inappropriate model.  DOE goes on 

to argue (Answer at 272) that alternative precipitation models were compared.  Again this is a 

gross distortion.  The cited text (SAR, 2.3.1-75 to 2.3.1-77) simply refers to the choice made in 

model building between 1 or 2 harmonics in the Fourier series representation of seasonality.  

And this point also clearly illustrates one of several inadequacies of the precipitation modeling.  

SAR 2.3.1-76 notes for certain data sites "[t]he second harmonic correction provides significant 

improvement" and yet this model was rejected "[f]or simplicity."  (Deficiencies in the 

precipitation modeling are addressed in more detail in NEV-SAFETY-14 and -15.) 

DOE goes on to argue (Answer at 272) that alternative models were considered but 

rejected: "DOE eventually concluded that neither of these two alternate models is suitable to 

estimate net infiltration at Yucca Mountain."  This argument goes to the merits, not materiality, 

and in any event has no credibility.  The rejection of an inappropriate model does not represent 

an appropriate exploration of alternative conceptual models. 

DOE also notes (Answer at 272) that the HYDRUS-1D code was used to build 

confidence in the MASSIF code.  While this is not relevant to the NRC requirement to "evaluate 

the effects that alternative conceptual models have on the performance of the geologic 
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repository," it should be noted that the comparison between MASSIF and HYDRUS 1-D was 

flawed, as discussed in NEV-SAFETY-23. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As indicated in III.D. above, a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply 

with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, and 63.114 is material per se. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-21 – INFILTRATION MODEL AND CHANGES IN SOIL AND 
ROCK PROPERTIES 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.B. 

above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or underestimated is material 

and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable; as 

indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because 

complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards and  a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does 

not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.101, 63.102, and 63.114 is material per se.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.   
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Moreover, DOE (Answer at 278) criticizes Nevada for largely relying on material within 

the License Application and its supporting documents. This criticism has no basis because 

DOE’s own material provides substantial supporting evidence for Nevada’s contention.   

Further, the contention is significant on its face because it provides, with expert opinion 

support, that the introduction of changes in soil depth and rock properties would widen the range 

of estimates of infiltration, including those associated with episodic events. In consequence, 

seepage at the repository level would be altered with potentially significant effects on corrosion, 

radionuclide release and transport, and radiological impacts on the RMEI.   

DOE documentation, as cited in Petition (at 154), acknowledges that "it is likely that soil 

erosion and deposition processes will affect soil properties and soil depth patterns over the site."  

The cited reference by Stuewe, et al. (2008) ("Erosional Decay of the Yucca Mountain Crest," 

GEOMORPHOLOGY (in press), LSN# NEV000005187) makes conservative assumptions (i.e., 

underestimates the amount of change) but concludes (at 1) that even under these assumptions, 

"predictions of our model into the future show that the crest will denude to the level of the 

proposed site between 500,000 y and 5 my. This prediction is based on conservative estimates 

for all involved parameters. Erosion may be more rapid if other processes are involved."  Nevada 

notes that DOE wrongly interprets "conservative" to provide the opposite of the correct 

interpretation (Answer at 279).  Conservative assumptions are made in the paper to show a lower 

bound on erosion, not, as DOE implies, an upper bound.  While the paper does not formally 

address the time period of 10,000 years, it emphasizes (at 7) that effects are linear, and hence the 

results can be directly related to the 10,000 year period. 

Selective quotation is made of the cited reference by DOE (Answer at 279) to give a 

misleading impression of the significance of the conclusions. Using the minimum feasible 
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erosion parameter, the authors note (at 7) "it may be seen that the entire region is denuded by 

about 500 m in 20 my.  However, even after 1 my incision of about 200 m has occurred in the 

Solitario Canyon, the Drill Hole Wash and the Yucca Wash."  The paper also states that effects 

in the model are linear, so that after 10,000 years, under this assumption, the washes will have 

incised by 2 m. As the authors also note, if a less conservative, but wholly plausible erosion 

parameter is used, the effects are 10 times greater, and it can readily be deduced that this 

corresponds to a 20 m incision by 10,000 years.  These effects are large, with important 

implications, and have not been addressed in the LA.   

DOE (Answer at 280) criticizes Nevada’s assertion that "no consideration is given to 

changes in soil depth, soil properties or bedrock conductivity over 10,000 years" as incorrect, 

and cites uncertainty analysis in an attempt to demonstrate that such effects have been 

represented.  This argument is fundamentally flawed.  The explicit assumption made by DOE is 

acknowledged in their Answer (at 280), "[f]or its base case, DOE did assume that soil depth and 

properties are constant for the next 10,000 years."  DOE then conducted an uncertainty analysis, 

as an attempt to represent the spatial uncertainty in those time-invariant values.  In no way can 

this work be taken to represent effects of time-varying properties.  For this to have been 

achieved, formal analysis would have been required of the parameter ranges needed to 

characterize temporal variability, superimposed on the effects of spatial variability, and an 

appropriate sampling strategy devised.  Clearly this was not carried out.   

DOE notes the important effects of uncertainty in soil properties on the overall 

uncertainty in net infiltration (Answer at 280) "[t]hat analysis determined that assumptions 

related to the depth of class 4 soils have a significant contribution to the uncertainty in net 

infiltration."  (Deficiencies in soils and rock data and the characterization of uncertainty are 
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addressed in more detail in NEV-SAFETY-26, NEV-SAFETY-27, NEV-SAFETY-28, and 

NEV-SAFETY-29.)  DOE then claims (at 280) that a conservative approach was taken to the 

specification of the soil depth of class 4.  But if potentially important effects on soil properties 

and significant erosion of existing soils take place, the distribution and properties of soils would 

radically change, and these effects have simply not been addressed.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
See the discussion in Section 5 above.  Among other things, the contention alleges with 

support in expert opinion that the introduction of changes in soil depth and rock properties would 

widen the range of estimates of infiltration, including those associated with episodic events.  In 

consequence, seepage at the repository level would be altered with potentially significant effects 

on corrosion, radionuclide release and transport, and radiological impacts on the RMEI.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-22 – NET INFILTRATION MODEL WATER BALANCE 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, and 63.114 is material per se. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE, in its Answer to NEV-SAFETY-22 (at 285) accuses Nevada of mischaracterizing 

DOE’s net infiltration model.  It quotes SAR, p 2.3.1-56, "[r]unoff can occur if the net 

precipitation exceeds the ability of the thin surface soil layer to store and transmit water to 
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underlying soil layers."  If there is mischaracterization, it is on the part of DOE, for this 

statement is central to Nevada’s point.  An important mechanism for runoff generation in arid 

areas is the generation of overland flow from rainfall intensity in excess of soil infiltration 

capacity, so called Hortonian rainfall-excess runoff generation, which is, for example, a 

dominant process included in the KINEROS model used by NRC at Walnut Gulch (e.g., 

Woolhiser, D.A. and Fedors, R.W., "Upper Split Wash Modeling in Support of Shallow 

Infiltration Estimates, CNWRA, Part 1 of 3" (05/10/2000), LSN# NRC000027373, Part 2 of 3 

LSN# NRC000027331, Part 3 of 3 LSN# NRC000027267).   

In the MASSIF model, however, this process is missing, and overland flow can only 

occur when the surface layer is saturated.  Nevada notes that this surface layer was included in 

the conceptual model for the purposes of evaporation calculation (SAR, 2.3.1-56, "[t]he topmost 

soil layer is designated as the evaporation zone"), and we have seen no documentation that 

demonstrates the model’s adequacy to represent infiltration excess overland flow.  The use of the 

word "thin" is misleading.  SNL (2007) "Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and 

Potential Future Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 REV 01 AD 01, May 2007" (01/28/2008), 

LSN# DEN001575070, at 6-149, specifies the nominal value (0.15 m) and range (0.1 to 0.2 m) 

for this evaporation layer depth.  So a depth of up to 20 cm of soil must be saturated before 

overland flow can occur.  This would be expected to severely underestimate the occurrence and 

magnitude of overland flow from many rainfall events.   

DOE (Answer at 285) argues that the model has been validated using actual data from 

stream-flow gauges, and that the model correctly predicts the timing and magnitude of the 

runoff.  This impermissibly argues the merits, and in any event, in NEV-SAFETY- 25, Nevada 
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provides detailed evidence to show that (a) the data to support validation are inadequate, and (b) 

the performance of the model in comparison with those data is unacceptably poor.   

Turning to lateral subsurface flow, DOE apparently acknowledges in its answer (at 285-

287) that two major independent reviews have identified this process as an important deficiency 

in the modeling.  These were the 1997 "CRWMSW Management & Operating Contractor 

Unsaturated Zone Flow Model Expert Elicitation (UZFTEE) Project" (05/30/1997), LSN# 

NRC000010491) and the recent "ORISE Independent Review of Simulation of Net Infiltration 

for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 Rev 01, April 2008" 

(04/01/2008), LSN# DEN001595302), both carried out by panels of distinguished scientists with 

major international reputations.  The DOE defense is that neither panel was sure of the precise 

nature of the effects of omitting this important process.  DOE concludes (at 286) that "such 

consideration could result in a decrease in net infiltration."  Equally, however, an increase could 

be expected.  The neglect of a key process with unknown consequences is, Nevada contends, 

unacceptable.   

DOE apparently acknowledges the need to evaluate the effects of lateral flow and states 

(Answer at 287) that it "did evaluate the effects of a variation in the location of net infiltration 

due (to) runoff."  This was not by including subsurface lateral flow, however, but rather by 

adjusting the spatial distribution of soil properties, which is a different effect.  Nevada concludes 

that the effects of lateral subsurface flow are unexplored, despite consistent expert advice over 

more than a decade.   

However, important effects on the spatial distribution of net infiltration arose from the 

exploration of sensitivity to soil properties.  SAR 2.3.1-71 and Table 2.3.1-21, and SAR 2.3.1-81 

notes that "there may be considerably more uncertainty as to where net infiltration is occurring 
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than is represented by the 40 realizations used to characterize infiltration uncertainty."  DOE thus 

acknowledges that it has failed to represent the uncertainty in the spatial distribution of net 

infiltration.  In an attempt to justify this, DOE claims that effects on mean net infiltration are 

small and hence that spatial variability is unimportant.  Nevada (NEV-SAFETY-27) argues that 

the net infiltration modeling is deficient in not representing major fault systems.  Some of the 

major fault systems at Yucca Mountain are illustrated in the LA GI Figure 5-33 at 5-153 and 

provide potential preferential flow paths from the surface to depth, in some cases extending to 

more than 3,000 feet below the surface, and passing through the Tuff sequence into the 

underlying volcanics.  Clearly the potential focusing of net infiltration on those faults is 

potentially important and hence the spatial distribution of net infiltration cannot be summarily 

dismissed.   

Finally, as indicated in III.D. above, a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not 

comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.101, 63.102, and 63.114 is material per se, and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-23 – EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE NET 
INFILTRATION MODELS 

 
1. A one-sentence statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief one-sentence summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 CFR §§ 63.101, 63.102, 

and 63.114 is material per se. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements 

and, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language 

from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.   
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DOE’s Answer (at 291) criticizes Nevada for largely relying on material within the 

License Application and its supporting documents.  Nevada does not understand this criticism, 

since the DOE’s own material provides substantial supporting evidence for Nevada’s contention.   

DOE also criticizes Nevada for "vague terms" (at 292), but its own documentation 

frequently uses rather more vague terms.  Thus DOE’s Answer (at 294), refers to "a close 

comparison" and the underlying documentation (e.g., SNL (2007) "Simulation of Net Infiltration 

for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 REV 01 AD 01, May 

2007" (01/28/2008), LSN# DEN001575070), refers to "the obtained goodness of fit is 

reasonable" (at 7-18), "adequate simulation" and "in good agreement" (at 7-23), "a reasonably 

good fit" (at 7-26), "results are fairly consistent" and "is in good agreement" (at 7-29).  In fact, 

Nevada (Petition at 162) discusses and quantifies differences and refers to (DEN001575070) 

Figures 7.1.2.1-3 and 7.1.2.2-2 as specific examples of poor performance, from which it can be 

seen that the MASSIF simulations have systematic differences from the HYDRUS-1D 

simulations and the observed data throughout most of the periods of observed records, with a 

particular problem for the largest event in Fig.7.1.2.1-3.  This is not the "close comparison" that 

DOE claims (Answer at 294).   

DOE accuses Nevada (Answer at 293) of misrepresenting the criticisms of the "ORISE 

Independent Review of Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future 

Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 Rev 01, April 2008" (04/01/2008), LSN# DEN001595302.  In 

fact, it is DOE who misrepresents the impact of the ORISE statements.  The ORISE report (at D-

11) notes several reasons why the "validation" of the MASSIF model against observed data is of 

limited value.  "The lysimeter validations did not use measured soil textural data" has the 

implication that the comparison is not consistent with what would be expected for the type of 
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application at Yucca Mountain, where soil texture is used to define soil properties.  (Id.).  "The 

soil depth, which should have been modeled as very deep, was not."  Id.  The implication is that 

the nature of the deep percolation process at the lower boundary of the model was not tested for 

conditions appropriate to Yucca Mountain.  "No testing of the Hanford-derived pedotransfer 

function was conducted," yet this is a key relationship in the application to Yucca Mountain.  Id.  

"Three parameters were calculated by using an optimization algorithm to get a good fit to 

observed storage," so the model was forced to fit the observed data, and the proper testing 

procedure, which would have used blind tests on the soils, was not carried out.  Id.  The overall 

conclusion from these comments is that this was not an adequate test of the model’s capability to 

provide adequate performance in its application to Yucca Mountain.   

Taken with the additional comments of Nevada (Petition at 161-162), that there was no 

occurrence of overland flow (so this component was not tested), that no data for Reynolds Creek 

of the wetting phases was available (a critical aspect of hydrological model performance), and 

that although storage was evaluated, net infiltration was not, the conclusion is that this exercise 

does nothing to establish the MASSIF model’s credibility in application to Yucca Mountain. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
See above.  In addition, DOE (Answer at 293) accuses Nevada of vague allegations.  In 

fact, the allegations are quite specific.  Nevada (Petition at 160) states that "[t]he TSPA fails to 

meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 because corroboration of the MASSIF net 

infiltration model through comparison with an alternative model using other data sets is flawed," 

and then proceeds to list areas where the deficiencies occur.  Moreover, as indicated in III.D. 

above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose 

standards.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-24 – PRECIPITATION DATA IN NET INFILTRATION 
MODEL 

 
1. A one-sentence statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief one-sentence summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 CFR §§ 63.101, 63.102, 

and 63.114 is material per se.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements 

and as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language 

from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The central point of Nevada’s contention has been ignored.  The precipitation data 

collected by DOE are wholly inadequate to characterize the spatial and temporal distribution of 

precipitation over the mountain.  Nevada (Petition at 165-166) provides two references from 

USGS which show that an extensive network of gauges (100-150 monitoring sites) would be 

required to capture the spatial variability of precipitation to support the modeling on net 

infiltration.  This is in contrast with just five sites on the mountain presented by DOE in SAR at 

2.3.1-9 and associated Figure 2.3.1-3. 

Two important issues result from this deficiency.  First, the available data are inadequate 

to support any meaningful calibration or validation of the infiltration model for its application to 

Yucca Mountain.  Nevada (Petition at 166) provides the citations to DOE work "Simulation of 

Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates" (05/01/2007), LSN# 

DEN001575070, which demonstrates  in Figure 7.1.3-2 at 7-33 that simulated runoff varies 

greatly depending on which rain gauge is used and that soil parameters cannot be validated with 

the available data.  The absence of snow data also means that the snow component of the 

infiltration model cannot be validated.  Figure 7.1.3-3 at 7-34 presents model simulations of 

snow level which cannot be checked, since no snow data are available.  DOE in its Answer (at 

300), argues that uncertainty related to snowmelt parameters is not important.  However, the 

snow model is highly simplified and, without any validation for Yucca Mountain, this 

uncertainty analysis has no significance.   

The second consequent issue is raised in NEV-SAFETY-14 (Petition at 121).  The 

precipitation data are inadequate to define the dependence of precipitation on elevation, and as a 

result a flawed methodology for the simulation of precipitation, based on regional data, is used.  
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DOE notes that the simulation of future climates relies on analog sites.  Inadequacies in the use 

of these analogs are addressed in NEV-SAFETY-18 (Petition at 137). 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-25 – SITE-SPECIFIC DATA IN NET INFILTRATION MODEL 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support 

in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
DOE, in its Answer, distorts Nevada’s contention in several respects.  Nevada is not 

claiming (Answer at 306) that "DOE must use only site-specific data to validate MASSIF," 

however, given the empirical structure of the MASSIF model, adequate site-specific data are 

required to validate model performance and define appropriate ranges of parameter uncertainty 
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to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (a) and (b).  Nevada is also not making its 

primary challenge (Answer at 309) that "there may be considerably more uncertainty as to where 

net infiltration is occurring than is represented by 40 realizations used to characterize infiltration 

uncertainty analysis" (citing "Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future 

Climates" (05/01/2007), LSN# DEN001575070 at 7-50), although this is an important point.  

Nevada is also not asserting (Answer at 308) that 100 years of monitoring data are required, but 

making the point that the limited data include no major events, so that there are no data on which 

to base an assessment of the MASSIF model that relate to the infrequent large events that are 

expected to dominate net infiltration.   

DOE is also contradictory.  It states (Answer at 308) that Nevada has not disputed the 

conclusion that MASSIF correctly predicted the timing and magnitude of the runoff, yet (at 309) 

it attempts to address Nevada’s criticism of a figure that shows major errors in timing and 

magnitude of runoff. 

DOE accuses Nevada of mischaracterizing the information used to support its contention 

(Answer at 307).  In fact, the reverse is true; the NRC contractor report (Woolhiser, D.A. and 

Fedors, R.W., "Upper Split Wash Modeling in Support of Shallow Infiltration Estimates" 

(05/01/2000), LSN# NRC000027373 at 2-18), undertaken by a scientist with a distinguished 

international reputation, was cited to show that the available data are too limited to allow for 

reasonable validation for any rainfall-runoff model. 

With respect to MASSIF performance, DOE (Answer at 309) agrees that the cited Figure 

7.1.3-15 of LSN# DEN001575070 shows discrepancies in performance, but accuses Nevada of 

taking that figure out of context.  Again, the reverse is true, since DOE dismisses the 
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acknowledged evidence of poor performance to conclude "that MASSIF correctly predicted the 

timing and magnitude of the runoff," which is clearly untrue. 

Finally, as indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been 

mischaracterized or underestimated is material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, the fact that 

uncertainties may exist is no basis for rejecting the contention.    
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-26 – SOIL PROPERTIES DATA IN NET INFILTRATION 
MODEL 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
The contention is clearly material.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or 

underestimated is material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the 

TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention 

must be rejected because complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be 

eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated 

in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
DOE (Answer at 314) acknowledges that the data on soil depth and hydraulic properties 

are limited, but argue that these limitations have been conservatively accounted for.  This goes to 

the merits and is not ground for rejecting a contention.  In any event, four arguments are 

proposed. 

It is stated (at 315) that the use of Hanford soil property database "is likely to be 

conservative."  Nevada notes that there has been no substantive analysis presented to 

demonstrate this assertion, which is more fully stated in the SAR at 2.31-46: "[t]he pedotransfer 

approach introduces uncertainty due to the fact that the Hanford soil property database represents 

soils in a location and depositional environment that is different from Yucca Mountain.  The use 

of the Hanford soil property database is likely to be conservative because the field capacity of the 

Hanford soils is less than the field capacity reported for Nye County soils, which are likely to be 

more representative of site-specific soils than Hanford soils."  There are thus two highly 

speculative assertions, with no quantitative support.  The "ORISE Independent Review of 

Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates" (04/01/2008), 

LSN# DEN001595302 at 6, having reviewed the data, concluded that "the transfer function 

model needs to be compared to soil data collected at Yucca Mountain specifically for site 

characterization."  In addition there are associated issues of uncertainty and scale.  As noted in 

the ORISE report (DEN001595302), pedotransfer functions introduces substantial uncertainty 

because their accuracy is not known (at D-1), and the point is made (at 6) that there is no 

justification for assuming that point-scale properties are applicable at the 30 m grid-scale of the 

model, and no analysis has been done to investigate this issue.  The ORISE panel went on to 

heavily criticize the derivation of field capacity from these pedotransfer functions.  "There is no 
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definitive correlation between field capacity and soil texture . . . nor is there justification to 

associate field capacity with a specific soil water pressure" (DEN001595302 at D-2).  They 

concluded that "[u]ntil field measurements have been conducted, the uncertainties in field 

capacity and their effect on net infiltration cannot be quantified."  Id.  Thus, DOE’s own 

independent panel concurs with Nevada; if the uncertainty cannot be quantified, the pedotransfer 

function approach cannot be justified as conservative.  

DOE claims that conservative assumptions were made for soil depth, quoting the 

distribution adopted for soil depth class 4.  But the ORISE Independent Review Panel 

(DEN001595302 at 5) noted that "Figure 7.2.1.1-1 in the model report shows that the majority of 

soil depths assumed for MASSIF are larger than those from reported Yucca Mountain 

measurements."  The report goes on "[t]his may explain the inability of MASSIF to accurately 

model runoff."  So clearly, the assumed soil depths in the model are not conservative. 

DOE acknowledges (Answer at 315) that soil conductivity has an effect on the spatial 

distribution of net infiltration, but claims that uncertainty analysis shows that this does not 

significantly affect the mean net infiltration.  However, the validity of the analysis of uncertainty 

depends on the credibility of the MASSIF model, which we argue has not been validated on site 

specific data, and the uncertainty analysis itself has been extremely limited.  For example, there 

has been no testing of the uncertainty in the spatial distribution of soils, or the effects of the gross 

lumping of soil types, and the uncertainty analysis has not addressed issues of spatial 

heterogeneity in soil properties within a given soil class.  As noted by the ORISE independent 

Review Panel (DEN001595302 at 8), "[t]hese issues place in doubt the proposition that the 

reported spatially averaged, mean annual infiltration estimates (and the associated uncertainty) 

for the aggregated domain do not underestimate net infiltration for some areas of the mountain." 
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DOE (Answer at 315) concludes that "most of the comparable net infiltration (or 

recharge) models generally predict less infiltration than MASSIF."  We do not accept this as a 

valid argument, since these models are applied to a wide range of environments and scales, and 

cannot be crudely taken as an appropriate basis for comparison with the very specific site 

characteristics at Yucca Mountain. 

In sum, the contention clearly challenges pertinent portions of the application, and 

concurs with the ORISE Independent Review Panel (DEN001595302 at 8): "[t]he review panel 

is not convinced that the bounds of uncertainty have been fully defined, due to the lack of 

inclusion or comparison with site-specific data; without sufficient data for validation, there is no 

assurance that the distributions fully capture the ranges of uncertainty." 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-27 – ROCK PROPERTIES DATA IN NET INFILTRATION 
MODEL 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
The contention is clearly material.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or 

underestimated is material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the 

TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention 

must be rejected because complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be 

eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated 

in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
This contention clearly states a material dispute with statements in DOE’s application.  

As noted by DOE (Answer at 320), Table 2.3.1-1 of the SAR states that the infiltration model 

includes heterogeneities and discrete faults.  However, this assertion with respect to faults is not 

supported by the underlying DOE methodology.  The methodology uses the center point of a grid 

cell to determine lithology, and as explained in Petition (at 180), DOE ("Simulation of Net 

Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates" (05/01/2007), LSN# DEN001575070 

at 6-93) acknowledges that thin units are not properly represented.  There is no evidence 

provided by DOE to show that the major faults have been included. 

DOE also fails to substantiate its objections to Nevada’s contention (Petition at 180) that 

the available data are incomplete, the distribution of rock types is inaccurate, and that the 

associated uncertainty has not been evaluated.  DOE confirms that the rock properties for areas 

underlying alluvium are unknown.  It can only say (Answer at 321) that "[e]xtrapolation from the 

area covered by the geological framework model suggests that most of this alluvium is 

predominantly underlain by the Tiva Canyon Tuff . . . ."  Sensitivity to this assumption has not 

been tested by DOE.  The sensitivity analysis that DOE refers to (DEN00157070, Section 7.1.4) 

is a simple univariate perturbation of the properties of the assumed spatial distribution, and 

makes no allowance in its design for the fact that that assumed distribution may be incorrect. 

In its final point, DOE (Answer at 322) agrees that "[f]ew data are available to quantify 

the proportion of fractures that are unfilled or the hydraulic aperture to characterize them."  It 

goes on to assert that "[r]easonable values may be inferred" and cites DEN00157070, Figure 

6.5.2.6-2 as a comparison that supports that assumption of the upper-bound aperture spacing.  

However, this figure shows that values of saturated hydraulic conductivity from air permeability 
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measurements for some rock units are 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than those that were 

calculated for the assumed upper limit fracture aperture and used as the upper bound in the 

sensitivity analysis, which demonstrates that the full range of uncertainty has not been evaluated. 

Nevada notes the comments of DOE’s "ORISE Independent Review of Simulation of Net 

Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates" (04/01/2008), LSN# DEN001595302 

at D-2 to D-3: "[t]here also seem to be few measurements of bedrock saturated hydraulic 

conductivity.  Without further measurements, it is not possible to quantify the uncertainty in soil 

depths and bedrock conductivity." 

Finally, as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or 

opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue; as indicated 

in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or underestimated is 

material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the TSPA are 

unacceptable; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-28 – NET INFILTRATION MODEL ROCK PROPERTIES 
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
The contention is clearly material.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or 

underestimated is material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the 

TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention 

must be rejected because complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be 

eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible;; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated 

in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
DOE (Answer at 327) accepts that the detailed analysis of uncertainty excluded 

parameters that applied to less than 15% of the area of interest, which, in the case of rock 

properties, excluded 70% of the modeled area. 

DOE argues that other rock units were included in an extended sensitivity study, reported 

in "Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates" (05/01/2007), 

LSN# DEN001575070, section 7.1.4 at 7-67.  However, apart from the fact that only 200 

samples were used to specify the sensitivity of 42 parameters, and that there was no analysis of 

the uncertainty of the assumed spatial distribution of properties, this sensitivity analysis fails to 

represent reasonable uncertainty bounds for the relevant parameters.  For example, the upper 

limit of saturated hydraulic conductivity assumed for IHU401 is 6.5 x 10-6 m/s, which is two 

orders of magnitude less than the equivalent hydraulic conductivity from air permeability 

measurements, as shown on DEN001575070, Figure 6.5.2.6-2 at 6-100.  This uncertainty 

analysis is an inadequate basis on which to exclude 70% of the modeled area. 

In sum, this contention clearly states a material dispute with DOE’s application. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-29 – SPATIAL VARIABILITY OF SOILS AND VEGETATION 
IN NET INFILTRATION MODEL 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
This contention clearly states a material dispute and refers to pertinent disputed portions 

of the application.  In its response (Answer at 333), DOE states that there is no dispute with 

Nevada on the facts of the contention.  However, DOE erroneously states (Answer at 334) that 
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"there is no dispute that DOE's infiltration model conservatively accounts for the variability in 

soil depth and conductivity." 

In Nevada’s contention, the ORISE independent review of simulation of net infiltration 

was cited (Petition at 188) to reinforce the point that important aspects of heterogeneity in soil 

and vegetation properties have been ignored, "[w]hile the model uses assumptions consistently, 

such as uniform soil depths and a constant vegetation rooting depth, such assumptions may not 

be appropriate for this net infiltration simulation because they oversimplify a complex landscape 

and associated hydrologic processes, especially since the model assumptions have not been 

adequately corroborated by field and laboratory observations at Yucca Mountain" (see "ORISE 

Independent Review of Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future 

Climates" (04/01/2008), LSN# DEN001595302 at v).  DOE has made no attempt to rebut this 

scientific argument. 

With respect to soils, DEN001595302 at D-12 notes:  

Several of the multi-dimensional heterogeneous physical processes that influence 
net infiltration have been simplified in the modeling effort through the use of 
lumped parameters and threshold values.  For example, the major soil unit used in 
the simulation is a lumping of three different soil classifications (5/7/9).  Given 
that most of the infiltration occurs through this amalgamated soil, this grouping 
significantly removes complexity from the model, essentially claiming the domain 
mostly consists of a single soil type.  The rationale for combining these soils is 
not convincing, and resolution of this soil back into several components is 
warranted in further study. 

With respect to vegetation, as noted by Nevada (Petition at 188), "a single maximum 

rooting depth is used for the whole model domain, and a single value of plant height is used.  

Such gross spatial lumping means that the process representation is incorrect, since heterogeneity 

can be expected to be a major influence on runoff processes and net infiltration fluxes."  And 

DEN001595302 at D-12 notes "[u]se of a constant rooting depth also seems to be an 

inadequately justified oversimplification."  DOE has not rebutted this argument, but simply 
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states (Answer at 334) that sensitivity analysis shows effects of average net infiltration to be 

small.  However, the sensitivity analyses undertaken simply replicate the erroneous assumption, 

by perturbing the vegetation parameters uniformly over the whole domain.  As noted by DOE’s 

own independent review (DEN001595302 at D-6), "[m]any field studies in arid environments 

have found a strong correlation between vegetation, soil and terrain characteristics, and net 

infiltration."  Such relationships have been totally ignored, both in the simulations of net 

infiltration for all scenarios, and in the sensitivity analyses, despite their importance for process 

representation, and hence the calculation of net infiltration. 

Finally. as indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been 

mischaracterized or underestimated is material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with 

adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a 

material issue. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-30 – TEMPORAL VARIABILITY IN PRECIPITATION IN 
NET INFILTRATION MODEL 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel; as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  

Moreover, DOE’s argument about Nevada’s reference to the 2000 NRC contractor report distorts 

Nevada’s contention, as explained below. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada’s contention is more than adequate here.  DOE (Answer at 340), distorts 

Nevada’s contention and then accuses Nevada of an incorrect assertion. Nevada is not stating 

"that the DOE’s infiltration model uses only daily time steps," rather (Petition at 190) that the 

model "is based on a daily time step with an ad hoc adjustment to allow for sub-daily rainfall 

durations."  Nevada argues that this fails to represent adequately the temporal structure of rainfall 

and hence the dynamics of the physical processes of infiltration. 

DOE (Answer at 339) attacks and misinterprets Nevada’s citation of NRC modeling 

using the KINEROS model. However, the reference is highly relevant, since the model has a 

stronger physics-base than the MASSIF model, and the principal author has many decades of 

experience in modeling rainfall-runoff processes in arid areas. DOE chooses to select from the 

quote, which more fully reads "smoothing of rainfall intensities . . . may lead to errors, because 

infiltration is determined by the soil’s capability to take in water at the precipitation rate." 

Woolhiser, D.A. and Fedors, R.W., "Part 1 of 3:  Upper Split Wash Modeling in Support of 

Shallow Infiltration Estimates" (5/10/2000), LSN# NRC000027373 at 1-4. This comment refers 

not to the specific model used, but to the appropriate representation of the underlying physics. 

DOE states (Answer at 340) that it did not use an average duration for rainfall, but 

instead varied the duration and amount of the rainfall, and accounted for the associated 

uncertainties.  The central point, however, is that a uniform intensity of precipitation is used for 

the assumed duration, so that the true intensity distribution is removed, and hence the effects of 

high intensities within the storm are lost.  Associated with this is the selection of storm duration. 

Simple inspection of the observed relationships between storm duration and amount (Figures 

6.5.1.7-1 to 6.5.1.7.4, "Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future 
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Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 REV 01 AD 01, May 2007)" (01/28/2008), LSN# 

DEN001575070 at 6-57 and 6-58) shows very large scatter. This gross uncertainty has not been 

captured in the net infiltration simulations; instead it is uncertainty in the regressed linear 

relationship that has been used. 

Nevada (Petition at 192) contends that "the use of a daily time step to simulate moisture 

redistribution is an improper gross aggregation of the soil physical dynamics which have 

characteristic time scales of minutes to hours."  We note that DOE makes no response to that 

criticism. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-31 – CALIBRATION OF NET INFILTRATION MODEL 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 The contention is clearly material.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because 

complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, 

with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always 

raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
 As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
 Nevada’s contention clearly satisfies this requirement, and much of DOE’s argument 

impermissibly goes to the merits.  DOE states (Answer at 346) that three bullets on page 196 

provide no reference.  The first of these bullets states that "[t]he implications of the use of 

simplified soil physics for recharge estimation have not been adequately addressed."  This 

statement has ample support from DOE’s own review bodies. For example, as noted in NEV-

SAFETY-33 (Petition at 203), the use of a model for net infiltration based on the concept of field 

capacity, which is at best a crude approximation to the underlying soil physics, has been severely 

criticized. For example, a panel member of the "CRWMS Management & Operating Contractor 

Unsaturated Zone Flow Model Expert Elicitation Project" (05/30/1997), LSN# NRC000010491 

at DBS-4) concluded that, "regarding water balance modeling for net infiltration, I have low 

confidence in the Bucket model. It is inadequate for the level of detail being considered in this 

analysis. The concept of "field capacity" has no physical significance." The "ORISE Independent 

Review of Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates MDL-

NBS-HS-0000023 Rev 01), April 2008" (04/01/2008), LSN# DEN001595302 at D-2 has an 

extensive discussion of the problems in characterizing field capacity, notes that the definition 

used by DOE "will lead to incorrect values for the field capacity and , therefore, water holding 

capacity of the soil." And LSN# DEN001595302 (at 6) notes "[t]he assumption that subsurface 

lateral flow is unimportant for this modeling effort is not tested nor is it convincingly justified." 

The third bullet (Petition at 196) states that "[t]he soil is spatially and temporally 

aggregated, by using a maximum of just 3 soil layers, spatially lumped on a 30 meter grid, with a 

1-day time step." The ORISE Report (DEN001595302 at 6) notes "no scale adjustments are 

made from the point-scale values to the 30 m x 30 m model grids in the MASSIF application. 
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The effect of upscaling to 30 meters depends strongly on local topography. . . " and goes on to 

note that the lack of upscaling would be expected to introduce bias.  The effects of soil layering 

are not adequately addressed, as indicated by LSN# DEN001595302 (at 10) "[t]he effect of 

surface soil thickness in the MASSIF model needs to be better evaluated."  The issue of temporal 

aggregation is addressed in NEV-SAFETY-30.  The use of a daily time step for net infiltration 

modeling is inappropriate if physically based parameters are used with no allowance for the 

effects of temporal aggregation on model parameterization and performance. In an NRC 

modeling study based on Upper Split Wash, Woolhiser, D.A. and Fedors, R.W., "Part 1 of 3:  

Upper Split Wash Modeling in Support of Shallow Infiltration Estimates" (05/10/2000), LSN# 

NRC000027373 at 1-4, it was noted that "smoothing of rainfall intensities . . . may lead to errors, 

because infiltration is determined by the soil’s capability to take in water at the precipitation 

rate."  

The fourth bullet point (Petition at 196) summarizes the effects of the preceding points, to 

note that "the simplified physics, combined with the spatial and temporal aggregation, means that 

model parameters cannot be simply related to soil physical properties, and appropriate analysis 

of aggregation effects has not been carried out." 

DOE’s principal point (Answer at 348) is that a simplified model is acceptable, provided 

that the assumptions are conservative. This is not disputed; however, in the case of the MASSIF 

model, the simplifications and associated parameterization have not been demonstrated to be 

conservative. DOE cites soil depth, soil holding capacity and bedrock conductivity, for example. 

NEV-SAFETY-26 provides detailed arguments concerning the inadequacy of the soil data and 

NEV-SAFETY-27 addresses the deficiencies in the bedrock conductivity data.  DEN001595302 

(at 10) notes "[t]he bounds of uncertainty have not been fully defined due to the lack of site-
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specific data for determining uncertainty in parameters due to spatial variability, as well as 

comparison of the model results with site-specific data and with alternative modeling 

predictions." 

DOE (Answer at 349) states that Nevada’s contention is that MASSIF must be, but has 

not been, calibrated against site-specific data.  However, Nevada does not argue that no 

calibration has been done, but rather that the model "has not been and cannot be properly 

calibrated for present-day conditions" (Petition at 194).  NEV-SAFETY-25 addresses calibration 

in some detail, with fully referenced arguments.  The contention (Petition at 168) states that 

"SAR Subsections 2.3.1.3.2 and 2.3.1.3.3 and similar subsections contain site-specific data at 

Yucca Mountain that are too limited to allow for validation of the net infiltration model, and 

those data that are available demonstrate that performance of the model is unacceptably poor for 

infiltration modeling." 

DOE (Answer at 349) also states that "comparison of net infiltration uncertainty results 

with net infiltration estimates from other sites in the region provides confidence that the range of 

net infiltration predicted by the model is reasonable and likely conservative."  However, as 

DEN001595302 (at 4) notes with respect to comparison with regional estimates, "this agreement 

between estimates does not necessarily mean that the spatially averaged results from the 

MASSIF model correctly represent long-term infiltration rates for the mountain as a whole or, 

more importantly, that infiltration for significant areas of the domain . . . is not underestimated 

by the modeling approach . . . ." 

DOE (Answer at 349) states that calibration techniques were applied to several of the 

model input parameters, and cites precipitation lapse rate as an example.  But NEV-SAFETY-14, 

(Petition at 121), shows that the elevation relationships for precipitation are flawed. 
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DOE (Answer at 349) states that site-specific data have been used to validate elements of 

MASSIF.  But NEV-SAFETY-25 (Petition at 171) points out, for the validation of MASSIF on 

Pagany Wash, that "the soil saturated conductivity must be increased by an order of magnitude . . 

. to match the measured infiltration" (citing DEN001575070 at 7-48).  The validation also 

showed that the spatial distribution of net infiltration could not be constrained by the available 

data, "[d]espite the good agreement between the observed and predicted runoff in both of these 

scenarios, there is a pronounced difference in the spatial distribution of net infiltration for each of 

these scenarios . . ."  Id. at 7-50.  So the results show that the prior assumptions of soil properties, 

subsequently used for TSPA, are inappropriate, and the spatial distribution indeterminate.  As 

noted by DOE’s independent review panel, "the model was not capable of representing observed 

infiltration beneath washes and ephemeral streams without significant calibration and alteration 

of assumed hydraulic properties that were used for the final infiltration estimates" 

(DEN001595302 at 4). 

Finally, DOE (Answer at 350) states that ‘DOE also performed post-model development 

validation, which "included comparisons of the model results with data from comparable 

environments."  However, NEV-SAFETY-23 (Petition at 160) shows that DOE incorrectly 

compared the MASSIF net infiltration model with an alternative model using other data sets. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-32 – USE OF INITIAL CONDITIONS IN NET INFILTRATION 
MODEL 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 The contention is clearly material.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because 

complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, 

with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always 

raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE (Answer at 354) does not contest Nevada’s contentions that the treatment of initial 

conditions in the MASSIF model is incorrect, because it is likely to lead to an underestimate of 
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net infiltration following a wet year.  More precisely, Nevada (Petition at 198) contends that the 

MASSIF model of net infiltration incorrectly assumes the initial water content to be uniformly 

constant for each soil type at the beginning of each water year. 

DOE (Answer at 354-55) states that its sensitivity analysis of the effects of resetting 

initial conditions demonstrated that the effects are minor.  However, this impermissibly 

addresses the merits.  Moreover, DOE (Answer at 355) attempts to misrepresent the view of the 

ORISE Independent Review Panel on this issue.  It states (citing "ORISE Independent Review of 

Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates (MDL-NBS-HS-

0000023 Rev 01), April 2008" (04/01/2008), LSN# DEN001595302 at D-14) that "the Report 

opined merely that DOE’s study may not 'best represent the impact of sequential climate years . . 

. .'"  In fact, the full quote (DEN001595302 at D-14 and D-15) concluded, "[t]he review panel is 

concerned that sequentially wet climate years may not have been realistically simulated by the 

approaches of MASSIF and believes that the impact of sequentially wet climate years has not 

been adequately tested."  Also (at D-14), referring to the IC 1 runs in which DOE states that the 

effect was evaluated, the Report states "the review panel does not believe that these simulations 

best represent the impact of sequential climate years for which multiple wetter-than-average 

years are simulated.  Section 6.5.7.4 did not provide a clear justification for the values of 

'initially higher water contents,' a detailed analysis of how these values were chosen, or if these 

values were chosen to represent sequentially wet climate years."  So DOE’s own independent 

review panel found that the assumption is unjustified and that the supporting analysis that 

purports to show minor effect has no credibility. 

Finally, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-33 – APPROACH TO ESTIMATING PERCOLATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

  
The contention is clearly material.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because 

complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, 

with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always 

raises a material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The contention clearly satisfies this requirement.  DOE (Answer at 360) states that the 

only support for Nevada’s criticism of the field capacity concept "is three sentences from a 171-

page report which represents a separate view of a single member of an expert elicitation panel."  

Apart from the fact that the length of a comment is irrelevant, and the single member was chosen 

by DOE for his expertise in this area, there is also widespread concern expressed by another of 

DOE’s independent expert panels ("ORISE Independent Review of Simulation of Net Infiltration 

for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates (MDL-NBS-HS-0000023 Rev 01), April 2008" 

(04/01/2008), LSN# DEN001595302).  The report (at D-2) discusses at length the difficulty in 

defining an appropriate empirical value for this concept and states that the DOE’s definition is 

incorrect: "[t]his assumption will lead to incorrect values for the field capacity and, therefore, 

water holding capacity of the soil."  It concludes "[u]ntil field measurements have been 

conducted, the uncertainties in field capacity and their effect on net infiltration cannot be 

quantified."  

Nevada (Petition at 204) comments on the calculation of percolation, noting, among other 

things, that an arbitrary two-step procedure is used.  DOE (Answer at 362) does not attempt to 

provide any technical justification for this representation, simply restating the calculation 

procedure.  

DOE (Answer at 363) notes that MASSIF compares well with results of HYDRUS-1D, 

thereby corroborating MASSIF.  However, NEV-SAFETY-23 provides an analysis of these 

comparisons and shows that corroboration of the MASSIF net infiltration model through 

comparison with an alternative model using other data sets is flawed. 
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Finally, as indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been 

mischaracterized or underestimated is material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, the fact that a model 

may not provide a completely accurate result and uncertainties may exist is no basis for rejecting 

the contention; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-34 – REPRESENTATION OF STORM DURATION FOR NET 
INFILTRATION MODELING 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE (Answer at 368) accuses Nevada of a lack of specificity in its reference to SAR 

2.3.1.3.2 and 2.3.1.3.3.  DOE has waived this argument by conceding compliance with 10 CFR § 
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2.309 (f)(1)(i).  Moreover, although the contention is in fact referenced to the level of the fourth 

subdivision, Nevada is happy to point out that the specific treatment of precipitation duration is 

discussed in SAR at 2.3.1-43 and that all of the results of the MASSIF model presented in 

2.3.1.3.3 depend on this assumption. 

In its response to the principal point raised in NEV-SAFETY-34, DOE chooses to 

misinterpret Nevada’s contention.  Nevada (at 208) notes that a simple linear relationship is 

fitted by regression to relate storm duration to daily rainfall depth.  This relationship is then used 

to determine the storm durations associated with simulated daily rainfall.  Nevada then goes on 

to illustrate the effect (Petition at 209).  Based on "Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day 

and Potential Future Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 REV 01 AD 01, May 2007" 

(01/28/2008), LSN# DEN001575070 at 6-57 and Figure 6.5.1.7-1, a 20mm rainfall can be 

associated with durations ranging from 1 to 23 hours, whereas the linear fit to the data yields a 

value of around 10 hours.  DOE (Answer at 368) notes that it has included the calculation of a 

standard error.  However, this is an error in the linear fit, which, as discussed, fails to represent 

the very large variability in the observed rainfalls.  Hence it is not surprising that sensitivity 

analysis based on this standard error shows that it is not important (Answer at 369).  However, 

the real effect of the variability will be to dramatically under-represent the intensity of some 

important events. 

DOE then goes on to claim (Answer at 370) that "very extreme rainfall events . . . will 

not greatly affect net infiltration."  This statement flies in the face of expert opinion. Although it 

is true that overland flow will be expected to occur and focus the recharge on washes and their 

associated alluvium, it is precisely these extreme events that are expected to dominate net 

infiltration fluxes.  Thus, the 1997 "CRWMS Management & Operating Contractor Unsaturated 
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Zone Flow Model Expert Elicitation Project" (05/30/1997), LSN# NRC000010491 noted, in a 

summary of key issues (at 3-27), that significant net infiltration would occur from major storm 

events only, for example, one in 10 or 20 years.   

It is relevant to note that the MASSIF model, as implemented to produce the final 

infiltration estimates, is unable to represent properly the infiltration under washes. DOE’s 

"ORISE Independent Review of Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential 

Future Climates (MDL-NBS-HS-0000023 Rev 01), April 2008" (04/01/2008), LSN# 

DEN001595302 notes (at 4-5) that ". . . the model was not capable of representing observed 

infiltration beneath washes and ephemeral streams without significant calibration and alteration 

of assumed hydraulic properties that were used for the final infiltration estimates.  Infiltration 

under ephemeral washes…is likely to lead to significant recharge in those areas." 

Finally, as indicated in III.C. above, the fact that a model may not provide a completely 

accurate result and uncertainties may exist is no basis for rejecting the contention.    
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-35 – EPISODIC NATURE OF INFILTRATION FLUXES IN 
NET INFILTRATION ANALYSIS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
 As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada’s contention clearly satisfies this requirement. DOE, in its response to NEV-

SAFETY-35, does not address the technical issues raised, but relies on assertions that Nevada 

misread the LA and misunderstands the model (Answer at 375-76). 

Nevada fully understands that precipitation is input to the MASSIF model as daily 

amounts. However, as noted by Nevada at 213, the MASSIF results are temporally aggregated to 

provide an annual flux as input to the unsaturated zone, and only a mean value of that flux is 

taken forward for the TSPA (see, e.g. LSN# DEN001575070 at 6-169). Thus, although MASSIF 

may simulate a 1,000 year annual flux, the output will be weighted by a factor of 1/1000 to 

quantify its contribution to the mean. Hence, as noted by Nevada at 213, "The consequence of 

this procedure is that the physics of system response to these dominant extreme events is lost." 

The conclusion is that "This is incompatible with appropriate representation of the process 

response of the underlying unsaturated zone," and is likely to under estimate seepage at the 

repository level.  This demonstrates the significance of the contention. 

Finally, as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or 

opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue, and as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standard. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-36 – CORROBORATION OF MODEL RESULTS IN POST-
MODEL VALIDATION OF NET INFILTRATION SIMULATIONS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada, in NEV-SAFETY-36, draws on DOE’s own work to show that (at 217) not just  

"the data available are inadequate to support objective evaluation of model performance" but also 

"such results as are available show the model performance to be extremely poor." Nevada notes 

that the neutron logging data, which represent one of the very few data sources available with 
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which to test net infiltration performance, show that the model performance is poor. It is 

interesting that DOE’s position with respect to this poor performance is to reject the data - "there 

is no dispute that it would be inappropriate to use that data for comparison against MASSIF" 

(Answer at 381). This is an indictment of the Yucca Mountain monitoring program. 

DOE accuses Nevada of misrepresenting the conclusions of its ORISE independent 

review panel (LSN# DEN001595302), and then proceeds to misinterpret that panel’s report. 

DOE (Answer at 382) provides a quotation from ORISE that states "this agreement among 

estimates does not necessarily mean that the spatially averaged results from the MASSIF model 

correctly represent long-term infiltration rates for the mountain as a whole. . ." so DOE is 

incorrect to assert that "the concern of ORISE pertains to the ability of MASSIF to model the 

spatial distribution of net infiltration." It also applies to the spatially averaged results. 

DOE agrees that there is significant uncertainty in the spatial distribution of net 

infiltration, but claims that sensitivity analysis has shown the effects to be small (Answer at 382). 

Nevada contends that the spatial distribution is fundamentally important, and that DOE’s 

sensitivity analysis is too limited to be of value.  

In its response to DOE concerning NEV-SAFETY-26, Nevada notes that DOE 

acknowledges (Answer at 315) that soil conductivity has an effect on spatial distribution of net 

infiltration, but claims that uncertainty analysis shows that this does not significantly affect the 

mean net infiltration. However, the validity of the analysis of uncertainty depends on the 

credibility of the MASSIF model, which we argue has not been validated on site specific data, 

and the uncertainty analysis itself has been extremely limited.  For example, there has been no 

testing of the uncertainty in the spatial distribution of soils, or the effects of the gross lumping of 

soil types, and the uncertainty analysis has not addressed issues of spatial heterogeneity in soil 
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properties within a given soil class. As noted by the ORISE Independent Review Panel LSN# 

DEN001595302 at 8, "These issues place in doubt the proposition that the reported spatially 

averaged, mean annual infiltration estimates (and the associated uncertainty) for the aggregated 

domain do not underestimate net infiltration for some areas of the mountain." 

And in its response to DOE concerning NEV-SAFETY-27, with respect to rock 

properties, Nevada notes that DOE also fails to substantiate its objections to Nevada’s contention 

(at 180) that the available data are incomplete, the distribution of rock types is inaccurate, and 

that the associated uncertainty has not been evaluated. DOE confirms that the rock properties for 

areas underlying alluvium are unknown. It can only say (Answer at 321) that "Extrapolation 

from the area covered by the geological framework suggests that most of this alluvium is 

predominantly overlain by the Tiva Canyon Tuff. . ." Sensitivity to this assumption has not been 

tested by DOE. The sensitivity analysis that DOE refers to (LSN# DEN00157070, Section 7.1.4) 

is a simple univariate perturbation of the properties of the assumed spatial distribution, and 

makes no allowance in its design for the fact that that assumed distribution may be incorrect. 

Nevada also argues in NEV-SAFETY-35 that the use of the long term mean of the 

distribution of net infiltration of extreme events misrepresents the physics of the unsaturated 

zone response, and hence DOE’s claim that spatial distribution is irrelevant due to the presence 

of the Paintbrush Tuff (Answer at 383) is unwarranted. 

With respect to the CNWRA model (Answer at 383), Nevada accepts that a simplified 

model can provide appropriate information, if conservative assumptions have been applied. 

However, there is no evidence provided by DOE that the assumptions in this model are 

conservative. Nevada (at 218) points to a series of limitations in the model, which is also 

acknowledged to contain an error. The effect of that error is treated in a wholly speculative 
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manner. "The mistyped value. . .is not expected to strongly affect IYTM infiltration estimates" 

(Answer at 385). Other limitations include lack of representation of extremes, meteorological 

data from a different location, and limited information on soil depths and hydraulic properties. 

We note that these criticisms have not been rebutted by DOE. 

It is impossible to understand what DOE means when it argues (Answer at 385) that "with one 

exception, Nevada has not contested the CNWRA Model meets the reasonable expectation 

standard" in any event, as indicated in III.B. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable.  

DOE claims (Answer at 386) that Nevada fails to mention that other sources of 

information were used to validate the MASSIF model. This is clearly incorrect, as the use of 

regional estimates has already been discussed by Nevada in this contention (at 217) and by DOE, 

in its response to this contention (Answer at 381). The inadequacies of the validation of MASSIF 

using HYDRUS1-D are addressed by Nevada in NEV-SAFETY-23. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-37 – NET INFILTRATION MODEL METHODOLOGY 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada's contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards.   

As far as this particular contention is concerned, it is not possible to evaluate the impact 

on the estimated dose.  As explained in the contention (Petition at 222), the main consequence of 

the chosen sampling methodology is that it potentially leads to imprecise estimates of long-term 

net infiltration.  Given this, NRC cannot reasonably rule out the possibility that the impact of this 

would be to underestimate net infiltration rates and hence, ultimately, radiological dose.   

The contention is therefore material to the findings that NRC must make to license Yucca 

Mountain.   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  

DOE disputes (Answer at 390) that Nevada’s assessment of the chosen sampling methodology 

constitutes "a genuine dispute of material fact."  It offers two arguments in support of this 

position: 

• The contention provides no explanation or justification for its assertion 
and the contention never explains the basis for its statement that DOE uses 
a method "that is not generally accepted."  Id. at 390-91.  DOE does not 
dispute that their methodology amounts to a form of stratified sampling.  
10 C.F.R. § 63.101(2) notes that to demonstrate compliance with the 
regulatory standard requires "the use of . . . prevalent expert judgment . . .  
Further, in reaching a determination of reasonable expectation, the 
Commission may supplement numerical analyses with qualitative 
judgments . . . ."  The Nevada contention merely notes a fundamental 
feature of this sampling method that will be familiar to anybody with a 
basic knowledge of sampling techniques.  Nevada cannot be held 
responsible if DOE is not aware of this.   

• The contention provides no basis for believing that it would have any 
material effect on net infiltration as calculated by DOE.  Id. at 391.  See 
the rebuttal under (4) above.   

• The contention does not explain how DOE's approach violates the 
principle regulatory provision that it cites (10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(15)).  Id. 
at 391.  10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(15) requires that the models used must be 
supported by an appropriate combination of methods.  The Nevada 
contention asserts that the sampling method used for the estimation of 
long-term net infiltration is not appropriate.   

 
Finally, as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contentions should 

be rejected because no model is perfect is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-38 – PARAMETER CORRELATIONS IN NET 
INFILTRATION MODEL 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
The contention is clearly material.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada's contention must be rejected because 

complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards. 

As far as this particular contention is concerned, it is not possible to evaluate the impact 

on the estimated dose.  As explained in the contention (Petition at 224), the main consequence of 

ignoring parameter correlations is that it leads to biased estimates of long-term net infiltration.  

Given this, NRC cannot reasonably rule out the possibility that the impact would be to 

underestimate net infiltration rates and hence, ultimately, radiological dose.  The contention is 

therefore material to the findings that NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain.   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

Nevada’s contention is more than adequate.  See III.H. above.  As indicated in III.L. 

above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  In 

particular, the main points in the DOE Answer are as follows: 

• DOE claims (Answer at 395) that its report does not state what the 
contention suggests that it states, namely that DOE neglected correlations.  
The contention does not state that DOE neglected all correlations as 
implied by the DOE response: it states at paragraph 2 (Petition at 223) that 
"with very few exceptions, parameter correlations are not considered in 
the uncertainty analysis and the issue is not discussed at all in SAR 
Subsection 2.3.1.3.3."  This is true: for example, for the present-day 
climate DOE varied 11 parameters independently and considered 
correlations between just two other parameters (see "Simulation of Net 
Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates, MDL-NBS-
HS-000023 REV 01 ADD 01" (01/28/2008), LSN# DEN001575070, at 6-
153).  DOE also cites (id.) a statement in DEN001575070 at 8-19 in 
support of its response: "For the physical parameters (parameter related to 
physical properties of materials), no technical basis justifying imposing 
correlations between parameters was identified.  Therefore, no correlations 
were applied."  This statement was quoted in the Nevada contention 
(Petition at 224) to support the assertion that correlations had not been 
considered appropriately.  At page 225, the contention also notes that the 
approach fails to comply with DOE’s own statement that "[a]n adequate 
technical basis or bounding argument [must be] provided for neglected 
correlations" (citing DEN001575070 at 8-18).  10 C.F.R. § 63.114(b) 
requires that the performance assessment must "provide for the technical 
basis for parameter ranges, probability distributions, or bounding values 
used in the performance assessment."  DOE does not give any details of 
the criteria that they considered in determining that the remaining 
parameter correlations did not need to be applied, and hence no technical 
basis has been provided.   

• DOE claims (Answer at 396) that the contention does not identify 
correlations that DOE has not applied, or correlations that were applied 
and should not be.  There is no requirement on Nevada to identify such 
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correlations: the material issue here is that DOE has provided no technical 
basis for the neglected correlations, and hence there is no adequate 
technical basis for the (joint) probability distributions used in the 
performance assessment.  However, to give just one example where one 
might reasonably expect correlations to be taken into account: for the 
present-day climate, parameters representing plant height, maximum 
rooting depth and soil depth for depth class 4 were sampled independently 
(DEN001575070 at 6-153).  Soil depth class 4 designates shallow soils 
(DEN001575070 at 6-82).  It is reasonable to expect that very shallow 
soils (associated with the lower end of the uncertainty distribution of the 
soil depth for this class) and shallow rooting depths will both be associated 
with reduced plant height.   

 
The contention provides no basis for believing that it would have any material effect on 

net infiltration as calculated by DOE.  See the rebuttal under 4. above.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-39 – TEMPERATURE LAPSE RATE VERIFICATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
The contention is clearly material.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada's contention must be rejected because 

complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   

Moreover, it is not possible to evaluate the impact on the estimated dose without carrying 

out additional modeling cases that are beyond the practical ability of anyone other than DOE to 

perform.  As explained in the contention (Petition at 228), the main role of temperature in the net 

infiltration component of the TSPA is in determining evapotranspiration rates; 

evapotranspiration removes precipitation from the system and hence has a direct relationship 

with infiltration.  The use of an incorrect temperature lapse rate will result in incorrect 

temperature inputs to the MASSIF infiltration model, and hence will lead to biased estimates of 

net infiltration.  The failure of DOE to verify the temperature lapse rate contravenes 10 C.F.R. § 

63.21(c)(15), which requires that analyses and models used in the performance assessment must 
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be supported empirically.  Given this failure, NRC cannot reasonably rule out the possibility that 

DOE has underestimated net infiltration rates and hence, ultimately, radiological dose.  Also, as 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  The contention is therefore 

material to the findings that NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel; as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE claims (Answer at 401) that the contention fails to establish a genuine dispute for 

the following reasons: 

• The contention does not allege that DOE’s assumption of a 1 degree 
Celsius decrease per one hundred meter elevation rise is incorrect or 
unreasonable.  Id. at 401-02.  This is irrelevant.  The issue is that DOE did 
not verify the assumed decrease, and that this contravenes the requirement 
of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(15) for modeling assumptions to be supported 
empirically.   

• DOE in fact used actual data including temperature, obtained from 
weather stations on Yucca Mountain for its model.  Id.  This is also 
irrelevant.  DOE did indeed use data including temperature for stations on 
the mountain, but did not use them to check the lapse rate.  Indeed, if this 
is done using the data in Tables F-7 and F-8 of DEN001575070 
("Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future 
Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 REV 01 ADD 01" (01/28/2008), LSN# 
DEN001575070), the estimated lapse rates for wet day minimum and 
maximum temperatures are 0.32 and 0.74 degrees per 100 m respectively, 
with the corresponding figures for dry days being -0.36 and 0.67.  All of 
these are substantially less than the assumed 1 degree per 100 m.   

• Even if the lapse rate was incorrect, the contention does not provide any 
basis for an allegation that evapotranspiration was actually incorrectly 
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estimated or that net infiltration was underestimated.  Id. at 402.  The lapse 
rate is used to adjust the daily temperature data for cell elevation on input 
to the MASSIF model (SAR at 2.3.1-56).  The temperature data are used 
to calculate reference evapotranspiration at each grid cell (SAR at 2.3.1-
65).  An incorrect lapse rate will clearly lead to incorrect input 
temperatures, and hence to incorrect evapotranspiration calculations and 
incorrect net infiltration.  As explained under (4) above, NRC therefore 
cannot reasonably rule out the possibility that net infiltration was 
underestimated.   

• DOE has demonstrated that uncertainty in the temperature lapse rate has 
no meaningful effect on uncertainty in the output of the infiltration model.  
Id. at 402.  This is incorrect.  The claim is based on the "extended 
parameter sensitivity study" reported in Section 7.1.4 of DEN001575070, 
in which the lapse rate was allowed to vary between 0.65 degrees and 1 
degree per 100 m.  However, as explained in contention NEV-SAFETY-
40 (Petition at 234), this study is inadequate because it does not address 
the key question of how sensitive are the percentiles of the overall 
uncertainty distribution to the threshold choice.  In its answer to NEV-
SAFETY-40 (at 404-411), DOE has not contested this assertion; hence it 
cannot claim to have demonstrated that the temperature lapse rate has no 
meaningful effect on the output.   

 
Finally, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-40 – PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY TREATMENT IN NET 
INFILTRATION MODEL 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that DOE’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 

Moreover, as far as this particular contention is concerned, it is not possible to evaluate 

the impact on the estimated dose without carrying out additional modeling cases that are beyond 

the practical ability of anyone other than DOE to perform.  However, according to 10 C.F.R. § 

63.304, a characteristic of reasonable expectation is that it is based on "the full range of 

defensible and reasonable parameter distributions."  The contention asserts that many of the 

assigned parameter distributions in the net infiltration model are neither defensible nor 

reasonable.  In this case, there can be no reasonable expectation of meeting the regulatory 
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standards.  The contention is therefore material to the findings that NRC must make to license 

Yucca Mountain. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
 As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.   

 DOE rejects Nevada’s citation of the ORISE Report ("ORISE Independent Review of 

Simulation of Net Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates (MDL-NBS-HS-

0000023 Rev 01), April 2008" (04/01/2008), LSN# DEN001595302), and cites its response to 

NEV-SAFETY-26 in support of this.  Accordingly, Nevada’s rebuttal of the DOE response to 

NEV-SAFETY-26 explains why the DOE argument is incorrect.  

 The Nevada contention (at 234-235) notes that the NWTRB rejected DOE’s use of the 

GLUE methodology to recalibrate the MASSIF net infiltration distribution for input to the 

unsaturated zone modeling.  The DOE Answer (at 408) acknowledges this, but claims that the 

use of the methodology is cautious but reasonable, impermissibly arguing the merits.  In any 

event, the DOE argument is difficult to follow however: for example, it says "GLUE increases 

the probability calculated by MASSIF that a specified net infiltration will occur."  This is 

meaningless: since the cumulative probability of all net infiltration values is 1, if the probability 

of a particular value of net infiltration increases, then the probability of other values must 

decrease to compensate.  DOE argues that the GLUE methodology "gives higher statistical 

probabilities to the lower range of the statistical distribution . . . of the MASSIF estimated net 

infiltration" and cites page 14 of LSN# NEN000000673 ("December 2007; NWTRB Report: 

Technical Evaluation of U.S. Department of Energy Yucca Mountain Infiltration Estimates, a 
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Report to the U.S. Congress and the Secretary of Energy (12/15/2007)), along with Fig. 4 of 

LSN# DEN001581961 ("A Modified Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) 

Methodology: Considering the Subjectivity of Likelihood Function Selection; GLUE-zhangetc" 

(01/02/2008)), in support of this.  Accordingly, it must give lower probabilities to the upper 

range of the distribution.  Indeed, Fig. 4 of DEN001581961 shows that the overall effect of the 

GLUE methodology is to reduce estimates of net infiltration (the mean of the net infiltration 

distribution is around 18mm/yr before recalibration and 8mm/yr afterwards).  Although this 

figure suggests that the recalibrated distribution is more consistent with the views of an expert 

elicitation exercise, it fails to take into account the considerable uncertainty in the expert 

distributions (the range of these distributions is shown in Fig 7.2.3-1 of "Simulation of Net 

Infiltration for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates, MDL-NBS-HS-000023 REV01" 

(05/24/2007), LSN# DN2002482668).  To summarize: the DOE methodology, which was 

rejected as inappropriate by NWTRB, had the effect of reducing net infiltration estimates as they 

are input to the unsaturated zone model.  Therefore, DOE cannot claim that its approach is 

cautious but reasonable, and its argument is incorrect.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The Nevada contention (at 231-232) gives several examples of parameter uncertainties 

that were neglected by DOE.  In its response, DOE claims to have addressed each of these 

uncertainties, as follows: 

• The uncertainty associated with deriving soil physical properties from 
pedotransfer is addressed on SAR pages 2.3.1-46 and 2.3.1-72. The 
relevant extracts from the cited pages are "[t]he pedotransfer approach 
introduces uncertainty due to [the derivation of soil properties from a 
different site and pedogenesis] . . .[t]he use of the Hanford soil property 
database is likely to be conservative because the field capacity of the 
Hanford soils is less than the field capacity reported for Nye County soils, 
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which are likely to be more representative of site-specific soils than 
Hanford soils" [emphasis added] and "[i]nfiltration predictions are also 
limited by uncertainties in soil, bedrock, and vegetation properties . . . 
[t]hese uncertainties arise primarily from several sources including: (1) the 
use of pedotransfer functions to estimate soil hydrologic properties."  The 
latter quotation merely acknowledges the uncertainty without addressing 
it; the former acknowledges the uncertainty and asserts, on the basis of 
speculation (see emphasis added above) that the effect is likely to be 
conservative. Such arguments do not provide the information necessary 
for NRC to judge that there is a "reasonable expectation" of compliance 
with the regulatory standard, because there has been no attempt to focus 
performance assessments on "the full range of defensible and reasonable 
parameter distributions" as required by 10 C.F.R. § 63.304(4).  Therefore 
the DOE response does not address the point at issue.  

• The effect of sub-grid heterogeneity is addressed on SAR pages 2.3.1-44 
to 45.  This is incorrect.  The effect of sub-grid heterogeneity is discussed 
on the cited pages but not addressed.  On page 2.3.1-44 the SAR states 
"[The approach taken] assumes that small scale variations in soil and rock 
properties are not as significant as variations that occur between different 
soil and rock types.  This assumption is valid because small scale spatial 
variations in net infiltration are not important for downstream users of 
model output."  The justification here (and the subsequent discussion in 
the SAR) presupposes that the only relevant effect of sub-grid 
heterogeneity is to induce small-scale variations in net infiltration.  This is 
not correct: the representation of sub-grid heterogeneity is likely to have 
an impact on large-scale net infiltration rates.  Therefore, the DOE 
response does not address the issue raised in the Nevada contention.  

• Temporal lumping of model parameters is addressed on SAR page 2.3.1-
69-70, and Section 2.3.1.3.3.2.2.  DOE has confused "temporal lumping of 
model parameters" with "temporal variability in infiltration rates," and as 
such its response is irrelevant.  Pages 2.3.1-69-70 of the SAR discuss the 
relationship between precipitation recurrence interval and long-term mean 
net infiltration.  This has no relevance at all to the temporal lumping of 
model parameters – the point is that the temporal smoothing of 
precipitation (use of a daily time step with a crude representation of storm 
durations – see contention NEV-SAFETY-34) reduces peak intensities, 
and the soil hydraulic properties would need to be adjusted within the 
model to account for this.  Similarly, there is no mention of the issue in 
Subsection 2.3.1.3.3.2.2.  Again, therefore, the DOE response does not 
address the issue.  

• Spatial variation in soil and vegetation properties within a soil class is 
addressed on SAR pages 2.3.1-44 to 48.  This does not address the point at 
issue.  Page 2.3.1-44 only acknowledges the failure to represent small-
scale spatial variations in net infiltration, which is irrelevant as discussed 
already.  The point is that in each MASSIF simulation, the soil depth is 
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spatially uniform within each soil class (see "Simulation of Net Infiltration 
for Present-Day and Potential Future Climates, MDLNBS-HS-000023 
REV01" (05/24/2007), LSN# DN2002482668, at 6-79): this is a gross 
simplification and DOE has not evaluated its potential effect.  Pages 2.3.1-
46 to 2.3.1-48 of the SAR deal with the fitting of distributions to spatial 
soil depth data, which are used to derive "upscaled" soil depth values.  
DN2002482668 (at 6-90) attempts to justify this: "[b]ecause of 
nonlinearities between soil depth and average net infiltration, it is difficult 
to determine which statistic would best represent an effective uniform 
value of soil depth that would lead to an accurate estimate of spatially 
averaged net infiltration . . . it is hypothesized that the upscaled value 
should lie between the geometric and arithmetic means."  DOE therefore 
claims to have accounted for spatial variation in soil properties using an 
"upscaling" procedure based on an unverified hypothesis.  The procedure 
has also been criticized by the ORISE review: "no scale adjustments are 
made from the point-scale values to the 30 m × 30 m model grids in the 
MASSIF application . . .some level of generalized linear or nonlinear bias 
correction . . . could have adjusted the point-scale soil hydraulic 
parameters to more accurately represent the 30 m × 30 m grid resolution" 
(DEN001595302 at 6) and "[t]he epistemic uncertainty in this modeling 
report, however, mainly deals with the variance of . . . parameters without 
spatial correlations . . .[t]his oversimplified assumption leads to unrealistic 
estimates of net infiltration and uncertainty associated with the estimates" 
(DEN001595302 at D-9).  The Nevada contention asserts that there has 
been no attempt to quantify the uncertainty associated with the "upscaling" 
procedure, and the DOE response does not address this.  

• Spatial distribution of vegetation, soil and rock properties is addressed on 
SAR page 2.3.1-48-55 and Section 2.3.1.3.3.2.2.  Again, the DOE 
response fails to address the point at issue which is that in each MASSIF 
simulation, these properties are considered as uniform within spatial 
regions that vary from model grid cells (e.g. bedrock class) to the entire 
model domain (e.g. maximum rooting depth).  These assumptions of 
spatial uniformity introduce uncertainty, and no attempt has been made to 
quantify this.  

 
Therefore, DOE has not addressed any of these uncertainties as claimed in its response.  

DOE also claims (at 409) that "the contention is largely argumentative and does not 

provide facts or analyses to dispute the statements in the SAR."  Dealing with its specific points 

in turn: 

• Nevada provides no facts or analyses that would indicate that a uniform 
distribution [for temperature and precipitation parameters] is inappropriate 
given the model parameterization actually used by DOE (Answer at 409).  
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This is irrelevant.  DOE does not dispute that its justification of the choice 
of uniform distributions is flawed.  Therefore the performance assessment 
is not based on "defensible and reasonable" parameter distributions, and 
fails to satisfy the characteristics of reasonable expectation as required by 
10 C.F.R. § 63.304.  

• Nevada has misinterpreted DOE’s documents regarding the calculation of 
standard deviations from two stations for the upper bound monsoon 
climate (Answer at 409-410).  This is accepted, although the DOE 
documents do not explain how the standard errors of the precipitation 
parameters were actually calculated for each station.  

• Nevada never explains why it is inappropriate to use different approaches 
to assign uncertainty distributions to temperature and precipitation 
parameters (Answer at 410).  The point here is that the temperature and 
precipitation models have similar structures and their parameters have 
similar physical interpretations – means, phases and amplitudes.  
Therefore, if (for example), a normal distribution is "defensible and 
reasonable" for the amplitude of the seasonal cycle when considering 
precipitation for the present-day climate), some justification is needed as 
to why a normal distribution is not used for the corresponding parameter 
when considering temperature (or, indeed, when considering precipitation 
for the monsoon climate).  Overall, inconsistencies of this type give the 
strong impression that uncertainty distributions have been assigned 
arbitrarily, and therefore, that they are neither defensible not reasonable. 

• Nevada does not specify what distribution DOE allegedly should have 
used to characterize uncertainty in precipitation amplitude parameters 
under the monsoon climate (Answer at 410).  This is irrelevant: the point 
is that the distributions used by DOE under the monsoon climate are 
neither defensible nor reasonable.  DOE does not dispute this in its 
response.  

• Nevada provides no facts to dispute DOE’s wind speed estimates, and 
does not specify what the wind speeds should be (Answer at 410).  Again, 
this is irrelevant.  Nevada is not required to specify what the wind speeds 
should be.  The contention (Petition at 234) asserts "[t]here is good reason 
to believe that the uncertainties in wind speed will be different in different 
climate states.  No justification is provided for the assumption that they 
are the same."  The DOE response neither provides any such justification, 
nor claims that any justification was provided in the SAR.  One of the 
characteristics of reasonable expectation set out in 10 C.F.R. § 63.304(2) 
is that it "[a]ccounts for the inherently greater uncertainties in making 
long-term projections of the performance of the Yucca Mountain disposal 
system."  To be consistent with this, DOE should have assigned wider 
uncertainty distributions to the future climate states.  
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• The contention mischaracterizes the SAR with respect to uncertainty in 
rock properties (Answer at 410).  DOE cites its response to NEV-
SAFETY-28 here; accordingly, see the rebuttal to that DOE response.   

 
The final argument in DOE’s answer (at 410-411) is that Nevada has not shown that it 

would make any difference to the outcome of the proceeding, and claims that "DOE has shown 

that its estimates are . . . biased in the conservative direction so that they overestimate net 

infiltration."  As noted under (4) above, the effect of the issues raised in this contention is that 

NRC can have no reasonable expectation of compliance with the regulatory requirements.  The 

claim that the DOE estimates are biased in the conservative direction is based on page 2.3.1-91 

of the SAR, which lists some "[k]ey conservatisms in models used to assess barrier capability."  

The claim is not justified, however, because the argument fails to take into account the many 

other assumptions that could lead to bias in the opposite direction (as described in other 

contentions).   

It is noted that there are two further assertions in the Nevada contention that DOE does 

not dispute.  The first is that there are mathematical and methodological errors in the calculation 

of parameter standard deviations (Petition at 233-234).  The second is that the extended 

sensitivity study fails to address the key issue of how the overall uncertainty distribution changes 

when more uncertain parameters are considered (Petition at 234).  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-41 – EROSION FEP SCREENING 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

10 C.F.R. § 63.102(j) requires that the TSPA identify FEPs "that might affect 

performance of the geologic repository" and "examine[s] their effect[s] on performance."  10 

C.F.R. § 63.102 (j) provides further that (except for low-probability FEPs) "those [FEPs] 

expected to materially affect compliance with § 63.113(b) or be potentially adverse to 

performance are included" [emphasis added].  NEV-SAFETY-41 alleges, with adequate support, 

that land surface erosion will significantly affect infiltration and seepage fluxes at Yucca 

Mountain within 10,000 years.  Infiltration and seepage fluxes will affect performance within 

10,000 years, and therefore, if the contention is true, land surface erosion will be "potentially 

adverse to performance" within 10,000 years and must be included as a FEP  in the 10,000-year 

TSPA.   

The SAR concludes in subsection 2.2.1.2 at 2.2-17 that "[a]ccordingly, to the extent that a 

particular FEP has no significant effect on radiological exposure, or radionuclide release, or on 

an intermediate-performance measure that can be linked to radiological exposure or 

radionuclide release, that FEP can be excluded (screened out) from the performance assessment 

on the basis of low consequence" [emphasis added].  Applying DOE’s FEP screening criterion 

(for low consequence), land surface erosion cannot be screened out for the first 10,000 years 
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because it is linked to infiltration and seepage fluxes, which are  intermediate-performance 

measures that can be linked to radiological exposure or radionuclide release. 

Under 40 C.F.R. § 197.36(c), which the Commission made directly applicable to this 

proceeding in the Notice of Hearing (CLI-08-25 at 13, __ NRC __ (2008)), DOE "shall project 

the continued effects of the features, events and processes [FEPs] included in paragraph (a) of 

this section [pertaining to the 10,000 year assessment] beyond the 10,000 year post-disposal 

period through the period of geologic stability," with "period of geologic stability" defined in 40 

C.F.R. § 197.12 "to end at 1 million years after disposal."   

Therefore, whether land surface erosion should be considered as a FEP both within 

10,000 years and thereafter, up to 1,000,000 years, it is within the scope of the proceeding and 

no rule challenge is involved.    

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; DOE's argument that 

Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is not required and uncertainty 

cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards 

and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s 

requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 

63.305(c) is material per se.  In this case the proximate requirement is 10 C.F.R. § 63.102(j).   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.    

DOE (Answer at 417) does not consider that Stuewe, et al. supports the Nevada 

contention.  This is due to a misreading of Stuewe, et al. by DOE.  Stuewe, et al. predicts 

significant erosion within 500,000 to 5,000,000 years with conservative estimates of the 

parameters.  DOE misreads this to mean that the erosion period cannot be shorter than this.  

However, Stuewe, et al. mean that the erosion period cannot be longer than this (see Petition at 

241).  Also, the period of 500,000 to 5,000,000 years is stated in the Petition (id.) to be the time 

over which ‘the Yucca Mountain crest will denude to the level of the proposed repository drifts’.  

The reference to little apparent change in the DOE Answer (at 417) relates to the gross 

geomorphological appearance of the region, not the height of the Yucca Mountain crest. 

The DOE Answer (at 417) is wrong when it states that Stuewe, et al. does not address the 

effects of erosion in the first 10,000 year period.  The model represents erosion as a continuous 

process, so the effects are ongoing within the first 10,000 year period and beyond.  The Petition 

(at 241) refers to the ongoing erosion process and states that it "will be of significance to safety 

assessment both in the period before 10,000 years and in the longer term."  The Petition states 

that this will, in part, be because of effects on the infiltration flux.  To be explicit, if there is 

about 300 m of erosion to drift level in 500,000 years, the average erosion to 10,000 years will 

be about 6 m.  However, some areas will be eroded significantly more than this and some less.  

Changes of this magnitude will be sufficient to very substantially change "the surface 
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morphology and soil thickness" (Petition at 241). 

At the time that the Petition was submitted, Stuewe, et al. was not a published document.  

However, it had been submitted for publication.  It has now been accepted for publication, with 

no changes to the technical substance of the argument.  Therefore, the DOE objection to it in the 

Answer (at 418) has no substance, if indeed it was ever relevant at all at the contention stage. 

The Petition (at 240) cites debris flows at Yucca Mountain (strictly, at or near).  Nevada 

agrees with DOE that Coe, et al. relates to a location near Yucca Mountain, as evidenced by the 

title of their paper cited in the Petition (at 240) as providing evidence of intense local removal of 

material.  In themselves, they do not necessarily contribute substantially to overall erosion.  

However, they establish changes in surface conformation that are then subject to further 

erosional work.  There is a very substantial difficulty in relying on short-term studies to evaluate 

long-term overall erosion rates, since the measurable immediate effects of individual events at a 

local scale can influence erosion at a larger spatial scale in the long term.  Effectively, the 

approach adopted by Stuewe, et al. takes account of this by averaging over large areas. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE repeats its earlier arguments, addressed above.  It also makes the suggestion 

(Answer at 421) that Nevada’s proffered erosion rates are inconsistent with the geologic record.  

This suggestion, which impermissibly addresses the merits, is based on the presence of fans of 

age approximately 700,000 years on the east and west flanks of Yucca Mountain.  This is pointed 

to as evidence of long-term stability.  However, all that it proves is that material transferred to a 

protected location is not immediately subject to erosion.  Examination of the figures in Stuewe, 

et al. shows that a principal characteristic of erosion in the Yucca Mountain area is to reduce 

topographic contrasts.  Thus, the persistence of fans on the flanks of Yucca Mountain is not 
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inconsistent with rapid erosion of the crest. 

DOE’s complaint about lack of pinpoint cites is unfounded.  In each case the entire paper 

is relevant and the proposition for which it is cited is specified. If DOE were correct, a specific 

scientific conclusion could only be supported by a tiny study.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-42 – VALIDATION OF UNSATURATED ZONE FLOW 
MODEL BY SIMULATION OF NATURAL CHLORIDE DISTRIBUTION IN PORE 

WATERS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In its Answer (at 427), DOE claims that the application and supporting documents have 

not been accurately characterized in the contention, and then refers SAR at 2.3.1-60 to 66 as 

supposedly containing a detailed description of the DOE modeling assumptions related to 

evapotranspiration.  The associated statement in the contention (Petition at 246) is that "the 

chloride concentrations and their spatial variability in the modeled profiles . . . are therefore 

strongly dependent on assumptions made about evapotranspiration, but these are not explained or 

justified."  As a point of clarification, this statement in the contention does not refer to the 

physical model for evapotranspiration, which SAR at 2.3.1-60 to -66 describes, but rather it 

refers to the assumption that the increase in concentration of chloride (Cl) in pore waters relative 

to that in precipitation is entirely due to evapotranspiration.  This is the assumption that DOE 

alleges "is not explained or justified."  Using chloride mass balance for estimating net infiltration 

makes an implicit assumption that Cl is not added to infiltration below the zone of 

evapotranspiration, for example by leaching of Cl from the rock matrix.  If that happens, the 

estimate of infiltration is too low.  That all of the Cl increase occurs due to evapotranspiration 

could be shown by measuring Cl in pore waters in a borehole profile of the representative 

shallow subsurface down to a depth, probably several meters, where evapotranspiration ceases to 

operate.  There are Cl profiles in a few shallow boreholes (UZ -N37, -N54, -14, #16) but these 

are apparently only in alluvial deposits in washes where evapotranspiration is not representative 

of the major part of the infiltration areas.  No such shallow Cl profiles are reported for areas with 

thin or no alluvial cover. 

Concerning the fit between measured and calculated Cl values in borehole depth profiles 

and in the lateral profiles in the ECRB and ESF (see SAR Figs. 2.3.2-18 through 2.3.2-28), DOE 
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makes the point (Answer at 427) that the infiltration model has a spatial resolution that can only 

be compared with measurements averaged over a similar scale.  Accepting the necessity of 

spatial averaging, there are two points worthy of mention:  (i) there are too few data points to 

give reliable spatial averages for comparison with modeled profiles in many parts of the borehole 

depth profiles (see, e.g., SAR Figs. 2.3.2-22, 2.3.2-23, 2.3.2-26, 2.3.2-27, and 2.3.2-28); and (ii) 

in a significant number of cases there are deviations between model and Cl values, or 

heterogeneities in measured Cl values, that are not explained (see SAR Figs. 2.3.2-20, 2.3.2-22, 

and 2.3.2-23). 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 426-28) is a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 245-48) that the method for validating the unsaturated zone (UZ) flow 

model with observed chloride contents of pore waters makes an unexplained assumption about 

the chloride content of net infiltration.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address 

Nevada’s claim (Petition at 247-48) that as a result of the unexplained assumption regarding 

chloride content of net infiltration, uncertainties in the method have not been adequately 

addressed and alternative models have not been adequately represented contrary to the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(15) and 63.115(b).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this 

proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 

contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what 

effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section 

III.D., supra. 

Screening of FEP 2.2.07.05.0A "Flow in the UZ from episodic infiltration" is not 

justified in accordance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(f).  Nevada has satisfied the 
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pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this 

proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 

contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-43 – VALIDATION OF UNSATURATED ZONE FLOW 
MODEL BY CARBON-14 CONTENTS, STRONTIUM ISOTOPE COMPOSITIONS 

AND CALCITE MINERAL PRECIPITATE ABUNDANCES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Travel times obtained from the DOE model simulation of infiltration in borehole UZ-1, 

using either tenth percentile or thirtieth percentile infiltration rates, are shown in Figure 7.5-1 of 

"UZ Flow Models and Submodels," LSN# DEN001572665, at 7-16.  Both model curves show 

consistently higher travel times from surface through the PTn, TSw and CHn units than the 

measured C-14 ages.  For borehole SD-12, the comparison is that the tenth percentile infiltration 

model travel times are higher than C-14 ages, whilst the thirtieth percentile model travel times 

are similar to the C-14 ages.   

In its Answer (at 433), DOE refers to the SAR at 2.3.2-88 (LSN# DEN001592183) which 

states that the percolation rates in UZ-1 estimated from C-14 data from the top to the bottom of 

the TSw unit are lower than the model infiltration rates (not saying which percentile mode rate is 

being compared).  In the SAR, DOE is interpreting the C-14 change across the TSw alone 

whereas in the UZ Flow Models and Submodels report it is interpreting the C-14 values for 

individual gas samples through both the PTn and the TSw.  The first approach is interpreting a 

relatively small change in C-14 values and assumes that the initial C-14 values for all samples 

were the same (an assumption that is also a source of uncertainty in the second approach).  The 

first approach also averages the C-14 change by apparently using the C-14 values at the top and 

base of the TSw – the C-14 value for the deepest sample in the TSw is 14.5 pmC which is less 

than half the C-14 value for the next lowest sample only 100 feet away (Table 5-8 in Yucca 

Mountain Site Description 2004; LSN# DN2002481434).  If, as stated by DOE, the lower C-14 

value was used in the percolation rate estimation, then it biased the result to long travel time (by 

more than a half-life of C-14, or in the order of 5000 years longer) and slow percolation rate.  
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Concerning the approach used in the UZ Models and Submodels report of calculating the 

C-14 age for each sample through the PTn and TSw units (as also reported in Table 5-8 in the 

Site Description report), the age calculation assumes that initial C-14 activity in all cases was 

100 pmC and no correction was made for the dilution of C-14 in pore waters (with which the gas 

phase is assumed to equilibrate) due to reaction and isotope exchange with calcite which would 

make the C-14 ages too high and the estimated percolation rates too low. 

DOE uses a model of Sr geochemistry to suggest that the measured Sr data are consistent 

with an average infiltration rate of 5 mm/yr over 10 million years (see Section 7.6.2 in UZ Flow 

Models and Submodels (LSN# DEN001572665).  The model assumes that Sr content of pore 

waters in the UZ is controlled by evapotranspiration during infiltration at the surface and then 

remains unaltered by water-rock reactions until the pore water enters perched water in the 

zeolitized tuffs at the base of the TSw, where strong exchange is assumed to take place depleting 

dissolved Sr and accumulating Sr in the zeolitized tuff.  Figure 7.6-1 in UZ Flow Models and 

Submodels compares modeled Sr with measured Sr for two boreholes.  Six model variants with 

different precipitation and infiltration parameters have been run to simulate Sr inputs and 

transport.  Because of the assumption that there is no water-rock reaction through the PTn and 

TSw, the modeled Sr values are determined by the same model processes and parameters that 

determine the pore water chloride values.  This part of the model is identical to the validation test 

using Cl data and is not an independent validation.  The part of the model that simulates the Sr 

values in the zeolitized layers in the CHn unit is dependent on the assumed distribution 

coefficient for Sr in that rock, for which a Kd value of 1.0 m3/kg was assumed, on the basis of a 

literature range of 0.05 to 2.0 m3/kg (at 7-24 in UZ Flow Models and Submodels).  Modeled Sr 

values for the CHn can only be compared with measured values in borehole SD-12 (Figure 7.6-1 
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in UZ Flow Models and Submodels), and here the measured values are about 1 order of 

magnitude lower than modeled values. 

As the foregoing discussion clearly illustrates, the essence of DOE’s Answer (at 432-35) 

offers a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 251-53) that uncertainties in 

the interpretations of carbon-14 contents in the gas phase of the UZ, in strontium contents and 

strontium isotope compositions of pore waters, and of the amounts of calcite mineral that have 

accumulated in pore spaces could be greater than calculated by DOE.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer 

fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 252-53) that because of these uncertainties the 

support that these data sources give to the UZ flow model and to the low values of modeled 

infiltration rates fails to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(15) and 

63.115(b).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by 

raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits 

does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that 

Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA 

dose standards is fully addressed in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-44 – FLOW IN THE UNSATURATED ZONE FROM 
EPISODIC INFILTRATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.  It should also be noted that this contention does not reference documents other than the 

license application and DOE’s supporting documents because there is no separate body of 
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research on the interpretation of Cl-36 breakthrough in thick sequences of unsaturated material 

such as that at Yucca Mountain. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Although DOE asserts that Nevada is unaware of what proportion of infiltration might 

result from episodic infiltration through fast pathways, DOE is similarly unaware because it has 

not justified the "no significance" and low consequence reasons for exclusion of FEP 

2.2.07.05.0A "Flow in the UZ from episodic infiltration."  Future magnitude and variability of 

infiltration are inputs to the performance assessment.  The UZ model assumes smoothing of 

infiltration by the PTn non-welded tuff formation.  The performance analysis assumes 

percolation rates into the drifts that are based on the smoothed infiltration values.  Episodic 

periods of increased infiltration below the PTn would increase those percolation rates to higher 

values than are modeled with the current UZ model, if it were shown that the proportion of total 

infiltration due to such episodes is greater than the "fast pathways" flux predicted by the present 

model, i.e. greater than about 1%.   

DOE’s Answer (at 438) characterizes as a "back of the envelope" calculation the 

illustration provided in Nevada’s Petition (at 256) that "a chlorine-36 anomaly in a fracture at 

ESF depth would indicate a local infiltration rate of around 1350 mm/yr."  However, DOE does 

not challenge this estimation of minimum local water flow velocity necessary to transport Cl-36 

to ESF depth.  DOE’s Answer (at 438-439) also quotes its 3-D UZ Flow Model result, that there 

is an approximately 1% mass breakthrough within 10 to 100 years, and states that Nevada does 

not explain how the Cl-36 evidence challenges this model estimation.  However, DOE has not 

tested the UZ model by showing that the amount of Cl-36 tracer that has penetrated to ESF depth 

is quantitatively consistent with the modeled estimate of 1% mass breakthrough. 
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DOE does not dispute the qualitative interpretation of Cl-36 evidence for the existence of 

flow in the UZ from episodic infiltration.  Its case for excluding the FEP "flow in the UZ from 

episodic infiltration" is that the FEP would not have any impact on performance.  That case rests 

on the validity of the UZ model for which episodic infiltration along fast pathways is a 

significant aspect that should be calibrated.  By screening out the FEP, DOE has not validated 

the UZ model in that respect. 

DOE refers to the paper by Zhang, et al. (2006) ("Temporal Damping Effect of the Yucca 

Mountain Fractured Unsaturated Rock on Transient Infiltration Pulses" (02/10/2006), LSN# 

DN2002209213) to show that it has complied with 10 C.F.R. § 63.305(c) with respect to having 

considered reasonable variations of factors that could affect the disposal system.  However 

Zhang, et al. (2006) refer selectively and erroneously to bomb-pulse Cl-36 measurements within 

the TCw unit as evidence for rapid percolation of infiltration pulses through the TCw unit which 

is above the PTn unit.  This is erroneous because the measurements are referenced to Fabryka-

Martin (2000) ("Analysis/Model Cover Sheet for ANL-NBS-HS-00017, Revision 00D, Final 

Check Copy (DIRS Sheets as Attachments) with Comments, Analysis of Geochemical Data for 

the Unsaturated Zone (U0085) (Supplemented by MOL.20010316.0009)" (04/17/2000), LSN# 

DEN001428720, supplemented by LSN# DEN001306278, ACC: MOL.20010316.0009) in 

which there are no Cl-36 data for the TCw and most or all of the Cl-36 data with bomb-pulse 

values are from samples in the ESF and EWCD which are in the TSw unit below the PTn unit.  

Moreover, Zhang, et al. (2006) reference Guerin (2001) ("Tritium and Cl-36 as Constraints on 

Fast Fracture Flow and Percolation Flux in the Saturated Zone at Yucca Mountain" 

(03/20/2001), LSN# DEN001089956) as having concluded (at 4) "that the PTn unit damped 

infiltration pulses no matter what infiltration scenarios were applied."  Guerin (2001) does not 
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reach that conclusion, saying (at 264) that "[u]nderstanding the role of the PTn hydrogeologic 

unit in fast flow is critical to characterizing percolation through the UZ at Yucca Mountain.  

However, it is not the subject of this report."  Guerin (2001) does conclude (at 286) that 

"modeling results indicate that fast flow percolation could comprise a substantial portion of total 

infiltration," and also showed that those modeling results were consistent with interpretations of 

tritium and Cl-36 measurements.  Zhang, et al. (2006) did not check the consistency of DOE’s 3-

D and 1-D models for the UZ with these tritium and Cl-36 data to test model validity. 

What is clear from the foregoing, and in fact all of the 9 pages of "analysis" provided in 

DOE’s Answer (at 437-445), is that DOE has offered a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 255-257) that Screening of FEP 2.2.07.05.0A "Flow in the UZ from 

episodic infiltration" is not justified in accordance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 

63.114(f).  Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a 

material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not 

speak to the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-45 – EFFECTS OF EPISODIC FLOW 
 

1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s Answer (at 450, emphasis supplied by DOE) states that "they have included . . . 

the effect of horizontal heterogeneity in the PTn layer."  In support of this statement, the 

modeling work of Zhang, et al. (2006), as summarized in "UZ Flow Models and Submodels," 

LSN# DEN001572665, is cited.  DOE agrees (Answer at 451) that the geological conditions at 

Yucca Mountain are "highly heterogeneous," but in its modeling of the site only vertical 

heterogeneity has been taken into consideration.  This fact is explicitly stated by Zhang, et al. in 

the first of the three key assumptions for the conceptual model they use in their study, 

specifically "the hydrogeological units/layers are internally homogeneous, and the material 

properties of each unit (defined by previously calibrated parameters; Liu, et al., 2003) are 

continuous throughout each layer, unless interrupted by faults."  LSN# DEN001572665.  

Therefore, the only source of horizontal variability in material properties at the proposed 

repository site is due to the presence of major fault systems, as shown in Figure 2 of Zhang, et al. 

(2006).  

 DOE states (Answer at 450-51) that the work of Zhang, et al. (2006) incorporates a wide 

variety of field data in the study.  The key piece of field data that Zhang, et al. (2006) cite in their 

paper to support the assertion that the PTn attenuates water flows sufficiently to justify the 

assumption of steady-state conditions used in the TSPA is an experimental study undertaken by 

Salve, et al. (2003).  This involved "in situ field experiments using water released directly into 

the matrix and along a minor subvertical normal fault at Alcove 4 in the Exploratory Studies 

Facility (ESF)."  However, the horizontal scale of this experiment was less than 5 meters, which 

is an order of magnitude less than the scale of the horizontal grid elements used by Zhang, et al. 

in their 3D modeling study.  Furthermore, the experimental study considered only one "minor 
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subvertical normal fault."  However, in spite of this, the authors conclude that "[f]rom the liquid-

release experiments in the PTn, it appears that there are a few small, discrete flow paths within 

the PTn matrix that allow water to move rapidly over relatively long distances," although they do 

add the important caveat that it is "important to note that our interpretations of these field tests 

are only applicable to the vicinity of Alcove 4 and may not apply to the PTn in general across 

Yucca Mountain." 

DOE’s Answer (at 451) places great emphasis on the outcome from the 3D modeling 

study that "a small percentage of percolation flux is diverted into faults."  However, this 

statement is based solely on a model where only major fault structures that are large distances 

(i.e. hundreds of meters) apart are included.  The work by Zhang, et al. and DOE’s Answer do 

not adequately consider the role of minor faults in the transmission of episodic flux events 

through the PTn, as raised by Manepally, et al. (CNWRA 2007) who concluded that "the 

presence of secondary heterogeneities in the form of faults and fault-related deformation features 

through out the [PTn] unit, similar to those examined in analog studies, may limit lateral flow to 

a scale of tens of meters before vertical breakthrough."  In view of the failure to adequately 

account for these smaller-scale heterogeneities in its three-dimensional modeling, the assertion 

by the DOE that ‘a small percentage of percolation flux is diverted into faults’ is not considered 

to be substantiated.  Therefore, the assumption that "lateral flow above the repository is 

negligible," which is the rationale for the one-dimensional modeling work, is also not supported.  

Therefore, the results from these studies cannot be regarded as being reliable. 

In its Answer (at 453), DOE asserts that "this contention alleges that it did not adequately 

consider uncertainties in UZ flow and infiltration that may result from horizontal heterogeneities 

in the PTn unit."  DOE counters (id. at 454) that it has "considered a probabilistic range of 
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properties – including distribution and characteristics of fractures and faults – for the site-scale 

UZ flow model."  However, these analyses have all treated horizontal conditions at the site as 

being laterally homogeneous, and therefore, uncertainties arising from this assumption have not 

been assessed by the DOE and hence its handling of uncertainty is this respect is incomplete. 

What is clear from the foregoing is the fact that DOE’s Answer (at 450-55) offers a 

merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 260-63) that the exclusion of flow in 

the unsaturated zone from episodic infiltration fails to adequately represent the effects of 

horizontal heterogeneity in the Paintbrush nonwelded unit (PTn).  Moreover, DOE’s Answer 

wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 262-63) that because DOE has not provided a  

sufficient technical basis for excluding this FEP from the performance assessment, DOE fails to 

properly evaluate resulting radiological exposures or releases as required by 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.21(c)(9), 63.113, and 63.114(e).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s 

attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, 

would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-46 – EXTREME EVENTS UNDEFINED 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s Answer (at 459) argues that the use of infiltration rates is more conservative than 

using precipitation data.  However, this statement does not make sense, particularly in regard to 

extreme events.  Infiltration at Yucca Mountain arises from rainfall (and occasionally snowmelt) 

events, which have varying intensities in both space and time.  It is the subsequent chain of 

hydrological processes that occurs once rain water impacts on the surface that gives rise to 

infiltration.  Therefore, infiltration rates and their duration are only physically conservative if 

they are derived from physically appropriate precipitation events.  Nevada takes the view 

(Petition at 257) that there are major flaws in the calculation of infiltration rates at Yucca 

Mountain, particularly for extreme infiltration rates, due to the inadequate representation of the 

temporal distribution of precipitation events.  Given the temporal smoothing of the synthetic 

precipitation data used as input to the infiltration modeling (e.g., the lowest time resolution is 1 

day with the assigned precipitation distributed uniformly over some part of that day, see SAR 

2.3.1.3.2.1 at 2.3.1-37)), this further reduces rainfall intensities and hence infiltration rates. 

Consequently, it cannot be assumed that infiltration rates derived in such a manner are 

conservative (as shown below).  

DOE’s Answer (at 461) cites the statement by Zhang, et al. (2006) that the episodic event 

they considered is conservative for PTn damping.  However, neither DOE nor Zhang, et al. 

attempts to demonstrate the validity of this statement.  Specifically, Zhang, et al. do not provide 

a mean infiltration rate expressed in units of water depth per unit time (e.g. mm/day).  However, 

they do state that the total infiltration rate at the land surface is 14,584 kg/s.  This infiltration rate 

lasts for a period of 1 week and then there is no further infiltration for 49 years and 51 weeks.  

As the area of the model domain is approximately 9000 m x 4000 m (see Figure 2 in Zhang, et 
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al., 2006), the above rate for a period of one week equates to a total mean depth of water of 245 

mm.  This can be expressed as a mean infiltration rate of 12,750 mm/year (which appears to be 

consistent with values shown in Figure 3).  This rate is equivalent to 1.46 mm/hour or 4 10-7 m/s.  

However, such an infiltration rate is not exceptional of terms of intensity.  This value is, in fact, 

lower than estimates of the saturated hydraulic conductivity for parts of the Tiva Canyon rock 

matrix and substantially below those of the rock matrix in the PTn unit (see Calibrated 

Unsaturated Zone Properties, ANL-NBS-HS-000058 REV 00, May 2007, at 6-23). Given that 

storm events in the U.S. can produce rainfalls of hundreds of mm in less than 24 hours (see SAR 

2.3.1.3.2.1.1 at 2.3.1-37), the degree of temporal smoothing makes the event considered by 

Zhang, et al. physically unrepresentative and certainly not conservative.  A more intense event of 

a one week pulse of 1000 mm (which equates to a mean infiltration rate of almost 6 mm/hr) is 

subsequently considered by Zhang, et al. using a one-dimensional model.  However, in this case 

the one-dimensional model representation precludes any occurrence of lateral flow focusing in 

the sub-surface and is not therefore conservative in terms of flow rates through the PTn. 

In the event cited by DOE (Answer at 462) from "UZ Flow Models and Submodels"  

SNL 2007, LSN# DEN001572665 at 6-127, an extreme infiltration event of 221.4 mm is 

considered.  It is stated that the return period for such an event is 333 years (although there are 

major concerns over the modeling procedure used to derive this figure).  However, even if this 

figure is valid, given that the TSPA is required to consider time period of either 10,000 or one 

million years for the license application, this does not represent an extreme event in this context.  

Once again, the amount is distributed over a period of one week and this gives a rate equivalent 

to 10,079.7 mm/year.  However, comparing this value with the event considered by Zhang, et al. 

(2006), it can be seen that the intensity is actually lower than the one they considered with their 
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three-dimensional model, and therefore, the arguments regarding the non-conservative nature of 

their event also apply to this study. 

What is clear from the foregoing is the fact that DOE’s Answer (at 460-65) offers a 

merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 265-68) that the exclusion of flow in 

the unsaturated zone from episodic infiltration fails to properly represent the effects of extreme 

infiltration events on UZ flow and seepage as such events have not been defined in a rigorous 

and physically defensible manner.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s 

claim (id. at 267-68) that because DOE does not provide a sufficient technical basis for 

excluding an FEP (i.e., flow in the unsaturated zone from episodic events) from the performance 

assessment, DOE fails to properly evaluate resulting radiological exposures or releases from the 

Yucca Mountain contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(9), 63.113, and 

63.114(e).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by 

raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits 

does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that 

Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA 

dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-47 – PHYSICAL BASIS OF SITE SCALE UNSATURATED 
ZONE FLOW 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In its Answer (at 471), DOE does not dispute that the active fracture model (AFM) is not 

able to capture the complexity of flow processes that was demonstrated using a discrete fracture 

network model (DFM).  Furthermore, DOE acknowledges (SAR Subsection 2.3.2.4.1.1.2 at 

2.3.2-42) that the complexity of the large-scale geological system at Yucca Mountain, due to the 

large numbers of fractures, is such that "it is practically impossible to characterize individual 

fractures and to construct and calibrate a discrete-fracture network site-scale model" and that 

"[n]o data exist for characterization of individual fractures on such a large scale."  Consequently, 

as the complexity of the Yucca Mountain site is such that it is not feasible to use a DFM, it 

follows that if the AFM is not able to characterize the complexity of fracture flow derived from a 

DFM at the meter scale then there is no logical or physical basis for the assumption that the AFM 

is an appropriate model to characterize flow at the site scale. 

Embedded within the DOE’s AFM is the assumption of van Genuchten in his parametric 

relationship that m=1-1/n (Petition at 272; Answer at 471). This assumption was made in order 

to facilitate a closed-form integration of an incomplete beta function and has no physical basis.  

Therefore, there is no physical basis for assuming that this form is an appropriate representation 

for the fracture tuffs at Yucca Mountain.  

 Allied with the above is that the "tortuosity" factor L = 0.5 assumed by Mualem in his 

model for predicting relative hydraulic conductivities at saturations less than one is also assumed 

by DOE in its relationship to characterize unsaturated hydraulic conductivities in both fractures 

and rock matrix at Yucca Mountain (Petition at 272-73; Answer at 472).  Based on results from 

analyses undertaken by Schaap and Leij (2000) on experimental data using over 200 different 

soil samples, Nevada argues in Section 5 of this contention (Petition at 273) that there is no 
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physical basis for this assumption.  In its Answer (at 472), DOE states that the results of Schaap 

and Leij "pertain to soils and sands" and "not the geological formations in the unsaturated zone at 

Yucca Mountain," and consequently that there is no "basis for applying this article to Yucca 

Mountain."  This argument, however, is inconsistent with the fact that the AFM, which DOE 

uses for its flow modeling, is based on a conceptual understanding developed from soils and soil 

physics (Petition at 273).  Furthermore, DOE in its research has not sought to assess the 

implications of this assumption on its flow modeling and hence on seepage rates calculated by 

the TSPA.  In order to find support for assuming L = 0.5, DOE in its Answer (at 472) cites 

Figure 4 in Schaap and Leij and argues that, for clay soils and (less so) for sands, setting L = 0.5 

gives results that are generally within the 90% confidence band, although in the case of sand 

only when the relative saturation is less than 0.4. However, as DOE states in its Answer to this 

contention (id), these results pertain to clay soils and sand and it does not follow that this will be 

the case with the fractured volcanic tuffs that exist at Yucca Mountain. Consequently, the effect 

of the arbitrary assumption that a tortuosity factor of 0.5 is an appropriate parameter value for 

characterizing unsaturated hydraulic conductivities at Yucca Mountain is not justified and 

neither has the uncertainly on seepages rates associated with relaxing this assumption been 

assessed. 

 Overarching all of the above is the assumption that, for a given material horizon, the 

parameter values used to characterize the flow (and transport) properties of that layer are 

uniform.  Nevada states (Petition at 274) that there are no grounds for this assumption.  In its 

Answer (at 473), DOE cites a study that was undertaken by Zhou, et al. (2003), the results of 

which are reported in SAR 2.3.2.3.1.1.4, to investigate the effects of heterogeneity.  However, 

this study was based on the assumption of steady-state flow.  As discussed in a separate 
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contention (NEV-SAFETY-45), infiltration events at Yucca Mountain are episodic.  Therefore, 

the results from this study do not reflect the actual events at Yucca Mountain where transient 

fluxes propagating through a heterogeneous flow field would produce a very different response 

to that obtained from steady-state infiltration rates.  

As the foregoing discussion clearly illustrates, the entirety of DOE’s Answer (at 470-75) 

offers a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 270-75) that the description of 

the development of the site-scale UZ flow model fails to provide a reasonable physical basis to 

support the characterization of the subsurface hydraulic properties at the site of the proposed 

repository and do not, therefore, provide reliable bounding estimates for drift seepage 

calculations under present and future climates.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address 

Nevada’s claim (Petition at 274-75) that since the full range of relevant FEPs and the 

characteristics of those FEPs have not been adequately addressed, and alternative (and more 

appropriate) conceptual models of the system have not been considered, there is an inadequate 

technical basis for the model that has been used contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.114(c), (e) and (g).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the 

merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue 

that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on 

EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-48 – MULTI-SCALE THERMAL-HYDROLOGIC MODEL 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In its Answer (at 482), DOE refers to FEP 2.1.06.04.0A ("Flow Through Rock 

Reinforcement Materials, EBS, Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System 

Performance Assessment: Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-512) and accuses 

Nevada of ignoring DOE’s analysis of rock bolts.  However, DOE has apparently either misread 

or misinterpreted this FEP (2.1.06.04.0A) because it only refers to open-hole frictional-type rock 

bolts (temporary ones), and not to the permanent Swellex expandable type rock bolts.  Therefore, 

this FEP (2.1.06.04.0A) does not demonstrate that the Swellex rock bolts have no thermal-

hydrologic effect on the emplacement drifts.  Thus, in this regard DOE’s Answer confirms that it 

has failed to properly considered the Swellex-type rock bolts. 

DOE’s Answer (at 482) also discusses FEP 1.1.01.01.0B ("Influx Through Holes Drilled 

in Drift Wall or Crown, Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System Performance 

Assessment: Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-24).  Both ungrouted and 

grouted rock bolt boreholes were considered by DOE; ungrouted (open) rock bolt boreholes were 

capillary barriers, whereas grouted ones enhanced seepage by less than 2%.  Influx through these 

two types of holes was considered of low consequence and thus the FEP was excluded.  

However, Swellex-type rock bolts were not considered in the analysis.  Grout presumably fills 

almost every void in an open borehole and is thus an effective plug, whereas a smooth metal 

surface (of a Swellex rock bolt) only contacts the innermost rough points of a borehole and 

leaves void space to act as a fluid conduit to the drift.  Plus, there is a larger void or groove 

where the folded part of the rock bolt is not in contact with the rock resulting in a larger conduit 

to the drift.  Thus, Swellex rock bolts in a borehole are different from an ungrouted or a grouted 

rock bolt borehole, are not a hindrance to groundwater flow or heat pipes in the emplacement 
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drifts, and were not considered in this FEP.  Simply put, DOE cannot apply FEP 1.1.01.01.0B to 

Swellex rock bolts. 

DOE’s Answer (at 482) also mentions FEP 1.1.07.00.0A ("Repository Design, EBS, 

Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System Performance Assessment: Analyses" 

(03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-47), which is included, but this merely mentions all 

man-made parts of the emplacement drift for inclusive purposes. 

Due to DOE’s exclusion of two of the aforementioned FEPs (1.1.01.01.0B and 

2.1.06.04.0A), DOE has not considered the role of Swellex rock bolts during the ambient and 

thermal perturbation phase (vaporization barrier) of the emplacement drifts, when the rock wall 

temperatures are at or above the boiling temperature of aqueous fluids in the rock (see SAR 

Subsection 2.3.3.1).  The seepage enhancing Swellex rock bolts in their boreholes may provide a 

relatively fast path through the vaporization barrier. 

Since DOE claims that the Swellex rock bolts will be open, i.e., not sealed off, there will 

be no trapped water inside them to facilitate an internal heat pipe.  But, being open to the humid 

atmosphere of the emplacement drift the Swellex rock bolts have the potential to act as cold traps 

during a portion of the thermal history of the drifts, which leads to condensation on the drip 

shields and waste packages.  The hundreds of thousands of Swellex rock bolts and boreholes 

have the potential to act as heat pipes during the thermal pulse in the emplacement drifts, and this 

effect on the heating and temperature distribution of the repository has not been accounted for in 

DOE’s multiscale thermal-hydrologic modeling.  A change in the heating, cooling, and 

temperature distribution history of the repository will have an effect on the TSPA and the DOE 

must demonstrate that this effect does not lead to higher radionuclide releases and doses to 

RMEI. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-49 – MODELS OF FLUID MOVEMENT IN THE 
UNSATURATED ZONE 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The main issue of this contention is the inconsistent use of two different models by DOE 

to describe the same phenomenon, unsaturated flow.  DOE in SAR Subsection 2.3.2 uses the 

predominance of fracture flow with limited fracture-matrix interaction to describe unsaturated 

flow, but in SAR Subsection 2.3.5.3 assumes a plug-flow model where there is total equilibrium 

between aqueous fluids in the fracture and matrix.  DOE offers geochemical (isotopic) evidence 

and other analogous studies to support the predominance of fracture flow, but assumes a plug-

flow model to simplify the situation so that DOE may more easily calculate the chemical 

composition of seepage water from consideration of the whole rock mineralogy and chemistry, 

rather than mainly from considerations of fracture-lining minerals.  This erroneous basis will 

give an invalid composition of seepage water that eventually interacts with the EBS and waste.  

Rather than using one unifying model for unsaturated zone flow, DOE undermines the validity of 

both models by using two inconsistent ones.  

DOE’s Answer (at 489-90) admits to the use of two models, claims there is no 

inconsistency, and then offers a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion regarding the 

effect of the use of two models.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer never addresses Nevada’s claim 

(Petition at 284) that, as a result of the use of different models, DOE cannot satisfy the regulatory 

requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 63.113, 63.114(a) and 63.115.  

Since Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material 

issue within the scope of this proceeding, DOE’s admission and argument on the merits does not 

speak to the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-50 – ALTERNATIVE DISCRETE FRACTURE FLOW 
MODELS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, 63.114 and 63.305(c) is material per se.  The proximate section here is in 10 C.F.R. § 

63.114(g).   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE repeats it earlier arguments, addressed above.  Moreover, Nevada’s contention 

easily meets the criterion in Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (Perry Nuclear Plant, 

Units 1 and 2), LBP-85-35, 22 NRC 514, 154-44 (1985), even though this case enunciates a 

more stringent merits criterion.  And much of DOE’s argument improperly addresses the merits.  

In its Answer (at 497) DOE also claims that the continuum models used by DOE (dual 

porosity and dual permeability) are based on conservative assumptions.  However, the DOE fails 

to make any challenge to the Nevada contention that these models are unsupported for 

application at Yucca Mountain because they require that "a representative elementary volume 

(REV) can be identified for the fractured rocks at Yucca Mountain such that for greater length 

scales the flow properties of the rock are scale invariant" (Petition at 288).  If the continuum 

models are not supported scientifically, then the results obtained cannot be demonstrated to be 

based on conservative assumptions, since those assumptions do not have a physical basis.  Non-

physical models can be calibrated to fit observations, but their lack of physical basis means that 

they cannot be extrapolated to outside the observational range.  As to whether these continuum 

models are conservative or not, this will depend strongly on factors such as the boundary 

conditions (e.g., spatially and temporally variable precipitation). 

In its Answer (at 498), DOE claims that it considered discrete fracture network models.  

However, SAR Subsection 2.3.3.2.3.7.1 does not state, as claimed by DOE, that DFN models 

were unsuitable, but rather (at 2.3.3-47) that "given the consistency of results the simplicity of 

the continuum conceptual model is considered an advantage over the complexity of the discrete-

fracture network model."  The comparison that gave consistency of results is the study by 

Finsterle (2000).  This is exactly the study that is challenged in the Petition (at 289 and 290) 
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where it is stated that "this study is inconclusive because the so-called DFN is based on a regular 

2-D grid with an entirely synthetic, highly unrealistic permeability structure with no resemblance 

to fractured rock, and the DFN-fracture continuum model matches obtained for selected 

properties are poor and restricted to a steady-state seepage scenario." 

Thus, it appears that the DOE has used continuum models for the convenience of 

simplicity, despite the lack of justification for their application at Yucca Mountain (noting that 

the Nevada Petition is not challenged by DOE on this point) and still relies in its Answer on the 

comparison made by Finsterle (2000), while totally ignoring Nevada’s challenge to its relevance. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-51 – POTENTIAL CONVECTIVE SELF ORGANIZATION OF 
2-PHASE FLOW 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards, and as indicated in III.D. above, a contention alleging that DOE’s 

TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment 

in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 63.305(c) is material per se.  Here the proximate 

regulation is 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(g). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE repeats its earlier arguments, addressed above.  DOE claims (Answer at 504) that 

Nevada has not demonstrated what effect the inadequacies in DOE modeling would have on 

performance.  However, the effect is summarized in the Petition (at 296).  Because the 

simulation grids are too coarse to represent the characteristics of both single- and two-phase flow 

in the vicinity of the emplacement drifts "the models used do not have an adequate technical 

basis to simulate the phenomena they purport to represent."  This means that the DOE can say 

nothing about the amount and composition of water entering the drifts during the thermal phase, 

since the flow pattern will be determined, in part, by self-coarsening instabilities that "can 

produce highly localized flow and self-organized saturation patterns" (Petition at 294).  This 

undermines all DOE arguments on corrosion of the drip shield and waste containers over this 

period, and makes it impossible for DOE to determine the amount of water that could be 

delivered to a single waste package. 

Nevada does not attempt to assess the quantitative implications of its contention, but this 

is not necessary, for once DOE’s model is rejected, there is no TSPA to establish compliance 

with dose standards.  See II.D. above.  Nevada does point to the fact that mesh convergence tests 

could be used to address the issue (Petition at 295).  This is something that DOE should have 

carried out as part of model verification, so the lack of quantitative comment reflects 

inadequacies in the DOE modeling program.  See III.F. above. 

DOE correctly points out that it has undertaken thermal-hydrologic modeling at various 

scales (Answer at 506).  Specifically, it notes that "[m]ore efficient two-dimensional models are 

used to model thermal-hydrologic parameters in detail, up to several grid elements per meter, 

within the emplacement drifts and adjoining host rock" (Answer at 506).  However, the 
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dimensionality of the model is a key consideration in this context and the Petition refers to three-

dimensional coarsening instabilities (Petition at 294).  A three dimensional structure cannot be 

developed in a two-dimensional model, no matter how well resolved.  Furthermore, the use of a 

nested set of models at different scales means that unless those models are run in closely coupled 

mode, there is no possibility of capturing "drift-scale flow instabilities that may originate at the 

drift scale but can grow in size to the repository scale."  Id.     

The rest of DOE’s argument impermissibly addresses the merits. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-52 – EBS AND NEAR-FIELD MODELING APPROACH 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE complains that the citation to SAR Subsection 2.3.3 is unreasonably broad (Answer 

at 508).  However, the contention relates to the inappropriateness of using a sequential and 

unidirectional modeling approach for seepage and water flow in the whole of the EBS and near 

field.  As water seepage into drifts is the topic of SAR Subsection 2.3.3, the contention could not 

have reasonably been narrowed further, since it applies to all the fourth-order headings within 

that subsection. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible, and 

the fact that a model need not provide a completely accurate result and uncertainties may exist is 

no basis for rejecting the contention; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, and as indicated in III.D. 

above, a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s 

requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 

63.305(c) is material per se.  Here the proximate NRC regulation is 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(g).   
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In its Answer (at 511), the DOE comments that the contention does not allege "that the 

use of a different method would result in more accurate modeling of seepage, thermal seepage 

and seepage composition. . ."  This is correct, but as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.  In any event, the 

contention makes a much stronger statement, which is that the DOE modeling approach "is 

untenable because that modeling approach suppresses emergent behavior and ignores the 

influence that coupled repository processes have on one another" (Petition at 300).     

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements. 

As to citations, the DOE criticizes Nevada for not giving page or paragraph references 

(Answer at 512).  However, the references are to peer-reviewed journal papers that are directed, 

in their entirety, to discussing small-scale flow processes.  They are cited to illustrate the 

interdependencies of processes.  Such a holistic issue is not well supported by brief citations.  

Moreover, it cannot be the NRC practice that scientific principles may only be supported by tiny 

studies. 

It is acknowledged that the Petition is inaccurate at 299.  The text should read "many of 

the numerical findings and numerical modeling results obtained for small-scale processes 

[relevant] at Yucca Mountain. . ."  Omission of the word "relevant" in the Petition led to the 

interpretation that these studies were performed on materials or in model representations specific 

to Yucca Mountain.  The DOE properly notes (Answer at 513-14) that interpretation of such 
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experiments is difficult, e.g., as a consequence of differences in flow rates.  However, Nevada 

emphasizes that the need is for understanding and taking into account the important physics 

(Petition at 299) including analysis of the scaling laws that relate the small-scale experiments to 

projected field conditions at Yucca Mountain. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
In its Answer (at 517), DOE claims that Nevada has not correctly characterized the 

License Application because the thermal seepage model "consists of a family of process-level 

numerical simulations."  However, this is exactly why Nevada states "[t]he current DOE 

approach to EBS and near-field modeling assumes that the highly coupled, complex phenomena 

operating at Yucca Mountain can be predicted by decomposition into a collection of component 

process models which, when coupled sequentially. . .provide a predictive model of near-field 

behavior. . . .  However, this logic only holds only for weakly coupled relatively simple systems. 

. ." (Petition at 298).  There is no disagreement as to the fact that DOE uses a family of models.  

What is at issue is that DOE uses an approach that is only applicable in a weakly coupled system 

to simulate a strongly coupled system.  Thus, the various DOE explorations of individual 

processes (e.g., refluxing of condensate water, Answer at 518) do not address the central issue of 

how to represent these various processes together in a strongly coupled system. 

The rest of DOE’s argument impermissibly addresses the merits or repeats arguments 

addressed above. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-53 – APPLICATION OF THE FRACTURE MATRIX DUAL 
CONTINUUM MODEL TO ALL UNSATURATED ZONE FLOW PROCESSES 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible, and 

the fact that a model need not provide a completely accurate result and uncertainties may exist is 

no basis for rejecting the contention; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, and as indicated in III.D. 

above, a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s 

requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 

63.305(c) is material per se.  Here the proximate NRC regulation is 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(g).   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 
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counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s argument here impermissibly addresses the merits, and also repeats its earlier 

arguments, addressed above.  

 In its Answer (at 524-25), DOE responds to Nevada’s argument in the Petition (at 303) 

and 304, which is supported by several references to the peer-reviewed literature, with the 

unsupported allegation that the dual-continuum approach that it adopted was most consistent 

with the available data and suitable for modeling unsaturated flow through fractured rocks at 

Yucca Mountain.  The inapplicability of dual continuum approach is discussed in some detail in 

the reply to the DOE Answer relating to NEV-SAFETY-50.  One of the problems with using the 

dual continuum approach is highlighted in the DOE Answer (at 525) "fractures are ubiquitous 

and distributed in such a manner that they can be meaningfully described statistically."  

However, there is no evidence that this is the case at Yucca Mountain.  Furthermore, the DOE 

makes it clear that it uses the VG continuum model to model "only a fraction of all fractures in 

the unsaturated zone."  These are those that "actually conduct water flow" (Answer at 527).  

Thus, the DOE uses the VG model to represent only a sparse network of larger fractures in which 

water flow occurs.  This is exactly what Nevada complains about, since the model is considered 

only potentially "appropriate for small aperture fractures at sufficiently small rates of flow" 

(Petition at 303).  Although DOE characterizes Nevada’s contention as being unsupported 

assertions (Answer at 527), the Petition (at 303) cites several peer-reviewed papers that reported 

"flow behavior that cannot be captured by the VG approach" (Petition at 303).  The DOE does 

not contest the validity or applicability of these cited papers.  The fact that "the grid size 
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employed in the dual-permeability grid permits relatively limited fracture-matrix interaction" 

(Answer at 526) introduces a deficiency in the model that was adopted in an attempt to justify 

why an appropriate model was not used.  This does not demonstrate that the model is cautious 

relative to a model that explicitly represents multiphase flow through the larger-aperture 

fractures. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-54 – CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE YUCCA 
MOUNTAIN INFILTRATION, THERMO-HYDROLOGIC, AND TSPA MODELS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Rather than arguing that DOE must use separate pairs of experimentally determined 

relative permeability and capillary pressure curves for imbibition and drainage (Answer at 529), 

Nevada argues that DOE has used models employing a single pair of curves outside their range 

of applicability (Petition at 309).  Nevada further argues that alternative models exist and that "in 

this case, the alternative conceptual models that are available would often be preferred over the 

conceptual model adopted by DOE" (Petition at 309).  This contention challenges compliance 

with specific regulations in Part 63 and is clearly within the scope of the proceeding. 

Also, if DOE’s rule challenge argument were correct, the DOE models addressed by this 

contention would need to be struck from the application as a challenge to Part 63 because Part 63 

does not specifically require or allow their use.    

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 
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violate EPA dose standards, and as indicated in III.D. above, a contention alleging that DOE’s 

TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment 

in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 63.305(c) is material per se.  The proximate 

regulation is again 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(g).    

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.  Also, this contention obviously has considerable probative value, because DOE 

devotes about nine pages of its answer under this heading and the next one to an impermissible 

argument on the merits, hoping to avoid an evidentiary hearing.  

DOE argues (Answer at 533) that conditions at Yucca Mountain will result in low 

Reynolds number and laminar flow.  However, Nevada contends (Petition at 308) that flows at 

Yucca Mountain can be episodic (due to infiltration) and unstable in the complex, evolving 

thermo-hydraulic conditions close to the emplacement drifts.  Furthermore, these flows may be 

concentrated in a sparse network of larger fractures.  In these conditions, laminar flow may not 

be the predominant mode.  Although DOE gives typical fracture apertures (Answer at 533), it is 

the larger fractures that are likely to carry the bulk of the water flow that are of primary 

relevance. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The DOE (Answer at 535-36) illustrates that the DOE models have been applied to 

various transient flow regimes.  However, this does not address the point of the Nevada 
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contention that these models have been designed for steady state conditions, though they have 

been used in other contexts, outside their range of applicability (Petition at 306).  It is 

acknowledged that the DOE models can be used to a limited extent for non-steady state 

conditions, i.e. for monotonically decreasing or increasing saturations (Petition at 306), but not 

for the heating and cooling parts of the postulated repository thermal history, or wetting or 

drying cycles triggered by heavy thunderstorms, or to non-steady seepage or steam flow in the 

thermal phase of the repository (Petition at 306-07). 

Finally, DOE also impermissibly argues the merits and repeats some of its usual 

arguments about reasonable expectation, uncertainty, and the need to do a dose calculation, 

addressed above, but adds a few wrinkles. To respond, the fact that a model does not need to 

provide a completely accurate result and that uncertainties may exist is no basis for rejecting the 

contention, as indicated in III.C. above, and Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models, as indicated in III.F. above. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-55 – DATA FOR THE CHEMISTRY OF PORE WATERS IN 
THE TOPOPAH SPRINGS (TSw) FORMATION 

 
1. A one-sentence statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief one-sentence summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K, supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A, supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G, supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F, supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L, 

supra.   
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The 34 pore water samples from the TSw unit that were used in the near-field chemistry 

model came only from boreholes NRG-7 and SD-9 near to the center of the repository layout and 

from the ESF and ECRB.  There is a large area in the northern part of the layout that has not 

been sampled; borehole UZ-14 is in the center of this area, but samples were not available.  

Although DOE has previously stated that  

. . . available data can only be assumed to be representative of all water 
chemistries actually present in the repository units.  This is supported by the 
chemical similarity of the four TSw lithostratigraphic units that will host the 
repository.  Reaction with these rocks should make large variations in the 
concentrations of nonconservative aqueous species from any single unit unlikely.  

 
"EBS: Physical and Chemical Environment," LSN# DN2002452948, Section 5.2.2.  However, 

heterogeneity in the conservative parameters chloride (Cl) and nitrate (NO3) will not be removed 

by reaction with rock.  Therefore, this argument is not a basis for the assumption that available 

data are representative of all water chemistries present. 

Concerning the point that the long storage time prior to extraction and analysis, plus the 

evidence for microbial activity, casts doubt on the reliability of the chemical data for the selected 

34 samples, Figure 6.6-7 in LSN# DN2002452948 shows that virtually all samples with 

measured pH have calculated P(CO2) higher than 10-3 atm.  By DOE’s own criterion, this 

suggests that they all have suffered microbial activity to some degree. 

Concerning the likely effect of microbial activity on nitrate concentrations, DOE agrees 

that it would lower NO3 concentrations (Section 6.6.3 in LSN# DN2002452948).  Therefore, 

noting the relationship that DOE infers of P(CO2) higher than 10-3 atm correlating with microbial 

activity, it is reasonable also to infer that NO3 is likely to have been lowered, and, therefore, that 

analyzed NO3 values are too low and Cl/NO3 ratios are probably higher than in situ values. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The reasoning that the 34 samples are too few to give confidence that they are reliably 

representative of chemical variability in pore waters in the TSw unit is explained above.  Many 

of those selected samples are closely spaced, for example in the ECRB, the ECF and also in 

borehole SD-9, and, therefore, their distribution is not representative of the larger area.  The 

northern area of the repository layout is not represented at all.  DOE’s claim in its response that 

compositional similarity of core samples from the four lithologic units in the TSw "with respect 

to major oxides and trace elements . . . and normative mineral compositions" (EBS: Physical and 

Chemical Environment Report; LSN# DN2002452948) justifies its position is inappropriate.  

Uniformity of the major element composition and mineral composition of rock samples does not 

correlate with uniformity of pore water compositions, and this is certainly the case for 

conservative ions such as Cl and NO3 which are controlled by external factors. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 545-50) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 312-14) that that the description of the capability of barriers offered by 

natural features should take account of uncertainties in characterizing and modeling their 

behavior because chemical compositions of pore waters in the Topopah Springs (TSw) rock 

formation are incomplete and/or lack sufficient reliability.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to 

address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 314) that because the chemical composition of pore waters in 

the Topopah Springs rock formation are incomplete and/or lack sufficient reliability, the analyses 

and models that will be used to assess performance of the geologic repository do not comply 

with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(15) and 63.115(b).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied 

the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of 

this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 
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contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what 

effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section 

III.D, supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-56 – GEOCHEMICAL INTERACTIONS AND EVOLUTION 
IN THE UNSATURATED ZONE, INCLUDING THERMO-CHEMICAL ALTERATION 

OF TSw HOST ROCK 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Section 5 of its 

Petition (at 316-17) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Section 4 of its Petition 

(at 315-16).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Section 6 of its Petition (at 317-18) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Those 

pleadings are more than adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this 

hearing as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The entirety of DOE’s Answer (at 555-58) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 316-18) that the screening of FEPs 2.2.08.03.0B ("Geochemical interactions 

and evolution in the UZ") and 2.2.10.09.0A ("Thermo-chemical alteration of the TSw basal 

vitrophyre") from DOE’s performance assessments is not justified.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer 

fails to substantively address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 317-18) that because of the 

inappropriate screening of these FEPs, DOE has not complied with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(e).  In 

sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material 

issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to 

the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden 

to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully 

address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-57 – DATA FOR NEAR-FIELD CHEMISTRY MODELS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s Answer (at 565) cites the chemical similarity of the rock units as a reason for the 

sufficiency of the existing pore water samples; however, the existing 34 pore water samples 

yielded 4 principal types of pore waters.  Why were there so many types of pore water if the 

rocks are so similar?  Recall that one group of 3 samples, which represents one of the principal 

types of pore water out of 4, came from the same location (Alcove 5); each of the principal types 

of pore waters should be present at more than one repository location.  If a more systematic 

sampling of the pore waters at a more distributed set of accessible locations over the footprint of 

the repository were undertaken, would more principal types of pore waters be discovered?  If 

additional principal types of pore waters were discovered, then the near-field chemistry model 

would require modifications.  The assumption of adequacy of pore water sampling is unjustified. 

Plug flow, which is the basis of the near-field chemistry model, requires a fairly constant 

flow rate and ignores the possible episodic nature of UZ flow (also a subject of Nevada’s 

contentions).   If plug flow is a valid mechanism for transport in the UZ, a simple experiment to 

collect flowing waters could have been designed to breach the capillary barrier of the mined 

opening, and it could have been situated in an unventilated section of the ESF. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 564-68) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 320-22) that the limited number of pore water analyses are not sufficient for 

the near-field chemistry model and therefore fails to appropriately define the range of conditions 

in which corrosion can occur.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to address Nevada’s claim 

(Petition at 321-22) that, as a result of the limited number of pore water analyses, DOE  water 

samples DOE has failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(1)(ii), 

63.102(h), 63.102(j), 63.114(a) and 63.115.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading 
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requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, 

and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  

Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its 

contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section III.D., 

supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-58 – GROUNDWATER SAMPLES IN THE UNSATURATED 
ZONE SORPTION TESTS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
 DOE’s Answer (at 573) (citing SAR Subsection 2.3.8.3.1 at 2.3.8-19) claims that the use 

of two water compositions (J-13 and UE-25p#1 well waters) was "to examine the potential 

dependence of water chemistry on sorption, rather than to represent the exact geochemical 

conditions in the fracture, perched, or pore water."  SAR Section 2.3.8.3.1 at 2.3.8-19.  In 

addition to the fact that there is no direct evidence for the chemical composition of fracture 

water, these two well waters do not represent the range of compositions of perched and pore 

waters summarized in Table A-2 (SNL 2007, "Radionuclide Transport Models Under Ambient 

Conditions" (07/13/2007), LSN# DN2002466365 at A-5).  The J-13 well water is not as dilute as 

some of these waters, especially for Ca, Na, SiO2, SO4, and HCO3 (bicarbonate) species; also, 

the pH is more acidic than for the perched waters.  The deep carbonate aquifer water (UE-25p#1) 

is not as concentrated in some aqueous species (Na, K, SiO2, Cl, and SO4) as the perched and 

pore waters, is also more acidic than the perched waters, and the bicarbonate concentration is 

almost double the maximum value for pore waters.  Furthermore, the two water compositions 

used for sorption work are sodium-bicarbonate waters (predominant cation and anion species). 

Although most of the perched and pore waters are also Na-HCO3 waters, some of the pore waters 

are predominantly calcium-chloride (Ca-Cl) waters.  Thus, the two water compositions chosen 

by DOE for sorption experiments are not representative of the range of perched and pore waters. 

 The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 574-78) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 324) that the two water compositions from the saturated zone are not 

representative for use in experiments regarding the characteristics of the unsaturated zone.   

Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to substantively address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 325) that, as 

a result of the improper use of two water samples DOE has failed to describe the hydrology of 
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the site and its effect on the safety and performance of the repository in accordance with 10 

C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(1)(ii).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the 

merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue 

that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on 

EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-59 – GROUNDWATER COMPOSITIONS ASSUMED 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
 DOE’s Answer (at 585) states the "natural water samples used for sorption experiments 

were not intended to bound the range of potential water compositions, but rather to bound the 

impact of all possible water compositions on potential Kd values."  The two well waters (J-13 

and UE-25p#1) chosen to bound the impact of all possible compositions are compared with 

perched and pore waters summarized in Table A-2 (SNL 2007, "Radionuclide Transport Models 

Under Ambient Conditions," LSN# DN2002466365).  The J-13 well water is not as dilute as 

some of these waters, especially for Ca, Na, SiO2, SO4, and HCO3 (bicarbonate) species; also, 

the pH is more acidic than for the perched waters.  The deep carbonate aquifer water (UE-25p#1) 

is not as concentrated in some aqueous species (Na, K, SiO2, Cl, and SO4) as the perched and 

pore waters, is also more acidic than the perched waters, and the bicarbonate concentration is 

almost double the maximum value for pore waters.  Furthermore, the two water compositions 

used for sorption work are sodium-bicarbonate waters (predominant cation and anion species).   

The pHs are slightly acidic and almost identical.  The actinide cations (Th, U, Np, Pu, Am) form 

their strongest solution complexes with carbonate and hydroxide complexes (Answer at 585).  

The DOE batch sorption experiments that used the two natural well waters have only varied the 

carbonate activity relative to hydroxide; if pH were raised (by, for example, evaporation), 

hydroxide and carbonate complexes would be more abundant and sorption lower.  Also, some of 

the ambient pore waters and thermally affected pore waters are predominantly divalent cations 

(Ca+Mg) and non-carbonate anions (Cl+SO4) as compared with the two natural well waters 

which are predominantly Na-HCO3 waters.  As temperature decreases, the solubility of CO2 

increases, as would the carbonate concentration, decreasing sorption.  Thus, apparently not all 

impacts on water compositions have been bounded. 
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Nevada is challenging the usage of only 34 pore waters leading to selection of just 4 

principal types of seepage waters.  Nevada is also contesting the use of two models for seepage: 

the plug-flow model for the near field chemistry, and the fracture dominant flow for seepage. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 584-92) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 327-29) that DOE’s assumption that it is possible to "bound" multi-

component aqueous solution compositions expected in the unsaturated zone with only two 

natural groundwater compositions is improper and that the water compositions adopted do not 

provide an appropriate basis for the evaluation of parameters characterizing radionuclide 

sorption and transport in the unsaturated zone.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to substantively 

address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 328-29) that as a result of DOE’s improper assumption and 

inappropriate water composition bases, DOE fails to comply with the requirements contain in  

10 C.F.R. § 63.114(a) and (b).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s 

attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, 

would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-60 – EMPIRICAL SITE-SPECIFIC DATA AND THE NEAR-
FIELD CHEMISTRY MODEL  

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
The entirety of DOE’s Answer in this subparagraph can be dismissed with the simple 

recognition that an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention 

and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted. 

 
DOE’s Answer (at 599-604) painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada 

in its Petition (at 332-38), presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reach by Nevada’s experts, and in fact all of DOE’s Answer is nothing 

more than a merits challenge to the contention.  More significantly, nowhere in DOE’s Answer is 

there found any challenge to (indeed any mention of) Nevada’s conclusion (Petition at 338-39) 

that because there is no reliable hydrogeochemical data for in-drift seepage and waste 

emplacement environmental reaction, models of corrosion and radionuclide release are unsound 

and cannot be used to evaluate the degradation, deterioration, or alteration processes of 

engineered barriers contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(f).  In sum, Nevada has 

satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the 

scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility 

of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-61 – AMBIENT SEEPAGE INTO EMPLACEMENT DRIFTS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In its Answer (at 611), DOE refers to FEP 2.1.06.04.0A ("Flow Through Rock 

Reinforcement Materials in EBS, Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System 

Performance Assessment:  Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-512) and accuses 

Nevada of failing to recognize that the DOE has considered the impact of the Bernold-type 

stainless-steel perforated liners on groundwater flow. 

FEPs excluded on the basis of low consequence are those whose omission would 
not result in significantly adverse changes in radiological exposures to the RMEI, 
or radionuclide releases to the accessible environment.  This FEP demonstrates 
that Nevada’s claim that the liners have the effect of increasing seepage into 
emplacement drift is incorrect.  Indeed, "Bernold-type sheets, which are bolted to 
the emplacement walls and roof . . ., may act to divert some seepage away from 
waste packages." 

 
Id.  However, DOE has misread or misinterpreted this FEP (2.1.06.04.0A) because it only refers 

to the diversion of seepage away from the waste package and drip shield being of low 

consequence  (and thus ignored), and it says nothing regarding the enhancement of seepage 

caused by the capillary effects of the Bernold-type perforated liner sheets.  Therefore, this FEP 

does not demonstrate that the liners have no effect on increasing seepage into the emplacement 

drifts, and indicates that the DOE has not considered the Bernold-type liners as seepage 

enhancers.  DOE’s ruling out of this FEP was meant to be conservative.  However, any 

enhancement of seepage by the liners onto the drip shields and waste packages would hasten 

corrosion, breaches of the waste containers, and release of radionuclides leading to earlier and 

larger doses to the RMEI.   

DOE’s Answer (at 610 to 611) also discusses its modeling of waste package corrosion 

(SAR subsection 2.3.6), by way of a summary regarding how robust and resistant to corrosion 

are the waste packages, to conclude that any effect on the TSPA of the liners would be 
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insignificant.  However, Nevada is contesting the modeling and especially the experimental basis 

of the corrosion estimates in many contentions, so the DOE argument is reliant on technical 

issues that are challenged elsewhere. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 610-13) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 343-44) that post-closure ambient seepage of water into emplacement drifts 

only considers drift-wall rock properties and geometry of the emplacement drifts, and thus 

completely fails to consider an engineered ground support items, e.g., the Bernold-type 

perforated stainless steel liners.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s 

claim (Petition at 344) that, as a result of the failure to properly consider the impact of Bernold-

type perforated stainless steel liners on post-closure ambient seepage of water into the 

emplacement drifts, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 63.113 and 63.115.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding 

and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  

Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its 

contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section III.D., 

supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-62 – THERMAL SEEPAGE INTO EMPLACEMENT DRIFTS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In its Answer (at 621), DOE refers to FEP 2.1.06.04.0A ("Flow Through Rock 

Reinforcement Materials in EBS, Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System 

Performance Assessment:  Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-512) and accuses 

Nevada of failing to recognize that DOE has considered the impact of the Bernold-type 

perforated stainless-steel liners on groundwater flow. The DOE continue at 621,  

FEPs excluded on the basis of low consequence are those whose omission would not 
result in significantly adverse changes in radiological exposures to the RMEI, or 
radionuclide releases to the accessible environment.  This FEP demonstrates that 
Nevada’s claim that the liners have the effect of increasing seepage into emplacement 
drift is incorrect.  Indeed, "Bernold-type sheets, which are bolted to the emplacement 
walls and roof . . ., may act to divert some seepage away from waste packages." Id at 6-
513.  [actually at 6-512] 

 
Id.  However, DOE has misread or misinterpreted this FEP (2.1.06.04.0A) because it only refers 

to the diversion of seepage away from the waste package and drip shield being of low 

consequence, and thus ignored, and it says nothing regarding the enhancement of seepage caused 

by the capillary effects of the Bernold-type stainless steel liner sheets.  Therefore, this FEP does 

not demonstrate that the liners have no effect on increasing seepage into the emplacement drifts, 

and indicates that DOE has not considered the Bernold-type perforated liners as seepage 

enhancers.  DOE’s ruling out of this FEP was meant to be conservative.  However, any 

enhancement of seepage by the liners unto the drip shields and waste packages would hasten 

corrosion, breaches of the waste containers, and release of radionuclides leading to earlier and 

higher doses to the RMEI.   

DOE’s Answer (at 620) also discusses its modeling of waste package corrosion (SAR 

subsection 2.3.6), by way of a summary regarding how robust and resistant to corrosion are the 

waste packages, to conclude that any effect on the TSPA of the liners would be insignificant.  
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However, Nevada is contesting the modeling and especially the experimental basis of the 

corrosion estimates in many contentions, so the DOE argument is reliant on technical issues that 

are challenged elsewhere.   

DOE’s Answer (at 619) also discusses thermal perturbation as a mechanism that 

contributes to the diversion of seepage around the drift while the wall rock is above the boiling 

temperature of aqueous fluids.  However, this effect may be short-circuited by the Swellex rock 

bolts, as set out in NEV-SAFETY-64. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 618-22) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 348-49) that post-closure thermal seepage of water into emplacement drifts 

only considers drift-wall rock properties, temperature increases due to waste decay, and 

geometry of the emplacement drifts, and thus completely fails to consider an engineered ground 

support items, e.g., the Bernold-type perforated stainless steel liners.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer 

wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 349) that, as a result of the failure to properly 

consider the impact of Bernold-type perforated stainless steel liners on post-closure ambient 

seepage of water into the emplacement drifts, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements of 

10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 63.113 and 63.115.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this 

proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 

contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what 

effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section 

III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-63 – EFFECT OF ROCK BOLTS ON AMBIENT SEEPAGE 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In its Answer (at 630), DOE refers to FEP 2.1.06.04.0A ("Flow Through Rock 

Reinforcement Materials in EBS, Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System 

Performance Assessment:  Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-512) and accuses 

Nevada of ignoring DOE’s analysis of rock bolts.  DOE has misread or misinterpreted this FEP 

(2.1.06.04.0A) because it only refers to open hole frictional type rock bolts (temporary ones), 

and not the Swellex inflatable or expandable type.  DOE claims that open holes are capillary 

barriers to seepage, not seepage enhancers, are thus of low consequence, and thereby excluded.  

However, this FEP (2.1.06.04.0A) says nothing regarding the enhancement of seepage caused by 

the capillary effects of the Swellex rock bolts.  Therefore, this FEP does not demonstrate that the 

Swellex rock bolts have no effect on increasing seepage into the emplacement drifts, and 

indicates that the DOE has not considered the Swellex-type rock bolts as seepage enhancers. 

DOE also discusses FEP 1.1.01.01.0B ("Influx Through Holes Drilled in Drift Wall or 

Crown, Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System Performance Assessment: 

Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-24).  Both ungrouted and grouted rock bolt 

boreholes were considered; ungrouted (open) rock bolt boreholes were capillary barriers, 

whereas grouted ones enhanced seepage by less than 2%.  Influx through these two types of 

holes was considered of low consequence and thus the FEP was excluded.  However, Swellex-

type rock bolts were not considered in the analysis.  Grout presumably fills almost every void in 

an open borehole and is thus an effective plug, whereas a smooth metal surface (such as that of a 

Swellex rock bolt) only contacts the innermost rough points of a borehole and leaves void space 

to act as conduit to the drift.  Also, there is a larger void or groove where the folded part of the 

rock bolt is not in contact with the rock, resulting in a larger conduit to the drift.  Thus, Swellex 
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rock bolts in a borehole are different from an ungrouted or a grouted rock bolt borehole, and 

were not considered in this FEP.  DOE cannot apply FEP 1.1.01.01.0B to exclude Swellex rock 

bolts from consideration. 

Any enhancement of seepage onto the drip shields and waste packages by the Swellex 

rock bolts would hasten corrosion, breaches of the waste containers, and releases of 

radionuclides leading to earlier and higher doses to the RMEI.   

DOE’s Answer (at 628-29) also discusses its modeling of waste package corrosion (SAR 

subsection 2.3.6), by way of a summary regarding how robust and resistant to corrosion are the 

waste packages, to conclude that any effect on the TSPA of seepage enhancement would be 

insignificant.  However, Nevada is contesting the modeling and especially the experimental basis 

of the corrosion in many contentions, so the DOE argument is reliant on technical issues that are 

challenged elsewhere. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 627-31) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 353-54) that post-closure ambient seepage of water into emplacement drifts 

only considers drift-wall rock properties and geometry of the emplacement drifts, and thus 

completely fails to consider an engineered ground support items, e.g., hundreds of thousands of 

ungrouted super Swellex-type stainless steel rock bolts.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails 

to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 354) that, as a result of the failure to properly consider the 

impact of Swellex-type stainless steel rock bolts on post-closure ambient seepage of water into 

the emplacement drifts, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 63.113 and 63.115.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding 

and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  
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Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its 

contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section III.D., 

supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-64 – EFFECT OF ROCK BOLTS ON THERMAL SEEPAGE 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In its Answer (at 639), DOE refers to FEP 2.1.06.04.0A ("Flow Through Rock 

Reinforcement Materials, EBS, Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System 

Performance Assessment: Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-529) and accuses 

Nevada of ignoring DOE’s analysis of rock bolts.  DOE has misread or misinterpreted this FEP 

(2.1.06.04.0A) because it only refers to open-hole frictional-type rock bolts (temporary ones), 

and not the permanent Swellex expandable type.  DOE claims that open holes are capillary 

barriers to seepage, not seepage enhancers, are thus of low consequence, and thereby excluded.  

This FEP (2.1.06.04.0A) says nothing regarding the enhancement of seepage caused by the 

capillary effects of the Swellex rock bolts.  Therefore, this FEP does not demonstrate that the 

Swellex rock bolts have no effect on increasing seepage into the emplacement drifts, and 

indicates that the DOE has not considered the Swellex-type rock bolts as seepage enhancers. 

DOE’s Answer (at 639) also discusses FEP 1.1.01.01.0B ("Influx Through Holes Drilled 

in Drift Wall or Crown, Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System Performance 

Assessment: Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-24).  Both ungrouted and 

grouted rock bolt boreholes were considered; ungrouted (open) rock bolt boreholes were 

capillary barriers, whereas grouted ones enhanced seepage by less than 2%.  Influx through these 

two types of holes was considered of low consequence and thus the FEP was excluded.  

However, Swellex-type rock bolts were not considered in the analysis.  Grout presumably fills 

almost every void in an open borehole and is thus an effective plug, whereas a smooth metal 

surface (of a Swellex rock bolt) only contacts the innermost rough points of a borehole and 

leaves void space to act as a fluid conduit to the drift.  Plus, there is a larger void or groove 

where the folded part of the rock bolt is not in contact with the rock resulting in a larger conduit 
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to the drift.  Thus, Swellex rock bolts in a borehole are different from an ungrouted or a grouted 

rock bolt borehole, are not a hindrance to groundwater flow into emplacement drifts, and were 

not considered in this FEP.  DOE cannot apply FEP 1.1.01.01.0B to Swellex rock bolts. 

Due to DOE’s exclusion of the two aforementioned FEPs (1.1.01.01.0B and 

2.1.06.04.0A), DOE has not considered the role of Swellex rock bolts during the thermal 

perturbation phase (vaporization barrier) of the emplacement drifts, when the rock wall 

temperatures are at or above the boiling temperature of aqueous fluids in the rock (SAR 

Subsection 2.3.3.1).  The seepage enhancing Swellex rock bolts in their boreholes may provide a 

relatively fast path through this so-called vaporization barrier.  Any enhancement of seepage 

caused by the Swellex rock bolts unto the drip shields and waste packages would hasten 

corrosion, breaches of the waste containers, and releases of radionuclides leading to earlier and 

higher doses to RMEI.   

DOE’s Answer (at 638) also discusses its modeling of waste package corrosion (SAR 

subsection 2.3.6), by way of a summary regarding how robust and resistant to corrosion are the 

waste packages, to conclude that any effect on the TSPA of seepage enhancement would be 

insignificant.  However, Nevada is contesting the modeling and especially the experimental basis 

of corrosion with many contentions. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 636-40) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 358-59) that post-closure ambient thermal of water into emplacement drifts 

only considers drift-wall rock properties and geometry of the emplacement drifts, and thus 

completely fails to consider an engineered ground support items, e.g., hundreds of thousands of 

ungrouted super Swellex-type stainless steel rock bolts.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails 

to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 359) that, as a result of the failure to properly consider the 
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impact of Swellex-type stainless steel rock bolts on post-closure thermal seepage of water into 

the emplacement drifts, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 63.113 and 63.115.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding 

and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  

Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its 

contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section III.D., 

supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-65 – STRUCTURAL CONTROL OF SEEPAGE IN THE 
EMPLACEMENT DRIFT 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(14) requires the SAR to evaluate natural features of the geologic 

setting and to design features of the engineered barrier systems important to waste isolation.  

Although DOE does acknowledge fracture geometry as an important parameter controlling flow 

focusing and seepage percolation, and utilizes limited field data to generate models that simulate 

emplacement drift seepage, DOE does not plan to use (SAR Subsection 2.3.2 and similar 

subsections) drift-by-drift in-situ site data to enhance waste distribution in the emplacement 

drifts.  Consequently, DOE fails to utilize emplacement drift site-specific fracture and fault 

geometry, and thus, the natural host rock structural control of seepage, in providing engineering 

barrier design to optimize post-closure performance.  DOE’s recognition that flow focusing 

exists and the fractures and faults control seepage has not been translated by the DOE into any 

design criteria or waste loading criteria.  

DOE provides in depth discussion and data regarding the structural control of seepage for 

the development of a seepage model (see FEP 2.2.07.04.0A, SAR sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.2).  Yet, 

when it comes to tying this information to waste canister corrosion there is a paucity of 

information provided.  Although, DOE and Nevada agree that old mines and caves provide some 

basic understanding of the controlling geometries, it appears that DOE does not utilize this 

information for issues related to corrosion of the waste canister.  Nevada utilizes the information 

provided by DOE but draws very different conclusions. 

DOE and the State of Nevada agree, in principle, that fracture and fault geometry, spatial 

distribution, and aperture spacing control percolation distribution in the emplacement drifts.  

However, there exists strong disagreement on data collection and how that information is to be 

utilized for post-closure performance.  DOE does not propose to collect site-specific drift-by-
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drift structural data to be used to minimize the corrosion of individual waste canisters.  DOE data 

goes towards building a variable-scale seepage model, which provides averaged data regarding 

seepage into the emplacement drifts.  Thus, the Nevada claim that the structural control of 

seepage may have significant effects on the geometry of the emplacement drift wetting, and 

consequently on corrosion, is a basic outgrowth of the discussions in SAR Subsection 2.3.3.  

However, DOE refuses to consider situations where flow-focusing of seepage affects the 

quantity and possibly the geochemistry of seepage dripping on waste canisters.  It is intuitive that 

during flow focused events larger amounts of vadose water would reach more confined locations.  

The consequence of such percolation would be that larger quantities of water would be made 

available to a waste container than for unfocused events.  Further, the volume of evaporated salts 

would therefore be increased, and the potential for significant concentrations of hydroscopic salt 

formation would be enhanced.  The results of flow-focused events therefore, can be increased 

corrosion of the waste container.  In summary, the DOE has not provided an analysis of the 

role(s) of spatial seepage control on corrosion. This contention challenges that position. 

DOE’s Answer (at 645-648) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion 

(Petition at 362-364) that unsaturated zone flow fails to recognize that fracture geometry controls 

spatial distribution of seepage in the in-drift environment, which affects the delivery of water to 

the drip shield and waste package and the result distribution of corrosion.  Moreover, DOE’s 

Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 364) that, as a result of the failure to 

recognize that fracture geometry controls spatial distribution of seepage, DOE has failed to 

comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.114(f).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this 

proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 
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contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what 

effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section 

III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-66 – ATTENUATION OF SEEPAGE INTO NATURALLY 
FRACTURED DRIFT WALLS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself  

No reply necessary based on DOE’s response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE’s response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE’s response.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, 63.114 and 63.305(c) is material per se. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials  

 
 As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

  
A contention like this one which, if true, would invalidate a DOE TSPA model raises a 

material issue with DOE.  See also argument in Section 5 above.  Further, in its Answer (at 651), 

DOE alleges that this contention is immaterial to the findings that NRC must make in the 

proceedings because of the perceived silence of the contention as to how any increase in the 

probability of water entering emplacement drifts would result in the DOE failing to comply with 

10 C.F.R. Part 63. It also asserts (Answer at 653) that because Nevada has not made even a 

qualitative assessment of the impact of its contention on dose, it has not demonstrated that its 

contention is material to the findings.  These statements are wrong and deceiving, because the 

application itself lays out the arguments why drift seepage fosters the destruction of the waste 

containers by corrosion, promoting the risk of radionuclide transport away from the repository 

drifts.  As soon as waste packages are corroded so that seepage can contact the waste, drainage 

of this contaminated water from the drifts into the saturated zone can result in a leaking 

repository.  It is this risk that prompted the DOE to design the drip shields it wants to install 

before the closure of the repository.  Thus, the DOE has already indirectly acknowledged that 

NEV-SAFETY-66 is material to the findings of the proceedings. 

 It is the SAR rather than the contention that contains unsupported assertions.  The SAR 

alleges that it is possible to discriminate between detrimental effects of drift-aligned fractures 

and the positive, seepage-reducing ones of cross-cutting fractures.  This behavior ("fracture 

diversion capacity," Answer at 655), however, has not been observed in any tests, but is a 

conjecture based on the assumption of a constant narrow fracture aperture and a correspondingly 

high capillary exit pressure for the wetting phase.  It ignores the variability of fracture aperture 

which is precisely the point highlighted by contention NEV-SAFETY-66.   
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DOE further argues (Answer at 654) that this contention ignores all its work on the 

influence of fractures on the flow, matrix imbibition and other FEPs. However, this contention 

relates only to the effect that fractures have on drift-seepage, rejecting DOE's claim that they will 

reduce it.  If fractures promote seepage, as is argued, then their presence compromises the 

effectiveness of the EBS, a key element of the SAR. Contention NEV-SAFETY-66 is therefore 

material to the findings of the proceedings. 

In its discussion (Answer at 656-57) of the relevance of the capillary end effect on flow 

diversion around emplacement drifts, the DOE in its answer asserts that the capillary barrier 

effect continues to apply at the interface between fractures and the emplacement drift, and 

therefore, that the claim that the end-effect argument does not apply where gradual aperture 

variations in the fractures exist (NEV-SAFETY-66) is incorrect.  This impermissibly argues the 

merits.  However, in many cases the interface between the fractures and drift wall is 

characterized by wedge-shaped gaps where rock fragments bordering the fractures have fallen 

into the drift.  This flow geometry of a gradually widening opening is precisely what is referred 

to in the contention and implies a gradual decrease in fracture capillary strength toward the drift 

opening coupled with an increase in permeability.  In this scenario, water droplets can leave the 

fracture by detaching from the fracture wall on one side.  This possibility is not discussed in the 

application and its supporting materials. 

As indicated in III.C. above, the fact that a model need not provide a completely accurate 

results and uncertainties may exist is no basis for rejecting the contention, and as indicated in 

III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed 

DOE models; again, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s 
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TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment 

in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 63.305(c) is material per se. 

Finally, DOE’s discussion about corrosion (Answer at 659) is irrelevant, and in any 

event, impermissibly addresses the merits.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-67 – EVALUATION OF UNCERTAINTIES IN ESTIMATED 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES, ESPECIALLY pH VALUES, OF EVAPORATED DRIFT 

BRINES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
First, the absence of citations to support the claim that uncertainties in the pH range in 

evaporated brines have been underestimated is due to the fact that there is not a background of 

published research to support the reliability of the specific modeling that has been used here by 

DOE.  That specific modeling is the evaporation of a solution to produce a brine in conditions 

analogous to the case here and the simulation of the evolution of pH through that process.  

Independent research that would support the reliability of DOE’s modeling, i.e., measurements 

that confirm model results, is not cited by DOE and only DOE’s limited experimentation is relied 

upon.  This exemplifies the shortcoming of DOE’s safety analysis, i.e., that there is an 

insufficient breadth of science to justify the assumptions and generalization in the model. 

DOE’s Answer (at 666) states that "pH has a strong effect on the concentration of other 

ions in solution" and that [C]tot (total inorganic carbon concentration) is a pH-sensitive solution 

parameter that is relevant to the in-drift chemical environmental model.  Moreover, DOE states 

that "[C]tot uncertainty at neutral pH should provide a maximum bounding uncertainty for all 

conditions.  Id." (citing SAR at 2.3.5-129).  These responses miss the point that pH is the 

unknown of concern here and that assumptions (a) about the value of P(CO2) and (b) that pH 

depends directly on P(CO2), are inherent in modeling of pH values.  DOE’s pH model has not 

been misrepresented by Nevada because reactions of evaporating brine with minerals are 

acknowledged.  However, throughout this modeling constant P(CO2) has been assumed and this 

is the main constraint on modeled pH (as is acknowledged by DOE using [C]tot uncertainty as a 

proxy for pH uncertainty).  If different P(CO2) values were to be assumed, then different pH 

values would be derived from modeling.  For example, if higher P(CO2) values were assumed, 

then the pH range would go lower than pH 5.  If the modeling was done with another constraint 
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on pH, for example that it is controlled by precipitation of Fe(OH)3 (iron hydroxide) rather than 

by equilibration with the fixed P(CO2), then modeled pH for the evaporated brine could also be 

lower than 5. 

pH values for evaporated brine that were lower than pH 5 would enhance corrosion rates 

of drip shields and waste packages.  DOE has made an assumption in the corrosion model that 

the pH of solutions in contact with drip shields and waste packages would be in the range 5 to 

11.  DOE also argues that its method accounts for greater uncertainties in long-term projections 

of performance and not excluding important parameters from assessments.  However, this 

contention is not about the uncertainty inherent in a long-term projection.  It is about the 

uncertainty in a model for a specific process that is not primarily dependent on long-term 

projection but rather on the simplifying assumption made in the model for pH.  The simplifying 

assumption, that pH in evaporated brines is primarily controlled by constant P(CO2), means that 

the wider range of pH has been excluded from consideration in the SAR.  For example, DOE has 

not carried out an analysis to show that the impact of pH values outside the 5 to 11 range would 

not have a significant impact on dose. 

As the foregoing discussion makes clear, DOE’s Answer (at 662-670) offers a merits 

challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 372-374) that the modeled compositional 

range for evaporated brines that might seep onto waste packages, and thus be agents for 

corrosion at the end of the thermal period, should be broader than has been estimated.   

Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 374) that, as a 

result of the narrowly modeled compositional range for evaporated brines that might seep onto 

waste packages, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.102(h), 

63.113, and 63.114(b).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 
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2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the 

merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue 

that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on 

EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-68 – IN-DRIFT CONDENSATION ON MINERAL DUST  
 

1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replace flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

  
The entirety of DOE’s Answer to this subparagraph can be addressed by recognizing that 

an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so 

does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE grossly mischaracterizes the formation of brines, its concept is myopic, without 

experimental basis, and states that "[b]rine forms from salts that are deposited with, and initially 

distributed throughout the thin dust layer" (Answer at 677).  This statement excludes the 

formation of brines from the evaporation of seepage waters, which are likely to be the most 

important hydroscopic brines present in the emplacement drifts.  Consequently, the DOE 

analysis of brine formation is incorrect.  While it is true that when brine is diluted with distilled 

water and then subject to evaporation it will revert to its original brine composition; however, 

percolation is not composed of distilled water, but rather mineralized water whose source is 

infiltration.   

DOE attempts to limit the quantity of deliquescent salt dust available by suggesting that it 

will only be sourced from ventilation, and USGS analysis has shown that only small amounts 

come through ventilation.  However, the entire DOE argument is based upon small quantities of 

deliquescent salt dust.  Yet, it is obvious, and supported by the DOE bin-water types concept, 

that percolation waters evaporate down to brines and then to salt deposits.  There is a strong 

disagreement between the DOE and Nevada on the issue of the origin and behavior of brines and 

salts.  DOE’s concept that dust capillary induction will reduce the quantity of brines and salts 

that are made available to the metal barrier surface is a viable concept only if there are small 

quantities of brine produced from small amounts of hydroscopic dust and the mineral dust 

surface formed on the waste form is fine-grained.  If the origin of the dust is more varied, i.e. 

arising from ventilation, rock dust from construction, salt dust from scale and EBS debris, then 

the capillarity is unlikely to function as envisioned by the DOE.  DOE has no experimental data 

to offer to indicate that capillarity will function as it envisions under repository conditions. 
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Based upon a narrow concept of brine formation in the waste emplacement drifts, the 

DOE has provided a skewed and clearly wrong interpretation of the geochemistry and 

hydrogeochemistry relevant to post-closure performance.  To formulate its major premises the 

DOE has not provided any laboratory or field evidence to show that: 

1) Brines only form from ventilation-derived salts; 
 

2) Capillarity of dust and other debris fields will limit brine and salt contact with 
the waste canister.  

 
DOE contradicts itself with respect to brine formation because it adopts an unsaturated bin-water 

evolution system that by definition includes evaporation. 

Nevada considers that brines will form hydroscopic salts provided by ventilation (in 

agreement with DOE) and salt scale, and most importantly, from seepage.  Accordingly, the 

contention raises a genuine dispute that is fundamental and critical to the extent and degree of 

corrosion of the waste container and therefore to the release of radionuclides to the accessible 

environment. 

As the foregoing discussion makes clear, DOE’s Answer (at 676-680) offers a merits 

challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 376-378) that DOE’s model for condensation 

ignores condensation on the surfaces of common and ubiquitous rock dust that coat EBS 

materials, which creates a much large volume of liquid and vapor on those surfaces than 

calculated by DOE.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition 

at 376) that, as a result of the failure to consider condensation of common and ubiquitous rock 

dust, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 

63.113, 63.114(f), and 63.115.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s 
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attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, 

would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-69 – COUPLED SEEPAGE AND DUST DELIQUESCENCE  
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
SAR Subsection 2.3.3.3.1 at 2.3.3-58 provides a DOE conceptual description of thermal-

hydrologic processes and specifically a scenario in which seepage can occur when wall rock 

temperatures are over 100˚C.  DOE suggests that these processes are unlikely but that they could 

occur.  Nevada agrees that this process could occur and contends that other similar situations 

could provide seepage into the drifts during the thermal period.  However, for safety assessment 

purposes, DOE has totally eliminated seepage when the wall rock is over 100˚C, and 

consequently has limited consideration of hydrogeochemical processes associated with such 

seepage.   

DOE’s position is not based upon field observations or laboratory experiments.  There are 

a variety of open literature laboratory experiments showing water fingering through above 100˚C 

glass fractures so that physical limitations do not exist for this process to occur.  These 

laboratory experiments, although suggestive of what is possible in the temperature elevated 

Yucca Mountain environment, do not have the same fracture disconformities (surface roughness) 

as natural rock, and consequently, even though surface roughness would enhance the fingering, 

and thus seepage, there are no adequate modeling experiments available to quantify this effect.  

DOE has chosen to eliminate consideration of seepage without laboratory experimentation or 

field trials and has no scientific basis to make the representation that seepage can only occur 

when wall rock temperatures are below 100˚C. 

Although DOE suggests that both the (hypothetical) capillary and vapor barriers could be 

compromised during the thermal period, it argues that the drip shield would have to also fail 

prior to seepage contacting the waste package during the thermal period.  Nevada agrees with 

DOE that the drip shield would have to also fail, but does so because it feels that the protective 
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effects of the drip shield are quite temporary because of its susceptibility to corrosion at elevated 

temperatures during the thermal period, and because it is unlikely that the drip shield will be 

constructed without seepage flaws in both design and emplacement.  As a point of reference, 

during the heater experiment there was a rock bolt corrosion event that released a deposit on top 

of the heater canister.  If both the capillary and vapor barriers were in place and functioning as 

DOE suggests, then the rock bolt degradation would not have occurred.   

DOE argues that their model assumes that the C-22 barrier is in a damaged state due to 

prior, extremely severe localized corrosion processes at the time that seepage conditions occur.  

However, this argument does not focus upon the issues that are raised in the contention.  In sum, 

the DOE model is incomplete, DOE has failed to provide any meaningful (in the sense of 

representative of the service conditions) corrosion experimentation, and has limited its 

observations to bath conditions over narrow temperature ranges.  DOE also ignores coupled 

processes with respect to C-22 corrosion.  

As the foregoing discussion makes clear, DOE’s Answer (at 686-689) offers a merits 

challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 380-383) that DOE has failed to consider 

seepage and dust deliquescence reactions as combined processes, and therefore DOE has 

underestimated the degree and extent of localized C-22 corrosion.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer 

wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 382-383) that, as a result of the failure to 

consider seepage and dust deliquescence reactions as combined processes, DOE has failed to 

comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.113 and 63.114(f).  In sum, Nevada has 

satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the 

scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility 

of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine 
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what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in 

Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-70 – THC EVOLUTION OF NEAR-FIELD PRE-SEEPAGE 
UNSATURATED ZONE WATER  

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s Answer (at 690) fails to identify why Nevada’s Petition (at 384) does not satisfy 

the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).  DOE chooses instead to cites to "63.309(f)(v)" – 

a typographical error that should have been "2.309(f)(1)(v)."  Nevada Petition has properly 

provided a one-sentence statement of the contention (in Section 1) – failure to recognize the 

critical significance of mineralization reactions on unsaturated zone seepage water chemistry – 

and then elaborated in general form in the basis for the contention (in Section 2) and in specific 

form the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention (in Section 5) with examples of those 

failures and their critical significance.  Nevada has articulated a narrow, single issue contention 

that is sufficiently specific to identify the relevant issues consistent with the Case Management 

Order of June 20, 2008. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 
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III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Contrary to DOE’s assertion, Nevada has not misstated the FEP 2.2.08.03.0B.  

Absolutely none of the discussion relating to this FEP deals with hydrogeology or the neo-

mineralization of UZ waters from infiltration through to seepage into the containment drifts.  

SAR Subsection 2.3.5.3.3.2.10 at 2.3.5-46 clearly states the role of THC pore water evolution but 

only focuses on the "average" feldspar dissolution model.  FEP 2.208.12.0A deals with 

chemistry of water flowing into the drift and does include for consideration initial water 

chemistry in the rock, mineral and gas composition in the rock, and THC processes in the rock, 

but does not address evaporative evolution of the fracture flow vadose water.  Thus, DOE failed 

to take into account the geochemical evolution of fracture flow percolation, and consequently, 

the hydrogeochemical compositions of percolation water, as affected/modified by the 

superposition of the repository on the vadose environment.  It is clear a priori that percolation 

hydrochemistry compositions are critical to the style and rate of corrosion reactions and therefore 

post-closure performance.  
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Nevada strongly stands by the statements in its Petition concerning Yucca Mountain 

fractures that breathe as a consequence of the geothermal gradient.  There is both State of 

Nevada and extensive DOE literature on the subject that even include thermal night surveys.  It 

is also true that as a function of the increased thermal load, open fractures and faults will not 

only continue to breathe but new vents will be created.  Consequently, DOE’s comments 

concerning Trench 14 are misguided.  Trench 14 does in fact represent near-surface evaporative 

fracture flow water deposits that are dominated by opal and carbonates.  There is absolutely no 

scientific reason to assume that similar processes do not occur at depth.  These evaporative 

fracture-coating minerals will also precipitate on the walls of other fractures, near the ground 

surface and at depth, especially under conditions where fractures and faults are breathing.  

Fracture flow water remaining in transit after evaporative precipitation will have a changed 

hydrochemical composition.  DOE is remiss by not characterizing the THC evolution of near-

field and far-field pre-seepage unsaturated zone fracture flow water.  It is this water, not the 

pore-waters studied by DOE that will become percolation. 

As the foregoing discussion makes clear, DOE’s Answer (at 695-701) offers a merits 

challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 386-389) that DOE has failed to recognize the 

critical significance of mineralization reactions on unsaturated zone seepage water chemistry.  

Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 389) that, as a 

result of the failure to recognize the critical significant of mineralization reactions on unsaturated 

zone seepage water chemistry, DOE has fail to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.21(c)(3)(ii), 63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 63.113, 63.114(f) and 63.115.  In sum, Nevada has 

satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the 

scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility 
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of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine 

what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in 

Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-71 – MICROBIALLY INDUCED WATER CHEMISTRY 
CHANGES IN THE INCUBATOR ZONE  

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In response to Nevada’s claim (Petition at 393) that DOE did not evaluate the role of 

bacteria or fungi in changing the chemical properties of unsaturated zone fluids that have a role 

in drip shield and waste package degradation, DOE identified (Answer at 708) at least five 

instances where microbial activity and corrosion as a feature, event, or process (FEP) should be 

screened.  However, there is not a single FEP in the "five instances" cited by the DOE that 

speaks to the issues addressed in this contention.  

FEP 2.1.03.05.0A (Microbially Influenced Corrosion (MIC) of Waste Packages):  
"Microbial activity may either directly . . . or indirectly . . . enhance the corrosion 
rate of the waste package . . .."  (Included) (SAR Subsection 2.2.2, Table 2.2-5, 
2.2-233); 

 
FEP 2.1.10.01.0A (Microbial Activity in EBS):  "This FEP addresses a broad 
range of effects of biological impacts, including the effects of microbes on 
corrosion of waste packages, cladding, and waste form; bioreduction of 
multivalent contaminants, metals, and sulfate; generation of organic complexants 
and gases as metabolic by-products; and the formation of biofilms and their 
impact on transport" (FEP excluded because of low consequence) (SAR 
Subsection 2.2.2, Table 2.2-5, 2.2-248); 
 
FEP 2.1.03.05.0B Microbially Influenced Corrosion (MIC) of Drip Shields):  
"Microbial activity may either directly . . . or indirectly . . . enhance the 
dissolution rate of the drip shield" (FEP excluded because of low consequence) 
(SAR Subsection 2.2.2, Table 2.2-5, 2.2-233); 
 
FEP 2.2.09.01.0B (Microbial Activity in the UZ):  This FEP is concerned with 
microbial activity "in rock and soil through colloidal processes, by influencing the 
availability of complexing agents, or by influencing groundwater chemistry.  
Changes in microbial activity could be caused by the response of the soil zone to 
changes in climate" (FEP excluded because of low consequence) (SAR 
Subsection 2.2.2, Table 2.2-5, 2.2-265); 
 
FEP 2.1.11.08.0A (Thermal Effects on Chemistry and Microbial Activity in the 
EBS):  "Temperature changes may affect chemical and microbial processes in the 
waste and EBS" (Included) (SAR 2.2.2, Table 2.2-5, 2.2-250). 
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The mere fact that the above FEPs (reported by the DOE as those that speak to the issue of 

microbially induced water chemistry changes in the incubator zone) do not even touch on the 

subject matter illustrates a significant disagreement between DOE and Nevada on this topic.  It is 

not difficult to understand that in this contention the location of bacterial transfer has been stated 

to be dynamically above the repository heat envelope in rocks whose temperatures are ideally 

suited to bacterial growth, and whose aqueous content is between the ground surface and the 

repository along the path of water transport.  DOE does in fact suggest in its analysis of drift 

chemistry (a totally different location that is not included in this contention) that "[i]n principle, 

microorganisms could consume nitrate through denitrification, either heterotrophically or 

autotrophically, under anaerobic conditions" (Answer at 708-09 (citing Korom 1992)).  Since 

DOE has not investigated the incubator zone conditions, it is not in the position to comment on 

the extent of anaerobic microenvironments that can occur within this zone, and thus the potential 

effects on hydrogeochemistry of the transporting fracture flow and perched fluids above the 

repository.  Consequently, although the full extent of vadose zone water chemistry changes are 

not fully known due to the lack of attention of DOE in this topic area, it is reasonable to presume 

that some changes will take place, not accounted for by the DOE, regarding phosphate and 

nitrate concentrations in the vadose water due to bacterial transfer reactions in the incubator 

zone.  These changes have a bearing on the chloride to nitrate ratios that are utilized by the DOE 

and therefore are very important with respect to the rate of corrosion of C-22 and other materials. 

As the foregoing discussion makes clear, DOE’s Answer (at 707-13) offers a merits 

challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 392-94) that DOE has failed to recognize the 

potential role of microbial communities in determining the water chemistry of the near-field 

environment.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 393-
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94) that, as a result of the failure to recognize the potential role of microbial communities in 

determining the water chemistry of the near-field environment, DOE has failed to comply with 

the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.113 and 63.114(f).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this 

proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 

contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what 

effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section 

III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-72 – CHARACTERIZATION OF DUST SOURCES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Contrary to DOE's Answer, it is not the purpose of this contention to address the volume 

of brine that might be produced from ventilation dust.  Nevada is not required to demonstrate 

how the inclusion of various sources of dust and debris would affect brine production sourced 

only from ventilation deliquescent salts.  Nevada acknowledges DOE’s analysis and does not 

dispute it; however that analysis is immaterial to the issues raised in this contention because this 

contention raises the following four issue: 

(1) The production of deliquescent salts from salt scale (dust scale) produced 
by seepage that might combine with ventilation dust; 

 
(2) The formation of poorly sorted debris fields forming on the surface of C-

22 derived from multiple sources that promote C-22 corrosion; 
 
(3) The presence of organics from multiple sources and their enhancement of 

deliquescence; 
 
(4) The inclusive characterization of dust and debris fall of all varieties 

anticipated in terms of their effects on post closure performance. 
 
The DOE has not provided an appropriate or inclusive characterization of the in-drift 

environment and by this omission has under-estimated the significance of a variety of processes 

that would increase radionuclide releases to the accessible environment. 

Ventilation dust, construction dust, salt dust, and rock fall debris and organics will form 

coatings on surfaces of critical EBS components such as the C-22 canister surface.  In doing so, 

they will change or modify the service environment.  DOE focuses its analysis of dust on 

ventilation dust deliquescence ("Analysis of Dust Deliquescence for FEP Screening" 

(09/05/2007), LSN# DN2002478854 at 6-20) and concludes that since there are only expected 

small concentrations of hydroscopic salts it is of low consequence (as cited in the contention: 

FEP 2.1.09.28.0A).  Nevada’s position is that the amounts of dust and debris available to the 
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waste canisters are much greater than DOE admits to (even with its varied references to different 

forms of dust or debris it never admits to the implications of combined processes).  As a 

consequence, the hydroscopic salt concentrations are underestimated, and the most important 

aspects of dust (not its hydroscopic properties, but its physical ability to form crevice and pocket 

microenvironments) are totally ignored.  The more varied the dust sources, the more varied the 

grain-size distribution and the greater the capacity for the debris field to enhance, support, and 

promote C-22 corrosion because it is more poorly sorted and forms more varied pockets and 

crevices which trap chemical reactions to the surface of the C-22. 

As the foregoing discussion makes clear, DOE’s Answer (at 719-724) offers a merits 

challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 396-399) that DOE has failed to consider dust 

as an important physical factor in the in-drift environment and has poorly characterized the 

genesis of dust in that environment.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s 

claim (Petition at 398-399) that, as a result of the failure to consider dust as an important 

physical factor in the in-drift environment, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements of 

10 C.F.R. §§ 63.113 and 63.114(f).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s 

attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, 

would have on EPA dose standards is fully addressed in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-73 – IN-DRIFT ORGANIC CONTRIBUTION BY 
VENTILATION OR UNSATURATED ZONE WATER 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada agrees with DOE’s assertion (Answer at 730) that twelve FEPs address various 

matters dealing with organic chemistry in the saturated and unsaturated zones of Yucca 

Mountain.  While DOE has considered a wide range of organics in the containment system, and 

concluded that organic components would have only a modest effect on deliquescence behavior 

and therefore corrosion (see, e.g., "Analysis of Dust Deliquescence for FEP Screening" 

(09/05/2007), LSN# DN2002478854 at 6-21), DOE’s Answer (at 733) admits that it could not 

model those effects.  As noted in the Petition (at 402), Nevada suggests that colloid formation 

will enhance radionuclide transport, and organic reactions in the in-drift environment will 

enhance the corrosion of C-22 and other EBS materials.  DOE does not challenge this position.  

As a consequence of its unquantified omissions, DOE underestimates the rate and quantity of 

radionuclide transfer to the accessible environment.  Without an ability to model the full range of 

relevant phenomena, DOE cannot claim that the effects are modest.  

Furthermore, the DOE has not undertaken a sampling program to identify and quantify 

organics species in the repository environment.  Consequently, even though the DOE recognizes 

that organics can affect radionuclide containment and therefore post-closure performance it has 

chosen not to provide relevant site characterization data.  

As the foregoing discussion makes clear, DOE’s Answer (at 730-735) offers a merits 

challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 401-403) that DOE has failed to include 

organic components when specifying the composition of unsaturated zone water or ventilation 

dust to the in-drift environment, and therefore omits these components from all of their corrosion 

experiments and modeling studies.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s 

claim (Petition at 402-403) that, as a result of the failure to include organic components when 
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specifying the composition of unsaturated zone water or ventilation dust to the in-drift 

environment, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.113 and 

63.114(f).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by 

raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits 

does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that 

Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA 

dose standards is fully addressed in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-74 – IMPACT OF MICROBIAL ACTIVITY 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

SAR Subsection 2.3.6.3.3.2, which predicts limited microbial activity in the repository, 

and therefore, limited impact on drift chemistry and the waste package, ignores the archaea 

microorganisms that colonize extreme environments, resulting in an underestimation of the 

potential for microbial activity.  The specificity of Nevada's statement of the contention is ample 

and more than sufficient to meet the NRC regulation 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) and the ASLB 

Order of June 20, 2008. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

The conditions that DOE cites as inhibitory for microbial (bacterial) growth in the 

repository, i.e., elevated temperature, radiation fields, low humidity and limited nutrients, do not 

consider the presence of archaea.  These are extremophiles that not only tolerate, but grow 

optimally in habitats normally considered too severe for life, e.g., hot springs and salt lakes.  As 

indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4.  A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE incorrectly argues a variety of issues, including the merits of Nevada's contention in 

this section.  In reply, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a 

TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; and as indicated in 

III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be 

rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is 

ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible.  Nevada does identify specific NRC regulations not 
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adhered to, and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or 

opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  Despite 

DOE's erroneous placement of its discussion, Nevada would also show the following: 

Archaea life forms are unique in two aspects:  unique composition of membranes and 

unique genes and enzymes.  Archaeal membranes are made of molecules that differ from those in 

other forms of life in several ways.  Bacteria and eukaryotes have membranes composed of 

glycerol-ester lipids, whereas archaeas have membranes that are mainly glycerol-ether lipids.  

The stereochemistry of the glycerol group is the reverse of that found in other organisms.  The 

lipid tails are different from other from those of other organisms and are based on an isoprenoid 

side chain.  In some archaea the phospholipid bilayer is replaced by a single monolayer.  These 

differences make the membranes more rigid and enable some archaea to survive extremes of 

temperature, salinity, acidity and alkalinity.  Some archaea possess unique genes and enzymes 

that have not been identified in either bacteria or eukaryotes.  For example, Berg described an 

autotrophic CO2 fixation pathway found only in archaea. 

The term "archaea" is used in the "Evaluation of Potential Impacts of Microbial Activity 

on Drift Chemistry, ANL-EBS-MD-000038, Rev 01" (11/18/2004), LSN# DN2002308488, in 

section 6.5.3 "Biotransformation and Biosorption of Radionuclides," and the distinction is made 

between "halophilic and nonhalophilic bacteria and archaea."  That distinction is not made in 

"Section 6.1.1, "Heterotrophs versus Autotrophs" and Section 6.4 (at 6-19) "Environmental 

Constraints on Microbial Activity at YMP."  In these sections the terms "microbes," 

"microorganisms," "bacteria," and "fungi" are used.  DOE contends, "that the extent of each 

individual microbial reaction will be limited by environmental constraints, not by the types of 

microbes present."  Response to NEV-SAFETY-74 Subsection e at 740.  Section 6.4 
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"Environmental Constraints on Microbial Activity at YMP" delineates the following factors that 

will constrain microbial activity at YMP:  temperature and pressure, redox conditions, relative 

humidity and water availability, pH and salinity and input of nutrients and radiation.  The 

discussion is framed around heterotrophic and autotrophic microorganisms but in many cases 

refers specifically to bacteria. 

TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE Section 6.4.1 specifically addresses bacteria and sets the 

"maximum temperature at which known microorganisms can exist in an active state is 110°C."  

Archaeal strain 121 grows at 121°C and even survives short periods at 130°C.  

REDOX CONDITIONS, Section 6.4.2 at 6-24, "This indicates that metal corrosion under 

Yucca Mountain-relevant conditions will not support any significant autotrophic microbial 

growth.  This may be partly because abiotic Fe2+ oxidation is kinetically favored over microbial 

oxidation."  No reference is provided and the statement is only partially correct.  At near neutral 

pH the abiotic oxidation of Fe2+ is fast.  However Fe2+ oxidizing microorganisms can exploit 

steep redox gradients where low oxygen concentration slows the abiotic oxidation and they can 

compete kinetically.  In acidic environments the chemical oxidation of Fe2+ is slow and 

microorganisms can accelerate the reaction rate by orders of magnitude.  

PH AND SALINITY, Section 6.4.4.  This section makes reference to bacteria exclusively and 

put the lower limit for bacterial growth at 1.0.  An archaean acidophile, Picrophilus torridus, 

grows at pH 0, the equivalent of 1.2 M sulfuric acid.  The pH scale is a logarithmic one so that 

the difference of a pH unit is an order of magnitude concentration. 

NUTRIENTS.  The following quote is taken from page 6-32:  "In summary, organic carbon 

is an important limiting factor for Yucca Mountain microbial growth.  The extremely low 

organic-carbon (sic) supply in the repository will limit heterotrophic microbial activity."  Under 
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Section 5 Assumptions, LSN# DN2002308488, "the concentrations of organic carbon in 

groundwater at Yucca Mountain will remain at a current level (<1.1 mg/L) over the whole 

regulatory time period."  However, on page 6-25 there is a reference to Horn, et al. (2004), who 

conducted experiments using crushed rock samples from "relevant repository stratigraphic 

unit(s)."  Three experimental conditions were tested:  1xJ13 with an added carbon source 

(glucose), J13 without an added carbon source and a sterile control.  Without the glucose 

amendment maximal planktonic cell densities were approximately 4x106 cells per mL and with 

the added glucose cell densities were  2 x107 cells/mL.  They report (page 6-26) that the source 

of the carbon for the growth of the detected heterotrophs in the unamended J13 remains 

"speculative."  On page 6-30, "Only trace concentrations of organic carbon (up to 1.1 mg/L) have 

been reported in qualified measurements of Yucca Mountain groundwater . . . Even without the 

addition of glucose to experimental growth media, however, significant heterotrophic microbial 

growth was observed (Figure 6.4-4), and few isolates that were enumerated and identified from 

unconcentrated simulated groundwater without glucose had autotrophic capabilities (Table 6.3-

1); the source of cellular carbon for growth of detected heterotrophs is, therefore, unknown."   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE has predicted limited microbial activity in the repository and therefore, limited 

impact on drift chemistry and the waste package by defining environmental constraints without 

specifically considering the possibility of archaea (extremophiles).  As indicated in III.L. above, 

an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so 

does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  Nevada's factual information 

and expert opinion proffered in support of this contention are ample, and DOE's attempt to 

question those expert opinions is premature, as well as groundless.  DOE's premature attack on 
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Nevada's expert opinions is addressed in the previous Section 4 of this reply.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada articulates precisely the SAR portions challenged and the NRC regulations 

violated by DOE's proposed formulation.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with 

adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a 

material issue.  In addition, Nevada would show that the environmental constraints identified in 

DN2002308488 cannot be justified.  The temperature and pH limits described as constraining to 

microbial life do not apply to certain archaea.  Carbon has been identified as an important 

limiting factor for microbial growth, yet in DOE experiments both heterotrophs and autotrophs 

grew without the addition of carbon and the source of the carbon for that growth has not been 

identified.  Summary statements about the constraints on autotrophic growth on Fe2+ are not 

correct for all environments.  A partial discussion of DOE's premature argument on the merits is 

contained in Section 4 of this reply. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-75 – MICROBIALLY INFLUENCED CORROSION MODEL 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself   

 The corrosion model described in SAR Subsection 2.3.6.3.3.2 and DOE reference 

"General Corrosion and Localized Corrosion of Waste Package Outer Barrier, ANL-EBS-MD-

000003 Rev 03" (07/25/2007), LSN# DN2002460404, to calculate an enhancement factor for 

microbially influenced corrosion as a multiplier to the general corrosion rate determined by 

linear polarization is not a standard or recommended practice and cannot be used to estimate 

localized corrosion resulting from the presence and activities of microorganisms in any 

environment.  Nevada's statement of the issue, required to be brief and to the point, is sufficient 

in that it specifies the SAR section challenged and the exact reason for that challenge.  

Accordingly, DOE's conclusory statement that "this contention fails to state . . . an issue" 

(Answer at 744) is simply wrong.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE here asserts its complaint in the wrong place, stating "this contention lacks adequate 

factual basis" (Answer at 744) which is the subject of a different contention section.  However, 

Nevada would show the following:   

The electrochemical testing described in "General Corrosion and Localized Corrosion of 

Waste Package Outer Barrier, ANL-EBS-MD-000003 Rev 03" (07/25/2007), LSN# 

DN2002460404 and based on work by Lian, et al. (1999) ("Corrosion of Candidate Container 

Materials by Yucca Mountain Bacteria" CORROSION 99, NACE INTERNATIONAL 54th ANNUAL 

CONFERENCE AND EXPO, San Antonio, Texas, April 25-30, 1999, Paper No. 476.  Also found at 

LSN# DEN001382777.) cannot be used to develop a model for microbially influenced corrosion 

of Alloy 22 in the Yucca Mountain environment because of the following:  (1) the experiments 
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do not comply with any stated standard and ignore the specifications of the current ASTM 

Standard G59-97, "Standard Test Method for Conducting Potentiodynamic Polarization 

Resistance Measurements" (2003); (2) testing by Lian, et al., (1999) did not include adequate 

controls and; (3) conclusions from Lian, et al. (1999) cannot be extrapolated to any specific 

environment, e.g., Yucca Mountain.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far 

exceed NRC requirements. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
Under this heading, DOE has thrown in a number of unrelated arguments, none of which 

are valid:  as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, 

a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  Nevada clearly 

identifies the SAR section challenged and the NRC regulation violated by DOE.  As indicated in 

III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a 

finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 

possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated should itself be dismissed; as indicated in III.G. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA 

complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the 

contention stage; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  Despite the misplacement of this discussion and 

the fact that it is premature discussion on the merits, Nevada would show the following:   
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The model developed to estimate the alteration of corrosion rates of Alloy 22 due to 

microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) in a Yucca Mountain repository and described in 

DN2002460404 is based solely on data from Lian, T., et al. (1999).  It is the responsibility of the 

authors to include in their publications all facts that are relevant to the interpretation of their data.   

• Lian, et al. (1999) did not include any information about confirmation of sterility 
of control medium and coupons at the conclusion of their experiment.  The 
authors state, "All CRM coupon surfaces did not show gross alterations in their 
appearance after the 5-month incubation period" (at 4).  They do not indicate that 
any technique was used to confirm the presence or absence of bacterial cells on 
coupons or in media.  They did not confirm that YM isolates grew or were present 
after 5 months. 

• Lian, et al. (1999) did not describe the manner in which nutrient-rich media were 
maintained in a sterile condition for 5 months.    

• Lian, et al. (1999) did not address the any potential relationship between bacteria 
applied to an electrode surface and a naturally occurring biofilm in Yucca 
Mountain.   

• Lian, et al. (1999) did not include controls to determine the electrochemical 
impact of media constituents.  

• Lian, et al. (1999) did not cite any standard for polarization resistance 
measurements and did not address any potential complications in the 
interpretation of their data.  

• Alloy 22 is a passive alloy.  The use of a passive material as a working electrode 
adds complications because the anodic reaction behaves as if it were diffusion 
limited, rather than activation controlled, a requirement for accurate polarization 
resistance measurements.  In electrochemical terms, the passive region of the 
polarization curve is not under pure charge transfer control, as is the case for the 
Tafel region of a polarization curve.  The passive region invalidates the 
polarization resistance method for this reason.  A correction can be used to 
account for this error but there is no indication that Lian, et al. (1999) considered 
a correction.  For calculation of corrosion current (then corrosion rate) from 
polarization resistance measurements, Tafel data for both anodic and cathodic 
processes are required.  Lian, et al. (1999) used default values for these 
parameters.  The Tafel values for a specific environment should be determined for 
accurate corrosion rate calculations. 

When measuring the polarization resistance of metal in water, solution resistance must be 

considered.  The measured polarization resistance has two components: the actual polarization 

resistance and the solution resistance.  In low conductivity media the solution resistance can be 
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high.  If the solution resistance is not included in calculations, the polarization resistance can be 

overestimated resulting in underestimated corrosion rates.  Current interruption methods can 

compensate for solution resistance but there is no indication that Lian, et al. (1999) considered a 

correction.  

High solution resistance increases the capacitive nature of the metal/water interface.  The 

increase in capacitance gives a time dependence to the potential/current response.  The ASTM 

Standard G59-97 (2003) states that a scan rate of 0.1667 mV/sec should be used when 

performing potentiodynamic scans.  The scan rate used in Lian, et al. (1999) was 0.04mV/sec.  

The authors do not provide any reason for deviating from the standard. 

5.   A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE's assertions with respect to Nevada's explanation of facts and opinions fails.  DOE 

mischaracterizes the lengthy opinions of Nevada's experts as mere arguments of counsel.  As 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  

Continuing its argument on the merits of the facts, DOE makes some absurd suggestions.  DOE 

quotes a Nevada expert, analyzing certain experiments and observing "no attempt was made to 

verify . . ." (Answer at 750) and states that Nevada's expert does not cite a source for this 

statement.  It is obvious from the context that Nevada's expert was pointing out an omission from 

an NRC document, a fact not likely to be raised in some other "source" document.  DOE also 

criticizes Nevada for an asserted lack of a reasoned basis or explanation.  Nevada stands by the 

lengthy articulation and explanation of factual information, the basis thereof, and its expert 

opinions articulated in Section 5 of this contention.  With reference to the source document relied 

upon by DOE, Nevada would add:  because Lian, et al. (1999) ignored the currently accepted 
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limitations of polarization resistance measurements and did not include specific experimental 

conditions in their publication their data cannot be interpreted to apply to any specific 

environment.   

6.   There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As it is required to do, Nevada specified the SAR section challenged and the NRC 

regulation violated by DOE.  DOE instead continues to belabor its argument on the facts, thus 

further evidencing the existence of a genuine dispute on a material issue.  Contrary to DOE's 

assertion, as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative models to 

replace flawed DOE models.  DOE even argues that "Nevada ignores the demonstration of the 

conservatism of the model" (Answer at 754), which it challenges as incorrect, oblivious to the 

fact that such a comment goes to the weight of disputed facts, rather than negating the existence 

of a disputed fact issue.  In addition, Nevada would observe the following:   

SAR Subsection 2.3.6.3.3.2 used data from Lian, et al. (1999) to develop a model 

(equation 2.3.6-4) to calculate an enhancement factor for microbially influenced corrosion (fMIC).  

Lian, et al. (1999) concluded that the general corrosion rate for Alloy 22 was doubled in the 

presence of bacteria and therefore in SAR Subsection 2.3.6.3.3.2 (at 2.3.6-26), fMIC was 

determined to be 2.  Equation 2.3.6-4 defines a relationship between the general corrosion rate in 

the presence of microorganisms as the general corrosion rate determined in the absence of 

microorganisms multiplied by fMIC.  Most microbially influenced corrosion is localized.  There is 

no scientific basis for converting a general corrosion rate to a localized corrosion rate and none is 

offered.  The following quotes are taken from page 2.3.6-26.  "The linear polarization resistance 

results, potentially sensitive to many types of redox processes, are not necessarily indicative of 
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actual corrosion rates, and therefore the results may overstate the effect of microbes on 

corrosion."  No reference is provided.   

"The fMIC value of 2.0 in a conservative upper limit because this value was obtained under 

conditions for the microbes to thrive (room temperature, ample food in the form of 0.5% glucose 

and 0.75% protease peptone) and all current from the electrochemical tests was conservatively 

considered to be entirely due to metal oxidation."  Id.  The experiments by Lian, et al. (1999) 

were conducted in nutrient-rich media and the supposition is that microorganisms will grow 

better in the nutrient rich-conditions.  However, only a small percentage of naturally occurring 

microorganisms (maybe as low as 1%) can be grown in artificial media and glucose is known to 

inhibit some microorganisms.  Most importantly, Lian, et al. (1999) did not demonstrate that YM 

microorganisms grew in their experiment.  Bacterial cells were applied directly to the electrode 

at the beginning of the experiment and were not identified at the conclusion. 

Results from the Lian, et al. (1999) single experiment cannot be used to interpret rates for 

microbiologically influenced corrosion in any environment.  Furthermore, there is no scientific 

basis for concluding that the conditions under which the experiments were conducted were 

conducive to the growth of YM microorganisms.  There is no scientific basis for converting a 

general corrosion rate to establish a rate of corrosion for microorganisms.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-76 – MICROBIAL DENITRIFICATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada's statement of its contention is clear and concise.  DOE feigns confusion, in that 

Nevada identifies two specific subsections of the DOE SAR which are challenged, explaining 

why in each instance.  DOE's accusation of "vagueness" is dishonest, in view of the precise 

specification of SAR subsections challenged and the reason why, explained in greater detail in 

those paragraphs of the contention (i.e., Sections 4 and 5), in which such detail is called for. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

Nevada's explanation of its basis is beyond reproach.  As indicated in III.H. above, 

Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; indeed, DOE in this section makes no 

specific point other than to say it will be discussed "in subsections e and f of this Answer" 

(Answer at 756). 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

Nevada's articulation of this contention's materiality to required NRC findings is plainly 

stated, identifying the specific NRC regulations which are not met and explaining the reasons 

why they are not.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or 

opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE makes 

several inappropriate and out-of-place arguments in this section.  Contrary to DOE's assertion, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada 

alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation 
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always raises a material issue.  As indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; and as indicated in III.G. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA 

complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the 

contention stage. 

While DOE undertaking a disputation of facts is out of place in this section, Nevada 

would point out that the maintenance of a high nitrate:chloride ratio in the post-closure 

repository is central to the DOE argument that there will be little corrosion in the post closure 

YM repository.  "Evaluation of Potential Impacts of Microbial Activity on Drift Chemistry, 

ANL-EBS-MD-000038, Rev 01" (11/18/2004), LSN# DN2002308488 at 6-22: "The ratio of 

NO3
-/Cl- is an important parameter in the control of the longevity of the waste package and drip 

shield as engineered barriers.  In principle, microorganisms could consume nitrate through 

denitrification, either heterotrophically or autotrophically, under anaerobic conditions . . . This, 

however, will be unlikely in the repository because the overall environment will be oxic, which, 

together with low organic-carbon (sic) concentrations, will prevent significant anaerobic 

microbial reactions, including denitrification, as shown by the field observation that a significant 

amount of NO3
- is currently present in groundwaters.  Even if some anaerobic 

microenvironments may exist in rock matrix, their impact on nitrate concentration has already 

been captured by the current water analysis." 

In the preceding quote DOE cites two conditions that "will prevent significant anaerobic 

microbial reactions, including denitrification," i.e., oxic conditions and low organic carbon.  

DOE states (DN2002308488 at 6-21) that "Wang and Van Cappellen (1996 [DIRS 171057]) 

have shown that a typical limiting concentration of O2 for aquatic sediments is 1 to 30 μM 
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(approximately 0.4 to 10 percent atmospheric oxygen), above which anaerobic microbial 

reactions are completely inhibited."  Wang, Y. and Van Cappellen, P. (1996) in their paper, "A 

Multicomponent Reactive Transport Model of Early Diagenesis: Application to Redox Cycling 

in Coastal Marine Sediments" (GEOCHEMICA ET COSMOCHIMICA ACTA, 60 (16), at 2993-3014) 

tested the performance of a model (STEADYSED 1) by comparing its output data to data 

collected by Canfield, et al. (1993) ("The Anaerobic Degradation of Organic Matter in Danish 

Coastal Sediments," GEOCHEMICA ET COSMOCHIMICA ACTA, 57, at 3867-3883 **OR** 

"Pathways of Organic Carbon Oxidation in Three Coastal Sediments, MAR. GEOL. 113 at 27-40) 

at three marine depositional sites off the coast of Denmark.  Their paper was published in 

GEOCHIMICA ET COSMOCHEMICA ACTA, a peer-reviewed journal indicated on page 4-3 of 

DN2002308488 as a factor to be considered in evaluating the reliability of the data.  However, 

the paper did not model data from Yucca Mountain.  Wang and Van Cappellen (1996) state, 

"The lateral heterogeneity of sediment structure and microbial populations also affects the 

numerical values of the limiting concentrations of electron acceptors derived from the model fits.  

For example, the limiting concentration of O2 for aerobic respiration measured in biofilms is on 

the order of a few μM (Nielsen, et al., 1990)  The model-derived value for sediments however is 

higher (20 μM).  The discrepancy may partly reflect the fact that STEADYSED 1 horizontally 

averages the dissolved O2 concentration.  The oxygen concentration inside a local 

microenvironment must be lower than the true, physiological limiting O2 concentration for 

anaerobic respiration to occur, however, the O2 levels may be higher.  Consequently, apparent 

limiting electron acceptor concentrations derived from measured depth profiles in a sediment are 

higher than the intrinsic, physiological values.  It also means that the apparent limiting 

concentrations are, to a degree, site-dependent because the deviation between apparent and 
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physiological limiting concentrations depend(s) on the intensities of irrigation and bioturbation."  

Irrigation and bioturbation are important process in marine sediments.  The limiting 

concentrations of O2 derived from the Wang and Van Cappellen (1996) model do not indicate 

values that will "completely inhibit" anaerobic reactions in sediments.  Instead the limiting 

concentration of oxygen is that value above and below which aerobic and anaerobic reactions, 

respectively, will dominate.  Wang and Van Cappellen (1996) use the word "inhibited" (at 2995) 

to refer to energetically less favorable pathways.  The phrase "completely inhibited" is not used.    

The reference to Nielsen, et al. (1990) by Wang and Van Cappellen (1996) is interesting 

because they acknowledged nitrification in the presence of oxygen.  They state, " The inhibitory 

level of O2 may be <1μM for some strains of denitrifying bacteria.  However, a bacterium 

abundant in some water purification systems, Thiosphera pantotropha, has recently been shown 

to perform both O2 respiration and denitrification in O2 concentrations near saturation and pure 

culture studies showed that the growth rate was highest when both O2 and NO3
- were present."   

DOE has not demonstrated that organic carbon will be limiting, just that the source of 

organic carbon is unknown.  DN2002308488 at 6-30, "Only trace concentrations of organic 

carbon (up to 1.1 mg/L) have been reported in qualified measurements of Yucca Mountain 

groundwater . . . Even without the addition of glucose to experimental growth media, however, 

significant heterotrophic microbial growth was observed (Figure 6.4-4) and few isolates that 

were enumerated and identified from unconcentrated simulated groundwater without glucose had 

autotrophic capabilities (Tale 6.3-1); the source of cellular carbon for growth of detected 

heterotrophs is, therefore, unknown."  Nevada undertook the undertook the foregoing factual 

explanation prematurely in this section because DOE raised it prematurely.  The foregoing 

information should be considered as replicated in the following Sections 5 and 6 as well, in 
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which the facts and expert opinions relied on and the material dispute are more appropriately the 

subjects.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

In addition to a lengthy elocution about the factual basis of the contention, DOE raises its 

hollow, repetitive suggestion that "the contention does not reference any expert opinion" 

(Answer at 759), while admitting that "Nevada’s Petition does attach three affidavits (by Brenda 

J. Little, Maurice E. Morgenstein, and Robert A. Cottis), which purportedly provide expert 

opinions to support this contention."  Id.  as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit 

may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into 

an unsworn argument of counsel.   

The remainder of DOE's argument in this section is a detailed factual disputation of that 

which has been set out by Nevada and its experts, which is inappropriate and premature.  

Apparently, DOE is attempting to change the requirement that Petitioner state the alleged facts 

and opinions it relies on into something quite different by supplying DOE's planned rebuttal 

testimony and effectively asking for a decision on the merits of those facts and opinions.  The 

focus should remain on Nevada's basic point that DOE has underestimated the potential for 

microbial alteration of nitrate, required for corrosion inhibition in predictions about corrosion, 

because of the following: an underestimation of the potential for biofilm formation, an inaccurate 

assumption about the limiting concentration of O2 for anaerobic reactions and by defining 

denitrification as an anaerobic process.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

Nevada devotes this section of its contention to reiterating the SAR subsections 

challenged, the regulation violated, and a statement of the reasons why.  DOE suggests that 
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Nevada is changing the focus of its contention, which is simply incorrect.  DOE cannot fail to 

perceive the thrust and factual and expert opinion support for Nevada's contention, despite its 

apparent effort to avoid doing so.  Many of DOE's conclusions about the likelihood of corrosion 

in the post-closure repository depend on a high nitrate:chloride ratio.  They have defined 

denitrification (reduction of nitrate) as an anaerobic process and cite 1-30μM oxygen in the bulk 

environment as completely inhibitory to anaerobic processes.  The reference used by DOE to 

establish the inhibitory concentrations of oxygen for anaerobic processes has been misquoted.  

Furthermore, microbial denitrification does occur in the presence of oxygen.  Nevada declines to 

enter a full-fledged premature debate on the merits, though it has responded to some of DOE's 

factual assertions in Section 4 of this reply. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-77 – CORROSION FROM ROCK BOLT SEEPAGE 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada's contention fully complies with the requisites of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).  It 

identifies the NRC regulations which have not been satisfied by reason of the issue raised in the 

contention, leading to the conclusion that NRC cannot authorize construction of a repository at 

Yucca because it would be unable to make the determination that there is a reasonable 

expectation the materials described in the application can be disposed of without unreasonable 

risk to the health and safety of the public, a prerequisite of construction authorization under 10 

C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2).  DOE introduces a laundry list of unrelated statements of position which 

are found in virtually every one of its contention responses, involving subjects such as its effort 

to change the burden of proof on reasonable expectation and calculation of dose, its reliance on 

uncertainty and its inability to prove complete assurance as excuses for its deficiencies, its 

suggestion that it is Nevada rather than DOE which must proffer a credible model and its 

assertions of its compliance with NRC regulations.  Thus, DOE fails to recognize that, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 
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complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in 

III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because DOE's 

TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into 

the contention stage; and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in 

fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In this section which requires only the allegation of facts or inclusion of expert opinions 

supporting Petitioner's position, DOE does not question the presence of both.  In fact, DOE 

spends its entire presentation differing with the alleged facts and conclusions articulated by 

Nevada and its experts.  DOE likewise attempts to change the burden of proof by arguing that 

even if its TSPA results are incorrect due to DOE's failure to address enhanced seepage as 

contended by Nevada, it is Nevada's job, not DOE's to illustrate in the TSPA the quantification 

of DOE ought to, but did not, provide.  DOE fails to recognize that, as indicated in III.D. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  

Rather, it is DOE's burden to substantiate each and every aspect of its TSPA assertions in its LA. 

Nevada would show that DOE’s response to Nevada’s contention does not address the 

issue raised in the contention, which concerns preclosure seepage potential through rock bolt 

holes.  Rather, DOE’s arguments to refute NEV-SAFETY-77 all relate to the post-closure period.  

Moreover, there are weaknesses in the arguments in the SAR Sections that they cite.   
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DOE’s quotation from SAR Section 2.3.3 (Answer at 771), which again specifically 

considers the post-closure period, refers to two excluded FEPS (1.1.01.01.0B and 2.1.06.04.0A) 

that both summarily dismiss in-drift seepage as a potential issue.  The justification, which is 

presented in a supplemental document ("Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System 

Performance Assessment: Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-24, 6-512) 

referenced in a footnote to SAR Table 2.2-5 and not presented explicitly in the SAR, consists of 

the following arguments in each case: 

(1) an open, ungrouted bolt hole acts as a capillary barrier to unsaturated flow; 

(2) the cross-sectional area of the bolt holes is small; and 

(3) water can imbibe back into the rock along the length of the bolt hole. 

The capillary barrier concept refers to the subsurface interface between an upper clay 

layer and an underlying sand or gravel in a landfill cap that is presumed to transfer seepage water 

laterally so that the water does not contact the waste in the landfill.  This concept is based on the 

differences in the micro-scale pore sizes and is irrelevant for openings on a macro scale, such as 

a bolt hole, where the interface is an unconfined surface.  Indeed, bolt holes are customarily 

drilled into the roof and walls of a lined tunnel specifically for the purpose of draining water 

collecting in fractures behind the concrete liner.  Second, the cross-section of the bolt holes is 

large compared to a pore space, so that the second argument that the cross-sectional area of the 

bolt holes is small apparently contradicts the first argument regarding the capillary barrier and is 

a non-sequitur.  With respect with the third justification above, water imbibing back into the rock 

is migration up a pressure gradient, which is unlikely.  Water is more likely to migrate along the 

metal bolt into the opening.  DOE makes no assertion denying Nevada's compliance with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), which is more than adequate.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In its suggestion under Section 6 of its response, DOE raises inappropriately its objection 

which should have been raised under Section 5 regarding the content of Nevada contention, 

including alleged facts and expert opinion.  Regardless of the location of DOE's criticism on this 

point, it is wholly without foundation and untrue.  DOE states "the contention contains only 

unsupported assertions of counsel; and the contention does not reference any expert opinion" 

(Answer at 774).  However, then DOE has to acknowledge that indeed the contention does have 

the expert opinions in support supplied by Thorne, Hambley, and Shettel.  DOE then questions 

the form of the contentions, but as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may 

properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an 

unsworn argument of counsel.  With respect to the actual issue in Section 6, Nevada has properly 

stated its dispute with DOE and given the appropriate references to the portion of the LA being 

controverted.  Although Nevada's contention clearly identified its dispute as DOE's failure to 

consider that its super Swellex would act as a conduit for seepage into the emplacement drifts, 

DOE's responsive argument attempts to change the burden of providing a correct model or a 

correct calculation of seepage to Nevada instead of DOE, the party which bears the burden of 

proof with respect to compliance with every aspect of 10 C.F.R. 63.  DOE accordingly ignores 

the fact that, as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA 

models to replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   

DOE’s arguments ignore the fact that 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c), and specifically 10 C.F.R. § 

63.21(c)(5), requires that the SAR include a preclosure safety analysis of the geologic repository 

operations area for the period before permanent closure that demonstrates that the performance 
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requirements of § 63.111(a) will be met.  The fact that DOE has not addressed, but summarily 

ignored, the potential for seepage from bolt holes during the preclosure period means that they 

have not identified all the conditions that could be expected by a reasonable person and therefore 

have not met the requirements of § 63.21(c)(5) and by extension § 63.111(a).   

DOE's summary dismissal in SAR Section 2.3.3 and in the referenced supplemental 

document (DEN001584824) of the potential for seepage during the post-closure period means 

that the discussion of the features, events and processes that are expected to materially address 

compliance with the performance objectives for the post-closure period is incomplete and does 

not meet the requirements of § 63.21(c)(9), and by extension, of § 63.113.  As indicated in III.H. 

above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-78 – STATIC CORROSION TESTS ON ALLOY 22 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In Section 4 of this contention, Nevada articulates the specific NRC regulations which 

have not been satisfied by reason of the issue raised in the contention.  Failure by DOE to meet 

these regulatory requirements precludes the determination being made by NRC, prerequisite to 

authorizing construction of a repository at Yucca Mountain, that there is no expectation the 

materials described in the application can be disposed of without unreasonable risk to the health 

and safety of the public.  10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2).  DOE chooses here to focus on a number of 

irrelevant arguments raised in virtually all of its contentions relating to its effort to shift the 

burden of proof on reasonable expectation and calculation of dose, its reliance on uncertainty and 

inability to prove complete assurance as excuses for its deficiencies, and its assertions of its 

compliance with NRC procedural requirements.  DOE accordingly fails to recognize, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 
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contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in 

III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because DOE's 

TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into 

the contention stage; and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in 

fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In relation to Section 5 requiring alleged facts or expert opinions supporting Petitioner's 

Petition, DOE falsely states that "this contention does not reference any expert opinion" and "this 

contention appears to consist entirely of assertions of counsel" (Answer at 779).  DOE then 

backs up and acknowledges that there are actually four affidavits submitted by Nevada in 

support of this contention (Shettel, Bath, Morgenstein, and Thorne).  Id.  DOE then criticizes the 

form of those affidavits, not recognizing, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit 

may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into 

an unsworn argument of counsel.  Next, DOE turns its attention to disputation of the facts and 

opinions of the Nevada experts, clearly a premature disputation of the merits of the contention 

rather than the sufficiency of its content.  Nevada has clearly complied with the requisites of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In Section 6 of this contention, Nevada states its genuine dispute with DOE and provides 

the specific references of the portions of the LA being controverted.  Nevada explains 

specifically why the experiments conducted by DOE are insufficient and not an appropriate basis 
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to assess the degradation of the engineered barriers and accordingly do not comply with 10 

C.F.R. § 63.114(f), which requires that degradation, deterioration, or alteration process of 

engineered barriers must be evaluated in detail.  DOE's response in this section addresses its 

expectation that, based on the inadequacy of DOE's TSPA model, and accordingly on the dose 

calculations of the TSPA, Nevada somehow has the burden to provide a correct model and 

recalculate the doses accordingly.  DOE thus fails to understand that, as indicated in III.F. above, 

Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support 

in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  As 

indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-79 – STATIC GENERAL CORROSION TEST SOLUTIONS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Section 4 of Nevada’s contention provides substantial details regarding the nature of the 

issue raised (the inadequacy of DOE's corrosion tests), its materiality to the findings the NRC 

must make, and specifically cites the NRC regulatory provisions which have not been satisfied 

by reason of the issue raised in the contention.  DOE’s failure to meet those regulatory 

requirements results in its inability to satisfy 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2) which is a prerequisite to an 

NRC determination that DOE may construct a repository at Yucca Mountain.  As indicated in 

III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE spends this section of its critique 

advocating a laundry list of positions found in virtually all of its contentions, which are irrelevant 

to this section and Nevada’s duties under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).  Instead, they relate to 

subjects such as DOE’s effort to change the burden of proof on reasonable expectation and 

calculation of dose, its reliance on uncertainty and its inability to prove complete assurance as 

excuses for its deficiencies, and asserts its own compliance with NRC procedural requirements.  

In so doing, DOE apparently fails to recognize, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not 

need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation 
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of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased 

uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot 

be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as 

indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s 

TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a 

frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE’s criticism of the alleged facts and expert opinions contained in Nevada’s 

contention runs the cycle from denying their existence to criticizing the form of the affidavits to 

a factual disagreement with the opinions expressed.  DOE begins by denying that Nevada has 

provided supporting facts and expert opinions (Answer at 786).  DOE goes so far as to say "the 

contention contains unsupported assertions of counsel; and the contention does not reference any 

expert opinion."  Id.  But then, DOE acknowledges that Nevada has indeed provided four 

affidavits containing facts and expert opinions to support this contention from Drs. Shettel, Bath, 

Morgenstein, and Thorne.  Id.  Next, DOE attacks the form of the affidavits, ignoring the fact 

that, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language 

from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  

Finally, DOE makes conclusory criticisms of the expert's opinions calling them hypotheses or 

bare assertions and denying they have a reasoned basis.  All of these criticisms, while false, 

belong in a different time and place, because they all address the merits of the contention, rather 

than its compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), which is more than adequate.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada, in its Section 6, details its dispute with DOE and identifies the LA section being 

controverted and the NRC regulation not met by DOE's proposed action.  DOE well understands 

the focus of Nevada's contention which is the inadequacy of DOE's corrosion testing, but 

attempts to suggest that Nevada's contention only raises a genuine dispute if Nevada can 

recalculate the TSPA dose which would eventuate should its contention be accepted.  This fails 

to recognize that, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  It is DOE who has the burden of proof with 

respect to every aspect of its compliance with 10 C.F.R. 63.  DOE's response to this contention 

painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada in this contention, presenting factual 

arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections identified by Nevada in the 

contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the conclusions reached by 

Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more than a merits challenge, 

prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-80 – LOCALIZED CORROSION, CHLORIDE BEARING 
MINERAL DEPOSITS AND HOT WALL EFFECTS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada's articulation why its contention is material to the findings the NRC must make is 

ample and very detailed.  It specifically identifies the regulation which has not been satisfied and 

the reasons why it has not been, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) and with the Case 

Management Order of June 20, 2008.  DOE goes far afield in citing different reasons, unrelated 

to those requirements why it is unhappy with this contention.  As indicated in III.A. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 

possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is untenable; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 

argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; 

as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; and as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards. 
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Because DOE inappropriately commences arguing the merits of the issue in this section, 

Nevada would add the following:   

Failure of the drip shield due to corrosion under mineral deposits that form due to 

seepage and evaporation will cause through wall penetration long before it might be predicted by 

general corrosion rates.  Such corrosion would allow seepage water to penetrate to the waste 

packages below.  DOE has failed to adequately evaluate this condition.  DOE has not determined 

the performance limits of the materials (just how much hotter than predicted does it take to cause 

a failure) to compare to conditions estimated based on various models of drip shield metal 

surface temperature.   

Titanium, including titanium palladium alloys, exposed to chlorides and similar media 

will fail at some concentration and temperature.  The failure conditions for the titanium 

palladium alloys are obviously higher than for unalloyed material.  Under a salt deposit the ion 

concentration is higher and the pH lower than for adjacent the bulk solution.  The failure 

temperature is generally lower in crevices and under deposits.  The effect is exacerbated where 

the surface temperature is higher than the surroundings due to heat transfer from the opposite 

side.  The presence of seepage water which the LA indicates can contain various levels of 

chlorides provides the very real possibility of formation of repetitive seepage and evaporation 

with solid deposit formation on the drip shield surface.   The immersion tests described in the 

LA, even with creviced specimens, fail to duplicate this under-deposit-hot-wall condition.  While 

Grade 7 titanium is likely the best material choice, at the temperatures that are indicated in the 

LA to be likely over the life of the repository, it is not at all clear that it will be immune to this 

form of corrosion.  
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada's statement of alleged facts and expert opinion is sufficient and detailed.  DOE 

first denies any expert opinion, then concedes that it is supported by affidavits of three of 

Nevada's expert consultants (Answer at 793), yet argues as to their insufficiency.  DOE's 

response is not a challenge to whether the contention states alleged facts and expert analysis and 

opinion, but rather a debate on the merits of those.  As such it provides no basis for not admitting 

this contention and on the contrary demonstrates a hotly disputed issue of material fact.  

Accordingly, the following partial comments on the merits should be considered replicated in 

Section 6, below.   

Reliance on "relevant scholarship" as opposed to real world, or at least simulated world 

testing is a primary issue in this and several related contentions.   

Pitting type corrosion including crevice and under-deposit corrosion are the most 

commonly encountered forms of titanium failures in industrial exposures. 

The photograph at the left, reproduced 

from a magazine article but originally taken 

by the Nevada expert J McMaster following 

inspection of the equipment after the reported 

failure, shows tubing from a brine heat 

exchanger that failed a few weeks after 

installation.  In this case the brine (nominally 

130°C) was on the inside of the tube and steam on the outside, creating the same hot wall effect 

that will occur due to the higher temperature of the decaying material in the waste package.  The 

tube material was unalloyed titanium Grade 2 and the tubesheet 70-30 copper nickel.  The 
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corrosion is believed to have initiated at localized iron deposits on the inside surface of the tube 

that resulted from tube rolling and also from iron at the tube ends that resulted from striking the 

end of each tube with a ball peen hammer to create a small protrusion keep the tubes from falling 

through the top tubesheet during installation.  The term "believed" is used because the original 

iron deposit would have been in the now absent material that corroded, and because similar 

corrosion occurred on the tube ends where the only cause that could reasonably be postulated 

was iron from the poor installation practice.  As the iron corroded, the resulting iron corrosion 

product created a deposit on the surface of the material, resulting in under-deposit corrosion 

conditions with some hot wall effect (metal temperature would have been above the temperature 

of a clean surface in the absence of the insulating deposit).  A field repair was affected by 

plugging and abandoning those tubes that had through wall pitting and carefully rotary filing the 

corrosion product on the tube ends, exercising care to avoid further iron contamination or burrs 

on the surface that might generate small crevices to again initiate corrosion. 

Note that there was no general corrosion observed on the tube inside surface, and none in 

the short exposed end of the tube.  Note also that there is no corrosion in the creviced area where 

the tube was rolled into the tubesheet (the outside surface that has the surface marking).  This 

illustrates the effect that some positive metal ions (in this case Cu++ and Ni++) can have in 

suppressing corrosion of titanium in a crevice that otherwise would have been expected to 

corrode.  Crevices that cannot provide those ions, such as Teflon washers in test spools or some 

mineral deposits from seepage waters on a surface are far more likely to corrode.  

Of the roughly 1000 tubes in the evaporator, only about 25% suffered the failures on the 

tube ends from the ball peen hammer.  Less than 20 tubes exhibited the kind of through wall 

failure shown in the photograph.  The total surface area of the 1 1/4" diameter x 360" long tubes 
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is roughly 1,413,000 square inches.  Assuming as a basis corrosion of 20 tubes with holes say 

1/2" diameter, i.e. an area of about 2 square inches, or 0.0000028 of the total area, this is 

equivalent to the weight loss in a corrosion test where weight loss is used as a means to estimate 

the corrosion rate.  If it is assumed that the failure occurred within 3 months, this translates to 

something like 0.00007 mm per year general corrosion rate. 

Under these specific corrosion conditions, it is considered that Grade 7 titanium would 

not have corroded, even with the iron deposits that are believed to have initiated the corrosion.  

However, failure of Grade 7 could have occurred if the temperature been somewhat higher, e.g. 

in excess of 260°C. 

This is hardly an isolated case.  The Nevada expert J. McMaster worked with several 

petroleum refineries that had titanium failures under salt deposits that formed on the outside of 

crude overhead exchangers when the units were drained and dried for maintenance.  On 

restarting, when the tubes were exposed to higher temperature from steam on the inside surfaces, 

the same type of rapid, scattered, random through-wall penetration failures were observed. 

In testing, this type of failure would not occur on bulk clean surfaces.  It might have been 

indicated in Teflon crevices if the test media temperature were adjusted for the hot wall effect.  

The term "might" is used because at a temperature of, say 120°C, no crevice corrosion would be 

expected in such a crevice, but, at 130°C, crevice corrosion almost certainly would have 

occurred. 

The purpose of the photograph and this example is to show that: 

1. Pitting (of which under-deposit corrosion is a sub-set) can produce very 
rapid rates of penetration in titanium. 

2. Pitting has no correlation to general corrosion rates measured on the basis 
of weight loss of the material.   

3. Pitting is random. 
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4. General corrosion rates used to predict pitting are a poor measure of the 
potential for or damage from pitting corrosion, particularly when the 
results are to be extrapolated for thousands of years. 

 
DOE should ascertain by actual tests of deposits formed (from real or realistically 

simulated seepage waters) on hot wall titanium Grade 7 surfaces (simulating a heat source like 

the decaying nuclear residue) what temperature will cause a failure, and to what temperature 

titanium is immune to this type of attack.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   

DOE's criticisms in this section are unavailing.  In addition, Nevada's partial response to 

the disputed issues discussed in Section 5, above, should be considered replicated in this Section 

6.  As indicated in III.J. above, Nevada’s reference to the phrase "and similar subsections" in its 

contentions is fully in accord with the specificity requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).  

Contrary to DOE's complaint, it is not difficult to discern what Nevada is alleging.  Despite 

Nevada's conclusion that the DOE failures identified will result in seepage water falling directly 

on the waste containers leading to premature release of radioactive materials, DOE nonetheless 

asserts that "Nevada does not know whether this contention raises a genuine and material 

dispute" (Answer at 797), because Nevada has not determined what affect acceptance of its 

contention would have on doses.  As indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, and it is clear though 

DOE's own disputation of Nevada's arguments and expert opinions that a genuine disputed issue 

of material exists.   
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Failure to actually test this most obvious scenario fails to meet the minimum expectation 

of 10 C.F.R. § 63.304 to consider reasonable alternatives for evaluation.  Such failures will result 

in seepage water falling directly on the waste canisters.  Such failures will lead to premature 

release of radioactive materials with the seepage water as it reenters the groundwater.  As 

indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-81 – HYDROGEN UPTAKE RESULTING FROM GENERAL 
CORROSION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE attempts in its discussion of this section to again change the burden of proof from 

itself to Nevada on the subjects of "reasonable expectation and dose calculation."  Nevada 

discusses in detail the specific NRC regulations violated by the proposed DOE action and 

explains why they are violated thereby.  This is precisely what is required in this section.  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  As in almost every other 

contention, DOE goes off on irrelevant and incorrect tangents with respect to uncertainty, 

assurance, reasonable expectation, dose, and its own alleged compliance with NRC regulations.  

DOE fails to recognize, as indicated in III.A. above, that Nevada does not need to demonstrate 

that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; that, as 

indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty 

should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be 

eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 

argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 
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NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; 

and that, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  Nevada's contention is totally sufficient to 

establish the presence of an issue material to the findings NRC must make to license Yucca 

Mountain.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In this section, DOE asserts that Nevada presents no alleged facts, analyses, and expert 

opinion supporting its contention with respect to DOE's failure to consider the effects of 

localized embrittlement to hydride formation resulting from general corrosion.  While DOE 

seemingly understood Nevada's statement of the contention and did not challenge it, DOE argues 

its disagreement with Nevada's explanation.  While dispute on the merits is premature here, 

Nevada would further explain as follows: 

General corrosion of titanium is accompanied by some hydrogen uptake in the material 

that remains.  Normally, in industrial exposures of a few years at most, general corrosion is seen 

in exposure to reducing acids at sufficient concentration and temperature, and is accompanied by 

significant hydrogen uptake.   Hydrogen that precipitates as hydrides can destroy the function of 

a component far sooner than might be predicted by general wastage. 

An example may be helpful in visualizing the effect.  An unalloyed titanium nozzle 

assembly had been exposed to sulfuric acid of such temperature and concentration to cause 

severe corrosion.   The nozzle was about 6 inches in length and had a flange about 4 inches in 

diameter, with a wall and flange thickness of the order of 1 / 4 inch.  The nozzle has clearly lost 

significant weight due to general corrosion.  However, other aspects of the appearance were 

more important.  First, the surface was a fairly dark matte gray, typical of severely hydrided 
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material.  There were several large cracks in the material where there was separation of more 

than 1/8 inch between the adjacent cracked surfaces due to residual stress due to the presence of 

titanium hydrides because they require more physical space than unhydrided metal.  DOE has 

predicted general corrosion and assumed that the rate of metal loss is low enough that drip shield 

failure will not occur for thousands of years.  DOE has not, however, demonstrated that hydrides 

formed during that corrosion will not cause premature failure due to residual stress resulting 

from their presence. 

There is a question about DOE's seriousness in challenging this section given its express 

disagreement with Nevada's expert opinions.  First, DOE's assault on Nevada's factual 

allegations and expert opinions is premature at this stage of the proceeding.  Second, to the 

extent DOE addresses the appropriate topic, whether in Section 5 Nevada provides such facts, 

analyses, and opinions, DOE is less than honest.  First, it states that this contention "does not 

reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 801).  Subsequently DOE admits that the contention is 

supported by expert opinions from McMaster and Cottis, but disdainfully refers to them as 

"purported" opinions.  Id.  DOE may disagree with aspects of the opinions of Nevada's experts, 

but that is a factual determination to be made at a different time and does not change the fact that 

Nevada's Section 5 input is entirely adequate under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada explains at length in this section the parameters of its dispute with DOE and 

specifies the portions of the LA which it controverts, as well as the regulatory provisions not 

adhered by DOE's proposed action.  In other words, Nevada did what is required.  DOE, for its 

part, spends page after page in actual disputation of the Nevada position, which is irrelevant.  

Nevada incorporates here its partial explanation reply from Section 5 of this reply, above.  DOE's 
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answer painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada (Answer at 803-06), 

presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections identified by 

Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the conclusions 

reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's answer to this contention is nothing more than a 

merits challenge to the contention, made prematurely.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's 

contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  Nevada's clear position, which should not be 

obscured by the voluminous merits response by DOE, is that: 

General corrosion is predicted for the drip shield over a long time, although the exact 

mechanism is not necessarily clear.  Even with low rates of metal loss, this corrosion will 

generate hydrogen some of which will be absorbed and will concentrate to form hydrides.  DOE 

has not determined if such hydriding will cause a structural deficiency in the titanium that would 

be susceptible to failure under external loading even if the general metal loss has only penetrated 

1 to 2 mm into the material.  Such a failure would result in seepage water reaching the waste 

canisters in far less time than DOE predicts, resulting in higher than predicted levels of 

radionuclides reaching the groundwater thus increasing the dose to the RMEI.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-82 – CORROSION OF THERMALLY OXIDIZED TITANIUM 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada's contention articulates the issue it addresses in clear terms, and DOE's 

"confusion" is feigned.  This is proven by DOE's recitation in its answer:  "In this contention, 

Nevada alleges that DOE failed to evaluate the effects of thermally oxidized titanium under the 

relevant repository corrosion conditions" (Answer at 807).  While this DOE paraphrase contains 

fewer words than did Nevada's, it precisely incorporates the point being made by Nevada and is 

an effective statement of Nevada's contention.   

DOE has failed to evaluate the performance of thermally oxidized titanium (simulating 

air stress relieved material that is specified as a manufacturing step intended to eliminate residual 

stresses, etc.) under the relevant repository corrosion conditions, including effects on general 

corrosion rates and localized corrosion, which affect the validity of the corrosion analysis used to 

predict drip shield performance in the LA. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

In its contention (Petition at 443), Nevada states its basis.  DOE's criticism articulated in 

its Section b actually should have been contained in Section e, because it criticizes the merits of 

Nevada's argument, and says that it will "explain below" why it does not feel Nevada's basis is 

adequate (Answer at 808).  The point of this section is not intended to be whether DOE believes 

the basis to be an adequate one, after a resolution of the fact dispute, but simply addresses 

whether Nevada has stated the basis of its contention.  Nevada has done so, and DOE's criticism 

of the adequacy of its basis based on factual assertions is misplaced.  As indicated in III.H. 

above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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The corrosion performance of thermally oxidized titanium materials can not be assumed 

based on tests on normally air oxidized material for the relevant repository conditions and 

exposure times. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In this section, Nevada is required to cite the specific regulatory requirement violated by 

DOE's proposed action and identify the regulatory requirements which are violated.  Nevada 

explains this in detail in its contention (Petition at 444-45), and establishes compliance with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).  DOE's criticism in this section is not on point.  

Instead, DOE simply recites its mantra of irrelevant arguments, repeated in nearly every 

contention answer by DOE.  Thus, DOE fails to realize or fails to accept, as indicated in III.A. 

above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 

possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; and as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards.  As indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA 

contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous 

effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage.  More to the point, as indicated in 

III.K. above, is that Nevada allegations, with adequate support in fact or opinion, of a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
Nevada has articulated the alleged facts and expert opinions supporting its position in this 

contention.  DOE's assertion to the contrary is ludicrous and false.  DOE states that "This 

contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 810) and that it consists entirely of 

the "unsupported assertions of Nevada's counsel."  Id.  DOE subsequently admits its 

misstatement acknowledging that Nevada provided the expert opinions of three different 

individuals in support of this contention (McMaster, Thorne, and Cottis).  Id.  DOE goes on to 

disagree with the expert opinions and their analyses, but this is an attack, prematurely, on the 

merits of the contention and not the fact that its contents include alleged facts, analyses, and 

expert opinions, as required.  Where DOE does not agree with Nevada's experts, it simply writes 

of the expert opinion with the rubric "speculation."   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverter 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   

Nevada's presentation in this section demonstrates its genuine dispute with DOE and cites 

the specific references to the portion of the LA being controverted.  This is what 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(vi) requires.  DOE's Answer (at 813-16) painstakingly argues each and every point 

made by Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the 

same SAR subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information 

presented by DOE alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts.  In fact, all of DOE's 

response on this contention is nothing more than a merits challenge to the contention, 

prematurely made.  DOE ends by reiterating its argument attempting to switch the burden of 
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proof regarding demonstration of potential dose to Nevada, instead of DOE.  As indicated in 

III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA 

dose standards.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-83 – ADEQUACY OF METHODS OF GENERAL AND 
LOCALIZED CORROSION TESTING OF THE DRIP SHIELD 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

In this section, DOE simply makes the conclusory statement that this contention fails to 

state a specific issue "as discussed below."  Nevada's statement of the issue is clear and 

unambiguous, and no reply is necessary in this section since DOE states no reason why it claims 

it is insufficient.  DOE’s immersion corrosion tests did not report and so appear not to address 

the effects of Ti++ corrosion product in solution, nor aeration other than natural aeration and as 

such the results cannot be relied upon to predict drip shield performance. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

Again, DOE makes the conclusory statement that "for the many reasons discussed below, 

this contention lacks adequate factual or legal bases" (Answer at 817).  The obvious problem is 

this:  while DOE later attempts to invade the area of factual disputation and challenge the 

adequacy of Nevada's arguments (a factor not appropriate here), that is not in any event a 

challenge under Section 2 with respect to the brief, one- or two-sentence statement, expected 

from Nevada with respect to the basis of its contention.  Section 2 under 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(ii) does not anticipate a debate over the adequacy of the facts, analyses, and expert 

opinions supporting the contention.  It simply asks for a statement of the basis for the contention, 

which Nevada has supplied.  DOE's naked assertion needs no further reply.  As indicated in 

III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada explains in this section the specific NRC regulations not met by DOE's proposed 

action, and the reasons why, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).  DOE's repetition of 

its boilerplate irrelevant arguments on reasonable assurance, uncertainty, dose, and materiality 

are irrelevant here and unavailing.  DOE fails to acknowledge, as indicated in III.A. above, that 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; that as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 

possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; that as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 

alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 

argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; 

and that as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In this section, DOE makes a false conclusory statement about an absence of facts and 

expert opinion on the part of Nevada and then goes into a lengthy discussion which actually an 

attempt to explain DOE's disagreement with those very expert opinions which it says does not 

exist.  Thus, DOE misstates that the contention does not reference any expert opinion (Answer at 

820).  However, DOE subsequently admits that Nevada attaches affidavits of McMaster, Thorne, 
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and Cottis, which DOE reluctantly concedes "purportedly provide expert opinions to support this 

contention" (Answer at 820-21).   The fact that DOE does not like those opinions or disagrees 

with those opinions is irrelevant at this stage and confirms their existence rather than their 

absence.  DOE's criticism of the form of the affidavits is meritless because, as indicated in III.L. 

above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 

Nevada would also point out that Ti++ ion in closed corrosion test solutions has been 

shown to affect corrosion rates.  DOE does not report how or if it replenished the solutions, so 

the test results are questionable.  Similarly, differences in aeration can affect test results.  DOE 

tested only one condition of aeration (natural) which was uncertain in terms of its effectiveness 

in providing oxygen levels comparable to air equilibrium. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In this section, Nevada's genuine dispute with DOE and specific references to the 

challenged portion of the LA are provided.  DOE's opposition here is a lengthy factual dispute, 

again disagreeing with the Nevada's position, but prematurely addressing the merits.  By way of 

example, DOE attempts to attack as unsupported by authoritative references the most simple of 

Nevada observations, such as "Titanium corrosion data are used by DOE to support its assumed 

performance of the drip shield in the TSPA model" (Answer at 823).  DOE is wrong to suggest 

that every basic elemental statement requires a source reference, but in any event, it goes to the 

weight of the contention and not its compliance with pleadings requirements.  The fact is that 

DOE relies in part on the result of its corrosion tests to predict the long term performance of the 

drip shields.  Those test results are questionable due to failure to address the important issues of 

corrosion product Ti++ and aeration.  Failure of the drip shield due to higher than anticipated 
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general corrosion rates can cause through wall penetration long before a penetration is predicted 

by the results of the DOE tests.  Such corrosion would allow seepage water to impact the waste 

packages below the drip shields and increase the dose to the RMEI.   

DOE's answer painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada in this 

contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections 

identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the 

conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, all of DOE's answer to this contention is 

nothing more than a merits challenge made prematurely.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-84 – USE OF DIFFERENTIAL WEIGHT LOSS TO 
ESTIMATE VERY LOW CORROSION RATES 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

In this contention, Nevada's statement of its scope addresses both general corrosion and 

localized corrosion and makes the point that DOE's test methods for both are insufficient to use 

as a basis for extrapolation over thousands of years.  DOE makes the point that methods for 

measuring general corrosion and localized corrosion are set out in two separate SAR subsections, 

while Nevada's initial statement of the contention in Section 1 names one of those two 

subsections (and "similar subsections").  DOE then makes believe it does not understand which 

SAR subsection is the focus of the contention.  As indicated in III.J. above, Nevada’s reference 

to the phrase "and similar subsections" in its contentions is fully in accord with the specificity 

requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).  In addition, DOE in its answer (Answer at 826) shows 

that it well understands when it correctly paraphrases the Nevada position "DOE describes 

immersion corrosion testing methods and differential weight loss measurements to predict both 

local and localized corrosion where corrosion rates are very low and the data are to be 

extrapolated for thousands of years.  The test methods are not sufficient to measure general and 

localized corrosion to the accuracy level sufficient for extrapolation to predict drip shield 

performance." 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In this section, Nevada has explicitly identified the regulations which have not been 

satisfied by DOE's proposed action, explained why, and has shown that DOE has failed to meet 

the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2) prerequisite to receiving an authorization to 

construct a repository at Yucca Mountain from the NRC.  Ignoring Nevada's compliance with 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), DOE instead makes its standard, irrelevant observations about the issues 

of reasonable expectation, uncertainty, dose, and materiality.  DOE ignores the facts that, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that 

Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate 

support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material 

issue.  
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
DOE ignores the substantial statement of alleged facts and expert opinions supporting 

this contention and makes the rote and incorrect statement that "the contention does not reference 

any expert opinion" (Answer at 830).  DOE subsequently admits that the contention is supported 

by the expert opinions of McMaster, Morgenstein, and Thorne (id.) and then proceeds to enter 

into a premature factual dispute attempting to counter those opinions.  While the resolution of 

disputed facts is for a later time, Nevada would point out to illustrate the issue identified in the 

contention, the photograph at the left, taken 

by the writer following inspection of the 

equipment after the reported failure, shows 

tubing from a brine heat exchanger that failed 

a few weeks after installation.   In this 

illustrative example there was no apparent 

general corrosion observed on the tube inside 

surface, and none on the outside in the short exposed end of the tube.   

Of roughly 1000 tubes in the evaporator, less than 20 tubes exhibited the kind of through 

wall failure shown in the photo.  The total surface area of one thousand 1 1/4" diameter x 360" 

long tubes is roughly 1, 413,000 square inches.  Assuming as a corrosion basis of 20 tubes with 

holes say 1/2" diameter, i.e. an area of about 2 square inches, or 0.0000028 of the total area, this 

is equivalent to the weight loss in a corrosion test where weight loss is used as a means to 

estimate the corrosion rate.  It is very unlikely that a difference in a differential weight loss is 

observed. 
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Even given the uncertainties in just how rapidly the through wall failure occurred, it is 

clear that localized corrosion of titanium should not be predicted based on overall weight loss of 

a test specimen. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In this section, Nevada explains its specific dispute with DOE and identifies the SAR 

portions with which it disagrees, as well as the NRC regulations not adhered to by DOE's 

proposed action.  With respect to DOE's criticism, as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.  Use of weight 

loss to estimate localized corrosion rates in light of this example is shown to be prone to 

significant error.  Localized corrosion failures will result in seepage water falling directly on the 

waste canisters.  Assurance that the titanium drip shield material is immune to corrosion under 

such conditions is essential.  The drip shield is present because it is acknowledged by DOE that 

the waste canisters are vulnerable to corrosion attack without them.  Such failures will lead to 

release of radioactive materials before DOE’s TSPA predicts and increase the dose to the RMEI.  

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada in 

this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections 

identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the 

conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, all of DOE's answer is nothing more than a 

merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  DOE adds in at the end of the response to 

this contention its stock but incorrect position with respect to the impact of this contention on 

dose.  As indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions 

would violate EPA dose standards.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-85 – DECLINING CORROSION RATE OVER TIME 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE's objection to this section of this contention is totally out of place.  What is required 

is a brief statement, usually one sentence, explaining the basis of the contention.  Nevada has 

provided precisely this.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.  Nonetheless, DOE inappropriately claims here that the contention is "unsupported 

by fact or expert opinion" (Answer at 835).  While this is not correct, it is also simply not in any 

way required in Section 2 of the contention.  It should be addressed in Section 5 (in accordance 

with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v)), and Nevada will address the issue there. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada explains, as it is required to in this section, by citation to the particular regulation 

what it is that makes DOE's proposed action deficient as the basis for the finding it seeks under 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a prerequisite to NRC's authorization of the construction of a repository).  

DOE ignores the sufficiency of this section and instead launches its usual series of test balloons 

on irrelevant issues, including reasonable expectation, uncertainty, dose, and others.  DOE 

ignores the facts that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a 

TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in 

III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be 

rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is 
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ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. 

above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE 

models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be 

rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with 

adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a 

material issue.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In its objection to this section, DOE initially argues that Nevada has failed to provide 

facts or expert opinions, even stating that "the contention contains unsupported assertions of 

counsel" and "the contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 838).  Both of 

those statements are untrue.  DOE later admits that Nevada does provide "expert opinion to 

support this contention" from McMaster and Cottis.  Id.  DOE then launches into a lengthy and 

premature disputation on its view of the facts and why they disagree with those conclusions 

reached by Nevada's experts.  While a resolution of factual disputes would be premature at this 

point, Nevada would observe that DOE’s immersion corrosion tests did not properly account for 

the effects of corrosion product positive titanium metal ions in solution by failing to address 

solution replenishment in a way that duplicates what is expected in the repository.   

DOE’S Answer (at 839) misinterprets the purpose of citation of the Millaway paper: 

Even if the claims are construed to have been submitted by an expert, they still 
would not be sufficient to support admission of this contention.  Nevada 
references one document in its proffered contention, citing to Millaway, E.E. 
(1965), 'Titanium: Its Corrosion Behavior and Passivation,' Material and 
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Protection (1965), for the proposition that corrosion rates have been understood to 
decrease over time. 

To correct that misinterpretation, the purpose of citation of the Millaway paper was to 

show that the effects of titanium ions in corrosion test solutions were misunderstood in the 

interpretation in the 1965 paper – that the rates decreased over time.  It was only later that people 

understood the impact of such conditions as positive metal ions and aeration conditions on 

corrosion rates.   

This realization led to testing protocols that carefully control and report solution 

replenishment and aeration.  The best of these test protocols include a range of aeration 

conditions provided by bubbling nitrogen, air, and oxygen through the solutions (which provides 

many times the surface of the test vessel to provide a much better certainty of equilibrium 

conditions) and either continuous or at least periodic replenishment of the test solutions.   
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Failure to report solution replenishment protocol and to describe only a very vague air 

circulation above the vessel surface leads one to believe that these issues were not considered by 

DOE and makes the results of the DOE tests inadequate.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In this section, Nevada makes clear its genuine dispute with DOE in its first sentence:  

"This contention challenges DOE’s assumption in SAR Subsection 2.3.6 that corrosion rates 

decrease over time" (Petition at 461).  Nevada explains this and goes on to explain the SAR 

subsections it challenges and the NRC regulations not met by DOE.  Nevada meets the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  DOE's response to this contention painstakingly 

argues each and every point made by Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments 

allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None 

of the information presented by DOE alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in 

fact, all of DOE's response is nothing more than a merits challenge to the contention, 

prematurely made.  DOE ends its response to this contention by suggesting that Nevada must 

recalculate the TSPA dose assuming its correctness.  As indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  

DOE relies on the results of its tests to support long term corrosion rates on which the life 

of the drip shield is based.  If those tests were not conducted following adequate protocols, the 

results are suspect and therefore inadequate to support the corrosion rates assumed for the DOE 

model.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-86 – ROLE OF ROCK DUST ON CANISTER SURFACES IN 
LOCALIZED CORROSION 

 

1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada properly identifies in this section the NRC regulatory provisions on which it 

relies and which it demonstrates will be violated by DOE's proposed action.  That should be the 

focus of DOE's answer, but it is not; instead, DOE introduces a variety of inapplicable and 

irrelevant arguments.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a 

TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; and as indicated in 

III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA 

dose standards.  Apparently, those two assertions by DOE are the premise for its suggestion that 

a contention is material only if its resolution would make a difference in the outcome of the 

proceeding.  Furthermore, as indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been 

mischaracterized or underestimated is material, and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that 

TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance 

is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 
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replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA 

contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous 

effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.K. above, 

Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation always raises a material issue.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE misses the mark in this section asserting incorrectly the absence of the factual 

support or expert opinion, while obliquely conceding support of affidavits by Nevada corrosion 

experts Morgenstein and Cottis "which purportedly provide expert opinions to support this 

contention" (Answer at 848).  DOE accuses Nevada of failing to "explain" the relevancy of an 

alleged inconsistency between various parts of the text of DOE's SAR, and then attempts to 

explain the inconsistency away.  This is the stuff of evaluation of the merits and of the weight to 

be given the expert opinion given and the contention filed, not one related to its admissibility, 

which is established by Nevada's clearly and adequately meeting the prerequisite components of 

contention pleadings.  DOE ignores, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may 

properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an 

unsworn argument of counsel; and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far 

exceed NRC requirements. 

DOE concludes its premature merits argument by saying that brines produced from 

dust deposits will not contribute to corrosion of C-22 (Answer at 848), and therefore, that 

Nevada’s claim that dust can form loosely spaced crevices that are favorable physical 

environments for localized corrosion initiation with acid brines and vapors derived from 

hydroscopic salt dust and vadose zone seepage is not valid.  The DOE arguments do not address 
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the same issue as is addressed by Nevada.  The DOE focuses separately on "salt-containing dust" 

reactions, and seepage without dust reactions.  However, the DOE does not recognize dust and 

related debris fields as physical conditions that contribute to corrosion initiation.  This is a 

critical omission, because it eliminates a significant environmental condition common to the 

waste canisters that greatly contributes to corrosion.  The DOE states that it has " considered 

both dust deliquescence-induced localized crevice corrosion and localized corrosion of the waste 

packages due to seepage water" (Answer at 852).  Yet, neither of these separate considerations 

addresses the likelihood that dust and similar deposits will create a physical environment on the 

waste canisters that will sequester brine and vapors that contribute to corrosion.  The DOE 

comments do not address this issue, as raised in the contention. 

But again, disputation on the merits of the contention is premature at this stage. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As required, this section identifies the specific references to the portions of the LA being 

controverted and explains the reasons why.  It goes on to explain the thousands of possible 

changes that would need to be made to DOE's TSPA to include the effects of accepting this one 

contention along with all possible combinations of Nevada's other contentions.  DOE defends its 

flawed model, but as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.  It is DOE, not Nevada, which has the burden of 

proof to establish its compliance with the NRC regulations, as a prerequisite to securing NRC's 

approval for its License Application.  Concluding, DOE raises its "doses" argument again, 

ignoring the fact that, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  
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In view of DOE's belaboring the merits of its dispute with Nevada on this point, Nevada 

would observe that the DOE has been remiss in describing and characterizing the service 

environment that will house high-level nuclear waste canisters in the proposed repository of 

Yucca Mountain.  The consequence of these omissions has been to greatly underestimate the 

release rates of radionuclides into the accessible environment.  Specifically, this contention 

describes a physical environment (rock dust and debris) that forms on the surface of waste 

canisters due to ventilation and construction activities.  Nevada contends that this environment 

contains void space, pore space, loose crevices, among other such traps that sequester brines and 

vapors on the C-22 metal surface.  Some of these brines and vapors are associated with 

deliquescence and are extremely low in pH.  They attack the surface of C-22, independent of the 

nitrate/chloride ratio, and create surface pitting.  Some of these pits form subsurface channels in 

the metal.  Corrosion failure of the waste canisters can be rapid under these conditions.  The 

DOE has not, in any format, discussed this issue in its license application.  Thus, Nevada has a 

genuine dispute with the DOE.  The DOE asserts that its treatment is conservative because it has 

a model that has a wetted waste package surface underneath the breached drip shield with tight 

crevices between the waste package and the emplacement pallet (SAR sections 2.3.6.4.4.12 at 

2.3.6-41).  Yet, in fact, this model utilizes ponded vadose water that is assumed not to change in 

composition.  If evaporated all of the vapors are taken to be driven into the in-drift atmosphere so 

that the seepage never creates low pH conditions on the C-22 surface, as has been observed in 

experiments funded by the State of Nevada (see Pulvirenti, A. L., Needhan, K. M.,Adel-Hadadi, 

M. A., Barkatt, A., Marks, C. A., and J. A. Gorman, "Multi-Phase Corrosion of Engineered 

Barrier Materials" (2003), LSN# NEV000001411).  The DOE model is myopic in view, 
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incorrect by omission, and inaccurate in the way it portrays the evolution of radionuclides into 

the accessible environment. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-87 – INTERGRANULAR SCC CORROSION DURING DRY-
WET CYCLE 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As required, Nevada has identified the specific NRC regulations not met by DOE's 

proposed action and explained in detail why those NRC regulations have not been met.  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE makes a wide range of 

irrelevant points in this section.   

Contrary to DOE's assertions in this section, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable 

expectation of safety.  Furthermore, as indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties 

have been mischaracterized or underestimated is material, and Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that 
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Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate 

support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material 

issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE first denies the existence of alleged facts and expert opinions supporting Nevada's  

position (Answer at 858).  Then, DOE acknowledges the presence of three affidavits supporting 

this contention and criticizes their form.  As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit 

may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into 

an unsworn argument of counsel.  DOE then spends the rest of this section attempting to explain 

its disagreement with the expert opinions offered by Nevada's Drs. Morgenstein, Thorne, and 

Cottis.   

Because DOE prematurely enters a discussion of the merits in this section, Nevada would 

point out that the DOE objections to this contention remarkably suggests that the Jia Report 

indicates that the Nevada experiments were not designed to test cyclic water infiltration, and 

therefore, may not have accurately approximated the proposed repository environment.  The 

DOE supposition is grossly incorrect; this particular experiment was in fact designed to 

approximate wet-dry cycling in the emplacement drift.  The model was appropriately scaled both 

temporally and spatially.  Metallographic photographs showed SCC cracks at the base of channel 

pits.  The DOE is correct that more study is warranted using dry-wet cycling.  Subsurface metal 

corrosion channeling that has occurred within the dry-wet cycling environment behaves as if 
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these corrosion structures are crevices.  Nevada, therefore, has a theoretical basis for its 

observations, and has conservative experimental evidence that indicates corrosion occurs during 

dry-wet cycling events and that these observations are critical to the post-closure performance of 

the repository.  Nevada has concluded that dry-wet cycling increases SCC in conservative 

experimental simulations that approximate anticipated repository service conditions. 

The DOE is woefully remiss in not providing fundamental corrosion experiments for C-

22 waste canisters in simulated repository service environments.  Consequently, the DOE 

corrosion program, as described in the SAR, provides very little information based upon either 

experiment or modeling that addresses projected environmental conditions in the service 

environment.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada explains the specific portions of the LA being controverted and the basis for the 

contravention and dispute with DOE.  Nevada's claims are scarcely "speculation" as DOE claims 

(Answer at 858).  DOE, attempting to dispute on the merits again, questions Nevada's expert 

analysis of the Jia report.  Contrary to the DOE suggestion that there is no dispute with DOE on 

their lack of inclusion of wet-dry cycling corrosion experiments, there is in fact a considerable 

dispute because: 

(1) Wet-dry cycling is anticipated to be a common service environment 
condition within the vadose zone brought on by periodic infiltration due to 
storm events.  The DOE is responsible in its license submittal to provide 
minimally a conservative assessment of waste canister corrosion to 
determine post-emplacement performance.  With the absence of the 
analysis of wet-dry cycling the DOE has woefully failed in this charge. 

(2) Although the DOE plans to look at wet-dry cycling as a forward topic 
after submitting the LA, and thereby recognizes its serious omissions, 
these data are not provided in the LA and therefore the LA by this 
omission admits to serious deficiency. 
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(3) It is clear from the State of Nevada experiments, which form the only 
current basis for evaluating the significance of wet-dry cycling, that 
significant corrosion of C-22 occurs under these conditions.  

(4) As a consequence of its omissions the DOE has greatly underestimated the 
environmental causes of corrosion and the accompanying releases of 
radionuclides to the accessible environment.  

 
DOE's own disputation of material facts confirms its existence as presented by Nevada.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-88 – THERMODYNAMICS OF COMPLEX DELIQUESCENT 
SALT REACTIONS DURING C-22 CORROSION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada's brief statement of the contention is more than sufficient to comply with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) and the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008.  

Indeed, DOE's assertion "It is impossible to discern what precisely the focus of this contention is 

and which section of the LA it is that Nevada seeks to challenge" (Answer at 864) is instantly 

belied by another DOE statement:  "This contention alleges that SAR sections 2.3.6.4.4.1, 

2.3.5.5.4.2.1, and 2.3.5.5.4.3 fail to recognize the formation of a variety of complex hydroscopic 

natural salts, which could influence modes and rates of corrosion."  Id.  DOE has, in effect, 

answered its own question, proving the sufficiency of Nevada's required brief statement of the 

contention, which obviously, it amplifies in great detail in subsequent paragraphs.  As indicated 

in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada clearly articulates the regulatory requirements violated by DOE and explains 

specifically on what basis they have been violated.  DOE makes assertions that this Nevada 

contention has not proven it would "make a difference in the outcome" or disprove, by itself, the 

"reasonable expectation" component.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety.  
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DOE's reliance on uncertainties is likewise misplaced because, as indicated in III.B. above, a 

contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or underestimated is material, and 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable.  Again, 

DOE relies on an alleged requirement that Nevada recalculate and reprove excess dose, but as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards.  DOE also fails to recognize, as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument 

that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage.  

Nevada has demonstrated the regulatory requirements violated, and as indicated in III.K. above, 

Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation always raises a material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In this section, Nevada articulates its factual support and expert opinion which support its 

contention.  DOE's assertion that "the contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer 

at 868) is simply false as recognized by DOE's subsequent admission that "Nevada's Petition 

does attach several affidavits which purportedly provide expert opinions to support this 

contention."  Id.  While DOE apparently is not satisfied with the affidavits referred to (Shettel, 

Morgenstein, Thorne, and Cottis), Nevada has supplied the facts, analysis, and expert opinions 

supporting its contention; and as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may 
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properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an 

unsworn argument of counsel.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada explains in this section the specific SAR provisions challenged, as well as the 

specific regulatory requirements violated.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with 

adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a 

material issue.  While DOE's disputation on the factual merits of the contention is inappropriate 

at this time, Nevada would make the following observation:   

SAR Subsection 2.3.5.3.3.5.2 does not discuss any of the complex salts that the DOE 

states that it does.  The DOE is partially correct that the Pitzer database does contain many of the 

salts listed in the contention ("In-Drift Precipitates/Salts Models" (03/01/2007) LSN# 

DN2002371917 as cited by DOE), but not characterized with respect to vadose water chemistry, 

and not characterized as salt dust contributions to the in-drift environment.  Also, there have 

been some serious problems with using this information.  This is well documented in the DOE 

cited document DN2002371917.  For example, the in-drift precipitates salt model (id, 7-57) 

"underestimates Ca and Mg by about 1 to 2 orders of magnitude when compared to the 

laboratory measurements.  Two of several possible explanations for these underestimates are 

errors or uncertainties in the Pitzer database and/or analytical measurements."  In addition, much 

of the actual experimentation has been with J-13 water, and there has been no data reported for 

actual fracture flow vadose water.  However, there are laboratory data (not provided by the 

DOE) that have shown that a variety of complex salts do form during the evaporative evolution 

of vadose water.  Yet, only simple hydroscopic salts associated with ventilation dust are treated 

in the license application.  For erroneous reasons, DOE has even excluded the presence of salt 
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dust as being important to the issues of waste canister corrosion.  The license application is mute 

with respect to seepage and its influence on deliquescent salt production.   

The formation of deliquescent salts, including complex salts, during the evaporation of 

dripping vadose water on the waste canister defines relevant corrosion microenvironments on the 

canister surface, and is dependent upon the physical and chemical environmental conditions in 

the repository at the time of neo-mineralization.  These evaporative authigenics can persist 

beyond their formational environment and time.  The DOE does not demonstrate that it has 

utilized this information in making a determination of the corrosion rate and evolution of 

radionuclides to the accessible environment.  It is well and good that the basic data, although not 

verified by site-specific vadose zone aqueous chemistry, and of questionable utility in a 

modeling sense, appears, in part, in the Pitzer databank.  The real issue is that it has not been 

used in describing the post-closure performance of the proposed repository.  Consequently, there 

is a real disagreement with the DOE that relates to the inadequacy of the approach adopted by 

DOE to representing the corrosion of key EBS components in the in-drift environment. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-89 – INHIBITION OF C-22 CORROSION BY HIGH NITRATE 
TO CHLORIDE RATIO 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada explains in great detail precisely which provisions of 10 C.F.R. 63 are violated 

by DOE's SAR (specifically the provisions of the SAR identified by Nevada in the statement of 

the contention itself) and explains the reason why each of those regulations is violated.  That is 

the relevant inquiry with respect to this section.  Nonetheless, DOE recites its predictable 

repetitive mantra of arguments irrelevant to that issue.  In so doing, DOE ignores the fact that, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.B. above, a contention 

that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or underestimated is material, and Nevada does not 

need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, 

DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected 

because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, 

unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate 

that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada 

has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; and as 
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indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected 

because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage.  This section of Nevada's contention articulates why the 

issue it raises is material to the findings NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2).  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate 

support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material 

issue. 

Nevada would additionally observe that DOE relies heavily on the conceptual argument 

that a high nitrate to chloride ratio protects the C-22 outer oxide passivating film and thereby 

inhibits corrosion.  If this concept were incorrect for the environmental conditions in the service 

environment, DOE's argument that is fundamental to EBS performance would be rendered 

irrelevant.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In the face of substantial explanation by Nevada of the factual basis of its contention, 

supported by expert affidavit, DOE nonetheless dishonestly states "the contention does not 

reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 876).  In fact, DOE elsewhere concedes that the 

Nevada Petition does attach three affidavits "which purportedly provide expert opinions to 

support this contention."  Id.  DOE is referring to affidavits of Morgenstein, Cottis, and Thorne.  

Whether DOE is happy with the facts, analyses, and opinions articulated in this contention, it 

complies with the regulatory requirement for contention pleadings.  What does not comply with 

the regulatory requirements for contention pleading is the incredible seven pages which DOE 

spends distorting, disagreeing with, and attempting to explain away the analysis and opinions 

offered by Nevada.  Why DOE is using the vehicle of its Answer as a "milk run" to test its 
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various theories is unknown, but it is any event totally inappropriate.  There is no question that 

Nevada has supplied the factual basis analysis and expert opinions expected, and as indicated in 

III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention 

and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.   

In view of DOE's focus on the merits, it is worth note that DOE has utilized static 

solution compositions for all laboratory testing of C-22; thus, a fixed ratio of nitrate to chloride is 

provided.  DOE has failed to use drip, flow, or wet-dryout test conditions in which the nitrate to 

chloride ratio would vary due to evaporation and spatial segregation of salt precipitates.  

Consequently, DOE does not find low pH vadose water (below pH of 1.5) often in its 

experimental approach, unless it sets that as a parameter at the start of the experiment.   

If it was DOE's goal to undertake a testing program that produced data that was bounding 

for the purpose of modeling corrosion, as is stated by DOE (Answer at 880), then DOE 

presumably would have undertaken a program that tested corrosion with dripping fracture flow 

vadose water, rather than saturated zone J-13 bath water.  The long-term history of DOE's 

corrosion program is that it has been based upon J-13 bath tests and that the program direction 

only changed slightly upon oversight challenges.  In fact, excessive use of the J-13 data infects 

the license application.  Thus, application of the doctrine of conservatism, so often emphasized 

by DOE (Answer at 880, 883) is inconsistent and is influenced by the chronology of 

characterization, rather than being applied uniformly as a fundamental aspect of the license 

application.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   
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In this section, DOE goes on with its inappropriate disputation on he merits of the facts 

defending its models, almost humorously, by saying a DOE model should not be rejected 

because of "the mere fact that a model may not provide completely accurate results" or that it 

"does not provide an exact representation of the actual conditions" (Answer at 883).  

Backpedaling by DOE from what it submitted in its LA is unseemly, but it is also premature for 

disputation upon or determination of the merits.  The lengthy confrontation of Nevada's factual 

underpinning analyses and opinions of its experts establishes without peradventure that there 

exists a genuine dispute with DOE on material facts.   

DOE admits agreement with Nevada that, under low pH conditions, the nitrate to chloride 

ratio is not effective in providing sustenance to the passivating film on C-22 (Answer at 877-78).  

DOE recognizes that the nitrate to chloride ratio is effective under bath – static conditions.  

Nevada concurs with this.  Nevada has not identified any service condition that is remotely 

feasible in the in-drift environment that corresponds to bath conditions.  Nevada finds that the 

most realistic mode of vadose water delivery from percolation is by dripping action on the waste 

canister.  During this mode of interaction of vadose water with the waste canister some of the 

vadose water in the in-drift environment will produce evaporative brines of very low pH (below 

1.0).  Under these conditions, the nitrate to chloride ratio will be rendered ineffectual for C-22 

corrosion protection.  Nevada finds that, because of salt segregation during evaporation, during 

dripping events, much of the vadose water will evolve to acid brines.  Nevada asserts that DOE 

has ignored this fundamental aspect of the service environment during its characterization of 

corrosion, and consequently has greatly underestimated the likely rate and amount of release of 

radionuclides to the accessible environment. 
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As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-90 – EFFECTS OF ROCK BOLT ON C-22 AND Ti-7 
CORROSION REACTIONS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has provided in this section a detailed explanation of the NRC regulatory 

citations to requirements violated by DOE.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with 

adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a 

material issue.  Nonetheless, instead of focusing on this contention pleading requirement, DOE 

goes off on a tangent raising its position on a plethora of other issues, reiterated verbatim in 

literally dozens and dozens of its answers relating to dose, reasonable expectation, uncertainty, 

incomplete assurance, and flawed DOE models.  In so doing, DOE ignores the facts that, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that 

Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 
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requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate 

support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material 

issue.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In this section, Nevada is expected to provide a statement of alleged facts or expert 

opinions supporting Petitioner's position and supporting references.  Nevada does all three, and 

in great detail.  DOE attempts to write off the four affidavits supporting this contention as 

insufficient to provide conclusions supported by reasoned bases or explanation (Answer at 889).  

That issue, and in general the issue of the strength of the alleged facts and expert opinions to be 

relied upon by DOE, and the contrary alleged facts and expert opinions to be relied upon by 

Nevada, are subjects for the merits of this proceeding and do not relate in any way to the 

admissibility of the contention, which question is determined by Nevada's ample compliance 

with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  In spite of Nevada's reluctance to be sucked 

into a factual dispute, Nevada feels constrained to make an observation.   

The fact that DOE does not rely on the ground-support system to provide containment 

(non-ITS) does not preclude assessment of the system as it contributes to corrosion of waste 

canisters, which do contribute to containment.  The fact that the ground-support system is likely 

not to survive for its claimed 100-year lifetime suggests that its degradation can contribute to the 

corrosion of critical EBS components (such as the waste canister) earlier than envisioned.  Thus, 

it is irrelevant whether DOE takes or does not take credit from ground support as that is not 

germane to the issues in this contention. 
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The development of debris fields on waste canister surfaces from the degradation of the 

rock bolts will promote C-22 corrosion by entrapping acid vapors and liquid brines.  DOE 

suggests that Nevada needs to assert the quantity of debris produced is important to the 

discussion.  This DOE comment only underlines the lack of understanding that DOE has with 

respect to these reactions.  Obviously, only small concentrations of debris are necessary to 

produce environments that promote corrosion reactions.  Also obviously, the quantity of debris 

produced by rock bolt degradation (as evidenced by the heater experiment) greatly exceeds that 

which is required.   

With respect to deleterious trace element concentrations, it is well known that very small 

concentrations of deleterious components can be sequestered at reactive surfaces (such as C-22) 

and thus the concentrations can build over time.  Thus, the attempt to side step the issue by 

addressing the issue of "unknown concentrations" only underlines the lack of focus that DOE has 

offered in site characterization.  DOE should know the range of lead and sulfur concentrations 

expected in each of the individual components comprising the EBS.  Nevada has shown, in an 

NWTRB meeting more than 10-years ago, that lead can cause catastrophic failure (SCC) of C-

22.  Thus, it is surprising that DOE shows no concern over the potential presence of significant 

amounts of these deleterious materials in the service environment.  Further to this point, DOE 

has not produced any analysis to show that the anticipated amounts and concentrations of these 

deleterious materials are benign.  In contrast, Nevada asserts that they are not proven to be 

benign based upon C-22 experimentation and the "unknown" range in concentrations of 

deleterious substances being included in the service environment by DOE.  Materials such as 

rock bolts situated above the waste canisters that also provide liquid conduits for percolation, are 

particularly susceptible to rapid corrosion and debris fall onto waste canisters. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada has described in this section the specific SAR subsections which it challenges 

and the NRC regulation with which they fail to comply, and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada 

alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation 

always raises a material issue.  DOE's approach seems to be to try to contest the factual 

allegations of Nevada as a means to demonstrate the absence of a disputed material issue.  In 

fact, DOE's effort to compete on the merits of the issue establishes, rather than denies, the 

existence of a disputed material fact issue.   

It is clear from the Nevada contention that decomposition of rock bolts can and will 

provide debris fields that will accumulate on the surface of the waste canisters.   

DOE does not dispute this finding.  DOE disputes that this finding represents a condition 

of the service environment that has serious consequences with respect to the loss of radionuclides 

from the waste canisters.  Yet, this is an environmental condition created by the DOE design, and 

clearly not considered in the license submission.  Nevada strongly disagrees with DOE.  DOE 

states that furthermore, DOE already:  "conservatively assumed that, regardless of the 

environment, the waste package will undergo stress corrosion cracking if stress conditions are 

met" (SAR at 2.3.6-45-46). 

This statement acknowledges that SCC will occur but not the extent of failure, the timing 

of failure, or the quantity of radionuclides released as a consequence of failure.  This underlines 

the dispute between Nevada and DOE.  Nevada considers that SCC and crevice corrosion will 

occur far more prevalently than DOE admits.  Nevada asserts that DOE has been remiss in its 

characterization of the service environment and by this action has under represented the degree 
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of corrosion of the waste canister.  Consequently, DOE has underestimated the release of 

radionuclides into the near field and subsequently to the accessible environment. 

DOE's response to this contention argues every point made by Nevada in this contention, 

presenting factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, 

and all of which constitute nothing more than a merits challenge, prematurely made.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-91 – REPRESENTATIVENESS OF C-22 AND Ti-7 
CORROSION TESTING METHODS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In spite of Nevada's detailed articulation of the NRC regulations violated by the SAR 

sections pointed out, and despite Nevada's detailed explanation of why those regulations are 

violated, DOE nonetheless argues that Nevada has not proven this contention's resolution will 

make a difference in the outcome.  DOE ignores the fact that, as indicated in III.A. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; or that, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; in addition, as indicated 

in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or underestimated is 

material, and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the TSPA are 

unacceptable.  As indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging 

increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and 

uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.F. 

above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE 

models; and as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must 
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be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject 

merits considerations into the contention stage.  In sum, Nevada has shown why the violations by 

DOE of specific regulations as set out in this contention preclude DOE's carrying its burden of 

proof and establishing its entitlement to a license under 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a) and (b).  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE dishonestly claims that Nevada has failed to provide supporting facts, expert 

opinion, and references, when it has done so in ample detail.  DOE blatantly contends "the 

contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 898), but subsequently admits that 

Nevada does provide affidavits by Drs. Morgenstein and Cottis which "purportedly provide 

expert opinions to support this contention."  Id.  The fact that DOE may disagree with the expert 

opinions provided or distrust their reference material is no basis for inadmissibility of this 

contention, as Nevada has complied with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  As indicated in III.L. 

above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  Nevada's experts 

properly make the observation (in view of the fact that DOE enacted a "long-term corrosion 

testing plan" months after it filed its LA (LSN# DEN001600862)) of DOE's acknowledgment 

that DOE's corrosion work is generally inadequate.  Chastising Nevada for not citing a particular 

page of that document in making its general observation, DOE concludes that "for this reason 

alone, this contention is inadmissible" (Answer at 901).  These outrageous arguments are simply 

an attempt to distract from the obvious:  the pleadings requirements of this section have been met 

by the factual assertions, analyses, and expert opinions proffered by Nevada.   
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While declining to enter the inappropriate ballpark of disputation on the merits broached 

by DOE, Nevada would nonetheless make an observation that the DOE claim (Answer at 898) it 

has provided as an analysis of the corrosion system in Yucca Mountain that is consistent with 

what NRC contemplates (10 C.F.R. § 63.304) is totally incorrect.  DOE has excluded parameters 

from assessments and analyses due to difficulties in quantifying those parameters with a high 

degree of confidence and has not, therefore, provided an assessment of corrosion based upon 

reasonable and expected environmental parameters in the service environment of the proposed 

repository.  This is material to the analysis of post-closure performance, since DOE has not 

presented a fair and honest picture of corrosion behavior in the containment drifts, because it has 

not represented in its experimental efforts the environmental conditions anticipated in the service 

environment.  This is made obvious by the DOE ("Long-Term Corrosion Testing Plan 

(Supersedes SAND2007-7027 Dated October 2007" (08/01/2008), LSN# DEN001600862) in an 

attempt to acquire environmentally more relevant corrosion data after submission of the license 

application.  This comment relates to, but is not limited to, the waste canister and the drip shield.  

It is quite obvious that this substantial omission by the DOE is critical with respect to the 

determination of mean dose.  Nevada contends that the rates of radionuclide release from the 

containment drift service environments will be much greater than DOE admits, because the DOE 

overestimates nitrate protection of the C-22 oxide surface protective layer and wrongly assumes 

bath conditions for the most important corrosion environment.  The nitrate/chloride ratios will be 

greatly different in suitability chosen environments that accurately mimic the repository 

environments of relevance to corrosion.  Consequently, the likelihood is high of radiation doses 

to the RMEI significantly above those calculated by the DOE; and again, as indicated in III.F. 

above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE 
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models; and as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada has articulated the sections of DOE's SAR which do not meet the regulatory 

requirements of NRC, and identifies the regulatory requirements of NRC so violated.  After page 

after page of contesting the facts asserted by Nevada and the opinions offered by its experts, 

DOE incredibly denies that a material disputed fact issue exists.  Nevada would show, as 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada, detailing factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by Nevada's 

experts, and all of which constitute nothing more than a merits challenge of Nevada's position, 

prematurely made. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-92 – IMPACTS OF FLUORIDE DUE TO BREACH OF HLW 
CONTAINERS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

The statement of the contention is clear and unambiguous and meets or exceeds the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).  DOE takes a phrase from somewhere else in the 

contention ("one of many geochemical issues") and tries to insert that in this Section 1 (where it 

does not appear) as constituting creation of some confusion on its part to the focus of the 

contention.  Nevada stands by its clear and unambiguous statement of the contention.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE only makes the conclusory statement here that it does not believe a sufficient basis 

has been provided "for reasons discussed" elsewhere.  Accordingly, no reply here is necessary 

based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Under Section 4, Nevada is required to demonstrate that the contention is material to 

required NRC findings, according to the applicable NRC regulation 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) 

and the Case Management Order, by identifying the regulation which has not been satisfied in 

the application.  Nevada does this specifically and in detail, identifying both the regulation 

offended and the basis for the offense.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with 

adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a 

material issue.  Then, DOE goes off on a repetition of its familiar but irrelevant arguments which 

have no place in an assessment of the satisfactory pleading of Nevada's contention.  Thus, DOE 
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ignores the facts that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a 

TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in 

III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or underestimated is 

material, and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the TSPA are 

unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging 

increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and 

uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.F. 

above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE 

models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be 

rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need 

to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada is required in this section to provide a statement of the alleged facts or expert 

opinion supporting its position and supporting references relied upon.  Nevada does so at length.  

While DOE falsely states that "the contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 

909), in fact, as admitted by DOE, the facts, analyses, and expert opinions are supported by the 

affidavits of Thorne, Morgenstein, and Cottis.  Id.  DOE's pejorative comment regarding the 

affidavits "which purportedly provide expert opinion" may indicate DOE's dissatisfaction with 

the performance of those experts or perhaps dissatisfaction with its own performance.  But in 

either event, DOE's rambling disputation of Nevada's alleged facts, analyses, and expert opinions 

are the subject of a merits examination and do not go to the form and content of its contention.  

(That disputation continues in Section 6, in which section Nevada will comment further.)  DOE 
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also ignores the fact, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly 

incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn 

argument of counsel.  This contention fully complies with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(v). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada articulates its specific dispute with DOE in this section and cites the SAR 

subsections which it challenges.  In spite of that, based on a continuing diatribe against the 

expressed opinions of Nevada's experts, DOE at the same time attempts to deny the existence of 

a material fact issue in dispute, and yet, illustrates and expounds upon the details of that very 

dispute.  In this section, Nevada points out a serious omission by DOE from its TSPA and 

accordingly its SAR:   

SAR Subsection 2.3.6 and similar subsections do not comply with 10 C.F.R. 
63.114(f), which requires that any performance assessment used to demonstrate 
compliance with Section 63.113 must provide the technical basis for either 
inclusion or exclusion of degradation, deterioration, or alteration process of 
engineered barriers in the performance assessment. . .  
 

(Petition at 505.) 

DOE responds by accusing Nevada of not quantifying the extent to which the absent 

information would change DOE's corrosion analysis, thus ignoring the fact that, as indicated in 

III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed 

DOE models, much less substitute information for DOE omissions.  DOE concludes its critique 

by reiterating its position that Nevada has not calculated the precise different that acceptance of 

its contention would have on doses, ignoring the fact that, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  Nevada 
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would reiterate that while it has provided the information required in this section, DOE has 

seemingly missed the point of its contention.   

Nevada agrees with the DOE that fluoride will evolve (SAR Section 2.3.7.10.3 at 2.3.7-

55) from the dissolution of HLW glass.  The sole focus of the DOE concern, and thus analysis of 

fluoride, has been with radionuclide solubility, which is not a topic of this contention.  Although 

dissolved fluoride ions may evolve from the waste canister, it is also likely that fluorine gas may 

evolve and become wetted (HF) by humid drift conditions.  HF has the capacity to generate 

additional corrosion of the EBS.  The DOE has chosen to arbitrarily limit its analysis of fluoride 

and fluorine.  Obviously, if the added fluoride evolution from a single waste canister was to 

enhance, contribute to, or promote additional corrosion of other canisters the amount and rate of 

radionuclide evolution into the containment drifts would be elevated.  This in turn would 

increase the release of radionuclides to the accessible environment.   

The DOE argues that the maximum amount of fluoride (47.5 ppm) predicted to leave the 

waste package (SAR 2.3.7.5.3.1 at 2.3.7-33) is lower than the fluoride-rich solutions used to 

develop the C-22 and drip shield corrosion models (SAR 2.3.6-105 (Table 2.3.6-1).  The 

fluoride-rich solutions used (Table 2.3.6-1) were, in two of five cases (SCW and BSW-12 

simulated compositions – high pH waters), greater than 47.5 ppm.  However, all of the 

"experiments" used to develop corrosion models were bath experiments that do not at all 

approximate the service conditions of the emplacement drifts, and as a consequence, have little 

value in the determination of likely modes or rates of corrosion within the service environment.  

Thus, the argument given by the DOE is invalid.  Fluoride delivered during dripping conditions 

(as opposed to the bath conditions used by DOE) has the capacity to concentrate through 

evaporation of the drips on the metal surfaces (both Ti-7 and C-22).  During concentration, 
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fluoride brines have the capacity to reach a very low pH and thereby promote corrosion.  In bath 

experimental conditions, solutions do not become concentrated, the pH does not drop 

significantly, and the resultant corrosion reactions greatly under-predict the potential for 

corrosion failure.  Consequently, 47.5 ppm fluoride provided to the Ti-7 drip shield by dripping 

is orders of magnitude more corrosive than 1400 ppm fluoride in a high pH solution. 

Thus, in summary, it is clear that the DOE and Nevada totally disagree on the 

significance of fluoride evolution in the service environment of the drifts.  DOE's response to 

this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada, detailing factual 

arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and all of which 

constitute nothing more than a merits challenge of Nevada's position, prematurely made. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-93 – NATURAL LEAD REACTIONS ON C-22 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada is entirely satisfied with its compliant (with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i)) clear 

statement of a single issue raised by this contention.  DOE's challenge merely states that it will 

discuss in other subsections Nevada's failure to state an issue with sufficient specificity (Answer 

at 915).  Accordingly, no further reply is necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

Again, in this section, DOE challenges Nevada's basis, but states no reason other than 

"for the many reasons discussed below."  Id.  No reply is necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In accordance with NRC's regulatory requirements (10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv)) and 

those of its June 20, 2008 Case Management Order, Nevada has, in this section, demonstrated 

that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make in order to license Yucca 

Mountain, by pointing out the specific NRC regulations violated, and explaining the basis and 

reasons for the stated violations.  DOE makes the same irrelevant allegations here that it has 

made in almost every contention, ignoring the fact that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable 

expectation of safety; as indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been 

mischaracterized or underestimated is material, and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that 

TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance 
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is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA 

contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous 

effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.D. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  

Nevada's contention in this subsection demonstrates an issue material to the findings 

NRC must make, in that, in addition to the reasons stated, as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada 

alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation 

always raises a material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In asserting that Nevada has failed to provide the requisite supporting facts, expert 

opinions, or references in support of its contention, DOE dishonestly states "the contention does 

not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 918).  DOE is then forced to admit that Nevada's 

Petition, in fact, provides expert affidavits from Drs. Shettel, Morgenstein, and Thorne, but tries 

to evade their merit by writing them off as "purportedly provide expert opinions to support this 

contention."  Id.  The disparaging remarks regarding the facts, analyses, reference materials, and 

opinions of experts may reflect DOE's attitude on the merits, but say nothing whatsoever about 

Nevada's meeting the contention pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), which 

Nevada has obviously done in more than an adequate fashion.  DOE's departure into the area of 

factual disputation involves, for example, a situation in which various corrosion phenomena were 

not considered by DOE, and this fact is pointed out by Nevada "the potential deleterious 
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reactions to occur should have been investigated by DOE" (Petition at 505).  DOE urges that 

such an omission from its consideration should be ignored by the Board (Answer at 921).   

While Nevada will not enter into a detailed, premature disputation on contested material 

fact issues herein, it would point that it is clear that the conditions necessary for the formation of 

lead-containing authigenic minerals will exist in the near-field environment during the post 

emplacement period.  It is also certain that trace lead concentrations occur in authigenic minerals 

above the repository horizon and that DOE will inevitably introduce some lead into the in-drift 

environment.  These are the prerequisites necessary to form authigenic minerals that contain 

lead.  It is highly probable that lead-containing minerals will form in the in-drift environment.  It 

has been shown that lead is a deleterious substance promoting the SCC corrosive failure of C-22.  

The DOE has not provided an analysis of the contribution to C-22 failure by deleterious 

substances such as lead, and therefore, has not provided a reasonable analysis of corrosion of C-

22 in the service environment. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As NRC's regulations prescribe, Nevada described its genuine dispute with DOE, and 

provided specific references to portions of the LA being controverted (Petition at 505).  It is 

clear, as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE attempts to argue 

in this section that Nevada fails to show a material dispute because it fails to recalculate the dose 

which would eventuate from TSPA analysis, should its contention be accepted.  This ignores the 

fact, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions 

would violate EPA dose standards.  Incredibly, in this regard, DOE suggests that this is an 

attempt by Nevada "to shift the burden to DOE" (Answer at 922).  It is precisely the burden of 
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DOE to prove each and every aspect of its compliance with 10 C.F.R. 63, including that the dose 

likely to result from conditions at Yucca Mountain will not create a risk to the health and safety 

of the public.  While this clear matter of law is not subject to dispute, the issue set out in this 

contention clearly is, as confirmed by DOE's detailed factual contest. 

Nevada agrees with the DOE that the present stratigraphic distribution of high-lead 

containing authigenic minerals is below the repository horizon (except for high-lead calcite 

situated in fractures above the repository) and their analysis that these stratigraphically low 

manganese minerals will not be made available to the repository horizon because seepage is a 

gravity driven process.  However, Nevada suggests that these high-lead manganese minerals 

formed in the past, and because of that, they could form once again during elevated repository 

imposed THC-conditions higher in the stratigraphic column.  This is especially true because the 

man-made materials included in the EBS by the DOE will contain small concentrations of lead 

that can act as a supply for mineral formation.  Independent of those reactions, the mobility of 

high-lead calcite in dust or by fracture flow has the capability to move lead-containing 

authigenics into the emplacement drifts.  The DOE has not provided any analysis of the 

deleterious effects of lead on corrosion of C-22.  Nevada has shown during a NWTRB meeting 

that lead has the capability to cause catastrophic SCC in C-22.  Thus, there is a past history of C-

22 corrosive failure by deleterious lead, a paleo-history of authigenic lead forming minerals in 

Yucca Mountain, and there is a potential supply of lead in the in-drift environment.   

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada, detailing factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by Nevada's 

experts, and all of which constitute nothing more than a merits challenge of Nevada's position, 

prematurely made.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-94 – SIGNIFICANCE OF MINERAL CRUSTS IN C-22 
CORROSION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada is required in his section to show that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make and requires citation by Nevada to a regulation that has not 

been satisfied by reason of the issue raised in the contention.  Nevada has provided a detailed 

explanation with respect to NRC regulations not met, including 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(2) and (3), 

63.21(c)(3)(ii), 63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 63.113, 63.115, and 63.114(f), describing in each 

instance the respect in which its requirements are not met.  DOE's detour here to other irrelevant 

arguments (such as burden of proof on dose and reasonable expectation, uncertainty, incomplete 

assurance, and alleged compliance with NRC requirements) is unavailing, failing to recognize, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative 

TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that 
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Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; and as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards.  DOE focuses on its incorrect argument about those issues, rather 

than Nevada's ample compliance with the contention pleading requirements of this section.  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.    

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In this section, DOE makes the pro forma, plainly incorrect assertion that Nevada has 

failed to provide supporting facts, references, and expert opinions.  DOE incorrectly states "the 

contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 928), even though DOE 

subsequently admits to three supporting expert affidavits (Morgenstein, Cottis, and Thorne) and 

tries to dismiss them as meaningful by the simple assertion that "purportedly provide expert 

opinions to support this contention."  Id.  That is precisely what is required of Nevada and what 

it has done.  Contrary to its own premise, and prematurely delving into the merits of the 

contention, the remainder of DOE's response in this section is an effort to take issue with the 

expert conclusions offered by Nevada and argue the opposite side.  DOE evidently understands 

Nevada's position, stating:  "Nevada acknowledges that the SAR discusses the issue of scale or 

salt precipitation 'as a crevice former,' but disputes the adequacy of DOE's analysis" (Answer at 

929).  DOE thus understands, admitting that the reactions that Nevada has identified can and are 

expected to occur.  The DOE, however, ignores its own data and does not utilize mineral crust-

C-22 corrosion results in determining the rates of corrosion, or amounts of corrosion expected to 

occur in the emplacement drifts.  Thus, the DOE analysis is woefully incomplete. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada identifies in this section the portions of the SAR which it disputes and the 

reasons why.  DOE seems to take issue here with the Nevada allegation that DOE's SAR has 

failed to consider significant phenomena which it ought to have in order to have a thorough 

analysis.  DOE makes the non sequitur argument that, even though Nevada has pointed out the 

SAR section where the missing analysis should be contained, it has somehow failed to pinpoint 

the precise subsection questioned.  Obviously, it is impossible prove a negative where the point 

is DOE's failure to consider, which is not something DOE formally announces in a particular 

subsection.  Nevada would show that nowhere in the LA is there an analysis of how the elevated 

corrosion rates on the waste package surface contribute to the DOE model of rates of corrosion 

and rates of radionuclide evolution to the accessible environment (SAR Subsection 2.3.6.4.1 at 

2.3.6-31).  Stating that these conditions will occur does not in itself provide a conservative 

analysis.  The DOE is remiss in its treatment of mineral crusts and as such, in part in its own 

admission, has under-represented the corrosion of the waste package and the release and 

transport of radionuclides into the accessible environment.  Accordingly, Nevada's identification 

of its genuine dispute with DOE and the LA portions in issue is completely sufficient.   

Nevada declines to enter into a detailed debate here, regarding what are obviously 

disputed issues of fact.  DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every 

point made by Nevada, detailing factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached 

by Nevada's experts, and all of which constitute nothing more than a merits challenge of 

Nevada's position, prematurely made.    
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-95 – PEAK THERMAL PERIOD SEEPAGE AND 
CORROSION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

This contention addresses SAR Subsections 2.3.3, 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 as is stated in the 

contention.  This contention focuses on water seepage and corrosion during the thermal period.  

DOE does not address seepage corrosion during the thermal period, because it discounts the 

occurrence of seepage itself during the thermal period.  In SAR Subsections 2.3.2.1, 2.3.2.2.2.4, 

and 2.3.2.4.1.2.4.4, DOE appropriately addresses the possibility of perched water zones, but not 

in the context of corrosion or thermal period seepage.  Yet, DOE does admit (see SAR 

Subsection 2.3.3.3.1 at 2.3.3-58) that it would be possible for seepage to occur if the capillary 

barrier and vaporization barrier were to be breached.  Thus, this contention addresses the entire 

basis of DOE's SAR Subsections 2.3.3, 2.3.5 and 2.3.6, as stated in the original contention. 

The statement of the contention more than adequately meets the requirement in 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.309(f)(1)(i) calling for a specific statement of the issue or law or fact to be raised or 

controverted, and the Board's June 20, 2008 Case Management Order prescribing that it should 

rarely require more than a sentence.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
Nevada has complied with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) by explaining 

which regulatory provisions DOE has failed to meet and the reasons why.  As indicated in III.K. 
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above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE has brought in its several repetitive 

boilerplate arguments found in almost every contention, which are inapposite here (relating to 

issues such as burden of proof on dose and reasonable expectation, uncertainty, and lack of 

complete assurance as excuses for DOE's inadequacies, and DOE's assertion of compliance with 

all NRC requirements).  DOE fails to recognize, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not 

need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation 

of safety; DOE also fails to apprehend, as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 

possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA 

contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous 

effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.D. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE incorrectly asserts the absence of facts, analyses, and expert opinions which are 

provided in this section by Nevada.  While DOE may disagree with the experts' opinions, and 

even asserts "the contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 938), DOE then 

admits that there are three expert opinions (Morgenstein, Matthäi, and Shettel) which 

"purportedly" provide expert opinions to support this contention.  Id.  DOE also, oddly, 

complains about the contention's focus "for the most part" on reference documents from the LA 

and DOE's supporting documents (Answer at 937).  Where, as here, a party is challenging DOE's 
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LA and supporting documents, it is not surprising nor inappropriate that the focus of the experts' 

analysis and opinions is on those DOE documents.  Nevada has complied with the requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  DOE's criticism of Nevada's expert opinions fails to recognize, as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Evidence of a genuine dispute with DOE is evidenced by its lengthy response totally on 

the merits in this section, ignoring Nevada's compliance with the requisite of this section that it 

identify a genuine dispute and provide supporting references to the LA.  DOE's response to this 

contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada in this contention, 

presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections identified by 

Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the conclusions 

reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, all of DOE's response is nothing more than a merits 

challenge to the contention.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate 

support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material 

issue; and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 

Contrary to the DOE response (Answer at 938), Nevada has not ignored the features and 

processes that reduce or prevent drift seepage during the thermal period.  Nevada does disagree 

with the DOE concerning the effectiveness of these features and processes.  DOE has not offered 

any experimental or in situ analyses to provide confidence in its hypothetical premises that 

seepage will not occur during the thermal period.  However, DOE has offered the statement that 

such seepage is possible if the thermal barrier and vaporization barrier were to be rendered 

ineffectual (SAR 2.3.3.1 at 2.3.3-58).  It is the position of Nevada that the effectiveness of these 
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barriers is unproven.  The DOE has a belief system in place that says these barriers will not break 

down, but offers no substantive evidence to this end.  Further, when the possibility of perched 

water being present is taken into account, these barriers are assessed by Nevada as much less 

effective due to the head of the perched water.  Overall, there are various potential modes of 

percolation during the thermal period, all of which are either discounted by the DOE or not even 

considered.  Percolation during the thermal period would result in salt deposition on the canisters 

and other EBS materials.  Some of these salts are hydroscopic and produce acid brines.  These 

brines have been shown to be corrosive to C-22.  Alloy C-22 failure as a function of corrosion is, 

therefore, a reasonable scenario during the thermal period as a function of percolation.   

The DOE has looked at the dissolution of salts previously precipitated in the transport 

environment (FEP 2.2.08.04.0A) and discounted the process as having insufficient impact on the 

seepage chemistry.  Nevada argues that the DOE has provided a limited analysis that does not 

consider these reactions in in-drift or near-field conditions during the thermal period.  In 

addition, the DOE seepage chemistry is based upon pore-water analyses that have not been 

shown to be equivalent to fracture flow vadose water compositions either in bin categories or by 

a bounding hydrogeochemistry.  Consequently, the DOE has not adequately determined the 

quantity of salts to be redissolved and their speciation.  The DOE analysis resulting in exclusion 

of this FEP was, therefore, premature.  The effects on seepage during the thermal period are far 

more significant as a consequence of these reactions, because any hydroscopic salt precipitates 

(there are a variety of hydroscopic salt species recognized forming from vadose water in 

comparison to just a few species in ventilation dust) will likely persist beyond the thermal period 

in the in-drift environment. 
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The DOE argument that (SAR section 2.3.6) the waste package and drip shields have 

excellent corrosion resistance is in fact not ignored by Nevada, but the gospel is also not taken at 

face value.  The truth is that no material suggested as an impenetrable barrier to corrosion 

functions independent of its service environment.  For Ti-7 and C-22, the service environments 

are in fact corrosive and the materials therefore are not corrosion resistive to the extent that the 

DOE belief system plays upon.  In fact, if the DOE analysis had concentrated upon actual 

anticipated service conditions, the degree to which these alloys function as barriers to radioactive 

waste transport would have been found to be dismal in comparison with the less than 

conservative and often-inappropriate analyses provided by the DOE in attempts to describe post-

closure performance.  Consequently, Nevada certainly does take issue with the DOE analysis of 

seepage during the thermal period. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-96 – SALT PRODUCTION AND C-22 CORROSION DUE TO 
HEAT-PIPE CONDITIONS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada explains in this section the reasons why the contention is material to the findings 

NRC must make, specifically detailing the NRC regulatory sections violated by DOE's proposed 

action and SAR, and explaining with respect to each precisely what requirement is being 

violated.  Nevada's input is entirely adequate.  DOE's response is to go off on at least three 

irrelevant tangents (trying to alter the burden of proof on dose and reasonable expectation, and 

relying on uncertainty and incomplete assurance to excuse its inadequacies), common to almost 

every single one of its contention Section 4 responses.  As is evident from DOE's immaterial 

arguments (Answer at 946-48), it fails to recognize that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable 

expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions 

alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and 

uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; and as indicated in 

III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA 

dose standards.  In addition, as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 
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alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 

argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; 

and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
This section of the contention gives a precise statement of the facts and expert opinions 

which support it.  The opinions expressed are supported by the affidavits of two of Nevada's 

experts, Drs. Morgenstein and Matthäi.  DOE falsely asserts that "the contention does not 

reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 949).  However, it elsewhere admits to the 

Morgenstein and Matthäi supporting affidavits, but attempts to dismiss them, arguing that they 

"purportedly" support the contention.  Id.  DOE's difference of opinion with Nevada's expert 

opinions may be predictable, but voicing it here is an inappropriate invasion into the merits of 

the contention and not the place to challenge its admissibility where facts, analyses, and expert 

opinions are in fact presented by Nevada.  As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion 

affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the 

opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In this section, Nevada expounds on the specific SAR subsections challenged and 

Nevada's criticism thereof, and DOE's failure to comply with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(f).  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  As to whether that issue is 
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disputed, DOE response (Answer at 949-53) painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response to this section of 

the contention is nothing more than a merits challenge, prematurely made.   

Nevada is reluctant to join DOE in any premature assessment of this fact dispute, but 

would point out in the interest of demonstrating the existence of that dispute that the DOE 

suggests that Nevada should have considered FEP 2.2.10.10.0A ("Two-Phase Buoyant 

Flow/Heat Pipes, Features, Events and Processes for the Total System Performance Assessment: 

Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824at 6-1086) which, it states, accounts for heat-pipe 

conditions and their effects on corrosion.  However, the DOE is wrong (Answer at 950), because 

this FEP does not address corrosive salt production that could affect C-22 corrosion.  This was 

not a topic covered in the FEP; therefore, it need not be cited, as the FEP provides no 

information that assists in analyzing the effects of hydroscopic salts or corrosive brines, or the 

production of salt-scale debris fields on the surfaces of the waste canisters.  This FEP only 

outlines the agreement between the DOE and Nevada that heat-pipes will occur in the Yucca 

Mountain proposed repository.  SAR Subsections § 2.3.3.1, § 2.3.3.3.1 and § 2.3.3.3.2 also do 

not provide any enlightenment with respect to C-22 corrosion and heat-pipes as the DOE 

suggests (Answer at 950).  Thus, Nevada reiterates its assertion that the DOE has failed to 

adequately consider heat-pipe conditions and their effects on repository performance with 

respect to corrosion of C-22. 

Again, DOE myopically treats deliquescent salts (Answer at 951) as salts only in aerosol 

dust: "[i]n doing so, Nevada fails to recognize, however, that localized corrosion of EBS 
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components due to deliquescence has been considered and is excluded from the TSPA" (Answer 

at 951).  This statement is not correct, because the exclusion of deliquescence is solely exclusion 

of dust deliquescence, and not the exclusion of the production of deliquescent salts from 

seepage, or heat-pipe reactions.  This contention relates to heat-pipe reactions.  Again, the DOE 

(Answer at 951-52) makes the same error in discussion FEP 2.1.09.28.0A, and again in 

discussing FEP 2.1.09.28.0B.  Clearly DOE has not satisfied its obligation with 10 C. F. R. Part 

63 in examining the effects of salts that have properties of deliquescence, because it has only 

considered dust sources.  The DOE provides absolutely no enlightenment on salts that have 

deliquescent properties in the context of heat-pipe reactions.  Nevada reiterates its contention that 

the DOE has not in any aspect adequately treated the aspects of corrosion of C-22 during heat-

pipe conditions.  The DOE has, therefore, underestimated the corrosion of C-22 and the 

subsequent release of radionuclides to the accessible environment.  As indicated in III.F. above, 

Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; 

and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-97 – CREVICE CORROSION ON C-22 DUE TO DRIP 
SHIELD CORROSION DEBRIS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Demonstrating the contention is material to required NRC findings, Nevada identifies the 

specific regulatory requirement being met by DOE in its proposed action and explains its 

rationale for so concluding.  This is what is required in this section.  DOE's boilerplate irrelevant 

arguments contained in virtually every contention (relating to the burden of proof on dose and 

reasonable expectation, DOE's reliance on uncertainty and incomplete assurance to excuse its 

inadequacies, and its assertion of compliance with all NRC requirements) are brought forth 

again, indicating DOE's lack of understanding that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not 

need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation 

of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased 

uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot 

be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as 

indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA 
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contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous 

effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.K. above, 

Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation always raises a material issue.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE's brief comment on this section asserts that "the contention does not reference any 

expert opinion" (Answer at 957).  In fact, the truth is otherwise, since, as admitted by DOE 

subsequently, Nevada provides affidavit support from Drs. Morgenstein, Cottis, and Thorne in 

support of this contention.  DOE apparently disagrees with Nevada's experts, but that is no basis 

for a challenge to the admissibility of the contention or the content of this section; and as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada has clearly provided in this section sufficient information to show there is a 

genuine dispute with DOE including specific references to the portions of the SAR being 

controverted.  DOE spends several pages in articulation of its contrary view of the facts, thus 

reconfirming the issue of a disputed fact issue.  In fact, DOE's response (at 958-61) painstakingly 

argues each and every point made by Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments 

allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None 

of the information presented by DOE alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in 

fact, DOE's response to this section of the contention is nothing more than a merits challenge, 

prematurely made.  In addition, DOE brings up for the second time in this single contention 
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response the matter of Nevada's failure to recalculate dose based upon the content of this 

contention.  Nevada's explanation of this phenomenon explaining the implausibility of 

recalculating dose based on every possible combination of admitted contentions is explained by 

Nevada, and as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   

Nevada declines to engage in a premature resolution of disputed facts, but as further 

evidence of that dispute would add that each of the four FEPs was excluded on the basis of a 

DOE analysis of corrosion properties of Ti-7 that did not relate to service conditions, but rather 

to conditions that are certainly not anticipated to occur in the service environment.  As a 

consequence of these inappropriate analyses, the DOE conclusions concerning the corrosion 

behavior of Ti-7 were more favorable than they would have been if the DOE analyses had 

utilized appropriate service environmental conditions.  For example, the rates of corrosion would 

be significantly higher for Ti-7 in chloride brines than in 1X or 1000X J-13 saturated zone water.  

Chloride brines are likely to occur in the service environment, because they can form with the 

evaporation of vadose fracture flow water.  They can be sequestered to the Ti-7 surface by dust 

deposits or other debris deposits that will accumulate on those surfaces.  Consequently, the DOE 

has not provided an acceptable corrosion model for the drip shield that focuses on the service 

environment.  Nevada asserts that the drip shield will fail producing a gravity created debris field 

accumulation on the waste canister that is located below the drip shield.  This accumulation of 

EBS debris will promote the formation of loosely spaced crevices that can sequester brines and 

vapors that can contribute to the corrosion failure of the waste canister.  The DOE does not at all 

focus its analysis of waste canister corrosion on the service environment and as such 
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underestimates the rate of radionuclide evolution release to the accessible environment.  This 

establishes a genuine issue of material fact.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-98 – RATE OF DRIP SHIELD INTERCONNECTION 
CORROSION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada asserts in this section that the contention raises an issue whether DOE has 

complied with NRC requirements applicable to Yucca Mountain and falls within the scope of the 

hearing as specified in section II, paragraph 1 of the Notice of Hearing.  A brief look at the 

statement of the contention makes its relevance obvious, since it discusses the likelihood of 

stress-corrosion cracking in the drip shield, which was apparently not anticipated or addressed by 

DOE.  DOE's factual disagreement (which really belongs elsewhere in the discussion) explains 

the basis on which it contends the contention is outside the scope of the hearing.  Specifically, 

DOE says it only needs to consider degradation or deterioration or alteration processes such as 

stress-corrosion cracking of the drip shield if ." . . resulting radiological exposures . . . would be 

significantly changed by their omission" (Answer at 963).  Thus, DOE simply excluded 

consideration of stress-corrosion cracking of the drip shield from its TSPA because it did not 

think it would have a significant effect.  Nevada understood this requirement, anticipated it, and 

dealt with it in its contentions.  Thus, Nevada recognized (Petition at 529) "degradation, 

deterioration, or alteration process of engineered barriers must be evaluated in detail if the 

magnitude and time of the resulting radiological exposures to the reasonably maximally exposed 

individual, or radionuclide releases to the accessible environment, would be significantly 

changed by their omission."   
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This contention alleges noncompliance with these regulatory provisions and therefore 

raises a material issue within the scope of the licensing proceeding."  DOE's position (its failure 

to consider the phenomenon because of a belief it would not have a significant impact) is not 

determinative of the admissibility of the contention, but rather highlights the disputed nature of 

the issue raised by Nevada in the contention.  As Nevada points out in its Section 4, 10 C.F.R. § 

63.114(f) requires that any performance assessment relied upon by DOE must provide the 

technical basis for inclusion or exclusion of degradation, deterioration, or alteration process of 

engineered barriers.  Accordingly, Nevada's challenge to DOE on this point is clearly within the 

scope of the proceeding and clearly an issue material to the findings the NRC must make under 

Section 4.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or 

opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As explained in the prior section, the issue framed by Nevada is a challenge to DOE's 

compliance with several regulatory provisions, most notably 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(f), and Nevada 

accordingly incorporates in this section its discussion from the Section 3, which clearly 

evidences both that the issue raised in Section 1 of this contention is within the scope of the 

proceeding (Section 3) and is material to the findings NRC must make (Section 4).  In its 

discussion under Section 4, DOE goes on to make the additional point that Nevada has not 

demonstrated the change in TSPA results which would be occasioned if this contention were 

deemed correct.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or 

opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue; and as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards.   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE does not even assert this section that this contention lacks factual allegations, 

analyses, and expert opinions.  Instead, DOE asserts the false premise that "the contention 

presents only unsupported arguments of counsel" (Answer at 965).  DOE, being aware of the 

affidavit support for this contention cited by Nevada is disingenuously conducting a collateral 

attack on Nevada's incorporation of its affidavit testimony; but as indicated in III.L. above, an 

expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention (as do Nevada's 

expert affidavits) and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  

DOE has misinterpreted the expert opinions provided by Nevada and makes factual arguments 

based on those interpretations.  This has nothing to do with the requirements of Section 5, but 

rather initiates an early disputation on the merits of the contention.  In that regard, Nevada would 

point out that contrary to the DOE claim that Nevada is wrong concerning the statement that 

DOE has excluded SCC on the basis of immersion experiments and has not experimented with 

crevices in drip-dryout conditions using fracture flow vadose water, Nevada reiterates this claim 

because: 

(1)  As an example, DOE states (Answer at 966, SAR Subsection 2.3.6.9.1 at 
2.3.6-86) "[s]tress corrosion cracking is modeled to be independent of the 
environment. . ."  

 
Consequently, the DOE does not believe that vadose water chemistry is pertinent to SCC, 

because vadose water chemistry is part of the environment of corrosion.  Similarly, DOE also 

does not believe that temperature plays a role, or dust deposits, or other related environmental 

parameters, in SCC of the drip shield.  This is contradictory to any reasonable understanding of 

how environmental parameters affect chemical behavior. 
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(2)  The DOE did use immersion experiments for Ti-7 testing as stated. 

The fact that SAR subsection 2.3.6.8.3 at 2.3.6-79 (as cited in Answer of DOE at 967) 

suggests that Ti-7 is extremely resistant to SCC initiation in "repository-relevant brine 

environments" underlines the issue that the DOE does rely on environmental parameters with 

respect to evaluating the potential for Ti-7 corrosion, and further suggests that the DOE response 

to this contention is wrong.  In addition, it is clear from this DOE statement that the "brine 

environment" is not a drip-wet-dry cycling environment that the drip shield was physically 

designed to protect the waste canister from.  Consequently, the DOE has not provided an 

acceptable or accurate mimic of the service environment in which the drip shield needs to 

perform.  In as much as this statement underlines the issue, Nevada has found that the DOE is 

remiss in its laboratory and model analysis of drip shield corrosion.  Drip shield-section 

intersections provide a locus for SCC reactions, and in the likely service environment conditions, 

failure will occur.  Drip shield crack failure will provide conduits for seepage water to reach the 

waste canisters.  Nevada concludes that the most likely service conditions need to be utilized to 

ascertain post-closure performance, and contends that the DOE has not provided this most basic 

analysis in its license submittal. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada, in this section, has pointed out the SAR subsections with which it disagrees and 

explained its disagreement.  The existence of a disputed issue between Nevada and DOE is 

demonstrated by Nevada's explanation and the lengthy diatribe on the merits introduced by DOE 

prematurely at this stage.  DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every 

point made by Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by 

the same SAR subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information 
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presented by DOE alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's 

response to this section of the contention is nothing more than a merits challenge, prematurely 

made.   

Nevada would further show that DOE did not utilize service environmental conditions of 

either fracture-flow water chemistry or mode of delivery of that seepage water to the drip shield 

that would allow for an unbiased assessment of the performance of the drip shield with respect to 

SCC reactions.  Consequently, DOE underestimates the rate of drip shield failure and of 

radionuclide escape from the waste canister.  Although DOE considers the potential for SCC, its 

analysis is not relevant to the service environment, and therefore, its conclusions are not 

supported for use in post-closure performance assessment.  This section and this contention are 

compliant with NRC pleading requirements, and it must be admitted.  As indicated in III.F. 

above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE 

models; as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue; and as indicated in 

III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-99 – BORIC ACID PRODUCTION FROM HLW 
DISSOLUTION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has made a detailed showing under this section as to why this contention is 

material to the findings NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain.  Specifically, Nevada 

details the various subsections of NRC's regulations which are violated by DOE's proposed 

actions, and the reasons why.  This is what is contemplated by Section 4.  While denying 

materiality in a conclusory statement, DOE's basis for its claim is hollow.  DOE's approach is 

based upon an attempt to abdicate its burden of proof to show compliance, and turn that burden 

of proof on Nevada to require Nevada to recalculate TSPA dose based on every conceivable 

combination of outcomes which could arise from its contentions if admitted and found to be 

correct.  In this regard, DOE ignores the fact, as indicated in III.A. above, that Nevada does not 

need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation 

of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased 

uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot 

be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as 
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indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA 

contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous 

effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.K. above, 

Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation always raises a material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In this section, DOE vaguely and incorrectly suggests that Nevada does not provide 

alleged facts and expert opinions supporting its position even going to the extent of saying "the 

contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 972).  DOE is forced to admit 

subsequently in its response that Nevada provides several expert opinions to support this 

contention, including those of Drs. Morgenstein, Thorne, and Cottis.  Id.  Accordingly, it is not 

the existence of facts, analyses, and supporting expert opinion which DOE challenges, but rather 

their accuracy on the merits which DOE disputes.  This is premature and not an appropriate 

challenge to the admissibility of the contention nor its compliance with the pleadings 

requirements of Section 2.309(F)(1)(v).  Nevada's contention complies with this requirement. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention in this section frames the dispute and identifies the SAR subsection 

criticized as well as the NRC regulations not complied with.  DOE's lengthy disputation of the 

facts avails it nothing at this stage, where sufficiency of pleadings is the issue.  DOE's Answer 

(at 973-75) painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada in this contention 

presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections identified by 
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Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the conclusions 

reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, all of DOE's response to this contention is nothing 

more than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.   

The contention establishes that boron (as boric acid) has shown an affinity for similar 

engineered metal surfaces (i.e., the infamous Davis-Besse reactor vessel) to C-22.  The reactor 

vessel context and Yucca Mountain service environment have some significant similarities, both 

being associated with elevated temperatures and poor to negligible monitoring, but different 

aqueous chemistries.  Yucca Mountain may exhibit much higher source concentrations of boron 

than Davis-Besse, and may provide a consistent but dilute concentration of boron to the 

repository environment during glass waste form dissolution.  Boron is a major element present in 

the glass waste form and will be a primary glass corrosion product once one or more canisters 

are breached.  The DOE has not even provided an FEP on this topic area.  Nevada finds that the 

Davis-Besse accident is a prime analog for the behavior of boron in the proposed high-level 

Yucca Mountain repository, and on this basis alone DOE should have addressed this FEP.  This 

is not to say that the effect should be modeled identically to the situation at Davis-Besse, but 

rather that the potential for this process to be of significance to safety means that it should have 

been propagated through the assessment in a way that is appropriate to the Yucca Mountain 

service environment.  It is DOE which has the burden to negate unreasonable risk to public 

health and safety.  Thus, this contention raises an issue that is directly material to post-closure 

performance.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-100 – GROUND SUPPORT COMPONENTS AND IN-DRIFT 
MODELING 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has demonstrated in this section that the contention is material to the findings 

NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain.  As prescribed in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), 

Nevada cites the regulations which have not been satisfied by DOE's proposed action and 

explains why.  It is axiomatic that, as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate 

support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material 

issue.  Nonetheless, DOE goes off in a variety of irrelevant directions asserting that Nevada must 

disprove in this contention reasonable expectation, that Nevada must recalculate TSPA dose 

based upon this contention, and that uncertainty is inevitable and complete assurance is not 

possible, and any contention, therefore, which raises those issues should be rejected.  DOE 

obviously does not recognize that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased 

uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot 

be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has 
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no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in 

III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its 

TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into 

the contention stage; and as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   

Nevada will show that the DOE exclusion from its in-drift geochemical model of known 

fundamental physical-chemical parameters that in part define the corrosion behavior of the waste 

canister means that it has substantially understated the uncertainty in making predictions of the 

performance of the disposal system.   

5.  A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE contradicts itself, first making the conclusory assumption that Nevada's contention 

lacks factual support and expert opinion, even going so far as to claim that "the contention does 

not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 979).  Then, DOE is forced to admit that the 

contention is indeed supported by three expert affidavits (Drs. Thorne, Morgenstein, and Cottis) 

(id.) and then spends its effort disputing the facts and opinions asserted by those experts.  Those 

disputes merely highlight the sufficiency of the facts, analysis, and opinions supplied by Nevada 

and the fact that it creates a material dispute with DOE regardless of which party's analysis 

proves correct.  Nevada has complied with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  While declining to enter a 

dispute on the merits prematurely, Nevada believes that DOE has misunderstood the thrust of 

this contention and provides the following further information to draw DOE's intention to the 

point of its contention, apparently missed by DOE.   

DOE asserts that it has taken into account the ground-support system as exemplified in 

SAR 2.3.5.5.3.3.2, which presents a sensitivity analysis that focuses on aqueous nitrate 
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hydrogeochemistry, pH and other compositional parameters (Answer at 981).  However, this 

statement is incorrect because the sensitivity analysis does not address any of the issues raised in 

this contention.  Nevada has not acknowledged these analyses because they are not pertinent to 

the contention issues.   

DOE suggests (Answer at 983) that: 

[S]mall-amounts of acid-gas species due to deliquescent salts will also be limited 
because, as explained in 'Analysis of Dust Deliquescence for FEP Screening,' 
once released from the brines, the acid vapors will be rapidly dispersed and 
diluted by other gases in the drift by diffusion and convective gas mixing both 
radially and along the drift length. 

 
This statement underlines the issue between the DOE and Nevada.  Nevada agrees that 

this statement is true, but only for the condition where the C-22 surface has no deposits on its 

surface.  Deposits here are defined as mineral dust, debris fields composed of and containing 

degraded EBS materials, and evaporative salt deposits.  When, however, any of these potential 

deposits forms on the C-22 canister, they have the ability to trap and contain acid-gasses so that 

these gasses will not become dispersed and diluted in the drift atmosphere.  For these reasons the 

DOE has grossly underestimated the role of acid vapors in the emplacement drifts.   

The DOE admits in the LA that the ground-support system has a finite service lifetime, 

which is substantially less than the period of time necessary for radionuclide containment.  

Further, upon degradation of the ground support, a debris field will be formed (SAR 2.3.6).  The 

extent and characteristics of that debris field will depend upon the specific degradation history 

within the emplacement drifts.  While it is true that the Nevada claims failed "to quantify the 

amount of debris field" that would occur, there is a "reasonable expectation" that on a minimum 

basis, portions of this debris field will eventually come into contact with the waste canister.  In 

doing so, several in-drift geochemical issues are raised: 
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(1) The debris field will result in the formation of mineralized crevices and 
pockets that can and will trap acid vapors formed by deliquescent salts 
derived from dust and percolation, thereby promoting corrosion of the 
containment system. 

(2) The Bernold-type stainless steel will contribute concentrations of some 
deleterious ions that have the capacity to promote corrosion especially at 
C-22 crevices. 

 
The quantity of debris field material coming into contact with the waste canister 

necessary for either of the two above issues to be important with respect to corrosion of the 

waste canister depends totally upon the concentrations and mobility of deleterious trace 

elements, the aqueous percolation geochemistry, and the speciation and quantity of deliquescent 

salts.  The debris field itself needs to be present only to the extent that small patchy portions of 

the waste canister are coated with debris in areas that are frequented by percolation and/or 

deliquescent salt dust.   

The SAR has not addressed these issues in Subsection 2.3.5 or elsewhere.  The 

characterization of the geochemical-hydrogeochemical environment in the emplacement drifts 

provides fundamental parameters for understanding and predicting the ability of the proposed 

repository to retard its radionuclide inventory.  By avoiding discussing these fundamental 

physical and chemical in-drift parameters, SAR Subsection 2.3.5 and similar subsections provide 

an inaccurate and inadequate geochemical model for repository performance.   

Contrary to the opinion of the DOE that these are " bare assertions and speculation" 

(Answer at 980), and "Without proper support, Nevada asserts the DOE was deficient for not 

taking these debris fields into account in developing the in-drift chemical environmental models, 

which in turn (Nevada claims) would affect DOE’s corrosion model" (id.), the fundamental 

issues of degradation of the ground support are supported by the results of the DOE heater 

experiments that showed rock bolt degradation dust accumulation on the heater canister, and 
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peripheral DOE discussions of  "scales, corrosion products and rocks" that might form crevices 

(SAR Subsection 2.3.6.4.3.1.3 at 2.3.6-38).  On these bases, the DOE is aware of the 

fundamental issues raised in this contention, and has chosen specifically not to incorporate these 

issues in its in-drift geochemical model.   

Nevada's provision of facts, analyses, and opinions is confirmed by the aggressive 

disagreement therewith prematurely raised by DOE in its Answer.  DOE's attack on the form of 

Nevada's affidavits fails to understand the fact that, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert 

opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not 

turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In this section, Nevada identifies the genuine dispute with DOE, specifying the portions 

of the SAR which are challenged as noncompliant and the pertinent provisions of NRC 

regulations not met by DOE's proposed action.  DOE again challenges Nevada for failing to 

calculate the precise impact of the deficiency which it has pointed out, ignoring the fact that as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; and as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 

alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.  Nonetheless, DOE engages in a 

lengthy argument about the facts and the weight of the expert opinions, which is premature and 

irrelevant.  DOE's response to this contention (at 981-86) painstakingly argues each and every 

point made by Nevada in its contention presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the 

same SAR subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information 

presented by DOE alters the conclusions by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is 

nothing more than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.   
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There appears not to be a disagreement between the DOE and Nevada regarding the 

formation of various debris fields in the waste canister in-drift environment.  The issues of 

contention focus on the lack DOE characterization of the geochemical ramifications of these 

debris fields.  In addition, the DOE has not characterized the trace element chemistry of the EBS 

materials that are to be placed in the in-drift environment.  On the basis that debris fields 

promote the formation of crevices on the surface of C-22 where hydroscopic brines can 

accumulate from evaporation of percolating water, and acid gas from the evaporation of these 

brines can become trapped, the local corrosion of C–22 can be significantly enhanced resulting 

in increased and more rapid releases of radionuclides into the near-field environment.  As 

indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-101 – SULFUR ACCUMULATION AT THE METAL-PASSIVE 
FILM INTERFACE 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), Nevada has specifically explained the 

NRC regulations which have not been satisfied by reason of the issue raised in the contention.  

Ignoring that fact, DOE inserts the boilerplate found in almost every other contention relating to 

its effort to avoid its burden of proof on reasonable expectation, relying on uncertainty, and again 

complaining of an absence of dose recalculations by Nevada.  DOE also insists it has complied 

with all NRC procedures.  Aside from the fact that these matters are irrelevant at the contention 

pleading stage and irrelevant to Section 4, they also indicate DOE's ignoring the facts that, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in 
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III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its 

TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into 

the contention stage; and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in 

fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In its brief comment on this section, DOE agrees that Nevada has provided facts, 

analyses, and expert opinions supporting its position, but rather simply attacks the format of its 

affidavits.  As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   

Nevada has provided sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with 

DOE and has specified the references to the portions of the LA being controverted.  DOE 

engages in a lengthy discussion of the merits in this section, actually contesting what was offered 

by Nevada in its alleged facts and opinions in its Section 5.  In any event, in either section, this 

factual elocution by DOE would have been premature and out of place.  DOE's response 

(Answer at 990) to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada in 

this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections 

identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the 
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conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, all of DOE's response is nothing more than 

a merits challenge, prematurely made.   

The general approach by DOE to this contention appears to be based on the premise that 

not having quantitative information about a potential failure mechanism is sufficient to provide a 

"reasonable expectation" of satisfactory performance; this hardly seems a sound basis for a safety 

case (Answer at 988). 

The DOE answer ignores a fundamental feature of this contention, namely that the 

process of enhanced corrosion due to sulfur accumulation at the metal-passive oxide interface is 

inherently one that will take decades to develop, and that has not, therefore, been tested for in 

any of the DOE work (or any other work on Alloy 22 of which Nevada is aware).  Consequently 

the contention is necessarily based on informed inference from work on other materials, such as 

nickel, which forms the major component of Alloy 22, and Alloy 600, which, like Alloy 22 is 

protected by a predominantly chromium-containing passive film.  Thus the statement (id. at 

990): "[f]irst, this contention is based on speculation and conjecture" is correct (if stated rather 

pejoratively), but is not a valid criticism, since indirect evidence has necessarily to be used.  

Rather similarly the statement (id. at 991) "[t]his document indicates, however, that the 'anodic 

segregation rate depends on the sulfur content of the material and on the rate of anodic 

dissolution'" refers to the time taken to develop the necessary interfacial sulfur accumulation, 

which is specifically analyzed in the contention, and forms the basis of the argument that the 

process will not change the corrosion behavior for a least a decade and probably significantly 

longer.   

The failure to appreciate this feature is also evident in the statement (Answer at 993) 

"[i]ndeed, Nevada ignores contrary data in its own cited references: 'Based on the currently 
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available long-term corrosion test data . . .'"  However, it is not expected that any direct evidence 

of the effect will be available because of the long test durations that will be required, and the 

arguments are necessarily based on inference from work on other systems that have a higher 

passive current density, and hence reach the required interfacial sulfur concentration more 

quickly. 

DOE states (id. at 992) "[i]n fact, Alloy 22 is based on a different composition of metals 

– including chromium and molybdenum – that have been shown to counteract the effects of 

sulfur accumulation."  However, this has not been shown for Alloy 22, and it is unclear what the 

DOE evidence is for this assertion.   

DOE also states (id.) "[t]o the contrary, the Sandia National Labs report on which much 

of SAR 2.3.6.3 is based observed, on the very same page cited by Nevada, that there is a 

'consensus' that molybdenum reduces the rate of anodic dissolution and thus inhibits passivity 

breakdown.  Sandia National Laboratories (2007) 'General Corrosion and Localized Corrosion of 

Waste Package Outer Barrier,' ANL-EBS-MD-000003 Rev 03, LSN# DN2002460404 at 6-14."  

However, the statement quoted is not referring specifically to sulfur-enhanced corrosion, but to 

the general effect of molybdenum in enhancing passivity (which is not in question). 

Overall, these misinterpretations by the DOE show that it has misunderstood the issue raised by 

this contention.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-102 – SULFUR ACCUMULATION AND LOCALIZED 
CORROSION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As is required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), Nevada has shown that this contention is 

material to the findings NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain under 10 C.F.R. § 

63.31(a)(2), without unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public and specifying the 

NRC regulations not met by DOE's proposed action.  This is the appropriate scope of Section 4.  

Contrary to this, DOE has again introduced its wide ranging discussion of unrelated topics, 

including attempting to shift the "reasonable expectation" burden to Nevada, relying on 

uncertainty, and attempting to shift the responsibility for dose calculations to Nevada.  In so 

doing, in addition to discussing topics not pertinent to the requirements of Section 4, DOE 

ignores the facts that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a 

TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in 

III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be 

rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is 

ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. 
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above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE 

models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be 

rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with 

adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a 

material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In this section, Nevada clearly defines its genuine dispute with DOE (DOE's failure to 

consider sulfur accumulation at the metal-passive film interface on the waste container, which 

has been shown to lead to an increased susceptibility to localized corrosion).  This is obviously 

an important phenomenon, and its omission by DOE is stunning, and is, even in DOE's own 

words (Answer at 998), the precise focus of this contention, which is hotly disputed by DOE.  

Nevada reiterates the SAR subsection challenged as well as the NRC regulation not met.  The 

fact that DOE well understands the contention and aggressively disputes it is evidenced by the 

five pages it expends in disputing Nevada's conclusions (Answer at 998-1002).   

The general approach by DOE to this contention appears to be based on the premise that 

not having quantitative information about a potential failure mechanism is sufficient to provide a 

"reasonable expectation" of satisfactory performance; this hardly seems a sound basis for a safety 

case (Answer at 997). 
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The DOE response ignores a fundamental feature of this contention, namely that the 

process of enhanced corrosion due to sulfur accumulation at the metal-passive oxide interface is 

inherently one that will take decades to develop, and that has not therefore been tested for in any 

of the DOE work (or any other work on Alloy 22 of which Nevada is aware).  Thus the statement 

(id. at 999) "[t]his same document, however, notes that the 'anodic segregation rate depends on 

the sulfur content of the material and on the rate of anodic dissolution.' Marcus, P. (2002), 

Corrosion Mechanisms in Theory and Practice, ISBN 0824706668, 9780824706661 (CRC Press) 

at 294 (emphasis added)" refers to the time taken to develop the necessary interfacial sulfur 

accumulation, which is specifically analyzed in the contention, and forms the basis of the 

argument that the process will not change the corrosion behavior for a least a decade and 

probably significantly longer.   

As a consequence of the long time excepted to be required for sulfur to accumulate to the 

required interfacial level, the contention is necessarily based on informed inference from work 

on other materials, such as nickel, which forms the major component of Alloy 22, and Alloy 600, 

which, like Alloy 22, has nickel as the major component and is protected by a predominantly 

chromium-containing passive film. 

The failure to appreciate the long time required for this phenomenon to occur is evident 

in the statement (Supra at 1001) "[i]ndeed, Nevada ignores contrary DOE test data cited by 

Nevada's own cited references: 'Based on the currently available long-term corrosion test data. . 

.'"  However, it is not expected that any direct evidence of the effect will be available because of 

the long test durations that will be required, and the arguments are necessarily based on inference 

from work on other systems that have a higher passive current density, and hence reach the 

required interfacial sulfur concentration more quickly. 
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DOE states (id. at 1000) "[i]n fact, Alloy 22 is based on a different composition of metals 

– including chromium and molybdenum – that have been shown to counteract the effects of 

sulfur accumulation."  However, this has not been shown for Alloy 22, and it is unclear what 

evidence DOE has for this assertion.   

DOE also states (id. at 1000-1001) "[t]o the contrary, the Sandia National Labs report on 

which much of SAR 2.3.6.4 is based observed, on the very same page cited by Nevada, that there 

is a 'consensus' that molybdenum reduce [sic] the rate of anodic dissolution and thus inhibits 

passivity breakdown.  Sandia National Laboratories (2007) 'General Corrosion and Localized 

Corrosion of Waste Package Outer Barrier,' ANL-EBS-MD-000003 Rev 03, LSN# 

DN2002460404 at 6-14."  However, the statement quoted is not referring specifically to sulfur-

enhanced corrosion, but to the general effect of molybdenum in enhancing passivity (which is 

not in question). 

Overall, these misinterpretations by the DOE show that it has misunderstood the issue 

raised by this contention. 

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, all of DOE's response is nothing 

more than a merits challenge, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's 

contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-103 – SULFUR ACCUMULATION AND STRESS 
CORROSION INITIATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
The focus of this Nevada contention is initiation of stress-corrosion cracking caused by 

the accumulation of sulfur at the metal-passive film interface and at grain boundaries in the alloy.  

DOE understands the precise nature of the contention as indicated by its response (Answer at 

1003).  Nevada has identified the particular regulations which have not been satisfied by reason 

of the issue raised in the contention in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).  DOE 

nonetheless recites its familiar mantra of irrelevant issues raised in Section 4 of almost every one 

of its contention responses relating to reasonable expectation, uncertainty, assurance, dose, and 

its alleged compliance with all NRC requirements.  DOE fails to acknowledge, as indicated in 

III.A. above, that Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a 

finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that 

TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance 

is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 
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alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 

argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; 

and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE's objection here is nothing but a conclusory statement attacking the form of what it 

admits are several Nevada affidavits providing expert opinions to support this contention 

(Answer at 1006).  As DOE admits, the affidavits of Morgenstein, Thorne, and Cottis support 

this contention, and DOE's issue is its disagreement with those opinions and not their existence 

or presence.  Nevada has fully complied with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
An this section, Nevada complies with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) by 

referring to the portion of LA being controverted and the specific issue involved, as well as 

pointing out the NRC regulatory requirement not met by DOE's formulation.  DOE proves the 

existence of genuine dispute by spending five pages disagreeing with the expert opinions offered 

by Nevada (Answer at 1006-10).   

DOE's approach to this contention appears to be based on the premise that not having 

quantitative information about a potential failure mechanism is sufficient to provide a 

"reasonable expectation" of satisfactory performance; this hardly seems a sound basis for a safety 

case (Answer at 1005). 
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The DOE response ignores a fundamental feature of this contention, namely that the 

process of enhanced corrosion due to sulfur accumulation at the metal-passive oxide interface is 

inherently one that will take decades to develop, and that has not therefore been tested for in any 

of the DOE work (or any other work on Alloy 22 of which Nevada is aware).  Consequently the 

contention is necessarily based on informed inference from work on other materials, such as 

nickel, which forms the major component of Alloy 22, and Alloy 600, which, like Alloy 22 is 

protected by a predominantly chromium-containing passive film.  Thus, the statement (id. at 

1007) "[f]irst, this contention is filled with speculation and conjecture" is correct (if stated rather 

pejoratively), but not a valid criticism.   

The failure to appreciate this feature is also evident in the statement (id. at 1008) 

"[i]ndeed, Nevada ignores contrary data in its own cited references: 'Based on the currently 

available long-term corrosion test data . . .'"  However, it is not expected that any direct evidence 

of the effect will be available because of the long test durations that will be required, and the 

arguments are necessarily based on inference from work on other systems that have a higher 

passive current density, and hence reach the required interfacial sulfur concentration more 

quickly. 

DOE states (id.) "[i]n fact, Alloy 22 is based on a different composition of metals – 

including chromium and molybdenum – that have been shown to counteract the effects of sulfur 

accumulation."  However, this has not been shown for Alloy 22, and it is unclear what evidence 

DOE has for this assertion.   

DOE also states (id.) "[t]o the contrary, the Sandia National Labs report on which much 

of SAR 2.3.6 is based observed, on the very same page cited by Nevada, that there is a 

'consensus' that molybdenum reduces the rate of anodic dissolution and thus inhibits passivity 
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breakdown.  Sandia National Laboratories (2007) 'General Corrosion and Localized Corrosion of 

Waste Package Outer Barrier,' ANL-EBS-MD-000003 Rev 03, LSN# DN2002460404 at 6-14."  

However, the statement quoted is not referring specifically to sulfur-enhanced corrosion, but to 

the general effect of molybdenum in enhancing passivity (which is not in question). 

DOE further states (id. at 1008-1009) "[a]s DOE explains in the SAR, however, '[f]or 

modeling purposes, it is conservatively assumed that, regardless of the environment, the waste 

package will undergo stress corrosion cracking if the stress conditions are met.'"  This is a 

reasonable point providing the stress conditions are the same for SCC enhanced by sulfur as they 

are in the absence of sulfur; but there is no evidence that this is true. 

Overall, these misinterpretations by the DOE show that it has misunderstood the issue 

raised by this contention. 

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with 

adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a 

material issue, and DOE's disputation of that material issue is evident from its lengthy answer.  

As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-104 – SULFUR ACCUMULATION AND STRESS 
CORROSION PROPAGATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As is required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), Nevada cites the specific NRC regulatory 

requirements not met by DOE's proposed action and explains the reasons why they are not 

compliant.  DOE nevertheless runs through its repeated litany of irrelevant and inaccurate 

arguments which are premature at this stage and not related to the pleading requirements of this 

section.  They relate to topics such as DOE's effort to reassign the burden of proof on dose and 

reasonable expectation, its reliance on uncertainty to excuse its inadequacies, and its insistence 

that it is in compliance with all NRC requirements.  DOE fails to recognize, as indicated in III.A. 

above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 

possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 

alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 
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argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; 

and as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE makes a fallacious attack on Nevada's compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  

Nevada provided alleged facts and expert opinions to support its position.  DOE admits as much, 

acknowledging that Nevada "does attach several affidavits . . . which purportedly provide expert 

opinions to support this contention" (Answer at 1014).  The affidavits acknowledged by DOE are 

those of Morgenstein, Thorne, and Cottis.  Accordingly, it is not with the existence of Nevada's 

expert opinions that DOE quarrels, but rather DOE disagrees with the findings of those experts.  

That is not relevant to Nevada's compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada clearly identifies its dispute with DOE in this section, as well as providing 

specific references to the LA subsection being controverted and the NRC regulation being 

violated.  DOE's response here is a lengthy diatribe on the merits and the sufficiency of the 

arguments and opinions of Nevada's experts.  DOE's argument reinforces the notion that there is 

a genuine dispute between Nevada and DOE on the specific issue raised (relating to sulfur 

accumulation at the metal-passive film interface).   

DOE's approach to this contention appears to be based on the premise that not having 

quantitative information about a potential failure mechanism is sufficient to provide a 
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"reasonable expectation" of satisfactory performance; this hardly seems a sound basis for a safety 

case (Answer at 1012). 

The DOE answer ignores a fundamental feature of this contention, namely that the 

process of enhanced corrosion due to sulfur accumulation at the metal-passive oxide interface is 

inherently one that will take decades to develop, and that has not therefore been tested for in any 

of the DOE work (or any other work on Alloy 22 of which Nevada is aware).  Consequently the 

contention is necessarily based on informed inference from work on other materials, such as 

nickel, which forms the major component of Alloy 22, and Alloy 600, which, like Alloy 22 is 

protected by a predominantly chromium-containing passive film.  Thus the statement (at 1014) 

"[f]irst, this contention is filled with speculation and conjecture" is correct (if stated rather 

pejoratively), but not a valid criticism.   

The failure to appreciate this feature is also evident in the statement (at 1016) "[i]ndeed, 

Nevada ignores contrary data cited in its own references: 'Based on the currently available long-

term corrosion test data . . .'"  However, it is not expected that any direct evidence of the effect 

will be available because of the long test durations that will be required, and the arguments are 

necessarily based on inference from work on other systems that have a higher passive current 

density, and hence reach the required interfacial sulfur concentration more quickly. 

In DOE's Answer (at 1015-16) it states:  "[i]n fact, Alloy 22 is based on a different 

composition of metals – including chromium and molybdenum – that have been shown to 

counteract the effects of sulfur accumulation."  However, this has not been shown for Alloy 22, 

and it is unclear what evidence DOE has for this assertion.   

It states (id. at 1016):  "[t]o the contrary, the Sandia National Labs report, on which much 

of SAR 2.3.6 is based observed, on the very same page cited by Nevada, that there is a 
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'consensus' that molybdenum reduce [sic] the rate of anodic dissolution and thus inhibits 

passivity breakdown.  Sandia National Laboratories (2007) 'General Corrosion and Localized 

Corrosion of Waste Package Outer Barrier,' ANL-EBS-MD-000003 Rev 03, LSN# 

DN2002460404 at 6-14."  However, the statement quoted is not referring specifically to sulfur-

enhanced corrosion, but to the general effect of molybdenum in enhancing passivity (which is 

not in question). 

It states (id.):  "[a]s DOE explains in the SAR, however, '[f]or modeling purposes, it is 

conservatively assumed that, regardless of the environment, the waste package will undergo 

stress corrosion cracking if the stress conditions are met.'"  This is a reasonable point providing 

the stress conditions are the same for SCC enhanced by sulfur as they are in the absence of 

sulfur; but there is no evidence that this is true. 

Overall, these misinterpretations by the DOE show that it has misunderstood the issue 

raised by this contention. 

DOE also again raises in this section the claim that Nevada must do a recalculation of 

dose based on the content of the contention ignoring the fact that, as indicated in III.D. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  

DOE's response here (Answer at 1014-18) painstakingly argues each and every point 

made by Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the 

same SAR subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information 

presented by DOE alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's 

response is nothing more than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As 

indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-105 – DRIP SHIELD CORROSION ENVIRONMENT 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), Nevada has articulated the specific regulation 

which has not been satisfied by reason of the issue raised in its contention.  As indicated in III.K. 

above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  Instead of focusing on the prerequisites of 

Section iv, DOE instead reiterates its laundry list of unrelated arguments pertaining to shifting 

the burden of proof away from itself on reasonable expectation and dose and the assertion of its 

arguments relying on uncertainty to excuse its deficiencies and its supposed compliance with 

NRC prescribed methodology.  Thus, DOE fails to acknowledge, as indicated in III.A. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 

possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 

alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 
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argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE incorrectly argues that Nevada has not provided the facts and opinions anticipated 

by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), then promptly admits that Nevada has, in fact, attached three 

supporting affidavits of experts (Answer at 1022).  DOE accordingly changes its argument that 

the Nevada "has failed to provide" expert opinion to arguing instead that the conclusions of 

expert opinions actually provided contain insufficient reasoning or explanation.  DOE's self-

contradicting argument is unavailing where, as where, the issue is proper pleading of the 

contentions and inclusion of factual allegations and expert opinions, the presence of both of 

which are acknowledged by DOE which devotes its opposition to an analysis on the merits of 

the Nevada opinions.  DOE makes much of its argument that Nevada discusses analyses made of 

Alloy 22, rather than Titanium-7.  Specifically, DOE complains that the contention contains no 

experimental evidence specifically relating to the Ti Grade 7 from which the roof of the drip 

shield will be constructed, and that the Nevada experimental work also did not study Ti-7.  The 

Nevada work did not examine Ti-7 because Nevada contends: 

(a)  that the drip shield may not be installed at all (NEV-SAFETY-130); 

(b)  that even if it is installed, the level of failure of correct installation of drip 
shield sections is likely to be much higher than assumed by DOE (NEV-
SAFETY-147, NEV-SAFETY-148); 

(c)  that even if installed correctly, there are various drip shield failure 
mechanisms at early times that are not adequately represented by DOE 
(see, e.g. NEV-SAFETY-129). 

 
There is no reference to other experimental work because Nevada is not aware of any, so 

the contention is necessarily based on informed inference from other passive materials. 
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DOE states (Answer at 1026) that "Nevada provides no support for questioning DOE’s 

use of 'bulk liquid environments in isothermal conditions'" (Petition at 562).  Indeed, the DOE’s 

TSPA model "conservatively applies aqueous general corrosion of the drip shield for all 

repository conditions, even when the drip shield is dry."  SAR at 2.3.6-71.  Nevada does not 

explain why that conservatism is insufficient to account for Nevada’s concerns." This 

demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of the basis of the contention, namely that there is 

good evidence, albeit based on work on other passive materials, that thin liquid films associated 

with deliquescent salts provide more corrosive conditions than bulk liquids, especially when the 

atmosphere is nominally dry (i.e. when the relative humidity, RH, is less than 100%).  As well as 

the available experimental evidence, there are sound theoretical arguments why this should be 

the case; in the low RH conditions the liquid will be very highly concentrated, and the thin film 

will provide very rapid diffusion of oxygen to the metal surface.  Thus, the TSPA assumption of 

bulk liquid behavior 'even when the drip shield is dry' is likely to be non-conservative.  DOE's 

contest of the facts and opinions of Nevada's experts simply highlights them, rather than denying 

their existence.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada explains in Section 6 the SAR provisions criticized and the NRC regulatory 

requirement not met by DOE's proposed action.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, 

with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always 

raises a material issue.  DOE spends its time in this section debating the strength or weakness of 

Nevada's expert opinions and again raises the erroneous argument that Nevada must be calculate 

the dose increase resulting from the phenomena stated in the contention ignoring the fact that, as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 
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violate EPA dose standards.  Nevada believes disputation on the merits to be premature, but has 

provided remarks responsive to DOE's factual arguments in Section 5 above. 

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, 

Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-106 – WASTE CONTAINER CORROSION ENVIRONMENT 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada, in this section, has articulated the regulation which has not been satisfied by 

reason of the issue raised in the contention and has explained the reasons.  As indicated in III.K. 

above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  Instead of focusing on the requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), DOE runs through its lengthy list of other, unrelated issues on which it 

is incorrect and with respect to which its argument is premature and not germane to this section.  

These include DOE's effort to shift the burden of proof on dose and reasonable expectation, its 

reliance on uncertainty and incomplete assurance to excuse its deficiencies, and its assertion of 

compliance with all NRC requirements.  These arguments demonstrate a failure on DOE's part to 

recognize, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected 

because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, 

unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate 

that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada 
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has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; and as 

indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected 

because DOE's TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE makes an initial, incorrect conclusory assertion which, if true, would be relevant to 

this section.  It states:  "Nevada has failed to provide the requisite supporting facts, expert 

opinion, or references in support of its contention" (Answer at 1031).  The problem is that DOE 

itself acknowledges this boilerplate recitation is untrue.  DOE acknowledges (id. at 1033) that, in 

fact, Nevada has supplied at least three expert affidavits in support of this contention.  Then, 

DOE expends nearly five pages of text in an effort to dispute the findings of Nevada's experts.  

In this contention, Nevada questions the realism of the model of corrosion behavior used by 

DOE, based on inappropriate test conditions.  In its criticism, DOE attempts to write off the 

value of a particular cited reference by saying that the report "does not discuss DOE's actual 

testing model" (Answer at 1032).  The point is not whether a scholarly publication 

recommending a different approach does or does not mention DOE's testing methods; the point 

is whether it is an appropriate testing method and whether DOE used it or ignored it.  In any 

event, this is not only an inappropriate criticism of the scholarly publication, but it has nothing at 

all to do with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), other than to confirm that it does 

contain alleged facts and expert opinions with which DOE takes issue.  In another example, DOE 

charges that "Nevada ignores the function of the drip shield, which will prevent water seepage 

from dripping onto the Alloy 22 waste container."  Id. at 1034.  This is a factual presumption by 
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DOE, one with which Nevada does not agree.  Indeed, other Nevada contentions argue there are 

several reasons why the drip shield may not be as effective as assumed by DOE: 

(a)  the drip shield may not be installed at all (NEV-SAFETY-130); 

(b)  even if it is installed, the level of failure of correct installation of drip 
shield sections is likely to be much higher than assumed by DOE (NEV-
SAFETY-147, NEV-SAFETY-148); 

(c)  even if installed correctly, there are various drip shield failure mechanisms 
at early times that are not adequately represented by DOE (see, e.g., NEV-
SAFETY-129). 

 
In any of these circumstances, accelerated corrosion of the canister will become 

important (indeed if DOE is so confident of the protection afforded by the drip shield, why is it 

necessary to use such an expensive material for the canister?). 

DOE also assumes in its answer (Supra at 1034) that "relatively hot" implies the post-

closure period; however, Nevada also contends that water seepage will occur in the pre-closure 

period, and the canisters will still be relatively hot (relative to the air in the drift that is) in this 

period, and drops will still be thermally evaporated, leading to enhanced corrosion in both the 

pre- and post-closure periods. 

DOE states (id. at 1036) "[f]urthermore, DOE’s TSPA model 'conservatively applies 

aqueous general corrosion of the drip shield for all repository conditions, even when the drip 

shield is dry.'  SAR at 2.3.6-71.  Nevada does not explain why that conservatism is insufficient to 

account for Nevada’s concerns" (our emphasis) – this is presumably a ‘cut-and-paste’ error, and 

should read canister rather than drip shield.  Assuming this correction, this statement 

demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of the basis of the contention, namely that there is 

good evidence that thin liquid films associated with deliquescent salts provide more corrosive 

conditions than bulk liquids, especially when the atmosphere is nominally dry (i.e. when the 

relative humidity, RH, is less than 100%).  As well as the available experimental evidence, there 
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are sound theoretical arguments why this should be the case; in the low RH conditions the liquid 

will be very highly concentrated and the thin film will provide very rapid diffusion of oxygen to 

the metal surface.  Thus the TSPA assumption of bulk liquid behavior "even when the [canister] 

is dry" is likely to be non-conservative, and Nevada does not, therefore, accept the correctness of 

the DOE statement (id. at 1037) that "Nevada has not shown that DOE underestimated the rate of 

corrosion for the waste canisters." 

DOE's factual disputation simply highlights the presence in this section of Nevada factual 

allegations and expert opinions, which is what is required to be there, in accordance with 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In Section 6, Nevada details the DOE SAR subsection which it claims fails to provide a 

realistic model of corrosion behavior and identifies the NRC regulations which this DOE 

proposed action fails to meet.  DOE again attempts to predicate the issue of "materiality" of the 

contention entirely on whether Nevada proves the precise change in TSPA dose calculations 

which its acceptance would result in.  DOE fails to recognize, as indicated in III.D. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada in 

this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections 

identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the 

conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more than a 

merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's 

contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-107 – ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF NITRATE 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE first objects to Section 4 of this contention contending it does not submit a material 

dispute.  On the contrary, Nevada carefully lays out the regulatory scheme applicable to the issue 

discussed in this contention (the loss of nitrate by electrochemical reaction) and the requisites of 

compliance for DOE which it has not met.  DOE ignores this compliance, and instead, makes a 

familiar series of arguments (such as on dose, uncertainty, and reasonable expectation) which are 

incorrect, irrelevant, and are not germane to the issue of the pleading requirements of this 

section.  Apparently, DOE fails to recognize that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not 

need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation 

of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased 

uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot 

be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as 

indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA 

contentions must be rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a 
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frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.K. 

above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE falsely makes the conclusory statement that Nevada has "failed to provide the 

requisite supporting facts, expert opinion, or references in support of its contention" (Answer at 

1042).  This inaccurate statement is promptly belied by DOE's admission (id.) that Nevada has in 

fact provided three affidavits of fact and opinion in support of this contention.  DOE goes on to 

disagree with the analysis and conclusions of those expert opinions, but that is a discussion 

concerning the merits and does not go to the issue of Nevada's presentation of alleged facts and 

opinions in this section as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  While a disputation on the 

merits is inappropriate at this time, Nevada provides the following information in an effort to 

avoid DOE's apparent misunderstanding of this contention.   

DOE states (Answer at 1042-43) "Nevada postulates that nitrate depletion may be greater 

in what Nevada describes as 'more realistic thin liquid films resulting from seepage or salt 

deliquescence' (id.), but Nevada does not refer to or describe any alternative test replicating such 

'think [thin] liquid films' to measure the rate of nitrate depletion."  This complaint is repeated (id. 

at 1043) "Nevada purports to compare the rates of consumption of nitrate by electrochemical 

reactions in bulk immersions versus 'thin liquid films resulting from seepage or salt 

deliquescence' (Petition at 573), but again it does not point to a single test or scholarly reference 

in support of its supposition."  This postulate is self-evident to anyone with scientific training, 

hence it was not considered necessary to introduce any supporting evidence – if the nitrate is 

depleted electrochemically at the metal surface, the rate of reduction of the nitrate concentration 
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will be proportional to the surface area of the metal, and inversely proportional to the volume of 

solution.  Thus, for a given area of metal the rate of reduction of nitrate concentration will go up 

as the volume of solution goes down.  Hence the rate of reduction of nitrate concentration in a 

thin liquid film will be much greater than in the large volume of solution in DOE’s test tanks. 

DOE then claims (Answer at 1043) that "Nevada says nothing more than it 'seems likely' 

– without reference to scholarly sources, expert opinion, or test reports – that seepage will 

'replenish' nitrate in some locations but not others.  Id.  That unsupported assertion is nothing 

more than unsubstantiated speculation."  Again this argument is self-evident, and it was not 

considered necessary to provide supporting evidence.  However, to explain further, drops will 

typically fall from a projection on the wall of the drift (such as the projecting ends of a rock 

bolt), and they will therefore fall on the same location on the canister each time.  Other than at 

the very top of the canister, the drop will then run down the outer surface of the canister, 

evaporating as it goes.  Where the drop falls the continual wetting and run-off will wash the 

surface of the canister, maintaining the nitrate concentration at a similar value to that in the 

falling drop.  However, as the drop evaporates, less and less washing will occur, so the lower 

regions will have much longer for the nitrate to react, and hence will attain a much lower nitrate 

concentration.  Similar effects will occur at the edge of the drop and where splashing wets 

regions adjacent to the drop. 

Subsequently, DOE complains (id.) "[n]or does it [Nevada] attempt to quantify or supply 

any data to make sense of what Nevada describes as a 'slow' reaction as opposed to a 'very long 

reaction,' or what it means by 'more aggressive solutions.'"  This demonstrates careless reading of 

the contention.  The contention accepts that the rate of consumption of nitrate by electrochemical 

reaction will be slow, but, as stated in the contention, the fact that nitrate causes the open-circuit 

potential to increase proves that nitrate does react.  The quantitative reaction kinetics are not 
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particularly significant, except in so far as the nitrate is not consumed so rapidly that it is 

depleted in the DOE bulk tests (which DOE is presumably not claiming, as it frequently takes 

credit for the inhibiting effect of nitrate), nor so slowly that significant reaction cannot occur in a 

thin layer of liquid in times of a few hundred years (if it were this slow, then it seems very 

unlikely that nitrate would influence the open-circuit potential).  The "long reaction" time of 

course relates to the long time that the repository is required to contain the waste and that is, 

therefore, available for corrosion.  As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may 

properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an 

unsworn argument of counsel.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In this section, Nevada identifies precisely the SAR subsection with which it takes issue 

and states the reasons why.  It also identifies the section of NRC regulations violated by DOE's 

proposed formulation.  This is what 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) requires.  DOE's continuing 

belaboring of its version of disputed fact issues is premature and is unrelated to the inquiry 

regarding content of Nevada's pleadings which is the subject at this stage.  Nevada incorporates 

here its limited discussion on the merits contained in Section 5 above.   

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, 

Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-108 – MOLTEN SALT CORROSION OF THE CANISTER  
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada explains in Section 4 the specific NRC regulatory provisions violated by DOE's 

proposed action and explains why.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate 

support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material 

issue.  Rather than focusing on the contention pleading requirements, DOE wanders afield into a 

variety of arguments (such as burden of proof on dose and reasonable expectation and 

uncertainty) it frequently makes which are incorrect and not relevant, particularly to the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).  Thus, DOE failed to apprehend, as indicated in 

III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a 

finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that 

TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance 

is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 

alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 
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argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In a conclusory statement which is blatantly incorrect, DOE states in this section that 

Nevada has failed to provide "supporting facts, expert opinion, or references" (Answer at 1051).  

DOE almost immediately backpedals and acknowledges that, indeed, Nevada has attached 

supporting affidavits by Morgenstein and Cottis in support of this contention.  Then, DOE goes a 

different direction and attacks the form of the affidavits.  As indicated in III.L. above, an expert 

opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not 

turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  After first denying and then admitting the 

existence of affidavits providing alleged facts and expert opinions, DOE proceeds to argue with 

and disagree with the content of those opinions.  This is premature and inappropriate at this 

stage, in which the presence or absence of alleged facts and opinions is what is in issue in 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  Nevada has fully complied with the requirements of that provision. 

Nevada would further explain in reply that it is acknowledged that this contention 

contains a misinterpretation of "Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System 

Performance Assessment: Analyses," ANL-WIS-MD-000027 REV 00 (03/06/2008), LSN# 

DEN001584824.  Specifically the latter reference is consistent with DOE’s quote (Answer at 

1053) ." . .they both transition to salt melts at approximately 300°C and > 400°C, respectively . . 

." but does not specify the transition temperatures.  As stated in the contention, "in SAR 

Subsection 2.3.6.4.4.1 it is assumed that localized corrosion of the Alloy 22 will not occur at 

temperatures above 120°C, and in SAR Subsection 2.3.6.5.2.1 only tests in liquid salt solutions 

up to a maximum temperature of 125°C are reported"; on the basis of these figures it was 
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concluded, incorrectly, that the transition temperature must be in the region of 120°C (otherwise 

there can be no justification for assuming that localized corrosion will not occur above 120°C).  

However, the contention is still valid in that the final clause of section 2 of the contention states 

"however, all of these assumptions ignore evidence that liquid phases (concentrated salt 

solutions or molten salts) that are capable of causing corrosion can be formed up to the 

maximum operating temperature expected and are liable to change the corrosion mechanism" 

(our emphasis). 

The references to the drip shield towards the end of section (e) (id.) are presumably a 

copy-and-paste error, and should have been changed to refer to the canister. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In accordance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi), Nevada explains its 

criticism, the SAR subsection criticized, and the NRC regulation offended by DOE's 

formulation.  This is what is contemplated to demonstrate a genuine dispute with DOE.  DOE 

acknowledges as much and disagrees with Nevada's opinions, discussing them rather denying 

their existence.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or 

opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE's 

answer to this contention argues the factual points made by Nevada in the contention presenting 

arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections identified by Nevada.  None of the 

information presented by DOE alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, 

DOE's response is nothing more than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-109 – MOLTEN SALT CORROSION OF THE DRIP SHIELD 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), Nevada illustrates that the issue in this 

contention (molten salt corrosion) is material to the findings NRC must make by articulating the 

specific NRC regulations not met by the proposed action described in the applicable parts of the 

SAR by DOE.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or 

opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  Instead of 

focusing on the requisites of a sufficient contention, DOE argues its familiar litany of irrelevant 

and incorrect arguments (such as reasonable expectation, dose, uncertainty, and its alleged 

compliance) in this section.  DOE apparently does not understand that, as indicated in III.A. 

above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 

possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 

alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; or as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 
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argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage.  

Nevada has provided the information required in this section.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada's Section 5 should contain a statement of alleged facts or expert opinions 

supporting its position.  10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  DOE erroneously and conclusively states 

that Nevada has failed to supply "supporting facts, expert opinion, or references" (Answer at 

1059).  DOE is wrong, and DOE admits it is wrong in two different ways.  First, DOE 

acknowledges (id.) that in fact Nevada attaches the affidavits of Morgenstein, Cottis, and Thorne 

containing facts and expert opinion in support of this contention.  Second, DOE goes on at length 

to factually dispute the accuracy of the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts.  This is a 

premature elocution of its factual position by DOE, but one that has nothing to do with Nevada's 

clear compliance with the prerequisites regarding the contents of this section.   

Nevada would also observe that it is acknowledged that this contention contains on a 

misinterpretation of "Features, Events, and Processes for the Total System Performance 

Assessment: Analyses," ANL-WIS-MD-000027 REV 00 (3/6/2008), LSN# DEN001584824.  

Specifically the latter reference is consistent with DOE’s quote (Answer at 1060) ." . .they both 

transition to salt melts at approximately 300°C and > 400°C, respectively . . ." but does not 

specify the transition temperatures.  As stated in SAR Subsection 2.3.6.4.4.1 it is assumed that 

localized corrosion of the Alloy 22 will not occur at temperatures above 120°C, and in SAR 

Subsection 2.3.6.5.2.1 only tests in liquid salt solutions up to a maximum temperature of 125°C 

are reported; on the basis of these figures it was concluded, incorrectly, that the transition 

temperature must be in the region of 120°C (otherwise there can be no justification for assuming 
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that localized corrosion of Alloy 22 will not occur above 120°C).  The handling of temperature 

effects for the drip shield is unclear in the SAR, but there is no evidence that the possibility of 

the presence of a liquid salt phase up to the maximum temperature expected has been considered.  

Consequently the contention is still valid in that the final clause of section 2 states "however, all 

of these assumptions ignore evidence that liquid phases (concentrated salt solutions or molten 

salts) that are capable of causing corrosion can be formed up to the maximum operating 

temperature expected and are liable to change the corrosion mechanism" (our emphasis). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Section 6 is required to contain a demonstration of a genuine dispute, together with 

appropriate references to the LA.  Nevada explains the dispute and cites not only the SAR 

section challenged, but the NRC regulation not met by DOE's proposed action.  Nevertheless, 

DOE disputes the accuracy of Nevada's position, while also departing on the tangent of again 

challenging Nevada's alleged failure to recalculate the precise dosage likely to be the consequent 

of the implementation of this contention on the TSPA.  As indicated in III.D. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; and as 

indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models.   

In both Sections 5 and 6, DOE's response painstakingly argues each and every point 

made by Nevada, presenting factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by 

Nevada's experts, but all of which constitute a disputation of merits, prematurely made.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-110 – ROCK BOLT CORROSION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE's desperate argument trying to exclude this contention from the scope of the 

proceeding is indicative of DOE's concern about its merit, which would be devastating to its 

position.  Specifically, the focus of Nevada's contention is the corrosion and failure of rock bolts 

providing ground support in the tunnels.  This could allow drift collapse before permanent 

closure which would in turn prevent drip shield installation, which is another DOE presumption 

whose success is prerequisite to meeting the objectives of 10 C.F.R. 63.  DOE argues that, 

regardless of how quickly the rock bolts deteriorate and potentially allow a blockage of the 

tunnel, this does not matter, and this is outside the scope of the proceeding because, by DOE's 

estimate, the impact of the corroding rock bolts would not be "significant."  Because of that 

conclusion by DOE, it asserts that it can simply exclude the deterioration of the rock bolts from 

any further consideration.   

DOE asserts that Nevada also has the burden of proof to show the impact of the 

deterioration of the rock bolts.  This turns upside down the burden of proof articulated in 10 

C.F.R. 63, in general, and in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a) and (b), in particular, where DOE  must 

persuade NRC it is avoiding unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public, or it cannot 

receive a license to construct the facility.  DOE has that burden of proof.  A phenomenon which 

DOE acknowledges to exist, which could preclude DOE carrying that burden, is obviously 
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within the scope of the proceeding.  DOE argues that Nevada should have the burden of proof 

and should perform the modeling required to ascertain the impact of rock bolt corrosion.  As 

indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In Section 4, Nevada identifies its dispute with DOE (failure of rock bolt ground support) 

and specifies the NRC regulatory provisions which have not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention.  While DOE does not deny that the rock bolts in the tunnel will 

deteriorate and the tunnel may collapse precluding installation of the drip shields (whose 

installation is relied upon substantially by DOE for compliance), DOE nonetheless argues that 

NRC's regulations do not contain "any basis for considering the ground support system to an 

engineered barrier that must be considered in the TSPA" (Answer at 1066).  DOE ignores 10 

C.F.R. § 63.113, which requires that the geologic repository be designed with proper 

consideration to the engineered barrier system working in combination with the natural barrier to 

limit radiological exposures.  Arguing that the ground support system is not part of an engineered 

barrier, DOE is effectively claiming that it alone may decide what aspects of the natural 

surroundings and what aspects of the manmade engineered environment should or should not be 

considered, no matter what their impact might be.  Accordingly, if DOE believes insertion of a 

drip shield will be beneficial to its position, it will assume (again beyond all reason) the safe and 

effective installation of drip shields.  On the other hand, if the rock bolts which will help hold up 

the entire tunnel may fail and the tunnels may collapse and preclude insertion of the drip shields 

in the first place, DOE says it can choose to ignore that, and say that the behavior of the rock 
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bolts is simply outside the scope of the proceeding.  This irrational approach is invalid and 

cannot be used by DOE to attempt to alter its burden of proof and place it upon Nevada.  DOE 

must either convincingly disprove the rock bolt deterioration phenomenon significantly affects 

its TSPA calculations, or it must include that phenomenon in its calculations.  Again, as 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE erroneously asserts that this contention "presents only unsupported arguments of 

counsel" (Answer at 1068).  DOE erroneously asserts that this contention "presents only 

unsupported arguments of counsel" (Answer at 1068).  DOE then acknowledges expert affidavits 

in support of the contention, but argues that they fall short of the requirements to provide 

conclusions "supported by reasoned bases."  Id.  In other words, DOE goes from denying the 

existence of expert opinion to simply arguing about its merits.  This is not the appropriate inquiry 

under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  DOE's lengthy but premature disputation of the correctness of 

the alleged facts and opinions provided by Nevada highlights their presence in the contention, 

rather than obviating it.   

Nevada would add that DOE states (Answer at 1069) "[i]t also does not explain or give a 

basis for its vague assertion that 'deposits of concentrated salt solutions. . . are liable to be 

formed'" Petition (at 585).  Thus, this basis is unfounded."  This assertion is essentially self-

evident – during the preclosure period the drift will be ventilated, and for much of the time this 

implies that the drift wall will be essentially dry.  However, some water percolation through the 

surrounding rock will still occur, and this will carry with it dissolved salts.  The rock bolts will 
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tend to act as a conduit for water, but as the drift wall is dry, this water will evaporate at some 

point down the rock bolt, leaving a concentrated salt solution in contact with the bolt. 

DOE claims (id.) that the contention "challenges only one of the three independent 

reasons given in the DOE report for concluding that 'SCC will probably not occur to friction-type 

rock bolts during the preclosure.'"  (LSN# DN2001087393 at 40).  The other DOE reasons are 

that: (1) the tensile stress in the friction type rock bolts is lower than the critical stress level to 

initiate cracks; and (2) for SCC to occur "it must have an aqueous environment containing 

chloride, which is not expected to exist for friction-type rock bolts at the emplacement drifts 

during the preclosure period.'  Id. at 34."  Item (2) of this list clearly is covered by this 

contention.  It is acknowledged that item (1) is not explicitly covered, but it is hazardous to rely 

on stress control alone to avoid stress corrosion cracking in relatively complex components with 

numerous stress-raisers and potential for the introduction of residual stresses during fabrication 

and installation. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As required in this section, Nevada provides an explanation of its genuine dispute with 

DOE together with specific references to the portions of the SAR being controverted, as well as 

references to the NRC regulatory provision not met by DOE's proposed action.  DOE continues 

its factual argument claiming again that Nevada's "assertions are unfounded."  As indicated in 

III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  Nevada has complied with 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.309(f)(1)(vi). 

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 
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subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-111 – HLW WASTE GLASS DISSOLUTION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada discusses in this section the provisions of NRC's regulations which DOE must 

meet, but fails to meet, in order for DOE to enable NRC to determine that there is a reasonable 

expectation that the materials described in the application can be disposed of without 

unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.  10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2).  Nevada 

discusses why DOE fails to meet each of several NRC regulatory provisions.  This is what is 

required in this subsection.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support 

in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  

Instead of making this its focus, DOE instead introduces several extraneous arguments which are 

incorrect, but more importantly are irrelevant in this section relating to dose, uncertainty, and 

reasonable expectation.  For example, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased 

uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot 

be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as 
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indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA 

contentions must be rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a 

frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; and as indicated in III.F. 

above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE 

models. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE here falsely states that "the contention does not reference any expert opinion" 

(Answer at 1074), but DOE quickly admits the contrary, allowing that Morgenstein and Thorne 

affidavits were provided to support this contention, but then proceeds to attack them because it 

disagrees with their conclusions.  DOE cautiously says "for the most part" the contention does 

not reference any documents other than the LA and DOE supporting documents.  Id.  Again, as 

long as Nevada identifies the references it addresses, it does not matter whether they were 

authored by DOE or some third party.  Presumably, since DOE is the proponent of the LA and 

the author of many of its supporting documents with which Nevada may take issue, citations to 

DOE documents are not surprising at all.  Nevada would note, however, that DOE also relies 

heavily in this contention on an article from the Journal of Archaeological Science (Petition at 

590).  Nevada's contention complies with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada articulates both the SAR subsection challenged by its contention as well as the 

NRC regulation not met by DOE's formulation.  It reiterates the focus of its dispute with DOE, 

specifically challenging the correctness of DOE's assumption that HLW borosilicate waste glass 
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degradation and radionuclide release rates can be congruently modeled with only orthosilicic 

acid controlling glass dissolution, claiming that more rapid modes of dissolution will occur.  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  In reply to this insipient dispute 

on the merits, Nevada reasserts that glass dissolution rates will be higher than those adopted by 

the DOE, because the DOE has chosen the slowest, most unrealistic and least defensible 

dissolution rate that was available to it. 

Boron, although one of the most rapid ions to be released, does not conservatively bound 

the dissolution rate of the glass itself as characterized by the DOE (Answer at 1076).  This DOE 

argument does not account for the gross error in using orthosilicic acid as a controlling parameter 

for radionuclide release.  One cannot correct one mistake relating to the disruption of the glass 

former and modifier bonds by suggesting that boron was used in a conservative way.  The DOE 

response lacks a fundamental understanding of glass dissolution and hydration.   

The DOE dissolution model is wrong, not representative of the service environment and 

as a consequence, the evolution of radionuclides from the glass waste form is underestimated and 

incorrect.  DOE's disputation of Nevada's facts and opinions does not eradicate them, but 

highlights the material dispute which Nevada has with DOE's model.  As indicated in III.F. 

above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE 

models.  DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-112 – HLW WASTE GLASS DEGRADATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In accordance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), Nevada demonstrates 

that this contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain by 

describing the particular NRC regulations violated by DOE but which are prerequisite to NRC's 

making a determination under 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a) that a construction license should be issued 

based on its determination that there will not be an unreasonable risk to the health and safety of 

the public based on the information provided by DOE.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada 

alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation 

always raises a material issue.  Instead of focusing its attention on the Section 4 contention 

pleading requirements, DOE addresses its laundry list of incorrect and irrelevant theories on a 

number of issues including reasonable expectation, uncertainty, complete assurance, dose, and 

asserting its own compliance with NRC requirements.  DOE thus does not apprehend that, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 
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and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated 

in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because 

DOE's TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage.  Nevada has complied with the requirements 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.309(f)(1)(iv). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE, in this section, falsely asserts "the contention does not reference any expert 

opinion" (Answer at 1081).  Subsequently, DOE admits that this contention is supported by 

expert opinions provided by experts Morgenstein and Thorne.  Then, DOE argues that "for the 

most part, the contention does not reference any documents other than" DOE documents.  Id.  

Again, there is no requirement that Nevada go beyond pointing out the deficient documents DOE 

is relying upon.  In fact, as DOE is the license applicant, that would be in no way unusual.  

However, the allegation is inaccurate inasmuch as DOE ignores the exceptional number of 

reference documents cited and relied upon (not generated by DOE but by third parties), 

discussed in detail in Nevada's Petition (at 596-98).  DOE's false claim that Nevada has not 

provided alleged facts, analyses, and opinions of expert witnesses should be rejected as totally 

false.  Nevada is in compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In Section 6, Nevada specifically identifies the genuine dispute it has with DOE and 

specifically references portions of the SAR challenged, as well as identifying the NRC regulation 
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violated by DOE's proposed action.  This establishes Nevada's compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(vi).  DOE engages in a factual dispute in this section attempting to challenge the 

weight of Nevada's expert opinions, but this is beyond the scope of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  

Nevada would point out that the fundamental characteristics of glass cooling fractures are poorly 

documented in the DOE literature ("Defense HLW Glass Degradation Model ANL-EBS-MD-

000016REV01F" (08/04/2003), LSN# DN2001053803 at 87-88).  It is totally unclear which 

DOE study is relied upon.  Nevertheless, this does not matter in practice, because the basic DOE 

exposure factor is intrinsically wrong, because it does not account for fracturing occurring from 

hydration-dissolution reactions.  The basic DOE argument only provides the assumed log 

cooling fracture net at canister breach.  Since the hydration process is geometric and ongoing, the 

overall surface area will dramatically change by increasing in a quadratic manner within a short 

time span.  The DOE has not provided a mechanistic rationale for determining the surface area of 

the glass contacted by water, as stated at the beginning of Section 5 of the original contention.  

Consequently, not only does Nevada have a serious dispute with the DOE, but it is quite clear 

that the DOE has underestimated radionuclide release rates because of an inadequate 

conceptualization of this process. 

As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE's response to this 

contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada in this contention, 

presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections identified by 

Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the conclusions 

reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more than a merits challenge 
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to the contention, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far 

exceed NRC requirements.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-113 – COMPETITIVE SORPTION IN THE UNSATURATED 
ZONE 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE admits in response to this section that both Sections 1 and 6 of Nevada's contention 

clearly state the nature of its criticism of DOE.  In fact, DOE restates its understanding of the 

contention as one that "DOE wrongly assumed that chromatographic effects will limit the 

competitiveness of mixtures of radionuclides and other cations and metals for sorption sites in 

the UZ" (Answer at 1085).  DOE itself explains its understanding of Nevada's rationale as to why 

DOE's assumption creates a problem, i.e., "competition between radionuclides and other 

components will decrease sorption, thereby increasing the speed of transport of radionuclides 

through the UZ and increasing dose to the RMEI."  Id.  DOE admits that this is "the issue raised 

in Paragraphs 1 and 6 of the contention."  Id.  Therefore, DOE has no complaint or 

misunderstanding about Nevada's statement of the issue in Section 1.  What it turns out DOE 

complains about is Nevada's reference in its Section 5 facts and opinions to some additional 

information.  This does not alter the clear statement of the issue of this contention and is no basis 

for a criticism of Section 1 by DOE. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As it is required to do by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), Nevada provides citations to the 

NRC provisions not met by DOE's planned proposed action and explains why they are not met.  
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As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE brings up a 

number of incorrect and irrelevant arguments found in almost all its contentions in this section 

relating to dose, uncertainty, and reasonable expectation.  Apparently, DOE does not recognize 

that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention 

would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 

and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated 

in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because 

DOE's TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage.  DOE attempts to shift the burden of proof regarding 

reasonable expectation of the avoidance of risk to the health and safety of the public by admitting 

(Answer at 1089) chromatographic effects will influence radionuclide transport, and then says it 

is somehow Nevada's fault that "Nevada does not quantify the exact measurement of those 

effects," a task which is DOE's responsibility as part of its demonstration of 10 C.F.R. 63 

compliance. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE challenges Nevada's compliance with Section 5 erroneously stating that "the 

contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 1090).  The fact of the matter is 

(and it is later admitted by DOE, id.) that this contention is supported by expert opinions offered 
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by Drs. Morgenstein, Shettel, Bath, and Thorne.  Then, having admitted this, DOE detours to 

questioning the form of the affidavits and disagreeing with the conclusions reached.  As to the 

form, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language 

from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  

With respect to DOE's disagreement with the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, that is a 

factual inquiry not appropriate for consideration at the contention pleading stage, but DOE 

continues this attack in Section 6 below.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada identifies the portions of the LA being controverted in this contention and 

supplies sufficient information to show there is a genuine dispute with DOE as contemplated by 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  DOE itself, in its analysis under this section, recognizes that the 

contention "criticizes DOE's consideration of chromatographic effects with respect to its analysis 

of radionuclide sorption and transport in the UZ" (Answer at 1090) and again that the contention 

"challenges the extent to which they [chromatographic effects] will influence transport in the 

UZ."  Id. at 1091.  DOE criticizes Nevada's experts for not performing calculations to pinpoint 

quantitative effect of the phenomenon which DOE does not deny exists.  Nevada does not have 

that responsibility, which is DOE's burden.  As indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.  DOE's 

discussion and disagreement with the conclusions of Nevada's experts, containing in Section 6, 

serves only to highlight the dispute rather than deny its exist.  DOE's response to this contention 

painstakingly argues each and every point made by Nevada in this contention, presenting factual 

arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR subsections identified by Nevada in the 

contention.  None of the information presented by DOE alters the conclusions reached by 
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Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more than a merits challenge to the 

contention, prematurely made.   

While a complete elocution of relevant facts is premature here, Nevada would point out 

that the phenomenon of chromatographic separation of mixtures of radionuclides (and other 

cations and metals) in the unsaturated zone relates to a dynamic flow of aqueous fluids in a 

fractured and porous medium.  The vast majority of DOE sorption experiments are static batch 

tests of a single radionuclide in one of two groundwater compositions without any aqueous 

metallic species representative of corrosion of the EBS.  The equilibrium modeling calculations 

that DOE (Answer at 1092) refers to (using PHREEQC software with results presented in SNL 

2007, Appendix A, ("Radionuclide Transport Models Under Ambient Conditions" (07/13/2007), 

LSN# DN2002466365) also implies a static isothermal batch-type situation.  The DOE has not 

performed a single dynamic (percolation)-type experiment with pairs or greater numbers of 

relevant radionuclides and metals that would validate their simplified treatment of the more 

realistic situation (a flowing dynamic case with multiple radionuclides and EBS-derived metals 

in solution) that would develop in the future after the waste canisters are breached and leaking 

waste.  Both very long-lived radionuclides, e.g. U-238, and aqueous metallic species originating 

from corrosion reactions would be present at much higher than tracer concentrations, so it cannot 

be argued that the concentrations present are sufficiently low as to limit competition for sorption 

sites.  It is noted that the DOE response on this point relates only to radionuclides and not to non-

radioactive species originating from corrosion.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention 

bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-114 – APPLICABILITY OF SORPTION DATA 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada's statement of the contention is clear, concise, and specific.  The DOE 

incorrectly assumes that this contention describes two separate issues (Answer at 1095).  This 

contention says that the DOE does not have an adequate experimental base to define the sorption 

characteristics of the upper and lower natural barriers, and in specific the Calico Hills formation.  

The DOE has no experimental foundation to take sorption credit for the Calico Hills formation.  

Thus, this contention focuses on the single issue of a lack of support for estimates of sorption, 

but in the context of different localities at Yucca Mountain, and concludes that the DOE does not 

have sufficient or adequate baseline data to take sorption credit.  This is a single focused issue. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In Section 4 of its contention, Nevada cites the specific regulations not satisfied by reason 

of the issue raised in the contention and explains why.  DOE in its criticism goes far afield 

raising a variety of arguments which are incorrect and which have nothing to do with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), such as dose, uncertainty, and reasonable 

expectation.  For example, DOE apparently does not recognize that, as indicated in III.A. above, 

Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 
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possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 

alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 

argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage; 

and finally, as indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or 

opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In this section, DOE falsely states that "the contention contains unsupported assertions of 

counsel; and the contention does not reference any expert opinions" (Answer at 1099).  In fact, 

as subsequently admitted by DOE (id.), Nevada provides several expert opinions to support this 

contention including those of Morgenstein, Shettel, and Bath.  Embarrassingly, DOE criticizes 

the reliance by Nevada's experts on what it calls "an undated, apparently unpublished 26-page 

paper."  Id.  In fact, DOE should note that LSN# NEV000000568 (Burns, R.G., Bowers, T.S., 

Wood, V.J., Blundy, J.D., and Morgenstein, M., "Reactivity of Zeolites Forming in Vitric Tuffs 

in the Unsaturated Zone at Yucca Mountain, Nevada" (1990), LSN# NEV000000568) is in fact 

published as a DOE document from a 1990 Adsorption Workshop, and therefore, is also to be 

found in DOE's own database, LSN# DN2001935873, at 77-90.  The entire paper concerns 

zeolite sorption issues related to Yucca Mountain and the full 26-page paper is pertinent to the 

issues addressed in this contention.  Therefore, the mode of citation used in the contention is 

appropriate and the DOE comments (Answer at 1099-1100) are not valid.  Nevada's contention is 

in full compliance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  DOE's disagreement 
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with the alleged facts and expert opinions offered by Nevada's experts is not relevant to the issue 

here, the sufficiency of Nevada's pleading to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(v). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In this section, Nevada restates the genuine dispute this contention represents with DOE, 

and identifies the specific references in the SAR which are being controverted, as well as the 

NRC regulations not met by DOE's proposed action in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(vi).  DOE's answer spends seven pages (Answer at 1101-07) criticizing almost every 

aspect of the alleged facts and opinions asserted by Nevada's experts.   

Nevada declines to enter into a detailed premature disputation of its position on the 

merits, although it feels constrained to point out that DOE defends the use of crushed tuff in 

sorption experiments by citing SAR 2.3.8.2.1 where the Yucca Mountain tuffs are said to have a 

high surface area.  Id. at 1101.  The concept of surface area is only partially valid for nonwelded 

tuffs.  Furthermore, it does have relevance to the issue of zeolite crystal orientation within 

transport pathways, which is the key experimental issue in this contention.  It would have to be 

shown by the DOE that clinoptilolite crystal-face growth orientation in "high surface area tuffs" 

results in the same crystal facial exposures as in crushed tuff columns.  DOE has not provided an 

empirical in situ basis to justify the use of crushed columns for Kd determination in the DOE 

cited document ("Yucca Mountain Site Description; 169734.pdf" (04/01/2004), LSN# 

DN2002481434, Section 5.3.3.2 at 5-65) as stated in the DOE answer (id. at 1101-02).   Rather, 

the discussion provided below illustrates the problematic nature of the experimental work that 

has been performed: 
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Over the last 25 years, several sets of radionuclide batch sorption experiments 
have been run, mostly at LANL.  A similar procedure was used in all cases.  The 
experiments were performed at room temperature and either under atmospheric 
conditions or inside glove boxes with a carbon dioxide overpressure.  Generally, 
one gram of crushed rock (usually the 75-500 µm fraction) was added to 20 mL 
groundwater.  Two groundwaters were used.  J-13 water was pumped from a 
volcanic unit, the Topopah Spring Tuff, while UE-25 p#1 water is pumped from a 
carbonate aquifer.  The pH values for the J-13 and p#1 waters under atmospheric 
conditions were approximately 8.5 and 9, respectively; inside the glove boxes, the 
pH was 7 (Triay, et al. 1997 [DIRS 100422]).  

(DN2002481434, Section 5.3.3.2.1 at 5-66). 

First, limited saturated zone groundwater compositions were utilized so that all of the 

batch column experiments are valid only for the saturated zone.  J-13 is a valid saturated zone 

composition, but the p-well, high carbonate waters are defined very sketchy at best.  This 

composition really does not make any sense in sorption experimentation.  Next, the claim that 

the 75-500 µm size fraction is representative of the sorbing mineral fraction exposure in the 

natural Topopah Spring Tuff is not demonstrated with empirical data from in situ conditions.  

Finally, the DOE (id. at 1106-07) fails to show how sorption data from Topopah Spring Tuff can 

be used to infer sorption parameters in the Calico Hills formation.  It is not credible that each 

formation has the same sorption characteristics, and DOE has nowhere so proven. 

In summary of this topic, Nevada finds that the DOE has not at all demonstrated that 

crushed column experiments, with or without the questionable DOE claim that Yucca Mountain 

Tuffs have "high surface area of the intact rock" (id. at 1101), which, as a group of rocks, they do 

not have.  There are poorly welded and nonwelded tuffs that have relatively high surface areas of 

exposure; but, even in these rocks, if channel transport occurs, the "high surface area" is thereby 

modified and the issue of zeolite orientation is a valid operative transport parameter.  For welded 

tuffs the "high surface areas" are complete wishful thinking.  The DOE has been remiss in its 

characterization of sorption for a litany of reasons, including and certainly not limited to those 
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discussed in this contention.  The fine work of Rundberg (1987) on alkali and alkaline-earth 

elements as cited by the DOE (id. at 1102) for wafer experiments does not address radionuclide 

sorption in zeolites, clays and oxyhydroxides, but can be utilized to characterize surface 

precipitation and dead-end micro-fracture retardation.  Further, the NRC concern as cited by the 

DOE (id.) that using crushed tuff to evaluate Kd values could "inject a nonconservative bias" due 

to more active sorption sites that might be present is also a very valid concern for the highly 

welded tuffs.  Neither, the highly welded tuffs nor the poorly or unwelded tuffs have been 

appropriately characterized by the DOE.  It is however, most important that the poorly welded 

tuffs be characterized because these are the tuffs that will see transporting radionuclides and have 

the capacity to provide some retardation.  DOE has chosen not to obtain empirical data regarding 

this process.  It would have been valuable for the DOE to actually collect water chemistry 

samples in each saturated zone formation and to have experimented with those water 

compositions and those rocks.  They did not. 

The DOE claims (id. at 1102-03) to have considered competing ions in solution and cites 

the following as evidence of this: 

Specifically, experiments on sorption in crushed tuff consider potential effects of 
competing ions by including both a relatively dilute groundwater (J-13) and a Ca-
Mg-carbonate-rich groundwater (p#1). 

In addition to this over-simplification and distortion of what requires to be studied, the 

DOE further cites modeling calculations that include variations in groundwater compositions, 

among other parameters as evidence of consideration of competing ions during sorption.  The 

issue of competing ions during sorption cannot be addressed by utilizing ridiculous groundwater 

compositions such a p#1 that have no site-specific bearing on transport in the saturated zone.  

Evolving from the waste canisters will be a plume of radionuclides and other ions that, in part, 

will separate, and in part, will travel together towards the accessible environment.  Those 
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radionuclides traveling together will, in part, compete with one another for sorption sites – for 

example, in the super cage of clinoptilolite.  These radionuclides will also compete with other 

ions in the environment, including ions already filling the sorption sites in the transport pathway.  

Nevada charges that the DOE has not adequately considered competing ions, and as evidenced 

by the DOE response to this charge (id.), this charge appears to be correct. 

The DOE also claims conservative data use with respect to Kd values.  Id. at 1103-06.  

Yet, only one valid saturated zone water composition has been utilized, and there are no in situ 

data, or competing ion data, or data for the vadose zone.  The DOE has not been pragmatic in its 

approach to determining Kd values; rather, the data have been collected without site specificity, 

and without mimicking transport characteristics such as aqueous chemistry and pathway rock 

characteristics.  The DOE data collected are not representative of Yucca Mountain transport 

conditions along the likely groundwater transport pathway.  The attempt to suggest that these 

data are of value because they (by crush column exposure) average both low and high Kd values 

presupposes that the high values obtained are plausible in the real world environment.  The 

actual experiments provide no such information.  True, the values are averaged, but also they are 

not tied to the real world, and therefore, are not as the DOE claims – conservative.  They are not 

pragmatic.  Rather, the DOE sorption data specifically provides a (non-bounding) narrow 

understanding of tuff-mineral/rock retardation behavior for one element at a time, under J-13 

aqueous conditions, in a transport regime of ground-up Yucca Mountain tuff of 75 to 500 

micrometers grain-size with an unspecified sorting coefficient (thus variable surface area).  This 

is what the DOE considers to be representative of radionuclide transport from the waste canister 

to the accessible environment.  Nevada concurs with the NRC- NUREG-1804 (as cited by the 
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DOE) (id. at 1105), but would not be as bold as the DOE is in suggesting that the NRC 

pragmatic approach condones the use of any data as long as you label it "conservative."   

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, 

Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-115 – MATRIX DIFFUSION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada's statement of its contention is specific and based upon DOE's answer is 

understood by DOE.  Contrary to DOE's suggestion, the contention does not raise two issues as 

claimed by the DOE (Answer at 1108).  Rather, the contention solely raises the issue that matrix 

diffusion, as calculated by the DOE, ignores basic hydrologic-hydrogeologic event-related issues 

of percolation, and thereby the DOE has greatly over-estimated the role of matrix diffusion in the 

vadose zone.  Nevada claims that pulsed storm event percolation creates authigenic mineral 

precipitates along the transport pathways, gives rise to dryout conditions, focuses pulsed vadose 

water in larger concentrations than the DOE admits, and is, therefore, important to the issue of 

quantifying matrix diffusion.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has specifically cited the NRC regulation that has not satisfied by reason of the 

issue raised in the contention and explained why it is material to the findings NRC must make to 

grant a license in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).  As indicated in III.K. above, 

Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE introduces a number of rambling, irrelevant, and 

incorrect arguments inapposite to this section, relating to uncertainties, assurance, reasonable 

expectation, responsibility for calculating dose, and DOE's alleged compliance with NRC 
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regulations.  DOE apparently does not understand that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable 

expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions 

alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and 

uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. 

above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose 

standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA 

models to replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that 

Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage.  

Nevada's identification of regulations violated and concomitant materiality of its contention is 

provided in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE's criticism of Nevada with respect to Section 5 compliance is groundless.  DOE 

begins with the utterly false statements that "the contention contains only unsupported assertions 

of counsel; and the contention does not reference any expert opinions" (Answer at 1112).  DOE 

is forced to quickly backpedal on that position and admit, in fact, Nevada has submitted multiple 

expert opinions in support of this contention, including those of Morgenstein, Bath, and Thorne.  

Id.  Then, DOE changes direction and attacks the form and content of the affidavits, failing to 

recognize that, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel.  Nevada's statement of alleged facts and its expert opinions are sufficient, and DOE's 
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attacks on their form and content are premature and irrelevant to Nevada's compliance with 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
In this section, Nevada identifies the specific SAR reference being controverted and 

defines its dispute with DOE in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  DOE argues that 

Nevada does not sufficiently specify "the ramifications" of DOE's errors.  It is DOE, not Nevada, 

which has the burden of proof to establish compliance with every aspect of 10 C.F.R. 63 in order 

to secure from NRC a determination that it has complied therewith and that it has proven there is 

no unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public, under 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a).  DOE 

prematurely attempts in this section to dissect the Nevada expert opinions and point out flaws in 

their rationale.  The contention explains the manner in which DOE overestimates matrix 

diffusion, detailing DOE's rationale for insisting its position is the correct one, and characterizing 

Nevada's position as speculation, wherever the two part company.   

Nevada considers that imbibing water to the matrix from a transporting fracture is slower 

during matrix saturation than if the matrix was dry.  Further, the imbibing process in either case 

has to be slower than the pulsed gravity driven fracture flow-percolation occurring from a storm 

event.  Since the DOE does not utilize individual storm events, it fails to represent the actual 

characteristics of vadose water transport.  Only once radionuclides are imbibed into the matrix 

does matrix saturation enhance the diffusive process.  Thus, DOE has missed the basic point of 

the contention.  It is about moving material into the matrix from a gravity driven fracture flow 

event, not about transport once that material is in the matrix. 

The issue of the DOE being conservative or not with respect to infiltration is not a topic 

of relevance to this contention.  Infiltration estimates as described in SAR Section 2.3.1, as cited 
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by the DOE, have little value with respect to the issue of individual infiltration events.  In fact, 

there is no focused discussion by the DOE (id. at 1114) on the topic of infiltration events.  The 

Nevada concern is on pulsed infiltration event conditions not on averaged or simulated data. 

Nevada does not claim that the vadose zone flow will be controlled by thin film transport.  

The DOE is misguided if this is their impression (id. at 1115).  Nevada does suggest that after the 

bulk of a storm event passes, thin film flow along fracture surfaces can provide a "slow transit 

time" for imbibing radionuclides into a matrix from an active-open transporting fracture.  

Nevada suggests that over 99.99% of the transporting radionuclides must be transported in the 

fast flowing pulsed flow, and these radionuclides never see the rock matrix, and do not play a 

role in diffusion.  Nevada suggests that during the transport process only very small quantities of 

radionuclides will be present in the thin skin and some of these radionuclides can and probably 

will imbibe into the matrix.  Although, this process is significant with respect to diffusion, it is 

insignificant with respect to radionuclide retardation because only very small concentrations of 

radionuclides will get into the matrix and then diffuse into either dead end space or into another 

transporting fracture.  So that even if the radionuclides make it to the matrix, there is no 

information available as to the degree of retardation provided by this process.   

The DOE suggests that the footwalls of open fractures and floors of lithophysal cavities 

are the primary locations for authigenic mineral deposition based upon USGS field data.  Id. at 

1115-17.  Nevada does not take issue with the studies cited by the DOE.  In fact, they actually 

suggest that authigenesis occurs in spatial areas that see the accumulation of vadose water which 

then evaporates.  Nevada agrees.  Fracture footwalls see transporting fracture flow, and as this 

contention states, it is in areas such as these along fracture surfaces that pore space, micro-

fractures, and other voids become filled with authigenic minerals.  It is this same spatial 
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geometry that transporting radionuclides must pass by during transport, and it is the same 

geometry that the DOE suggests will accept radionuclides and accounts for radionuclide 

diffusion.  The DOE has provided in its answer by reference agreement with this contention, and 

therefore admits to error in its License Application.  To review the overall argument, Nevada 

claims that pulsed storm event percolation creates authigenic mineral precipitates along the 

transport pathways that clog tuff pore and fracture spaces, and therefore, limit imbibitions of 

radionuclides into the wall rock during transport in the vadose zone. 

The DOE charges (id. at 1116) that Nevada fails to recognize field observations of tracer 

tests from Alcoves 1 and 8 ("Analysis of Alcove 8/Niche 3 Flow and Transport 

Tests"(08/31/2006), LSN# DN2002286487 – incorrectly cited by the DOE as LSN# 

DN200226487) and LSN# DN2002286487, Section 6 (as cited by the DOE).  However, Nevada 

examined these and other studies cited in the DOE Answer to NEV-SAFETY-115, and found 

that the tracer tests did not require that matrix diffusion had to be increased to match the 

observed tracer tests.  Rather, the relevant document (DN2002286487, Section 6.4.1 at 6-42) 

states: 

It needs to be emphasized that the above discussion is valid only if the 
enhancement of the effective matrix diffusion coefficient is a result of the 
simplification of flow path geometry.  In this case, the degree of the observed 
enhancement depends on the degree of flow-path geometry considered in a model 
used to interpret the corresponding results.  If the complexity is fully captured in 
an interpretation model, the enhancement should disappear.  Therefore, the 
finding regarding the enhancement of the effective matrix diffusion coefficient 
(reported in this study) needs to be discussed or evaluated within the context of 
the UZ modeling approach and parameters used.  This argument is supported by a 
recent study by Neretnieks and Moreno (2003 [DIRS 176478]).  They noted that 
matrix diffusion coefficient values much larger than the lab data were needed to 
match the results of tracer tests conducted at Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory in 
previous studies.  Based upon transmissivity measurements in five boreholes at 
the test site, they concluded that there were many more conductive fractures than 
those assumed in previous studies.  By including these new fractures in their 
model, they were able to reasonably reproduce the tracer test results with matrix 
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diffusion coefficient values measured from the rock matrix samples.  In other 
words, because they were able to realistically capture the flow path geometry 
(related to fracture-matrix interaction) in their model, the enhancement of 
effective matrix diffusion disappears.   

The enhancement of the effective matrix diffusion coefficient may be related to its 
potential scale dependence as suggested by Liu, et al. (2004 [DIRS 169948]).  
Based on estimates of effective matrix diffusion coefficient from a number of test 
sites, Liu, et al. (2004 [DIRS 169948]) indicated that the coefficient might be 
scale dependent and increase with test scale, and also acknowledged that many 
uncertainties might exist in the estimates of the coefficient used in their study. 

Consequently, the tracer tests do not support enhanced matrix diffusion, as envisioned in 

DOE's response (Answer at 1116-17), and therefore since the DOE has not raised a single 

objection to this contention that has technical support we reiterate that the DOE over relies on 

matrix diffusion for radionuclide retardation.   

Nevada is not herein attempting to set out its full position on the merits, as DOE seems to 

be doing.  DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention (Answer at 1112-19), presenting factual arguments allegedly supported 

by the same SAR subsections identified by Nevada in the contention. None of the information 

presented by DOE alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's 

response is nothing more than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As 

indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-116 – SATURATED ZONE REDOX CONDITIONS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In Section 4 of this contention, Nevada has identified the specific NRC regulations which 

have not been satisfied by reason of the issue raised in the contention, as required by 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(iv).  As Nevada points out in Section 4, DOE's failures to meet the cited subsections 

prevent a determination by NRC under 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2) that there is a reasonable 

expectation the materials described in the application can be disposed of without unreasonable 

risk to the health and safety of the public.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with 

adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a 

material issue.  DOE spends the entirety of this section making arguments on irrelevant subjects, 

the same ones raised in almost every single section of DOE's answer to every contention, relating 

to reasonable expectation, uncertainty, assurance, responsibility for calculating dose, and DOE's 

assertion of its own compliance with NRC regulations.  In so arguing, DOE fails to recognize, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's 

argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because 

complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, 
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and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA 

contentions would violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; and finally, as 

indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected 

because DOE's TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage.  Nevada compliance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.309(f)(1)(iv) is sufficient notwithstanding DOE's unrelated arguments on the merits.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As is anticipated in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), Nevada provides in Section 5 of its 

contention a statement of the facts, supported by expert opinion, to support its contention.  DOE 

falsely states that "the contention contains only unsupported assertions of counsel; and the 

contention does not reference any expert opinion" (Answer at 1123).  DOE is forced to admit this 

is not true, subsequently acknowledging that Nevada has attached the affidavits of Shettel and 

Bath "which purportedly provide expert opinions to support this contention."  Id.  While DOE 

incorrectly criticizes the form of Nevada's supporting affidavits, Nevada's compliance here is 

more than adequate.  As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly 

incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn 

argument of counsel.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In this section, Nevada appropriately specifically references the portion of the LA being 

controverted and pointedly states the nature of its dispute with DOE as anticipated by 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  For its part, DOE continues in Section 6 to disagree with the opinions of 
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Nevada's experts and accuses them of "imprecise reading" of DOE documents.  Id. at 1124-1125.  

Elsewhere, DOE cites documents of its own and suggests that Nevada fails to "directly" 

contravene this analysis.  Id. at 1125.  DOE's expectable disagreement with the alleged facts and 

expert opinions offered by Nevada do not negate the existence of a material dispute, but confirm 

it.   

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, 

Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-117 – RADIONUCLIDE SORPTION IN THE SATURATED 
ZONE 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has identified the several NRC regulations which have not been satisfied by 

reason of the issue raised in the contention which are thus material to the findings NRC must 

make in order to license Yucca Mountain under 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2), since NRC may 

authorize repository construction only if it determines that there is reasonable expectation that 

the materials described in the application can be disposed of without unreasonable risk to the 

health and safety of the public.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate 

support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material 

issue.  DOE uses this section to air out a list of grievances unrelated to Nevada's compliance with 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), including changing the burden on reasonable expectation and 

calculation of dose and the issues of uncertainty, assurance, and DOE's alleged compliance with 

NRC procedures.  DOE apparently does not understand that, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable 

expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions 

alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and 
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uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. 

above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose 

standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA 

models to replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that 

Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage.  

Nevada's contention meets the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE's brief comment about Nevada's Section 5 untruthfully states "the contention 

contains only unsupported assertions of counsel; and the contention does not reference any 

expert opinions" (Answer at 1129-30).  DOE quickly backs off and admits that Nevada's Petition 

actually attaches affidavits by Drs. Shettel, Morgenstein, and Thorne containing expert opinions 

supporting the contention.  Then, DOE turns a different direction and attacks the form of those 

affidavits.  As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel.  DOE also criticizes the predictable focus of Nevada's experts on critiquing the 

documents and conclusion of DOE, rather than focusing on reports of third parties.  Where, as 

here, DOE is the proponent of the LA and bears the burden of proving every aspect of 

compliance with every aspect of 10 C.F.R. 63, it is entirely expectable that many contentions 

will be focused on the frailties of DOE's documentation and analyses.  This does nothing to alter 

Nevada's compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v). 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
In Section 6, Nevada has identified its dispute with DOE and identified the references to 

the portions of the LA being controverted.  For its part, DOE continues to go back and criticize 

statements made in Nevada's expert opinions in prior sections of the contention.  DOE's purpose 

is apparently to argue against the existence of a disputed issue, but in fact, its lengthy diatribe 

does nothing but confirm its existence.  While DOE launches a broadside criticism of Nevada's 

expert input, it is first appropriate to note that the DOE Answer (at 1126-32) does not challenge 

any of the technical arguments or conclusions set out in the Petition (at 620-25).  Thus, five 

pages of detailed technical material showing deficiencies in the DOE experimental program is 

not challenged nor are any of the citations to that work challenged as incorrect or inappropriate.  

Thus, DOE is incorrect in stating (Answer at 1130) that this contention contains only 

unsupported speculation.  The only support that DOE can assert for this is that Nevada qualifies 

some of its conclusions with words such as "potential," "potentially," "may" and "it is often the 

practice" (id. at 1130-31, emphasis in original).  However, the context in which these words are 

used clarifies their meaning. 

The word "potential" is used in the Petition (at 619).  This states, in part, that "The 

experimental data upon which the LA relies for its analysis of radionuclide sorption in the 

saturated zone is deficient. . .[because]. . .the LA relies upon experimental data from sorption 

experiments in which the initial concentration was above the radionuclide solubility limit. . . 

without addressing potential complications arising from precipitation and surface precipitation."  

Thus, the statement is clear that a deficiency exists and arises because the DOE has failed to 

investigate potential experimental complications that a competent scientist should have 
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recognized.  It is highly likely that such complications existed, but this cannot be confirmed or 

refuted, because the DOE made no attempt to investigate them. 

The use of "potentially" in the Petition (at 622) is similar.  It is then followed by a 

detailed analysis of information for americium and the overall conclusion following from this is 

the unequivocal statement that "[t]he use of such experimental data is not appropriate to the 

determination of sorption."  It should be noted specifically that this conclusion is not 

unsubstantiated, but is informed by a detailed analysis of DOE’s own data. 

The use of "may" occurs in the phrase (at 622-623) "[f]ine material that would be 

removed by a fine filter may pass through a coarser filter."  This is clearly an appropriate usage, 

as the result depends on the particle size distribution and the mesh size of the coarser filter.  This 

general sentence is followed by a detailed discussion of the experimental data summarized by 

"[t]hus, the definition of the dissolved radionuclide concentration has not been adequately 

quantified or defined.  This is a major shortcoming in the work" (Petition at 623).  DOE does not 

contradict this conclusion. 

The phrase "it is often the practice" is contained (at 624) in "it is often the practice to 

carry out phase separation by more than one method. . .[t]he degree to which the phase 

separation method has affected the results cannot be determined because DOE has made no such 

comparisons."  This clearly shows that the results cannot be relied upon because of experimental 

limitations. 

The overall conclusion in this contention (Petition at 625) is that "[i]n summary, the 

sorption data that are relied upon by DOE are not based upon sound experimental protocols and 

are inadequately reported.  Thus, they cannot be used in radionuclide transport calculations for 
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evaluating dose to the RMEI."  This establishes that the entire set of TSPA calculations that has 

been undertaken to date is rendered invalid. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-118 – ESTIMATION OF UNCERTAINTIES IN SOIL-TO-
PLANT TRANSFER FACTORS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE, whether knowingly or unknowingly, misses the point of this contention, and in so 

doing, incorrectly suggests that it is "outside the scope of this proceeding" (Answer at 1113).  

DOE argues accurately that there is no prohibition in the NRC regulations against its relying on 

secondary sources.  This misses the point of Nevada's contention which is directed at the method 

in which DOE uses these secondary literature sources, and which Nevada challenge is not 

addressed by DOE's response.  Certainly the issues of soil-to-plant transfers and DOE's 

accounting for the parameter values in connection therewith (the true focus of Nevada's 

contention) falls within the scope of the proceeding, since it ties directly to DOE's compliance 

with the applicable portions of 10 C.F.R. 63 cited by Nevada in its Section 4.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has demonstrated that this contention is material to the findings NRC must make 

to license Yucca Mountain in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).  Nevada appropriately 

cites the specific NRC regulations which have not been satisfied by reason of the issue raised in 

this contention by DOE, and explains why this failure precludes NRC authorizing construction of 

a repository since DOE is not able to prove (nor NRC to determine) that there is a reasonable 

expectation the materials described in the application can be disposed of without unreasonable 
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risk to the health and safety of the public (in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2)).  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  This is the essence of the scope 

and purpose of the hearing herein.  DOE uses Section 4 to randomly assert some of its favorite, 

boilerplate arguments which are incorrect and irrelevant to this contention and to this proceeding.  

These relate to DOE's viewpoints on who has the burden on reasonable expectation and 

calculation of dose, as well as DOE's attempt at self-exoneration based on uncertainties, 

assurance, and its alleged NRC compliance.  DOE's usual argument about its ability to rely on its 

flawed models in this section is incredible almost to the point of humorous, quoted, infra.  Thus, 

DOE apparently fails to acknowledge, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; 

as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased 

uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot 

be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; and as 

indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected 

because DOE's TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage. 

With respect to its flawed model, DOE fails to accept that, as indicated in III.F. above, 

Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.  

Instead, DOE incredible stands by its flawed model and says that nothing more is required of it:  

"The mere fact that a model may not provide completely accurate results or does not 

provide an exact representation of the actual conditions is not a sufficient basis for 
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rejecting the model" (Answer at 1136, emphasis added).  DOE suggests that somehow the 

model that does not represent actual conditions or yield accurate results is not "inconsistent with 

the reasonable expectation standard."  Id.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada has provided an explanation of alleged facts and expert opinions in support of its 

position in this contention in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  DOE's brief and 

conclusory criticism is simply false.  DOE thus states that "the contention contains unsupported 

assertions of counsel; and the contention does not reference any expert opinions" (Answer at 

1137).  However, DOE promptly acknowledges in the next breath that Nevada's Petition does 

have an expert affidavit supporting it.  Then, DOE criticizes the form of the affidavit, apparently 

denying the principle, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly 

incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn 

argument of counsel.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada provides ample information to show a genuine dispute with DOE and references 

the portions of the LA being controverted in its Section 6, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(vi).  DOE spends five pages disputing the Nevada claims and the Nevada expert 

opinions.  This actually demonstrates the genuine issue existing, rather than denying its 

existence.  While reluctant to prematurely discuss the merits, some further explanation may 

illustrate DOE's failure to understand the thrust of Nevada's contention here.   

The DOE Answer (at 1138-41) completely mischaracterizes the Nevada contention.  

Throughout, the DOE Answer is directed to defending the use of secondary literature sources.  
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Nevada agrees that secondary literature sources are an important source of information.  

However, the contention relates to the specific use to which those literature sources have been 

put.  Thus, having stated what literature sources were used, the Petition (at 629) states that 

"[t]hese documents are all secondary sources and are not independent, as they make use of a 

common body of knowledge in the primary literature."  The Petition makes two challenges to the 

use of these secondary literature sources, neither of which is addressed in the DOE Answer.  The 

first of these challenges is that the "various authors of the secondary reviews. . .did not have the 

specific semi-arid agricultural conditions of Amargosa Valley in mind when they undertook their 

reviews" (Petition at 630) and that "[a]lthough the authors made some attempt to correct for this 

bias, they did so only on the basis of the secondary reviews and not by reference to the primary 

literature."  Id.  This is a substantial challenge because the secondary reviews generally only 

contain summary information and do not given details of the experimental and field conditions 

under which the listed data values were obtained.  Furthermore, in the secondary reviews, the 

data are often only presented as summary statistics over multiple studies, so the details of the 

individual studies on which they are based are not available without checking the primary 

literature sources.  Thus, there is no way of knowing how the data summarized in the secondary 

reviews should be modified for application to semi-arid conditions without going back to the 

primary literature inputs and re-evaluating them.  For example, data from plant types or varieties 

that do not thrive well in semi-arid conditions, even with intensive irrigation, would need to be 

given low weight, whereas data for plant types adapted to drier climates would be given greater 

weight. 

The second challenge relates to the statistical manipulation of the data from the 

secondary reviews.  As the Petition explains (at 630), the DOE approach of "treatment of the 
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results of the reviews as if they were independent data is not legitimate."  Here the challenge is 

that the probability density functions derived by the DOE for use in the post-closure safety 

assessment do not have any statistical legitimacy. 

The DOE should not have been under any misapprehension that this issue of statistical 

legitimacy is the main thrust of the contention.  The final paragraph of Section 5 (Petition at 630-

31) states: 

In summary, the approach to analyzing the data on soil to plant transfer factors 
provides results that do not have a statistically well-defined interpretation.  
Characterization of the results obtained by reference to a GM and GSD implies 
that an underlying lognormal distribution exists and this is the assumption that has 
been carried forward into performance assessments.  Not only is this not the case, 
but the analysis presented makes no reference to the uncertainty and variability in 
the primary data, but only to the variability in some authors’ judgments as to the 
interpretation of those primary data. 

The influence of this last point can be shown by reference to an extreme example.  Say 

that for some quantity the primary data have values of 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9.  If there are three 

secondary reviewers who all have access to these primary data and give each data value equal 

weight, they will all conclude that the arithmetic mean value is 5.  In this case, the DOE would 

take the common mean estimate of 5 and would conclude that this is known without uncertainty, 

because its distribution is determined by the variabilities in the authors’ judgments and not the 

variability in the underlying data. 

If the post-closure performance assessment was deterministic and used only best 

estimates of parameter values, this statistically inappropriate use of the secondary reviews would 

matter less.  However, the post-closure performance assessment undertaken by the DOE is 

probabilistic in nature and the results obtained are determined by the probability density 

distributions of uncertain quantities and not by a point value selected from each probability 
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density distribution.  Hence the failure to characterize those probability density distributions 

correctly will have a direct impact on the results of the assessment. 

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, 

Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-119 – ESTIMATION OF UNCERTAINTIES IN ANIMAL 
PRODUCT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada's criticism of SAR Subsection 2.3.10.3 and similar subsections relating to the 

source of animal product transfer coefficients used in the LA is wholly within the scope of the 

proceeding as it relates to DOE's ability to comply with the requisites of 10 C.F.R. 63, and 

particularly to make the showings of compliance therewith prerequisite to an NRC determination 

under 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2) that there is a reasonable expectation the materials described in the 

application can be disposed of without unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.  

In attempting to suggest this contention represents "an impermissible collateral attack on NRC's 

regulations" (Answer at 1143), DOE either intentionally or unintentionally totally 

misunderstands the focus of the Nevada contention (see Section 6 below for a more detailed 

discussion of DOE's mischaracterization.)   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In Section 4, Nevada appropriately identifies the NRC regulation which has not been 

satisfied by reason of the issue raised in the contention and explains why.  As indicated in III.K. 

above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  DOE raises several irrelevant arguments here 

which have nothing to do with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), relating to dose, 
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uncertainty, and reasonable expectation.  Thus, DOE fails to recognize that, as indicated in III.A. 

above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that TSPA 

contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected because complete assurance is not 

possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; and as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards; as indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no obligation to identify 

alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; and as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's 

argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contention stage.  

In Section 4, DOE incorrectly attempts to change the burden of proof in this proceeding, stating 

"Nevada is required to demonstrate that the resolution of this issue would prevent the NRC from 

finding that there is a reasonable expectation that the materials can be disposed of without 

reasonable risk to the health and safety of the public" (Answer at 1146), when obviously it is 

DOE who has the burden of proof with respect to each and every aspect of compliance with 10 

C.F.R. 63.  DOE undertakes (id. at 1146) a discussion of the merits of Nevada's contention which 

will be addressed, along with DOE's continuing argument about the merits in Section 6 below. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE's false and conclusory allegations with respect to Nevada's compliance with 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) must be corrected.  DOE misstates that "the contention contains 

unsupported assertions of counsel; and the contention does not reference any expert opinions" 

(Answer at 1147).  DOE then recants this position and acknowledges that there is expert opinion 

offered in support of this contention (id.) and then turns its attention to criticizing the form of 
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that affidavit not recognizing that, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may 

properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an 

unsworn argument of counsel.  DOE goes on to criticize the fact that Nevada spends more time 

criticizing DOE's SAR and supporting documents than it does introducing new independent 

source materials.  First of all, there is nothing about that which would violate the requirements of 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v); but in any event, there is nothing surprising where, as here, DOE is 

the proponent of an LA and has the burden of proving its compliance with 10 C.F.R. 63, that an 

adversary would focus on the inadequacies of DOE's proofs and documentation.  Nevada's 

compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) is more than adequate.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   

In its discussion under Section 6, DOE spends five pages attacking the alleged facts and 

conclusions articulated by Nevada and its expert opinions.  DOE's explanation reveals its 

intentional or unintentional misunderstanding of the thrust of Nevada's contention.   

As with NEV-SAFETY-118, the DOE Answer (at 1149-51) completely mischaracterizes 

the Nevada contention.  Nevada fully accepts that secondary reviews are useful sources of 

information.  However, the contention relates to the specific use to which those literature sources 

have been put.  Thus, having stated what literature sources were used, the Petition (at 635) states 

that "[t]hese documents are generally secondary sources and are not independent, as they make 

use of a common body of knowledge in the primary literature."  The Petition makes two 

challenges to the use of these secondary literature sources, neither of which is addressed in the 

DOE Answer.  The first of these challenges is that the "various authors of secondary reviews . . . 
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did not generally have the specific semi-arid agricultural conditions of Amargosa Valley in mind 

when they undertook their reviews," but recognizes that "some exceptions to this position exist, 

e.g. the discussion of plutonium transfers to the meat of cattle grazing the Nellis Bombing and 

Gunnery Range" (Petition at 635).  This lack of adaptation of the data to semi-arid conditions is a 

substantial challenge because the secondary reviews generally only contain summary 

information and do not given details of the experimental and field conditions under which the 

listed data values were obtained.  Furthermore, in the secondary reviews, the data are often only 

presented as summary statistics over multiple studies, so the details of the individual studies on 

which they are based are not available without checking the primary literature sources.  Thus, 

there is no way of knowing how the data summarized in the secondary reviews should be 

modified for application to semi-arid conditions without going back to the primary literature 

inputs and re-evaluating them.  Thus, for example, water and salt intake rates have a considerable 

effect on the transfer factors obtained for radionuclides such as H-3 and Cl-36, for which 

considerations of homeostatic regulation apply.  On the issue of homeostatic regulation, the DOE 

clearly fails to understand the Petition (at 636), where TC values for chlorine transfers to milk 

are discussed.  The DOE Answer (at 1148) suggests that the citation to "'Radionuclide 

Distribution and Transport in Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystems, Volume 3' merely supports the 

proposition that 'the transfer factor for chlorine to milk can be accurately predicted from the 

amount of stable chloride in the diet of the animal.'"  However, the overall proposition that it 

supports by example is that physiological considerations can and should be used to constrain 

estimates of TC values in specific environmental contexts.  Incidentally, the Nevada citation to 

"Biosphere Modeling and Dose Assessment for Yucca Mountain" is not "simply to note that 

some of the sources DOE used to determine transfer factors themselves relied in part upon 
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others" (Answer at 1148).  Rather, it is to emphasize that the secondary sources used are 

sometimes very remote from the primary literature and that inspection of them shows through 

citation that the authors have themselves only inspected secondary sources and not the primary 

information.  Furthermore, in this case, the secondary source cited is itself "gray literature" and 

does not constitute a peer-reviewed scientific document. 

The second challenge relates to the statistical manipulation of the data from the 

secondary reviews.  As the Petition explains (at 636), the DOE approach of "treatment of the 

results of the reviews as if they were independent data is not legitimate."  Here the challenge is 

that the probability density functions derived by the DOE for use in the post-closure safety 

assessment do not have any statistical legitimacy. 

The DOE should not have been under any misapprehension that this issue of statistical 

legitimacy is a main thrust of the contention.  The final paragraph of Section 5 (Petition at 636-

37) states: 

In summary, the approach to analyzing the data on TCs provides results that do 
not have a statistically well-defined interpretation, do not adequately reflect the 
underlying primary literature and do not fully take account of factors controlling 
the values observed.  Characterization of the results obtained by reference to a 
GM and GSD implies that an underlying lognormal distribution exists and this is 
the assumption that has been carried forward into performance assessments.  Not 
only is this not the case, but the analysis presented makes no reference to the 
uncertainty and variability in the primary data, but only to the variability in some 
authors’ judgments as to the interpretation of those primary data. 

The influence of this last point can be shown by reference to an extreme example.  Say 

that for some quantity the primary data have values of 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9.  If there are three 

secondary reviewers who all have access to these primary data and give each data value equal 

weight, they will all conclude that the arithmetic mean value is 5.  In this case, the DOE would 

take the common mean estimate of 5 and would conclude that this is known without uncertainty, 

because its distribution is determined by the variabilities in the authors’ judgments and not the 
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variability in the underlying data.  The reasonableness of this example is illustrated by the 

comment in the Petition (at 636) that in DN2001625960 "multiple instances of the same point 

estimate of the TC are recorded from different authors." 

If the post-closure performance assessment was deterministic and used only best 

estimates of parameter values, this statistically inappropriate use of the secondary reviews would 

matter less.  However, the post-closure performance assessment undertaken by the DOE is 

probabilistic in nature and the results obtained are determined by the probability density 

distributions of uncertain quantities and not by a point value selected from each probability 

density distribution.  Hence the failure to characterize those probability density distributions 

correctly will have a direct impact on the results of the assessment. 

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, 

Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-120 – RMEI DIET 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) and the June 20, 2008 Case Management Order, it is 

required that potential parties cite to principle statutory regulatory requirements on which they 

rely.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  Having stated its issue 

(inadequate consideration of RMEI diet) and explained its basis in Sections 1 and 2, Nevada in 

this section details the specific NRC regulations that have not been satisfied by reason of the 

issue raised in the contention.  DOE rambles far afield in its response bringing up and attempting 

to change the burden of proof on reasonable expectation and calculation of dose and insisting its 

complies with NRC regulatory requirements and attempts to excuse its deficiencies by reliance 

on uncertainties and an inability to achieve complete assurance.  In relying on these arguments 

(all irrelevant to the requirements of Subsection iv of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)), DOE fails to 

acknowledging, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that TSPA contentions alleging increased uncertainty should be rejected 

because complete assurance is not possible and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, 
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unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate 

that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; and as indicated in III.F. above, 

Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models; 

and as indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be 

rejected because DOE's TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject 

merits considerations into the contention stage.  Nevada identifies the specific provisions of NRC 

regulations not met by DOE, and explains why they preclude NRC from making the determine 

under 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2) that it must make in order to grant the license (that there is 

reasonable expectation the materials in the application can be disposed of without unreasonable 

risk to the health and safety of the public).   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE's objection to Nevada's compliance with Subsection v of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) 

is meritless.  DOE falsely states that "the contention contains unsupported assertions of counsel; 

and the contention does not reference any expert opinions" (Answer at 1156).  Then, DOE 

promptly reverses its field, admits that the contention is supported by expert affidavits of Steve 

Frishman and Mike Thorne, but then criticizes the form of those affidavits, not recognizing, as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  In the 

latter portion of its objection under Section 5, DOE begins (and continues in Section 6) a 

disagreement with Nevada's expert opinion on the facts with respect to the disputed issue in the 

contention – the anticipated diet consumed by the reasonably maximally exposed individual.  

While disputation of the merits is premature here, Nevada will briefly address the issue in 
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Section 6 below.  Suffice it to say, the alleged facts, analyses, and expert opinions provided by 

Nevada are sufficient to meet the requisites of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Under Section 6, Nevada has both identified the specific portions of the LA being 

controverted and clearly stated its dispute with DOE as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  

DOE, for its part, spends several pages disputing the factual articulation and conclusions of 

Nevada's experts.   

While this is premature at this point, Nevada would provide the following clarification to 

show that DOE's effort at explaining away the contention is unsuccessful.  (Nevada would note 

that disputation of the facts is premature at this point and a full articulation of its views is not 

contained herein.)   

The DOE (Answer at 1157) provides a proper correction to the Petition (at 640-41).  It is 

accepted that "[t]he definition of 'beef' used in the survey 'includes any edible meat from cattle, 

foods such steaks, hamburgers, roast beef, meatloaf, tongue, and liver" (Answer at 1157).  

Furthermore, it is accepted that Survey question 3f1 included liver and that 3ml asked about 

other foodstuffs (id. at 1157-58).  However, this leaves the fundamental issue unaltered.  Because 

liver and other offal was aggregated in the survey with beef, there is now no way of partitioning 

the beef consumption rates into those of meat, liver, kidney and other products.  The radiological 

assessment uses the aggregate beef consumption rate, as reported, in conjunction with the TC for 

meat (sensu strictu).  As liver, kidney and other products are known to have much larger TC 

values than meat for some key radionuclides (Petition at 643 for a discussion relating to Np-

237), this approach underestimates the radiological impact of radionuclide releases to the 

accessible environment. 
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The DOE criticizes the use of a UK survey to estimate the potential contribution of offal 

to the diet (Answer at 1156).  This was of necessity, as the DOE survey failed to distinguish offal 

consumption from meat consumption in the Town of Amargosa Valley (see above).  A search of 

various US dietary surveys was made, but these generally failed to distinguish offal from meat.  

The UK survey was, therefore, used, because it was conducted specifically to support 

radiological impact assessments, and in consequence, laid appropriate emphasis on recording 

data for the individual food types of relevance.  The DOE rather than Nevada should have 

carried out a survey that was appropriate to radiological assessment studies.  Indeed, it appears 

from the DOE Answer that the DOE came close to conducting such a survey, but that it failed to 

recognize the significance of recording the consumption rates of the relevant food types 

separately, as was done in the UK survey. 

DOE's response to this contention painstakingly argues each and every point made by 

Nevada in this contention, presenting factual arguments allegedly supported by the same SAR 

subsections identified by Nevada in the contention.  None of the information presented by DOE 

alters the conclusions reached by Nevada's experts, and in fact, DOE's response is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the contention, prematurely made.  As indicated in III.H. above, 

Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-121 – HOST ROCK GEOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

In Section 1 of this contention (Petition at 646), Nevada clearly and unequivocally 

identified in one-sentence a narrowly defined, single-issue – namely that "conclusions about the 

geomechanical properties of the predominant host rock units used for design [were] based on 

very limited numbers of physical tests that are insufficient to demonstrate that the rocks hosting 

the emplacement drifts will contribute to post-closure performance by functioning as a 

geological barrier."  In addition, Nevada specifically cited (id) to the applicable portion of the 

SAR – i.e., Subsection 1.3.4.4.  Therefore, in this contention Nevada has in fact stated a genuine 

issue of fact to be controverted in this proceeding in compliance with the pleading requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).  DOE’s Answer (at 1160-61) with regard to Section 1 does not 

challenge this demonstration, and therefore should be rejected. 

Instead, DOE asserts (Answer at 1160) that Nevada "does not cite a regulation" in 

support of its contention.  However, regulations are not required to be cited in Section 1 of the 

contention, but instead appear in Section 4.  Compare 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(iv).  See also Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 6-8 (articulating how a petitioner can satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)). , and in fact, Nevada has identified the regulations applicable to this contention 

(Petition at 646-47 (Section 4); see also id. at 650 (Section 6)). 

DOE also asserts that because the contention "does not assert that either the ground 

support system will not fulfill some alleged safety function" or because the contention does not 

assert "that the repository will not meet an applicable requirement," Nevada has failed to 

"identify an issue of fact or law" (Answer at 1160-61).  Again, neither the pleading requirements 
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of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) nor the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008 require that such 

information be included in Section 1 of a contention.  To be sure, however, Nevada has pled that 

because the description of the ground support system for the emplacement drifts fails to indicate 

that the geomechanical properties of the predominant host rock units used for design (which are 

fundamental to the presumption that the rocks hosting the emplacement drifts will function as a 

geological barrier) are based on very limited numbers of physical tests, DOE has failed to 

comply with two regulatory requirements:  (i) 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(a), which requires that any 

performance assessment used to demonstrate compliance with Section 63.113 must include data 

related to the geology, hydrology, and geochemistry, and information on the design of the 

engineered barrier system used to define parameters and conceptual models used in the 

assessment; and (ii) 10 C.F.R. § 63.115(b), which requires information to be provided on the 

capacity of barriers, including natural barriers, to isolate waste (Petition at 649-50). 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

Notwithstanding DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1161) to the contrary, Section 2 of this 

contention provide additional "basis" for the "statement of the contention" found in Section 1 

(Petition at 646).  For example, both Section 1 and 2 explain that with regard to the "properties 

of the predominant host rock unit" there were a "limited number of physical tests" performed 

such that DOE cannot "demonstrate" that the natural geological barrier will perform post-closure 

as assumed in the TSPA-LA.  Id.  The pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii) and 

the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008 require nothing more, and in fact the DOE Answer 

with regard to Section 2 never challenges Nevada’s compliance with either, and therefore should 

be rejected. 
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3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

See the responses to Sections 1 and 2 above and 4 and 5 below. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   

 As identified in the Petition (at 648-49), the overwhelming majority of the rock testing 

data presented in the Subsurface Geotechnical Parameters Report (01/01/2007), LSN# 

DN2002371133, are for the nonlithophysal rock units.  However, SAR Subsection 1.3.4.4 states 

that 80% of the emplacement drifts will be located in the lower lithophysal subunit (Tptpll) of 

the Topopah Springs tuff, 5% will be located in the upper lithophysal unit (Tptpul), 10% will be 

located in the middle nonlithophysal unit (Tptpmn) and the remaining 5% will be located in the 
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lower nonlithophysal unit (Tptpln).  Consequently, these extensive data apply only to a small 

portion of the emplacement area of the repository.  Conversely, only limited data are presented 

for the lithophysal rock units in which 80% of the waste packages will be stored.   

 It was, and remains, Nevada’s contention that these testing data presented for the upper 

and lower lithophysal rock units are completely inadequate to characterize the rock mass 

sufficiently to provide reasonable assurance that a geologic barrier consisting of lithophysal 

Topopah Springs tuff will provide a satisfactory geologic barrier for isolation of the waste.  This 

conclusion is based on the fact that in commercial rock engineering projects, which typically 

have far smaller budgets and timeframes for rock testing than DOE has had, require a minimum 

of three to six samples for each stress or temperature condition to be tested for each rock type.  

Using this criterion and based on DN2002371133, Table 6-62, at 6-192 to 6-197, DOE appears 

to have tested sufficient samples to characterize the unconfined compressive strength of the two 

lithophysal units under ambient  (20 to 30°C) conditions, but not under elevated temperature 

conditions whereby only two samples and three samples were tested at a temperature of 200°C 

for the lower and upper lithophysal units, respectively.  Given that the rock temperature in the 

rooms can be expected to remain at temperatures intermediate between 30°C and 200°C for 

extended periods, additional testing is required at intermediate temperatures.   Further, the 

triaxial compressive strength testing of the lithophysal tuff units consisted of only single samples 

tested at each of two or three different stress levels at ambient temperature conditions.  No 

triaxial strength testing was performed at elevated temperature conditions. 

 DOE’s answer concerning the 1208 total samples tested is irrelevant.  DOE’s answer 

related to the post-closure period discussed in SAR 2.3.4 is similarly irrelevant. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As can be seen from the foregoing discussion, DOE’s Answer (at 1163-67) essentially 

offers a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 648-50) that because the 

description of the ground support system for the emplacement drifts fails to indicate that the 

geomechanical properties of the predominant host rock units used for design are based on very 

limited numbers of physical tests, DOE has failed to comply with 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.114(a) and 

63.115(b).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by 

raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits 

does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that 

Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA 

dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-122 – SCREENING OF DRIFT DEGRADATION FEPs 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Section 5 of its 

Petition (at 652-56) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 651-52).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 655-56) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Whenever 

Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In 

addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding 

of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section III.D.  DOE’s 

argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  See 

Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra.  Those pleadings are more than 

adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this hearing as required by 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv). 
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   

It is accepted that the CNWRA model addresses only drift collapse rather than rockfall 

(Answer at 1172).  However, a common concern with either rockfall or drift collapse is that the 

protective capacity of the drip shield will be impaired.  In the CNWRA model, drift degradation 

occurs at a steady rate during thermal loading beginning at the time of closure and superimposed 

upon this is episodic accumulation of rubble from seismic activity (Petition at 653-54.  

Furthermore, "the rubble load on the drip shields is computed.  If it is found sufficient to collapse 

the drip shields, it is assumed that some fraction of the seepage may pass through the drip shields 

and contact the waste packages."  Id. at 654.  Thus, the CNWRA model estimates the degree of 

drip shield collapse due to both continuous and episodic loading.   

Nevada disputes that its contention misrepresents the similarities and differences between 

the two models.  In the Petition (at 651), the brief summary of the contention clearly states that 

"SAR Subsection 2.3.4.1 excludes features, events and processes relating to seismic-induced 

rockfall damage, non-seismic rockfall and drift collapse . . . on the basis of low consequence or 

low probability, whereas the modeling undertaken by the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory 

Analyses (CNWRA) considers that rubble loading may be sufficient to collapse drip shields . . .."  

This summary makes no mention of rockfall in connection with the CNWRA model. 

DOE (Answer at 1173) points out that the CNWRA study assumes events and processes, 

rather than weighting them by probability of occurrence.  This is not in dispute.  However, "in 

SAR Subsection 2.3.4.1 . . . the impact of drift collapse on the performance of the drip shield, 
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waste package, emplacement pallet and invert was excluded on the basis of low consequence" 

(Petition at 653).  Thus, the CNWRA has devoted considerable effort to modeling the 

consequences of a scenario that DOE screened on the basis of low consequence.  It should be 

noted specifically that the DOE screening argument is based on the low consequence of drift 

collapse (due, in the DOE argument to its relatively minor nature) not on its low probability, so 

the issue of weighting of events and processes is of no relevance. 

Although the CNWRA analysis assumes that drift collapse occurs, this is not very 

different from the DOE assessment of "only partial drift collapse in either lithophysal or 

nonlithophysal rock masses."  The difference is primarily in assessment of the consequences of 

such drift collapse and this is computed in both the DOE and CNWRA models.  DOE concludes 

that the impact will be limited (see above).  The CNWRA concludes that the drip shields may 

collapse (see above) and that, in consequence seepage may pass through, contact the waste 

package and result in localized corrosion and that mechanical damage to the waste package may 

occur (Petition at 654). 

Thus, the distinction between the two models focuses on different computations of the 

degree of drift collapse and its effects.  These are geomechanical and engineering issues that 

should be susceptible of resolution.  Therefore, Nevada continues to insist that "[e]valuation of 

the effects of rockfall and drift degradation on drip shields and waste packages depend on 

detailed stress and mechanical stability analyses and on interpretation of the effects of 

mechanical damage on corrosion resistance and water penetration potential" (Petition at 654). 

DOE claims (Answer at 1176) to have considered the CNWRA model.  This 

consideration appears to have been only by discussions with CNWRA staff.  DOE provides no 

evidence that it performed a technical evaluation of the CNWRA model, nor does it state what 
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the outcome was of those discussions.  It is noted that the report on the CNWRA model was 

published on July 31, 2008.  Thus, CNWRA clearly considered the model to be valid more 

recently than submission of the License Application.  This strongly suggests that any technical 

discussions of the model prior to the License Application had not persuaded CNWRA staff that 

they were conducting inappropriate calculations.  There was, therefore, clearly a technical 

difference between DOE and CNWRA at the time of License Application that was neither 

recognized nor resolved in the License Application. 

Finally, DOE (Answer at 1174-75) considers that the CNWRA report is inadequate as a 

supporting document for the Nevada contention because it does not quantify expected dose.  

However, the Nevada contention does not rely on a dose estimate, as this is determined by many 

factors in addition to the effects of drift collapse (e.g., the resistance of C22 to localized 

corrosion, the flow characteristics in the unsaturated and saturated zone, and the degree of 

radionuclide sorption).  The contention emphasizes that "the radiological impact of the scenario 

with thermal degradation, but no seismic degradation, is very much larger than the radiological 

impact of the scenario without either thermal or seismic degradation" (Petition at 654), and that 

"the assessed radiological impacts . . . are substantially expressed within 10,000 years" (id). This 

considerable difference in impact is sufficient to show that "the CNWRA position represents, at 

the very least, an alternative conceptual model that is considered by them to be consistent with 

available data and scientific understanding [or why would they be using and reporting results 

from it] and that, therefore, should be evaluated in performance assessment" (Petition at 655). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As the preceding discussion clearly illustrates, DOE’s Answer (at 1172-79) essentially 

offers a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 652-56) that DOE screens 
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various FEPs relating to rockfall and drift degradation, however, the screening adopted is not 

consistent with the position taken on these FEPs by the CNWRA in a report that post-dates 

submission of the License Application, and DOE does not recognize in the License Application 

that any legitimate alternative models of these FEPs could be adopted.  Moreover, DOE’s 

Answer fails to substantively address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 655-56) that DOE needs to 

show either that the CNWRA model is inconsistent with available data and scientific 

understanding or to update the screening assessment to take account of the legitimacy of this 

model in order to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.114(c) and 63.342.  In sum, 

Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue 

within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the 

admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to 

determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully 

address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-123 – DURABILITY OF GROUND SUPPORT 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 659-60) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 658-59).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 660-61) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Whenever 

Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In 

addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding 

of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section III.D.  DOE’s 

argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  See 

Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra.  Those pleadings are more than 

adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this hearing as required by 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv). 
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   

 DOE’s Answer is irrelevant because it does not address the subject of the contention.  

The purpose of the rock reinforcement and support system is to keep the emplacement drifts 

open for the presumed 100-year period of performance.  Thus, contrary to DOE’s Answer (at 

1181, citing SAR Subsection 1.3.4.4 at 1.3.4-8) the fact that "[t]he emplacement drift ground 

support is classified as non-ITS because it is not relied on to prevent or mitigate a Category 1 or 

Category 2 event sequence, and it is not ITWI because the total system performance assessment 

(TSPA) does not take credit for ground support during the post-closure performance period" 

does not mean "that failure of the entire ground support system would not affect the results of 

the PCSA or TSPA."  To the contrary, if the emplacement drift ground support were unable to 

keep the drifts sufficiently open during the preclosure period to allow proper waste or drip shield 

placement, the results of the PCSA or TSPA would be directly compromised.  Therefore, the 

longevity of the Swellex bolts and Bernold sheets is directly relevant to the ability of the 

repository to fulfill its function during the preclosure period.  Since no rock bolts of any type and 

construction have been in use as ground support for even 80 years, let alone 100 years (Petition 

at 660), for DOE to state that the support system (consisting of Swellex bolts and Bernold sheets) 

will function for 100 years is not only rather optimistic but more significantly does not provide 

reasonable assurance that this will in fact occur or that the performance objectives for the 

preclosure period will be met. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s Answer (at 1181-84) essentially offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 659-61) that the discussion of the ground support system in the 

emplacement drifts fails to consider that the presumed 100-year life for the Super Swellex 

friction-type rock bolts and the Bernold sheets since they have been in use for less than 40 years.  

Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to substantively address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 660-61) that 

because proper consideration has not been given to the presumed life for the Super Swellex 

friction-type rock bolts and the Bernold sheets, the assumptions made relating to isolation 

of the wastes within the waste package are unfounded and thus not in compliance with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.114(a) and 63.114(f).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, 

and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  

Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its 

contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., 

supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-124 – WELDING OF ALPHA BETA TITANIUM ALLOY TO 
UNALLOYED TITANIUM 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 665-66) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 664).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 666-67) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Whenever 

Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In 

addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding 

of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section III.D.  DOE’s 

argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  See 

Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra.  Those pleadings are more than 
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adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this hearing as required by 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   

DOE acknowledges that hydrogen in titanium welds made between alpha and alpha-beta 

grades can lead to hydriding and/or cracking.  DOE relies on the use of ERTi-28 filler metal to 

mitigate this effect by providing an aluminum gradient across the weld. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
This contention focuses on DOE’s failure to actually produce and test sample welds in 

the material combination that DOE proposes, e.g., Grade 7 welded (using ERTi-28) to Grade 29, 

to demonstrate the effect on which it is relying.  Delayed cracking of the drip shield adjacent to 

connections between the WDS and the structural components would seriously impair the 

capability of the WDS to withstand external loads, and result in early drip shield failures that 

would allow seepage water to impact the underlying waste packages and increase the dose to the 

RMEI. 

DOE’s Answer (at 1189-91) essentially offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 665-67) that DOE’s selection of Grade 7 and Grade 29 titanium materials 

in combination for a welded drip shield structure on the basis that known hydrogen effects like 

delayed cracking have not been adequately tested, were not adequately considered in the TSPA 

model development, and were not addressed in the FEP statements.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer 
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fails to substantively address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 666-67) that as a result of these 

inadequacies, DOE has not appropriately considered their impact on the dose to the RMEI 

contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.113.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, 

and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  

Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its 

contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., 

supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-125 – EFFECTIVENESS OF STRESS RELIEF TO 
ELIMINATE SCC OR HYDROGEN EFFECTS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 669-72) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 668-69).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 672-74) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Whenever 

Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In 

addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding 

of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section III.D.  DOE’s 

argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  See 

Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra.  Those pleadings are more than 
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adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this hearing as required by 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).    

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
This contention focuses on DOE’s failure to actually weld, stress relieve, and test sample 

welds in the material combination that DOE proposes, e.g. Grade 7 welded (using ERTi-28) to 

Grade 29, to prove that the desired reduced residual stress can be attained.  If the stress relieving 

is not effective, then the effects of hydrogen in the welds may lead to delayed cracking, and 

result in early drip shield failures that would allow seepage water to impact the underlying waste 

packages and increase the dose to the RMEI. 

  DOE’s Answer (at 1196-99) essentially offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 669-74) that the proposed technique for stress relief will not reduce residual 

stresses by about 50%, or ensure that SCC of the Grade 29 titanium or hydride formation in the 

Grade 7 titanium cannot occur.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to substantively address 

Nevada’s claim (Petition at 672-74) that because the proposed stress relieving treatment is not 

adequately evaluated or demonstrated it cannot be relied upon to behave as required for post-

closure performance purposes in accordance with the requirement of  10 C.F.R. § 63.113.  In 

sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material 

issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to 

the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden 
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to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully 

address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-126 – PROPERTIES OF DISSIMILAR METAL WELD 
JOINTS BETWEEN GRADE 29 AND GRADE 7 TITANIUM 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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DOE is relying on a the specific combination of Gr. 7 and Gr. 29 materials welded with 

ERTi-28 filler metal to provide certain desirable technical results, including strength, ductility, 

corrosion resistance, hydrogen resistance, and response to thermal stress relief.  This specific 

combination of materials is not commonly used in industry, if it has ever been used at all.  Some 

basic practical demonstrations that the material will behave as anticipated are needed to support 

DOE’s reliance on the specific material combination.  While the need for a formal welding 

qualification to meet the requirements of the construction code is not necessary at this time, a 

basic demonstration that the materials will behave as anticipated is necessary before proceeding 

with such reliance on the materials as is represented in the TSPA.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE relies on the drip shields as a critical and indispensable part of the engineered 

barrier system that is in turn critical to mitigating rate and timing of radionuclide releases to the 

groundwater and the RMEI.  The LA is specific with respect to the materials and the drip shield 

performance relies on the specified materials as proposed in the LA.  While DOE states that it 

has every intention of doing the ASME Code mandated welding qualifications in time to support 

the proposed drip shield installation, it has proposed a combination of materials that it has not 

actually welded, stress relieved, nor tested to demonstrate it will provide the properties which are 

assumed in the TSPA in order to predict the dose to the RMEI. 

DOE’s Answer (at 1204-07) essentially offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 677-80) that the use of Titanium Grade 28 filler material will result in a 

weld metal composition with mechanical and corrosion properties that are not adequately 

evaluated, have not been demonstrated or considered in analysis of failure modes of drip shields 
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under external loading like rock fall, and so therefore it cannot be relied upon to behave as hoped 

for or required for post-closure performance purposes.   Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to 

substantively address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 679-80) that, as a result of the failure to 

properly evaluate and consider the use of this weld filler material, DOE has failed to comply 

with the requirements in 10 C.F.R. 63.21(c)(1)(ii).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, 

and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  

Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its 

contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., 

supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-127 – HYDROGEN AND ERTI-28 FILLER METAL FOR 
WELDED JOINTS BETWEEN GRADE 29 AND GRADE 7 TITANIUM 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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DOE has stated that it is relying on welds made using Grade ERTi-28 filler metal to join 

Gr. 7 to Gr. 28 to mitigate hydrogen problems associated with welds between alpha and alpha 

beta titanium alloys.  The welded combination of all alpha Gr. 7 and alpha-beta Gr. 29 is 

acknowledged by DOE to present a risk of cracking related to hydrogen accumulation.  DOE has 

not demonstrated by actually welding and testing that this combination of materials will behave 

as anticipated. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE relies on the drip shields as a critical and indispensable part of the engineered 

barrier system that is in turn a critical part of the overall approach to mitigating release of 

radionuclides into the groundwater and doses to the RMEI.  The LA is specific with respect to 

the materials proposed to be used to fabricate the drip shields and predicted drip shield 

performance is based on the specified materials.  DOE is proposing a combination of materials 

that it has not actually tested to demonstrate that it will provide the assumed resistance to 

hydrogen effects. 

DOE’s Answer (at 1212-14) essentially offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 682-88) that the use of ERTi-28 for welding Grade 29 titanium to Grade 7 

titanium to mitigate hydrogen problems associated with the dissimilar welds has not been 

adequately evaluated or considered in analysis of failure modes of drip shields under external 

loading like rock fall, and so cannot be relied upon to behave as required for post-closure 

performance purposes.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to substantively address Nevada’s claim 

(Petition at 679-80) that, as a result of the failure to properly evaluate and consider the use of 

ERTi-28, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements in 10 C.F.R. 63.113.  In sum, Nevada 

has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the 
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scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility 

of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine 

what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in 

Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-128 – NUCLEAR CODE AND FABRICATION QUALITY 
ASSURANCE STANDARDS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion of DOE (Answer at 1217) that this contention is merely a 

"request for additional information to assist in the evaluation of the drip shield," and contrary to 

the assertion of DOE (id) that ‘[t]he notice of hearing . . . is the only basis Nevada asserts for 

supporting its position that this contention raises an issue within the scope of this proceeding," 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its Petition (at 

690-91) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition (at 689-

90).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 692) that because of the 

factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Those pleadings are more 

than adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this hearing as required 

by 10 C.F.R. § 2-309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 
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III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   

Notwithstanding the additional factual information provided in DOE’s response, the 

issues related to weld design detail and drip shield information raised in the contention remain, 

and in sum DOE has not provided sufficient information to evaluate adequately how both issues 

may perform in service as assumed in the TSPA.  At issue is the fact that equipment in service 

rarely fails by a mechanism of general collapse or buckling, but rather fails first at the 

intersections of components, coincidentally at welds, and where stiffness of the structure 

changes.  In short, the missing details are necessary to describe how DOE proposes to fabricate 

these critical details, and without which evaluation of failure mechanisms is not possible. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The LA asserts that the drip shields will likely remain intact even in the event of 

structural loading that causes an overall buckling failure, for example, and continue to prevent 

the transport of radionuclides into the groundwater.  With no detail of the construction proposed 

by DOE, such an assumption is invalid. 
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DOE’s Answer (at 1219-21) essentially offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 690-92) that the specifications for the design, fabrication, and 

quality control activities of the drip shield are inadequate, which makes evaluations of the drip 

shield design and performance impossible.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to address Nevada’s 

claim (Petition at 692) that, as a result inability to evaluate drip shield design and performance 

due to inadequate specifications, DOE has failed to comply with the requirements in 10 C.F.R. 

63.113.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a 

material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not 

speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had 

the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose 

standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-129 – EARLY FAILURE MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH 
TITANIUM FABRICATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

This contention identifies a deficiency in the area of potential fabrication defects in the 

drip shield.  Failure of drip shields due to any or several of these issues could allow seepage 

water to impact the waste packages below the drip shields and increase the dose to the RMEI.  

DOE has failed to adequately consider these typical fabrication issues that will affect the drip 

shield performance assumed in the TSPA. 
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   

The "litany of potential titanium fabrication and welding defects" (Answer at 1225) listed 

in the contention come from specific personal experience of the affiants.  See Nevada Petition, 

Attachments 9, 14, and 18.  While DOE’s QA procedures may be adequate to address these 

defects (see Answer at 1228), e.g., by reducing the frequency of such defects, the defects cannot 

be entirely eliminated particularly if they are not recognized.  DOE has listed only a limited 

number of fabrication issues (see SAR Subsection 2.3.6.8.4.3.1) that were the basis for its model, 

and therefore the model will not adequately predict the drip shield performance as assumed in 

the TSPA. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The fabrication defects listed in the contention are potential sources for early failures of 

drip shields, which could lead to seepage through the drip shield on to the waste packages they 

are designed to protect, and thus they must be considered in the TSPA model in predicting dose 

to the RMEI. 

DOE’s Answer (at 1225-31) essentially offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 695-700) that DOE considered only a limited range of possible 

defects associated with titanium fabrication and welding and failed to include many additional 

defects that could result from fabrication and could lead to early failure of drip shields.  

Moreover, DOE’s Answer fails to substantively address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 699-700) 
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that, as a result of the failure to consider a full range of possible defects associated with titanium 

fabrication, DOE has failed to address the effect these fabrication defects might have on the 

effectiveness of the drip shields and the dose to the RMEI in accordance with the requirements in 

10 C.F.R. 63.113.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 

by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the 

merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue 

that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on 

EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-130 – DRIP SHIELD EMPLACEMENT PLAN, EQUIPMENT, 
AND SCHEDULE 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 703-09) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 702).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 709-10) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Those 

pleadings are more than adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this 

hearing as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2-309(f)(1)(iii).  Contrary to DOE’s assertions (Answer at 

1233-34), nowhere in this contention does Nevada seek to adjudicate "generalized resource, 

funding, and material supply issues," or argue that "DOE will be unable to obtain sufficient 

financing or secure sufficient resources to implement the repository design as described in the 

License Application." 

 DOE inappropriately attempts (Answer at 1233-34) to analogize its ability to purchase 

titanium for the construction of drip shields with the ability of a licensee to fund the cost of 

training firefighting personnel.    In Private Fuel Storage, LLC (Independent Spent Fuel Storage 

Installation), CLI-01-09, 53 NRC 232 (2001), the Commission declined to apply a license 

condition to enforce a commitment by a license applicant to maintain a firefighting force of a 

specific size.  However, unlike PFS, where arguably the number of people available to be trained 

as firefighters was essentially unlimited, the supply of titanium, ruthenium and palladium is 
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finite (and in fact unavailable) in the face of DOE’s demand requirements (Petition at 707-08).  

Moreover, in PFS there was an issue of whether the license applicant had sufficient financial 

resources to fund the firefighting training, whereas here, presumably, the United States 

government would presumably operate as an unlimited funding supply (see id. at 708), but even 

that is not availing since any amount of funding cannot purchase that which cannot be had, i.e., 

extremely large amounts of titanium, ruthenium and palladium over a very long period of time. 

 DOE’s claim (Answer at 1234) that Curators of the Univ. of Mo., CLI-95-8, 41 NRC 386 

(1995) precludes an intervener from seeking to litigate an issue involving whether or not a 

license applicant will violate an explicit and unambiguous license condition is similarly 

inappropriate here.  This contention does not seek to argue that DOE will violate a license 

condition (no license now exists) but rather the contention asserts that DOE’s license application 

cannot possibly comply with the NRC regulations that would permit a license to be issued.  

DOE’s reliance (Answer at 1234) on Pub. Serv. Co. of N.H. (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), 

CLI-90-10, 32 NRC 218 (1990), where an affidavit speculating about the future effects of budget 

curtailments was held insufficient to reopen the record, is inapplicable here because the standards 

for admissibility of contentions at the start of an adjudication are clearly different from and 

indeed much less stringent that the standards for reopening an adjudication after it has been 

completed.  In addition, this contention does not address "future effects of budget curtailments." 

 Notwithstanding all of the foregoing, none of the arguments presented by DOE in 

subparagraph (c) of its Answer (at 1233-34) challenge drip shield design (Petition at 704), drip 

shield fabrication (id. at 705), gantry design (id), emplacement procedures (id. at 706-07), and 

drift deterioration/collapse (id. at 708-09).  Therefore, DOE admits that this issues fall within the 

scope of this proceeding. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

This contention identifies deficiencies in the area of the plan for manufacture and 

installation of the drip shields.  The 10-year schedule proposed for drip shield installation does 

not account for the resources required to achieve it.  DOE has failed to adequately evaluate this 

requirement.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.  Although DOE’s Answer mounts an impermissible factual challenge to each of the 

allegations set forth in Nevada’s Petition, which is not an appropriate response as to the 

admissibility of a contention, Nevada nonetheless offers the following brief reply 

Drip Shield Design – These issues are covered in NEV-SAFETY-143 and 145 and 

summarized in NEV-SAFETY-130.  The concern is that the design drawings (SAR Figs. 1.3.4-
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14 and 15 at SAR 1.3.4-90 and 91) are highly idealized (e.g., precise dimensions, perfect fits, 

lack of welding and manufacturing detail as to what DOE envisions, what will be machined after 

stress relief, etc.) and do not show critical fabrication details (e.g., welding details and fits) that 

are important to assessing how the drip shield will fail under applied loads and in how long they 

will take to manufacture.  DOE does not make clear if the shields are to be fabricated from 

simple mill shapes with typical fabricated tolerances, or if there is some degree of precision 

machining envisioned for the columns and bulkheads.  Such details significantly impact how 

long it will take to fabricate the drip shields.  Without an understanding of the design that is 

proposed, it is simply not possible to call the plan credible. 

Fabrication – Based on the schedules and information DOE presented indicating that the 

drip shields will be installed over the last 10 years of the project, the resource requirement for 

manufacture of the drip shields does seem quite important.  Such a schedule will involve delivery 

of roughly 20 of these shields each week, assuming they are to be produced over a period of 12 

years (adding 2 years to the 10 year emplacement schedule).   The resources to accomplish this 

result, using currently available titanium fabrication resources in North America, are simply not 

present.  DOE has not presented a plan to show that it understands the magnitude of this problem 

or how it will assemble and organize the resources to accomplish this feat. 

Emplacement Procedures – In the same vein as indicated in Fabrication (above), 

installing 11,500 drip shields in 10 years requires more than 3 shields to be installed each day.  

Given the care in this installation that would appear to be prudent, and the limits on available 

access points to the repository and number of TEV’s available, that installation rates seems 

relatively high. 
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Both of the above cases indicate that DOE has not adequately developed a plan to 

produce and install the drip shields in the schedule proposed.  That schedule constraint and the 

level of resources needed to accomplish the task is a primary source of stating that the plan is not 

credible. 

Material Resources, Competing Uses – The amount of raw material required to produce 

the drip shields (let alone the waste packages) is significant relative to available resources.  For 

example, in the case of Pd and Ru for the drip shield materials, even the availability of these 

materials from basic ore material is questionable for a time so far in the future (against known 

reserves) and deserves at least a preliminary review in the supporting information for the LA.   

Funding requirements will be significantly impacted by the effects of the above resource 

limitations.  The idea that government funding is limitless is nonsense, and since by the time the 

funding for the drip shields will be needed the waste canisters will be largely in place, the State 

of Nevada seeks to adjudicate whether this critical step will just be forgotten in time. 

Drift Deterioration/Collapse – DOE has not presented a plan for how it will deal with, for 

example, drift collapse on hot waste packages that have been placed prior to installation of the 

drip shields.  Such a collapse would prevent installation of the drip shields as envisioned.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The drip shields are presented in the LA as critical to the function of the EBS.  The 

various studies presented seek to show that the risk of a failure of even one drip shield due to 

numerous causes will result in only the equivalent of one or two shields being ineffective.  The 

consequences of not being able to install some finite number of drip shields due to factors that 

can be readily envisioned (e.g., drift collapse, rail failure, etc.) have not been adequately covered 

in the LA and SAR. 
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The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1235-42) offers a merits challenge to the 

contention’s assertion (Petition at 703-10) that that DOE cannot (or will not) emplace the drip 

shields over the waste packages using remote equipment and sensors after several decades of 

drift deterioration, corrosion of the steel rails and waste package steel support systems, under 

conditions of dust, moisture, and temperature predicted to exist in the repository at that time of 

closure, and with limited ability to manually correct placement problems that will inevitably be 

encountered.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 709-

10) that, if the drip shields cannot be placed over any significant number of waste packages, the 

TSPA model is invalid and the dose to the RMEI will exceed regulatory standards contrary to the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.113.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s 

attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, 

would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-131 – ROCK DEBRIS REMOVAL 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 713-14) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 712-13).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 714-15) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Those 

pleadings are more than adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this 

hearing as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).  It is utterly preposterous for DOE to assert 

(Answer at 1243) that Nevada is arguing for "a stricter requirements than NRC rules impose."  

Nevada’s contention claims that DOE cannot comply with the identified regulations. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  
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See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 

DOE’s response does not address or acknowledge the fact that even minor rockfalls could 

impact waste packages and interfere with a number of repository operations including temporary 

removal of waste packages in order to repair the ground support system, retrieval of waste 

packages (if such a decision is taken), and placement of the drip shields.   Nevada’s Petition (at 

712) clearly states that that this contention challenges SAR Subsection 1.3.4.4 because it fails to 

include "sufficient detail to demonstrate that consideration has been given to the potential need 

to remove rock debris from around the waste packages prior to removal of the waste packages, if 

necessary, and/or installation of the drip shields."  Nowhere in this contention did Nevada assert 

that DOE did not provide the requisite sections in the SAR to address "off-normal response 

activities," "waste package recovery" and the like.  Rather, the assertion in this contention was 

that the SAR provide insufficient detail to demonstrate that such situations had been given 

adequate consideration and would not interfere with the ability to meet the TSPA.  Anyone who 

has seen firsthand the damage that even a relatively small rockfall can do to personnel or 

equipment would not dismiss the possibility as lightly as DOE appears to. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1246-48) offers a merits challenge to the 

contention’s assertion (Petition at 713-15) that discussion of the design and performance of the 

waste emplacement areas of the repository fails to include sufficient detail to demonstrate that 

consideration has been given to the potential need to remove rock debris from around the waste 

packages prior to removal of the waste packages, if necessary, and/or installation of the drip 

shields.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 714-15) 

that as a result of the failure to give proper consideration to the potential to remove rock debris, 

the TSPA-LA assumptions relating to drip shield emplacement and effectiveness of the 

engineered barrier system are unfounded contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(a).  

In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a 

material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not 

speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had 

the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose 

standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-132 – TEV DESCRIPTION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

  
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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 DOE’s Answer (at 1252) is predicated upon on one statement in this contention (Petition 

at 717) – "there is no engineering design for the TEV" – and ignores the preceding statements in 

the same paragraph of the Petition (id) that refer to, for example, DOE’s own admission that the 

Transport and Emplacement Vehicle (TEV) is "a first-of-a-kind application of existing 

technology."  The point is that such a machine has not been built before and as such DOE’s 

assumptions that it will function as planned from the first are unwarranted optimism, wholly 

without foundation, and contrary to the requirements identified in the contention. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The entirety of DOE’s Answer (at 1252-55) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 717-19) that the description of the TEV lacks sufficient detail to determine 

whether it will fulfill the requirements that the TSPA-LA places on it.  Moreover, DOE’s 

Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 718-19) that as a result of that lack of 

detail, the TSPA-LA assumptions relating to waste package emplacement and effectiveness of 

the engineered barrier system are unfounded contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 

63.114(a).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by 

raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits 

does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that 

Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA 

dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-133 – DRIP SHIELD GANTRY DESCRIPTION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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 SAR Subsection 1.3.4.7.2 9 (at 1.3.4-27 through 1.3.4-290) describes many of the 

systems and components on the Drip Shield Gantry as being similar to those on the transport and 

emplacement vehicle (TEV) without providing much additional information (Petition at 721).  

Therefore, it must be assumed that, as for the TEV, not only is the design incomplete for the Drip 

Shield Gantry, but that some of the requirements to be achieved through that design have yet to 

be defined.  This level of design, which can only be classified as pre-conceptual or conceptual, 

does not provide sufficient detail to demonstrate that the Drip Shield gantry will perform its 

function satisfactorily. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The entirety of DOE’s Answer (at 1259-62) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 721-22) that the detail regarding the Drip Shield Gantry is not sufficient to 

determine whether it will fulfill the requirements that the TSPA-LA places on it.  Moreover, 

DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 722) that as a result of that 

lack of detail, the TSPA-LA assumptions relating to waste package emplacement and 

effectiveness of the engineered barrier system are unfounded contrary to the requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 63.114(a).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 

by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the 

merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue 

that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on 

EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-134 – RETRIEVAL OR ALTERNATE STORAGE 
DESCRIPTION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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DOE’ Answer does not address the concern at issue in this contention, namely that 

retrieval does not simply represent a reversal of emplacement.  Although the exact opposite 

approach appears to have been DOE’s position for upwards of 25 years, it has never been NRC’s 

position and is not supported by the definition of retrievability in 10 C.F.R. Part 63 (Petition at 

725).  Moreover, DOE’s statements (SAR at 1.11-7) "that lessons learned from addressing 

similar events during emplacement will be applied during retrieval," does not address the need to 

demonstrate in the LA that retrieval has been adequately considered, and therefore that there is 

reasonable assurance that if necessary the requirement for retrievability can be achieved. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The entirety of DOE’s Answer (at 1265-68) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 724-25) that the approach to retrieval of waste packages from the repository 

fails to consider that rockfall debris, breached waste packages and other "off-normal" conditions 

can be reasonably expected to be encountered in the emplacement drifts such that retrieval is not 

simply a reversal of the emplacement process and may require development of specialized 

equipment.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 725) 

that as a result of the failure to properly address waste package retrievability, DOE fails to 

comply with 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(7).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s 

attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, 

would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-135 – THE VENTILATION DOORS AT THE ENTRY TO THE 
EMPLACEMENT DRIFTS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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 Since DOE introduced the subject of the validity of the shock loss calculations (Answer 

at 1273, n.80) in "Subsurface Ventilation Network Model for License Application," LSN# 

DEN001572123, Nevada replies that the friction factor values chosen by DOE were overly 

optimistic as can be readily seen by checking McElroy’s friction factor table in any standard 

mine ventilation textbook, including reference 2.2.21 in LSN# DEN001572123.  For example, 

the factor of 35 x 10-10 lbf min2/ft4 that DOE cites in LSN# DEN001572123 as the factor for a 

"straight, moderately obstructed sedimentary rock" is actually the minimum factor for a straight, 

slightly obstructed sedimentary rock as given in reference 2.2.21 in LSN# DEN001572123.  The 

minimum friction factor for a "straight, moderately obstructed sedimentary rock" is actually 45 x 

10-10 lbf min2/ft4, which means that DOE’s calculations for friction losses in the drifts are low by 

about 25%.   Other friction factors used by DOE are likewise the minimum (most optimistic, 

non-conservative) values in the table.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As the foregoing discussion clearly illustrates, the entirety of DOE’s Answer (at 1270-73) 

offers a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 727-29) that the description of 

the  ventilation doors and associated airflow regulators intended to isolated the emplacement 

drifts from the access drifts during waste emplacement and minimize leakage of radiation into 

the latter drifts fail to provide sufficient detail to determine whether the doors will fulfill the 

requirements that the LA places on them.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address 

Nevada’s claim (Petition at 728-29) that as a result of this lack of detail, the assumptions relating 

to the isolation of the emplacement drifts during waste emplacement are unfounded contrary to 

the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(a).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading 
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requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, 

and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-136 – PHASED GROUND SUPPORT INSTALLATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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As discussed in the Petition (at 731-32), all the cross-sections shown for the repository 

openings in the LA and SAR have smooth, regular perimeters; however, it can be expected that 

significant modification will result from the use of a two-stage rock reinforcement and support 

system.  Some studies such as those for rockfall do show uneven perimeters; however, DOE 

dismisses the conditions that led to those results as not likely.  In rock soft and fractured as the 

lithophysal Topopah Springs tuff, uniform cross-sections are unlikely, especially if the rock is to 

be rescaled and rebolted some time after the initial excavation.  It is standard practice to scale 

when rebolting and if a mechanical scaler is used, considerable overbreak may be expected.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The entirety of DOE’s Answer (at 1276-81) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 731-32) that the ground support system in the emplacement drifts fails to 

include sufficient detail to determine whether the rock support system will fulfill the 

requirements that the LA places on it.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address 

Nevada’s claim (Petition at 732) that as a result of the failure to address whether the rock support 

system will fulfill its requirements, the assumptions relating to effectiveness of the geologic and 

engineered barrier system are unfounded contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(a).  

In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a 

material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not 

speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had 

the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose 

standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-137 – CONSTRUCTION OF THE EMPLACEMENT DRIFTS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 734-35) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 733-34).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 735) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Thus, 

contrary to the assertion by DOE (Answer at 1283), those pleadings clearly raise an issue 

regarding DOE’s compliance with the applicable requirements in 10 C.F.R. Part 63 and therefore 

the matters at issue in this contention clearly falls within the scope of this hearing as required by 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  
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See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

  
 An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 

 DOE’s Answer fails to address what is at issue in this contention, namely that the 

discussions in the LA and SAR pertaining to the use of a tunnel boring machine (TBM) are 

overly optimistic and that little consideration was given by DOE to having contingency plans 

should a number of emplacement drifts encounter difficulties during construction.  This 

contention does not state that a TBM is inappropriate; rather the purpose of the contention was to 

highlight the fact that DOE’s discussion of the TBM in the SAR does not give sufficient 

consideration to the operating problems that could occur given the nature of Topopah Springs 

tuff.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The entirety of DOE’s Answer (at 1285-88) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 734-35) that the discussion of the excavation of the emplacement drifts fails 

to include sufficient detail to determine whether the TBM will fulfill the requirements that the 

LA places on it.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 

735) that as result of this lack of detail, the assumptions concerning the excavation of the 

emplacement drifts are unfounded and contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(a).  In 

sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material 
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issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to 

the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden 

to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully 

address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-138 – DESCRIPTION OF THE VENTILATION SYSTEM FOR 
THE REPOSITORY OPTIONS MADE IN THE TSPA-LA REGARDING WASTE 

ISOLATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.   
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 DOE’s Answer (at 1291-92) rejects as vague and unsupported the statement in Nevada’s 

Petition (at 737) that "[i]n the past 15 years, few, if any, fans of this size [required to meet 

ventilation system specifications] have been built and installed and many of the former 

manufacturers of these fans are no longer in business" (Emphasis added by DOE).  Only three 

fan manufacturers have ever manufactured mine fans to handle more than 900,000 cfm at static 

pressures of the order of 15 inches of water, and in one case, the fans were centrifugal, not 

vaneaxial as proposed by DOE.  Of these three manufacturers, JOY and Airtec Davidson are no 

longer in business.  The remaining manufacturer has probably only constructed four such fans.  

The former Denison Mine in Elliot Lake, Ontario, had four such fans from one of these 

manufacturers and two additional fans from one of the other manufacturers.  The only other mine 

with such large fans was the Jim Walters coal mine in Alabama.  Thus, Nevada’s assertion in this 

contention that the number of fans required by DOE may not exist is valid. 

 Contrary to DOE’s Answer (1292) but consistent with Nevada’s Petition (at 738), blade 

failure is not speculation but in fact has occurred at the Denison Mine.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1291-93) offers a merits challenge to the 

contention’s assertion (Petition at 737-38) that the description of the intake and exhaust fans for 

the repository fails to provide sufficient detail to determine whether the ventilation fans will 

fulfill the requirements that the LA places on them.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to 

address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 738) that as a result of this inadequate description the 

assumptions relating to the isolation of the emplacement drifts during the preclosure 

period are unfounded contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.112(e).  In sum, Nevada has 

satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the 
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scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility 

of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine 

what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in 

Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-139 – DESCRIPTION OF REASONABLE EMERGENCIES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1295-95), in Section 1 of this contention Nevada 

has pled in a single sentence (Petition at 739), a single, narrow-issue of fact that is being 

controverted and cited the applicable SAR Subsection at issue – "plans for dealing with 

radiological emergencies prior to permanent closure . . . fail to include sufficient detail to 

determine whether [those] plans will fulfill all of the requirements that the LA places on them" 

and as a result the "assumptions related to the effectiveness of the engineering barrier system are 

unfounded."  In Section 2 of the contention (id), Nevada makes clear that "radiological 

emergencies during the pre-closure period [] by definition implies a failure of one or more 

components of the engineered barrier system . . .."  While DOE’s Answer (at 1295) alleges that 

there is a "lack of clarity" associated with these statements, in fact Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) as supplemented by the Case Management 

Order of June 20, 2008.  Moreover, the "clarity" to which DOE’s refers is readily apparent from 

a reading of Section 4 (identifying the governing NRC regulations), Section 5 (providing the 

additional factual allegations) and Section 6 (linking the factual allegations to a conclusion on 

non-compliance with the regulation) of the contention (Petition at 739-40).  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

See the response in Section 1 above.  Since Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis 

for this contention, and identified the regulations applicable to this contention, and made clear 

that because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation, 
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Nevada’s pleadings are more than adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the 

scope of this hearing as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).  It is utterly preposterous for 

DOE to assert (Answer at 1296) that Nevada is "requesting a stricter standard be applied."  

Nevada’s contention claims that DOE cannot comply with the identified regulations. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The essence of DOE’s Answer (at 1295-1302) is a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 739-40) that plans for dealing with radiological emergencies prior to 

permanent closure fail to include sufficient detail to determine whether they will fulfill the 

requirements that the LA places on them, and as a result, the LA assumptions related to the 

effectiveness of the engineered barrier system are unfounded contrary to the requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(21).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the 

merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-140 – ENGINEERED BARRIER SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

 DOE is correct (Answer at 1303) that this contention does not address any element of the 

"ground support system," and indeed there was neither an intent nor need to challenge the 

"ground support system" in this contention.  Instead, Nevada’s Petition (at 741) correctly 

identified "the design of the ground control system, ventilation system and components of the 

engineered barrier system" as lacking "sufficient detail to determine whether the component 

discussed will fulfill the requirements placed on it in the LA . . .."  Since Nevada does not seek to 

litigate issues involving the "ground support system" in this contention, DOE’s challenge – i.e., 

"to the extent Nevada seeks to litigate issues related to the ‘ground support system’ . . . this 

contention is impermissible vague" – lacks validity.  Accordingly, Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i). 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE’s challenge to the sufficiency of Nevada’s compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(ii) in Section 2 of this contention is predicated upon its erroneous conclusions 

articulated with regard to Section 1 – "this contention suffers from the same infirmities described 

in Section a. above."  Answer at 1304.  Therefore, since DOE’s challenge to compliance with 

Section 2.309(f)(1)(i) is based upon an erroneous assumption, supra, it can be concluded that 

DOE’s challenge here fails as well.  In sum, Nevada’s contention satisfies the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii). 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 742-45) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 741-42).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 745) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Whenever 

Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1305-07) offers a merits challenge to the 

contention’s assertion (Petition at 742-45) that the design of ground control system, ventilation 

system and components of the engineered barrier system fail either to include sufficient detail to 

determine whether the component discussed will fulfill the requirements placed on it by the LA 

or to provide sufficient reference to supporting documents that provide the required detail.  

Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 745) that as a 

result of this lack of detail or reference to supporting document, DOE fails to comply with 10 

C.F.R. § 63.112(e).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 

by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the 

merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.  
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
See the discussion in Sections 1, 4, and 5 above. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-141 – GROUND SUPPORT DESCRIPTIONS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Section 5 (Petition 

747-78) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Section 4 (Petition (at 746-47).  

Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Section 6 (Petition 748-49) that because of the factual 

allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Those pleadings are more than 

adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this hearing as required by 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).  It is utterly preposterous for DOE to assert (Answer at 1316-17) that 

Nevada is arguing for "stricter requirements than those imposed by the Commission’s 

regulation."  Nevada’s contention claims that DOE cannot comply with the identified 

regulations. 

Contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1310), Nevada’s Petition (at 748-49) makes 

clear that without detailed design descriptions of ground support items such as super Swellex-

type rock bolts and Bernold-type perforated liners, it is not possible to evaluate the impacts of 

such items on the hydrological, thermal, and mechanical characteristics of the near field of the 

repository; and therefore, compliance with the requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 63.113, and 63.115 is not possible. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

The installation of the Bernold sheets, which would cover a substantial portion of the 

rock wall surface, affects the amount and rate of moisture removal from the wall rocks.  Swellex 

rock bolts and other temporary rock bolts (unremoved and unfilled) affect heat transfer in the 

most important first 3 meters of wall rock surrounding the emplacement drifts.  DOE has ignored 

the presence of ground support items in its ventilation and multiscale models, and thus has not 

demonstrated the lack of importance of ground support items to the TSPA models that 

demonstrate compliance with NRC regulations. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 
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DOE’s lack of design details regarding ground support items in the SAR strongly 

suggests that DOE has not sufficiently demonstrated that the lack of consideration of ground 

support items in ventilation and multiscale modeling in support of PCSA and TSPA is justified.  

Design details of these items are required, so that their properties can be adequately represented 

in modeling at the small spatial scales of relevance to evaluating moisture and heat transport in 

the immediate vicinity of the emplacement drifts. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The essence of DOE’s Answer (at 1311-14) is a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 747-49) that the description of ground support items is limited and generic, 

and therefore it is possible to evaluate the impacts of ground support items on the hydrological, 

thermal and mechanical characteristics of the near field of the repository.  Moreover, DOE’s 

Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 748-49) that based on the limited and 

generic description of the ground support items, DOE cannot satisfy the requirements of 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(14), 63.102(h), 63.113, and 10 C.F.R. § 63.115.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied 

the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of 

this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 

contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what 

effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section 

III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-142 – STANDARD TITANIUM GRADES CONSIDERED 
  
1. A statement of the contention itself 

In Section 1 of this contention (Petition at 750), Nevada clearly and unequivocally 

identified in one-sentence a narrowly defined, single-issue – namely "DOE considered only 

standard ASTM specification titanium for the drip shields, which is an inadequate basis for 

design and results in significant differences in corrosion performance of the drip shield surface, 

structural members and welds . . .."   By considering only standard grades of titanium, and 

selecting the material for each subsystem of the drip shield on its own attributes, DOE failed to 

consider reasonable alternatives and to produce, test and demonstrate the material performance 

as a system.  Nevada also specifically cited (id) to the applicable portion of the SAR – i.e., 

Subsection 2.1.1.2 – wherein DOE’s reference to that ATSM standard is presented, and also 

included that phrase "and similar subsections."  One of the similar subsections – Subsection 2.3.6 

– is specifically cross-referenced in SAR Subsection 2.1.1.2 as containing additional information 

regarding the design characteristics of the drip shield.  As a result, the discussion presented in 

Sections 5 and 6 of this contention (Petition at 752 and 755) focuses more directly on SAR 

Subsection 2.3.6.    

 Notwithstanding all of DOE’s argument regarding the alleged deficiencies with Nevada’s 

contention as framed in Section 1, DOE concludes (Answer at 1316) that the "contention lacks 

the specificity required by 10 C.F.R. § 63.309(f)(1)(v)" – a clear citation error and presumably 

meant to be 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).  However, Section 1 of NEV-SAFETY-142 need only 

comply with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i), which as demonstrated above has in fact been met.  

DOE’s arguments regarding the alleged lack of specificity of a contention (i.e., Section 

2.309(f)(1)(v)) are address in Section 5 below. 
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2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 703-09) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 702).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 709-10) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Those 

pleadings are more than adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this 

hearing as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).  It is utterly preposterous for DOE to assert 

(Answer at 1316-17) that Nevada is presenting "an impermissible collateral attack on the 

Commission’s regulations" or arguing for "stricter requirements than those imposed by the 

Commission’s regulation."  Nevada’s contention claims that DOE cannot comply with the 

identified regulations. 

Specifically, as identified by Nevada (Petition at 751 and 756), the regulations at issue 

require DOE to evaluate the effects that alternative conceptual models have on the performance 

of the geologic repository, which includes consideration and verification of reasonable 

alternatives for material of construction for the drip shield.  In addition, 10 C.F.R. § 63.304 

requires a reasonable expectation that compliance will be achieved and does not exclude 

important parameters from assessments and analyses simply because they are difficult to 

precisely quantify to a high degree of confidence.  Welding and testing actual samples of the 

materials proposed is not difficult and testing the resultant materials in combination will reduce 

the uncertainties in the design’s assumed performance significantly, unless, of course, some of 

the desired properties are not achieved.  
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
 An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 

The material selections made by DOE appear to have been made based solely on standard 

grades of titanium listed in the ASTM specifications.  Taken individually, these appear to meet 

certain specific requirements of their respective components of the drip shield; however, their 

combined performance as proposed by DOE is not known.   DOE did not consider reasonable 

alternatives of the standard grades, for example, alloys with content of palladium or ruthenium 

adjusted to provide optimum corrosion performance as a system (among the structural materials, 

WDS material, and welding filler materials) so the materials would provide similar corrosion 

performance in the system.  DOE did not adequately demonstrate and test the materials in 
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combination to demonstrate that the corrosion attributes it sought would be maintained or be 

effective when the materials were used in combination.  DOE has not produced or tested weld 

metal samples of all the materials proposed for corrosion resistance, let alone a sample that 

include the combination of materials. 

In addition, DOE did not adequately look at the mechanical properties of the materials 

used in combination.  When two materials of widely differing strength are welded together (Gr. 

29 and Gr. 7), the material of lower strength will reach its yield point before the stronger material 

is even stressed to half its yield strength, so that the system will fail long before the properties of 

the stronger material can be utilized.  When two materials of significantly different elevated 

temperature properties (Gr. 29 and Gr. 7) are stress relieved together, the resulting stress relief 

will not be the same as would be achieved if the materials are stress relieved individually.  DOE 

has not produced or stress relieved samples of the combined materials to show that the desired 

stress relief will be realized.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
By failing to consider materials other than those covered by commercial specifications, 

the proposed drip shield design results in critical elements, such as the welds between the 

structural members and the WDS, subject to more rapid corrosion than the adjacent components 

evaluated by DOE.  By failing to consider, actually produce (such as welded samples), and 

actually test to demonstrate performance in areas of stress relief, corrosion, hydrogen resistance, 

and structural strength, DOE has not met demonstrated that the performance of the drip shield 

component of the engineered barrier system will perform as assumed in the TSPA. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1320-24) offers a merits challenge to the 

contention’s assertion (Petition at 752-56) that DOE’s assumption that the drip shields will 
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function for hundreds of thousands of years based on corrosion testing of wrought and welded 

titanium (Grade 16 and Grade 7) has not considered custom compositions to make corrosion 

performance of welds and structural components more uniform.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer 

wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 755-56) that lower corrosion resistance of 

welds and structural components may lead to early failure of the drip shields, and therefore DOE 

has failed to comply with the requirements of  10 C.F.R. § 63.114(f) and (g).  In sum, Nevada 

has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the 

scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility 

of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine 

what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in 

Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-143 – AVAILABLE DRIP SHIELD DESIGN INFORMATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 

NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

This contention identifies a deficiency in the area of design of the drip shield.  DOE relies 

on the drip shield to prevent other than minimal seepage water from contacting the waste 

package.  If the drip shield does not function as modeled, the entire TSPA model is 

compromised.   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials. 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.  Although DOE’s Answer mounts an impermissible factual challenge to each of the 

allegations set forth in Nevada’s Petition, which is not an appropriate response as to the 

admissibility of a contention, Nevada nonetheless offers the following brief reply. 

To try to clarify the contention issue with regard to the details of the design of the drip 

shield provided at SAR Subsection 1.3.4.7,  an example is found in the concept drawings 

provided in (SAR Figs. 1.3.4-14 and 15 at 1.3.4-90 and 91).  These drawings show rectangular 

cross section Gr. 29 structural members, bulkheads on the inside, and columns outside of the 

WDS.  The drawings appear to depict these column and bulkhead members as separate, or at 

least provide no detail to show how they constitute a continuous high strength framework.  The 

drawings depict these members as having a line-to-line contact with the WDS.  However, the 

design detail (missing from the drawings) that is more realistic for this detail involves fillet 

welds made between the Gr. 7 WDS and the structural member.  These welds will bridge the gap 

between the WDS and structural members in areas where fit-up is imperfect (which will be over 

most of the weld length).  Thus, the fillet welds are really what has to carry the load from the 

WDS to the structural framework.  These are the welds to be made with ERTi-28 filler metal, for 

which DOE has not demonstrated welding or developed any mechanical or corrosion properties, 

or demonstrated that it is not susceptible to hydrogen and hydriding issues, to validate its use.   

In this case, there are sufficient uncertainties in how the detail can actually be produced 

in a workshop as to make it next to impossible to predict how the drip shield will respond 

(particularly at the welds themselves) under loads that cause collapse.  Due to the apparent 
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separation of the bulkheads and the columns by Grade 7 WDS material and relatively higher 

strength (and lower ductility) anticipated from the ERTi-28 welds, failure by tearing through the 

thickness of the Gr. 7 WDS is a very real possible failure mechanism and one which would 

radically alter the water diversion function of the collapsed drip shield.  

DOE appears to have selected Gr. 29 based on its high strength, without considering the 

alternative of using more efficient cross section of lower strength, higher ductility Gr. 7 for the 

structural members.  This approach would have the added advantages of eliminating concerns for 

hydrogen at the dissimilar metal welds, substantially reducing the possibility of filler metal mix-

up, and likely eliminating the need for stress relief due to concerns with SCC of the Grade 29. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE acknowledges (Answer at 1329) the risk of drip shield collapse and provides the 

explanation that the WDS will retain its water diversion function, but without a greater certainty 

that DOE has identified the actual WDS failure mechanism that would be provided by an actual 

test.  This assertion cannot be accepted as valid. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1328-30) offers a merits challenge to the 

contention’s assertion (Petition at 761) that DOE has failed to provide adequate information 

necessary to understand the design and fabrication of the drip shields.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer 

wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 760-61) that, as a result of the inadequate 

design and fabrication information, the performance of the drip shields, with regard to waste 

isolation, cannot be adequately evaluated and their performance cannot predicted as part of the 

engineered barrier system contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.113.  In sum, Nevada 

has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the 

scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility 
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of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine 

what effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in 

Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-144 – DRIP SHIELD FAILURE MECHANISMS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 763) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition (at 

762-63).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 764) that because of 

the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Those pleadings are 

more than adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this hearing as 

required by 10 C.F.R. § 2-309(f)(1)(iii).  It is utterly preposterous for DOE to assert (Answer at 

1331-32) that Nevada is presenting "an impermissible collateral attack on the Commission’s 

regulations" or arguing for "stricter requirements than those imposed by the Commission’s 

regulation."  Nevada’s contention claims that DOE cannot comply with the identified 

regulations. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.  In addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section 

III.D.  DOE’s argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with 
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NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  

See Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models 

to replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra. 

This contention identifies a deficiency in the area of design of the drip shield.  

Specifically, fabrication details necessary to understand how the drip shield will fail are not 

adequately described nor shown on the concept sketches provided in (SAR Figs. 1.3.4-14 and 15 

at 1.3.4-90 and 91). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Although DOE has identified only two mechanical failure mechanisms for the drip shield 

– framework buckling in SAR Subsection 2.3.4.5.1.3.3 and tensile rupture of the WDS plates in 

SAR Subsection 2.3.4.5.3.4 – in titanium equipment in actual service mechanical failures are 

most often associated with welds and other details rather than in the overall structure as DOE has 

analyzed.  By failing to adequately analyze potential failure mechanisms associated with weld 

details, or better to build and test a prototype, DOE has not met reasonable expectations 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.114(g) and 63.115(c) where the drip shield plays such a critical 

role in performance. 

The entirety of DOE’s Answer (at 1337-41) offers a merits challenge to the contention’s 

assertion (Petition at 763) that DOE has failed to consider all of the drip shield failure 

mechanisms that could affect performance of the engineered barrier system.  Moreover, DOE’s 
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Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 764) that as a result of DOE’s failure 

to consider all of the drip shield failure mechanisms that could affect performance of the 

engineered barrier system, DOE cannot determine the timing and dose to the RMEI in 

accordance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.113.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this 

proceeding, and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 

contention.  Finally, DOE’s attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what 

effect its contention, if accepted, would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section 

III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-145 – DRIP SHIELD SPECIFICATIONS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Paragraph 5 of its 

Petition (at 766-69) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 765-66).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Paragraph 6 of its Petition (at 769) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Whenever 

Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In 

addition, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding 

of reasonable expectation of safety, see Section III.A., supra, and Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards, see Section III.D.  DOE’s 

argument that this contention must be rejected because its TSPA complies with NRC 

requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits considerations into the contentions stage.  See 

Section III.G., supra.  Finally, Nevada has no obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to 

replaced flawed DOE models.  See Section III.F., supra.  Those pleadings are more than 

adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this hearing as required by 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).    
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This contention identifies a deficiency in the area of fabrication design of the drip shield.  

The drip shield is proposed as an integral and necessary part of the EBS.  DOE assumes a high 

level of reliability for the drip shield, with insufficient indication of how it will be achieved.  If 

the drip shield does not function as DOE assumes, the integrity of the EBS will be compromised.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra.  Although DOE’s Answer mounts an impermissible factual challenge to each of the 

allegations set forth in Nevada’s Petition, which is not an appropriate response as to the 

admissibility of a contention, Nevada nonetheless offers the following brief reply. 

Contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1345) that cited portions of the SAR "reference 

non-applicable nuclear codes," a simple cursory review of  SAR Subsections 1.3.2 (at 1.3.2-1 

through 1.3.2-56), 1.3.4.7.8 (at 1.3.4-32) and SAR Table 1.3.2-5 ("Codes and Standards and 

Regulatory Guidance Documents Used in the Design of Subsurface Important to Waste Isolation 

Structures, Systems, and Components") reveals that they clearly provide a listing of sources for 

basic or minimum specified mechanical or material physical properties.  None or even all of 

these constitute a design code or standard.  

 Contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1346) regarding the specificity of design 

information, concept sketches identified in SAR Fig. 1.3.4-15 at 1.3.4-91 shows the drip overall 

dimensions to 6 significant figures, which is neither practical nor possible, leaving one 

wondering if DOE intends to machine this entire structure on all surfaces.  Components are 

shown with line to line fits, with no regard for fabrication tolerances.  Neither do the sketches 
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include any detail to understand how certain critical details are to be welded together.  The 

ASME Code, even the design sections, is of no help with this. 

 The two concept sketches (SAR Figs. 1.3.4-14 & 15 at 1.3.4-89 and 91), show Grade 29 

structural supports that are on the outside of the drip shield water diversion surface and that 

appear to function both as supporting columns and sidewall stiffeners, and bulkheads and 

longitudinal stiffeners that appear to provide support for the top surface of the WDS.  The sketch 

depicts a massive solid rectangular cross section for both the columns and bulkheads.  DOE fails 

to indicate how or even if the "bulkheads" and the columns supports are to be attached to the 

WDS, what tolerances are expected, what limitations of fit-up are acceptable.  To say that the 

WDS will stay intact following a structural collapse without addressing these issues is just not 

possible (see SAR Subsection 1.2.4.7.1 at 1.3.4-27).   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
 The LA asserts that the drip shields will be practically indestructible and even when 

loaded to collapse will very likely remain intact.  With no detail provided, it is simply not 

possible to make any such assumption. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1345-48) offers a merits challenge to the  

contention’s assertion (Petition at 766-69) that there is insufficient and irrelevant specifications 

on the design and fabrication of drip shields, making predictions of performance and failure 

mechanisms of the drip shields as represented in the TSPA unreliable.  Moreover, DOE’s 

Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 769) that as a result of insufficient 

and irrelevant specification on the design and fabrication of drip shields, drip shield failure 

impacts on the timing and dose to the RMEI have not been determined in accordance with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.113.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 
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10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding, and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention.  Finally, DOE’s 

attempt to argue that Nevada had the burden to determine what effect its contention, if accepted, 

would have on EPA dose standards is fully address in Section III.D., supra. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-146 – RELIANCE ON PRELIMINARY OR CONCEPTUAL 
DESIGN INFORMATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE wrongly complains that the contention is not reasonably specific.  The contention 

raises one very specific legal issue-whether Part 63 requires that the application include final 

design information.  It could only be made more specific by filing hundreds of identical 

contentions addressed to each design element on the application, which would be unreasonable 

and burdensome.  Moreover, the contention offers a very specific example—the TAD design.   

The cases DOE cites are not even remotely in point.  The petitioner in Duke Energy 

Corporation (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328 (1999), 

contended simply that the application "is incomplete, and should withdrawn or summarily 

dismissed," and cited generally to a collection of topical reports and RAIs.  The petitioner in 

Entergy Nuclear Operations (Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3), LBP-08-13, 68 

NRC __ (2008), alleged similarly that the application was "neither complete nor accurate."  Id. at 

15-16.  Nevada’s contention is nothing like these two because it focuses narrowly on a single, 

well-defined legal deficiency in the application.  In LBP-08-13 the Licensing Board admitted a 

contention addressed to a specific problem with "buried pipes, tanks, and transfer canals that 

contain radioactive fluid" without requiring each such buried pipe, tank, and transfer canal to be 

identified.  Id at 34.   Nevada’s contention addressed to a specific problem with DOE’s design 

should similarly be admitted without requiring Nevada to go through the tedious and 

unnecessary exercise of listing all design elements.   

Finally, despite its protestations, DOE must know exactly what design information this 

contention focuses on for DOE later argues that the final design information Nevada claims is 

missing was not available when the application was docketed, and such an argument would have 
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been impossible to make without knowing precisely what Nevada claims was missing (Answer 

at 1351).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE repeats its argument about specificity which is wrong as indicated above.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE claims that the contention challenges Part 63.  This is a frivolous and ridiculous 

argument.  A contention which challenges compliance with applicable Commission regulations 

cannot possibly be a challenge to those same regulations.   

DOE also argues that final design information is not required because 10 C.F.R. § 

63.21(a) provides that the application must be "as complete as possible in the light of 

information that is reasonably available at the time of docketing."  According to DOE, this 

means that final design information need not be included in the application because it was not 

available at docketing.  This misconstrues § 63.21(a) for two reasons.   

First, DOE’s construction of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) cannot be correct because it proves too 

much.  If § 63.21(a) means that DOE’s application is always sufficient as long as it includes all 

information that is reasonably available at the time of docketing, then there is nothing left of the 

rest of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21, which describes specific kinds of information that must be included in 

the application.  No matter what § 63.21(b)-(c) seemed to require (for example, a post-closure 

performance assessment), DOE would be excused from providing it simply because it chose to 

file its application before the relevant information became available.  Indeed, DOE could have 

filed a one-paragraph application decades ago, stating that Yucca Mountain looked suitable from 

a brief fly-over by the Secretary and no other safety information was available.   
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Second, the Commission has already rejected DOE’s interpretation of 10 C.F.R. § 

63.21(a).  10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) was copied from 10 C.F.R. § 60.24 (a).  In responding to a 

Nevada complaint about the "'reasonably available' standard of § 60.24 (a)," the Commission 

held that "[w]hile information may be sufficient to meet the requirements of § 60.24, this in no 

way implies that such information will prove to be sufficient to meet the applicant’s burden of 

persuasion under § 60.31 [which parallels § 63.31]."  54 Fed. Reg. 27,864, 27,865 at note 1 (July 

3, 1989).  And in promulgating Part 63, the Commission said that "at each [licensing] stage, 

DOE must provide sufficient information to support that stage," that "NRC expects to receive a 

reasonably complete application at the time of construction authorization to allow the 

Commission to make a construction authorization decision," and that "[t]his is reflected in the 

requirement at § 63.24 (a) that the application be as complete as possible in light of information 

that is reasonably available at the time of docketing."  66 Fed. Reg. 55,732, 55,739 (Nov. 2, 

2001).   

Therefore, in promulgating § 63.21(a), the Commission recognized that the quantum of 

information available an any particular time could prove to be insufficient, and not satisfy DOE’s 

burden to file a reasonably complete application and prove compliance with Commission 

requirements.  10 C.F.R. § 63.21 does not create a monster capable of swallowing up everything 

else in 10 C.F.R. § 63.21.  If, in preparing its application, DOE has some question whether some 

available and relevant information should be included, § 63.21 answers that question by 

instructing DOE to err on the side of inclusion.  Selected statements from NRC Staff or the 

Chairman of the Commission do not establish Commission policy or precedent to the contrary.   
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

Contrary to what DOE argues, a contention that challenges compliance with a 

Commission regulation raises a material issue on its face.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE complains that Nevada did not include adequate supporting factual information.  

However, Nevada cited to the specific examples of design deficiencies in its July 21, 2008 

Supplement to its June 4, 2008 Petition Asking the NRC to Reject DOE's Yucca Mountain 

License Application as Unauthorized and Substantially Incomplete.  In particular, there is no 

final TAD design, and DOE’s own application planning documents call for the application to be 

based on preliminary design information.  See, e.g., "Desk Top Instruction for Preparing 

Preliminary Design Drawings for License Application" (01/14/2004), LSN# DN2001625181, 

Section 3.1 at 3 ("Engineering drawings prepared for LA will be preliminary design drawings").  

Further, DOE’s Answer concedes that "[f]inal design of the [TEV] equipment will occur in the 

future" (Answer at 1355).  Nevada’s contention, as directed to the TAD and TEV, could hardly 

be more specific or well supported.  Notably, nowhere does DOE actually question the premise 

of Nevada’s legal contention-that the application does not include final design information.   

As to the alleged lack of legal support, Nevada cited to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21, 63.24, 63.31, 

63.101, 63.102, and 63.111.  It urged that these regulations be considered in light of their 

regulatory history and contemporaneous NRC and DOE interpretations, to show that the 

Commission intended to require an essentially one-step licensing process in which the final 

design must be submitted and approved before a construction authorization may be issued.  No 

more legal argument is required at the contention stage.  Nevada is prepared to brief this issue 

further, consistent with the concept of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f) that full briefing of purely legal 
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contentions be allowed, if desired, after the contentions are admitted.  See 54 Fed. Reg. 33,168, 

33,172 (Aug. 11, 1989) ("The intent of the proposed rule. . .was that purely legal contentions, 

which occur rarely, may be admitted as issues in the proceeding.  However. . .they will be 

handled on the basis of briefs and oral arguments").   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE here repeats argument rebutted above.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-147 – EVALUATION OF DATA USED IN DRIP SHIELD 
FAILURE PROBABILITY 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected 

because complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, 

unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate 

that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards and  a contention alleging that DOE’s 

TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment 

in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, and 63.114 is material per se. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements, 

and as indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language 

from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
The DOE Answer (at 1363-66) raises six objections to the Nevada contention. 

First, Nevada has no obligation to identify better HEPs.  However DOE, not Nevada, has 

the burden of proof to show its HEPs are suitable for use (Answer at 1363).   

Second, DOE claims (Answer at 1363) that use of the analog meter check reading HEP is 

appropriate as an analytical representation of the probability of failure to detect drip shield 

misalignment through inspection with a camera.  This improperly argues the merits.  In any 

event, the DOE argument is that "monitoring the analog visual display for deviant conditions is 

similar to monitoring an analog meter or chart recorder for a reading within acceptable limits."  

This represents a fundamental fallacy in the argument.  With an analog meter or chart recorder 

and acceptable limits, there is a clear line of demarcation between an acceptable condition and an 

unacceptable condition.  Indeed, with an analog meter, the unacceptable region will often be 

colored differently, e.g., red for danger, from the acceptable region.  Furthermore, the judgment 

is made in one dimension, i.e., the indicator is either above or below the demarcation line.  In 

contrast, the image presented by a video camera is two dimensional.  In this case, the DOE 

(Answer at 1363) is quite correct that "no quantitative information is recorded" and the operator 

will need to "examine more closely any apparent deviation from the normal condition."  

Interpretation of a two dimensional visual image of three dimensional objects that is likely to be 

of less than optimal quality in a dusty underground environment, to determine whether the 

degree of alignment of two objects is acceptable, is a very different type of activity from 

determining whether an indicator on a meter scale is above or below a clearly marked threshold. 

Third, the DOE Answer (at 1364) claims that the contention does not properly 

characterize the License Application.  The basis for this claim is that all four of the HEPs were 
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determined by DOE to be relevant for Yucca Mountain.  Nevada does not dispute that 

NUREG/CR-1278 1278 ("Human Factors Research and Nuclear Safety with Handbook of 

Human Reliability Analysis with Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant Applications (Final Report) 

Aug 83, SNL" (01/01/1988), LSN # DN2002064865) and the Savannah River Site Study 

("Savannah River Site Human Error Data Base Development for Nonreactor Nuclear Facilities" 

(02/28/1994), LSN # DEN001584210) were developed for reactor and nonreactor nuclear 

facilities, or that the data from NUREG/CR-1278 have been applied "in evaluating human 

reliability in other large process plants, e.g., chemical plants, oil refineries, off-shore oil 

production, and other power-generating plants." (Answer at 1364).  However, the Petition (at 

775) explicitly states that "neither of these reference documents is relevant to the specific 

conditions that will apply in the subsurface at Yucca Mountain" (emphasis added).  It is notable 

that the DOE Answer provides no suggestion that either of these reference documents has ever 

been used in the safety assessment of an underground repository or store for any type of waste, 

or even in the safety assessment of any underground activity such as mining.  Thus, the Nevada 

contention does indeed provide a proper characterization of the License Application. 

DOE Answer (at 1364 and 1365) also claims that a paragraph quoted by Nevada does not 

reflect a failure by DOE to adapt the data to specific conditions at Yucca Mountain.  However, 

the DOE Answer confirms the Nevada position, as DOE states that "it would have been 

inappropriate to use performance-shaping factors to alter the nominal HEPs to account for 

specific design and operational factors because the drip shield installation procedures and 

equipment have not yet been precisely identified." (Answer at 1365).  Thus, not only did the 

DOE not adapt the data to the conditions at Yucca Mountain, but its excuse for not performing 

such an adaptation is that it does not know enough about its own procedures or equipment to 
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allow it to do so.  This is a gross and complete abdication by DOE of any responsibility to ensure 

the safety of its operations. 

Fourth, the DOE claims (Answer at 1365) that the contention does not allege that the use 

of HEPs that relate more closely to the activities involved would have the effect of increasing the 

rate or extent of degradation of the EBS.  However, this is exactly what the contention alleges.  

In the Petition (at 776) it is stated that "the overall error in the assessed frequency of improper 

drip shield installation could be several orders of magnitude" and (at 777) "this failure to comply 

[with 10 C.F.R. 63.114(b)] directly impacts estimates of the numbers of early waste package 

failures and hence the overall results from the performance assessment."  The DOE clearly 

understands this point, since its fourth claim (see below) relates to the effect of early waste 

package failures on mean annual dose. 

Fifth, the DOE claims (Answer at 1365) that the contention raises issues about number of 

waste package and early drip shield failures.  The DOE argues that this does not matter because 

early waste package and early drip shield failures are only a minor contributor to calculated 

mean annual dose.  This argument goes to the merits.  However, this contention argues (at 776-

777) that the frequency of such failures could be increased by several orders of magnitude due to 

this cause alone.  Furthermore, the frequency could be still further increased due to other 

considerations (see, e.g., NEV-SAFETY-148). Determining that early waste package and early 

drip shield failures are only a minor contributor to calculated mean annual dose using an 

incorrect calculation is no guarantee that this will be the case when a correct calculation is 

performed. 

Sixth, the DOE claims (Answer at 1366) that the ramifications of using inappropriate 

HEPs have not been determined.  This is effectively answered by Nevada in the response to the 
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third DOE claim above, i.e. that the overall error in the assessed frequency of improper drip 

shield installation could be several orders of magnitude and that this directly impacts estimates of 

the numbers of early waste package failures and hence the overall results from the performance 

assessment. Moreover, as indicated in III.D. above, a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does 

not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.101, 63.102, and 63.114 is material per se. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-148 – EVALUATION OF COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
USED IN DRIP SHIELD FAILURE PROBABILITY 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above; DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible and 

the fact that a model may not provide a completely accurate result and uncertainties may exist is 

no basis for rejecting the contention; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging 

that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance 

assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, and 63.114 is material per se. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements, and as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 
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Moreover, DOE (Answer at 1371) provides a misleading account of the use of the 

citation from "The Psychology of Risk," Glynis M. Breakwell, Cambridge University Press 

(2007).  This is not cited specifically in relation to the operation of nuclear facilities.  Rather, it is 

cited to show that experimental psychological studies have demonstrated that "where acts of 

human volition are involved, it is widely recognized that accidents or failures of performance 

tend to occur when rules are violated" (Petition at 780).  However, Breakwell (op. cit.) is well 

aware of such issues in the nuclear industry.  In the Petition (at 780), the citation is to pages 173 

to 195, which include a case study of the Chernobyl accident at 177. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE claims (Answer at 1372) that the contention does not provide "any basis for the 

proposition that annunciator inoperability would have any material effect on the probability of 

improper drip shield installation."  However, the Petition states (at 780) that "[i]f it [the process 

malfunction annunciator] is not operating then the operator cannot respond to it and the checker 

cannot recognize that failure to respond."  The Petition (at 779) identifies these responses by the 

operator and checker as two of the four events that the DOE treats as independent in its 

evaluation of failure rates.  Such independence does not exist because non-operation of the 

process malfunction annunciator would adversely affect the performance both of the operator 

and checker, and would increase the probability of improper installation of the drip shield.  More 

generally, the computation undertaken by the DOE assumes perfect performance of all 

equipment and addresses only human errors in interpreting outputs from the equipment or taking 

actions. 

The DOE comments (Answer at 1372) that concerns over the accuracy of a model or the 

degree to which it represents actual conditions do not preclude use of that model "provided that 
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the analysis is performed in a conservative manner."  However, the DOE has used the model in a 

highly non-conservative manner.  Four events are treated as independent in evaluating a failure 

probability when they are likely to be positively correlated with each other.  Any degree of 

positive correlation will necessarily increase the assessed failure probability. 

That the Nevada contention has substance is clearly recognized in the DOE Answer (at 

1373).  The text reads, in part, "subsequent to Nevada’s Petition. . .DOE developed an alternate 

event tree for evaluating the improper emplacement of the drip shield."  This alternate model is 

documented only in a response to RAI 3.2.2.1.2.2-008 which is "scheduled to be submitted on 

January 16, 2009."  This response supposedly accounts for faults in the alarm system.  As this is 

a completely new analysis, is not part of the License Application and cannot be assumed to be 

acceptable, given the inadequacies of the previous analysis as set out in the Nevada Petition, it 

carries no weight in rebutting the Nevada Petition on this matter. 

DOE also objects to Nevada’s opinion that DOE personnel will act "contrary to its 

procedures" (Answer at 1373).  However, when undertaking a human reliability assessment, it is 

fundamental not to make unduly optimistic assumptions as to human behavior.  It is well known 

that people do violate rules and it is important to evaluate the potential consequences of such 

violations and to minimize the opportunities for such violations.  It is in this context that the 

Petition (at 780-81) cites Breakwell (op. cit.) and points out that in the case of drip shield 

emplacement "there will be little immediate evidence of a failure in emplacement (except that 

available to the operator and checker), nor is there necessarily any deleterious consequence for 

the operator or checker."  These comments in the Petition do not condone violations of rules, but 

recognize, realistically that violations will occur.  Thus, Nevada seeks to ensure that the 
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consequences of such violations are evaluated by DOE so that appropriate operations and 

equipment can be developed to limit their likelihood of occurrence or deleterious consequences. 

Nevada agrees with the DOE summary of the Nevada position (Answer at 1374) that "the 

very existence of redundant indicators . . . may lead to DOE’s personnel violating operating 

procedures."  This does not mean that the availability of redundant indicators is wrong.  Clearly, 

if there are two indicators of failure, the likelihood of failure will be less than if there is only one 

indicator.  This justifies the use of redundant indicators in the nuclear industry and elsewhere.  

What the Petition challenges is a safety analysis that assumes that such indicators are 

independent, so that the probabilities of failure of each indicator can be multiplied together.  To 

take an example, if two indicators each have a failure probability of 0.01, assuming that they are 

independent gives a combined probability of failure of 0.0001, whereas assuming that they are 

fully correlated gives a combined probability of failure of 0.01.  The actual failure probability is 

likely to lie somewhere between these two values. 

As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.D. 

above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose 

standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with one or more of 

NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, and 63.114 is 

material per se.  As indicated as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed 

NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-149 – DEVIATIONS IN DESIGN AND WASTE 
EMPLACEMENT 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE here confuses the requirement that the statement of the contention be reasonably 

specific with the separate requirement that a contentions include an adequate supporting basis  

The contention could hardly be more specific.  It challenges a specific subsection of the 

application as unsupported on its face.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE repeats here its boilerplate litany of arguments that Nevada fails to demonstrate that 

its contention would change the outcome of the TSPA, rebutted in Nevada’s Reply in III.A. 

above, and fails to recognize complete assurance is not required, rebutted in Nevada’s Reply in 

III.C. above.  Besides, the document Nevada cited, "Features, Events and Processes for the Total 

System Performance Assessment: Analyses" (03/06/2008), LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-39 and 6-

40, in addressing FEP 1.1.03.01.0A, concedes that "deviations from the design and/or errors in 

waste emplacement" were excluded from the TSPA "on the basis of regulation," notwithstanding 

that these "would impact repository performance" [emphasis added].  Nothing more is required 

of Nevada.   

This contention questions whether DOE complies with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (d), (e), and 

(f) and 10 C.F.R. § 63.342, which specify how FEPS are to be evaluated and either included or 

excluded from the TSPA, and it raises a material issue.   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE argues that Nevada failed to offer any supporting documents or expert opinions, 

other than the application.  Nevada cited to SAR Subsection 2.2.1.2 at 2.2-17 and "Features, 

Events and Processes for the Total System Performance Assessment: Analyses" (03/06/2008), 

LSN# DEN001584824 at 6-39 and 6-40, where it is explained that FEP 1.1.03.01.0A, which 

includes "deviations from the design and/or errors in waste emplacement" is excluded from the 

TSPA "on the basis of regulation," notwithstanding that this "would impact repository 

performance."  Because no legal justification is offered, asking Nevada to offer reasons to the 

contrary is asking for the impossible.  The application supporting material is clear on its face that 

an FEP which would impact repository performance was excluded without any valid reason, 

contrary to 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (d), (e), and (f) and 10 C.F.R. § 63.342, which specify how FEPs 

are to be evaluated and either included or excluded from the TSPA.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE repeats some of its earlier arguments but also explains that Nevada was mistaken in 

thinking that the "errors in waste emplacement" portion of this contention was excluded on legal 

grounds.  However, Nevada correctly relied on the document cited in the application, identified 

at SAR 2.2-113 and 2.20-277 as SNL-2008a, ANL-WIS-MD-000027 Rev.00.  Nevada can be 

forgiven for placing no reliance on the statement "[e]xcluded low consequence" when the 

document cited to support this conclusion says excluded on the basis of "regulation."   

In any event, DOE now directs us to an entirely different discussion in DEN001584824, 

allegedly made applicable by its recent error report ANL-WIS-MD-000027 ERD 01, May 23, 

2008 ("Scientific Analysis/Calculation Error Resolution Document for Features, Events and 

Processes for the Total System Performance Assessment: Analyses, ANL-WIS-MD-000027 
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Rev00 ERD01" (05/23/2008), LSN# DEN001595379).  Nothing in that entirely qualitative 

discussion about how great DOE’s QA program will be implemented even remotely supports the 

proposition that errors in repository design and errors in waste emplacement will occur as a 

frequency of less than one chance in 10,000 in 10,000 years, or one in one-hundred million per 

year.  See 10 C.F.R. § 63.102 (j), and DOE does not make any such specific claim.  Indeed, the 

Commission may take official notice that no human reliability program will reduce human errors 

to less than one in one hundred million per year.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-150 – BASALTIC MAGMA MELTING DEPTH 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, and 63.114 is material per se.  The proximate focus of this contention is on compliance 

with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(e) and (g), which relates directly to C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(9) and (15).     

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s Answer (at 1391) on its face suggests a material dispute because DOE apparently 

disagrees with Dr. Smith’s opinion that DOE likely underestimated probability of igneous events 

by two or more orders of magnitude.   

In this contention, Nevada states that DOE did not "consider" asthenospheric mantle as 

the source for basalts near Yucca Mountain and by doing so underestimates the volcanic hazard 

to Yucca Mountain.  DOE in its Answer (at 1391-1392) contends that several of the PVHA 

experts mentioned that asthenospheric could be the source for these basalts therefore there is no 

dispute between Nevada and DOE.  There is an important difference between mentioning a word 

or concept and analytically integrating it into a petrologic or probability model.  Although 

several PVHA experts mentioned the concept of asthenospheric melting none "considered" it 

using this definition.  

DOE asserts (Answer at 1392-93) that Nevada’s own expert (E. Smith) agrees that the 

deep melting model is controversial and that DOE’s interpretations are valid.  DOE clearly 

misread the two articles by Smith and bases its argument on only one short quote from each 

article.  In terms of the quote from the Smith, et al. (2002) paper (Smith, Keenan and Plank, 

"Episodic Volcanism and Hot Mantle: Implications for Volcanic Hazard Studies at the Proposed 

Nuclear Waste Repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada," LSN# NEV000002718), DOE ignores 

the fact that the article was prepared nearly seven years ago and in that seven year period a 

considerable amount of data has accumulated that supports the deep melting model.  DOE’s use 

of the quote implies a lack of knowledge of work done since the article was published and 

demonstrates that the authors of DOE’s reply are not familiar with the scientific literature.  This 

article clearly compares DOE’s model to deep melting and clearly lists reasons why DOE’s 
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model is unreasonable.  The authors of DOE’s reply clearly misread the article if they believe 

that it offered support for DOE’s position. 

The second quote from the recent Smith and others (2008) article (Smith, E.I., Conrad, 

C.P., Plank, T., Tibbetts, A., Keenan, D. (2008), "Testing Models for Basaltic Volcanism: 

Implications for Yucca Mountain, Nevada," AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY, PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

12TH INTERNATIONAL HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE at 157-

164; LSN# NEN000000760) was misinterpreted by DOE (Answer at 1393).  The quote was 

intended to imply that at the time the lithospheric mantle models were proposed (in the 1980s) 

the arguments used to develop them were valid.  Furthermore, lithospheric mantle melting most 

probably occurred during the formation of Miocene basalts at a time when the lithosphere was 

hotter during plate subduction.  DOE’s answer ignored this quote from the Smith and others 

(2008) paper that clearly states Nevada’s position (at 163):   

These observations are difficult to explain by shallow melting in the lithospheric 
mantle or by utilizing crustal structures to control volcano location.  A better 
solution to understanding the geographic distribution and timing of volcanism in 
this region requires a more complete knowledge of mantle volatile content, flow 
patterns, lithospheric thickness, and distribution of low-viscosity pockets.  We 
suggest that melting of the asthenospheric mantle controlled by upwelling 
associated with low-viscosity pockets, and a step in lithospheric thickness explain 
both the reoccurrence of volcanic activity in the Yucca Mountain area for the past 
11 m.y., and the episodic nature of volcanism.  An implication of this model is 
that a new episode of volcanism may occur near Yucca Mountain, thus inferring a 
higher risk to the proposed waste repository. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-151 – TIME SPAN OF BASALTIC VOLCANISM 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, and 63.114 is material per se.  The proximate focus of this contention is on compliance 

with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(e) and (g), which relate directly to C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(9) and (15).     

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 
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requirements.  There is no requirement at the contention stage for the level of detail and 

documentation DOE argues is necessary.   

Nevada does not reference the Valentine and Perry article (Valentine, G.A. and Perry, 

F.V. (2007), "Tectonically Controlled, Time-Predictable Basaltic Volcanism from a Lithospheric 

Source" (02/07/2007), LSN# DN2002382703 at 201-216) for the purpose of showing that it is 

wrong (Answer at 1398).  The reference is used specifically to demonstrate that DOE focuses on 

the last 5 million years of the geological record at Yucca Mountain and does not adequately 

consider long term trends of basaltic volcanism.  Nevada also references SAR Subsection 

2.3.11.2.1.1 at 2.3.11-16, but again it does so to demonstrate DOE’s reliance on the last 5 million 

years of the geologic record.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s Answer (at 1399) on its face suggests a material dispute because DOE apparently 

disagrees with Dr. Smith’s opinion that DOE likely underestimated probability of igneous events 

by two or more orders of magnitude.   

Although some of the PVHA experts did include events earlier than 5 million years in 

their probability models, none considered long-terms trends or patterns of volcanism.  The 

philosophy of using data from post-5 million year old basalt has continued to the present as 

evidenced by the work reported in Valentine and Perry (2007) (DN2002382703).  The data in 

this paper uses geochemical indices that reflect the degree of partial melting of the mantle and 

shows that in the last 5 million years basaltic volcanism resulted from a steady decrease in the 

degree of partial melting.  This evidence is used to suggest that basaltic volcanism in the Yucca 

Mountain area is dying and that future events will be rare.  Nevada does not disagree with the 

conclusion that the degree of partial melting is decreasing (contrary to the statement in DOE’s 
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answer).  Nevada's point is that if the full 11 million year record is used, two such trends are 

evident.  Therefore, volcanism is periodic thus raising the possibility of another peak of activity 

in the future.  If DOE would have looked at the entire record using the same techniques they 

used for the post-5 million year period, they would have observed the same trends. 

Unfortunately, DOE decided not to do so. 

DOE suggests (Answer at 1400-01) that they have considered the entire 11 million year 

history of volcanism.  As proof they use several statements copied from the LA but these do not 

show that DOE actually analytically integrated the concept of the 11 million-year time span into 

a model or calculation.  Nevada accepts that DOE mentioned pre-5 million year volcanism in the 

SAR, but because this information was not used to determine long-term trends, important data 

regarding the episodic nature of volcanism were lost. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-152 – FOCUS ON UPPER CRUSTAL EXTENSION 
PATTERNS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, and 63.114 is material per se.  The proximate focus of this contention is on compliance 

with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (e) and (g), which relate directly to C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(9) and (15).     

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 
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requirements.  There is no requirement at the contention stage for the level of detail and 

documentation DOE argues is necessary.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s answer (at 1407) on its face suggests a material dispute because DOE apparently 

disagrees with Dr. Smith’s opinion that DOE likely underestimated probability of igneous events 

by two or more orders of magnitude.   

 DOE relies on a single quote from a recent paper (Smith, E.I., Conrad, C.P., Plank, T., 

Tibbetts, A., and Keenan, D. (2008), "Testing Models for Basaltic Volcanism: Implications for 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada," AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY, PROCEEDINGS OF THE 12TH 

INTERNATIONAL HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE at 157-164; 

NEN000000760) to argue that Nevada is uncertain about the processes that control volcanism 

and that Nevada’s expert agrees with DOE.  The quote from the Smith and others (2008) article 

was misinterpreted by DOE.  The quote was intended to imply that at the time the lithospheric 

mantle models were proposed (in the 1980s) the arguments used to develop them were valid.  

Furthermore, lithospheric mantle melting most probably occurred during the formation of 

Miocene basalts at a time when the lithosphere was hotter during plate subduction.  DOE’s 

answer ignored this quote from the Smith and others (2008) paper that clearly states Nevada’s 

position (Smith, et al. (2008) at 163): 

These observations are difficult to explain by shallow melting in the lithospheric 
mantle or by utilizing crustal structures to control volcano location.  A better 
solution to understanding the geographic distribution and timing of volcanism in 
this region requires a more complete knowledge of mantle volatile content, flow 
patterns, lithospheric thickness, and distribution of low-viscosity pockets.  We 
suggest that melting of the asthenospheric mantle controlled by upwelling 
associated with low-viscosity pockets, and a step in lithospheric thickness explain 
both the reoccurrence of volcanic activity in the Yucca Mountain area for the past 
11 m.y., and the episodic nature of volcanism.  An implication of this model is 
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that a new episode of volcanism may occur near Yucca Mountain, thus inferring a 
higher risk to the proposed waste repository. 

DOE claims (Answer at 1409-10) that the PVHA report revised the hazard estimate in the 

SAR so that it did not focus on upper crustal extension patterns to explain volcano location and 

timing.  None of the statements in DOE’s reply support this claim.  DOE lists the consideration 

of alternative conceptual models, the effects of buried volcanic centers, alternative estimates of 

probability of intersection and a description of the Crater Flat structural domain.  All of these 

items relate to upper crustal processes and none concern themselves with the depth of melting of 

basaltic magma.  DOE also mentions analog studies, but all of the analog studies relate to the 

dimensions of dikes in the upper crust and the nature of the volcanoes themselves.  None of the 

information provided by DOE in its answer to this contention indicates any study that deals with 

mantle melting or depth of melting.  All of the studies listed are either unrelated to this issue or 

deal with upper crustal structures.  Accordingly, Nevada’s contention indeed raises a genuine 

dispute with DOE. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-153 – EXCLUSION OF DEATH VALLEY FROM 
VOLCANISM CALCULATIONS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, and 63.114 is material per se.  The proximate focus of this contention is on compliance 

with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (e) and (g), which relate directly to C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(9) and (15).     

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 
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requirements.  There is no requirement at the contention stage for the level of detail and 

documentation DOE argues is necessary.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s Answer (at 1415) on its face suggests a material dispute because DOE apparently 

disagrees with Dr. Smith’s opinion that DOE likely underestimated probability of igneous events 

by two or more orders of magnitude.   

While several of the PVHA experts did mention the Greenwater Range or include it in 

their background zone, only one (Crowe) attempted to integrate it into a probability model. 

Carlson and Walker mention the Greenwater Range but do not include it in their cone count used 

to calculate probability.  Although Crowe considered the Greenwater Range, his analysis was 

flawed for the following reasons:  

1. Crowe did not know the location or number of volcanic centers in the 
Greenwater Range.  He calculated the number of centers by estimating the 
volume of basalt and then dividing that volume by the basalt volume 
normally associated with a typical cinder cone.  This back of the envelope 
calculation might be fine for an informal study but not for the important 
calculation of volcanic hazard at Yucca Mountain. 

2. Crowe gave estimated cone counts in the Greenwater Range a low weight 
in his probability calculation; therefore it had little effect on the overall 
volcanic hazard calculation. 

 
Moreover, several experts used the concept of the Amargosa Valley Isotope Province 

(AVIP) to define their background zone for probability calculations.  The AVIP was introduced 

to the PVHA experts by Dr. Gene Yogodzinski and Dr. Eugene Smith (Nevada’s expert) during 

the PVHA proceedings and this concept was accepted by several of the experts.  The AVIP is 

defined by isotopic signature and includes basalt near Yucca Mountain as well as basalt in the 

Greenwater Range.  Although some of the experts used the AVIP concept, the data from the 

Greenwater Range were not used in probability models (with the exception of Crowe). 
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Therefore, while it is true that some PVHA experts did mention the Greenwater Range 

and one used it in a calculation, the Greenwater Range was not properly considered and was 

essentially ignored by DOE.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-154 – IGNEOUS EVENT PROBABILITY FOR 10,000 YEARS 
AND 1,000,000 YEARS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, and 63.114 is material per se.  The proximate focus of this contention is on compliance 

with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (e) and (g), which relate directly to C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(9) and (15).     

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
 As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 
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requirements.  There is no requirement at the contention stage for the level of detail and 

documentation DOE argues is necessary.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE claims (Answer at 1423-24) that, in fact, it did consider deep melting models.  None 

of the information mentioned relates to deep melting.  In fact the definition of an event clearly 

states that magma ascends from the "mantle" and does not specify whether it is deep or shallow 

mantle. DOE’s statements in their answer do not support their assertion that deep melting models 

were considered by the PVHA panel.   

DOE suggests that they have considered the entire 11 million year history of volcanism. 

As proof they use several statements copied from the LA.  However, Nevada does not consider a 

simple mention of a term or concept equivalent to analytically integrating it into a model or 

calculation.  Nevada accepts that DOE mentioned pre-5 million year volcanism in the SAR, but 

because this information was not used to determine long term trends, important data regarding 

the episodic nature of volcanism were lost. 

In summary, there is no evidence provided by DOE to suggest that the PVHA expert 

panel adequately considered either deep melting models or the entire 11 million year long period 

of volcanism near Yucca Mountain.  Consequently there is a genuine dispute between DOE and 

Nevada on these issues. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-155 – 11-MILLION YEAR VS. 5-MILLION YEAR 
VOLCANISM DATA 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, and 63.114 is material per se.  The proximate focus of this contention is on compliance 

with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (e) and (g), which relate directly to C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(9) and (15).     

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 
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requirements.  There is no requirement at the contention stage for the level of detail and 

documentation DOE argues is necessary.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s answer (at 1431-1432) on its face suggests a material dispute because DOE 

apparently disagrees with Dr. Smith’s opinion that DOE likely underestimated probability of 

igneous events by two or more orders of magnitude.   

Nevada’s contention specifically deals with the fact that DOE has relied on chemistry of 

surface basalt over the past 5 million years to predict future trends of volcanism and has not 

integrated data from basalt core collected from borings in Crater Flat, Amargosa Valley, and 

Jackass Flat.  DOE’s reply does not refute this contention. 

Although, some of the PVHA experts did include events earlier than 5 million years in 

their probability models, none considered long-term trends or patterns of volcanism.  The 

philosophy of using data from post-5 million year old basalt has continued to the present as 

evidenced by the work reported in Valentine and Perry (2007) ("Tectonically Controlled, Time-

Predictable Basaltic Volcanism from a Lithospheric Source" (02/07/2007), LSN# 

DN2002382703 at 1-22, at 19).  The data in this paper uses geochemical indices that reflect the 

degree of partial melting of the mantle and shows that in the last 5 million years basaltic 

volcanism resulted from a steady decrease in the degree of partial melting.  This evidence is used 

to suggest that basaltic volcanism in the Yucca Mountain area is dying and that future events will 

be rare.  Nevada does not disagree with the conclusion that the degree of partial melting is 

decreasing.  Nevada's point is that if the full 11 million year record is used, two such trends are 

evident.  Therefore, volcanism is periodic thus raising the possibility of another peak of activity 

in the future.  If DOE would have looked at the entire record using the same techniques they 
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used  for the post-5 million year period, they would have observed the same trends. 

Unfortunately, DOE decided not to do so. 

DOE states (Answer at 1432) the link between chemistry and age reported by Smith is 

tenuous, but DOE does not provide evidence for this statement or an alternative explanation.  

Recall that the core in question was obtained and cataloged by DOE.  Dates used in Nevada’s 

contention were obtained from work done by DOE.  If DOE considers this data tenuous, it is 

questioning its own work and the quality of its own data. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-156 – ALTERNATIVE IGNEOUS EVENT CONCEPTUAL 
MODELS 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
The proximate focus of this contention is obviously on compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 

63.114(c).  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards, and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with  

NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. § 63.114(c) is material per se.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
 DOE’s argument that no supporting opinion is referenced is wrong and insulting.  As 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel, and as 

indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada’s contention clearly satisfies this requirement.   

DOE argues the merits in its Answer (at 1434), when it argues NEV-SAFETY-156 is just 

another attempt to "litigate" Dr. Smith’s "controversial theory."  There has been no prior 

litigation, and whether or not contention is based on a "controversial theory" has no bearing on 

its admissibility.  DOE continues with its argument over the merits beginning at 1437. See 

"Therefore the claim . . . is not correct" (Answer at 1439), "[DOE’s] experts were encouraged to . 

. . consider all viewpoints" (Id. at 1440), "Nevada is factually incorrect" (Id. at 1442), and 

"Nevada is simply incorrect" (Id. at 1443).  DOE even goes so far as to introduce an additional 

study (the "PVHA-U") not included in the license application (Answer at 1443).  DOE's 

argument that Nevada’s contentions must be rejected because its analysis of alternative models 

of igneous events is correct and complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject 

merits considerations into the contention stage.  See III.G. above. 

 In its answer to this contention, DOE asserts (at 1438) that Nevada is incorrect in stating 

that "DOE’s volcanic hazards assessment is based on an outdated PVHA, and that the PVHA 

experts based their results on the assumption of shallow melting to produce basaltic magma.  

Nevada agrees that the PVHA experts were introduced to alternative models.  In fact, Nevada’s 

expert (Smith) presented his alternative models to the experts and also helped lead a field trip to 

demonstrate his interpretations.  The PVHA experts, although introduced to various melting 

models, qualitatively adopted the DOE model of shallow melting.  All of the experts accepted 

DOE’s interpretation that volcanic activity decreasing in volume and number of events over the 

last 5 million years was an indicator of a future marked by a low probability for future eruptions.  

While mentioning the concept of asthenospheric melting in the PVHA report, none of the experts 
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considered the consequences of deep melting in probability calculations.  In fact, every expert 

based probability calculations on vent location, number of events, dike dimensions and 

orientation and their interpretation of a region of interest.  None of the experts quantitatively 

considered the effects of a petrologic model in their probability estimates.  Nevada considers this 

omission as a major problem with the PVHA report. 

DOE in fact did do additional work after the PVHA report and corrected its estimate of 

the annual frequency of igneous events.  However, it is important to note that DOE’s major effort 

was the PVHA-U panel convened to process data obtained since the original PVHA panel.  

Although DOE indicates (Answer at 1443) that the results of this panel do not significantly alter 

the findings of PVHA, there is no mention of the PVHA-U in the License Application.  Nevada 

considers this to be a major omission.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-157 – IGNEOUS EVENT DATA IN THE TSPA 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
DOE begins (Answer at 1446) with an interesting argument that it is immaterial whether 

or not DOE’s application is complete and accurate in all material respects.  According to DOE, 

the only proper course would be for NRC to grant the application and then initiate enforcement 

action to revoke the just-granted license, a neat way to shift the burden of proof to NRC and 

away from DOE.  DOE’s argument is wrong.  10 C.F.R. § 63.10 and 10 C.F.R. § 63.23(a) (also 

cited in the contention) say essentially the same thing and 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3)(i) provides 

that NRC must consider compliance with all of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21 before issuing any 

construction authorization.  Therefore non-compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.23(a) is material.  

Moreover, non-compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.23 (a) is material regardless of whether it can be 

shown that there is no reasonable expectation of safety.  To conclude otherwise would be to 

excise 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3)(i) from Part 63, and read Part 63 as if its only requirement were to 

do a calculation showing compliance with the EPA dose standard, and as indicated in III.D. 

above, it is not reasonable to insist that Nevada must demonstrate that acceptance of its 

contention would lead to a violation of EPA dose standards.    
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel.  The contention is amply supported by Dr. Smith.  All of the studies and papers 

referenced in Nevada’s contention (Petition at 832-833) as missing from the application were 

authored by either DOE or NRC employees or contractors who were doing research to help 

improve the knowledge base of volcanoes near Crater Flat.  Many of these investigations used 

analog studies to make conclusions about volcanoes near Yucca Mountain.  Others discussed 

volcanoes near Yucca Mountain, and some the interpretation of shallow melting and the crustal 

control on the timing of volcanism.  These articles contain important information and 

interpretations that should be incorporated into probability models.  Because these articles 

discuss important concepts throughout, all pages of each article are pertinent.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

  
The contention satisfies this requirement.  As noted above, the articles contain important 

information and interpretations that should be incorporated into probability models, and because 

these articles discuss important concepts throughout, all pages of each article are pertinent.  DOE 

also mentions (Answer at 1453) the PVHA-U and indicates that it provides new estimates of the 

probability of repository disruption.  DOE’s major research effort dealing with volcanic hazard 

studies was the PVHA-U panel convened to process data obtained since the original PVHA 

panel.  Although DOE indicates that the results from this panel do not significantly alter the 

findings of PVHA, there is no mention of the PVHA-U in the License Application.  Nevada 
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considers this to be a major omission and contends that the License Application is not complete 

or accurate because of its absence. 

Finally, much of DOE’s argument impermissibly argues the merits.  See "Nevada is 

factually incorrect . . ." (Answer at 1452) and "the results presented in the License Application 

(LA) are robust and suitable . . ." (Answer at 1453). 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-158 – GEOPHYSICAL DATA IN DOE'S VOLCANIC MODEL 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
The proximate focus of the contention is on compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 114 (g), which 

requires all TSPA models to be adequately supported.  As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable 

expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention 

must be rejected because complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be 

eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards and a 

contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with an NRC’s requirement in 63.114 is 

material per se. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s answer largely argues the merits.  See "that…the PVHA experts were not 

provided with high quality geophysical data…is nor true" (Answer at 1460) and ("all experts 

were exposed to …a wide range of technical view points and alternative conceptual models" 

(Answer at 1461).   

In this contention, Nevada asserts that DOE did not provide the PVHA experts modern 

high-quality geophysical data required to test models of magma generation that are a critical 

component of a probability calculation.  DOE misread Nevada’s contention and states incorrectly 

that geophysical techniques must be applied to test only the deep melting model.  Nevada clearly 

stated that geophysical techniques should be employed to test all melting models, not just models 

proposed by Nevada. 

Nevada agrees that some geophysical data were provided to both the PVHA and 

PVHA-U experts. The quality of these data is what is at issue.   

DOE also claims that the PVHA panel did not rely on upper crustal models but 

considered a range of models including deep melting. Nevada agrees that the PVHA experts 

were introduced to alternative models. In fact, Nevada’s expert (Smith) presented his alternative 

models to the experts and also helped lead a field trip to demonstrate his interpretations. The 

PVHA experts, although introduced to various melting models, qualitatively adopted the DOE 

model of shallow melting. All of the experts accepted DOE’s interpretation that volcanic activity 

decreasing in volume and number of events over the last 5 million years was an indicator of a 

future marked by a low probability for future eruptions. While mentioning the concept of 

asthenospheric melting in the PVHA report, none of the experts considered the consequences of 

deep melting in probability calculations. In fact, every expert based probability calculations on 
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vent location, number of events, dike dimensions and orientation and their interpretation of a 

region of interest. None of the experts quantitatively considered the effects of a petrologic model 

in their probability estimates. Nevada considers this omission as a major problem with the 

PVHA report. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-159 – PROPAGATION OF CONCEPTUAL AND 
PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTIES THROUGH THE SAFETY ASSESSMENT 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

As explained more fully in III.B. above, this contention asserting that DOE's TSPA does 

not properly account for uncertainty is material per se because it asserts a violation of the 

important but separate requirement in 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 to thoroughly articulate and analyze or 

address uncertainty, to the end that an ultimate decision on whether the level and types of 

uncertainty are acceptable can be made on the basis of a full and complete record.  

Moreover, as indicated in III.I. above, alternative conceptual models must be included in 

the TSPA Itself, not merely considered for inclusion.  The requirement on DOE is that any 

performance assessment must consider alternative conceptual models of features and processes 

that are consistent with available data and current scientific understanding and evaluate the 

effects that alternative conceptual models have on the performance of the geologic repository.  

That performance is evaluated in large part by a comparison of mean annual dose estimates from 

the TSPA with compliance criteria.  Thus, evaluation of the effects of alternative conceptual 

models, including both their mathematical implementation and their parameterization, requires 

that those effects should be determined in terms of their influence on the results from the TSPA 

that are used for demonstrating compliance.  Although giving consideration to a model might 

require only a review of its characteristics, the requirement to evaluate its effects implies some 
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degree of quantification of those effects so that they can be evaluated against regulatory 

standards that are themselves expressed in quantitative terms. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Contrary to the implication in the DOE Answer (at 1466), Nevada does not simply 

contend that DOE has limited "the range of uncertainty included in the results of the performance 

assessment."  Rather (Petition at 847), Nevada contends that "many of these choices will affect 

the overall distribution of results" such that "a full appreciation of the potential overall bias in the 

assessment can only be achieved by propagating the alternatives separately. . .and determining 

their overall effect on the compliance results. . ." (emphasis added).  Thus, the contention is not 

simply that the range of uncertainty is underestimated by DOE, but that the mean results of the 

analysis are likely to be biased. 

Further, as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
As noted above, Nevada makes a much stronger statement about the impact of its 

allegations than that "the range of uncertainty in the assessment is reduced" (Answer at 1468, 

emphasis in original).  Rather, Nevada considers that there is a potential overall bias in the 

assessment.  It is this bias that Nevada considers should be studied "at a degree of disaggregation 

sufficient to permit the effects of different conceptualizations on the assessment results to be 

distinguished from the effects of parametric uncertainty" (Petition at 848).   

The DOE claim that the Petition statement (at 846) "alternative possibilities exist for the 

identification of scenarios, the partitioning of those scenarios into modeling cases, the choice of 

model abstractions to represent those modeling cases, and the choice of parameter value 

distributions for use with those model abstractions" is "so broad as to be virtually meaningless"  

(Answer at 1468) misses the point of the contention.  The contention relates to the single issue 

that there are different ways of artificially distinguishing a continuum of potential future 

evolutions of the Yucca Mountain repository system into a small set of set of classes and of 

representing those classes in calculations.  The need to undertake such simplifications is 

recognized by Nevada.  However, this does not alter the position that the choices made in this 

process are matters of judgment and will affect the results obtained.  Nevada does not seek to 

prescribe the alternatives to be adopted.  However, Nevada has identified (Petition, Attachment 

C to the Affidavit of Michael C Thorne) over 100 contentions for which changes to the TSPA 

would be justified.  As the weight to be placed on different conceptual models is a matter of 

judgment, there is no unique aggregation that defines a true result.  Therefore, Nevada contends 

(Petition at 847) that the alternatives should be propagated separately, so that a risk-informed 
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evaluation of their implications can be made.  Specifically, various computations of mean annual 

dose can be made, based on different judgments, for comparison with the regulatory criteria. 

It follows from the above that Nevada is not in this contention concerned with 

controverting the DOE process for identifying and screening scenarios (Answer at 1468) in the 

sense of saying that it is incorrect.  Rather, the contention is that the process is too narrow and 

that by carrying forward a single set of choices (Petition at 846), the DOE has failed to 

adequately evaluate potential biases in its assessment.   

It should be noted that DOE does not respond to the issue of the need to carry alternative 

conceptualizations through the assessment to determine their implications.  Rather, for scenarios, 

it simply makes the unsubstantiated assertion that its single set of modeling cases gives "a 

conservative overestimate of consequences" (Answer at 1469), and for alternative model 

abstractions it states that it considered alternative models, but this did not extend to propagating 

them through the assessment (see (3) above).  With respect to parameter values, DOE states that 

it used the broadest range of uncertainty in the parameter value consistent with available 

information (Answer at 1470).  This is not correct, as NEV-SAFETY-160 shows, triangular 

distributions were often used where a piecewise constant distribution could have been adopted.  

A piecewise constant distribution gives greater weight to the extremes of a defined range than 

does a triangular distribution. 

In summary, DOE has become locked in to a system in which uncertainty can only be 

represented through uncertainty in parameter values.  DOE fails to recognize that scenario and 

conceptual uncertainties are judgment based and that the weights that will be placed on different 

scenarios and alternative conceptual models are also strongly dependent on judgment.  

Neglecting this both narrows the overall range of uncertainty (because different judgmental 
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positions are not represented) and introduces potential bias (because a specific set of weightings 

is adopted that would not be universally agreed and may not be consistent with the intent of the 

regulations).   

DOE has waived any objection to this contention on the ground that it is non-specific by 

presenting no argument with respect to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).  Moreover, as 

indicated in III.I. above, Nevada’s reasonable and supportable alternative conceptual models 

must be included in the TSPA itself, not merely considered for inclusion; as indicated in III.B. 

above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or underestimated is material 

and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the TSPA are unacceptable; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with 

one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 

63.102, and 63.114 is material per se. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-160 – PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS USED IN THE 
TSPA 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
As indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA 

contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. 

above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s contention must be rejected because complete assurance is 

not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as 

indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would 

violate EPA dose standards.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel. 

The DOE (Answer at 1476) complains that a non-specific reference is made to a 350-

page compilation of screenshots from the TSPA.  However, the reference is not vague in that it 

comprises "all the sampled variables" in the TSPA and is cited in full because the "compilation 

demonstrates the wide variety of distribution types adopted" (Petition at 851).  Elsewhere in the 
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Petition, specific variables are identified by name, e.g., HLW glass surface area exposure factor 

(Petition at 852).  These variables and their characteristics can be looked up under these names in 

the cited document.  In any event, DOE has waived any objection to this contention on the 

ground that it is non-specific by presenting no argument with respect to compliance with 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE claims that the contention does not allege that the choice of alternative probability 

density functions would have generated significantly different TSPA results (Answer at 1477).  

However, the Petition (at 853) clearly states that "[t]he results obtained from the TSPA will have 

been substantially determined by the shapes that DOE has adopted" (emphasis added), and (at 

854) "this failure to have accounted for the uncertainty in parameter value distributions means 

that the results of the assessment are likely to be biased.  The degree of such bias cannot be 

determined without running variant TSPA cases using alternative distributions."  Further, as 

indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been mischaracterized or 

underestimated is material and Nevada does not need to demonstrate that uncertainties in the 

TSPA are unacceptable.   

DOE also claims (Answer at 1477) that "Nevada fails to identify alternatives that Nevada 

believes would more accurately characterize the properties."  This is not correct.  Although 

Nevada does not propose specific preferred alternatives in all cases, examples are given to show 

how more appropriate distributions should be selected.  Thus, in the Petition (at 853), Nevada 

points out that "[u]se of a uniform distribution of corrosion rates across a specified range will 

result in greater likelihood of radionuclide releases at early times than a triangular distribution 

across that same range."  Thus, Nevada comments on the principles that should be adopted in 
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selecting distributions rather than specifying each individual distribution.  In any event, Nevada 

has no burden to identify alternatives, and as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to 

demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.  

The claim by DOE that full data for each uncertain parameter is given in Appendix K of 

"Total System Performance Assessment Model/Analysis for the License Application" (Answer at 

1478) is unsupported.  Appendix K presents the results of an uncertainty and sensitivity analysis 

rather than the basis for the parameter value distributions.  It is possible that some relevant 

information is provided in references to that Appendix, but DOE provides no specific examples.  

In any event, the DOE argument here impermissibly addresses the merits.   

Although DOE claims to have applied the principle of maximum entropy (Answer at 

1479), this argument also addresses the merits and the available information does not bear out 

this assertion.  For example, triangular distributions are used where piecewise constant 

distributions could have been used.  No more information is required to define a piecewise 

constant distribution with different probability densities below and above the best estimate than 

to define a triangular distribution.  Furthermore, because a piecewise constant distribution 

emphasizes extreme parameter values more than a triangular distribution, it will also result in a 

broader measure of uncertainty in the results obtained.  Additionally, as set out in the Petition (at 

851 and 852), the choices of distributions do not seem to have been informed by physical 

considerations.  In the example given, concentrations of plutonium in waste form and CSNF 

colloids are sampled from differently shaped distributions.   

Because, as argued above, the widest range of uncertainty has not been encompassed by 

the DOE in its choice of distributions, it cannot be argued, as does DOE (Answer at 1480) that 

no sensitivity studies are required.  Furthermore, even if the widest range of uncertainty had been 
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selected, this would not rule out the need for sensitivity studies.  This is because an unduly wide 

range of uncertainty, e.g., in the timing of a radionuclide release, can bias the estimate of mean 

annual dose downward.  This is a well known aspect of risk dilution that has been extensively 

discussed in the solid radioactive waste management community for several decades. 

Finally, again, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that 

TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-161 – CRITICAL ROLE OF DRIP SHIELD 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada’s contention is that DOE’s application violates the requirement that there be 

"multiple barriers," because its safety depends dispositively upon a single element of the 

engineered barrier system – the drip shield.  DOE argues that this misinterprets Part 63 because, 

consistent with the recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, that regulation has 

no individual subsystem performance requirements, recognizes that no one barrier can be either 

truly independent or totally redundant, and includes no requirement to demonstrates 

quantitatively the performance of any one barrier (Answer at 1482-85).  DOE also argues that 

Nevada’s argument is the same as the one rejected by the Court of Appeals in NEI v. EPA, 373 

F.3d 1251, 1294-95 (D.C. Cir. 2004).  DOE is wrong on all counts. 

DOE’s selected extracts from the regulatory history of Part 63 merely support the 

proposition that Part 63 imposed no pre-application collection of subsystem performance 

requirements, including quantitative limits on individual barriers, so that "DOE is provided 

flexibility . . . and . . . may place greater or lesser reliance on individual components of the 

repository system when deciding how best to achieve the overall safety objective."  66 Fed. Reg. 

55,732, 55,758 (Nov. 2, 2001).   This decision to impose no pre-application collection of 

subsystem performance requirements was said to be consistent with the National Academy’s 

recommendation that "[c]are should be taken to ensure that any subsystem requirements for 
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Yucca Mountain do not foreclose design options that ensure the best long-term repository 

performance."  See the Academy’s "Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards" 

(01/01/1995), LSN# NEV000004270 at 125-126).  Nevada’s argument that Part 63’s failure to 

include pre-established, quantitative subsystem performance requirements violated section 121 

(b)(1)(B) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. § 10141(b)(1)(B), was rejected in NEI v. EPA.   NEI v. EPA 

says nothing about whether any particular selection of barriers in a license application would be 

acceptable.   

DOE distorts the regulatory history of Part 63 when it argues that a description of each 

individual barrier contribution to overall performance (meeting EPA’s dose and concentration 

standards) is all that is required, and that when DOE files its application, NRC must accept a 

well described barrier system chosen by DOE even if that means that there is no resiliency in 

overall system performance or any defense in depth whatsoever.  In the preamble to the final Part 

63, just after stressing the need to give DOE flexibility in deciding how it wants to meet the 

performance objectives, the Commission stated explicitly that "[t]herefore, the emphasis should 

not be on the isolated performance of individual barriers, but rather on ensuring the repository 

system is robust, and is not wholly dependent on a single barrier."  66 Fed. Reg. 55,732, 55,758 

(Nov. 2, 2001) (emphasis added).  

This avoidance of single barrier dependency ties directly to the requirement in 10 C.F.R. 

§ 63.102 (h) that the barriers work in combination "to enhance the resiliency of the geologic 

repository," and ultimately to the requirement in section 63.113(b) that "[t]he engineered barrier 

system must be designed so that, working in combination with natural barriers, radiological 

exposures to the reasonably maximally exposed individual are within the limits specified at § 

63.311 of subpart L of this part . . . ."   
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Nevada’s contention is material because it challenges whether, given DOE’s reliance on 

drip shields, the requirement that overall system performance "not [be] wholly dependent on a 

single barrier" and thereby exhibit "resiliency," as incorporated in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.102 (h) and 

113 (b), is violated.    

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
DOE offers no new arguments. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
Nevada’s arguments are fully supported by facts and opinion, and as indicated at III.L. 

above, Dr. Thorne’s affidavit is entirely proper.  DOE’s further arguments that none of Dr. 

Thorne’s opinion "withstand scrutiny" (Answer at 1487), and that he "reaches unjustifiable 

results by misapplying conservative assumptions" (Answer at 1488) go to the merits, and is not 

ground for rejecting a contention.  It would likewise prejudge the merits to assume that drip 

shields will be installed (Answer at 1489). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
DOE offers no new arguments. Unlike in the two cases cited by DOE, it is DOE, not 

petitioner, who is making unsupported assumptions. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-162 – DRIP SHIELD INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE complains that NEV-SAFETY-162 relies for support on other Nevada contentions.  

This has nothing to do with the specificity of the statement of the issue, and in any event, the 

Advisory PAPO Board’s June 20, 2008 Case Management Order, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

specifically allows one contention to reference others.  LBP-08-10 at 7.  Indeed, because so 

much of the TSPA is interrelated, DOE’s argument would make it impossible to frame many 

TSPA contentions, leaving much of DOE’s TSPA immune from attack.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE argues that Nevada’s contention is an impermissible challenge to the regulations 

because 10 C.F.R. Part 63 does not require an actual retrieval plan or detailed information about 

retrieval at the construction authorization stage.   

It is not disputed that DOE plans to install the drip shields about one-hundred years from 

now, after all of the wastes are emplaced in the tunnels and just prior to repository closure.  

Nevada’s contention alleges that this cannot be justified as safe.  This challenges DOE’s drip 

shield concept, not the absence of retrieval plans.   

Nevada pointed out that there are no retrieval plans, or even retrieval details, and 

therefore there is no reasonable assurance that retrieval will be feasible as a fall-back to protect 

safety.  The status of DOE’s retrieval plans is part of the basis for the contention because the lack 

of assurance that retrieval can be accomplished highlights the safety importance of DOE’s drip 

shield installation plan.  But, even if Nevada’s contention is construed to focus more on retrieval 
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plans than on drip shields, there would still be no impermissible rule challenge.  10 C.F.R. § 

63.21(c)(7) requires that the application include a "description of plans for retrieval."  Subsection 

1.11 of the SAR at 1.11-1 through 1.11-16 describes DOE’s proposed retrieval plan in a scant 

sixteen pages, and provides only limited information about basic retrieval concepts.  It promises 

that "[s]pecific plans for retrieval will be developed and defined in detail should the need for 

retrieval be identified." Id. at 1.11-1 and 1.11-2.  Even assuming that no full and complete 

retrieval plan is now required, the "description" must still be sufficient in order for the NRC to 

find reasonable assurance that retrieval will be feasible as a fall-back to protect safety if 

installation of the drip shields proves to be defective or impossible, and (as the contention states) 

the scant details DOE provides fails to comply with any reasonable concept of an adequate 

description, given the critical safety function retrieval will provide.  Therefore, even if Nevada’s 

contention is construed as addressing retrieval, and not drip shields, it would present an issue of 

compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(7), which is within the scope of the hearing.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE complains about the applicability of 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2), which provides that 

NRC must find reasonable assurance of safety before issuance of a construction authorization, 10 

C.F.R. § 63.113(b), which provides that NRC must find that the engineered barrier system, 

working with the natural barriers, works to comply with EPA dose standards, and the "multiple 

barrier" requirement in section 121(b)(1)(B) of the NWPA.   

DOE’s argument misses the point of the contention which, as noted above, challenges the 

drip shield installation plan as unsafe.   

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2) requires a pre-construction finding that there is a "reasonable 

expectation" that the waste can be disposed of without "unreasonable risk," and 10 C.F.R. § 
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63.31(a)(3) provides that in arriving at this determination, it must be considered whether the site 

and design "comply with" Subpart E, which includes 10 C.F.R. § 63.113(b).   Disposal "risk" 

arises only when wastes are being disposed, and therefore "unreasonable" disposal risk is defined 

generally by the suite of pre-emplacement safety findings required 10 C.F.R. § 63.41.  This suite 

of findings includes the finding required by 10 C.F.R. § 63.41 (a)(2), which is that "any 

underground storage space required for initial operation" has been constructed in compliance 

with the regulations, including 63.113(b).  Under DOE’s installation plan, drip shields (part of 

the "space") will not be installed at the time this finding must be made.  Because the referenced 

paragraph 5 of NEV-SAFETY-161 demonstrates that installation of the missing drip shields is 

vital to compliance with § 63.113(b), such a finding will be impossible to make.   

Putting the regulations together, NRC must find prior to issuance of the construction 

authorization that there is a "reasonable expectation" that, before emplacement of wastes, it will 

be able to find that the drip shields have been constructed in compliance with § 63.113(b).  

While under 10 C.F.R. § 63.101 (a)(2) "reasonable expectation" allows for some uncertainty, an 

impossibility is not a "reasonable expectation" in any rational sense, and as noted above, the "has 

been constructed" finding will be impossible to make under DOE’s drip shield installation plan.   

Therefore, just as the contention says, NRC cannot now find that DOE’s plan to delay 

installation of the drip shields until just before closure is safe or, to be more precise, NRC cannot 

now find that the plan complies with 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(2), taking into consideration 10 C.F.R. 

§ 63.113 (b).  This obviously presents a material issue.  While the argument to support this legal 

conclusion has several steps, it makes eminent sense and must be consistent with Part 63 

considered as a whole.  The Commission cannot allow construction of a geologic repository, or 

allow the construction of any complex nuclear facility, if it appears that a safety finding required 
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to be made before operation will be impossible to make.  The lack of reasonable assurance of 

retrieval reinforces the safety significance of this consideration.   

Section 121(b)(1)(B) of the NWPA is properly cited because it underpins 10 C.F.R. § 

63.113(b).   

As noted above, if NEV-SAFETY-162 is construed as primarily addressing retrieval, and 

not the timing of drip shield installation, it would still present an issue of compliance with 10 

C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(7), which is also a material issue.   

DOE also insists that the contention is immaterial because DOE is entitled to the 

presumption that it will construct its repository just as it proposes and as the application 

provides.  No authority is cited for this proposition and it should be rejected.  If DOE were 

correct, no QA program would be needed, contrary to 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(20), because it would 

be presumed that construction and operation would be just as planned, and no emergency plan 

would be required, contrary to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(3)(v), because it would be presumed no 

accidents would ever occur.  Moreover, such a the presumption is inconsistent with DOE’s 

argument on NEV-SAFETY-149, which insists that errors in waste emplacement are screened 

out as FEPs because of low significance, not because it must be presumed that DOE’s waste 

emplacement will go as proposed in the application (Answer at 1382).   

DOE’s presumption argument is especially inapplicable to NEV-SAFETY-162 because if 

installation of the drip shields proves to be defective or impossible, and safety cannot be 

protected by retrieving the wastes, there is nothing either DOE or NRC can do – the wastes will 

be left in the tunnels regardless of the consequences to public health and safety.  If that happens, 

DOE and NRC protestations that it presumed things would work out OK would probably lead 

the Congress to abolish both agencies on grounds of dereliction of duty and incompetence.   
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DOE ends its discussion here by repeating its arguments about how NEV-SAFETY-162 

is an impermissible challenge to the regulations, as if repeating the same argument over and over 

again makes it more persuasive.  The argument is wrong for the reasons given above.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE repeats its incorrect argument that Nevada cannot refer to other contentions.  NEV-

SAFETY-162 is fully and properly supported by the specific references to the application and 

supporting documents, and by the referenced expert opinions in paragraph 5 of NEV-SAFETY-

130 and paragraph 5 of NEV-SAFETY-161.  Paragraph 5 of NEV-SAFETY-134 and paragraph 

5 of NEV-SAFETY-168 offer additional support.   

In addition, DOE argues that Mr. Frishman’s expert affidavit must be ignored because it 

merely "adopts" language from another document.  No law supports this argument. Nevada 

adopted the adoption approach to avoid the need for hundreds of separate affidavits, each 

associated with one contention.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE’s argument here is largely a continuation of its argument about how Nevada’s 

contention is unsupported, which is addressed above.  DOE’s additional arguments that "it is 

beyond dispute that the description of the retrieval. . .plan is more than adequate" (Answer at 

1499) and that its "design complies with 10 C.F.R. 62.111 (e)" (id.) addresses the merits and are 

improper at the contention stage.   

DOE concludes by arguing that a safety analysis of retrieval will be conducted "[a]t the 

time the need for retrieval is determined," and that this is what 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) requires.  

This is an irresponsible and baseless argument.  It is irresponsible because a safety analysis of 

retrieval of all or some of the wastes only after wastes are emplaced and a serious safety problem 
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has been encountered will be too late, because options to make retrieval more feasible and less 

dangerous may have been foreclosed.   

Moreover, DOE’s construction of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) cannot be correct because it 

proves too much.  If § 63.21(a) means that DOE’s application is always sufficient as long as it 

includes all information that is reasonably available at the time of docketing, then there is 

nothing left of the rest of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21, which describes specific kinds of information that 

must be included in the application.  No matter what § 63.21(b)-(c) seemed to require (for 

example, a post-closure performance assessment), DOE would be excused from providing it 

simply because it chose to file its application before the relevant information became available.  

Indeed, DOE could have filed a one-paragraph application decades ago, stating that Yucca 

Mountain looked suitable from a brief fly-over by the Secretary and no other safety information 

was available.   

Also, the Commission has already rejected DOE’s interpretation of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a).  

10 C.F.R. § 63.21(a) was copied from 10 C.F.R. § 60.24 (a).  In responding to a Nevada 

complaint about the "'reasonably available' standard of § 60.24 (a)," the Commission held that 

"[w]hile information may be sufficient to meet the requirements of § 60.24, this in no way 

implies that such information will prove to be sufficient to meet the applicant’s burden of 

persuasion under § 60.31 [which parallels § 63.31]."  54 Fed. Reg. 27,864, 27,865 at note 1 (July 

3, 1989).  And in promulgating Part 63, the Commission said that "[a]t each [licensing] stage, 

DOE must provide sufficient information to support that stage," that "NRC expects to receive a 

reasonably complete application at the time of construction authorization to allow the 

Commission to make a construction authorization decision," and that "[t]his is reflected in the 

requirement at § 63.24 (a) that the application be as complete as possible in light of information 
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that is reasonably available at the time of docketing."  66 Fed. Reg. 55,732, 55,739 (Nov. 2, 

2001).   

Therefore, in promulgating § 63.21(a), the Commission recognized that the quantum of 

information available an any particular time could prove to be insufficient, and not satisfy DOE’s 

burden to file a reasonably complete application and prove compliance with Commission 

requirements.  10 C.F.R. § 63.21 does not create a monster capable of swallowing up everything 

else in 10 C.F.R. § 63.21.  If, in preparing its application, DOE has some question whether some 

available and relevant information should be included, § 63.21 answers that question by 

instructing DOE to err on the side of inclusion.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-163 – SCREENING OF NEAR-FIELD CRITICALITY 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s contention is a single, narrow issue one – that DOE’s unreasonably low 

estimate of the probability of the occurrence of advective seepage onto a waste package for 

nominal scenarios leads to near-field criticality being inappropriately screened from 

consideration.  The fact that the basis for the contention may be similar to or related to the bases 

for other contentions is not relevant here.  Indeed, if the same set of facts and opinions could give 

rise to only one contention, as DOE seems to suggest, the result would be broader contentions, 

not narrower ones. 

The DOE complains (Answer at 1501) that the contention reproduces verbatim the 

statements of fact from NEV-SAFETY-147 and NEV-SAFETY-148.  This is appropriate 

because the statements of fact that support those contentions are also relevant to this contention.  

However, the issue in this contention is different, as the issue here is whether improper 

installation of one or a few drip shields could result in criticality.  Thus, the contention is narrow 

and specific to the issue of the screening of near-field criticality, but employs facts that are 

relevant also in other contexts. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
The proximate focus of this contention is on 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.114(d) and (e) and their 

close cousin, 10 C.F.R. § 63.342.  All say essentially the same thing.  As indicated in III.A. 
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above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of 

reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.C. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s 

contention must be rejected because complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot 

be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada 

does not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards and a 

contention alleging that DOE’s TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements 

for a performance assessment in 10 C.F.R. 63.114 is material per se. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.  DOE’s argument about the use of The Psychology of Risk improperly addresses 

the merits. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE argues (Answer at 1506) that the probability of near-field criticality is not solely 

dependent upon the probability of improperly placed drip shields.  In the Petition (at 870), 

Nevada identifies the various bounding assumptions made by DOE.  However, the screening 

argument developed by the DOE depends solely on the frequency with which drip shields are 

improperly installed.  This matter is discussed in the Petition (at 869).  There it is pointed out that 

the DOE estimates the probability that a drip shield will be improperly installed is 4.36 10-9.  

With 11,600 drip shields to be installed, this results in an overall probability of one or more drip 

shields being improperly installed of 5.06 10-5, i.e. less than the screening cut-off of one in ten 
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thousand.  Nevada argues that the overall probability of one or more drip shields being 

improperly installed is orders of magnitude higher than this and so not compliant with the 

screening threshold.  Nevada accepts that arguments might potentially be employed by DOE to 

argue down the conditional probability of criticality given improper installation of a drip shield, 

but this has not been done.  Specifically, DOE has adopted the position in the License 

Application that, for screening purposes, it takes this conditional probability as one.  Thus, if the 

DOE wishes to argue that this conditional probability should be taken as less than one, it will 

need to develop a new technical argument that goes beyond that used in the License Application. 

The DOE (Answer at 1506) attempts to construct an argument that the amount of fissile 

material that could accumulate outside the waste package is not sufficient to achieve criticality.  

This is based on results for the seismic and igneous scenarios arguing that these are bounding.  

However, these scenarios have not been demonstrated to be bounding relative to advective flow 

in the nominal scenario case (which was not addressed because of the screening argument 

described above), but only relative to diffusive flow.  Furthermore, reference to the SAR Table 

2.2-14 at 2.2-292 shows that for CSNF, the uranium mass release in these, so called, bounding 

scenarios is 90.3 kg compared with a critical limit mass (keff = 0.96) of 126 kg in the invert.  As 

criticality calculations depend strongly on details of geometry and material composition, the very 

similar magnitudes of 90.3 and 126 kg strongly suggests that the nominal scenario case with 

advective release needs to be addressed in its own right and not by analogy with other, rather 

different, cases. 

The DOE response to the estimation of the probability of improperly placed drip shields 

(Answer at 1507) does not go beyond the points raised in relation to NEV-SAFETY-147 and 

NEV-SAFETY-148 and is rebutted in the context of the discussion relating to those contentions. 
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In summary, DOE relied in the License Application entirely on an invalid argument 

concerning the frequency with which drip shields will be improperly placed and totally neglected 

to develop arguments on the conditional probability of criticality given such improper placement.  

Because its argument on the frequency of improperly placed drip shields has been undermined, it 

attempts to construct in its Answer the conditional probability arguments that should have been 

included in the License Application.  Unfortunately, those arguments are either not quantified 

(i.e. generalizations are made as to the bounding nature of the calculations) or are not directly 

applicable to the nominal scenario case with advection (analogies with the seismic and igneous 

scenario cases). 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-164 – AGGREGATION OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

See discussion in Section 4 below.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

Nevada’s contention (at 878) provides specifically that:   

Overall, the approach adopted is non-compliant with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (c), 
which requires consideration to be given to alternative conceptual models of 
features and processes that are consistent with available data and current scientific 
understanding, and to evaluate the effects that alternative conceptual models have 
on the performance of the geologic repository.  Specifically, it is contended that 
alternative conceptual models of aggregation should have been considered, since 
they can lead to alternative conceptualizations of the processes for which the 
elicitations were undertaken.  Furthermore, the use of alternative approaches to 
aggregation would have led to different parameter value distributions.  Thus, the 
failure to consider these alternative models is also non-compliant with 10 C.F.R. § 
63.114(b), which requires that any performance assessment used to demonstrate 
compliance with Section 63.113 must account for uncertainties and variabilities in 
parameter values and provide for the technical basis for parameter ranges, 
probability distributions, or bounding values used in the performance assessment.  
Use of a single, disputed method of aggregation is not adequate to provide such a 
technical basis. 
 
This answers DOE’s objections.   

The contention properly challenges compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (c) (which 

relates back to 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(19)) because while, in general, an expert elicitation may not 

always be a "process," if the particular elicitation represents an effort to properly characterize 

and take account of a process, the choice of aggregation method leads to alternative 

conceptualizations of the process for which the elicitation was undertaken.  The various model 
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parameters used in the safety assessment of the proposed Yucca Mountain repository are subject 

to uncertainty.  For this reason, a probabilistic safety assessment was required to be undertaken.  

This required use of probability distributions to represent the uncertainty associated with the 

values of many parameters and the timing of future events.  These uncertain quantities are 

incorporated in the models used by DOE as probability density functions (pdfs), and as such, 

they represent current uncertainty about the parameters in the model.  To argue that the method 

of arriving at pd for the parameters of these models is not itself a model of features, events or 

processes is fatuous; all the methods for arriving at any of the values, certain or uncertain, in 

probabilistic safety assessment models could then be dismissed, allowing only debate about the 

structures of the models, but not their inputs.  A pdf represents uncertainty about something, and 

when that something is an uncertain quantity relating to a feature, event or process, then the 

probability density functions is a part of the model of that feature, event or process.   

Furthermore, the process of generating a pdf is a measurement operation, and all 

measurements used by the DOE, certain or uncertain, are open to question, including the models 

used in the process of measurement.  The claim that expert-judgment-derived probability density 

functions are not models of the features, events or processes at Yucca Mountain is incorrect.  It is 

surely admissible to question any measurement method or technique used to arrive at any 

number used in the probabilistic safety assessment, or, indeed, in any other model used to 

characterize Yucca Mountain.   

If DOE disagrees with the foregoing, then that goes to the merits of the contention, not its 

admissibility.  Moreover, as specifically indicated above, the contention also challenges 

compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.114 (b), which relates to accounting for uncertainty.   
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DOE complains that Nevada has not shown that its aggregation method was unreliable, 

but that misses the point of the contention, which is that DOE’s approach of using only one 

method not only skews the end result but also misrepresents the uncertainty associated with the 

choice of model.  As indicated in III.B. above, a contention that uncertainties have been 

mischaracterized or underestimated is material, and as indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not 

need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation 

of safety.  This is discussed further in 6 below, where DOE repeats the argument.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE claims that Nevada did not show that any alternative method would make a 

difference to radiological dose results is clearly incorrect.  Nevada showed, in Figure 4.2-2 

(taken from PVHA-U, LSN# DEN001601965 at 4-115), eight cumulative probability 

distributions, some of which do not even overlap, with the probability-average distribution 

spanning a little more than five orders of magnitude.  Six of the eight individual distributions 

differ by one to three orders of magnitude, with two showing spreads of five orders of 

magnitude.  The result of the non-overlap of some distributions combined with the narrower 

individual spreads, produces a probability-average probability density function (pdf) that is 

considerably more spread out than any of the probability density function for the eight experts.   
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What this means is that the tails of the probability-average pdf are over-emphasized 

beyond what the majority of individual experts actually believe.  In terms of the consequences 

for a probabilistic safety assessment, if small values of an uncertain quantity (e.g. the porosity of 

rocks) were associated with lower doses and the elicitation results in Figure 4.2-2 were obtained, 

then the results of the probabilistic safety assessment would be strongly biased downward, since 

the majority of experts assessed little or no probability in the low range.  The degree of bias 

clearly depends on the actual pdfs obtained for all the uncertain quantities included in the 

probabilistic safety assessment.   

Of course, if high rather than low values of uncertain quantities are favorable to the safety 

case, then a similar argument could be made about the bias introduced by over-emphasizing the 

right tail of the pdf.  With some uncertain quantities in the left tails, and others in the right tail 

favoring the safety case, then only a simulation can determine the effect of bias in both left and 

right tails.   

Nevada’s contention also reports the results of a published experiment showing that the 

three aggregation methods, probability-averaging, uncertain-quantity-averaging and a consensus 

distribution, each gives different results from the others, with the probability-average distribution 

yielding the most spread-out pdf.  Thus, probability averaging potentially biases the safety case 

by giving too much weight to low values of uncertain quantities.   

Quite apart from the fact that NUREG-1563 is not a binding regulation, the claim by 

DOE that NUREG-1563 specifically discourages using a consensus approach such as that which 

Nevada recommends is not supported by that document.  On page 28, in Step 8, second 

paragraph, NUREG 1563 states the following:   

The behavioral approach is most beneficial when subject-matter experts have 
basic differences in fundamental assumptions, on which their judgments are 
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based, which have not been made explicit.  Interactions among the differing 
experts can thereby illuminate these assumptions and may lead to a more 
thorough understanding and documentation of conflicting approaches. 

These are precisely the conditions associated with the majority of expert elicitations reported by 

DOE, as evidenced by the very considerable differences in the elicited pdfs for a great many of 

the reported uncertain quantities.   

Two paragraphs later, NUREG 1563 states:   

A third approach to aggregation is one recently discussed by SSHAC (1995), 
whereby both the behavioral (judgmental) and mechanistic schemes are "blended" 
or combined.  In this approach, the mathematical models used to produce 
preliminary elicitation results are shown to the experts, along with an explanation 
of the assumptions used to construct the models.  The experts are subsequently 
asked if they wish to revise their judgments, given the knowledge about the 
consequences of the results, and they thus develop a "consensus" representation or 
aggregate distribution behaviorally based on their revised judgments. 

This process is similar, though not identical, to the consensus approach Nevada supported in its 

contention.   

Furthermore, on page 29, the paragraph just above Step 9, NUREG 1563 states:   

It is not the intent of the NRC staff to prescribe any particular algorithm or 
aggregation technique, or require aggregation itself.  Choice of an appropriate 
method or methods of aggregation may be highly issue-specific.  That being said, 
however, the staff believes that adherence to a step-wise elicitation process 
similar to that identified in this technical position will tend to foster conditions 
where equal weighting of individual judgments may be most appropriate. 

So, far from discouraging consensus aggregation, NUREG 1563 leaves the issue open.  It is 

Nevada’s contention that DOE failed to keep up with developments in probability elicitation 

using groups of experts, and so imposed an individual-centric methodology rather than a group-

centric one on the elicitations in the LA.  DOE’s elicitation methodology started by extensive, 

many-day-long briefings which attempted to establish the base of information which the experts 

were expected to employ in the elicitation phase.  A group-oriented approach would have 

engaged the experts in discussion from the start, allowing them to determine among themselves 
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what was relevant and what was not, what factors influence the uncertain quantity, what 

assumptions should be made, and which factors left uncertain, all before any elicitation took 

place.  Instead, elicitations were conducted early in the process, thereby anchoring the experts on 

their judgments at that time.  It is no wonder that they changed their pdfs very little subsequently.  

That simply reflects the failure of the individual-centric approach, in which the sponsor attempts 

to determine what information and data are relevant and are to be taken into account by the 

experts.   

In short, by using an individual-centric approach to eliciting probability distributions, 

combined with the probability-averaging of individual elicitations, the DOE substantially biased 

the final probability distributions.   

DOE claims that Nevada has failed to show that DOE’s aggregation method fails to 

account for uncertainties or otherwise fails to meet a regulatory requirement.  However, this 

misses the point of Nevada’s contention.  The argument is that uncertainties are only accounted 

for in one way, that two other identified ways exist, and that there are as yet no data to determine 

which approach to elicitation, individual-centric or group-centric, produces better results.  Nor is 

there agreement about which aggregation method, probability-averaging or uncertain-quantity-

averaging, is better.  However, it is clear that the elicitation approach and the averaging method 

give different pdfs.   

Finally, 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(19) cannot be read to sanction the use of any elicitation as 

long as DOE describes it.  This interpretation severs 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(19) from the rest of 

Part 63 by deeming adequate an application that accurately describes what DOE did but that fails 

to prove anything.  Further, as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate 

that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards and a contention alleging that DOE’s 
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TSPA does not comply with one or more of NRC’s requirements for a performance assessment 

in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.101, 63.102, 63.114 and 63.305 (c) is material per se.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-165 – SATURATED ZONE EXPERT ELICITATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE incorrectly claims in its Section b reply that NEV-SAFETY-165 "fails to articulate 

any basis for this contention" and that it "offers no hint of reason for" its conclusion.  On the 

contrary, Nevada provided the basis for its contention (prescribed by APAPO's June 20, 2008 

Memorandum and Order (at 7), to be brief, "rarely requiring more than a sentence or two").  

Nevada identified in this section both the NRC regulation and the NRC NUREG guidance not 

met by DOE in regard to the subject matter of this contention.  Nevada went on to specify the 

manner in which DOE violated both the letter and the spirit of that regulation and that NUREG 

guidance, specifically in (1) its manner of selection of experts participating in the expert 

elicitation in issue, (2) their method of preparation and training by DOE, and (3) DOE's method 

of eliciting their opinions, all of which were biased and calculated to result in a predetermined 

outcome rather than an independent, objective one.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's 

contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Criticizing this section of this contention, DOE makes the incorrect conclusory statement 

that Nevada has not addressed the materiality of its contention and asserts that a contention is 

material only if its resolution is outcome-determinative in the proceeding.  In so contending, 

DOE ignores the correct contention pleading requirements prescribed by 10 C.F.R. § 
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2.309(f)(1)(iv), which have been specifically met by Nevada.  Nevada is required to indicate why 

its contention is material to the findings NRC must make.  APAPO's June 20, 2008 Case 

Management Order also required citation to a statute or regulation that has not been satisfied by 

reason of the issue raised in the contentions.  Nevada has amply done both.   

Nevada points out the requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(19) that DOE provide a 

detailed description of its implementation of expert elicitation, and the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2), which provide that NRC will not authorize construction of a geologic 

repository operations area at Yucca Mountain unless it determines that there is a reasonable 

expectation that radioactive materials can be received and possessed without unreasonable risk to 

the health and safety of the public.  As shown by Nevada, DOE's QARD (part of its LA) claims 

that its expert elicitations "shall be conducted in accordance with NUREG-1563" (the NRC 

Staff's Branch Technical Position on the use of expert elicitation in the high-level radioactive 

waste program).  DOE specifically claims to follow the guidance of NUREG-1563, and NRC's 

License Application acceptance criteria in NUREG-1804, which explain NRC Staff's specific 

expectations for compliance in the area of expert elicitation.  As articulated by Nevada, DOE's 

expert elicitation, which is the subject of this contention, failed to demonstrate its compliance 

with its own commitments, but more importantly, failed to comply with representations of its LA 

as contained in its QARD, departed from the Staff guidance of NUREG-1563 and NUREG-

1804, and violated of the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2) and 63.21(c)(19).  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  

DOE relies for TSPA input on the output from the expert elicitation cited in this 

contention.  Due to Nevada's demonstration of the inadequacy and inherent unreliability of the 
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expert elicitation, its output (and concomitant input to the TSPA and LA) are rendered 

indeterminate and must be rejected and not credited.  Contrary to the argument of DOE, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; and as 

indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected 

because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In its brief response to this section of the contention, DOE repeatedly relies on the fact 

that Nevada does not produce expert testimony proving how the expert elicitation in issue would 

have turned out, had it not been fatally flawed as Nevada suggests.  Section 2.309(2)(f)(v) 

permits expert opinion, but does not require it, inviting "a concise statement of the alleged facts 

which support the Petitioner's position on the issue."  The Case Management Order of June 20, 

2008, specifically recognizes that contentions can be filed that raise pure legal issues, and that 

any contention may cite to facts contained in appropriate portions of the SAR and any applicable 

DOE reference documents.  See U.S. Dep't of Energy (High-Level Waste Repository:  Pre-

Application Matters, Advisory PAPO Board), LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. 

at 6 and 7-8.  Nevada has done so in this contention by identifying the appropriate SAR 

subsections and portions of referenced DOE documents (citing to the LSN) as well as the 

reasoning for its conclusions.  See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) (requiring "references to specific 

portions of the application (including the applicant's environmental report and safety report) that 

the petitioner disputes and the supporting reasons for each dispute").  Moreover, Nevada is free 
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to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, see Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, 

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 1982 NRC Lexis 92, *43, which must in fact be 

the case for contentions that raise pure legal issues.  

Nevada explained at great length and in specific detail DOE's flawed employment of the 

expert elicitation methodology, from its selection of expert participants, to their training and 

indoctrination, to DOE's method of "educating" them before, and not after, receiving their initial 

opinions and critically failing to justify or produce the justification of the expert panel members 

themselves, with respect to their reasons for the progressive changes in their opinions as their 

DOE indoctrination went on.  Nevada showed why DOE's flawed methodology was not 

calculated to secure the objective and independent neutral opinions of experts, as contemplated 

by NRC Staff's NUREG-1563 and the acceptance criteria of its NUREG-1804.  Nevada further 

articulated why the DOE non-compliant methodology resulted in elicitation output, and therefore 

TSPA input, that was inherently unreliable and could not therefore be credited by NRC in its 

determination, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2), of DOE's proof of a reasonable 

expectation regarding unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public. 

With respect to DOE's departure from the NRC Staff's guidance for a proper expert 

elicitation, DOE admitted excluding the "rationale for any revisions to elicited evaluations after 

the experts receive feedback on their initial evaluations" prescribed by NUREG-1563.  Nevada 

showed that in a further departure from NUREG-1563's guidance that prospective experts must 

be "willing to publicly disclose potential conflicts of interest," DOE admitted that its expert 

"selection criteria did not include a criterion for a willingness to publicly disclose potential 

conflicts of interest."   
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Nevada explained the criteria articulated by NRC Staff for a credible elicitation, with 

respect to the selection for the various types of experts (such as normative, generalist, subject 

matter), focusing on objectivity and impartiality, and tracked the non-compliant, DOE-friendly 

selection process which in fact took place.  The focus of the contention was DOE's unacceptable 

departure from the procedures articulated by the Commission, its departures from its own 

commitments and the terms of its own QARD and LA, and its failure to satisfy the requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2).  Nevada's intent was not to provide expert opinion regarding 

the conclusions which might have been reached by some non-existent panel of experts which 

should have been, but was not, selected by DOE.  As indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.  Had Nevada 

done so, DOE would undoubtedly have accused Nevada of speculation.  Nevada's focus, based 

entirely upon DOE's own documents, commitments, and the content of its LA, and the guidelines 

and regulations of the NRC with respect to expert elicitation, was the utter inadequacy of the 

expert elicitation in issue and its output.  By attempting to turn the focus to the absence of a 

substitute conclusion by an expert, DOE attempts to evade its own burden of proof and shift it to 

Nevada.  DOE has the burden of proving compliance and safety in this proceeding.  DOE 

correctly asserts that a contention should be "supported by facts and a reasoned statement":  its 

accidental acknowledgment that Nevada has in fact done so lies in its multi-page debate 

(prematurely on the merits) on the issues of bias in the expert elicitation panel's selection, 

indoctrination training, and opinion elicitation.  DOE cites as authority Fla. Power & Light Co., 

LBP-90-16, 31 NRC 509 (1990), in which a contention was deemed inadequate only because 

"petitioner did not offer any facts and . . . presented no reasoned statement of why this was 
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unacceptable."  Id. at 521 (emphasis added).  Nevada's statement of facts supporting its position, 

its supporting references, and its reasoned analysis are satisfactory.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   

DOE is not credible in arguing that this contention does not show a genuine dispute on a 

material issue of law or fact, with specific references to the License Application provisions 

addressed.  Aside from the fact that the final section of Nevada's contention does just that in 

accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi), the content of DOE's own response demonstrates 

the fallacy of its position.  Relying on an articulation of its side of a factual dispute (and 

prematurely arguing the merits), DOE argues (Answer at 1522) that the "Nevada argument fails" 

because, simplistically, "DOE in fact complied with the applicable guidelines for conducting 

expert elicitation."  Nevada carefully articulated, compared, and analyzed:  (1) the requirements 

applicable to this elicitation in NRC's 10 C.F.R. 63; (2) NRC's NUREG guidelines relating to 

this expert elicitation; (3) provisions of DOE's LA and QARD (part of its LA) and other 

documents showing DOE embracing and committing to, and claiming compliance with, the cited 

NRC regulations and NUREGs; and (4) a demonstration of what DOE's own documentation 

actually shows with respect to DOE's non-compliance with all of the foregoing.   

It may be DOE's opinion (Answer at 1522) that "Nevada fails to demonstrate that the 

elicitation was biased or unreliable," but that very statement by DOE precisely frames the 

material factual dispute.  And if the elicitation was in fact conducted in a manner calculated to be 

biased and unreliable, as contended and shown by Nevada, then DOE has failed to carry its 
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burden of proof and provide to the NRC grounds for the "reasonable expectation" prerequisite 

(per 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2)) to the grant of a license herein.    

DOE seeks to dissect Nevada's argument, and in so doing falsely states that "it never 

explains how DOE in fact materially deviated from NUREG-1563's guidelines" (Answer at 

1523).  It disputes two documented Nevada statements asserting that "both of these arguments 

are unfounded."  Id.  DOE thus again identifies a material dispute. 

A good example of DOE's contradictory argument is illustrated by its desperate attempt 

to explain its own statement, focused on by Nevada, that "OCRWM does not require 

documentation of the rationale for revisions to an expert's initial assessment" (Answer at 1523).  

NRC's guidelines require just such documentation of the rationale for revisions to an expert's 

initial assessment, as explained by Nevada (Petition at 883).  DOE gives its explanation or 

excuse for its departure, claiming that experts might be reluctant to make valid changes to their 

opinions if they felt "anchored" to their original opinions and had to explain deviations (Answer 

at 1524).  Again, Nevada's focus was on DOE's clear and admitted departure from NRC 

requirements; Nevada is not surprised that DOE could come up with some weak explanation and 

attempt at justification of its departure from NRC requirements.  But it is that very disagreement 

which constitutes a "genuine dispute," and it is the alleged inadequacy of DOE's expert 

elicitation methodology and the impropriety of DOE's reliance upon it which makes that genuine 

dispute a "material" issue. 

DOE attempts to argue at length the excellent technical "credentials" of individuals with 

lengthy financial dependence upon DOE for work at Yucca Mountain.  DOE even admits but 

defends this, arguing "although several of the experts are affiliated with DOE and its contractors, 
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that is not a disqualifying factor" (Answer at 1526).  DOE thus identifies another "genuine 

dispute" on a "material" issue. 

DOE's effort to defuse this issue is typical DOE doublespeak.  In its Answer (at 1527), 

DOE gives LSN accession numbers reflecting where "the five panelists were asked to document 

any potential conflicts of interest."  More significant than the absence of responsive information 

is the timing:  all such "disclosures" were elicited long after they had already been selected and 

were well into the project (for example, having already participated in a three-day workshop on 

"significant issues" ("Saturated Zone Expert Elicitation Project, Yucca Mountain & Summary 

Workshop on Significant Issues and Available Data, Saturated Zone Expert Elicitation Project; 

APXC-SUM" (06/06/1997), LSN# DN2001443065).   

DOE again argues (Answer at 1530-31) that Nevada has not provided expert opinion (to 

speculate as to the results the elicitation might have had were it not fraught with the inadequacies 

discussed).  In support of that argument, DOE incredibly asserts that Nevada's focus on errors or 

omissions by DOE does not raise a genuine dispute of material fact or law.  Nevada would show 

that, contrary to DOE's closing assertion, Nevada's stated position in this contention "is 

supported by facts and a reasoned statement" as well as by citation to the LA provisions 

criticized and the NRC regulations and guidelines violated.  Nevada's focus in this contention is 

the inadequacy, unreliability, and unusability of this expert elicitation and its output in support of 

DOE's licensing position.  It is DOE, not Nevada, which has the burden of proving its 

compliance and safety, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2). 

DOE's response to this contention argues every point made by Nevada in this contention, 

presenting factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by Nevada, but all of 

which constitute a merits challenge, prematurely made.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-166 – PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS 
EXPERT ELICITATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE incorrectly claims in its Section b reply that NEV-SAFETY-165 "fails to articulate 

any basis for this contention" and that it "offers no hint of reason for" its conclusion.  On the 

contrary, Nevada provided the basis for its contention (prescribed by APAPO's June 20, 2008 

Memorandum and Order (at 7), to be brief, "rarely requiring more than a sentence or two").  

Nevada identified in this section both the NRC regulation and the NRC NUREG guidance not 

met by DOE in regard to the subject matter of this contention.  Nevada went on to specify the 

manner in which DOE violated both the letter and the spirit of that regulation and that NUREG 

guidance, specifically in (1) its manner of selection of experts participating in the expert 

elicitation in issue, (2) their method of preparation and training by DOE, and (3) DOE's method 

of eliciting their opinions, all of which were biased and calculated to result in a predetermined 

outcome rather than an independent, objective one.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's 

contention bases far exceed NRC requirements. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Criticizing this section of this contention, DOE makes the incorrect conclusory statement 

that Nevada has not addressed the materiality of its contention and asserts that a contention is 

material only if its resolution is outcome-determinative in the proceeding.  In so contending, 
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DOE ignores the correct contention pleading requirements prescribed by 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(iv), which have been specifically met by Nevada.  Nevada is required to indicate why 

its contention is material to the findings NRC must make.  APAPO's June 20, 2008 Case 

Management Order also required citation to a statute or regulation that has not been satisfied by 

reason of the issue raised in the contentions.  Nevada has done both.   

Nevada points out the requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(19) that DOE provide a 

detailed description of its implementation of expert elicitation, and the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2), which provide that NRC will not authorize construction of a geologic 

repository operations area at Yucca Mountain unless it determines that there is a reasonable 

expectation that radioactive materials can be received and possessed without unreasonable risk to 

the health and safety of the public.  As shown by Nevada, DOE's QARD (part of its LA) claims 

that its expert elicitations "shall be conducted in accordance with NUREG-1563" (the NRC 

Staff's Branch Technical Position on the use of expert elicitation in the high-level radioactive 

waste program).  DOE specifically claims to follow the guidance of NUREG-1563, and NRC's 

License Application acceptance criteria in NUREG-1804, which explain NRC Staff's specific 

expectations for compliance in the area of expert elicitation.  As articulated by Nevada, DOE's 

expert elicitation, which is the subject of this contention, failed to demonstrate its compliance 

with its own commitments, but more importantly, failed to comply with representations of its LA 

as contained in its QARD, departed from the Staff guidance of NUREG-1563 and NUREG-

1804, and violated of the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2) and 63.21(c)(19).  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue. 
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DOE relies for TSPA input on the output from the expert elicitation cited in this 

contention.  Due to Nevada's demonstration of the inadequacy and inherent unreliability of the 

expert elicitation, its output (and concomitant input to the TSPA and LA) are rendered 

indeterminate and must be rejected and not credited.  Contrary to the argument of DOE, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; and as 

indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected 

because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In its brief response to this section of the contention, DOE repeatedly relies on the fact 

that Nevada does not produce expert testimony proving how the expert elicitation in issue would 

have turned out, had it not been fatally flawed as Nevada suggests.  Section 2.309(2)(f)(v) 

permits expert opinion, but does not require it, inviting "a concise statement of the alleged facts 

which support the Petitioner's position on the issue."  The Case Management Order of June 20, 

2008, specifically recognizes that contentions can be filed that raise pure legal issues, and that 

any contention may cite to facts contained in appropriate portions of the SAR and any applicable 

DOE reference documents.  See U.S. Dep't of Energy (High-Level Waste Repository:  Pre-

Application Matters, Advisory PAPO Board), LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. 

at 6 and 7-8.  Nevada has done so in this contention by identifying the appropriate SAR 

subsections and portions of referenced DOE documents (citing to the LSN) as well as the 

reasoning for its conclusions.  See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) (requiring "references to specific 
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portions of the application (including the applicant's environmental report and safety report) that 

the petitioner disputes and the supporting reasons for each dispute").  Moreover, Nevada is free 

to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, see Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, 

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 1982 NRC Lexis 92, *43, which must in fact be 

the case for contentions that raise pure legal issues.  

Indeed, Nevada explained at great length and in specific detail DOE's flawed 

employment of the expert elicitation methodology, from its selection of expert participants, to 

their training and indoctrination, to DOE's method of "educating" them before, and not after, 

receiving their initial opinions and critically failing to justify or produce the justification of the 

expert panel members themselves, with respect to their reasons for the progressive changes in 

their opinions as their DOE indoctrination went on.  Nevada showed why DOE's flawed 

methodology was not calculated to secure the objective and independent neutral opinions of 

experts, as contemplated by NRC Staff's NUREG-1563 and the acceptance criteria of its 

NUREG-1804.  Nevada further articulated why the DOE non-compliant methodology resulted in 

elicitation output, and therefore TSPA input, that was inherently unreliable and could not 

therefore be credited by NRC in its determination, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2), 

of DOE's proof of a reasonable expectation regarding unreasonable risk to the health and safety 

of the public. 

With respect to DOE's departure from the NRC Staff guidance for a proper expert 

elicitation, DOE admitted excluding the "rationale for any revisions to elicited evaluations after 

the experts receive feedback on their initial evaluations" prescribed by NUREG-1563.  Nevada 

showed that in a further departure from NUREG-1563's guidance that prospective experts must 

be "willing to publicly disclose potential conflicts of interest," DOE admitted that its expert 
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"selection criteria did not include a criterion for a willingness to publicly disclose potential 

conflicts of interest."   

Nevada explained the criteria articulated by NRC Staff for a credible elicitation, with 

respect to the selection for the various types of experts (such as normative, generalist, subject 

matter), focusing on objectivity and impartiality, and tracked the non-compliant, DOE-friendly 

selection process which in fact took place.  The focus of the contention was DOE's unacceptable 

departure from the procedures articulated by the Commission, its departures from its own 

commitments and the terms of its own QARD and LA, and its failure to satisfy the requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2).  Nevada's intent was not to provide expert opinion regarding 

the conclusions which might have been reached by some non-existent panel of experts which 

should have been, but was not, selected by DOE.  As indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.  Had Nevada 

done so, DOE would undoubtedly have accused Nevada of speculation.  Nevada's focus, based 

entirely upon DOE's own documents, commitments, and the content of its LA, and the guidelines 

and regulations of the NRC with respect to expert elicitation, was the utter inadequacy of the 

expert elicitation in issue and its output.  By attempting to turn the focus to the absence of a 

substitute conclusion by an expert, DOE attempts to evade its own burden of proof and shift it to 

Nevada.  DOE has the burden of proving compliance and safety in this proceeding.  DOE 

correctly asserts that a contention should be "supported by facts and a reasoned statement":  its 

accidental acknowledgment that Nevada has in fact done so lies in its multi-page debate 

(prematurely on the merits) on the issues of bias in the expert elicitation panel's selection, 

indoctrination training, and opinion elicitation.  DOE cites as authority Fla. Power & Light Co., 

LBP-90-16, 31 NRC 509 (1990), in which a contention was deemed inadequate only because 
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"petitioner did not offer any facts and . . . presented no reasoned statement of why this was 

unacceptable."  Id. at 521 (emphasis added).  Nevada's statement of facts supporting its position, 

its supporting references, and its reasoned analysis are satisfactory.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   

DOE is not credible in arguing that this contention does not show a genuine dispute on a 

material issue of law or fact, with specific references to the License Application provisions 

addressed.  Aside from the fact that the final section of Nevada's contention does just that in 

accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi), the content of DOE's own response demonstrates 

the fallacy of its position.  Relying on an articulation of its side of a factual dispute (and 

prematurely arguing the merits), DOE argues (Answer at 1536) that the "Nevada argument fails" 

because, simplistically, "DOE in fact complied with the applicable guidelines for conducting 

expert elicitation."  Nevada carefully articulated, compared, and analyzed:  (1) the requirements 

applicable to this elicitation in NRC's 10 C.F.R. 63; (2) NRC's NUREG guidelines relating to 

this expert elicitation; (3) provisions of DOE's LA and QARD (part of its LA) and other 

documents showing DOE embracing and committing to, and claiming compliance with, the cited 

NRC regulations and NUREGs; and (4) a demonstration of what DOE's own documentation 

actually shows with respect to DOE's non-compliance with all of the foregoing.   

It may be DOE's opinion (Answer at 1536) that "Nevada fails to demonstrate that the 

elicitation was biased or unreliable," but that very statement by DOE precisely frames the 

material factual dispute.  And if the elicitation was in fact conducted in a manner calculated to be 

biased and unreliable, as contended and shown by Nevada, then DOE has failed to carry its 
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burden of proof and provide to the NRC grounds for the "reasonable expectation" prerequisite 

(per 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2)) to the grant of a license herein.    

DOE seeks to dissect Nevada's argument, and in so doing falsely states that "it never 

explains how DOE in fact materially deviated from NUREG-1563's guidelines" (Answer at 

1537).  It disputes two documented Nevada statements asserting that "both of these arguments 

are unfounded."  Id.  DOE thus again identifies a material dispute. 

A good example of DOE's contradictory argument is illustrated by its desperate attempt 

to explain its own statement, focused on by Nevada, that "OCRWM does not require 

documentation of the rationale for revisions to an expert's initial assessment" (Answer at 1537).  

NRC's guidelines require just such documentation of the rationale for revisions to an expert's 

initial assessment, as explained by Nevada (Petition at 892).  DOE gives its explanation or 

excuse for its departure, claiming that experts might be reluctant to make valid changes to their 

opinions if they felt "anchored" to their original opinions and had to explain deviations (Answer 

at 1538).  Again, Nevada's focus was on DOE's clear and admitted departure from NRC 

requirements; Nevada is not surprised that DOE could come up with some weak explanation and 

attempt at justification of its departure from NRC requirements.  But it is that very disagreement 

which constitutes a "genuine dispute," and it is the alleged inadequacy of DOE's expert 

elicitation methodology and the impropriety of DOE's reliance upon it which makes that genuine 

dispute a "material" issue. 

DOE attempts to argue at length the excellent technical "credentials" of individuals with 

lengthy financial dependence upon DOE for work at Yucca Mountain.  DOE even admits but 

defends this, arguing "although several of the experts are affiliated with DOE and its contractors, 

that is not a disqualifying factor" (Answer at 1541).  DOE thus identifies another "genuine 
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dispute" on a "material" issue.  DOE brags that (even though they were not disclosed at the time 

the PSHA was published) there were conflicts of interest forms acquired from each of the panel 

experts (Answer at 1540).  DOE fails to mention that these forms were an afterthought, obtained 

in 1997, long after they were already impaneled and at work ("Statement of Work Period 

Performance October 1, 1996 Through December 31, FY 1997 Estimated Costs; Riske 97" 

(09/04/1996), LSN# DN2001817339).   

DOE again argues (Answer at 1545) that Nevada has not provided expert opinion (to 

speculate as to the results the elicitation might have had were it not fraught with the inadequacies 

discussed).  In support of that argument, DOE incredibly asserts that Nevada's focus on errors or 

omissions by DOE does not raise a genuine dispute of material fact or law.  Nevada would show 

that, contrary to DOE's closing assertion, Nevada's stated position in this contention "is 

supported by facts and a reasoned statement" as well as by citation to the LA provisions 

criticized and the NRC regulations and guidelines violated.  Nevada's focus in this contention is 

the inadequacy, unreliability, and unusability of this expert elicitation and its output in support of 

DOE's licensing position.  It is DOE, not Nevada, which has the burden of proving its 

compliance and safety, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2). 

DOE's response to this contention argues every point made by Nevada in this contention, 

presenting factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by Nevada, but all of 

which constitute a merits challenge, prematurely made.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-167 – PROBABILISTIC VOLCANIC HAZARD ANALYSIS 
EXPERT ELICITATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE incorrectly claims in its Section b reply that NEV-SAFETY-165 "fails to articulate 

any basis for this contention" and that it "offers no hint of reason for" its conclusion.  On the 

contrary, Nevada provided the basis for its contention (prescribed by APAPO's June 20, 2008 

Memorandum and Order (at 7), to be brief, "rarely requiring more than a sentence or two").  

Nevada identified in this section both the NRC regulation and the NRC NUREG guidance not 

met by DOE in regard to the subject matter of this contention.  Nevada went on to specify the 

manner in which DOE violated both the letter and the spirit of that regulation and that NUREG 

guidance, specifically in (1) its manner of selection of experts participating in the expert 

elicitation in issue, (2) their method of preparation and training by DOE, and (3) DOE's method 

of eliciting their opinions, all of which were biased and calculated to result in a predetermined 

outcome rather than an independent, objective one.  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's 

contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Criticizing this section of this contention, DOE makes the incorrect conclusory statement 

that Nevada has not addressed the materiality of its contention and asserts that a contention is 

material only if its resolution is outcome-determinative in the proceeding.  In so contending, 
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DOE ignores the correct contention pleading requirements prescribed by 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(iv), which have been specifically met by Nevada.  Nevada is required to indicate why 

its contention is material to the findings NRC must make.  APAPO's June 20, 2008 Case 

Management Order also required citation to a statute or regulation that has not been satisfied by 

reason of the issue raised in the contentions.  Nevada has done both.   

Nevada points out the requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(19) that DOE provide a 

detailed description of its implementation of expert elicitation, and the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2), which provide that NRC will not authorize construction of a geologic 

repository operations area at Yucca Mountain unless it determines that there is a reasonable 

expectation that radioactive materials can be received and possessed without unreasonable risk to 

the health and safety of the public.  As shown by Nevada, DOE's QARD (part of its LA) claims 

that its expert elicitations "shall be conducted in accordance with NUREG-1563" (the NRC 

Staff's Branch Technical Position on the use of expert elicitation in the high-level radioactive 

waste program).  DOE specifically claims to follow the guidance of NUREG-1563, and NRC's 

License Application acceptance criteria in NUREG-1804, which explain NRC Staff's specific 

expectations for compliance in the area of expert elicitation.  As articulated by Nevada, DOE's 

expert elicitation, which is the subject of this contention, failed to demonstrate its compliance 

with its own commitments, but more importantly, failed to comply with representations of its LA 

as contained in its QARD, departed from the Staff guidance of NUREG-1563 and NUREG-

1804, and violated of the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2) and 63.21(c)(19).  As 

indicated in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation 

of an applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  
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DOE relies for TSPA input on the output from the expert elicitation cited in this 

contention.  Due to Nevada's demonstration of the inadequacy and inherent unreliability of the 

expert elicitation, its output (and concomitant input to the TSPA and LA) are rendered 

indeterminate and must be rejected and not credited.  Contrary to the argument of DOE, as 

indicated in III.A. above, Nevada does not need to demonstrate that a TSPA contention would 

prevent a finding of reasonable expectation of safety; as indicated in III.D. above, Nevada does 

not need to demonstrate that TSPA contentions would violate EPA dose standards; and as 

indicated in III.G. above, DOE's argument that Nevada’s TSPA contentions must be rejected 

because its TSPA complies with NRC requirements is a frivolous effort to inject merits 

considerations into the contention stage. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In its brief response to this section of the contention, DOE repeatedly relies on the fact 

that Nevada does not produce expert testimony proving how the expert elicitation in issue would 

have turned out, had it not been fatally flawed as Nevada suggests.  Section 2.309(2)(f)(v) 

permits expert opinion, but does not require it, inviting "a concise statement of the alleged facts 

which support the Petitioner's position on the issue."  The Case Management Order of June 20, 

2008, specifically recognizes that contentions can be filed that raise pure legal issues, and that 

any contention may cite to facts contained in appropriate portions of the SAR and any applicable 

DOE reference documents.  See U.S. Dep't of Energy (High-Level Waste Repository:  Pre-

Application Matters, Advisory PAPO Board), LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. 

at 6 and 7-8.  Nevada has done so in this contention by identifying the appropriate SAR 

subsections and portions of referenced DOE documents (citing to the LSN) as well as the 

reasoning for its conclusions.  See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) (requiring "references to specific 
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portions of the application (including the applicant's environmental report and safety report) that 

the petitioner disputes and the supporting reasons for each dispute").  Moreover, Nevada is free 

to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, see Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, 

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 1982 NRC Lexis 92, *43, which must in fact be 

the case for contentions that raise pure legal issues.  

Indeed, Nevada explained at great length and in specific detail DOE's flawed 

employment of the expert elicitation methodology, from its selection of expert participants, to 

their training and indoctrination, to DOE's method of "educating" them before, and not after, 

receiving their initial opinions and critically failing to justify or produce the justification of the 

expert panel members themselves, with respect to their reasons for the progressive changes in 

their opinions as their DOE indoctrination went on.  Nevada showed why DOE's flawed 

methodology was not calculated to secure the objective and independent neutral opinions of 

experts, as contemplated by NRC Staff's NUREG-1563 and the acceptance criteria of its 

NUREG-1804.  Nevada further articulated why the DOE non-compliant methodology resulted in 

elicitation output, and therefore TSPA input, that was inherently unreliable and could not 

therefore be credited by NRC in its determination, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2), 

of DOE's proof of a reasonable expectation regarding unreasonable risk to the health and safety 

of the public. 

With respect to DOE's departure from the NRC Staff guidance for a proper expert 

elicitation, DOE admitted excluding the "rationale for any revisions to elicited evaluations after 

the experts receive feedback on their initial evaluations" prescribed by NUREG-1563.  Nevada 

showed that in a further departure from NUREG-1563's guidance that prospective experts must 

be "willing to publicly disclose potential conflicts of interest," DOE admitted that its expert 
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"selection criteria did not include a criterion for a willingness to publicly disclose potential 

conflicts of interest."   

Nevada explained the criteria articulated by NRC Staff for a credible elicitation, with 

respect to the selection for the various types of experts (such as normative, generalist, subject 

matter), focusing on objectivity and impartiality, and tracked the non-compliant, DOE-friendly 

selection process which in fact took place.  The focus of the contention was DOE's unacceptable 

departure from the procedures articulated by the Commission, its departures from its own 

commitments and the terms of its own QARD and LA, and its failure to satisfy the requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2).  Nevada's intent was not to provide expert opinion regarding 

the conclusions which might have been reached by some non-existent panel of experts which 

should have been, but was not, selected by DOE.  As indicated in III.F. above, Nevada has no 

obligation to identify alternative TSPA models to replace flawed DOE models.  Had Nevada 

done so, DOE would undoubtedly have accused Nevada of speculation.  Nevada's focus, based 

entirely upon DOE's own documents, commitments, and the content of its LA, and the guidelines 

and regulations of the NRC with respect to expert elicitation, was the utter inadequacy of the 

expert elicitation in issue and its output.  By attempting to turn the focus to the absence of a 

substitute conclusion by an expert, DOE attempts to evade its own burden of proof and shift it to 

Nevada.  DOE has the burden of proving compliance and safety in this proceeding.  DOE 

correctly asserts that a contention should be "supported by facts and a reasoned statement":  its 

accidental acknowledgment that Nevada has in fact done so lies in its multi-page debate 

(prematurely on the merits) on the issues of bias in the expert elicitation panel's selection, 

indoctrination training, and opinion elicitation.  DOE cites as authority Fla. Power & Light Co., 

LBP-90-16, 31 NRC 509 (1990), in which a contention was deemed inadequate only because 
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"petitioner did not offer any facts and . . . presented no reasoned statement of why this was 

unacceptable."  Id. at 521 (emphasis added).  Nevada's statement of facts supporting its position, 

its supporting references, and its reasoned analysis are satisfactory.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada's contention identifies the SAR portion challenged, its dispute with DOE, and the 

NRC regulations not met.   

DOE is not credible in arguing that this contention does not show a genuine dispute on a 

material issue of law or fact, with specific references to the License Application provisions 

addressed.  Aside from the fact that the final section of Nevada's contention does just that in 

accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi), the content of DOE's own response demonstrates 

the fallacy of its position.  Relying on an articulation of its side of a factual dispute (and 

prematurely arguing the merits), DOE argues (Answer at 1551) that the "Nevada argument fails" 

because, simplistically, "DOE in fact complied with the applicable guidelines for conducting 

expert elicitation."  Nevada carefully articulated, compared, and analyzed:  (1) the requirements 

applicable to this elicitation in NRC's 10 C.F.R. 63; (2) NRC's NUREG guidelines relating to 

this expert elicitation; (3) provisions of DOE's LA and QARD (part of its LA) and other 

documents showing DOE embracing and committing to, and claiming compliance with, the cited 

NRC regulations and NUREGs; and (4) a demonstration of what DOE's own documentation 

actually shows with respect to DOE's non-compliance with all of the foregoing.   

It may be DOE's opinion (Answer at 1551) that "Nevada fails to demonstrate that the 

elicitation was biased or unreliable," but that very statement by DOE precisely frames the 

material factual dispute.  And if the elicitation was in fact conducted in a manner calculated to be 

biased and unreliable, as contended and shown by Nevada, then DOE has failed to carry its 
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burden of proof and provide to the NRC grounds for the "reasonable expectation" prerequisite 

(per 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2)) to the grant of a license herein.    

DOE seeks to dissect Nevada's argument, and in so doing falsely states that "it never 

explains how DOE in fact materially deviated from NUREG-1563's guidelines" (Answer at 

1552).  It disputes two documented Nevada statements asserting that "both of these arguments 

are unfounded."  Id.  DOE thus again identifies a material dispute. 

A good example of DOE's contradictory argument is illustrated by its desperate attempt 

to explain its own statement, focused on by Nevada, that "OCRWM does not require 

documentation of the rationale for revisions to an expert's initial assessment" (Answer at 1552).  

NRC's guidelines require just such documentation of the rationale for revisions to an expert's 

initial assessment, as explained by Nevada (Petition at 901).  DOE gives its explanation or 

excuse for its departure, claiming that experts might be reluctant to make valid changes to their 

opinions if they felt "anchored" to their original opinions and had to explain deviations (Answer 

at 1553).  Again, Nevada's focus was on DOE's clear and admitted departure from NRC 

requirements; Nevada is not surprised that DOE could come up with some weak explanation and 

attempt at justification of its departure from NRC requirements.  But it is that very disagreement 

which constitutes a "genuine dispute," and it is the alleged inadequacy of DOE's expert 

elicitation methodology and the impropriety of DOE's reliance upon it which makes that genuine 

dispute a "material" issue. 

DOE attempts to argue at length the excellent technical "credentials" of individuals with 

lengthy financial dependence upon DOE for work at Yucca Mountain.  DOE even admits but 

defends this, arguing "although several of the experts are affiliated with DOE and its contractors, 
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that is not a disqualifying factor" (Answer at 1556).  DOE thus identifies another "genuine 

dispute" on a "material" issue. 

Acknowledging another material dispute, DOE attempts (Answer at 1558-60) to shout 

down Nevada's simple, correct assertion that the 1996 PVHA should not be credited, because it 

does not contain valid, current information known to DOE and that DOE knowingly excluded 

from its LA the PVHA-U (update) which was completed prior to LA but intentionally concealed.  

DOE truly seeks to burn the candle at both ends here:  pointing out snippets of post-1996 

information revealed in the LA, in addition to a DOE assurance that the PVHA-U really is not 

significant.  DOE even quotes (Answer at 1559) its statement to NRC that the PVHA-U 

information "would not significantly affect the estimates of repository performance for either 

10,000 years or 1,000,000 years."  DOE's self-serving statement is incredible on its face, since 

the 1996 PVHA by definition did not consider the period after 10,000 years. 

DOE again argues (Answer at 1561) that Nevada has not provided expert opinion (to 

speculate as to the results the elicitation might have had were it not fraught with the inadequacies 

discussed).  In support of that argument, DOE incredibly asserts that Nevada's focus on errors or 

omissions by DOE does not raise a genuine dispute of material fact or law.  Nevada would show 

that, contrary to DOE's closing assertion, Nevada's stated position in this contention "is 

supported by facts and a reasoned statement" as well as by citation to the LA provisions 

criticized and the NRC regulations and guidelines violated.  Nevada's focus in this contention is 

the inadequacy, unreliability, and unusability of this expert elicitation and its output in support of 

DOE's licensing position.  It is DOE, not Nevada, which has the burden of proving its 

compliance and safety, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2). 
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DOE's response to this contention argues every point made by Nevada in this contention, 

presenting factual arguments, none of which alter the conclusions reached by Nevada, but all of 

which constitute a merits challenge, prematurely made.  
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-168 – RETRIEVAL PRACTICALITY 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada’s contention alleges violations of specific NRC regulations, most specifically 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(7) and 113(e), and a specific provision in the NWPA.  It is material on its 

face unless one adopts the proposition that the ultimate finding of safety can be made 

notwithstanding violations of specific regulations in Part 63, but this would impermissibly 

challenges Part 63 by effectively reading 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(7) and 113(e) as if they were 

never intended to have any actual effect on licensing.  The rest of DOE’s argument 

impermissibly addresses the merits.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC 

requirements.  The remainder of DOE’s argument impermissibly addresses the merits. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE impermissibly argues the merits. In any event, it is not relevant whether the 

application is in accord with "accepted practice."  Further, DOE’s reply references "Concepts for 

Waste Retrieval and Alternative Storage of Radioactive Waste," and discusses "potential 

solutions that might be implemented for the potential retrieval operational events listed in 

Section 1.11.1.2.2," etc., which by their very title are unproven "Concepts" and no more than 

"potential solutions" and have not been demonstrated to be practical means by which likely 

problems associated with retrieval can and will be overcome.  DOE does not provide a sufficient 

description of retrieval plans to serve as the foundation and the commitment necessary to provide 

a reasonable expectation that when the described plans are subsequently developed into the 

detailed plans that the plans will actually work.   

The cite to the Commission statement in the preamble to Part 63 ("the Commission does 

not envision that DOE will need to build full-scale prototypes of its retrieval systems to 

demonstrate that its retrieval plans are practicable at the time of construction authorization") does 

not by its terms exclude all use of prototypes.  It simply states that NRC does not envision the 

need to build full-scale prototypes, and does not conflict with Nevada’s opinion on the use of 

prototypes.  The statement is not, in any event, an actual regulation. 

The bits and pieces of TEV design listed in DOE’s reply only reinforces the fact the TEV 

is "no more than idealized incomplete concepts" (Petition at 910).  A TEV cannot be built much 

less can even a conceptual evaluation of a TEV’s performance be made from the sparse and 

inadequate information provided in the LA and cited sections.   Nevada cannot provide 

comments on the design of "other equipment" since it has not even been conceptually designed. 
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Nevada does not agree that the ground support is designed to function without planned 

maintenance for the duration of the preclosure period and it is a reasonable assumption that rock 

fall or drift collapse can occur prior to act of retrieval. 

Nevada does not agree that monitoring of select drifts as part of its Performance 

Confirmation Program is sufficiently developed to be relied upon to detect any rock fall or drift 

collapse that might prevent recovery.  As with the TEV, the LA contains insufficient information 

to demonstrate DOE’s ability to conduct such monitoring as necessary, not only to detect such 

occurrences but perhaps more importantly to repair and maintain the drifts in the event of such 

failures. 

SAR Section 1.11.1.2.1 recognizes that rock fall and drift collapse can occur.  If these 

conditions did occur, DOE has not demonstrated that it can affect recovery of the waste.  Nevada 

has by separate contentions challenged the DOE’s design basis, likelihood of these events which 

can provide potentially insurmountable obstacles to recovery at least based on the description of 

plans provided by DOE in the SAR as well as its ability to monitor and affect repairs of the 

drifts. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-169 – DEFERRED RETRIEVAL PLANS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s argument here has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE’s argument here has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)ii).   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

This contention challenges DOE’s interpretation of a Commission regulation, not the 

regulation itself.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

As DOE concedes, this contention "alleges non-compliance with 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.21(c)(7) and 63.31(a)(1)-(3)"  (Answer at 1573).  It is material on its face.  The key regulation 

is 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(7).  The others are cited to show that compliance with § 63.21(c)(7) is 

essential.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

Nevada’s contention raises a legal issue.  The factual premise for the legal issue, that 

DOE has no actual retrieval plans, is found in the cited portions of the SAR and DOE does not 

dispute it.  Nothing more is required.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE argues the legal merits of its position, and Nevada does not object to the Licensing 

Board deciding the merits based on the contention, DOE’s answer, and this reply.   

10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(7) requires that DOE’s application have a "description of plans for 

retrieval."  A requirement for a "description" of a "plan" may logically imply the existence the 
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plan being described, but whether this is so depends on the regulatory history of the regulation.  

In this case the regulatory history is clear that actual plans are required.  The preamble to the 

final Part 63 rule explains that "DOE can expect that its plans and procedures in this [retrieval] 

area will receive extensive, detailed review by the NRC staff as part of any construction 

authorization review. The feasibility and reasonableness of DOE’s retrieval plans will be 

reviewed by the NRC staff at the time of the license application submittal." 66 Fed. Reg. 55,732, 

55,743 (Nov. 2, 2001) [emphasis added].   DOE’s only answer is to assert, with no support, that 

this statement by the Commission "merely reflects NRC staff’s discretion in its Application 

review" (Answer at 1575).  The phrases "can expect" and "will be" do not suggest that any 

discretion is involved, and in any event, NRC Staff has no discretion to review and then possibly 

deny a license application on the basis of a requirement that does not actually exist.  If the 

Commission tells DOE to expect that NRC Staff will review actual plans, and then states that the 

plans "will be reviewed," it must be a regulatory requirement that the plans be in existence so 

that they can be reviewed.  The Commission’s careful statements that the plans will be reviewed 

"as part of any construction authorization review" and "at the time of licensed application 

submittal" reflect the fact that while a retrieval plan had to be available for review, the 

application itself would only include a description.   

Finally, the SAR itself states that "approaches for retrieval . . . will be developed should a 

decision to retrieve be made," and again that "[s]pecific plans for retrieval will be developed and 

defined in detail should the need for retrieval be identified."  SAR Subsection 1.11 at 1.11-1 and 

1.11-2.  DOE’s effort to characterize its SAR as including actual retrieval plans is belied by 

language in its own application (Answer at 1575, n.99).   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-170 – CONSERVATISMS AND THE PMA 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

The PMA is part of DOE’s application.  If, as DOE argues here (Answer at 1578), the 

PMA is optional but not required, it does not follow that challenges to it are beyond scope unless 

DOE agrees to strike all references to the PMA from the application.  DOE cannot have it both 

ways.  If, as the application indicates, DOE wants to use the PMA to bolster the credibility of its 

TSPA, then Nevada is entitled to challenge it; if the PMA is an optional analysis that has no 

bearing on DOE’s safety case, then it should be struck from the application.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE’s boilerplate arguments here that Nevada fails to demonstrate that its contention 

would prevent a finding of reasonable expectation, fails to recognize uncertainties, and fails to 

demonstrate that EPA’s dose standard is violated, are irrelevant.  DOE does not argue that its 

PMA is a part of its TSPA or that the PMA, by itself, proves compliance with the EPA dose 

standard, and it is illogical for DOE to argue that a contention directed against the PMA must 

demonstrate more than the PMA itself.  This not only unlawfully shifts the burden of proof, but it 

goes even further by seeking to add elements to the burden that DOE never had in the first place.   

As indicated above, if DOE wants to use the PMA to bolster the credibility of its TSPA, 

then Nevada is entitled to challenge it; if the PMA is an optional analysis that has no bearing on 

DOE’s safety case, then it should be struck from the application.   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE does not object to the contention for lack of specificity, but complains about the 

lack of documents and expert opinions.  The essence of Nevada’s contention is that the PMA 

assumes conservatisms on the PMA that do not, in fact, exist.  To support this claim, Nevada 

cited to the PMA itself, to an expert opinion, and to other listed contentions that (in their 

supporting references and expert opinions) establish that elements of the TSPA are not 

conservative.  These expert opinions were drafted by the experts and the affidavits incorporate 

material in the contentions merely to avoid the need for hundreds of affidavits, each associated 

with one contention.  No law disallows this approach, or holds that such an approach disqualifies 

the opinion.  Moreover, Nevada is entitled to cite to other contentions.  U.S. Department of 

Energy (High-Level Waste Repository: Pre-Application Matters, Advisory PAPO Board), LBP-

08-10 at 7, 67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008).   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE repeats its earlier arguments, and also argues that Nevada fails to directly controvert 

DOE’s documented positions to the contrary.  This is manifestly false, as even a cursory of Dr. 

Thorne’s affidavit and the expert opinions in the cited contentions demonstrate.  In particular, the 

cited contentions challenge alleged conservatism relied on in the PMA.  The fact that the 

contention does not attack every conservatism claimed to exist in the PMA is irrelevant.  Most of 

DOE’s argument here goes to the merits, not the admissibility of the contention.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-171 – PMA AND QA 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

This contention raises a legal issue.  It argues that the PMA in Subsection 2.4.2.3.2.3.2.4 

of the SAR, and referred to in related SAR subsections, is offered to validate or provide 

confidence in the TSPA and to demonstrate net conservatisms or margins in the TSPA, but that it 

cannot lawfully be used for these purposes because it relies on data and models that are not 

qualified pursuant to DOE’s quality assurance (QA) program.  DOE’s Answer concedes the 

factual premise for the contention when it states that the PMA "is not subject to the QA 

program" and that "documents governing DOE’s QA program do not specifically include the 

PMA" (Answer at 1588).  Indeed, while DOE claims that its PMA "exceeded regulatory 

requirements" (Answer at 1588, n.101), it carefully avoids any claim that the PMA was QA 

qualified.  Given these concessions, there is nothing left of DOE’s argument that Nevada failed 

to demonstrate how the PMA fails to conform to QA requirements.   

The legal issue is clearly material.  If DOE wants to use the PMA to bolster the 

credibility of its TSPA, then Nevada is entitled to challenge it; if the PMA is an optional analysis 

that has no bearing on DOE’s safety case, then it should be struck from the application.  

Nevada’s contention states that data and models offered to prove compliance with NRC’s safety 
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requirements in 10 C.F.R. Part 63, like the PMA, must be developed or qualified pursuant to a 

quality assurance program that complies with 10 C.F.R. Part 63.  Nevada cites to 10 C.F.R. § 

63.141 (which provides that quality assurance covers all actions needed to provide adequate 

protection and all actions important to waste isolation) and 10 C.F.R. § 63.142 (a) (which 

provides that quality assurance applies to the acquisition, control, and analysis of data and 

scientific studies, which would include models).  Whether Nevada is correct that that data and 

models offered to prove compliance with NRC’s safety requirements in 10 C.F.R. Part 63, like 

the PMA, must comply with QA regulations raises a question of interpretation of NRC 

regulations, specifically 10 C.F.R. § 63.141 and 10 C.F.R. § 63.142 (a) and is material per se.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE arguments here simply describe that PMA, repeat earlier arguments, or go to the 

merits.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-172 – INSPECTION AND VERIFICATION OF TAD 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

In attempting to assert that the focus of this contention is not within the scope of the 

proceeding, DOE disingenuously and incorrectly asserts that:  (1) the focus of Nevada's 

contention is on facility operations many years down the road, and accordingly, not a present 

concern to the NRC; and (2) Nevada's contention is simply "a challenge to the standard contract" 

(Answer at 1593), and accordingly, is outside the scope of this proceeding.  The facts are 

otherwise.  In accordance with Section II paragraph 1 of the Commission's Notice of Hearing 

herein, the focus of Nevada's contention is on DOE's noncompliance with the NRC's standards in 

10 C.F.R. Part 63 for a construction authorization.   

This contention questions whether DOE's plan, set out in its LA, to receive TAD 

canisters already packed with waste at the site of the utility delivering it, without ensuring that 

the TADs have been prepared and loaded in compliance with an adequate and compliant QA 

program, constitutes a failure on the part of DOE to comply with the requisites of Sections 

63.142 and 63.143.  Failing this, DOE's QA program is noncompliant with the required elements 

of Subpart G of 10 C.F.R. Part 63 and precludes authorization of a license to construct due to 

DOE's failure to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2) with respect 

to a "reasonable assurance" of avoiding an unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the 

public.  Nevada's focus, therefore, is on DOE's currently noncompliant QA program and plans, 
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not on "activities" years in the future, and is not a "challenge" to its standard contract with its 

utility suppliers of nuclear waste.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In this section, Nevada articulates in detail the interconnected NRC regulations applicable 

to DOE's QA program which DOE has entirely abdicated with respect to its receipt and 

assurance of the contents of TAD containers, the very containers containing highly toxic nuclear 

waste which DOE proposes to bury underground at a Yucca Mountain repository.  Specifically, 

DOE's void in its plan (to receive TAD canisters already packed with waste without ensuring that 

TADs have been prepared and loaded in compliance with an adequate and compliant QA 

program) is violative of NRC regulations 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(20) and 63.141 through 63.144, 

and that failure on the part of DOE precludes licensure of Yucca Mountain pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.31(a)(1) and (2), which require DOE to show there is a reasonable assurance and 

expectation that the radioactive materials described in the LA can be received and disposed of 

without unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public, and § 63.31(a)(3), which directs 

the Commission, in arriving at the foregoing determinations, to consider whether DOE's QA 

program complies with the requirements of Subpart G.  As indicated in III.K. above, Nevada 

alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC regulation 

always raises a material issue.  

Nevada has shown the material connection between the issue raised in this contention and 

the findings NRC must make to license Yucca Mountain.  Nevada's criticism is directed at the 

current state of DOE's QA compliance as it relates to its TAD concept, upon which it relies 

extensively in its LA; DOE cannot be heard to evade this present responsibility by a DOE 

promise that in the future it will "change its QA program" (Answer at 1594).   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
In its brief response to this section of the contention, DOE argues that Nevada has not 

supplied expert opinion in support.  That is correct, but it indicates no inadequacy.  Section 

2.3092(f)(v) permits expert opinion, but does not require it, inviting instead "a concise 

statement of the alleged facts which support the Petitioner's position on this issue."  The Case 

Management Order of June 20, 2008, specifically recognizes that contentions can be filed that 

raise pure legal issues, and that any contention may cite to facts contained in appropriate portions 

of the SAR and any applicable DOE reference documents.  See U.S. Dep't of Energy (High-Level 

Waste Repository:  Pre-Application Matters, Advisory PAPO Board), LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450 

(June 20, 2008), slip op. at 6 and 7-8.  Nevada has done so in this contention by identifying the 

appropriate SAR subsections and portions of referenced DOE documents (citing to the LSN) as 

well as the reasoning for its conclusions.  See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) (requiring "references 

to specific portions of the application (including the applicant's environmental report and safety 

report) that the petitioner disputes and the supporting reasons for each dispute").  Moreover, 

Nevada is free to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, see Consumers Power Co. 

(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 1982 NRC Lexis 92, *43, 

which must in fact be the case for contentions that raise pure legal issues.  

DOE also argues again in this section that Nevada does not prove DOE's deficiency could 

have any impact on the determinations that the NRC must make – this was addressed in the prior 

section.  DOE also argues that Nevada has not proven the inadequacy of the QA programs of the 

nuclear utilities who will supply toxic waste to DOE – absolutely correct, Nevada's focus is on 

DOE's own deficient plan for receipt of the waste and not upon any shortcoming of the utilities. 
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Nevada provides lengthy support, including facts, documentation, and its "reasoned basis 

or explanation" supporting its position.  DOE does not deny that the requirements of the QA 

program are applicable to DOE and its contractors for design and construction activities that 

affect components which are ITS (see SAR Subsection 5.0).  The TAD canister is classified by 

DOE as a component which is ITS (see SAR Subsection 1.5.1.1.1.2.1.3).  The Commission will 

not authorize construction of a repository at Yucca unless it determines that DOE's QA program 

complies with the requirements of Subpart G (10 C.F.R. §§ 63.141 through 63.144).  DOE's 

compliance is prerequisite to a Commission determination that there is reasonable assurance that 

the types and amounts of radioactive materials described in the LA can be received and 

possessed in the GROA without unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.  10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.31(a)(1) and (3)(iii).   

DOE must assure, with respect to any materials purchased and brought to the repository, 

that it be accompanied by a source evaluation, inspection at the contractor source, and 

examination of the products upon delivery.  10 C.F.R. §§ 63.142(h) and (h)(i).  In the QARD 

7.2.8, DOE explains its plans for source verification performed by individuals trained and 

qualified in QA practices and concepts and lays claim to procedures for "the specification of the 

characteristics or processes to be witnessed, inspected, or verified and the method of surveillance 

and the extent of documentation required . . . to ensure that the supplier complies with QA and 

technical requirements."  Id.   

Nevada shows in its contention that DOE has typically undertaken to ensure supplier 

compliance with quality assurance requirements and preserve DOE's right to monitor the 

supplier's achievement of those objectives.  However, when it comes to receipt of the most toxic 

substance known to man, DOE, as shown by its documentation and its own admissions cited in 
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the contention, intends to simply trust the representations of the financially self-interested 

suppliers regarding the highly complex and expensive process of packing up the waste in TAD 

canisters for delivery to DOE.  DOE's response argues at length about the "assurances" that it 

will seek to feel comfortable that TAD canisters received from utilities and placed in the ground 

will be safe.  In so doing, DOE promises to do these things in the future, but acknowledges it has 

not done them yet.  More importantly, even if it should implement its advertised future 

"assurances," they still fall short of ever actually observing the loading of toxic waste into TAD 

canisters.  DOE's explanation?  "We have no regulatory authority over the utility industry" 

(Petition at 929).   

By comparison (Petition at 930), DOE articulates lengthy plans to specifically control 

every aspect of loading the comparatively minor number of TAD canisters that will be loaded at 

the Yucca Mountain repository.  SAR Subsection 1.5.1.1.1.2.5.1 and Table 1.5.1-8 at 1.5.1-111.  

DOE's LA does contain these detailed plans with respect to TAD canister loading with waste at 

the repository site, but contains no comparable plans for the 90 percent of TAD canisters to be 

loaded by nuclear utilities at their sites and delivered to DOE.   

The Commission itself focused on the precise issue raised in this contention by Nevada 

when it wrote to DOE on March 23, 2007 ("Mark H. Williams, Ltr re: Comments on U.S. 

Department of Energy Preliminary Transportation, Aging, and Disposal Canister System 

Performance Specification" (03/23/2007), LSN# NRC000029080 at 1) (emphasis added):  "DOE 

should implement the QA requirements consistent with the significance, for safety and waste 

isolation, of the TAD canister, for use at a geologic repository.  These include the QA program 

processes and methods for oversight and verification of activities by entities that provide 
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and load TAD canisters, and for receipt inspection of TAD canisters at a potential 

repository."   

The alleged facts and supporting references supporting this contention are extensively set 

out therein.  A contention should only be deemed inadequate in this regard if "Petitioner did not 

offer any facts and . . . presented no reasoned statement of why this was unacceptable."  Fla. 

Power & Light Co., LBP-90-16, 31 NRC 509, 521 (1990).  Nevada's statement of alleged facts 

support its position and its supporting references are satisfactory and comply with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(v). 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
There is no question that Nevada has articulated a genuine dispute with respect to a 

material issue, with supporting references to the LA, including the SAR proper and the QARD 

(incorporated by DOE in its SAR) in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  Nevada has 

likewise cited and discussed the specific NRC regulations (particularly the subsections of 

Subpart G, 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.141 through 63.144) which deal with DOE's QA program and its 

relationship to its suppliers.  DOE attempts to argue the merits of its position stating, for 

example, that "DOE's acceptance of SNF will be based on a number of assurances that utilities 

will, among other things, properly package TADs" (Answer at 1597).  DOE even suggests that 

due to its admitted inability to inspect the loading of spent fuel into TADs, the certification it will 

rely on from the self-interested utility will constitute the "reasonable assurance" prerequisite to 

DOE's proofs to the NRC.  In view of DOE's repeated refrain that "DOE asserts no regulatory 

authority over utility operations" ("Presentations of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission/U.S. Department of Energy Quarterly Management Meeting Pahrump, Nevada, 

December 7, 2006; Transportation, Aging and Disposal (TAD) Cask System Development and 
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Implementation" (12/07/2006), LSN# NRC000028883 at 9), and "DOE has no right to inspect 

loading of waste by the utilities," its naked assurances of QA compliance and protection of 

health and safety are hollow, and certainly not sufficient to carry its burden of proof in this 

proceeding.  Be that as it may, the point here is not a weight of the evidence pro and con on the 

merits, but rather that there exists a material dispute, that Nevada has identified the void in 

DOE's TAD canister concept for assuring delivery of a compliant product and that Nevada has 

supported its reasoned explanation by reference to the NRC regulations allegedly violated and 

DOE's SAR and QARD provisions implicated.   

Nevada's challenge is to DOE's current program and stated plans and the absence thereof; 

it is not directed at the QA programs of the utilities, nor does it challenge the "standard 

contract," whose silence on the subject is merely further evidence of DOE's inability to meet its 

burden of proof to show its avoidance of "unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the 

public."  10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a).  As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far 

exceed NRC requirements. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-173 – EMPLACEMENT DRIFT MONITORING 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

NEV-SAFETY-173 is reasonably specific, especially when read with the information in 

paragraph 2.  It alleges specifically that processes for monitoring conditions in the emplacement 

drifts during pre-closure are not sufficiently described.  Two specific application subsections are 

referenced – Subsection 1.3.4.8.2.4 (Petition at 933) and 1.3.5.2 (Petition at 934).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE refers to its argument in 5 and 6 below, which is irrelevant here.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel.  However, NEV-SAFETY 173 relies primarily on the obvious lack of information in the 

cited portions of the application, and this is sufficient.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Nevada described the ramifications of its contention when it stated that the cite 

deficiencies mean that "the LA assumptions related to waste package emplacement and the 

effectiveness of the engineered barrier system are unfounded" (Petition at 935).  This means that 

the TSPA relies on unfounded assumptions, and without a valid TSPA, there can be no showing 
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of compliance with EPA dose standards.  DOE states (Answer at 1607) that Nevada forgot to 

challenge DOE’s apparent failure to classify its subsurface ventilation and radiation monitoring 

systems as ITS or ITWI, but this failure illustrates DOE’s cavalier approach to systems that are 

essential to assuring that assumptions in the TSPA are verified in actual practice.    
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-174 – CONTROLS AND RESTRICTIONS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s Petition (at 937-39) clearly articulated the contention that SAR Subsection 

1.6.3.4.1 and related subsections inappropriately screened out aircraft crashes at the Yucca 

Mountain repository by failing to provide documentary evidence of any procedural controls for 

monitoring flight activity over the flight restricted airspace.  In sum, DOE has not developed any 

mechanism for controlling or monitoring the number of flights over the proposed flight restricted 

airspace.  The factual basis for Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 

938), and the regulations applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in Section 4 of the 

Petition (at 937-38).  In addition, see the discussion that follows in Sections 4, 5 and 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

 See the response in Section 1 above. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 In Sections 4, 5, and 6 of its Petition (at 937-39), Nevada clearly and directly alleged that 

DOE is attempting, inappropriately, to screen out a significant number of aircraft crashes in order 

to reduce the risk calculated in the frequency analysis by restricting flight activity directly over 

and adjacent to the repository.  DOE has not identified the details and mechanisms it will use to 

implement the flight restrictions and operational controls that supposedly will be in place in 

accordance with and to ensure compliance with the Part 63 requirements cited in the Petition.  To 

the degree that DOE is challenging the "credibility" of this contention (Answer at 161), such an 
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argument is a challenge to the merits of the contention, and thus does not speak to the 

admissibility of this contention. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1611), the factual basis for Nevada’s contention 

is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 938), and the regulations applicable to Nevada’s 

contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 937-38).   Whenever Nevada alleges with 

adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s 

contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In addition, an expert 

opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not 

turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Even though the DOE has stated it has the legal authority to create over-flight restrictions 

and that such arrangements will exist at some point in the future, there remains no evidence that 

any methodology exists to ensure compliance with the restrictions.  For example, DOE does not 

address how it will ensure that no more that 1,000 aircraft fly over the restricted airspace, or that 

no aircraft will overfly the area with ordnance or electronic jamming pods, or that aircraft will 

operate in straight and level flight over the area.  Moreover, even though the DOE insists that 

these procedural controls will ensure compliance, any aircraft in distress with an emergency is 

authorized to deviate from all rules and regulations in order to ensure the safety of the aircraft.  

Therefore, during an in-flight emergency the rules that the DOE has imposed over Yucca 

Mountain, do not apply to the stricken aircraft.  The proposed restricted airspace over Yucca 

Mountain will be meaningless if an aircraft has a catastrophic emergency, which normally occurs 
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prior to a crash.  The restrictions to flight near the repository only apply to aircraft without 

emergencies.   

Aircraft that are disabled or wounded will declare an emergency and exercise a rule 

called Captain’s Authority.  These aircraft operate entirely at the Captain’s discretion.  In these 

circumstances, the normal airspace and flight restrictions do not apply to the aircraft and the 

Captain can do whatever he/she deems necessary to save the aircraft, including flying into 

airspace that is normally restricted.  The recent example of the US Airways flight that landed in 

the Hudson River is a classic example because the Captain was authorized to save the disabled 

aircraft in the best way he saw fit.  Under normal rules of flying, pilots must land on prepared 

surfaces or lose their license; however, under an emergency situation, the normal flying rules no 

longer apply.  The Captain is has sole discretion to save the aircraft, even if it means ignoring 

normal rules. 

DOE’s Answer (at 1618) has identified and relies upon a document dated December 17, 

2008, which although available on the LSN is not appropriate for rebutting Nevada’s contention.  

The document post-dates the statements contained in DOE’s License Application and Safety 

Analysis Report by almost 6 months, and therefore it is not appropriate for consideration here.  

In addition, DOE makes a point to explain that future airspace controls specified in the document 

are consistent with its statements in the SAR, but then acknowledges that "[c]urrently, these 

future restrictions serve only as a reference for future use and planning purposes . . .."  Id.  DOE 

apparently has not yet determined what restrictions are necessary to provide sufficient safety 

margins for the repository, but its intent is clear – establish an open-ended set of restrictions that 

could be implemented in the future to defeat a contention that specifically challenges whether 
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such restrictions are capable of being implemented.  This ill-defined position adopted by the 

DOE is not justified and clearly not supported in their original License Application. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1612-19) offers a merits challenge to the 

contention’s assertion (Petition at 938-39) that flights over Yucca Mountain will not be 

effectively controlled and monitored.   Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address 

Nevada’s claim (Petition at 939) that, as a result of the failure to developed any mechanism for 

controlling or monitoring the number of flights over the proposed flight restricted airspace, DOE 

has failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(1), 63.102(f), 63.111(c), 

63.112(b), and 63.112(e)(8).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-175 – CONTROLS ON PILOT RELIEF 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s Petition (at 940-42) clearly articulated the contention that SAR Subsection 

1.6.3.4.1 and related subsections inappropriately screened out aircraft crashes at the Yucca 

Mountain repository by failing to provide documentary evidence of any procedural controls for 

restricting pilots from using a pilot relief "piddle pack" when operating aircraft over the proposed 

flight restricted airspace.  In sum, DOE has not developed any mechanism for restricting pilots 

from using a pilot relief "piddle pack" when operating aircraft over the proposed flight restricted 

airspace.  The factual basis for Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 (at 941-42), and the 

regulations applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in Section 4 (at 940-41).  In addition, 

see the discussion that follows in Sections 4, 5 and 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

 See the response in Section 1 above. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In Sections 4, 5, and 6 of its Petition (at 940-42), Nevada clearly and directly alleged that 

DOE is attempting, inappropriately, to screen out a significant number of aircraft crashes in order 

to reduce the risk calculated in the frequency analysis by restricting flight activity directly over 

and adjacent to the repository.  DOE has not identified the details and mechanisms it will use to 

implement the flight restrictions and operational controls that supposedly will be in place in 

accordance with and to ensure compliance with the Part 63 requirements cited in the Petition.  

DOE is attempting to screen out a significant number of aircraft crashes in order to reduce the 
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risk calculated in the frequency analysis.  This is inappropriate because aircraft in distress will 

not comply with the restrictions, and therefore, should not be screened out from the historical 

crash database.  The resulting aircraft crash density is in error. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1623), the factual basis for Nevada’s contention 

is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 941-42), and the regulations applicable to Nevada’s 

contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 940-41).   Whenever Nevada alleges with 

adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s 

contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In addition, an expert 

opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not 

turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., supra. 

DOE states in its Answer (at 1627) that the Air Force Instruction cited by Nevada relates 

to simulator activity and is not applicable to flight activity.  On this point, DOE is correct.  The 

contention inadvertently left out the reference to AFI 112F-16, the F-16 Operations Procedures.  

However, since both instructions contain essentially the same policies the inadvertent oversight 

is not material to the issues raised in the contention. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE’s Answer (at 1629) has identified and relies upon a document dated December 17, 

2008, which although available on the LSN is not appropriate for rebutting Nevada’s contention.  

The document post-dates the statements contained in DOE’s License Application and Safety 

Analysis Report by almost 6 months, and therefore it is not appropriate for consideration here.  

In addition, DOE makes a point to explain that future airspace controls specified in the document 
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are consistent with its statements in the SAR, but then acknowledges that "[c]urrently, these 

future restrictions serve only as a reference for future use and planning purposes . . .."  Id.  DOE 

apparently has not yet determined what restrictions are necessary to provide sufficient safety 

margins for the repository, but its intent is clear – establish an open-ended set of restrictions that 

could be implemented in the future to defeat a contention that specifically challenges whether 

such restrictions are capable of being implemented.  This ill-defined position adopted by the 

DOE is not justified and clearly not supported in their original License Application. 

Even though the DOE has stated it has the legal authority to create over-flight restrictions 

and that such arrangements will exist at some point in the future, there remains no evidence that 

any methodology exists to ensure compliance with the restrictions.  For example, DOE does not 

address how it will ensure that no pilot will use a piddle pack when operating within the flight 

restricted airspace.  Moreover, even though the DOE insists that these procedural controls will 

ensure compliance, any aircraft in distress with an emergency is authorized to deviate from all 

rules and regulations in order to ensure the safety of the aircraft.  Therefore, during an in-flight 

emergency the rules that the DOE has imposed over Yucca Mountain, do not apply to the 

stricken aircraft.  The proposed restricted airspace over Yucca Mountain will be meaningless if 

an aircraft has a catastrophic emergency, which normally occurs prior to a crash.  The 

restrictions to flight near the repository only apply to aircraft without emergencies.  

Aircraft that are disabled or wounded will declare an emergency and exercise a rule 

called Captain’s Authority.  These aircraft operate entirely at the Captain’s discretion.  In these 

circumstances, the normal airspace and flight restrictions do not apply to the aircraft and the 

Captain can do whatever he/she deems necessary to save the aircraft, including flying into 

airspace that is normally restricted.  The recent example of the US Airways flight that landed in 
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the Hudson River is a classic example because the Captain was authorized to save the disabled 

aircraft in the best way he saw fit.  Under normal rules of flying, pilots must land on prepared 

surfaces or lose their license; however, under an emergency situation, the normal flying rules no 

longer apply.  The Captain is has sole discretion to save the aircraft, even if it means ignoring 

normal rules. 

DOE has failed to identify or describe any control on restricting pilots from using piddle 

packs in flight.  To the contrary, the proposed new airspace restrictions by DOE (Answer at 

1623-24) do not require pilots to refrain from urinating while in the aircraft.  The airspace 

restriction that DOE claims will restrict such activity does not apply to pilot activity inside the 

aircraft, only where the aircraft may be flown without an emergency.  A careful evaluation of the 

proposed restrictions indicates that only one possible restriction could even remotely control 

pilot urination, the restriction to straight and level flight over the repository.  DOE further claims 

that use of a piddle pack while flying straight and level is a special activity (Answer at 1630), 

which is completely illogical.  "Special flight activity" is a category determined by the USAF to 

delineate the difference between high performance flight activity and non-high performance 

flight activity (normal flight) for the purpose of predicting crash rates.  It is not a description of 

what is happening inside the cockpit.  DOE is mistaken in its claim that using a piddle pack is a 

special flight activity. 

Additionally, the DOE claims that the use of piddle packs does not materially affect the 

results or outcome of the DOE frequency analysis.  If this is the case, then why then did the DOE 

go to such effort to attempt to eliminate this type of activity from consideration?  The answer lies 

in the historical records of fighter aircraft crashes.  Several pilots have crashed while urinating in 

the aircraft, during straight and level flying which resulted in higher crash rates for "normal 
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flight activity" or straight and level flight.  A higher crash rate for straight and level flight 

directly correlates to a higher probability of crashing while flying straight and level.  DOE is 

attempting to remove these accidents from the larger body of "normal flight activity" to unfairly 

bias their numbers. 

 DOE focuses on the type of flight activity required to use a piddle pack.  In order to 

urinate in a very small aircraft, there are a series of steps required:  (a) get the piddle pack (which 

looks like a zip lock bag with a sponge inside) out from your flight bag, (b) lower your seat to 

the lowest level possible (which creates more room inside the cockpit), (c) unbuckle the lap belt 

(i.e., seat belt), and (d) unzip a one-piece flight suit, lower your underwear, and urinate carefully 

into the small piddle pack.  Once done, the pilot must close the bag and reverse the steps.  The 

entire process takes a few minutes to complete.  Most significantly, when the pilot is 

accomplishing these steps he/she cannot maneuver the aircraft except for small motions, because 

the pilot’s hands are busy.  And of course, straight and level flight is the preferred method of 

flying when using the piddle pack to avoid unsanitary conditions.  Most pilots use the autopilot 

when they urinate and the autopilot mode is altitude hold, straight and level.  Using the autopilot 

is not possible during "special flight activity" but is synonymous with routine or "normal flight 

activity." 

Straight and level or "normal flight activity" is a term used by the USAF to differentiate 

crash rates from "special flight activities," which have a much higher crash rate.  Special flight 

activities consist of high performance maneuvering, shooting missiles, dropping bombs or other 

high performance flying which are physically demanding and require total concentration on the 

tasks at hand.  There is a clear delineation between "special flight" and "normal flight" due to the 

nature of the flight activity.  Urinating while flying straight and level is clearly a normal flight 
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activity.  There are several F-16 crashes that have occurred while the pilot was urinating in the 

aircraft (LSN# DN2002488951 and LSN# DEN001564755), which reveal that the aircraft were 

not involved in high performance maneuvering bur rather "normal flight activity."   

 In its Answer (at 1629) DOE stated that it "will require the Air Force to revise the formal 

Air Force Instructions to include the restrictions" on pilot urination in the aircraft.  This 

statement is completely without justification or merit.  While DOE may be able to control where 

non-emergency aircraft fly in relation to Yucca Mountain, they do not have the legal authority to 

control when a pilot urinates in an aircraft.  The burden of proof to change the rules lies with the 

DOE, not with the State of Nevada. 

As the foregoing discussion clearly illustrates, the essence of DOE’s Answer (at 1623-31) 

is a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 941-42) that flights over Yucca 

Mountain will not be effectively controlled and monitored.   Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly 

fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 939) that, as a result of the failure to provide any 

documentary evidence of any procedural controls for restricting pilots from using a pilot relief 

"piddle pack" when operating aircraft over the proposed flight restricted airspace, DOE has 

failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(1), 63.102(f), 63.111(c), 

63.112(b), and 63.112(e)(8).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-176 – CONTROLS ON PILOT MANEUVERING 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s Petition (at 943-47) clearly articulated the contention that SAR Subsection 

1.6.3.4.1 and related subsections inappropriately screened out aircraft crashes at the Yucca 

Mountain repository by failing to provide documentary evidence of any procedural controls for 

restricting pilots from maneuvering their aircraft when operating aircraft over the proposed flight 

restricted airspace.  In sum, DOE has not developed any mechanism for restricting pilots from 

maneuvering their aircraft over the proposed flight-restricted airspace.  The factual basis for 

Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 944-46), and the regulations 

applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 943-44).  In 

addition, see the discussion that follows in Sections 4, 5 and 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

 See the response in Section 1 above. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In Section 4, 5, and 6 of its Petition (at 943-47), Nevada clearly and directly alleged that 

DOE is attempting, inappropriately, to screen out a significant number of aircraft crashes in order 

to reduce the risk calculated in the frequency analysis by restricting flight activity directly over 

and adjacent to the repository.  DOE has not identified the details and mechanisms it will use to 

implement the flight restrictions and operational controls that supposedly will be in place in 

accordance with and to ensure compliance with the Part 63 requirements cited in the Petition.  

DOE is attempting to screen out a significant number of aircraft crashes in order to reduce the 
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risk calculated in the frequency analysis.  This is inappropriate because aircraft in distress will 

not comply with the restrictions, and therefore, should not be screened out from the historical 

crash database.  The resulting aircraft crash density is in error. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1635), the factual basis for Nevada’s contention 

is set forth in Section 5 (at 944-46), and the regulations applicable to Nevada’s contention are 

identified in Section 4 (at 943-44).   Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or 

opinion a violation of an applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a 

material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In addition, an expert opinion affidavit may properly 

incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn 

argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Even though the DOE has stated it has the legal authority to create over-flight restrictions 

and that such arrangements will exist at some point in the future, there remains no evidence that 

any methodology exists to ensure compliance with the restrictions.  For example, DOE does not 

address how it will ensure that no more that 1,000 aircraft fly over the restricted airspace, or that 

no aircraft will overfly the area with ordnance or electronic jamming pods, or that aircraft will 

operate in straight and level flight over the area.  Moreover, even though the DOE insists that 

these procedural controls will ensure compliance, any aircraft in distress with an emergency is 

authorized to deviate from all rules and regulations in order to ensure the safety of the aircraft.  

Therefore, during an in-flight emergency the rules that the DOE has imposed over Yucca 

Mountain, do not apply to the stricken aircraft.  The proposed restricted airspace over Yucca 
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Mountain will be meaningless if an aircraft has a catastrophic emergency, which normally occurs 

prior to a crash.  The restrictions to flight near the repository only apply to aircraft without 

emergencies.   

Aircraft that are disabled or wounded will declare an emergency and exercise a rule 

called Captain’s Authority.  These aircraft operate entirely at the Captain’s discretion.  In these 

circumstances, the normal airspace and flight restrictions do not apply to the aircraft and the 

Captain can do whatever he/she deems necessary to save the aircraft, including flying into 

airspace that is normally restricted.  The recent example of the US Airways flight that landed in 

the Hudson River is a classic example because the Captain was authorized to save the disabled 

aircraft in the best way he saw fit.  Under normal rules of flying, pilots must land on prepared 

surfaces or lose their license; however, under an emergency situation, the normal flying rules no 

longer apply.  The Captain is has sole discretion to save the aircraft, even if it means ignoring 

normal rules. 

DOE’s Answer (at 1640) has identified and relies upon a document dated December 17, 

2008, which although available on the LSN is not appropriate for rebutting Nevada’s contention.  

The document post-dates the statements contained in DOE’s License Application and Safety 

Analysis Report by almost 6 months, and therefore it is not appropriate for consideration here.  

In addition, DOE makes a point to explain that future airspace controls specified in the document 

are consistent with its statements in the SAR, but then acknowledges that "[c]urrently, these 

future restrictions serve only as a reference for future use and planning purposes . . .."  Id.  DOE 

apparently has not yet determined what restrictions are necessary to provide sufficient safety 

margins for the repository, but its intent is clear – establish an open-ended set of restrictions that 

could be implemented in the future to defeat a contention that specifically challenges whether 
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such restrictions are capable of being implemented.  This ill-defined position adopted by the 

DOE is not justified and clearly not supported in their original License Application. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1635-44) offers a merits challenge to the 

contention’s assertion (Petition at 944-46) that flights over Yucca Mountain will not be 

effectively controlled and monitored.   Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address 

Nevada’s claim (Petition at 946-47) that, as a result of the failure to provide documentary 

evidence of any procedural controls for restricting pilots from maneuvering their aircraft when 

operating aircraft over the proposed flight restricted airspace, DOE has failed to comply with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(1), 63.102(f), 63.111(c), 63.112(b), and 63.112(e)(8).  In 

sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material 

issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to 

the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-177 – CONTROLS ON HELICOPTERS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s Petition (at 937-39) clearly articulated the contention that SAR Subsection 

1.6.3.4.1 and related subsections inappropriately screened out aircraft crashes at the Yucca 

Mountain repository by failing to provide documentary evidence of any procedural controls for 

prohibiting helicopters within 0.5 miles of the surface facility.  In sum, DOE has not developed 

any mechanism for prohibiting helicopters within 0.5 miles of the surface facility.  The factual 

basis for Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 949-50), and the 

regulations applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 948-

49).  In addition, see the discussion that follows in Sections 4, 5 and 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

See the response in Section 1 above. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 No reply necessary based on DOE’s response. 
 
5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 

appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 

Contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1647), the factual basis for Nevada’s contention 

is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 949-50), and the regulations applicable to Nevada’s 

contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 948-49).   Whenever Nevada alleges with 

adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s 

contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In addition, an expert 
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opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not 

turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., supra.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Even though the DOE has stated it has the legal authority to create over-flight restrictions 

and that such arrangements will exist at some point in the future, there remains no evidence that 

any methodology exists to ensure compliance with the restrictions.  For example, DOE does not 

address how it will ensure that helicopter pilots will not fly within 0.5 miles of the repository.  

Moreover, even though the DOE insists that these procedural controls will ensure compliance, 

any aircraft in distress with an emergency is authorized to deviate from all rules and regulations 

in order to ensure the safety of the aircraft.  Therefore, during an in-flight emergency the rules 

that the DOE has imposed over Yucca Mountain, do not apply to the stricken aircraft.  The 

proposed restricted airspace over Yucca Mountain will be meaningless if an aircraft has a 

catastrophic emergency, which normally occurs prior to a crash.  The restrictions to flight near 

the repository only apply to aircraft without emergencies.   

Aircraft that are disabled or wounded will declare an emergency and exercise a rule 

called Captain’s Authority.  These aircraft operate entirely at the Captain’s discretion.  In these 

circumstances, the normal airspace and flight restrictions do not apply to the aircraft and the 

Captain can do whatever he/she deems necessary to save the aircraft, including flying into 

airspace that is normally restricted.  The recent example of the US Airways flight that landed in 

the Hudson River is a classic example because the Captain was authorized to save the disabled 

aircraft in the best way he saw fit.  Under normal rules of flying, pilots must land on prepared 

surfaces or lose their license; however, under an emergency situation, the normal flying rules no 
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longer apply.  The Captain is has sole discretion to save the aircraft, even if it means ignoring 

normal rules. 

DOE’s Answer (at 1652) has identified and relies upon a document dated December 17, 

2008, which although available on the LSN is not appropriate for rebutting Nevada’s contention.  

The document post-dates the statements contained in DOE’s License Application and Safety 

Analysis Report by almost 6 months, and therefore it is not appropriate for consideration here.  

In addition, DOE makes a point to explain that future airspace controls specified in the document 

are consistent with its statements in the SAR, but then acknowledges that "[c]urrently, these 

future restrictions serve only as a reference for future use and planning purposes . . .."  Id.  DOE 

apparently has not yet determined what restrictions are necessary to provide sufficient safety 

margins for the repository, but its intent is clear – establish an open-ended set of restrictions that 

could be implemented in the future to defeat a contention that specifically challenges whether 

such restrictions are capable of being implemented.  This ill-defined position adopted by the 

DOE is not justified and clearly not supported in their original License Application. 

The remainder of DOE’s Answer (at 1648-57) offers a merits challenge to the 

contention’s assertion (Petition at 949-51) that flights over Yucca Mountain will not be 

effectively controlled and monitored.   Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address 

Nevada’s claim (Petition at 951) that, as a result of the failure to provide documentary evidence 

of any procedural controls for restricting pilots from maneuvering their aircraft when operating 

aircraft over the proposed flight restricted airspace, DOE has failed to comply with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(1), 63.102(f), 63.111(c), 63.112(b), and 63.112(e)(8).  In 

sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material 
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issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to 

the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-178 – BASIS FOR AIRCRAFT EXCLUSIONS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s Petition (at 952-54) clearly articulated the contention that SAR Subsection 

1.6.3.4.1 and related subsections inappropriately excluded numerous relevant aircraft crashes 

from consideration when performing aircraft crash frequency calculations.  The factual basis for 

Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 953-54), and the regulations 

applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 952-53).  In 

addition, see the discussion that follows in Sections 4, 5 and 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

See the response to Section 1 above. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In Sections 4, 5, and 6 of its Petition (at 952-54), Nevada clearly and directly alleged that 

DOE is attempting to manipulate the crash frequency by screening out a significant number of 

aircraft crashes and applying density calculations based on inaccurate areas in order to reduce the 

assessed frequency of crashes.  This is inappropriate because of false assumptions. In addition, 

DOE’s calculations assume that all aircraft operating within 30 miles of the repository are non-

maneuvering even though aggressive maneuvering is a routine occurrence in this airspace. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
The factual basis for Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 953-

54), and the regulations applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in Section 4 of the 
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Petition (at 952-53).   Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material 

issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In addition, an expert opinion affidavit may properly 

incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn 

argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., supra.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The approved method of calculating crash frequencies, provided by the NRC, is called 

the "ACRAM" model (Petition at 953).  It provides a methodology to calculate aircraft crashes 

based of four factors and is simple to understand and implement.  Although the NRC allows 

other methodologies to be used, each new one must be vetted and justified before the results are 

accepted.  DOE admits (Answer at 1661-62) it supposedly applied the ACRAM model , but in 

fact DOE uses calculations based on a 100-mile regional setting and a 30-mile criterion zone in 

which no crashes have occurred to establish crash rates.  DOE has examined aircraft crashes 

within 100 miles of Yucca Mountain, and virtually all of the Nevada Test and Training Range 

(NTTR) is contained in the 100 mile zone but only occupies approximately one third of the area 

contained in the 100 mile zone.  However, the NTTR airspace is the only airspace that provides a 

reasonable basis that is applicable to determining crash frequency.   Military fighter aircraft fly in 

the NTTR, not outside of it, and the repository is located inside the NTTR.  Civilian aircraft 

routinely operate in the NTTR.  Virtually all of the aircraft crashes inside the 100 mile zone have 

occurred in the NTTR.   

 By using a 100 mile circle, DOE increases the area by a factor of three, which 

correspondingly reduces the risk factor by the same factor.  The purpose of using the 100 mile 

calculation is to create a larger area in order to reduce the calculated crash density.  DOE also 
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uses a 30 miles radius for further calculations for screening under the false assumption that the 

30 mile zone is only for airways and approach or holding patterns, not maneuvering aircraft.  

Aggressive maneuvering occurs routinely within 30 miles of the repository and has occurred for 

decades given that the restricted airspace is designed for high performance maneuvering.  The 

end result is that the DOE has further screened out typical flight activity near the repository by 

excluding special mode flight activity, or all Type 0 events.  In the DOE calculations, only 

normal mode flight activity (Type 1) is used, which is associated with a lower crash density.  All 

crash frequency calculations based on the 30 mile exclusion zone are without basis. 

 It is not a coincidence that there have been no accidents in the observation period inside 

the 30 mile zone, since the size of this zone is arbitrarily defined by the DOE.  However, if the 

zone were 50 miles, then there would be multiple aircraft crashes in the same observation period.  

DOE cannot exert control over all of the airspace inside the 30 mile zone, only the NTS, and thus 

has no authority to impose any further flight restrictions over the areas it does not control. 

 In sum, DOE has created a new model because if it used the ACRAM model along with 

the data provided by the Air Force the frequency analysis result would have been in excess of the 

screening threshold.  It is important to understand that the aircraft operating outside the flight 

restricted airspace are not subject to the restrictions placed on those over the restricted airspace.  

The aircraft maneuver aggressively and at high speeds throughout the NTTR.  Instead of using 

appropriate frequency factors for crash density calculations, the DOE has reduced or screened 

out as many of the relevant components as possible.   

As the foregoing discussion clearly illustrates, the essence of DOE’s Answer (at 1660-66) 

is a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 953-54) that the DOE crash 

frequency analysis has inappropriately excluded relevant crashes from consideration.  Moreover, 
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DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 954) that, as a result of the 

failure to perform a proper crash frequency analysis, DOE has failed to comply with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(1), 63.102(f), 63.111(c), 63.112(b), and 63.112(e)(8).  In 

sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material 

issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to 

the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-179 – CONTROLS ON AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS (MID-AIR) 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s Petition (at 955-57) clearly articulated the contention that SAR Subsection 

1.6.3.4.1 and related subsections inappropriately screened out aircraft crashes at the Yucca 

Mountain repository by using an analysis that is based on the claim that all mid-air collisions and 

controlled flight into terrain occur during maneuvering, which is not supported by documentary 

evidence.  In sum, DOE erroneously excludes numerous relevant aircraft crashes from 

consideration when performing aircraft crash frequency calculations.  The factual basis for 

Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 956-57), and the regulations 

applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 955-56).  In 

addition, see the discussion that follows in Sections 4, 5 and 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

See the response in Section 1 above. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
In Sections 4, 5, and 6 of its Petition (at 955-57), Nevada clearly and directly alleged that 

DOE is attempting, inappropriately, to screen out a significant number of aircraft crashes in order 

to reduce the risk calculated in the frequency analysis by restricting flight activity directly over 

and adjacent to the repository.  DOE has not identified the details and mechanisms it will use to 

implement the flight restrictions and operational controls that supposedly will be in place in 

accordance with and to ensure compliance with the Part 63 requirements cited in the Petition.  

DOE attempts to manipulate the crash frequency by screening out a significant number of 
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aircraft crashes in order to reduce the density of crashes calculated in the frequency analysis.  

This is inappropriate because it intentionally excludes types of aircraft crash that could originate 

in the restricted airspace over the repository.  DOE also incorrectly changed the classifications of 

several crashes from Type 1 to Type 0 in order to exclude them from the crash frequency 

analysis. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1669), the factual basis for Nevada’s contention 

is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 956-57), and the regulations applicable to Nevada’s 

contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 955-56).   Whenever Nevada alleges with 

adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s 

contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.  In addition, an expert 

opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not 

turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., supra. 

DOE’s Answer (at 1671) has identified and relies upon a document dated December 17, 

2008, which although available on the LSN is not appropriate for rebutting Nevada’s contention.  

The document post-dates the statements contained in DOE’s License Application and Safety 

Analysis Report by almost 6 months, and therefore it is not appropriate for consideration here.  

In addition, DOE makes a point to explain that future airspace controls specified in the document 

are consistent with its statements in the SAR, but then acknowledges that "[c]urrently, these 

future restrictions serve only as a reference for future use and planning purposes . . .."  Id.  DOE 

apparently has not yet determined what restrictions are necessary to provide sufficient safety 

margins for the repository, but its intent is clear – establish an open-ended set of restrictions that 

could be implemented in the future to defeat a contention that specifically challenges whether 
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such restrictions are capable of being implemented.  This ill-defined position adopted by the 

DOE is not justified and clearly not supported in their original License Application. 

DOE has classified aircraft crashes into two types, Type 0 and Type 1.  In summary, 

Type 1 events are consistent with cruise type flight, whereas Type 0 events, according to the 

DOE interpretation, are not applicable to overflight above the repository.  DOE further 

reclassifies all potential Type 1 flights as Type 0 if the aircraft were not flying completely 

straight and level.  DOE then screens out all Type 0 events from its risk calculations.  By 

screening out all Type 0 events, DOE significantly reduces the corresponding crash frequency 

estimates.  Essentially, DOE has concocted a methodology in which only a handful of aircraft 

mishaps could possibly contribute to its crash frequency estimate.   

DOE adopted an Air Force provided statistic that labels flights as "normal" or "special" 

depending on the maneuvering required for the flight.  DOE then adopts what they call Type 0 to 

further limit the number of crashes that are accepted into their crash database.  This was not 

sufficient to generate a crash frequency that was tolerable, so DOE moved all mid-air collisions 

to category Type 1.  DOE then also excluded all the aircraft with a crash initiating event further 

than 4.9 nautical miles from the site.  This is not only unreasonable, it is not realistic or 

conservative, and the methodology has not been vetted by any outside organization or agency.  

DOE incorrectly labels several accidents that are clearly Type 1 with the Type 0 

classification, even though the aircraft were performing activities consistent with Type 1 

activities and were also essentially flying straight and level.  DOE also determined, on the basis 

of its own judgment, that several mid-air collisions that occurred during essentially straight and 

level flight were not Type 1 and these were reassigned, without justification or explanation, to 

Type 0. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
Although mid-air collisions occur more frequently during simulated combat 

maneuvering, they also occur during non-combat maneuvering.  In fact, the contention (Petition 

at 956-57) identified three mid-air collisions that occurred during routine flight in a normal flight 

mode, but DOE determined that they did not warrant the Type 1 classification.  Instead they were 

assigned to Type 0 and were thus excluded from the crash frequency calculations.  Given DOE’s 

effort to explain its reasoning (Answer at 1673-75), a brief discussion of each of those incidents 

is warranted. 

• On June 23, 1993, an F-16 aircraft collided with another F-16 aircraft.  
DOE states that the accident occurred "during basic fighter maneuvers" 
and screened out the crash because it was determined by the DOE to be 
Type 0.  The determination is incorrect for the simple reason that although 
the mission type was basic fighter maneuvers the accident did not 
originate during the high performance flying.  Rather, the collision 
occurred during a simple, routine rejoin of the two aircraft while enroute 
to the working area.  The two aircraft were essentially flying straight and 
level, performing routine activities consistent with Type 1 activities and 
yet the DOE claims that this is a Type 0 event because of mission type and 
thus excludes it from the crash frequency calculations without 
justification.  Nevada disagrees with this determination. 

 
• On September 16, 1997, two F-16 aircraft collided while rejoining on a 

night mission.  The aircraft were in a slight climb, flying in straight, 
unaccelerated, stable flight when they collided.  The accident occurred 
while enroute to the working area.  All of the parameters are consistent 
with routine cruise flight and are consistent with Type 1 flight activity.  
However, DOE states that because they were in a slight climb, this is not 
consistent with straight and level flight, and therefore, changed the event 
classification from Type 1 to Type 0. Nevada disagrees with this 
determination. 

 
• On October 22, 1998, two F-16 aircraft collided while attempting a routine 

flight rejoin after takeoff, while at a stable airspeed in a slight climb.  As 
before, since the aircraft were in a slight climb, DOE eliminated them 
from inclusion in the crash frequency calculations.  Again, Nevada 
disagrees with this determination. 
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Perhaps two realistic examples will help explain further the issues that arise. 

Scenario One:  Two aircraft are completing a simulated bombing mission northwest of 

the repository with a cloud deck below them that obscures the ground.  While flying back to 

Nellis AFB their route of flight takes them over the repository.  Twenty miles away from the 

repository they rejoin and accomplish the required battle damage assessment (a visual check of 

each aircraft).  During the rejoin, the wingman impacts the leader’s aircraft and damages the 

horizontal stabilizer.  The aircraft are both climbing to an altitude above the flight restricted 

airspace when they hit each other.  The wounded aircraft begins to roll to the right and is not 

controllable by the pilot.  At this point they are 12 miles from the repository and realize that the 

pilot will have to eject if he cannot regain control of the aircraft.  He decides to eject 5.1 miles 

from the repository at an altitude of 10,000’ above the ground.  Based on these parameters, the 

aircraft has a very high probability of impacting the repository.   

The State of Nevada believes that this scenario is realistic and should be included in the 

crash frequency calculations.  DOE on the other hand will screen out this accident for three 

reasons:  (1) the aircraft were not flying straight and level when they collided; (2) the collision 

occurred outside the flight-restricted airspace; and (3) the flight is a Type 0 because the mission 

is high performance, even thought the collision occurred in normal flight mode.  None of these 

reasons is adequate to screen out this scenario, and yet the DOE eliminates it from consideration.   

 Scenario Two:  One F-16 aircraft is returning from an instrument sortie at Flight Level 

220 (i.e., 22,000 feet above sea level or about 18,000 feet above the repository) at an airspeed of 

400 KIAS.  The aircraft is 25 miles northwest of the repository when the engine fails.  After 

performing the required emergency procedure checklists, the pilot realizes that the engine will 

not restart and attempts to land at Creech AFB, just west of the repository.  Recognizing that he 
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can not reach Creech AFB, the pilot ejects prior to ground impact.  The distance covered from 

engine failure to impact is just under 30 miles, or more than enough to reach the repository and 

crash into the facility.   

The State of Nevada believes that this scenario is realistic and should be included in the 

crash frequency calculations.  DOE on the other hand will screen out the event because the 

aircraft was outside of the 4.9 nautical mile radius when the engine failure occurred.  This is 

insufficient justification for removing this type of accident from any risk calculations.  A review 

the three examples above where the DOE changed the classification Type shows that the changes 

were not justified. 

As the foregoing clearly illustrates, DOE’s Answer (at 1669-75) offers a merits challenge 

to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 955-57) that erroneously screen out aircraft crashes 

at the Yucca Mountain repository using an analysis that is based on the claim that all mid-air 

collisions and controlled flight into terrain occur during maneuvering, which is not supported by 

any documentary evidence.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim 

(Petition at 957) that, as a result of the failure to use an appropriate analysis of aircraft crashes 

based on mid-air collisions and controlled flight into terrain, DOE has failed to comply with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(1), 63.102(f), 63.111(c), 63.112(b), and 63.112(e)(8).  In 

sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material 

issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to 

the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-180 – CRASH FREQUENCY OF FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

In Section 1 of this contention (Petition at 958), Nevada clearly and unequivocally 

identified in one-sentence a narrowly defined, single-issue – namely that "aircraft impact was 

screened out as an external initiating event" based on "inappropriate calculations."  In addition, 

Nevada specifically cited (id) to the applicable portion of the SAR – i.e., Subsection 2.1.1.2.  

Therefore, contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1676), in this contention Nevada has in fact 

stated a genuine issue of fact to be controverted in this proceeding.  The "specificity" requested 

by DOE (id) can be found, as required, in Sections 4, 5, and 6 of this contention.  Accordingly, 

Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i). 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

In Section 2 of this contention (Petition at 958), Nevada clearly and unequivocally 

identified in one-sentence three bases for the contention – i.e., that "[t]he methodology used to 

characterize the frequency of impacts of fixed wing aircraft on the repository is inadequately 

described, has not been demonstrated to be mathematically correct and uses an unnecessary and 

unjustified approximation in the calculations."  Thus, as pled, the foundation for the contention 

more that satisfies the requirements set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii).  Arguments made by 

DOE to the contrary (see Answer at 1676-77) are not an appropriate challenge under Section 

2.309(f)(1)(ii), but instead address the merits of the contention. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis for this contention in Section 5 of its 

Petition (at 959-60) and the regulations applicable to this contention in Paragraph 4 of its Petition 

(at 958-59).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Section 6 of its Petition (at 960-61) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulation.  Whenever 

Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 

DOE assumes that a uniform crash frequency density of 7.5 x 10-5 crashes per year per 

mile squared applies to military flight activity outside the flight restricted airspace but within the 

NTS, the EC South area of F-4807, and the western portion of R-4806.  DOE further assumes 

that the uniform crash frequency density does not apply to the southwest quadrant because those 

flights are accounted for in the Beatty Corridor.  Finally, DOE assumes that the crashes are 

uniformly distributed.  There are two separate rationales that the DOE uses to justify these 

assumptions. 

The first rationale is that the Frequency of Aircraft Hazards report establishes a screening 

criterion for federal, military and DOE designated airways more than 30 miles from the North 

Portal do not pose hazard to the facility.  This rationale is without justification.  On the contrary, 

historical flight activity within 30 miles of the portal proves that this rationale is wrong. 
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 The second rationale uses information contained in Table 8 of the Frequency Analysis for 

Aircraft Hazards.  DOE identifies crashes in the NTTR, the NTS and the Military Operating 

Areas from May 1990.  DOE calculates that a conservative estimate of military aircraft crash 

density in the vicinity is based on the information contained in the Table with the following 

results: 

A. There have not been any crashes since 1990 within 30 miles of the portal  

B. There will be no aggressive maneuvering in the same airspace.   

C. The Portal is within 10 miles of the Beatty Corridor. 

D. The 15.5 year crash rate in the NTTR and MOA’s is an acceptable basis to 
use for a crash density analysis for the area outside the flight restricted 
airspace. 

 
Nevada does not accept these bases for the following reasons: 

A: The lack of crashes within 30 miles of the portal in the past 15.5 years 
does not mean that there will not be any crashes in the future in the same 
airspace.  Additionally, attempting to use this as a claim for conservatism 
is without basis. 

 
B: The historical evidence proves that high performance maneuvering within 

30 miles of the portal occurs on a regular and recurring basis.  DOE’s 
claim is incorrect and not conservative. 

 
C: The distance from the portal to the Beatty corridor is irrelevant because of 

modern accurate navigation systems employed by aircraft using the NTTR 
and NTS. 

 
D: DOE’s comparison includes airspace that is not consistent with the 

airspace adjacent to the portal.  The MOA’s are not exclusive to military 
flying and should not be used on the calculations.  Civilian aircraft may fly 
through the MOA’s but not the restricted airspace which is adjacent to the 
portal.  The restricted areas directly adjacent to the portal (R-4806, R-
4807, R-4808) should be used for comparison purposes since they have 
similar restrictions, the same designation and are used for the same 
purpose by the same military aircraft.  Using the adjacent areas is also 
conservative and relevant.  The results from the DOE’s analysis in Table 
10 indicate 18 crashes in approximately 15,000 square miles which 
provides a corresponding crash density.   Also using Table 10, there were 
8 crashes in the R-40-806, R-4807 and R-4808.  This airspace contains 
less than 4,000 square miles.  The data proves that half of the total crashes 
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occurred in about one fourth of the airspace, the relevant airspace.  This 
gives rise to a fifty percent reduction in the crash density simply by 
eliminating areas that are not relevant.  The DOE intentionally inflated the 
area to reduce the crash density.  The DOE claim of conservatism is 
without justification and its density analysis should be revised to use only 
the restricted areas directly adjacent to the portal. 

 
For the purposes of calculating crash density, DOE has made numerous assumptions that 

are incorrect and without justification.  DOE is attempting to screen out relevant high risk flight 

activity by using incorrect assumptions and comparing flight activity in airspace that does not 

have similar flight activity as the NTTR and NTS. 

 The above comments emphasize that the projected spatial pattern of flights and hence 

crash initiating events in the vicinity of the proposed repository will be spatially extremely 

heterogeneous.  DOE uses a very simple geometrical approach to addressing this issue.  DOE’s 

Answer (at 1682) misstates the Nevada contention on this point by stating that "Figure 4 on page 

55 of BSC 2007c is not an ‘approximation’ of the calculations."  However, Nevada Petition (at 

960) makes clear that it is not the figure that is an approximation, but the underlying calculations 

themselves.  The statement is that the methodology "involves an approximation of the 

calculations, as illustrated in DEN001574741, Figure 4 at 55, which has not been demonstrated 

to be accurate."  That approximation is, in part, to divide the flight restricted airspace into ten 

strips and to assume without proof that this is an adequate approximation to a continuous 

analysis.  As shown in Table 10 of BSC 2007c, this results in glide ratios for individual strips 

varying over large ranges.  However, the situation is also more complex because the bounds on 

the glide ratios for the individual strips are calculated for an aircraft flying at the minimum 

altitude above the facilities.  As the altitude changes, so do the bounds of the glide angle range.  

Furthermore, the probability density of glide ratios is non-uniform, so it is not possible to 
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establish without computation what constitutes a conservative estimate of the frequency of 

aircraft impacts on the surface facilities. 

Thus, the issue that needs to be resolved is to identify a conservative crash frequency for 

a spatially heterogeneous distribution of flights (both laterally and vertically) through the 

restricted airspace for a set of initiating events that results in a non-uniform distribution of glide 

ratios.  The three memoranda cited in the Petition (at 959-60) is indeed reporting of "a work in 

progress" (Answer at 1680) to address this issue.  Specifically, the second of these memoranda 

provides formulae that can be used with a spatially varying crash initiation frequency, an 

arbitrary initial altitude and an arbitrary probability density function for the glide ratio.  Once 

probability density functions for the horizontal and vertical distributions of crash initiation 

frequency and for glide ratio have been established, these formulae can be used to calculate 

mathematically correct estimates of crash frequencies for the surface facilities.  Furthermore, 

sensitivity studies varying these probability density functions can be used to evaluate the 

robustness of the crash frequency estimate and to define a reasonably conservative value. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
As the foregoing clearly illustrates, DOE’s Answer (at 1677-83) offers a merits challenge 

to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 959-61) that aircraft impact was screened out as an 

external initiating event based on inappropriate calculations.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly 

fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 960-61) that because of the inappropriate screening 

out of aircraft impact as an external initiating event, DOE has failed to comply with the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.112(b) and 63.112(e)(8).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this 
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proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 

contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-181 – BASIS FOR CRASH DENSITY CALCULATIONS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s Petition (at 962-64) clearly articulated the contention that SAR Subsection 

1.6.3.4.1 and related subsections incorrectly assume that the crash initiation density for military 

aircraft outside the proposed flight restricted airspace is independent of the number of sorties 

each year and will not change if the number of sorties increases, and therefore, incorrectly 

calculates the crash-initiating frequency resulting in an understatement of the risk of a military 

aircraft crash at the repository and inappropriate screening of aircraft crashes from consideration.  

The factual basis for Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 963-64), and 

the regulations applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 

962-63).  In addition, see the discussion that follows in Sections 4, 5 and 6 below. 

 2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

See the response in Section 1 above.  In addition, the crash initiation rates outside the 

flight restricted airspace are based on historical crash data provided by the USAF.  These crash 

rates are presented as rates of crashes per flight.  The calculated crash initiation density is 

directly proportional to the number of flights.  DOE is attempting to manipulate the crash 

frequency by using "the historical number of crashes that have occurred over a large regional 

setting near the repository site, including any dependence on number of sorties flown" (Answer 

at 1685).  The selective use of the historical number of crashes by DOE is not conservative. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
See the response to Section 1 and 2 above.  The factual basis for Nevada’s contention is 

set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 963-64), and the regulations applicable to Nevada’s 

contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 962-63).   Whenever Nevada alleges with 

adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s 

contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., supra.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 

DOE uses in its calculations the historical number of crashes that occurred in a large 

regional setting during a specific observation period.  The observation period used by DOE 

results in an average sortie count per year.  The observation period used included both Gulf Wars 

in Iraq and the one in Afghanistan.  During the deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan, the flight 

activity in the NTTR was cut almost in half.  DOE did not adjust its average to reflect the huge 

deployments or any other anomalies.  Further, DOE assumes that the number of sorties will not 

increase in the future.  Thus, the DOE baseline of sorties per year is misleading and not 

conservative.   

DOE references the licensing proceeding involving the Private Fuel Storage (PFS) 

facility in Utah (Answer at 1688).  In that case NRC used as a reference for sortie count the 

highest number of sorties flown in any of the years evaluated in order to comply with the 

conservatism required by the model.  The PFS approach should be applied here, and it would 
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require the use of the highest number of sorties flown in the period at issue instead of the average 

number of sorties over the period at issue.  DOE would only use the average (Answer at 1690) 

("’[b]y using a multiyear observation period, the analysis accounts for historical variations in the 

annual number of sorties"), and thus its approach is not only not conservative but also 

inconsistent with previous NRC practice. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE and Nevada both rely upon the same document to support their positions (Petition at 

963; Answer at 1689 (both referencing ""Frequency Analysis of Aircraft Hazards for Accident 

Analysis, Rev. 00F" (9/24/2007), LSN# DN2002488951)).  Therein at paragraph 3.3.8 DOE 

admits that "projected USAF plans regarding use of NTS airspace make it necessary to assume 

that training activities in other portions of the NTTR could be extended into NTS airspace."  

During the Nevada meeting with the Nellis AFB operational planning office on September 7, 

2005, DOE indicated that it expects the number of sorties to go up, due to F-22 and F-35 flight 

testing in the near future.  Based on this, it is conservative to assume that the highest sortie count 

in the observation period should be adjusted higher to ensure that the likely future expansion of 

such activities is taken into account.  

The primary control on crash density should be the number of flights per year, and it 

seems perverse to neglect this obvious consideration in the analysis.  Furthermore, using a 100 

mile radius for crash rates is not conservative.  Using such a large area that does not support the 

type of flying in the NTTR and is not realistic as it allows the rate to be biased by the much 

larger area with less flying per square mile.  DOE should use the crash rates for the NTTR areas 

adjacent to the repository. 
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As the foregoing clearly illustrates, DOE’s Answer (at 1688-91) offers a merits challenge 

to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 962-64) that incorrectly assume that the crash initiation 

density for military aircraft outside the proposed flight restricted airspace is independent of the 

number of sorties each year and will not change if the number of sorties increases.  Moreover, 

DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 964) that, as a result of the 

incorrect crash initiation density, DOE understates of the risk of a military aircraft crash at the 

repository in contravention of the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(1), 63.102(f), 63.111(c), 

63.112(b), and 63.112(e)(8).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-182 – GLIDE DISTANCE 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s Petition (at 965-68) clearly articulated the contention that SAR Subsection 

1.6.3.4.1 and related subsections depends on the unsupported assumption that, for flights 

originating outside the flight-restricted airspace, the ejection (as a result of a crash-initiating 

event that results in a crash) occurs before the aircraft enters the flight-restricted airspace and 

fails to consider the frequency of impacts on the facility from aircraft accidents that are initiated 

outside the flight-restricted airspace, leading to an inappropriate screening of aircraft crashes 

from consideration.  The factual basis for Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 of the 

Petition (at 966-67), and the regulations applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in 

Section 4 of the Petition (at 965-66).  In addition, see the discussion that follows in Sections 4, 5 

and 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

 See the response to Section 1 above. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.   
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE attempts to manipulate the crash frequency by making a false assumption that pilot 

ejection is an immediate response to engine failure or other crash-initiating events.  This 

assumption eliminates the distance an aircraft travels from the catastrophic initiating event until 

actual pilot ejection.  In many cases, this distance is well in excess of 20 miles.  Additionally, 

DOE inappropriately screens out numerous historical crashes by artificially defining a 30 mile 

zone around the repository in which crashes have not occurred, resulting in a crash density that is 

not accurate.  Furthermore, DOE claims that because the repository is near the NTTR border, the 

NTS border and an airway that pilots will not fly aggressively.  This assumption is used to justify 

a lower crash density and is also false. 

DOE claims (Answer at 1695) that Nevada makes various incorrect assumptions, and 

then provides additional facts (at 1697 to 1701) to challenge each.  However, this is not an 

appropriate response to the admissibility of a contention, but instead goes to the merit of a 

contention, see, e.g.,  Answer at 1697 ("Nevada’s allegation are simply not true").  Moreover, 

DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim (Petition at 968) that, as a result of the 

incorrect screening of aircraft crashes, DOE fails to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.21(c)(1), 63.102(f), 63.111(c), 63.112(b), and 63.112(e)(8).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this 
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proceeding and DOE’s argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this 

contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-183 – CRASH RATES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

Nevada’s Petition (at 965-68) clearly articulated the contention that SAR Subsection 

1.6.3.4.1 and related subsections relies on an analysis that assumes that the crash rate of 2.74 x 

10-8 for military overflights of the restricted airspace is the updated F-16 accident rate for normal 

in-flight mode but fails to provide any documentary evidence that this crash rate is appropriate.  

The factual basis for Nevada’s contention is set forth in Section 5 of the Petition (at 970-71), and 

the regulations applicable to Nevada’s contention are identified in Section 4 of the Petition (at 

969-70).  In addition, see the discussion that follows in Sections 4, 5 and 6 below.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

 See the response to Section 1 above. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section 

III.K., supra.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
An expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and 

doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.  See Section III.L., 

supra. 
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DOE’s Answer (at 1640) has identified and relies upon a document dated December 17, 

2008, which although available on the LSN is not appropriate for rebutting Nevada’s contention.  

The document post-dates the statements contained in DOE’s License Application and Safety 

Analysis Report by almost 6 months, and therefore it is not appropriate for consideration here.  

In addition, DOE makes a point to explain that future airspace controls specified in the document 

are consistent with its statements in the SAR, but then acknowledges that "[c]urrently, these 

future restrictions serve only as a reference for future use and planning purposes . . .."  Id.  DOE 

apparently has not yet determined what restrictions are necessary to provide sufficient safety 

margins for the repository, but its intent is clear – establish an open-ended set of restrictions that 

could be implemented in the future to defeat a contention that specifically challenges whether 

such restrictions are capable of being implemented.  This ill-defined position adopted by the 

DOE is not justified and clearly not supported in their original License Application. 

DOE states in its Answer (at 1707) that the Air Force Instruction cited by Nevada relates 

to simulator activity and is not applicable to flight activity.  On this point, DOE is correct.  The 

contention inadvertently left out the reference to AFI 112F-16, the F-16 Operations Procedures.  

However, since both instructions contain essentially the same policies the inadvertent oversight 

is not material to the issues raised in the contention. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
The State of Nevada acknowledges that the F-16 crash rate may be used providing the 

DOE imposes the airspace restrictions and monitoring necessary to ensure compliance.  In its 

Answer (at 1710), DOE states that "the method used in the sensitivity analysis to assess these 

potential crashes is similar to that used for overflights of the flight restricted airspace outlined in 

Section 4.3.2 of BSC 2007c with the following adjustments:  It is assumed that pilot ejection 
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occurs at low altitude, reflecting the loss of altitude over the trajectory that brings the aircraft 

from the mishap location to the flight restricted airspace."   However, DOE has ignored its own 

assumption (see Frequency Analysis of Aircraft Hazards for License Application (2007) (LSN# 

DN2002488951 and DEN001564755, ¶ 3.3.9),  that F-16 pilots eject immediately upon engine 

failure or crash-initiating event.  DOE has changed assumptions depending on which type of 

calculation is performed. 

 DOE also replies (Answer at 1709-11) that it has examined flights that penetrate the 

flight restricted airspace and assumes that penetration will occur at 6,500’ MSL (2,500’ above 

the ground and only 500’ above the mountains).  Because of this assumption DOE has reduced 

the glide distance.  The analysis should be conducted using multiple altitudes starting with 6,500’ 

and going all the way up to 14,000’, which is a much more realistic scenario. 

 In justifying its frequency analysis, DOE states (Answer at 1711, emphasis added) that 

"[t]his number bounds with significant margin the number of emergency flight restricted airspace 

entries that could reasonable occur during a given year over the preclosure period (especially 

given that there have not been any crashes within 5.6 miles of the repository or within 30 miles 

of the repository in the 16.5 year observation period."  The fact that an aircraft has not hit the 

ground within 5.6 miles is not relevant to the crash density analysis.  If it were, then the DOE 

would not be required to conduct any analysis concerning aircraft risk.  In addition, the use of the 

30 mile exclusion zone use by the DOE for establishing an area near the repository without any 

crashes in the observation period is not appropriate.  In fact, the 30 mile zone is not random but 

was instead carefully selected in order to generate an area in which there were no crashes.  For 

example, within 50 miles of the repository there have been numerous accidents during the 

observation period.  So why did the DOE not select a 50 mile radius?  Because there were 
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numerous accidents outside the special criterion zone that it so carefully selected.  If DOE had 

followed the ACRAM model and had not attempted to screen out virtually all data that would 

have adversely affected its calculations, the resulting crash density would be in excess of the 

allowable rate. 

As the foregoing discussion clearly illustrates, the essence of DOE’s Answer (at 1705-11) 

is a merits challenge to the contention’s assertion (Petition at 970-72) that the crash rate for 

military overflights of the flight restricted airspace is inappropriate and not supported by any 

documentary evidence.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer wholly fails to address Nevada’s claim 

(Petition at 971-72) that, as a result of the inappropriate screening of aircraft crashes, DOE has 

failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(1), 63.102(f), 63.111(c), 

63.112(b), and 63.112(e)(8).  In sum, Nevada has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309 by raising a material issue within the scope of this proceeding and DOE’s 

argument on the merits does not speak to the admissibility of this contention. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-184 – RIGHT-OF-WAY N-48602 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

With regard to DOE’s unsupported assertions that "this contention lacks legal 

foundation" and "fails to raise an admissible issue of law subject to adjudication in this 

proceeding" (Answer at 1713); see Sections 3, 4 and 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE and Nevada agree that the NRC’s regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(1) requires 

the geologic repository operations area to "be located in and on lands that are either acquired 

lands under the jurisdiction and control of DOE or lands permanently withdrawn and reserved 

for its use" (Petition at 975; Answer at 1713).  DOE and Nevada further agree that the NRC’s 

regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(2) requires those lands to be "held free and clear of all 

encumbrances, if significant . . .."  Id.  Notwithstanding DOE’s effort to shift attention away 

from Right-of-way N-48602 and toward its legislative activities regarding land withdrawal, this 

contention focuses on a relatively narrow legal dispute that clearly falls within the scope of this 

hearing, namely whether Right-of-way N-48602 can satisfy the regulatory requirements 

contained in Sections 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  This contention, specifically and purposefully, 

does not focus on (or even mention) any DOE legislative effort to withdraw the land.  Why?  

Because DOE specifically choose to address Right-of-way N-48602 and its legislative efforts in 

SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 – noting in SAR Subsection 5.8.1 that it "is currently examining 

appropriate courses of action that will conform to the requirements" of Section 63.121 including, 

but not limited to, "a legislative land withdrawal . . .."   
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Given the duality of its position, clearly DOE is holding open the option of using Right-

of-way N-48602 to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  As a result, 

Nevada must be permitted to litigate whether Right-of-way N-48602 indeed meets those 

requirements.  DOE has chosen to avoid addressing this legal dispute by instead focusing on its 

March 2007 legislative proposal (Answer at 1714, 1716, 1717).  Any such argument belongs in 

DOE’s answer to NEV-SAFETY-193 (addressing land withdrawal directly) and not in DOE’s 

answer to NEV-SAFETY-184 (addressing Right-of-way N-48602 specifically).  Since DOE has 

chosen to demonstrate compliance with Sections 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) by relying in part on 

Right-of-way N-48602, this contention is material, ripe for adjudication and within the scope of 

this proceeding notwithstanding any independent and unrelated effort by DOE to demonstrate 

compliance with these regulations in some alternate manner. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1715).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 
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noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(a)(1) and 

63.121(a)(2) (Petition at 974-77), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3), id. at 975-77.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.   In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE has chosen to argue that "this is not the appropriate time to consider this issue" 

(Answer at 1714) because supposedly an NRC guidance document allows DOE time to establish 

effective jurisdiction and control with regard to land while NRC Staff completes its review of 

DOE’s license application.  Id. at 1716.  However, the actual requirements contained in 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) do not afford DOE any such relief.  Neither regulation is 

written in the future tense, and neither regulation affords DOE the right to defer compliance until 

some point later in time than the filing of the License Application.  While it is true that the NRC 

Staff review of DOE’s License Application is an ongoing process that will eventually culminate 

in a decision (to be documented in a Safety Evaluation Report) regarding regulatory compliance, 

that fact cannot possibly mean that Nevada cannot bring forward this contention now or that 
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Nevada must wait until some point in the future to do so (particularly given the standards for 

late-filed contentions), otherwise all contentions challenging DOE’s compliance with governing 

regulations must await the completion of the NRC Staff’s review of the License Application.  

Similarly, assuming that "DOE may continue to pursue land withdrawal activities while the NRC 

Staff reviews the [License] Application" (Answer at 1716), it must also then be true that Nevada 

must be permitted to pursue its contentions regarding what is now in the License Application 

during that NRC Staff review. 

In its only attempt to address the issue framed by Nevada in this contention, DOE 

incorrectly characterizes the legal dispute in much the same manner as SAR Subsections 5.8.1 

and 5.8.1.1 create the incorrect and misleading impression regarding the effectiveness of Right-

of-way N-48602 (Answer at 1718).  SAR Figure 5.8-1 illustrates that the vast majority of the 

emplacement tunnels at Yucca Mountain are in land whose ownership and control is governed by 

Right-of-way N-48602.  As relevant here, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 provides the following 

description of Right-of-way N-48602: 

Right-of-way N-48602 was granted to DOE by the Bureau of Land Management . 
. . [and] the most recent renewal of this right-of-way expires in 2014 . . ..  The 
current right-of-way covers a portion of the GROA and the northwestern portion 
of the surrounding land.  The land within this right-of-way has been withdrawn 
from all forms of appropriation under public laws, including mining laws and 
geothermal leasing laws. 

 
SAR at 5.8-3 (SAR Subsections 5.8.1 and 5.8.1.1 as well as SAR Figure 5.8-1 were cited by 

Nevada in its Petition at 975).  DOE provides no other discussion of Right-of-way N-48602 in 

the SAR.  Therefore, in this contention Nevada highlights the mistaken impression created by 

DOE – i.e., that Right-of-way N-48602 is under DOE’s jurisdiction and control and is 

permanently reserved for its use – and also highlights that DOE wholly fails to acknowledge that 

Right-of-way N-48602 only permits site characterization studies (as opposed to construction 
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and/or operation of the repository) (Petition at 976).  While DOE’s Answer (at 1718) points to 

general statements in SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 regarding the duration and scope of its legal 

interests in land, those statements are not included in the specific discussion regarding Right-of-

way N-48602.  More significantly, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 fails to address the penultimate 

conclusion of whether or not Right-of-way N-48602 itself does or does not satisfy the 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  And in fact, SAR Subsections 5.8 and 

5.8.1 imply the exact opposition conclusion.  Thus the need for NEV-SAFETY-184. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-185 – RIGHT-OF-WAY N-47748 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

With regard to DOE’s unsupported assertions that "this contention lacks legal 

foundation" and "fails to raise an admissible issue of law subject to adjudication in this 

proceeding" (Answer at 1720); see Sections 3, 4 and 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE and Nevada agree that the NRC’s regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(1) requires 

the geologic repository operations area to "be located in and on lands that are either acquired 

lands under the jurisdiction and control of DOE or lands permanently withdrawn and reserved 

for its use" (Petition at 979; Answer at 1720).  DOE and Nevada further agree that the NRC’s 

regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(2) requires those lands to be "held free and clear of all 

encumbrances, if significant . . .."  Id.  Notwithstanding DOE’s effort to shift attention away 

from Right-of-way N-47748 and toward its legislative activities regarding land withdrawal, this 

contention focuses on a relatively narrow legal dispute that clearly falls within the scope of this 

hearing, namely whether Right-of-way N-47748 can satisfy the regulatory requirements 

contained in Sections 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  This contention, specifically and purposefully, 

does not focus on (or even mention) any DOE legislative effort to withdraw the land.  Why?  

Because DOE specifically choose to address Right-of-way N-47748 and its legislative efforts in 

SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 – noting in SAR Subsection 5.8.1 that it "is currently examining 

appropriate courses of action that will conform to the requirements" of Section 63.121 including, 

but not limited to, "a legislative land withdrawal . . .."   
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Given the duality of its position, clearly DOE is holding open the option of using Right-

of-way N-47748 to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  As a result, 

Nevada must be permitted to litigate whether Right-of-way N-47748 indeed meets those 

requirements.  DOE has chosen to avoid addressing this legal dispute by instead focusing on its 

March 2007 legislative proposal (Answer at 1719, 1721, 1724).  Any such argument belongs in 

DOE’s answer to NEV-SAFETY-193 (addressing land withdrawal directly) and not in DOE’s 

answer to NEV-SAFETY-185 (addressing Right-of-way N-47748 specifically).  Since DOE has 

chosen to demonstrate compliance with Sections 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) by relying in part on 

Right-of-way N-47748, this contention is material, ripe for adjudication and within the scope of 

this proceeding notwithstanding any other independent and unrelated effort by DOE to 

demonstrate compliance with these regulations in some alternate manner. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999).  DOE Response at 1722.  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) 

requires when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is 

material to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the 

proceeding."  The Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 

2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not 

been satisfied by reason of the issue raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific 

statutory or regulatory requirement" as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory 

requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these 
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requirements by citing to DOE’s noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.21(c)(24), 63.121(a)(1) and 63.121(a)(2) (Petition at 978-81), but Nevada also makes clear 

that as a result of DOE’s noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license 

Yucca Mountain pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 979-81.  These conclusions satisfy 

the materiality standard in Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in 

Nevada’s favor would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would 

preclude licensure.  In sum, whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a 

violation of an applicable NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material 

issue.  See Section III.K., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE has chosen to argue that "this is not the appropriate time to consider this issue" 

(Answer at 1721), because supposedly an NRC guidance document allows DOE time to establish 

effective jurisdiction and control with regard to land while NRC Staff completes its review of 

DOE’s license application.  Id. at 1723.  However, the actual requirements contained in 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) do not afford DOE any such relief.  Neither regulation is 

written in the future tense, and neither regulation affords DOE the right to defer compliance until 

some point later in time than the filing of the License Application.  While it is true that the NRC 

Staff review of DOE’s License Application is an ongoing process that will eventually culminate 

in a decision (to be documented in a Safety Evaluation Report) regarding regulatory compliance, 

that fact cannot possibly mean that Nevada cannot bring forward this contention now or that 
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Nevada must wait until some point in the future to do so (particularly given the standards for 

late-filed contentions), otherwise all contentions challenging DOE’s compliance with governing 

regulations must await the completion of the NRC Staff’s review of the License Application.  

Similarly, assuming that "DOE may continue to pursue land withdrawal activities while the NRC 

Staff reviews the [License] Application," DOE Answer (at 1723), it must also then be true that 

Nevada must be permitted to pursue its contentions regarding what is now in the License 

Application during that NRC Staff review. 

In its only attempt to address the issue framed by Nevada in this contention, DOE 

incorrectly characterizes the legal dispute in much the same manner as SAR Subsections 5.8.1 

and 5.8.1.1 create the incorrect and misleading impression regarding the effectiveness of Right-

of-way N-47748 (Answer at 1725).  SAR Figure 5.8-1 illustrates that a substantial portion of the 

emplacement tunnels at Yucca Mountain are in land whose ownership and control is governed by 

Right-of-way N-47748.  As relevant here, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 provides the following 

description of Right-of-way N-47748: 

Right-of-way N-47748 was granted to DOE by the Bureau of Land Management 
on January 6, 1988, and renewed on January 5, 2001 and December 20, 2007.  
The right-of-way expires on December 31, 2014.  Most of this right-of-way is 
located within the southwestern portion of the area.  This right-of-way covers 
public land administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM 2007). 
  

SAR at 5.8-3 (SAR Subsections 5.8.1 and 5.8.1.1 as well as SAR Figure 5.8-1 were cited by 

Nevada in its Petition at 979).  DOE provides no other discussion of Right-of-way N-47748 in 

the SAR.  Therefore, in this contention Nevada highlights the mistaken impression created by 

DOE – i.e., that Right-of-way N-47748 is under DOE’s jurisdiction and control and is 

permanently reserved for its use – and also highlights that DOE wholly fails to acknowledge that 

Right-of-way N-47748 is available for public access and use only permits site characterization 
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studies (as opposed to construction and/or operation of the repository) (Petition at 980).  While 

DOE’s Answer (at 1725) points to general statements in SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 regarding the 

duration and scope of its legal interests in land, those statements are not included in the specific 

discussion regarding Right-of-way N-47748.  More significantly, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 fails to 

address the penultimate conclusion of whether or not Right-of-way N-47748 itself does or does 

not satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  And in fact, SAR 

Subsections 5.8 and 5.8.1 imply the exact opposition conclusion.   Thus the need for NEV-

SAFETY-185. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-186 – "RANCH BOUNDARY" LAND 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

With regard to DOE’s unsupported assertions that "this contention lacks legal 

foundation" and "fails to raise an admissible issue of law subject to adjudication in this 

proceeding" (Answer at 1727; see Sections 3, 4 and 6 below). 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

With regard to DOE’s assertion that "the issue proffered in this contention resides outside 

the scope of the proceeding" because "it fails to provide an adequate basis for admissibility" 

(Answer at 1727; see Sections 3, 4 and 6 below). 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE and Nevada agree that the NRC’s regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(1) requires 

the geologic repository operations area to "be located in and on lands that are either acquired 

lands under the jurisdiction and control of DOE or lands permanently withdrawn and reserved 

for its use" (Petition at 983; Answer at 1727).  DOE and Nevada further agree that the NRC’s 

regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(2) requires those lands to be "held free and clear of all 

encumbrances, if significant . . .."  Id.  Notwithstanding DOE’s effort to shift attention away 

from a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between two if its offices that allows for the use of 

approximately 58,000 acres of non-public land on the Nevada Test Site (referred to as the Ranch 

Boundary) and toward its legislative activities regarding land withdrawal, this contention focuses 

on a relatively narrow legal dispute that clearly falls within the scope of this hearing, namely 

whether the MOA can satisfy the regulatory requirements contained in Sections 63.121(a)(1) and 

(a)(2).  This contention, specifically and purposefully, does not focus on (or even mention) any 

DOE legislative effort to withdraw the land.  Why?  Because DOE specifically choose to address 
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the MOA and its legislative efforts in SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 – noting in SAR Subsection 5.8.1 

that it "is currently examining appropriate courses of action that will conform to the 

requirements" of Section 63.121 including, but not limited to, "a legislative land withdrawal . . .."   

Given the duality of its position, clearly DOE is holding open the option of using the 

MOA to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  As a result, Nevada 

must be permitted to litigate whether the MOA indeed meets those requirements.  DOE has 

chosen to avoid addressing this legal dispute by instead focusing on its March 2007 legislative 

proposal (Answer at 1726, 1728, 1731).  Any such argument belongs in DOE’s answer to NEV-

SAFETY-193 (addressing land withdrawal directly) and not in DOE’s answer to NEV-SAFETY-

186 (addressing the MOA and the Ranch Boundary specifically).  Since DOE has chosen to 

demonstrate compliance with Sections 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) by relying in part on the MOA, 

this contention is material, ripe for adjudication and within the scope of this proceeding 

notwithstanding any other independent and unrelated effort by DOE to demonstrate compliance 

with these regulations in some alternate manner. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1729).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 
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raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 

noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(a)(1) and 

63.121(a)(2) (Petition at 982-85), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 984-85.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.  In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE has chosen to argue that "this is not the appropriate time to consider this issue" 

(Answer at 1728), because supposedly an NRC guidance document allows DOE time to establish 

effective jurisdiction and control with regard to land while NRC Staff completes its review of 

DOE’s license application.  Id. at 1730.  However, the actual requirements contained in 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) do not afford DOE any such relief.  Neither regulation is 

written in the future tense, and neither regulation affords DOE the right to defer compliance until 

some point later in time than the filing of the License Application.  While it is true that the NRC 
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Staff review of DOE’s License Application is an ongoing process that will eventually culminate 

in a decision (to be documented in a Safety Evaluation Report) regarding regulatory compliance, 

that fact cannot possibly mean that Nevada cannot bring forward this contention now or that 

Nevada must wait until some point in the future to do so (particularly given the standards for 

late-filed contentions), otherwise all contentions challenging DOE’s compliance with governing 

regulations must await the completion of the NRC Staff’s review of the License Application.  

Similarly, assuming that "DOE may continue to pursue land withdrawal activities while the NRC 

Staff reviews the [License] Application," DOE Answer (at 1730, it must also then be true that 

Nevada must be permitted to pursue its contentions regarding what is now in the License 

Application during that NRC Staff review. 

In its only attempt to address the issue framed by Nevada in this contention, DOE 

incorrectly characterizes the legal dispute in much the same manner as SAR Subsections 5.8.1 

and 5.8.1.1 create the incorrect and misleading impression regarding the effectiveness of the 

MOA (Answer at 1732).  SAR Figure 5.8-1 illustrates that the entire of the surface facilities at 

Yucca Mountain are on land (referred to as the Ranch Boundary) whose ownership and control is 

governed by the MOA.  As relevant here, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 provides the following 

description of the MOA: 

[A] Memorandum of Agreement between the predecessor offices of the DOE 
National Nuclear Security Agency Nevada Site Office and the DOE Office of 
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (Aquilina and Nelson 1994) allows the 
use of about 58,000 acres on Nevada Test Site land for Yucca Mountain project 
activities.  Figure 5.8-1 shows the agreement area, which is known as the "ranch 
boundary. 
 

SAR at 5.8-3 (SAR Subsections 5.8.1 and 5.8.1.1 as well as SAR Figure 5.8-1 were cited by 

Nevada in its Petition at 979).  DOE provides no other discussion of the MOA or the Ranch 

Boundary in the SAR.  Therefore, in this contention Nevada highlights the mistaken impression 
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created by DOE – i.e., that the MOA is permanently reserved for DOE use – and also highlights 

that DOE wholly fails to acknowledge that the MOA only permits site characterization studies 

(as opposed to construction and/or operation of the repository) (Petition at 984).  While DOE’s 

Answer (at 1732) points to general statements in SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 regarding the duration 

and scope of its legal interests in land, those statements are not included in the specific 

discussion regarding the MOA.  More significantly, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 fails to address the 

penultimate conclusion of whether or not the MOA or the Ranch Boundary do or do not satisfy 

the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  And in fact, SAR Subsections 5.8 and 

5.8.1 imply the exact opposition conclusion.  Thus the need for NEV-SAFETY-186. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-187 – PUBLIC LAND ORDER 7653 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

With regard to DOE’s unsupported assertions that "this contention lacks legal 

foundation" and "fails to raise an admissible issue of law subject to adjudication in this 

proceeding" (Answer at 1735; see Sections 3, 4 and 6 below). 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE and Nevada agree that the NRC’s regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(1) requires 

the geologic repository operations area to "be located in and on lands that are either acquired 

lands under the jurisdiction and control of DOE or lands permanently withdrawn and reserved 

for its use" (Petition at 987; Answer at 1735).  DOE and Nevada further agree that the NRC’s 

regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(2) requires those lands to be "held free and clear of all 

encumbrances, if significant . . .."  Id.  Notwithstanding DOE’s effort to shift attention away 

from Public Land Order 7653 and toward its legislative activities regarding land withdrawal, this 

contention focuses on a relatively narrow legal dispute that clearly falls within the scope of this 

hearing, namely whether Public Land Order 7653 can satisfy the regulatory requirements 

contained in Sections 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  This contention, specifically and purposefully, 

does not focus on (or even mention) any DOE legislative effort to withdraw the land.  Why?  

Because DOE specifically choose to address Public Land Order 7653 and its legislative efforts 

in SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 – noting in SAR Subsection 5.8.1 that it "is currently examining 

appropriate courses of action that will conform to the requirements" of Section 63.121 including, 

but not limited to, "a legislative land withdrawal . . .."   
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Given the duality of its position, clearly DOE is holding open the option of using Public 

Land Order 7653 to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  As a result, 

Nevada must be permitted to litigate whether Public Land Order 7653 indeed meets those 

requirements.  DOE has chosen to avoid addressing this legal dispute by instead focusing on its 

March 2007 legislative proposal (Answer at 1734-35, 1739).  Any such argument belongs in 

DOE’s answer to NEV-SAFETY-193 (addressing land withdrawal directly) and not in DOE’s 

answer to NEV-SAFETY-188 (addressing Public Land Order 7653 specifically).  Since DOE has 

chosen to demonstrate compliance with Sections 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) by relying in part on 

Public Land Order 7653, this contention is material, ripe for adjudication and within the scope of 

this proceeding notwithstanding any other independent and unrelated effort by DOE to 

demonstrate compliance with these regulations in some alternate manner. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1736-37).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 
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noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(a)(1) and 

63.121(a)(2) (Petition at 986-88), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 987-89.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.  In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE has chosen to argue that "this is not the appropriate time to consider this issue," 

DOE Answer (at 1721), because supposedly an NRC guidance document allows DOE time to 

establish effective jurisdiction and control with regard to land while NRC Staff completes its 

review of DOE’s license application.  Id. at 1736.  However, the actual requirements contained 

in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) do not afford DOE any such relief.  Neither regulation is 

written in the future tense, and neither regulation affords DOE the right to defer compliance until 

some point later in time than the filing of the License Application.  While it is true that the NRC 

Staff review of DOE’s License Application is an ongoing process that will eventually culminate 

in a decision (to be documented in a Safety Evaluation Report) regarding regulatory compliance, 

that fact cannot possibly mean that Nevada cannot bring forward this contention now or that 
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Nevada must wait until some point in the future to do so (particularly given the standards for 

late-filed contentions), otherwise all contentions challenging DOE’s compliance with governing 

regulations must await the completion of the NRC Staff’s review of the License Application.  

Similarly, assuming that "DOE may continue to pursue land withdrawal activities while the NRC 

Staff reviews the [License] Application" (Answer at 1738), it must also then be true that Nevada 

must be permitted to pursue its contentions regarding what is now in the License Application 

during that NRC Staff review. 

In its only attempt to address the issue framed by Nevada in this contention, DOE 

incorrectly characterizes the legal dispute in much the same manner as SAR Subsections 5.8.1 

and 5.8.1.1 create the incorrect and misleading impression regarding the effectiveness of Public 

Land Order 7653 (Answer at 1739-40).  SAR Figure 5.8-1 illustrates that lands governed by 

Public Land Order 7653 lie within the geologic repository operations area 

and within the Yucca Mountain land withdrawal area boundary and the pre-closure controlled 

area boundary.  As relevant here, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 provides the following description of 

Public Land Order 7653: 

Public Land Order 7653 is a land withdrawal for a period of 10 years to evaluate 
the lands for the potential construction, operation, and maintenance of a rail line 
(Caliente Rail Corridor) for transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and high-
level radioactive waste (HLW) to a geologic repository at Yucca Mountain (70 
FR 76854). 
 

SAR at 5.8-3 (SAR Subsections 5.8.1 and 5.8.1.1 as well as SAR Figure 5.8-1 were cited by 

Nevada in its Petition at 979).  DOE provides no other discussion of Public Land Order 7653 in 

the SAR.  Therefore, in this contention Nevada highlights the mistaken impression created by 

DOE – i.e., that Public Land Order 7653 Right-of-way N-47748 is under DOE’s jurisdiction and 

control and is permanently reserved for its use – and also highlights that DOE wholly fails to 
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acknowledge that the land governed by Public Land Order 7653 is available for public access 

(Petition at 988).  While DOE’s Answer (at 1739-40) points to general statements in SAR 

Subsection 5.8.1.1 regarding the duration and scope of its legal interests in land, those statements 

are not included in the specific discussion regarding Public Land Order 7653.  More 

significantly, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 fails to address the penultimate conclusion of whether or 

not Public Land Order 7653 itself does or does not satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  And in fact, SAR Subsections 5.8 and 5.8.1 imply the exact opposition 

conclusion.  Thus the need for NEV-SAFETY-187. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-188 – PUBLIC LAND ORDER 6802/7534 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

With regard to DOE’s unsupported assertions that "this contention lacks legal 

foundation" and "fails to raise an admissible issue of law subject to adjudication in this 

proceeding" (Answer at 1742; see Sections 3, 4 and 6 below). 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE and Nevada agree that the NRC’s regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(1) requires 

the geologic repository operations area to "be located in and on lands that are either acquired 

lands under the jurisdiction and control of DOE or lands permanently withdrawn and reserved 

for its use" (Petition at 991; Answer at 1742).  DOE and Nevada further agree that the NRC’s 

regulation at 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(a)(2) requires those lands to be "held free and clear of all 

encumbrances, if significant . . .."  Id.  Notwithstanding DOE’s effort to shift attention away 

from Public Land Order 6802/7534 and toward its legislative activities regarding land 

withdrawal, this contention focuses on a relatively narrow legal dispute that clearly falls within 

the scope of this hearing, namely whether Public Land Order 6802/7534 can satisfy the 

regulatory requirements contained in Sections 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  This contention, 

specifically and purposefully, does not focus on (or even mention) any DOE legislative effort to 

withdraw the land.  Why?  Because DOE specifically choose to address Public Land Order 

6802/7534 and its legislative efforts in SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 – noting in SAR Subsection 

5.8.1 that it "is currently examining appropriate courses of action that will conform to the 

requirements" of Section 63.121 including, but not limited to, "a legislative land withdrawal . . .."   
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Given the duality of its position, clearly DOE is holding open the option of using Public 

Land Order 6802/7534 to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  As a 

result, Nevada must be permitted to litigate whether Public Land Order 6802/7534 indeed meets 

those requirements.  DOE has chosen to avoid addressing this legal dispute by instead focusing 

on its March 2007 legislative proposal (Answer at 1741, 1742, 1746).  Any such argument 

belongs in DOE’s answer to NEV-SAFETY-193 (addressing land withdrawal directly) and not in 

DOE’s answer to NEV-SAFETY-188 (addressing Public Land Order 6802-7534 specifically).  

Since DOE has chosen to demonstrate compliance with Sections 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) by 

relying in part on Public Land Order 6802/7534, this contention is material, ripe for adjudication 

and within the scope of this proceeding notwithstanding any other independent and unrelated 

effort by DOE to demonstrate compliance with these regulations in some alternate manner. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1743-44).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 
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noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(a)(1) and 

63.121(a)(2) (Petition at 990-93), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 991-93.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.  In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE has chosen to argue that "this is not the appropriate time to consider this issue," 

DOE Answer (at 1743), because supposedly an NRC guidance document allows DOE time to 

establish effective jurisdiction and control with regard to land while NRC Staff completes its 

review of DOE’s license application.  Id. at 1745.  However, the actual requirements contained 

in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2) do not afford DOE any such relief.  Neither regulation is 

written in the future tense, and neither regulation affords DOE the right to defer compliance until 

some point later in time than the filing of the License Application.  While it is true that the NRC 

Staff review of DOE’s License Application is an ongoing process that will eventually culminate 

in a decision (to be documented in a Safety Evaluation Report) regarding regulatory compliance, 

that fact cannot possibly mean that Nevada cannot bring forward this contention now or that 
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Nevada must wait until some point in the future to do so (particularly given the standards for 

late-filed contentions), otherwise all contentions challenging DOE’s compliance with governing 

regulations must await the completion of the NRC Staff’s review of the License Application.  

Similarly, assuming that "DOE may continue to pursue land withdrawal activities while the NRC 

Staff reviews the [License] Application" (Answer at 1745), it must also then be true that Nevada 

must be permitted to pursue its contentions regarding what is now in the License Application 

during that NRC Staff review. 

In its only attempt to address the issue framed by Nevada in this contention, DOE 

incorrectly characterizes the legal dispute in much the same manner as SAR Subsections 5.8.1 

and 5.8.1.1 create the incorrect and misleading impression regarding the effectiveness of Public 

Land Order 6802/7534 (Answer at 1746-47).  SAR Figure 5.8-1 illustrates that a substantial 

portion of the emplacement tunnels at Yucca Mountain are in land whose ownership and control 

is governed by Public Land Order 6802/7534.  As relevant here, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 

provides the following description of Public Land Order 6803/7534: 

Public Land Order 6802 (55 FR 39152) was executed by the Department of the 
Interior on September 25, 1990, and extended by Public Land Order 7534 (67 FR 
53359) on July 31, 2002.  It expires on January 31, 2010.  These public land 
orders cover 4255.5 acres and withdraw the land from the operation of the mining 
and mineral leasing laws and overlay a part of right-of-way N-47748 (BLM 
2007).  While these public land orders do not grant the DOE additional land-use 
rights above those specified in the right-of-way, they do preclude the staking and 
filing of mining claims. 

 
SAR at 5.8-3 (SAR Subsections 5.8.1 and 5.8.1.1 as well as SAR Figure 5.8-1 were cited by 

Nevada in its Petition at 975).  DOE provides no other discussion of Public Land Order 

6802/7534 in the SAR.  Therefore, in this contention Nevada highlights the mistaken impression 

created by DOE – i.e., that Public Land Order 6802/7534 is under DOE’s jurisdiction and control 

and is permanently reserved for its use – and also highlights that DOE wholly fails to 
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acknowledge that Public Land Order 6802/7534 creates a significant encumbrance because it 

only withdraws the land from mining and mineral leasing laws (as opposed to construction 

and/or operation of the repository) (Petition at 992).  While DOE’s Answer (at 1746-47) points 

to general statements in SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 regarding the duration and scope of its legal 

interests in land, those statements are not included in the specific discussion regarding Public 

Land Order 6802/7534.  More significantly, SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1 fails to address the 

penultimate conclusion of whether or not Public Land Order 6802/7534 itself does or does not 

satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(a)(1) and (a)(2).  And in fact, SAR Subsections 

5.8 and 5.8.1 imply the exact opposition conclusion.  Thus the need for NEV-SAFETY-188. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-189 – PATENT 27-83-002 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE claims that Nevada’s contention "depends on a faulty legal premise . . . that DOE 

must exercise ‘jurisdiction and control’ over land outside the GROA [geologic repository 

operations area], based on ownership of land or its permanent withdrawal from public use" 

(Answer at 1749).  While this contention does assert that DOE must exercise jurisdiction and 

control over land outside the GROA, as required by the explicit language contained in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.121(b) and (c), nowhere in the contention is there found any statement that DOE must 

exercise the requisite jurisdiction and control through ownership of land or its permanent 

withdrawal from public use (see generally Petition at 994-97).  Rather, the contention makes 

clear that because of Patent 27-83-002, "DOE cannot exercise any jurisdiction and control over 

that land so as to prevent adverse human actions that could significantly reduce the geologic 

repository’s ability to achieve isolation as required by 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(b) or ensure the 

radiation exposure and radioactive material release values meet the performance objectives set 

forth in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.111(a) and 63.111(b) as required by 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(c)."  Id. at 997. 

With regard to DOE’s claim that this contention is based upon an "incorrect statement of 

the pertinent regulation" (Answer at 1749), Nevada’s response is provided in Section 6 below. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1749).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 

noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(b) and 

63.121(c) (Petition at 994-97), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 995, 997.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.  In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra. 
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
The Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, specifically recognizes that contentions 

can be filed that raise pure legal issues, and that any contention may cite to facts contained in 

appropriate portions of the SAR and any applicable DOE reference documents.  See LBP-08-10, 

67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. at 6 and 7-8.  See also 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) (which 

requires a contention to raise either an "issue or law or fact . . .").  This contention addresses an 

issue of law (Petition at 994) (beginning Section 1 with the note "Legal issue").  Moreover, 

Nevada has properly identified the appropriate SAR subsections and portions of referenced DOE 

documents (citing to the LSN) as well as the reasoning for its conclusions.  Id. at 995-97.  

Moreover, Nevada is free to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, see Consumers 

Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 1982 NRC Lexis 

92, *43, which must in fact be the case for contentions that raise pure legal issues. 

For DOE to claim that this contention "fails to provide factual support" (Answer at 1750) 

is disingenuous and misleading.  There can be no doubt that clearly this contention satisfies the 

pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 as supplement by the Case Management Order of 

June 20, 2008. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE attempts to deflect the attention away from its noncompliance with 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.121(b) and (c) by focusing instead on Section 63.121(a) (Answer at 1751-52).  Nevada agrees 

with DOE that Section 63.121(a) is not applicable here because that regulation focuses solely on 

land on which the GROA is located.  In fact, for that very reason this contention does not 
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address, discuss, reference or rely in any manner on the regulatory requirements contained in 

Section 63.121(a).   

With regard to 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(b) and (c), DOE’s Answer makes clear that there is a 

factual dispute that is not proper for resolution on the basis of a review of the pleadings at this 

time.  Specifically, Nevada’s Petition (at 994, 996, 997) claims that Patent 27-83-02 "lies wholly 

within the Yucca Mountain land withdrawal area boundary and the pre-closure controlled area 

boundary," whereas DOE’s Answer (at 1752) claims that "these particular land interests are not 

part of the proposed land withdrawal area."  Nevada’s claim is based upon the physical depiction 

of the land withdrawal area shown in SAR Figure 5.8-1 as well as the statements contained in 

SAR Subsection 5.8.2.2.1 ("[t]here is only one patented mining claim within the area shown in 

Figure 5.8-1").  DOE’s claim is based on a statement contained in Section 1.3 of LSN# 

DEN001574941.  However, the statements and depictions contained in the SAR post-date the 

LSN reference document by 9 months, and therefore arguably should be more current.  In 

addition, neither the statements nor the depictions contained in the SAR except Patent 27-83-02 

from DOE’s land withdrawal area boundary and pre-closure controlled area boundary.  Even 

DOE’s Answer (at 1754) support’s Nevada’s position (and contradicts the statement at 1752) by 

acknowledging the "Patent 27-83-0002 extends north (scaled to approximately 2000 m on SAR 

Figure 5.8-1) from the south site boundary."  Furthermore, in its answer to NEV-SAFETY-190 

regarding unpatented lode and placer mining claims, DOE does not dispute that those claims 

(which are co-located with Patent 27-83-02) are within the land withdrawal area boundary and 

pre-closure controlled area boundary (Answer at 1761 n.120) ("[t]he land on which the 

unpatented mining claims exist is within the area intended for permanent acquisition by DOE by 

legislative withdrawal"); see also SAR Figure 5.8-1.  Finally, Nevada only cited the LSN 
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reference document to identify the owner in perpetuity of a right-of-way for a transmission 

power line running to the patented mining claim. 

In addition to and regardless of the resolution of the foregoing factual dispute, DOE’s 

Answer also makes clear that there is a legal dispute that is not appropriate for resolution on the 

basis of a review of the pleadings at this time.  Specifically, DOE’s Answer (at 1753-55) argues 

that compliance with 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121(b) and (c) can be achieved on the basis of a dose 

assessment considering atmospheric dispersion factors.  Nevada’s Petition (at 995-96) argues 

that compliance with Sections 63.121(b) and (c) requires DOE to exercise "jurisdiction and 

control over surface and subsurface estates outside the geologic repository operations area, 

which can include obtaining possessory interests in such estates or withdrawing such estates 

from patent under general mining laws . . . [and] which can include excluding members of the 

public . . ."  In other words, Nevada’s interpretation of compliance with Sections 63.121(b) and 

(c) focuses on the explicit language of the regulations which requires some form of jurisdiction 

and control over the land whereas DOE would rely upon a calculational analysis as a substitute 

to demonstrate compliance with Sections 63.121(b) and (c) even though neither regulation 

allows for such an approach. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-190 – UNPATENTED LODE AND PLACER MINING CLAIMS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE claims that Nevada’s contention "depends on a faulty legal premise . . . that DOE 

must exercise ‘jurisdiction and control’ over land outside the GROA [geologic repository 

operations area], based on ownership of land or its permanent withdrawal from public use" 

(Answer at 1757).  While this contention does assert that DOE must exercise jurisdiction and 

control over land outside the GROA, as required by the explicit language contained in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.121(b) and (c), nowhere in the contention is there found any statement that DOE must 

exercise the requisite jurisdiction and control through ownership of land or its permanent 

withdrawal from public use (see generally Petition at 998-1000).  Rather, the contention makes 

clear that because of the unpatented lode and placer mining claims, "DOE cannot exercise 

sufficient jurisdiction and control over that land so as to prevent adverse human actions that 

could significantly reduce the geologic repository’s ability to achieve isolation as required by 10 

C.F.R. § 63.121(b) or ensure the radiation exposure and radioactive material release values meet 

the performance objectives set forth in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.111(a) and 63.111(b) as required by 10 

C.F.R. § 63.121(c)."  Id. at 1000. 

With regard to DOE’s claim that this contention is based upon an "incorrect statement of 

the pertinent regulation" (Answer at 1757), Nevada’s response is provided in Section 6 below. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1749).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 

noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(b) and 

63.121(b) (Petition at 994-97), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 995, 997.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.  In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra. 
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
The Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, specifically recognizes that contentions 

can be filed that raise pure legal issues, and that any contention may cite to facts contained in 

appropriate portions of the SAR and any applicable DOE reference documents.  See LBP-08-10, 

67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. at 6 and 7-8.  See also 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) (which 

requires a contention to raise either an "issue or law or fact . . .").  This contention addresses an 

issue of law (Petition at 998) (beginning Section 1 with the note "Legal issue").  Moreover, 

Nevada has properly identified the appropriate SAR subsections and portions of referenced DOE 

documents (citing to the LSN) as well as the reasoning for its conclusions.  Id. at 999-1000.  

Moreover, Nevada is free to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, see Consumers 

Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 1982 NRC Lexis 

92, *43, which must in fact be the case for contentions that raise pure legal issues. 

For DOE to claim that this contention "fails to provide factual support," and to suggest 

that "only references  from the SAR itself and supporting references" is inadequate (Answer at 

1758) is disingenuous and misleading.  There can be no doubt that clearly this contention 

satisfies the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 as supplement by the Case Management 

Order of June 20, 2008. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE attempts to deflect the attention away from its noncompliance with 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.121(b) and (c) by focusing instead on Section 63.121(a) (Answer at 1759-60).  Nevada agrees 

with DOE that Section 63.121(a) is not applicable here because that regulation focuses solely on 

land on which the GROA is located.  In fact, for that very reason this contention does not 
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address, discuss, reference or rely in any manner on the regulatory requirements contained in 

Section 63.121(a). 

With regard to DOE’s non-compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(b), this contention 

directly challenges DOE’s ability to exercise the requisite jurisdiction and control over the land 

on which unpatented lode and placer mining claims exist so as to prevent adverse human actions 

that could significantly reduce the geologic repository’s ability to achieve isolation.  Compare 

Nevada Petition (at 1000) with DOE Answer (at 1761).  At least 60 unpatented lode and placer 

mining claims lie within DOE’s land withdrawal area boundary and pre-closure controlled area 

boundary, and therefore afford members of the public (with rights to those claims) access to 

lands that, according to DOE's Answer (at 1761, n.120), require permanent acquisition by 

legislative withdrawal.  In other words, the presence of persons with rights to 60 claims on lands 

within DOE’s land withdrawal area boundary and pre-closure controlled area boundary 

precludes DOE from achieving compliance with Section 63.121(b).  Perhaps this fact is the 

reason why neither DOE’s Answer (at 1761) nor SAR Subsection 5.8.2.2.2 (at 5.8-6) reach the 

required conclusion regarding compliance with Section 63.121(b), but instead only state that 

"any activities related to these claims would have no adverse impact on repository operations."  

Since the regulatory standard is whether, as a result of the claims, "adverse human actions . . . 

could significantly reduce the geologic repository’s ability to achieve isolation," and since SAR 

Subsection 5.8.2.2.2 at 5.8-5 does not identify all "60 active unpatented mining claims," Nevada 

has pled (Petition at 1000) that the SAR was inaccurate and incomplete.  DOE has purposefully 

downplayed the effect associated with an extremely large number of persons that have access to 

an area that DOE already recognizes requires permanent acquisition by land withdrawal, and 
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DOE has not demonstrated and cannot demonstrate that, in the presence of at least 60 active 

unpatented mining claims, compliance with Section 63.121(b) is not possible. 

With regard to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(c), DOE’s Answer makes clear that 

there is a legal dispute that is not appropriate for resolution on the basis of a review of the 

pleadings at this time.  Specifically, DOE’s Answer (at 1761-62) argues that compliance with 

Section 63.121(c) can be achieved on the basis of a dose assessment.  Nevada’s Petition (at 

1000) argues that compliance with Section 63.121(c) requires DOE to exercise "any jurisdiction 

or control of activities necessary to ensure the requirements of §§ 63.111(a) and (b) are met . . . 

includ[ing] the authority to exclude members of the public, if necessary."  In other words, 

Nevada’s interpretation of compliance with Sections 63.121(c) focuses on the explicit language 

of the regulation which requires some form of jurisdiction and control over the land whereas 

DOE would rely upon a calculational analysis as a substitute to demonstrate compliance with 

Sections 63.121(c) even though the regulation does not allow for such an approach. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-191 – NYE COUNTY MONITORING WELLS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE claims that Nevada’s contention "depends on a faulty legal premise . . . that DOE 

must exercise ‘jurisdiction and control’ over land outside the GROA [geologic repository 

operations area], based on ownership of land or its permanent withdrawal from public use" 

(Answer at 1765).  While this contention does assert that DOE must exercise jurisdiction and 

control over land outside the GROA, as required by the explicit language contained in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.121(b) and (c), nowhere in the contention is there found any statement that DOE must 

exercise the requisite jurisdiction and control through ownership of land or its permanent 

withdrawal from public use (see generally Petition at 1001-04).  Rather, the contention makes 

clear that because of where 17 of the Nye County monitoring wells are located, "DOE cannot 

exercise sufficient jurisdiction and control over that land so as to prevent adverse human actions 

that could significantly reduce the geologic repository’s ability to achieve isolation as required 

by 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(b) or ensure the radiation exposure and radioactive material release values 

meet the performance objectives set forth in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.111(a) and 63.111(b) as required by 

10 C.F.R. § 63.121(c)."  Id. at 1004. 

With regard to DOE’s claim that this contention is based upon an "incorrect statement of 

the pertinent regulation" (Answer at 1765), Nevada’s response is provided in Section 6 below. 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1765).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 

noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(b) and 

63.121(c) (Petition at 1001-04), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 1003-04.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.  In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra.  
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
The Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, specifically recognizes that contentions 

can be filed that raise pure legal issues, and that any contention may cite to facts contained in 

appropriate portions of the SAR and any applicable DOE reference documents.  See LBP-08-10, 

67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. at 6 and 7-8.  See also 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) (which 

requires a contention to raise either an "issue or law or fact . . .").  This contention addresses an 

issue of law (Petition at 1001) (beginning Section 1 with the note "Legal issue").  Moreover, 

Nevada has properly identified the appropriate SAR subsections and portions of referenced DOE 

documents (citing to the LSN) as well as the reasoning for its conclusions.  Id. at 1002-03.  

Moreover, Nevada is free to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, see Consumers 

Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 1982 NRC Lexis 

92, *43, which must in fact be the case for contentions that raise pure legal issues. 

For DOE to claim that this contention "fails to provide factual support," and to suggest 

that "only references  from the SAR itself and supporting references" is inadequate (Answer at 

1766) is disingenuous and misleading.  There can be no doubt that clearly this contention 

satisfies the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 as supplement by the Case Management 

Order of June 20, 2008. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE attempts to deflect the attention away from its noncompliance with 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.121(b) and (c) by focusing instead on Section 63.121(a) (Answer at 1767-69).  Nevada agrees 

with DOE that Section 63.121(a) is not applicable here because that regulation focuses solely on 

land on which the GROA is located.  In fact, for that very reason this contention does not 
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address, discuss, reference or rely in any manner on the regulatory requirements contained in 

Section 63.121(a). 

With regard to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(b), this contention directly challenges 

DOE’s ability to exercise the requisite jurisdiction and control over the land on which 17 

monitoring well exist so as to prevent adverse human actions that could significantly reduce the 

geologic repository’s ability to achieve isolation (Petition at 1003-04).  Pursuant to right-of-way 

N-62848, Nye County has drilled 17 monitoring wells (and has the right to access those wells to 

operate and maintain them) within DOE’s land withdrawal area boundary and pre-closure 

controlled area boundary.  Id.  SAR Subsection 5.8.2.2.3 at 5.8-6 fails to address whether the 

presence of those wells complies with the requirements of Section 63.121(b), and instead states 

only that DOE evaluated the ability of repository to meet performance objectives and found no 

adverse impact.  DOE's Answer (at 1769) offers a different conclusion, namely that DOE has 

evaluated the location of the wells and found that they do not pose negligible potential test 

interference with existing Yucca Mountain test activities.  However, neither conclusion meets the 

standard required by Section 63.121(b) – i.e., that "jurisdiction and control . . . shall be 

exercise[d] . . . necessary to prevent adverse human actions that could significantly reduce the 

geologic repository’s ability to achieve isolation."  DOE even goes so far as to claim that the Nye 

County’ monitoring wells should be treated as an excluded feature, event or process, and 

therefore need not be considered when assessing compliance with Section 63.121(b) (Answer at 

1769).  Since DOE’s Answer failed to directly address the issue presented in this contention, 

DOE failed to controvert Nevada’s legal claim – namely, that as a result of the presence of the 17 

Nye County monitoring wells within DOE’s land withdrawal area boundary and pre-closure 

controlled area boundary the requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(b) cannot be met. 
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With regard to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(c), DOE’s Answer makes clear that  

there is a legal dispute that is not appropriate for resolution on the basis of a review of the 

pleadings at this time.  Specifically, DOE’s Answer (at 1769-70) argues that compliance with 

Section 63.121(c) can be achieved on the basis of a dose assessment.  Nevada’s Petition (at 

1003-04) argues that compliance with Section 63.121(c) requires DOE to exercise "any 

jurisdiction or control of activities necessary to ensure the requirements of §§ 63.111(a) and (b) 

are met . . . includ[ing] the authority to exclude members of the public, if necessary."  In other 

words, Nevada’s interpretation of compliance with Sections 63.121(c) focuses on the explicit 

language of the regulations which requires some form of jurisdiction and control over the land 

whereas DOE would rely upon a calculational analysis as a substitute to demonstrate compliance 

with Sections 63.121(b) and (c) even though the regulation does not allow for such an approach. 

Finally, with regard to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1770-71) that the information alleged 

by Nevada to be inaccurate and materially incomplete (Petition at 1004) is in fact contained in 

SAR Subsection 5.8.2.2.3 and Figure 5.8-3, clearly there is a factual dispute at issue.  SAR 

Subsection 5.8.2.2.3 says only that Nye County has drilled "several monitoring wells" and Figure 

5.8-3 shows their location but does not superimposed the Yucca Mountain land withdrawal area 

boundary and pre-closure controlled area boundary on the map.  Since DOE has given a 

mistaken impression that only a few wells exist in the general vicinity of the repository, when in 

fact 17 wells exist within an area of land supposed under the jurisdiction and control of DOE, 

Nevada made the claim is that the information in the SAR is inaccurate and materially 

incomplete.  The response by DOE (Answer at 1770) that the SAR "explicitly" identifies the 

location of those wells is disingenuous at best.  Moreover, DOE’s Answer’s never addresses the 

SAR’s failure to highlight that more than a mere "several" wells are at issue. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-192 – LAND OUTSIDE DOE'S RIGHTS-OF-WAY 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE claims that Nevada’s contention "depends on a faulty legal premise . . . that DOE 

must exercise ‘jurisdiction and control’ over land outside the GROA [geologic repository 

operations area], based on ownership of land or its permanent withdrawal from public use" 

(Answer at 1773).  While this contention does assert that DOE must exercise jurisdiction and 

control over land outside the GROA, as required by the explicit language contained in 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 63.121(b) and (c), nowhere in the contention is there found any statement that DOE must 

exercise the requisite jurisdiction and control through ownership of land or its permanent 

withdrawal from public use (see generally Petition at 1005-08).  Rather, the contention makes 

clear that DOE only identifies five types of legal interests in land it holds within the Yucca 

Mountain land withdrawal area and pre-closure controlled area boundaries, and thus fails to 

identify any legal interest held by DOE to three land areas lying outside the five identified areas 

but within the Yucca Mountain land withdrawal area and pre-closure controlled area boundaries, 

and therefore "DOE cannot exercise the jurisdiction and control over those three additional areas 

of land so as to prevent adverse human actions that could significantly reduce the geologic 

repository’s ability to achieve isolation as required by 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(b) or ensure the 

radiation exposure and radioactive material release values meet the performance objectives set 
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forth in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.111(a) and 63.111(b) as required by 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(c)."  Id. at 

1007-08. 

With regard to DOE’s claim that this contention is based upon an "incorrect statement of 

the pertinent regulation" (Answer at 1773), Nevada’s response is provided in Section 6 below.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1773).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 

noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(b) and 

63.121(c) (Petition at 1005-08), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 1007-08.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.  In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 
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NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
The Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, specifically recognizes that contentions 

can be filed that raise pure legal issues, and that any contention may cite to facts contained in 

appropriate portions of the SAR and any applicable DOE reference documents.  See LBP-08-10, 

67 NRC 450 (June 20, 2008), slip op. at 6 and 7-8.  See also 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) (which 

requires a contention to raise either an "issue or law or fact . . .").  This contention addresses an 

issue of law (Petition at 1005) (beginning Section 1 with the note "Legal issue").  Moreover, 

Nevada has properly identified the appropriate SAR subsections and portions of referenced DOE 

documents (citing to the LSN) as well as the reasoning for its conclusions.  Id. at 1006-07.  

Moreover, Nevada is free to frame its contentions using assertions of counsel, see Consumers 

Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691, 16 NRC 897 (1982), 1982 NRC Lexis 

92, *43, which must in fact be the case for contentions that raise pure legal issues. 

For DOE to claim that this contention "fails to provide factual support," and to suggest 

that "only references  from the SAR itself and supporting references" is inadequate (Answer at 

1774) is disingenuous and misleading.  There can be no doubt that clearly this contention 

satisfies the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 as supplement by the Case Management 

Order of June 20, 2008. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE attempts to deflect the attention away from its noncompliance with 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.121(b) and (c) by focusing instead on Section 63.121(a) (Answer at 1775-77).  Nevada agrees 
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with DOE that Section 63.121(a) is not applicable here because that regulation focuses solely on 

land on which the GROA is located.  In fact, for that very reason this contention does not 

address, discuss, reference or rely in any manner on the regulatory requirements contained in 

Section 63.121(a). 

With regard to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(b), this contention directly challenges 

DOE’s ability to exercise the requisite jurisdiction and control over 3 areas of land (i.e., land 

north of right-of-way N-48602, land southwest of right-of-way N-47748, and land north, 

northeast, and southeast of the ranch boundary) that are within the Yucca Mountain land 

withdrawal area and pre-closure controlled area but that are not covered by 5 other areas of land 

in which DOE holds some form of legal interest (i.e., right-of-way N-48602, right-of way N-

47748, Public Land Order 7653, Public Land Orders 6802/7534, and the Memorandum of 

Agreement governing the ranch boundary) (Petition at 1006-07).  SAR Subsections 5.8.1.1 and 

5.8.2.2 wholly fail to address these 3 areas of land.  DOE's Answer (at 1769) asserts that  DOE 

has evaluated these lands and concluded "that they do not present an adverse human action that 

reduces the ability of the repository to isolate waste"  Neither the SAR nor DOE’s Answer 

address the standard required by Section 63.121(b) – i.e., that "jurisdiction and control . . . shall 

be exercise[d] . . . necessary to prevent adverse human actions that could significantly reduce the 

geologic repository’s ability to achieve isolation."  Since DOE’s Answer failed to directly 

address the issue presented in this contention, DOE failed to controvert Nevada’s legal claim – 

namely, that as a result of these 3 areas of land within DOE’s land withdrawal area boundary and 

pre-closure controlled area boundary the requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(b) cannot 

be met. 
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With regard to compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(c), DOE’s Answer makes clear that  

there is a legal dispute that is not appropriate for resolution on the basis of a review of the 

pleadings at this time.  Specifically, DOE’s Answer (at 1777-78) argues that compliance with 

Section 63.121(c) can be achieved on the basis of a dose assessment.  Nevada’s Petition (at 

1007) argues that compliance with Section 63.121(c) requires DOE to exercise "the jurisdiction 

or control of activities over those 3 additional areas of land so as to . . . ensure the radiation 

exposure and radioactive material release values meet the performance objectives set forth in 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.111(a) and (b) . . .."  In other words, Nevada’s interpretation of compliance with 

Sections 63.121(c) focuses on the explicit language of the regulations which requires some form 

of jurisdiction and control over the land whereas DOE would rely upon a calculational analysis 

as a substitute to demonstrate compliance with Sections 63.121(b) and (c) even though the 

regulation does not allow for such an approach. 

Finally, with regard to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1778) that the information alleged by 

Nevada to be inaccurate and materially incomplete (Petition at 1007), clearly there is a legal 

dispute at issue.  DOE is of the opinion that it need not address these 3 areas of land because it 

does not exert any jurisdiction and control over them whereas Nevada is of the opinion that these 

3 areas of land need to be addressed specifically because DOE does not exert any jurisdiction 

and control over them.  While DOE chooses to confine its argument to the what is needs to be 

addressed within SAR Subsection 5.8.1.1, it is apparent that DOE has conveniently choose to 

avoid commenting on whether these 3 areas of land should be addressed in SAR Subsection 

5.8.2.2 (which currently omits any such discussion).  Although Nevada did not cite to SAR 

Subsection 5.8.2.2 in its Petition, it would be inequitable for this contention to be found to raise a 
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material fact that should be adjudicated but then rule against admissibility because Nevada 

inadvertently failed to identify the location in the SAR where those facts should be addressed. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-193 – LAND WITHDRAWAL 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

With regard to DOE’s claim (Answer at 1780) that it "need not complete land withdrawal 

activities at this point in point in the licensing process," see the response in Section 6 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

With regard to DOE’s claim (Answer at 1782) that "this is not the appropriate time to 

consider this issue" because DOE is not required to "complete land withdrawal activities at this 

point in point in the licensing process," see the response in Section 6 below.  Similarly, with 

regard to DOE’s claim (id) that this contention "attempts to litigate an issue that is, or clearly is 

about to become, the subject of federal legislation," see the response in Section 6 below. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1783).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 
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slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 

noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(a), 63.121(b) 

and 63.121(c) (Petition at 1009-11), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 1011.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.   In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE asserts that it "is not required to complete land withdrawal activities at this early 

phase of the licensing process" because supposedly an NRC guidance document allows DOE 

time to demonstrate compliance with the regulations (Answer at 1784).  However, the actual 

requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121 do not afford DOE any such relief.  The 

regulation is not written in the future tense, and the regulation does not afford DOE the right to 

defer compliance until some point later in time than the filing of the License Application.  While 

it is true that the NRC Staff review of DOE’s License Application is an ongoing process that will 

eventually culminate in a decision (to be documented in a Safety Evaluation Report) regarding 

regulatory compliance, that fact cannot possibly mean that Nevada cannot bring forward this 
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contention now or that Nevada must wait until some point in the future to do so (particularly 

given the standards for late-filed contentions), otherwise all contentions challenging DOE’s 

compliance with governing regulations must await the completion of the NRC Staff’s review of 

the License Application.  DOE’s claim (Answer at 1785) that "[t]he NRC does not require that 

DOE complete these activities [i.e., legislative land withdrawal] until later stages of the licensing 

process" is not unsupported, speaks for the NRC, and fails to identify with particularity those 

"later stages of the licensing process" when DOE’s activities, and presumably Nevada’s interest 

in those activities, would be proper for consideration.  Assuming that DOE may continue to 

pursue land withdrawal activities while the NRC Staff reviews the License Application, it must 

also then be true that Nevada must be permitted to pursue its contentions regarding what is now 

in the License Application during that NRC Staff review. 

Finally, Nevada agrees with DOE that an NRC adjudicatory hearing is not an appropriate 

forum to litigate matters that are "primarily the responsibility of other federal or state/local 

regulatory agencies" (Answer at 1782; citing PPL Susquehanna LLC (Susquehanna Steam 

Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-07-10, 66 NRC 1, 27 (2007)).  However, the issue involved 

in this contention is not the responsibility of another federal or state/local regulatory agency.  

Moreover, contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1782), this contention does not seek "to 

litigate an issue that is, or clearly is about to become, the subject of federal legislation."  While 

DOE has already admitted that it is currently a legislative land withdrawal that would 

permanently withdrawal land for the construction and operation of Yucca Mountain (see SAR 

Subsections 5.8.1 and 5.8.1.1), and while DOE’s Answer (at 1785) goes one step further by 

admitting that necessary federal land withdrawal has not yet occurred, this contention does not 

focus on that federal legislative activity.  Nowhere in the contention is Nevada challenging the 
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language in the proposed federal legislative withdrawal or the timing of its submission to 

Congress or possible enactment.  Instead, this contention makes clear the point that DOE refuses 

to admit to – namely, that without a legislative land withdrawal DOE cannot satisfy the 

requirements in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24) and 63.121(a), (b) and (c), and therefore Yucca 

Mountain cannot be licensed pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  If NRC were inclined to grant 

DOE a license to construct Yucca Mountain in the absence of a legislative land withdrawal, 

Nevada seeks through this contention to have a license condition imposed that precludes any 

construction activities from occurring until such time as that legislative land withdrawal becomes 

effective. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-194 – VH-1 WATER RIGHTS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

With regard to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1787) that this contention raises "an issue that 

is not in the scope of this proceeding," see the response in Section 3 below. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

With regard to DOE’s assertion (id) that the issue in this contention "is outside the scope 

of this proceeding," see the response in Section 3 below. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada and DOE agree that 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(d) requires DOE to "have obtained such 

water rights as may be needed to accomplish the purpose of the geologic repository operations 

area" (Petition at 1012; Answer at 1787).  Nevada and DOE also agree that DOE currently does 

not have the necessary water rights to permit the construction or operation of Yucca Mountain 

(Petition at 1013-14; Answer at 1787).  However, contrary to DOE’s assertion (Answer at 1788, 

emphasis supplied by DOE), this contention does not address and Nevada is not seeking the 

NRC to consider "how DOE obtains these water rights."  Rather, this contention alleges that 

because DOE lacks sufficient water rights DOE cannot comply with the requirements of 10 

C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(4), 63.121(b) and 63.121(d).  Moreover, Section 63.121(d) is written in the 

past tense – "DOE shall also have obtained such water rights . . ." – and "how" DOE may attempt 

to obtain these water rights is irrelevant.  The fact of the matter remains that DOE does not have 

the requisite water rights now, and that alone demonstrates non-compliance with Section 

63.121(d). 

Nevada has clearly set forth the factual basis at issue in Section 5 of this contention 

(Petition at 1013-14) and the regulations at issue in Section 4 of this contention (Petition at 1012-
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13).  Moreover, Nevada has made clear in Section 6 of this contention (Petition at 1014) that 

because of the factual allegations DOE cannot comply with the identified regulations.  Those 

pleadings are more than adequate to demonstrate that this contention is within the scope of this 

hearing as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).   

DOE attempts to show (Answer at 1788) that the Statement of Considerations underlying 

10 C.F.R. Part 63 illustrates that NRC lacks the authority to hear this contention.  However, the 

cited provision simply says that NRC does not have the authority to require DOE to conform to 

state law or even to determine whether DOE is subject to state law.  Neither of those 

conclusions, however, strips NRC of its responsibility to determine whether, under 10 C.F.R. §§ 

63.121(d), DOE has "obtained such water rights as may be needed to accomplish the purpose of 

the geologic repository operations area."   

Finally, Nevada agrees with DOE that an NRC adjudicatory hearing is not an appropriate 

forum to litigate matters that are "primarily the responsibility of other federal or state/local 

regulatory agencies" (Answer at 1789; citing PPL Susquehanna LLC (Susquehanna Steam 

Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-07-10, 66 NRC 1, 27 (2007)).  However, the issue involved 

in this contention is not the responsibility of another federal or state/local regulatory agency.  

While it may be correct that "the decision about DOE’s water permit requests will be determined 

by a federal court, based on an appeal from a state regulatory agency" (Answer at 1789), this 

contention does not focus on either the Nevada State Engineer’s decision or seek to adjudicate 

what may be at issue in the appeal of that decision to a federal court.  Instead, this contention 

focuses on NRC’s responsibilities to determine whether the water rights that DOE now possesses 

(or does not) suffice to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 63.121(d). 
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE asserts that in order to satisfy the materiality standard Nevada must show that the 

resolution of each of its contentions would make a difference in the outcome of the proceeding, 

citing Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 

333-34 (1999) (Answer at 1789).  To the contrary, all that 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) requires 

when pleading a contention is to "[d]emonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material 

to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding."  The 

Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, explains that Section 2.309(f)(1)(iv) "requires citation 

to a statute or regulation that, explicitly or implicitly, has not been satisfied by reason of the issue 

raised in the contention" and prefers "[c]itation to a specific statutory or regulatory requirement" 

as opposed "to a more general statutory or regulatory requirement."  LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, 

slip op. at 7.  Not only has Nevada has satisfied these requirements by citing to DOE’s 

noncompliance with the specific regulations at 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.21(c)(24), 63.121(b), and 

63.121(d) (Petition at 1012, 1014), but Nevada also makes clear that as a result of DOE’s 

noncompliance with these specific regulations NRC cannot license Yucca Mountain pursuant to 

10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Id. at 1014.  These conclusions satisfy the materiality standard in 

Oconee because they show that the resolution of the contentions in Nevada’s favor would make a 

difference in the outcome of the proceeding – i.e., they would preclude licensure.   In sum, 

whenever Nevada alleges with adequate support in fact or opinion a violation of an applicable 

NRC regulation, Nevada’s contention will always raise a material issue.  See Section III.K., 

supra. 
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE asserts that it "is not required to complete these activities [i.e., obtaining water 

rights] at this early phase of the licensing process" because supposedly an NRC guidance 

document allows DOE time to demonstrate compliance with the regulations (Answer at 1790-

91).  However, the actual requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.121 do not afford DOE any 

such relief.  Not only is the regulation is not written in the future tense, and not only does not 

affords DOE the right to defer compliance until some point later in time than the filing of the 

License Application, but in fact 10 C.F.R. 63.121(d) is written in the past tense – "DOE shall 

also have obtained such water rights . . .."  While it is true that the NRC Staff review of DOE’s 

License Application is an ongoing process that will eventually culminate in a decision (to be 

documented in a Safety Evaluation Report) regarding regulatory compliance, that fact cannot 

possibly mean that Nevada cannot bring forward this contention now or that Nevada must wait 

until some point in the future to do so (particularly given the standards for late-filed contentions), 

otherwise all contentions challenging DOE’s compliance with governing regulations must await 

the completion of the NRC Staff’s review of the License Application.  DOE’s claim (Answer at 

1791) that "[t]he NRC does not require that DOE complete these activities [i.e., obtaining water 

rights] until later stages of the licensing process" is not unsupported, speaks for the NRC, and 

fails to identify with particularity those "later stages of the licensing process" when DOE’s 

activities, and presumably Nevada’s interest in those activities, would be proper for 

consideration.  Assuming that DOE may continue to pursue securing water rights while the NRC 
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Staff reviews the License Application, it must also then be true that Nevada must be permitted to 

pursue its contentions regarding what is now in the License Application during that NRC Staff 

review. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-195 – 9/11 TERRORIST ATTACK  
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

The fact that DOE thinks the contention is flawed is irrelevant here.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

As Nevada’s contention points out, this same issue was raised in Nevada’s June 4, 2008 

petition to reject DOE’s tendered application, and in response, the Commission ruled in CLI-08-

20 that "[t]he matters raised in Nevada’s . . . filings would be appropriately raised for 

consideration in response to [the] Notice of Hearing," and that dismissal of Nevada’s petition 

was "without prejudice to the petitioners’ right to pursue identical claims, but in the form of 

proposed adjudicatory 'contentions'. . . ." U.S. Department of Energy (High-Level Waste 

Repository: Pre-Application Matters), CLI-08-20 at 4, 5.  Nevada is reasonable in thinking this 

meant an identical claim would be litigable in this licensing proceeding, for to think otherwise 

would read the Commission to say something quite strange-that its rejection of Nevada’s petition 

was without prejudice to Nevada filing a claim before a tribunal with no authority to entertain it.   

In any event, if this is a rule challenge, then it is a proper one, and it is within the scope of 

this proceeding for the Licensing Board to certify the contention to the Commission as 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.335 (d)).   

DOE’s argument that Nevada failed to make the necessary prima facie case is incorrect.  

It must have been a purpose of the rule to recognize the limits of the private sector because 

otherwise the rule could not have drafted as it was.  Clearly, ensuring public health and safety 

was another purpose, but a rule may have multiple purposes, as 10 C.F.R. § 2.335 recognizes by 
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its consistent use of the plural "purposes."  And not applying the rule cannot possibly undermine 

a purpose of the rule by "taking away a basis for forming physical protection measures" (Answer 

at 1796) because that basis will be provided in this proceeding if the rule is not applied.   

Nevada recognizes that rulemaking on this subject is pending.  The case law DOE cites to 

the effect that Licensing Boards should not admit contentions that are the subject of rulemaking 

cannot apply to challenges under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335 because certifying a prima facie showing to 

the Commission is not admitting a contention.  If Nevada’s contention is a rule challenge, then 

the Licensing Board should find that Nevada satisfies the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2335 (d) 

and certify the question to the Commission.  Nevada would not object if the Commission then 

considered the Board’s decision on Nevada’s prima facie showing, and the showing itself, in the 

rulemaking, provided that a final rule is issued, and Nevada is afforded a reasonable opportunity 

to challenge DOE’s compliance with it, before a decision on the construction authorization.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE merely repeats earlier arguments.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE merely repeats earlier arguments.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-196 – DESCRIPTION OF SECURITY MEASURES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s argument goes to the merits and has nothing to do with compliance with 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE offers no new relevant argument.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
DOE makes no new arguments.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
DOE’s argument that the description of its physical security plan is reasonably sufficient 

goes to the merits, and this is not a basis for rejecting a contention.  DOE’s complaints about a 

lack of specificity are unfounded, as Nevada’s contention offers ample support for the 

proposition that DOE has not described its plan, as required, but merely promised to do so.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-197 – PHYSICAL PROTECTION STANDARD 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s argument has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE’s argument has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii).   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

This contention does challenge a Commission regulation, but is it within the scope of the 

hearing for the Licensing Board to make the requested prima facie finding in 10 C.F.R. § 

2.335(d).   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 
 
If the Commission finding cited by Nevada that "[t]he current security . . . requirements 

for a GROA are not adequate to protect the common defense and security or the public health 

and safety" is not a sufficient prima facie case under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335 (d), then nothing is.  

However, Nevada would not object if, after the Board makes the finding that Nevada complied 

with 10 C.F.R. § 2.335 (d) and certified the matter to the Commission, the Commission 

addressed Nevada’s contention in the rulemaking, provided that before the issuance of any 

construction authorization, Nevada is afforded a reasonable opportunity to file contentions 

addressed to compliance with the final rule.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 
 
DOE offers no new arguments.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
DOE offers no new arguments. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-198 – MATERIAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING PLAN 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s argument has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE’s argument has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii).   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

This contention does challenge a Commission regulation, but is it within the scope of the 

hearing for the Licensing Board to make the requested prima facie finding in 10 C.F.R. § 

2.335(d).   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

If the Commission finding cited by Nevada that "[t]he current . . . MC&A requirements 

for a GROA are not adequate to protect the common defense and security or the public health 

and safety" is not a sufficient prima facie case under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335 (d), then nothing is.  

However, Nevada would not object if, after the Board makes the finding that Nevada complied 

with 10 C.F.R. § 2.335 (d) and certified the matter to the Commission, the Commission 

addressed Nevada’s contention in the rulemaking, provided that before the issuance of any 

construction authorization, Nevada is afforded a reasonable opportunity to file contentions 

addressed to compliance with the final rule.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE offers no new arguments.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE offers no new arguments. 
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-199 – PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION AND AVAILABLE 
TECHNOLOGY 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself  

DOE’s answer has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).  Its 

argument will be addressed below under 4, where it belongs. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention  

DOE’s answer has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii).   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE argues that the contention is based on a faulty reading of 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (b), 

and is therefore immaterial.  DOE is wrong. 

10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (b) states specifically that "human knowledge and technology" must 

remain constant "in all analyses done to demonstrate compliance with this part" [emphasis 

added].  Therefore, DOE cannot be correct in arguing that this prescription applies only to 

subpart L, and the prescription clearly applies to the confirmation program requirements in 

subpart F.  Moreover, the contention alleged violations of specific regulations, and as indicated 

in III.K. above, Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an 

applicable NRC regulation always raises a material issue.  The rest of DOE’s argument is 

irrelevant because it applies to the TSPA, not a performance confirmation program, unless DOE 

means to say its Program must be sufficient because there will be always be uncertainties in the 

post-closure performance assessment.  This cannot be right.  First it proved too much – if any 

uncertainties will be tolerable why have any Performance Confirmation Program?  Second, as 
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indicated in III.C. above, an argument that a contention must be rejected because complete 

assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is ridiculous, unlawful, and 

irresponsible.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
The SAR sections cited in this contention (Petition at 1032-1033) illustrate the 

deficiencies in the performance confirmation program sufficient to support a reasoned 

explanation as provided in the contention.  Moreover, as indicated in III.L. above, an expert 

opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a contention and doing so does not 

turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel, and as indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's 

contention bases far exceed NRC requirements.   

6.  There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted   

 
DOE’s SAR, in sections cited in the contention (Petition at 1032-1033), says that some of 

the monitoring, measurement and inspection described in general terms in the license application 

will require development or integration of specific applications of technology at some future 

time, and untried technologies generally described may not be capable of the level of 

performance required,.  This states a violation of 10 C.F.R. § 63.305 (b) and the contention 

clearly satisfies the requirement to show a genuine dispute with DOE.  

It appears to be acknowledged that there is no discussion of potential alternative 

methodologies for acquisition of data required for a compliant program.  But a finding of 

reasonable expectation of the acceptable performance of the repository relies on the performance 

confirmation program being able to be implemented in such a manner as to provide the necessary 
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data to meet its regulatory purpose, and the absence of a discussion of alternative technologies 

here will prevent the finding of reasonable expectation.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-200 – PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 
LEVEL OF INFORMATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s argument here does not address the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE’s argument here does not address the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii).   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
This contention cites to applicable regulations and is therefore material to the findings the 

NRC must make.  The purpose of the performance confirmation program is to "evaluate the 

adequacy of assumptions, data, and analyses that led to the findings that permitted construction 

of the repository and subsequent emplacement of the wastes."  10 C.F.R. § 63.102(m).  Data 

from the performance confirmation program could materially change significant conclusions 

about expected repository performance drawn from the Total System Performance Assessment 

upon which the license application relies.  Without explicit commitment in the SAR description 

of the performance confirmation program to a rigorously detailed regimen of data collection and 

observation (albeit subject to future formal revision or amendment), there is no way for the NRC 

to determine that the purpose of the performance confirmation program, as stated in § 63.102(m), 

and the requirements of Subpart F will be met, thus providing no basis for a finding of 

reasonable expectation of acceptable repository performance.  As indicated in III.K. above, 

Nevada alleging, with adequate support in fact or opinion, a violation of an applicable NRC 

regulation always raises a material issue.  The rest of DOE’s argument applies to the TSPA and 
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is irrelevant, unless DOE means to say its Program must be sufficient because there will be 

always be uncertainties in the post-closure performance assessment.  This cannot be right.  First 

it proved too much – if any uncertainties will be tolerable why have any Performance 

Confirmation Program?  Second, as indicated in III.C. above, an argument that a contention must 

be rejected because complete assurance is not required and uncertainty cannot be eliminated is 

ridiculous, unlawful, and irresponsible.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.H. above, Nevada's contention bases far exceed NRC requirements; as 

indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate language from a 

contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of counsel.   

Moreover, the contention cited to deficiencies in the performance confirmation program 

sufficient to support a reasoned explanation as provided in the contention, and 1 and 4 above.  A 

rigorously detailed description of plans to implement the performance confirmation program is 

integral to any determination of whether there is reasonable expectation that the repository will 

be in compliance with the performance objectives specified at § 63.113(b) and (c). Without 

describing the specific plans to successfully meet the mandate of § 63.102(m) that "[K]ey 

geotechnical and design parameters, including any interactions between natural and engineered 

systems and components, will be monitored throughout site characterization, construction, 

emplacement, and operation. . .," the § 63.21(c)(17) requirement for the description of the 

performance confirmation program that meets the requirements of subpart F has not been met.  

Subpart F, at § 63.131(a) requires that the program "must provide data"; (c) requires that it "must 

include in situ monitoring"; and (d) requires that it "must be implemented" such that "[i]t 

monitors and analyzes changes from the baseline condition of parameters that could affect the 
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performance of a geologic repository."  In § 63.132, (a) requires "a continuing program of 

surveillance, measurement, testing. . ."; (b) requires that "[s]ubsurface conditions must be 

monitored and evaluated. . ."; and (e) requires that "[i]n situ monitoring of the thermomechanical 

response of the underground facility must be conducted until permanent closure, to ensure that 

the performance of the geologic and engineering features is within design limits."  The license 

application is deficient in that it does not include in its description of the performance 

confirmation program a specific demonstration, in the form of detailed plans, that these 

regulatory mandates will be met.  The conceptual (in almost all respects) performance 

confirmation plan description in the SAR is sufficiently incomplete to preclude meaningful 

regulatory review.   

Three of the twenty performance confirmation activities discussed in the SAR have 

associated test plans or technical work plans; the remaining are general conceptualizations 

(Petition at 1037).  DOE claims that there is no written requirement for plans and procedures 

(Answer at 1831), despite the fact that a finding of reasonable expectation of the acceptable 

performance of the repository relies on the performance confirmation program description being 

sufficiently complete so as to assure it will provide the necessary data to meet its regulatory 

purpose.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
See above in Section 5.   
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REPLY – NEV-SAFETY-201 – RELIANCE ON PRELIMINARY OR CONCEPTUAL 
DESIGN INFORMATION 

 
See Reply regarding NEV-SAFETY-146. 
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B. Replies Regarding NEPA Contentions  
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-01 – TRANSPORTATION SABOTAGE SCENARIOS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1871-72), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the radiological impacts of a reasonably foreseeable 

transportation sabotage scenario (Petition at 1044-46).  Long-standing NRC case law instructs 

Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts associated with related transportation 

activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear 

Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See 

also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 

(1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally applicable for major federal action in 

which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that both agencies "must evaluate the 

environmental consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must determine 

independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority (Phipps Bend 

Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 18, *28.    

Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 

1871), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 
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review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1871-72, 1876) that this contention "may also be barred 

under res judicata or finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of such a 

conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as discussed 

in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which was 

contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 Notwithstanding all that DOE has pled in Section 4 of its Answer (at 1872-74), this 

contention cannot involve a battle of the experts for the following simple reasons.  First, the 

DOE has not identified an expert in support of its positions.  Second, as Nevada has made clear 

in the factual allegations set forth in this contention, the positions articulated by DOE in its EIS 

and/or SEIS are not reasonable, and the assumptions underlying those positions are not 

reasonable (Petition at 1044-46).  Third, Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second 

guess DOE, but instead to look at the explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary 

information) and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable.  

 To the degree that DOE challenges the factual allegations contained in Petition (Answer 

at 1874-76), such arguments go to the merits of the contention and therefore are not appropriate 

at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the admissibility of a 
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contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental contentions involving 

transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for consideration in this 

very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 1313 (D.C. Cir. 

2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both NRC and DOE 

at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges to the FEIS in 

any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE's arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert Halstead 

and Dr. Michael Thorne are completely unfounded as they are fully qualified to opine on matters 

set forth in this contention based upon their affidavits (Petition Attachment 3 (Thorne) and 

Attachment 7 (Halstead)).  In addition, Mr. Halstead and Dr. Thorne are testifying on matters 

that fall within their areas of expertise contrary to the case cited by DOE.  See also Section III.L., 

supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
See the response to Sections 3 and 4 above.  In sum, there is a genuine dispute between 

Nevada and DOE regarding the evaluation of transportation sabotage events as discussed in the 

FSEIS Subsection 6.3.4.2 and Appendix G.8, specifically the definition of reasonably 

foreseeable attack scenarios and the consequences of such events. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-02 – TRANSPORTATION SABOTAGE CLEANUP COSTS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1881-82), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to disclose the cleanup costs (and other economic 

impacts) of reasonably foreseeable attack scenarios (Petition at 1050-51).  Long-standing NRC 

case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts associated with related 

transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf 

Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 

197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-

247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally applicable for major 

federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that both agencies "must 

evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must 

determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority 

(Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 

18, *28.    

Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 
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1882), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1881, 1883, 1886) that this contention "may also be 

barred under res judicata or finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of 

such a conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as 

discussed in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which 

was contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 Notwithstanding all that DOE has pled in Section 4 of its Answer (at 1885-86), this 

contention cannot involve a battle of the experts for the following simple reasons.  First, the 

DOE has not identified an expert in support of its positions.  Second, as Nevada has made clear 

in the factual allegations set forth in this contention, the positions articulated by DOE in its EIS 

and/or SEIS are not reasonable, and the assumptions underlying those positions are not 

reasonable (Petition at 1044-46).  Third, Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second 

guess DOE, but instead to look at the explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary 

information) and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable.  

 The material issue at issue here is that the FSEIS provides no estimate of the cost of 

cleanup and other economic impacts after a successful transportation sabotage event, and DOE 
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makes no claim that sabotage cleanup costs would be similar to, greater than, or less than 

accident cleanup costs.  In sum, the FSEIS is silent on this matter.  In contrast, Nevada has 

provided an estimate of cleanup costs for a range of transportation sabotage events.  In the end, 

the primary dispute between Nevada and DOE is not the amount of sabotage cleanup costs, but 

rather the failure by DOE to provide any estimate of sabotage cleanup costs.  

 To the degree that DOE challenges the factual allegations contained in Petition including 

methodologies for calculating costs and results of cost calculations (see Answer at 1883-84), 

such arguments go to the merits of the contention and therefore are not appropriate at this stage 

of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the admissibility of a contention.  In 

fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental contentions involving transportation 

impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for consideration in this very 

proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) 

(where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both NRC and DOE at oral 

argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges to the FEIS in any NRC 

proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra.   

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 
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has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE's arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert Halstead 

and Mr. Steven Frishman are completely unfounded as they are fully qualified to opine on 

matters set forth in this contention based upon their affidavits (Petition Attachment 7 (Halstead) 

and Attachment 20 (Frishman)).  In addition, Messrs. Halstead and Frishman are testifying on 

matters that fall within their areas of expertise contrary to the case cited by DOE.  See also 

Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
See the response to Sections 3 and 4 above.  In sum, there is a genuine dispute between 

Nevada and DOE regarding the cost of cleanup following the transportation sabotage events 

evaluated in the FSEIS Subsection 6.3.4 and Appendix G.8.  The primary dispute between 

Nevada and DOE is not the amount of sabotage cleanup costs, but rather the failure by DOE to 

provide any estimate of sabotage cleanup costs.  DOE has failed to provide any sabotage cleanup 

cost estimates of its own in the FSEIS, but has rejected the cost estimates Nevada submitted to 

DOE during NEPA reviews as unrealistically high.   
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-03 – TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENT CLEANUP COSTS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1892), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to disclose the cleanup costs (and other economic 

impacts) of reasonably foreseeable attack scenarios (Petition at 1054-55).  Long-standing NRC 

case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts associated with related 

transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf 

Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 

197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-

247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally applicable for major 

federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that both agencies "must 

evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must 

determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority 

(Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 

18, *28.    

Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 
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1892), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1891, 1893, 1896) that this contention "may also be 

barred under res judicata or finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of 

such a conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as 

discussed in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which 

was contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 Notwithstanding all that DOE has pled in Section 4 of its Answer (at 1894-95), this 

contention cannot involve a battle of the experts for the following simple reasons.  First, the 

DOE has not identified an expert in support of its positions.  Second, as Nevada has made clear 

in the factual allegations set forth in this contention, the positions articulated by DOE in its EIS 

and/or SEIS are not reasonable, and the assumptions underlying those positions are not 

reasonable (Petition at 1054-55).  Third, Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second 

guess DOE, but instead to look at the explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary 

information) and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable.  

DOE fails to demonstrate that the FSEIS provides verifiable estimates of the costs of 

cleanup following severe accidents that result in release of radioactive materials.  DOE’s Answer 
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(at 1894) repeats the FSEIS estimate that "such costs could range from $200,000 to $10 billion," 

however, DOE still does not address why the $10 billion upper cost estimate, taken from a 

NASA study prepared for the Cassini space mission, has any relevance whatsoever to the 

maximum reasonably foreseeable rail and truck transportation accidents evaluated in the FSEIS. 

In addition, DOE fails to demonstrate that it used any other method than evaluation of previous 

studies to estimate the $10 billion upper estimate of cleanup costs. 

 To the degree that DOE challenges the factual allegations contained in Petition including 

methodologies for calculating costs and results of cost calculations (Answer at 1893-94), such 

arguments go to the merits of the contention and therefore are not appropriate at this stage of the 

proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the admissibility of a contention.  In fact, 

DOE has previously admitted that environmental contentions involving transportation impacts 

(such as presented in this contention) are proper for consideration in this very proceeding.  See 

Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court 

made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both NRC and DOE at oral argument that 

Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to 

decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra.  
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DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE's arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert Halstead 

and Mr. Steven Frishman are completely unfounded as they are fully qualified to opine on 

matters set forth in this contention based upon their affidavits (Petition Attachment 7 (Halstead) 

and Attachment 20 (Frishman)).  In addition, Messrs. Halstead and Frishman are testifying on 

matters that fall within their areas of expertise contrary to the case cited by DOE.  See also 

Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
See the response to Sections 3 and 4 above.  In sum, there is a genuine dispute between 

Nevada and DOE regarding the cost of cleanup following the transportation accidents evaluated 

in the FSEIS Appendix G.9.7.  DOE has failed to provide verifiable cleanup cost estimates in the 

FSEIS, but has rejected as unrealistically high the cost estimates Nevada developed and 

submitted to DOE during NEPA reviews. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-04 – SHARED USE OPTION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1900), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the operational impacts of the shared used option and the 

potential operational impacts of induced traffic growth (Petition at 1059-60).  Long-standing 

NRC case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts associated with 

related transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. 

(Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC 

Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), 

ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally applicable for 

major federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that both agencies 

"must evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must 

determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority 

(Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 

18, *28.    

Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 
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1900), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

See also the discussion presented in Section III.N., supra.  In sum, Nevada has satisfied 

the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Based upon the factual allegations contained in the Petition (at 1059-60), Nevada 

maintains that, contrary to statements contained in the Answer (at 1900, 1902), DOE has not 

taken the requisite "hard look" at the environmental impacts from the shared use of the Caliente 

railroad line and DOE has not provided a reasonably thorough discussion of the probable 

environmental consequences in the Rail Alignment FEIS.  DOE’s Answer merely repeats what it 

has said in Rail Alignment FEIS.  Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second guess 

DOE, but instead to look at the information and explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much 

contrary information) and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed 

reasonable. 

The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1900-03) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 

appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 
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consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra.   

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE's arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert Halstead 

are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this contention 

based upon his affidavit (Petition Attachment 7).  In addition, Mr. Halstead is testifying on 

matters that fall within his area of expertise.  See also Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the potential impacts of the shared use option, especially 
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regarding potential induced traffic impacts.  Nevada believes that induced traffic could result in 

shipments equal to or greater than repository shipments. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-05 – RADIOLOGICAL REGIONS OF INFLUENCE FOR 
TRANSPORTATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1907), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to apply the preferred method of analysis 

consistently for transportation impacts in Nevada and nationally as regards the radiological 

regions of influence (ROI) for transportation (Petition at 1063).  Long-standing NRC case law 

instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts associated with related 

transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf 

Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 

197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-

247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally applicable for major 

federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that both agencies "must 

evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must 

determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority 

(Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 

18, *28.    
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Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 

1907-08), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1907-08, 1911) that this contention "may also be barred 

under res judicata or finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of such a 

conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as discussed 

in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which was 

contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Based upon the factual allegations contained in the Petition (at 1063), Nevada maintains 

that, contrary to statements contained in the Answer (at 1908-09), DOE has not taken the 

requisite "hard look" at the radiological ROIs along routes other than the Caliente and Mina rail 

alignments, including in the Las Vegas metropolitan area.  DOE’s Answer merely repeats what it 

has said in Rail Alignment FEIS.  Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second guess 

DOE, but instead to look at the information and explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much 

contrary information) and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed 

reasonable. 
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The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1909-10) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 

appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra.  

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE's arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert Halstead 

are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this contention 

based upon his affidavit (Petition Attachment 7).  In addition, Mr. Halstead is testifying on 

matters that fall within his area of expertise.  See also Section III.L., supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE on the reporting of information regarding exposed populations and 

the evaluation of health and safety impacts within the radiological ROIs along the Caliente and 

Mina alignments, along existing routes in other parts of Nevada, and nationally.  DOE has 

provided this information only for the ROIs along the Caliente and Mina alignments.  Nevada 

believes that the same information must be provided for the ROIs along existing routes in other 

parts of Nevada, and nationally.  This deficiency is significant because, without full 

consideration of exposed populations and health and safety impacts within the transportation 

radiological regions of influence, there is no adequate evaluation of environmental impacts as 

required under NEPA.  Because those environmental impacts could be materially different from 

that presented in the FSEIS and the RA FEIS, neither document can be adopted by the NRC. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-06 – CALIENTE RAIL ALIGNMENT PLAN AND PROFILE 
INFORMATION 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1914), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to provide sufficiently detailed plan and profile 

information about the Caliente rail alignment to support the impact findings reported in the Rail 

Alignment FEIS and incorporated by reference in the FSEIS (Petition at 1067-69).  Long-

standing NRC case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts associated 

with related transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & 

Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 

1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 

and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally 

applicable for major federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that 

both agencies "must evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" and both 

agencies "must determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley 

Authority (Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 

NRC Lexis 18, *28.    
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Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 

1914), in fact, NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1914, 1918) that this contention "may also be barred 

under res judicata or finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of such a 

conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as discussed 

in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which was 

contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4.         A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Based upon the factual allegations contained in the Petition (at 1067-69), Nevada 

maintains that, contrary to statements contained in the Answer (at 1915-16), DOE has not taken 

the requisite "hard look" at detailed plan, profile, and cross-section information to determine the 

top of rail elevation above the adjacent land surface and the width and slope of the ballast 

shoulders at specific locations along the proposed rail alignment.   DOE’s Answer merely repeats 

what it has said in Rail Alignment FEIS.  Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second 

guess DOE, but instead to look at the information and explanations proffered by DOE (in light of 
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much contrary information) and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are 

indeed reasonable. 

The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1913-18) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 

appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
 Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra.  

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE's arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert Halstead 

are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this contention 
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based upon his affidavit (Petition Attachment 7).  In addition, Mr. Halstead is testifying on 

matters that fall within his area of expertise.  See also Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the sufficiency of the plan and profile information about 

the proposed Caliente rail alignment necessary to support the impact findings reported in RA 

FEIS and incorporated by reference in the FSEIS.  This deficiency is significant because without 

sufficiently detailed rail alignment plan and profile information, the impact findings reported in 

FSEIS and incorporated by reference in FSEIS Chapter 6 cannot be verified, and thus the FEIS 

and FSEIS cannot be adopted by the NRC. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-07 – OVERWEIGHT TRUCKS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1921), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to systematically assess the impacts of using 

overweight trucks for spent nuclear fuel shipments to Yucca Mountain nationally and in Nevada 

and the resultant failure to adequately assess their environmental impacts (Petition at 1072-73).  

Long-standing NRC case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts 

associated with related transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas 

& Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 

1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 

and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally 

applicable for major federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that 

both agencies "must evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" and both 

agencies "must determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley 

Authority (Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 

NRC Lexis 18, *28.    
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Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 

1921-22), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs.  See also the discussion presented in Section III.N., supra.  In sum, Nevada 

has satisfied the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Based upon the factual allegations contained in the Petition (at 1072-73), Nevada 

maintains that, contrary to statements contained in the Answer (at 1923), DOE has not taken the 

requisite "hard look" at the increased travel time due to permit requirements and the potential 

increase in routine radiation doses to workers and the public that would result from use of 

overweight trucks, and DOE has not provided a reasonably thorough discussion of the significant 

aspects of the probable environmental consequences of the use of overweight trucks.  DOE’s 

Answer merely repeats what it has said in Rail Alignment FEIS.  Nevada is not asking this 

Licensing Board to second guess DOE, but instead to look at the information and explanations 

proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary information) and determined whether DOE’s 

assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable. 

The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1922-26) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 

appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 
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admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra.  

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this 

contention based upon his affidavit.  See Nevada Petition, Attachment 7.  In addition, Mr. 

Halstead is testifying on matters that fall within his area of expertise.  See also Section III.L., 

supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the FSEIS assessment of the impacts of using 

overweight trucks for spent fuel shipments, and the failure to assess their impacts as compared 

with use of legal-weight trucks.  This deficiency is significant because, without full consideration 

of the impacts of using overweight trucks, there is no adequate evaluation of environmental 

impacts as required under NEPA.  Because those environmental impacts could be materially 

different from that presented in the FSEIS and the Rail Alignment FEIS, neither document can 

be adopted by the NRC.  Moreover, in the one instance where DOE did evaluate the impacts 

(Answer at 1923, citing FSEIS at 6-8), DOE found that use of overweight trucks would result in 

a 12 percent increase in routine radiation doses, clearly a materially different result. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-08 – IMPACTS ON AESTHETIC RESOURCES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1929), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to acknowledge unacceptable adverse rail 

alignment impacts on a cultural resource of national and international significance and the failure 

to apply avoidance as the appropriate method of eliminating an unacceptable adverse impact that 

cannot be mitigated (Petition at 1076-78).  Long-standing NRC case law instructs Licensing 

Boards to address environmental impacts associated with related transportation activities away 

from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating 

Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit 

Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  

Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally applicable for major federal action in which 

two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that both agencies "must evaluate the 

environmental consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must determine 

independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority (Phipps Bend 

Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 18, *28.    

Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 
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1929-30), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1929, 1930 and 1934) that this contention is "barred 

under res judicata and finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of such a 

conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as discussed 

in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which was 

contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Based upon the factual allegations contained in the Petition (at 1076-78), Nevada 

maintains that, contrary to statements contained in the Answer (at 1923), DOE has not taken the 

requisite "hard look" and has not provided a reasonably thorough discussion of the significant 

aspects of the probable environmental consequences associated with constructing the proposed 

Caliente rail line as regards:  (i) the 1985 USGS map of Garden Valley, which shows the location 

of the "City" installation by sculptor Michael Heizer, (ii) the existing construction in progress of 

the City installation on privately owned land, and (iii) the plans for completion of "City" by Mr. 

Heizer and his sponsor the DIA Foundation.  DOE’s Answer merely repeats what it has said in 

Rail Alignment FEIS.  Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second guess DOE, but 
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instead to look at the information and explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary 

information) and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable. 

Whether "City" is evaluated as a cultural resource or as an aesthetic resource, DOE’s 

approach to visual and noise impacts is arbitrary and capricious because (i) DOE failed to 

consult with the sculptor and the project sponsor, the DIA Foundation, in selecting the key 

observation points, (ii) DOE selected the locations at which it assessed visual and noise impacts 

based on its own value decisions, not on those of the sculptor and sponsor, (iii) DOE fails to 

demonstrate that its proposed mitigation measure, construction of earthen berms, would 

eliminate adverse visual and noise impacts of its preferred alternative, and (iv) DOE’s stated 

reasons for rejecting alternative alignments that would avoid Garden Valley and "City" are not 

supported by DOE’s analyses in Rail Alignment FEIS, Appendix C.  

The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1931-33) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 

appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 
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judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this 

contention based upon his affidavit.  See Nevada Petition, Attachment 7.  In addition, Mr. 

Halstead is testifying on matters that fall within his area of expertise contrary to the two cases 

cited by DOE.  See also Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the classification of "City" as a cultural resource, the 

adverse impacts of rail construction and operation on "City," and the irreparable nature of the 

impacts which can only be mitigated by selecting an alternative alignment segment which avoids 

Garden Valley.  The deficiencies in the DOE consideration of these matters are sufficient in and 

of themselves to prevent NRC from adopting the FEIS and FSEIS. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-09 – TRANSPORTATION SABOTAGE RISK VS. AT-REACTOR 
STORAGE 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion by DOE, in this contention Nevada is not challenging the 

adequacy of DOE’s No Action Alternative in the SEIS and the FSEIS with regard to "the need 

for a repository, the alternatives to geological disposal, or alternative sites to the Yucca Mountain 

Site" (Answer at 1938; citing 42 U.S.C. § 10134(a)(1)(D)).  Rather, Nevada has plead that the 

No Action Alternative in the FSEIS "fails to consider reasonably foreseeable sabotage events at 

one or more of the 76 identified commercial reactor or DOE storage sites" (Petition at 1079).  

DOE makes no other argument under this section of the contention, and therefore, DOE makes 

no other challenge to the adequacy of Nevada’s compliance with the pleading requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).  See also Section III.M., supra (wherein Nevada addresses DOE’s 

generic arguments that all environmental contentions allegedly are outside the scope of this 

proceeding). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Based upon the factual allegations contained in the Petition (at 1081-82), Nevada 

maintains that, contrary to statements contained in the Answer (at 1938-40), DOE has not taken 

the requisite "hard look" at the issue of sabotage and that it is unreasonable for DOE not to 

consider reasonably foreseeable sabotage events at locations where spent nuclear fuel and high-
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level radioactive waste destined for Yucca Mountain is currently being stored.  DOE’s Answer 

merely repeats what it has said in Rail Alignment FEIS.  Nevada is not asking this Licensing 

Board to second guess DOE, but instead to look at the information and explanations proffered by 

DOE (in light of much contrary information) and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and 

positions are indeed reasonable and feasible. 

The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1938-40) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 

appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

Nothing in the DOE Answer demonstrates that the FSEIS No Action Alternative 

considered the benefits of extended storage at a commercial reactor site. The resulting fission 

product decay reduces the consequences of a sabotage event at the reactor site, as well as the 
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impacts of off-site transportation at some future date.  The comparison of extended storage to the 

Proposed Action is especially relevant because DOE has proposed shipping very hot, high-burn-

up spent nuclear fuel in the TAD canister transportation system.   

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this 

contention based upon his affidavit.  See Nevada Petition, Attachment 7.  In addition, Mr. 

Halstead is testifying on matters that fall within his area of expertise contrary to the case cited by 

DOE.  See also Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the consequences of a sabotage event during extended 

at-reactor storage under the No Action Alternative, compared with the consequences of a 

sabotage event involving a spent fuel shipment at an urban location under the Proposed Action.  

Nevada and DOE further dispute the overall benefits of extended at-reactor storage under the No 

Action Alternative, resulting from fission product decay and reduction in transportation impacts, 

compared with the Proposed Action. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-10 – LONG-TERM RADIATION EXPOSURE FOLLOWING 
SABOTAGE 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1947), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to provide a realistic estimate of population 

radiation doses and the cost of cleanup following a transportation sabotage event (Petition at 

1085-86).  Long-standing NRC case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental 

impacts associated with related transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See 

Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 

NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy 

Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule 

generally applicable for major federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," 

namely that both agencies "must evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" 

and both agencies "must determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee 

Valley Authority (Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 

1978 NRC Lexis 18, *28.    

Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 
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1947-48), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1947, 1948, 1952) that this contention is "may also be 

barred under res judicata and finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of 

such a conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as 

discussed in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which 

was contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 Notwithstanding all that DOE has pled in Section 4 of its Answer (at 1949-50), this 

contention cannot involve a battle of the experts for the following simple reasons.  First, DOE 

has not identified an expert in support of its positions.  Second, as Nevada has made clear in the 

factual allegations set forth in this contention, the positions articulated by DOE in its EIS and/or 

SEIS are not reasonable, and the assumptions underlying those positions are not reasonable 

(Petition at 1085-86).  Third, Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second guess DOE, 

but instead to look at the explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary information) 

and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable.  

The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1948-51) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 
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appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this 

contention based upon his affidavit.  See Nevada Petition, Attachment 7 (Halstead).  In addition, 

Mr. Halstead is testifying on matters that fall within his area of expertise contrary to the case 

cited by DOE.  See also Section III.L., supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
There is a genuine dispute between the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the realistic 

estimates of population radiation doses and cleanup costs following a transportation sabotage 

event.   DOE has failed to provide any sabotage cleanup cost estimates of its own; therefore, the 

NRC cannot estimate if a one year long-term exposure period is a realistic time frame for a 

radiation dose given to a population after a sabotage incident. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-11 – SABOTAGE RISK, PRESSURIZED CASK 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1956-57), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to properly account for cask pressurization in a 

sabotage event during transportation as a result the cost/benefit ratio is biased towards the 

preferred alternative (Petition at 1085-86).  Long-standing NRC case law instructs Licensing 

Boards to address environmental impacts associated with related transportation activities away 

from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating 

Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit 

Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  

Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally applicable for major federal action in which 

two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that both agencies "must evaluate the 

environmental consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must determine 

independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority (Phipps Bend 

Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 18, *28.    

Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 
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1957), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1956, 1958, 1960) that this contention is "may also be 

barred under res judicata and finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of 

such a conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as 

discussed in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which 

was contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 Notwithstanding all that DOE has pled in Section 4 of its Answer (at 1958-59), this 

contention cannot involve a battle of the experts for the following simple reasons.  First, DOE 

has not identified an expert in support of its positions.  Second, as Nevada has made clear in the 

factual allegations set forth in this contention, the positions articulated by DOE in its EIS and/or 

SEIS are not reasonable, and the assumptions underlying those positions are not reasonable 

(Petition at 1089).  Third, Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second guess DOE, but 

instead to look at the explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary information) and 

determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable.  

The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1958-59) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 
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appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
 Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead and Dr. Michael Thorne are completely unfounded as they are fully qualified to opine 

on matters set forth in this contention based upon their affidavits.  See Nevada Petition, 

Attachment 3 (Thorne) and Attachment 7 (Halstead).  In addition, Dr. Thorne and Mr. Halstead 

are testifying on matters that fall within their areas of expertise contrary to the case cited by 

DOE.  See also Section III.L., supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
             For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

Nevada and DOE regarding the effect of cask pressurization on the release of radioactive 

materials.  DOE, based on the release fractions from Luna paper, does not consider the cask to be 

initially pressurized.  The State of Nevada does consider the cask initially pressurized.  This 

deficiency is significant because, without considering reasonably foreseeable attack scenarios, 

there is no adequate disclosure of alternatives under NEPA.  If reasonable alternatives were 

added, the disclosure of radiological impacts could be materially different, thus the FEIS and 

FSEIS cannot be adopted by the NRC.   
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-12 – TRANSPORTATION RISK ASSUMPTIONS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1965), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to use the consistent application of weather and 

release fraction assumptions to all reasonably foreseeable accident and sabotage scenarios, and 

as a result the failure to adequately assess their environmental impacts (Petition at 1093-94).  

Long-standing NRC case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts 

associated with related transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas 

& Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 

1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 

and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally 

applicable for major federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that 

both agencies "must evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" and both 

agencies "must determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley 

Authority (Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 

NRC Lexis 18, *28.    
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Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 

1965-67), in fact NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1965, 1966, 1972) that this contention is "may also be 

barred under res judicata and finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of 

such a conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as 

discussed in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which 

was contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading 

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 
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supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead and Mr. Stephan Frishman are completely unfounded as they are fully qualified to 

opine on matters set forth in this contention based upon their affidavits (Petition, Attachment 7 

(Halstead) and Attachment 20 (Frishman)).  In addition, Messrs. Halstead and Frishman are 

testifying on matters that fall within their areas of expertise contrary to the case cited by DOE.  

See also Section III.L., supra. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead and Dr. Michael Thorne are completely unfounded as they are fully qualified to opine 

on matters set forth in this contention based upon their affidavits (Petition, Attachment 3 

(Thorne) and Attachment 7 (Halstead)).  In addition, Dr. Thorne and Mr. Halstead are testifying 

on matters that fall within their areas of expertise contrary to the case cited by DOE.  See also 

Section III.L., supra. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the inconsistent application of weather and release 

fraction assumptions in the evaluation of transportation accidents and sabotage events in the 

FSEIS.  DOE has failed to consistently apply the same weather and release fraction assumptions 

to all accident and sabotage scenarios.  Use of consistent data would greatly increase the 

consequences of those scenarios. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-13 – GRAZING IMPACTS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1976-77), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to apply the appropriate methodology in assessing 

the impacts of railroad construction on up to 32 active BLM grazing allotments, and as a result 

there is not an adequate disclosure of alternatives (Petition at 1097-98).  Long-standing NRC 

case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts associated with related 

transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf 

Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 

197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-

247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally applicable for major 

federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that both agencies "must 

evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must 

determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority 

(Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 

18, *28.    
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Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 

1977), in fact, NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 1976, 1981) that this contention is "may also be barred 

under res judicata and finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of such a 

conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as discussed 

in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which was 

contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Based upon the factual allegations contained in the Petition (at 1097-98), Nevada 

maintains that, contrary to statements contained in the Answer (at 1977), DOE has not taken the 

requisite "hard look" at the construction impacts on individual grazing allotments considering 

site-specific characteristics.  DOE’s Answer merely repeats what it has said in Rail Alignment 

FEIS.  Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second guess DOE, but instead to look at the 

information and explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary information) and 

determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable. 
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The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1977-81) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 

appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead and Mr. Stephan Frishman are completely unfounded as they are fully qualified to 

opine on matters set forth in this contention based upon their affidavits.  See Nevada Petition, 

Attachment 7 (Halstead) and Attachment 20 (Frishman).  In addition, Messrs. Halstead and 
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Frishman are testifying on matters that fall within their areas of expertise contrary to the two 

cases cited by DOE.  See also Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the potential impacts of railroad construction on active 

BLM grazing allotments.  Nevada believes that construction impacts on individual grazing 

allotments must be assessed considering site-specific characteristics, and that the assessment 

must be conducted by DOE in the present Rail Alignment EIS in order to allow comparison of 

impacts associated with reasonable alternative rail corridors, alignments, and segments.  DOE 

acknowledges that consideration of site-specific characteristics could result in greater losses of 

forage and greater losses of animal unit months, than estimated in the Rail Alignment FEIS, but 

DOE improperly defers actual evaluation of those impacts until some future date following a 

DOE request for a BLM right-of-way grant. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-14 – DEFERRED ASSESSMENT OF RAILROAD 
CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS ON GRAZING 

 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1985), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically DOE’s deferral of assessment of impacts of railroad 

construction on individual BLM grazing allotments to a future action by the Bureau of Land 

Management (Petition at 1102-03).  Long-standing NRC case law instructs Licensing Boards to 

address environmental impacts associated with related transportation activities away from the 

licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 

No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. 

(Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards 

should "heed the rule generally applicable for major federal action in which two (or more) 

agencies are involved," namely that both agencies "must evaluate the environmental 

consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must determine independently whether 

NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority (Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 

2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 18, *28.    

Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 
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1985), in fact, NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Based upon the factual allegations contained in the Petition (at 1102-03), Nevada 

maintains that, contrary to statements contained in the Answer (at 1986), DOE has not taken the 

requisite "hard look" at the construction impacts on individual grazing allotments considering 

site-specific characteristics.  DOE’s Answer merely repeats what it has said in Rail Alignment 

FEIS.  Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second guess DOE, but instead to look at the 

information and explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary information) and 

determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable. 

The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1985-89) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 

appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 

NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 
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5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead and Mr. Stephan Frishman are completely unfounded as they are fully qualified to 

opine on matters set forth in this contention based upon their affidavits.  See Nevada Petition, 

Attachment 7 (Halstead) and Attachment 20 (Frishman).  In addition, Messrs. Halstead and 

Frishman are testifying on matters that fall within their areas of expertise contrary to the two 

cases cited by DOE.  See also Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the evaluation of potential impacts of railroad 

construction on active BLM grazing allotments.  Nevada believes that construction impacts on 

individual grazing allotments must be assessed considering site-specific characteristics, and that 

the assessment must be conducted by DOE in the present Rail Alignment EIS in order to allow 
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comparison of impacts associated with reasonable alternative rail corridors, alignments, and 

segments.  DOE acknowledges that consideration of site-specific characteristics could result in 

greater losses of forage and greater losses of animal unit months, than estimated in the Rail 

Alignment FEIS, but DOE improperly defers actual evaluation of these impacts until some future 

date following a DOE request for a BLM right-of-way grant. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-15 – TAD SHIPMENT ESTIMATES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 1993), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to consider shipping estimates based on existing 

standard contracts and current modal capabilities of the shipping sites, and thus (1) there is an 

insufficient basis for transportation impacts, and (2) a failure to adequately assess environmental 

impacts particularly regarding the modal mix between rail and truck (Petition at 1107-09).  

Long-standing NRC case law instructs Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts 

associated with related transportation activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas 

& Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 

1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 

and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 (1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally 

applicable for major federal action in which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that 

both agencies "must evaluate the environmental consequences of the entire project" and both 

agencies "must determine independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley 

Authority (Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 

NRC Lexis 18, *28.    
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Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 

1985), in fact, NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action seeking 

review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six decisions 

or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a license 

application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, this 

contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
Based upon the factual allegations contained in the Petition (at 1107-09), Nevada 

maintains that, contrary to statements contained in the Answer (at 1994), DOE has not taken the 

requisite "hard look" at the construction impacts on individual grazing allotments considering 

site-specific characteristics.  DOE’s Answer merely repeats what it has said in Rail Alignment 

FEIS.  Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second guess DOE, but instead to look at the 

information and explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary information) and 

determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable. 

The remainder of DOE’s argument in Section 4 (Answer at 1994-96) is nothing more 

than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are not 

appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 
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NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this 

contention based upon his affidavit (Petition, Attachment 7).  In addition, Mr. Halstead is 

testifying on matters that fall within his area of expertise.  See also Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the TAD-canister shipment estimates contained in the 

FSEIS, specifically regarding DOE’s ability to meet its self-imposed 90-percent TAD canister in 

rail cask objective for total repository shipments and annual repository receipts.  The validity of 

DOE’s shipment estimates is directly related to the FSEIS assessment of transportation impacts 
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nationally and in Nevada, and is essential to DOE’s ability to demonstrate compliance with SAR 

Subsection 1.5.1.1. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-16 – REPRESENTATIVE ROUTES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Contrary to the assertion in DOE’s Answer (at 2002), this contention is not requesting 

NRC to regulate DOE’s transportation activities but instead to admit for hearing an 

environmental contention involving the transportation impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-

level radioactive waste, specifically the failure to identify the affected environment for repository 

transportation impacts nationally and in Nevada, and the failure to consider information provided 

to DOE by potential rail carriers and by affected states about other potential rail routes that could 

be useful for repository shipments (Petition at 1112-13).  Long-standing NRC case law instructs 

Licensing Boards to address environmental impacts associated with related transportation 

activities away from the licensed premise.  See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear 

Generating Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977), 1977 NRC Lexis 197, *16-17.  See 

also Detroit Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-247, 8 AEC 936 

(1974).  Licensing Boards should "heed the rule generally applicable for major federal action in 

which two (or more) agencies are involved," namely that both agencies "must evaluate the 

environmental consequences of the entire project" and both agencies "must determine 

independently whether NEPA has been satisfied."  Tennessee Valley Authority (Phipps Bend 

Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-506, 8 NRC 533 (1978), 1978 NRC Lexis 18, *28.    
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Although DOE asserts that only the "federal courts of appeals" may hear "challenges to 

the analysis of environmental impacts arising from DOE transportation decisions" (Answer at 

2002-03), in fact, NWPA Section 119 is not applicable here since this is not a civil action 

seeking review of or challenging the constitutionality of or alleging the failure of one of the six 

decisions or actions enumerated in that statute but instead an adjudicatory proceeding involving a 

license application filed by DOE before the NRC.  See 42 U.S.C. § 10139(a)(1).  Furthermore, 

this contention does not challenge DOE’s transportation decisions in either their April 2004 or 

October 2008 RODs. 

Although DOE states (Answer at 2002-03, 2007) that this contention "may also be barred 

under res judicata and finality principles," DOE offers no support or argument in favor of such a 

conclusory statement.  Nevertheless, this contention is proper for NRC adjudication as discussed 

in Section III.N., supra.  In light of the foregoing and in consideration of that which was 

contained in Nevada’s Petition, this environmental contention satisfies the pleading requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
The entirety of DOE’s four-page argument in Section 4 (Answer at 2003-06) is nothing 

more than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are 

not appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 
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NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

Even more significant, however, is the fact that DOE has made an additional 3-page 

argument on the merits (Answer at 1999-2001) for this contention that is not addressed in any 

one of the six enumerated sections contrary to the pleading requirements contained in the Case 

Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450. 

Insofar as practicable, answers (including any attachments thereto) shall follow 
the format of petitions, in order and clearly labeled.  Answers shall be limited to 
addressing specific, alleged deficiencies in petitions and particular contentions. . . 
.  Nonspecific answers that provide only a boilerplate objection (e.g., "the 
contention fails to provide a sufficient supporting basis") are not helpful and 
should be avoided. 
 

Id., slip op. at 9.  Clearly it was practicable for DOE to include its boilerplate objections (at 

1999-2001) in specific enumerated paragraphs as was done for those specific objections (at 

2001-07).  However, DOE choose not to do so, and thereby choose not to follow the explicit 

directions of the Case Management Order.  Accordingly, notwithstanding that all of DOE’s 

boilerplate objections (at 1999-2001) are merits-based challenges to the contention (and hence 

appropriate for consideration this stage of the hearing when the Licensing Board is considering 

the admissibility of a contention), all of DOE’s boilerplate objections (at 1999-2001) should be 

rejected outright. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 
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functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this 

contention based upon his affidavit (Petition, Attachment 7).  In addition, Mr. Halstead is 

testifying on matters that fall within his area of expertise.  See also Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
For the reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 4 above, there is a genuine dispute between 

the State of Nevada and DOE regarding the identification of representative routes used to move 

the high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel to Yucca Mountain and the associated 

environmental impact of the use of those routes.  The FSEIS lacks important information about 

when shipments will occur, what routes they will use to traverse the nation, and the impacts 

associated with the use of such routes.  Since the FSEIS does not identify the affected 

environment for the proposed action, the FSEIS is insufficient and additional information will be 

required.  Accordingly, DOE has illegally segmented the environmental analysis required under 

NEPA for Yucca Mountain.  Therefore, the NRC cannot adopt the FSEIS as a portion of the 

License Application. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-17 – NRC STAFF’S NEPA REVIEW 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s argument here is irrelevant because it does not address the requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE’s argument here is irrelevant because it does not address the requirements of 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii).  A contention summary is not improper just because DOE disagrees 

with it.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

Nevada’s contention challenges the Commission’s ability to adopt DOE’s EIS without 

agreeing with it and is within the scope of the proceeding.   

This issue was prompted by NRC Staff’s statement in its adoption decision that it was 

adopting DOE’s NEPA statements even though it had done no detailed review of all technical 

aspects of them and would not necessarily have arrived at the same NEPA conclusions on 

matters of fact or policy.  This left it unclear how exactly Staff could have concluded that the 

FEISs complied with NEPA and CEQ regulations.  This raises an important issue of the legal 

standard to be applied to the Commission’s adoption decision.  Nevada alleges here that the 

Commission cannot adopt DOE’s FEISs  (without supplementation) unless it conducts a detailed 

review, and reaches an independent conclusion, on all issues of fact or policy material to whether 

they comply fully with NEPA and CEQ regulations.  If this contention is correct, then the 

approach the Board must take to the review of every environmental contention is materially 

affected.  In particular, Nevada’s contention means that, in adjudicating contested NEPA issues, 

the Commission may substitute its judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations 
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are satisfied, as opposed to functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and 

capricious or similar deferential review standard.   

This does not challenge 10 C.F.R. § 51.109.  While the Commission did say in 1988 that 

§ 51.109 meant that it could adopt DOE’s EIS even if it did not agree with it on every significant 

issue of fact or policy (Answer at 60), that was before NEI v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251 (D.C. Cir. 

2004), and the Commission’s decision in the Notice of Hearing that § 51.109 must be applied 

consistent with that decision.  73 Fed. Reg. 63,029, 63,031 (Oct. 22, 2008).  In NEI v. EPA the 

Court noted that "NRC has acknowledged that it would not be 'practicable' to adopt [DOE’s] 

FEIS unless it meets the standards for an 'adequate statement' under the NEPA and the Council 

for Environmental Quality’s NEPA regulations" and then held that "[w]e agree."  NEI v. EPA, 

373 F.3d 1251 at 1314.   Nevada’s contention merely asks that this judicially compelled standard 

apply to the Commission’s adoption decision.  Doing so cannot contravene § 51.109 because the 

Commission, in directing that NEI v. EPA be followed without also amending § 51.109, must 

have meant that the language of § 51.109 was fully compatible with the Court’s decision.   

It is true that, according to the Commission, a NEPA contention must raise a significant 

and substantial consideration, but according to the Notice of Hearing this must mean that any 

contention that challenges (with the necessary support) whether DOE’s FEIS complies with 

NEPA or CEQ regulations would by definition be raising a significant and substantial issue.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

Nevada’s argument is material for the reasons given above.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE’s argument is absurd.  This is a purely legal issue, and the contention is sufficient as 

drafted without adding more supporting facts, an expert opinion, or further references.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE here argues the merits on what clearly is, from the Answer itself, a material 

disagreement with Nevada. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-18 – OVERLAP BETWEEN NEPA AND AEA 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s only relevant argument here is that the contention is insufficiently specific 

because it refers to a large number of other contentions.  This puts form over substance.  The 

contention raises a single, specific NEPA claim, and the Advisory PAPO Board’s June 20, 2008 

Case Management Order, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450, specifically allows one contention to 

reference others.  LBP-08-10 at 7.  The only alternative would have been to add a NEPA 

contention for every radiological safety contention, alleging that it would dictate a materially 

different discussion of radiological environmental impacts when considered with the others, but 

the specificity of each of those NEPA contentions would be no different that NEV-NEPA-18.   

Moreover, Nevada’s contention is not like the general allegations of inadequacy rejected 

in Duke Energy Corporation (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 

328 (1999).  There petitioner contended simply that the application "is incomplete, and should be 

denied," and cited generally to a collection of topical reports and RAIs.  Nevada refers to a 

defined collection of documents, each of which satisfies contention standards and was prepared 

specifically for this proceeding.  Besides, if NEV-NEPA-18 is inadmissible as insufficiently 

specific, that it would follow that the cumulative NEPA impact of Nevada’s safety contentions is 

non-litigable per se, which would deny Nevada its right to a hearing.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   
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4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

Since, as indicated above, Nevada may incorporate other contentions, DOE’s argument 

that it must analyze the impact of each safety contention is wrong.  Moreover, Dr. Thorne’s 

affidavit satisfies Nevada’s obligation to show that the cumulative impact of its contentions is 

significant and would result in a materially different result.  The remainder of DOE’s argument 

goes to the merits.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE offers no new arguments.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE offers no new arguments.   
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-19 – PEAK DOSE IDENTIFICATION 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE’s argument here that its NEPA analysis was reasonable disputes the merits of 

Nevada’s contention, which is not a basis for dismissing it.  Moreover, DOE seeks to apply the 

wrong NEPA standard in arguing that NRC may not second-guess its NEPA documents (further 

support for this may be found in Nevada’s response on NEV-NEPA-17).  Also, as Nevada 

pointed out in its contention, EPA’s standards are not applicable to NEPA issues.   

The National Academy of Sciences report cited by DOE is not inconsistent with 

Nevada’s contention.  At most, that report states that a "compliance assessment" for "on the 

order of" one million years is feasible because this would be within the period of "geologic 

stability" (Answer at 2023).  This supports Nevada’s contention, at least to the extent that it 

argues for an evaluation of radiological environmental impacts beyond one million years, but 

within the period of geologic stability.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

DOE offers no new arguments.   
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 
 
DOE offers no new arguments.   
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-20 – RADIONUCLIDE CONTAMINATION OF AQUIFER 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

DOE’s argument here does not address the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) or 

the Case Management Order, and in fact, its entire argument with respect to NEV-NEPA-20 fails 

to distinguish among the differing requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i)-(vi).  To the extent 

DOE’s argument is relevant at all, it appears to address 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), and Nevada 

will respond accordingly.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

See Section 5 below. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

See Section 5 below. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
See Section 5 below. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Dr. Thorne and Mr. Frishman are 

completely unfounded, as both are qualified based on their affidavits.  They are not testifying on 

matters far afield from their areas of expertise as was the case in the two cases DOE cites.  

Moreover, as explained in III.L. and III.M. above, Nevada may properly incorporate language in 

a affidavit  and this NEPA contention satisfies the requirements for NEPA contentions in 109 

C.F.R. §§ 2.326 and 51.109.   

In addition, DOE states that "[t]he use of relatively simplified models, based on existing 

information, will result in a conservative estimate of contaminant flow and transport in the 
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groundwater system" (Answer at 2029).  There is nothing in the described approach for DOE’s 

supplementing its EIS that supports the statement that the results will be "conservative."  The 

fact that DOE intends to rely on "radiological and non-radiological contaminant concentrations 

predicted for groundwater at the RMEI location" (id. at 2027) assures that it cannot be known in 

advance whether the result is conservative or not.  As pointed out in Petition (at 1126), greater 

concentrations could occur at locations downstream (down gradient) from the RMEI because the 

annual water extraction rate, and therefore the contaminant dilution factor, is prescribed by 

regulation at the RMEI location; and that regulatory prescription is not based on any scientific 

analysis of the aquifer characteristics.  It instead is loosely based on local historical water 

extraction rates.   

In the NEPA analysis of contamination of the aquifer due to radiological and non-

radiological releases from the repository, the regulatory context that defines the RMEI and the 

RMEI location characteristics has no relevance.  It is only applicable to NRC’s compliance 

determination pursuant to the repository performance requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 63.  

Instead, the analysis to determine the cumulative impacts of releases of radiological and non-

radiological contaminants from the repository to the aquifer should rely, at a minimum, on the 

five elements identified in Petition (at 1126).   

Finally, most of DOE’s arguments improperly address the merits.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
 See Section 5 above. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-21 – CONTAMINATED AQUIFER DISCHARGES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself  

DOE’s argument here has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i).  

However, Nevada would not object to deferral of further adjudicatory proceedings on this 

contention, after its admission, until a reasonable time after delivery of the further NEPA 

submissions promised by DOE and a further Staff adoption determination.  

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE’s argument here has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii).  

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE’s argument here has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(iii).   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE’s argument here has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(iv).   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials  

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.M. above, Nevada’s NEPA contentions satisfy 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326.  Moreover, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Dr. Thorne and Mr. 

Frishman are completely unfounded, as both are qualified based on their affidavits.  They are not 

testifying on matters far afield from their areas of expertise as was the case in the two cases DOE 

cites.  Moreover, with the possible exception of its recommended discharge locations and 
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analytical methods, NEV-NEPA-21-is independently supported by NRC Staff’s adoption 

decision, which may be officially noticed.    

DOE argues (Answer at 2034) that "[t]he use of relatively simplified models, based on 

existing information, will result in a conservative estimate of contaminant flow and transport in 

the groundwater system."  This is a merits prediction.  There is nothing in the described approach 

for DOE’s supplementing its EIS that supports the statement that the results will be 

"conservative."  The fact that DOE intends to rely on "radiological and non-radiological 

contaminant concentrations predicted for groundwater at the RMEI location" (Answer at 2032) 

assures that it cannot be known in advance whether the result is conservative or not.  As pointed 

out in Nevada’s Petition (at 1130), greater concentrations could occur at locations downstream 

(down gradient) from the RMEI because the annual water extraction rate, and therefore the 

contaminant dilution factor, is prescribed by regulation at the RMEI location.  And that 

regulatory prescription is not based on any scientific analysis of the aquifer characteristics.  It 

instead is loosely based on local historical water extraction rates.    

In the NEPA analysis of contamination of the aquifer due to radiological and non-

radiological releases from the repository, the regulatory context that defines the RMEI and the 

RMEI location characteristics has no relevance, and it is antithetical to the purpose of a NEPA 

impact analysis.  It is only applicable to NRC’s compliance determination pursuant to the 

repository performance requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 63 where a simplified model might be 

deemed acceptable by the NRC for this regulatory purpose.  Instead, the NEPA analysis to 

determine the cumulative impacts of releases of radiological and non-radiological contaminants 

from the repository to the aquifer should rely, at a minimum, on the five elements identified in 

the Petition (at 1131).   
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DOE states (Answer at 2032) that "[t]he evaluation of potential discharge locations will 

depend on the output of the model.  Potential discharge locations that coincide with the flow 

pathways will be evaluated in the supplement.  DOE will not, however, presuppose at the outset 

that any specific locations will be affected."  The FEIS at 5-22 refers to a discharge location 

"near Franklin Lake Playa" and says at 5-23 "where the aquifer discharges to the surface (this 

location is also known as Franklin Lake Playa)." Tables cited in Nevada’s Petition (at 1129) also 

refer to Franklin Lake Playa as the discharge location.  The FSEIS at 5-23 refers only to probable 

discharge at Franklin Lake Playa and possible discharge in Death Valley springs.  However, it 

cites references that were available prior to the time the 2002 FEIS was issued.  A 3D transient 

groundwater flow and transport model, over a spatial scale of tens of kilometers would provide a 

basis for identification of discharge locations.  Thus the recommended discharge locations and 

analytical methods are fully supported.  

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE repeats its arguments which, to the extent they are at all relevant here (which is 

doubtful), are addressed above. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-22 – NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

This contention is within the scope of the proceeding because 10 C.F.R. § 51.67(a) 

provides that the FEIS must consider the possible denial of a construction authorization or 

license by the Commission.  Consideration of a No-Action Alternative is the sole means for 

compliance with this regulation.  If DOE is claiming that 10 C.F.R. § 51.67(a) violates the 

NWPA, this is an impermissible challenge to a Commission regulation, with the result that it is 

DOE, not Nevada, that seeks to go beyond the scope of the proceeding.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
DOE repeats its earlier argument, addressed above.  The Commission must adopt, to the 

extent practicable, the Secretary’s FEIS, but in order to be eligible for adoption, the FEIS must 

comply with NEPA and CEQ regulations.  The practicability of NRC’s adoption of DOE’s FEIS 

and FSEIS is material to the findings NRC must make, and the sufficiency of DOE’s EISs with 

respect to the No-Action Alternative is germane to the NRC’s finding.  

Further, DOE’s arguments here have nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(f)(1)(iv), but instead argue the merits.  In any event, as explained below, Nevada’s 

contention is reasonable.   

DOE considered Nevada’s early expressed concerns over the No-Action Alternative, but 

in light of "uncertainties, and thus unpredictability, of future actions in the event the Proposed 
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Action for Yucca Mountain is not approved," DOE opted to retain its no-action alternatives 

(FSEIS, "Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for a Geologic Repository for the 

Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste at Yucca Mountain, Nye 

County, Nevada, Summary, Volume I, II and III" (06/01/2008), LSN #: DEN001593669 at 2-

56).  Uncertainty and unpredictability of some other possible alternatives does not make the 

selected No-Action Alternatives reasonable.  The integrated impacts for Scenario 1, with 

institutional controls in place for 1 million years increase by approximately a factor of 100 over 

the 10,000-year impacts in Table 7-2 (FSEIS at 7-4).  Considering the feasibility of maintaining 

institutional controls for 1 million years is no more reasonable than considering its feasibility for 

10,000 years.  Scenario 2, after 100 years, would not be in accord with any reasonable radiation 

protection standard.  "With no effective institutional controls, the MEI could receive a fatal dose 

of radiation within a few weeks to months.  Death could be caused by acute direct radiation 

exposure."  FSEIS Table 7-2 at 7-7.  Neither Scenario 1 nor Scenario 2 represents a "reasonably 

foreseeable upper bound" of the impacts (Answer at 2039) because neither alternative is 

foreseeable in a context of 1 million years, or even 10,000 years.  Also, neither can be reconciled 

to be "worth its societal costs," since both scenarios defy credible quantitative analysis for the 

time period required (Answer at 2309). 

Nevada’s example of a reasonable strategy for analysis of the no-action alternative 

(Petition at 1134) is similar to the DOE’s analyses for the first 100 years under both Scenarios 1 

and 2.  And it is not inconsistent with the Commission’s Waste Confidence Rule, at 10 C.F.R. § 

51.23(a), or its proposed revision (73 Fed. Reg., 230, October 9, 2008, 59551-59570) that relies 

on a generic determination that the impacts would not be significant.  Nevada’s example 
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permissibly assumes that sometime during a 100-year period without the availability of 

permanent disposal, an acceptable means of managing the wastes would have been implemented.  

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
As indicated in III.L. above, an expert opinion affidavit may properly incorporate 

language from a contention and doing so does not turn the opinion into an unsworn argument of 

counsel, and as indicated in III.M. above, Nevada’s NEPA contentions satisfy 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
DOE repeats it earlier arguments, which are addressed above. 
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REPLY – NEV-NEPA-23 – AIRCRAFT CRASH SCENARIOS – AGING FACILITY 
 

1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.  

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

 
 Notwithstanding what DOE has pled in Section 4 of its Answer (at 2045-46), this 

contention cannot involve a battle of the experts for the following simple reasons.  First, DOE 

has not identified an expert in support of its positions.  Second, as Nevada has made clear in the 

factual allegations set forth in this contention, the positions articulated by DOE in its EIS and/or 

SEIS are not reasonable, and the assumptions underlying those positions are not reasonable 

(Petition at 1054-55).  Third, Nevada is not asking this Licensing Board to second guess DOE, 

but instead to look at the explanations proffered by DOE (in light of much contrary information) 

and determined whether DOE’s assumptions and positions are indeed reasonable.  

The entirety of DOE’s 3-page argument in Section 4 (Answer at 2044-46) is nothing 

more than a merits challenge to the factual allegations contained in the Petition, and therefore are 

not appropriate at this stage of the proceeding when this Licensing Board is considering the 

admissibility of a contention.  In fact, DOE has previously admitted that environmental 

contentions involving transportation impacts (such as presented in this contention) are proper for 

consideration in this very proceeding.  See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251, 

1313 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (where the Court made its decision "on the assurances of counsel for both 
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NRC and DOE at oral argument that Nevada will be permitted to raise it substantive challenges 

to the FEIS in any NRC proceeding to decide whether to adopt the FEIS"). 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

 
Nevada’s environmental contentions satisfy the pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 

51.109 and 2.326, and in ruling on those contentions the Commission may substitute its 

judgment for DOE on whether NEPA and CEQ regulations are satisfied as opposed to 

functioning like a reviewing court and applying an arbitrary and capricious (or other similar 

deferential) review standard.  See Section III.M., supra. 

DOE has not presented its arguments regarding expert qualifications within any of the 

sections of this contention, and therefore cannot use those arguments to conclude that Nevada 

has failed to comply with the pleading requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as 

supplemented by the Case Management Order of June 20, 2008, LBP-08-10, 67 NRC 450.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, DOE’s arguments about the qualifications of Mr. Robert 

Halstead are completely unfounded as he is fully qualified to opine on matters set forth in this 

contention based upon his affidavit (Petition, Attachment 7).  In addition, Mr. Halstead is 

testifying on matters that fall within his area of expertise.  See also Section III.L., supra. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

 
See the response to Sections 4 and 5 above. 
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C. Replies Regarding Miscellaneous Contentions 
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REPLY – NEV-MISC-01 – EROSION AND GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

DOE argues that this contention in beyond the scope of the hearing because it constitutes 

an impermissible challenge to Public L. No. 107-200, 42 U.S.C. § 10135 note, the Congressional 

Joint Resolution overriding Nevada’s notice of disapproval of President Bush’s recommendation 

of the Yucca Mountain Site.  According to DOE, this law amounts to a Congressional 

determination that Yucca Mountain is a suitable location for a geologic repository and this 

determination is binding on the NRC.  However, Congress made no such binding determination.   

The text of Public L. No. 107-200 was dictated by section 115 (a) of the NWPA, 42 

U.S.C. § 10135 (a).  Therefore, the text of Public L. No. 107-200 cannot be construed separate 

from the NWPA as a whole, including section 114 (f)(5), 42 U.S.C. 10134 (f)(5).  Section 114 

(f)(5)  provides that "[n]othing in this chapter shall be construed to amend or otherwise detract 

from the licensing requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission . . . ."  Thus, it must be 

understood that Public L. No. 107-200 likewise does not to amend or otherwise detract from the 

licensing requirements of the NRC, including NRC’s consideration of repository site suitability 

issues like the one raised in this contention.  The legislative history of Public L. No. 107-200 

confirms this.  The Senate Report, after noting that Nevada believed the geology of Yucca 

Mountain was unsuitable for development as a geologic repository, stated that Nevada’s 

questions "must be more fully examined and resolved before the NRC can authorize construction 
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of the repository.  But they should be resolved by the Commission, rather than by the Committee 

or the Senate as a whole."  S. Rep. No. 107-159, 107th Cong., 2d Sess. at 13.  The House 

Committee Report is to the same effect.  H.R. Rep. No. 107-425, 107th Cong., 2d Sess. at 3.   

NEI v. EPA, 373 F.3d 1251 (D.C. Cir. 2004) is not to the contrary.  The Court understood 

correctly that "the practical effect of the legislation is to conclude the site selection process and 

to permit DOE to seek authorization from NRC to construct and operate a repository at this site."  

Id. at 1310.  Nothing in NEI v. EPA suggests that Public L. No. 107-200 detracted from NRC's 

authority to conclude that the Yucca Mountain Site is unsuitable as a geologic repository, the 

essential trust of this contention.   

DOE’s baseless argument about the effect of Public L. No. 107-200 on NRC’s licensing 

authority is a remarkable about-face.  During Congressional consideration of Public L. No. 107-

200, DOE Secretary Abraham testified that "I strongly believe the recommendation that the 

[Yucca Mountain] site is suitable is the correct one, but I am willing to subject that analysis to 

the experts of the NRC."  Hearings before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, 

United States Senate, on H.J. Res. 34, May 16, 22 and 23, 2002, 107th Congress, at 32.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE makes a strange argument that this contention must be rejected as not material 

because it does not demonstrate there is no reasonable expectation the EPA dose standard will be 

met.  But this contention does not challenge compliance with the dose standard.  10 C.F.R. § 

63.31 only authorizes the NRC to issue a construction authorization for a "geologic repository 

operations area" which, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 63.2, must include permanent disposal in 

excavated geologic media.  In accordance with the referenced contention, Yucca Mountain will 

not provide for disposal in excavated geologic media.  Accordingly, this issue must be addressed 
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and resolved in order for the NRC to make any favorable findings pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 63.31, 

regardless of "reasonable expectation."   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials  

DOE refers here to its answer to NEV-SAFETY-41. Accordingly, Nevada refers to its 

response.  In addition, DOE’s argument with respect to the effect of the NRC and EPA rules on 

screening of FEPs (Answer at 417) is irrelevant here because NEV-MISC-01 does not address 

deficiencies in the TSPA for the purpose of challenging ultimate compliance with the EPA dose 

standards.  40 C.F.R. § 197.36 (c) ("For performance assessments conducted to show compliance 

with §§ 197.20 (a)(2) and 197.25 (b)(2) [§ 197.20 (a)(2) is EPA’s post-10,000 years dose 

standard] DOE’s performance assessments shall . . . " [emphasis added].  EPA’s limits on FEPs 

do not apply to NEV-MISC-01.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

By arguing here that NEV-MISC-01 relies on a "flawed technical argument," 

"unreasonable speculation," "cautious, but reasonable assumptions," and that the application and 

facility complies fully with NRC requirements, DOE argues the merits.  This is not a ground for 

rejecting a contention.   
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REPLY – NEV-MISC-02 – ALTERNATE WASTE STORAGE PLANS 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

This contention alleges that DOE’s application violates the NWPA and that the 

contention must be resolved in order for the NRC to find that the application complies with 10 

C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(7), as required by 10 C.F.R. § 63.31(a)(3).  Whether or not section 122 of the 

NWPA is violated goes to the merits, not to whether the contention is within the scope of the 

proceeding.  Moreover, it is absurd to argue that a contention that challenges compliance with a 

statute is an impermissible challenge to the statute because, obviously, such a challenge accepts 

the statute as a given.  Finally, DOE offers no reason why this contention challenges a 

Commission regulation.  While 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(7) requires DOE to describe a plan for 

alternate storage, it does not speak to whether alternate storage on site is acceptable.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE’s argument here goes to the merits.  DOE concedes that 10 C.F.R. § 63.21(c)(7) 

does not address the subject of the contention, and nothing in the definition of GROA in 10 
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C.F.R. § 63.2 assumes that alternate storage areas for use after retrieval will be located at the 

Yucca Mountain Site – it just refers to "surface areas" where "waste handling activities are 

conducted" without specifying what these handling activities might be.  Moreover, Nevada does 

not dispute that an MRS is designed to serve as a back-up to the repository program, but that is 

just what storage after retrieval from Yucca Mountain would be.  Also, Nevada does not dispute 

that 10 C.F.R. § 72.3 defines an MRS as a facility intended for storage pending shipment to a 

repository "or other disposal," but DOE offers nothing to support the further proposition that an 

MRS is a facility that is used solely for storage before Yucca Mountain first becomes available, 

as opposed to a facility used for storage after wastes from Yucca Mountain are retrieved pending 

shipment to a second repository or other kind of disposal facility.  Finally, DOE offers no 

support for the proposition that a facility for alternate storage after retrieval is an authorized part 

of the disposal facility.   
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REPLY – NEV-MISC-03 – LA REFERENCES 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No argument DOE offers here addresses whether the contention is within the scope of the 

proceeding.  While the contention obviously challenges the sufficiency of the license application, 

it does not challenge the sufficiency of the NRC Staff’s docketing determination because the 

Staff’s docketing decision does not compel the Licensing Board to conclude that the applicant is 

sufficient.  An application may be found insufficient and incomplete no matter what NRC Staff 

may think.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE argues here that the contention is not material because whether the 196 references 

are incorporated by reference in the SAR would make no difference in the outcome of the 

proceeding because "[t]he NRC Staff can consider information regardless of whether that 

information `is incorporated by reference in the Application" (Answer at 1847).  This goes to the 

merits of Nevada’s contention, and a citation to an NRC Staff letter cannot trump the regulations 

cited by Nevada.  10 C.F.R. § 63.31 provides that safety findings are to be made "[o]n review 

and consideration of an application," and 10 C.F.R. § 63.24 reinforces the concept that the 

application is the basis for the NRC’s safety review by requiring that the application be as 

complete as possible in light of reasonably available information..  The fact that parties may refer 
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to all of the references in this proceeding is irrelevant.  If the application itself is deficient it 

cannot be granted.   

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

Nevada offers a sufficient factual basis for this contention by referring to its other safety 

contentions, each of which is supported by an appropriate expert affidavit.   

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE’s argument here largely goes to the merits and completely avoids Nevada’s 

discussion of 10 C.F.R. §§ 63.24 and 63.31.  DOE is hardly helped by arguing that 10 C.F.R. § 

63.21, used words such as "description, discussion, explanation, assessment, and evaluation," 

because these terms are not incompatible with Nevada’s contention, which asks essentially that 

the "descriptions, discussions, explanations, assessments, and evaluations" in the application be 

complete.  DOE’s reference to the NRC Staff’s Yucca Mountain Review Plan (YMRP) shows 

true desperation, for surely DOE knows that Staff documents like this one are not binding on a 

Licensing Board.  See, e.g., Curators of the University of Missouri (Byproduct License No. 24-

00513-32; Special Nuclear Materials License No. SNM-247), CLI-95-8, 41 NRC 386, 397-98 

(1995).   

DOE argues finally if Nevada believes that the application is not adequately supported it 

should have demonstrated that fact on an issue-by-issue basis.  This argument just points to 

Nevada’s dilemma.  Nevada’s contention states that "[i]t is clear from Nevada’s contentions 

addressed to the SAR, specifically paragraphs 5 of those contentions, that Nevada’s experts 

usually found it impossible to review the safety conclusions in the cited subsections of the SAR, 

especially those in Chapter 2, without considering scientific facts and analyses in the referenced 

documents, and sometimes also scientific facts and analyses in documents referenced in the 
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references" (Petition at 1150).  Therefore, at the least, NEV-MISC-03 adequately supports the 

propositions that (1) the subsections of the SAR addressed by these Nevada’s contentions are 

incomplete and inadequate without incorporation of the references pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 63.23, 

(2) without such incorporation, no safety findings based solely on the SAR can be made, and (3) 

the LA is deficient on its face, at least with respect to these subsections.   

But as Nevada pointed out, Nevada’s safety contentions addressed to the SAR do not 

include an exhaustive compendium of all references that must be included in the SAR.  Doing so 

would require an in-depth, expert review of every subsection of the SAR, which is beyond the 

reasonable capability of any intervenor.  However, Nevada’s contentions are sufficiently 

numerous and detailed to support the reasonable inference that the completeness deficiencies 

found in the cited SAR subsections likely permeate the entire SAR.   
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REPLY – NEV-MISC-04 – AGING FACILITY ROLE UNDER NWPA 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response. 

6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

DOE argues here that Nevada’s contention raises two purely legal issues, and then DOE 

proceeds to argue the merits of these two issues, which is not a basis for rejecting a contention.   

DOE’s legal arguments are incorrect in any event.  First, NRC Staff’s opinions (Answer 

at 1854) do not address the specific aging facility DOE proposes in its application, and 

moreover, NRC Staff’s opinions have no precedence or binding effect on the Licensing Board.   

Second, DOE’s claim that its proposed aging facility is an integral part of the repository 

(Answer at 1854-55) is contradicted by its own application.  As Nevada’s contention states 

(Petition at 1153-54), according to the application, the pertinent functions of the aging facility 

are to provide "capability to place commercial SNF in a location where it can be aged to 

appropriate thermal power levels, providing passive heat removal to preclude exceeding waste 
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form temperature limits" and to provide "capability to uncouple receipt of commercial SNF from 

emplacement of commercial SNF by creating a location to temporarily place commercial SNF 

until the waste emplacement process can accommodate it."  SAR Subsection 1.2.7.1.1 at 1.2.7-4.  

A facility designed to accept SNF that cannot be disposed of without violating limits, and to 

"uncouple receipt of commercial SNF from emplacement of commercial SNF" is, by its own 

terms, not any integral part of repository operation.  Moreover, in its answer to NEV-MISC-05, 

DOE concedes that its aging facility has "independent utility" (Answer at 1860).  Nevada does 

not insist that all incoming waste be disposed of immediately, but only that no waste be received 

that is unqualified for disposal and that will not be disposed of within a reasonable period.  In 

short, Nevada insists only that a storage facility be reasonably coupled to efficient repository 

disposal operation.   

Third, given the wording of Nevada’s contention, it is absurd to assert that "it is beyond 

dispute that that the Aging Facility does not constitute. . .a monitored, retrievable storage 

facility" (Answer at 1855-56).  Nevada’s contention disputes this precise proposition.  Nevada 

does not dispute that an MRS is designed to serve as a back-up to the repository program in case 

that program is delayed, but that is just what DOE’s aging facility is designed to do – provide 

nuclear facility licensees some back-up relief from delays in licensing Yucca Mountain by 

allowing as much of their spent fuel as possible to be removed as early as possible from facility 

sites and stored at Yucca Mountain.  Also, Nevada does not dispute that 10 C.F.R. § 72.3 defines 

an MRS as a facility intended for storage pending shipment to a repository "or other disposal," 

but DOE offers nothing to support the further proposition that an MRS is a facility that is used 

solely for storage before shipment to Yucca Mountain.  If SNF is left on the aging pad because it 

cannot be disposed at Yucca Mountain, because of problems with either the SNF or Yucca 
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Mountain, it would be stored pending shipment to another repository or other disposal facility.  

Moreover, while "long-term" storage is not defined, if SNF is left on the aging pad because of 

problems with either the SNF or Yucca Mountain, the storage would be long-term because a 

second repository or other facility would be many years away.   
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REPLY – NEV-MISC-05 – ROLE OF AGING FACILITY 
 
1. A statement of the contention itself 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

2. A brief summary of the basis for the contention 

DOE’s argument has nothing to do with compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii).   

3.  A demonstration that the contention is within the scope of the hearing 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response.   

4. A demonstration that the contention is material to the findings NRC must make to license 
Yucca Mountain 

DOE argues that its aging facility is not a prohibited monitored, retrievable storage 

facility, and Nevada’s reply to this argument is given in its reply to NEV-MISC-04.  However, 

the essence of NEV-MISC-05 is that even if the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and the 

Commission’s regulations permitted the construction of an on-site aging facility that genuinely 

served the purposes ascribed to it by DOE, DOE’s explanation for this aging pad is pretextual, 

leaving as the only explanation for DOE’s proposal the desire to build a prohibited, retrievable 

storage facility in Nevada.  This is a material issue, for if Nevada’s pretextual claim is upheld on 

the merits, there would be a violation of the NWPA, just as the contention explains.   

DOE's remaining arguments here (Answer at 1860-1861) go to the merits of Nevada’s 

pretextual claim, and have nothing to do with whether NEV-MISC-05 satisfies the requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).  Moreover, DOE concedes that NEV-MISC-05 has an adequate 

basis in fact or opinion. 

5. A concise statement of the facts or expert opinions supporting the contention, along with 
appropriate citations to supporting scientific or factual materials 

No reply necessary based on DOE's response, which concedes the point. 
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6. There must be sufficient information to show that there is a genuine dispute with DOE, 
along with specific references to the portions of the LA being controverted 

Given that Nevada is clearly claiming a violation of an applicable statute,  DOE’s 

concession that this contention is within the scope of the hearing and has a sufficient basis in fact 

or opinion, and that Nevada’s contention on its face contests specific portions of the application, 

the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) are clearly satisfied.  DOE’s argument here is 

either an impermissible attempt to argue the merits at the contention stage ("In short, the 

Licensing Board must reject this basis of the contention."  Answer at 1865), or one that should 

have been made with respect to Nevada’s compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).   
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V. CONCLUSION AND PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

Based on the foregoing, the Department of Energy's License Application should be 

denied. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
Honorable Catherine Cortez Masto 

     Nevada Attorney General 
     Marta Adams 
     Chief, Bureau of Government Affairs 
     100 North Carson Street 
     Carson City, Nevada  89701 
     Tel:  775-684-1237 

      Email:  madams@ag.nv.gov 
 
(signed electronically) 
Martin G. Malsch *  
Charles J. Fitzpatrick * 
John W. Lawrence * 
Egan, Fitzpatrick & Malsch, PLLC 
12500 San Pedro Avenue, Suite 555 
San Antonio, TX  78216 
Tel:  210.496.5001 
Fax:  210.496.5011 
mmalsch@nuclearlawyer.com  

      cfitzpatrick@nuclearlawyer.com  
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      *Special Deputy Attorneys General 
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In the Matter of      )  
  ) 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY  ) Docket No. 63-001-HLW 
  ) 
(High Level Waste Repository)   ) February 24, 2009 
 

DECLARATION OF CHARLES J. FITZPATRICK 
 

My name is Charles J. Fitzpatrick.  I am over the age of 18 and have never been 

convicted of a crime.  I am of sound mind and am fully qualified to make this Declaration. 

1. As one of the attorneys representing the State of Nevada in connection with the DOE 

licensing proceeding, I have been personally involved in Nevada's effort to ensure 

compliance with NRC's LSN regulations, and I have personal knowledge of the following 

facts, and they are true and correct. 

2. I am one of the persons primarily responsible on behalf of Nevada for the accumulation 

of Documentary Material and compliance of its Licensing Support Network ("LSN") 

database. 

3. Nevada has been cognizant of and compliant with its duty to continue after the time of its 

initial certification to update its LSN database with newly acquired or identified 

Documentary Material, to do so on a rolling basis, and to supplement its certification on a 

monthly basis and has so instructed its licensing team.   
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4. In the 12 months between Nevada's initial certification and DOE's Answer herein, 

Nevada sent many call memos, written instructions, explanations, definitions, and 

demands to the members of its licensing team in a good-faith effort to ensure compliance 

with the NRC's LSN requirements.  While this distribution of information included the 

text of regulations, such as 10 C.F.R. 2.1003, 10 C.F.R. 2.1009, the regulatory definitions 

of each type of Documentary Material, Reg. Guide 3.69, and the DOE License 

Application, it also included detailed explanations of specific requirements with respect 

to which Nevada had gained additional insights as a consequence of the PAPO hearing 

and order on DOE's Motion to Strike Nevada's initial certification.   

5. Some of the instructions, explanations, and requirements regarding their LSN compliance 

provided by Nevada to its licensing team included:   

(a) A re-review of all documents in the possession of team members.  Team members 

had previously been instructed to retain all documents relating in any way to their 

work on Yucca Mountain, for potential later discovery.  They were now instructed 

to re-review that documentation in light of the information with which they were 

being provided regarding the definition of Documentary Material, the identity of 

what materials were relevant, the matter of placing duplicate documents on the 

LSN, and the focus to be placed during the review on a search for non-supporting 

(DM-2) documentation.   

(b) When initial reviews had been conducted, the identity of supporting and non-

supporting material may have been uncertain due to the non-existence of a 

License Application; accordingly, the instruction was provided:  "To the extent 

we were uncertain about our position on a variety of issues pending DOE's filing 

of the LA and the completion of critical LA support documents, they are now 
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available, since DOE filed its License Application on June 3 and recertified its 

LSN as complete to include the documents supporting the LA."   

(c) Instructions were given reminding the Nevada licensing team of the monthly LSN 

supplementation requirement, including both Nevada's duty to monthly 

supplement its LSN certification, and the duty of each team member "on an 

ongoing (rolling) requirement, day by day and week by week" to provide to Susan 

Lynch for inclusion on the LSN "every bit of Documentary Material which you 

create or acquire or newly identify." 

(d) Instructions were given reminding the licensing team members that, even though 

during the time they were working on draft contentions, those drafts may not be 

LSN worthy, still the information which underlies those draft contentions, and 

information which does not support the draft contentions may well be DM-1 and 

DM-2 Documentary Material which would need to go on the LSN immediately.  

Instructions were given stating: 

Despite the good-faith effort made in the past, by each member of the team, to 
identify, accumulate, and include on LSN all Documentary Material, yet, in an 
abundance of caution, it is necessary that we ask all members of the team to 
review their complete document collections again (and not merely focus on 
current and future created, acquired, or identified documentation).   

 
(e) One of the stated reasons for this re-review was also provided to the team: 

We do not believe (and DOE failed to persuade the PAPO Board) that Nevada 
failed to place in its LSN database any existing Documentary Material.  However, 
we must double check to ensure that our collection is correct, that the Board's 
ruling was correct, and that DOE's speculative accusation (based simply on the 
number of documents in our LSN) was inaccurate. 
 

(f) Specific instructions were given with respect to the need to retain all information 

relating to the Yucca Mountain project for potential future derivative discovery 
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pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.1019, and the laundry list of document types specified in 

that regulation was provided. 

(g) Instructions were given with respect to duplicate documents which, if acquired by 

Nevada from some other source, need not be put on the LSN if some other party 

had already done so; but which must be put on the LSN, even if it created a 

duplicate situation, if generated by Nevada. 

(h) Instructions were given repeatedly with respect to the focus to be placed on 

identifying and making available all three types of Documentary Material, with 

particular focus on non-supporting (DM-2) material.  For example:   

In fact, one of the judges, in his Dissent, accused Nevada of "categorically" 
excluding DM-2.  We believe that conclusion was incorrect and unjustified, but it 
was instructive in that we must not only in practice identify, gather, and make 
available all three types of Documentary Material, but in all of our guidance and 
instructions, we must make clear to our team members, emphatically, that the 
identification, accumulation, and production of all three types of Documentary 
Material is equally important. 

 
(i) Instructions were given that, in conducting the required re-review of documents 

in possession of the team which already been previously reviewed, one of the 

reasons this was necessary was the potential for the characterization of a 

particular document to change:   

If there is Documentary Material in your possession, whether generated or 
acquired by you or someone else, at an earlier time, and your judgment 
has changed (for instance, now based upon DOE's recently filed License 
Application or other new information) and the prior generated or acquired 
information is something you are now likely to rely on, or something 
which now does not support our probable position in the licensing 
proceeding or the information supporting our position, then put it on the 
LSN at this time (even if you did not consider it to be Documentary 
Material until now). 

 
(j) Instructions were disseminated regarding the so-called "push-down" requirement 

under which, if any member of the Nevada licensing team at any time employed 
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the assistance of any other person or persons to assist with some analysis, 

experiment, or assessment, then in the course of identifying, accumulating, and 

producing Documentary Material the team members are likewise responsible for 

ensuring that production includes Documentary Material in the hands of any such 

assistant or helper. 

(k) Instructions were provided to the team regarding the issue of "relevance" of 

information to be searched for, identified, accumulated, and delivered for 

inclusion on the LSN.  It was noted that in the definitions contained in 2.1001, 

DM-3 specifically includes in its definition of relevance matters relevant to the 

License Application and the topics set out in NRC's Reg. Guide 3.69, while no 

such specific definition of relevance was provided for materials falling into the 

categories DM-1 or DM-2.  To avoid potential exclusion of relevant material, the 

team was instructed to consider relevance for purposes of identifying all three 

categories of Documentary Material to include a more expansive group of 

references including Reg. Guide 3.69, DOE's License Application, 10 C.F.R. 63 

and NUREG-1804, Rev. 2.   

(l) Instructions were given with respect to the categories of Documentary Material 

detailed in 10 C.F.R. 2.1003(a)(2) and the complete list of all included materials 

(such as calibration procedures, logs, guidelines, data logs, text data sheets, etc.) 

were provided for emphasis for the team.   

(m) As the date drew closer for the submission of Nevada's Petition and contentions, 

further reminders were sent to ensure that while drafting contentions and 

identifying supporting information, the team members must still place equal focus 

on identifying all Documentary Material:  "It is equally imperative that you 
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continuously monitor your files for the other two types of Documentary Material, 

generally information which does not support Nevada's position or contentions or 

information it intends to rely on (DM-2) and reports or studies prepared for 

Nevada (DM-3)." 

(n) Repetitious instructions were provided to ensure that no aspect of Documentary 

Material was neglected.  For example:   

We have emphasized before, and must again, the importance of every 
member of our team sending to Susan Lynch all LSN Documentary 
Material in their possession.  Documents which may be cited and relied 
on (DM-1), and reports and studies prepared for or on behalf of Nevada 
(DM-3) are the easier types to identify.  We have asked before, and ask 
again, that you scour all your Yucca project files again for any DM-2 - i.e., 
documentary information which does not support your or Nevada's 
position in the licensing proceeding, nor support the information in the 
DM-1 category. 

 
(o) Instructions were sent to the team shortly before Nevada filed its Petition 

reminding the members to recheck all the documents in their possession for 

Documentary Material and again explaining the three different types to be given 

equal focus.  They were also advised that they would be provided with a 

certification to be executed if accurate confirming their compliance with the 

requirements of their provision of Documentary Material for inclusion in the 

LSN.   

(p) Further instructions were sent reminding the team that their upcoming LSN 

certification would specifically confirm their compliance if applicable to the so-

called "push-down" requirement and again the reminder cautioned:  "Let me 

again emphasize the importance of 'DM-2' Documentary Material which does not 

support (or contradicts) Nevada's position in the licensing proceeding, or the 

documents Nevada intends to rely on.  Now that we have many draft contentions 
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in hand, and much of our position in the licensing proceeding is known, it is 

important that you each reconsider and re-review your files as necessary to 

identify any 'DM-2' as well as 'DM-1' and 'DM-3.'"   

(q) Before Nevada filed its Petition, the team was again instructed to broadly search 

its complete collection of all Yucca related documents one final time "to ensure 

that you identify and forward to Susan Lynch any Documentary Material 

(whether DM-1, DM-2, or DM-3)."   

(r) Just prior to filing Nevada's Petition, further instructions were sent to the entire 

Nevada team reminding them of their LSN compliance responsibilities and 

providing each with a form required to be signed and returned if accurate to 

confirm their certification of compliance with LSN document requirements.  The 

certification confirms the certifier's compliance, including the receipt by each of 

training instructions, procedures, and guidance on LSN compliance requirements, 

restates the definition of each of the types of Documentary Material searched for, 

confirms the review and re-review of relevant files to search for Documentary 

Material of all categories, incorporates understanding and compliance with the 

"push-down" requirement, and finally affirms placing "particular attention on 

identifying any DM-2 in my possession."  All members of the licensing team 

signed and returned the certification.   

(s) Shortly after Nevada filed its Petition and contentions, members of the Nevada 

team were provided with yet another instruction in order to avoid the possible 

omission of Documentary Material.  Specifically, some members of the team had 

not seen the final contentions prior to the Petition/contentions being filed and 

prior to their certification of LSN compliance.  Therefore, in order to avoid the 
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possibility that team members had in their possession documents which could 

newly be characterized as Documentary Material based on some final contention 

(which they had not seen), the team members were provided with the final 

contentions and required to re-review the documents in their possession one more 

time "and then determine whether any documents in your files have 'become' 

Documentary Material, even if they were not before." 

6.	 I have reviewed the time spent working on Yucca-related matters by the members of 

Nevada's expert consultant team during the three-year period prior to Nevada's filing its 

Petition and Contentions. Excluding months in which they performed no Yucca-related 

work, I determined that the average time spent was less than 25 hours per month, or well 

under 20 percent of what would be considered full time effort. This is reflective of the 

facts that none of Nevada's team of expert consultants is engaged full time on work for 

Nevada, that each works for other clients, and that a number of them have as primary 

employment work as a university teacher. 

Charles J. Fitzp(} 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

BEFORE THE SECRETARY 

In the Matter of Docket No. 70-3 103 

Louisiana Energy Services 
National Enrichment Facility 

CONTENTIONS ON THE CONSTRUCTION PERMIT/OPERATING LICENSE 
APPLICATION FOR THE NATIONAL ENRICHMENT FACILITY 

MADE BY 
NUCLEAR INFORMATION AND RESOURCE SERVICE 

AND 
PUBLIC CITIZEN 

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.309 and the notice published by the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission (“NRC” or the “Commission”) at 69 Fed. Reg. 5873 (Feb. 6,2004), Petitioners 

Nuclear Information and Resource Service (“NIRS”) and Public Citizen present the following 

contentions for hearing on the construction permit/operating license application by Louisiana 

Energy Services, L.P. (“LES”). Each of the contentions asserted herein is within the scope of 

this licensing proceeding and concerns matters that are material to the determinations to be made 

in such proceeding, as required by 10 CFR 2.309(f). 

Contentions presented herein are organized into the following categories: 

1. Impacts upon ground water and water supplies 

2. Waste storage and disposal 

3. Decommissioning costs 

4. Costs of management and disposal of depleted u F 6  

5.  Need for the facility; impact on national security 
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2. Waste storage and disposal 

2.1 Contention: Petitioners contend that LES does not have sound, reliable, or plausible 

strategy for disposal of the large amounts of radioactive and hazardous Depleted Uranium 

Hexaflouride (“‘D“’’) waste that the operation of the plant would produce. See NRC Order, 69 

Fed. Reg. 5873,5877 (Feb. 6,2004). 

The factual bases for such contention are set forth below, based upon analyses by Dr. 

Ajun Makhjani, whose resume is attached. 

As background, LES states in its application (ER 4.13.3.1.3 Depleted UF6 Disposition 

Alternatives) that its “preferred option and a ‘plausible strategy’ for disposition of the UBCs 

[uranium byproduct cylinders] is private sector conversion and disposal.. . .” LES goes on to 

argue (ER 4.13-8) that “ConverDyn9 a company that is engaged in converting U3O8 material to 

u F 6  for enrichment, has the technical capability to construct and operate a depleted UF6 to 

depleted U308 facility at its facility in Metropolis, Illinois in the future if there is an assured 

market. One of the two ConverDyn partners, General Atomics, may have access to an exhausted 

uranium mine (the Cotter Mines in Colorado) where depleted U3O8 could be disposed. 

Furthermore, discussions have recently been held with Cogema concerning a private conversion 

facility. Cogema has experience with such a facility currently processing depleted u F 6  in 

France. These factors support LES’s position that this option is the preferred ‘plausible strategy’ 

option.” 

A. Basis: In reality, the ability to construct a UF6 to U3O8 deconversion plant and the 

possible access to a uranium mine are more wishful thinking than “plausible strategy.” As LES 

itself states, (ER 4.13-1 5) ,  DOE possesses approximately 700,000 metric tons of depleted U F b  

fi-om operations at its Oak Ridge, Paducah and Portsmouth uranium enrichment plants, which 
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started piling up as far back as far as 1947. DOE is building its own conversion facilities. That 

taxpayers must h d  the capital costs of these facilities is a strong indication that the private 

sector does not believe that construction of a conversion facility would make economic sense. 

Further, there is the issue of the hazards of transporting DUF6, If DOE or any other 

entity were to convert DUF6 into U~OS, it would be far less risky to convert it at the place where 

it is generated than to transport it for conversion. In case of an accident and puncture of 

cylinders, even a modest fire would cause rapid volatilization of DW6. DW6 readily 

hydrolyzes, i.e., reacts with moisture to form uranyl fluoride and hydrofluoric acid. Hence an 

accident of this type would release both hazardous and radioactive materials that would be 

dispersed over considerable areas and that would severely af‘fect motorists present on the road. 

LES’s conversion strategy would be far more plausible if it were proposing to actually build the 

facility as an integral part of the enrichment plant. 

B. Basis: The statement that a ConverDyn partner, General Atomics, “may have access 

to an exhausted uranium mine. e .where depleted u308 could be disposed” represents a grossly 

inadequate certitude for a “plausible strategy” determination, particularly for a radioactive and 

hazardous substance which has been accumulating in massive quantities in the US. for 57 years 

without a plausible disposal program. Moreover, officials at Cotter Mines have publicly denied 

that they would or could accept the LES waste. (See interview by John Fleck, published in 

Albuquerque Journal, Jan. 7,2004). Neither has LES made a serious argument, much less 

demonstrated, that the Cotter Mines site meets technical and environmental criteria for DU 

disposal. 

C. Basis: Similarly, the statement that “discussions have recently been held with 

Cogema concerning a private conversion facility’’ (ER 4.13-8) is without substance. LES does 
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not indicate the outcome of these discussions, whether Cogema actually is interested in this idea, 

whether Cogema believes construction of a conversion facility would be profitable, and so forth. 

Molding discussions is hardly the same as a substantive commitment to build and operate such a 

facility. 

D. Basis: The LES application (ER 4.13.3.1.3 Depleted UF6 Disposition Alternatives) 

states, “The disposition of UBCs by DOE conversion and disposal is described.  since it is also a 

‘plausible strategy,’ but is not considered the preferred option.” In support of this assertion, LES 

points to 6 31 13 of the 1996 USEC Privatization Act (which requires the DOE to take possession 

and dispose of DU from private uranium enrichment plants ifthe waste is considered by the NRC 

to be low-level radioactive waste) and to two letters, one fi-om DOE, dated July 25,2002, and 

one from NRC, dated March 24,2003. The DOE letter states, “-. . .the Department acknowledges 

that Section 3 1 13 may constitute a “plausible strategy for the disposal of depleted uranium from 

the private sector domestic uranium enrichment plant license applicants and operators,” but DOE 

also states that “there has been no formal determination by NRC that depleted uranium is low- 

level radioactive waste for purposes of Section 3 1 13 of the 1996 USEC Privatization Act. 

Consequently, DOE is not obligated to accept it for disposal unless and until NRC makes such a 

determination.” (emphasis added). DOE’S letter adds: “The procedures and costs for this 

potential service are yet to be determined.” Similarly, the NRC letter states, ‘WRC staff 

considers that Section 3 1 13 would be a ‘plausible strategy’ for dispositioning depleted uranium 

tails z W C  determines that depleted uranium is a low-level radioactive waste. In that regard, 

the staff expects that LES will indicate in its application whether it will treat the tails as a waste 

or a resource. LES should also demonstrate in its application, given the expected constituents of 
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